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PREFACE
The original intention of the translator, when he began work in

1940—on the suggestion, and with the encouragement, of Sir

Richard Livingstone—^was to produce a simple and possibly

shortened version of the Politics for the benefit of English readers

who were not versed in the classics but were interested in the

general history of social and political theory. The original inten-

tion has not been abandoned, but it has been partly modified and
partly extended.

It has been modified in the sense that any idea of shortening

the Politics has been dropped. ' Aristotle is too pithy to be made
still pithier. It is expansion, rather than contraction, which the

text of the Politics demands. Little Could profitably have been
omitted : a shortened version would have been but little shorter,

and yet would have been incomplete; and the translator respected

the original too much to sacrifice even its minor details. (Minor
details, after all, go to make the character, and to determine the

influence, of any great book.) The Politics is therefore presented

to the reader in extenso.

The original intention has also been extended, and that in more
than one way. In the first place it seemed desirable to illustrate

the argument of the Politics by adding a translation of the various

passages concerned with matters of politics which are to be found

in the other writings of Aristotle—especially the Ethics, the

Rhetoric, and the Constitutio7i of Athens. This was the origin of

the five appendixes at the end of the book, which attempt to

complete and round off the review of political philosophy con-

tained in the Politics itself, and thus to present the reader with

a general conspectus of the whole body of Aristotle’s work in

the field of political inquiry. In the second place the translator,

v/ho began his study of the Politics nearly half a century ago, and

dealt with its argument in the first book which he published,’^

was naturally moveci, when the translation had been completed

and revised, to add an introduction dealing with the life of Aris-

totle, the place of the Politics in his system, the substance of its

argument, and some problems of its vocabulary. The introduc-

tion runs to some length; but its length may perhaps be excused

by the plea that it is the last contribution which the writer can

hope to make to the interpretation of the Politics.

Was a new translation necessary ? The translator asked himself

that question before he began his work; and he could only answer

^ The Political Thought of Plato and Aristotle, 1906.
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(but his answer was inevitably partial) that it was. The Politics is

a book which is needed—and needed in modem dress and a

modem English idiom—by the ‘general reader’ of all the Anglo-

Saxon world. It inspired the political thought of Aquinas: that

in turn inspired Hooker: Hooker in turn helped to inspire Locke;

and the thought of Locke, with all its ancestry, has largely inspired

the general thought both of Britain and America in the realm of

politics. More especially, the study of the Politics is a part of the

curriculum in a hundred and more universities, not only . in

Britain and the United States, but also in the Dominions and

India. Many—indeed, one may safely say, the great majority

—

of the students who attempt its study are students belonging

to the faculties of modern history, or of modem philosophy, or

of economics and politics, who have not been trained in the

classics, and must therefore study the Politics in some sort of

modem version. They need a version which is couched in a

modern style (such as a writer would use to-day in treating of

politics) and furnished with appropriate ‘helps to study’ which
will bring its substance home to their minds. The translator,

who was originally trained in the classics, but has spent most of

his life in teaching students in the faculty of modern history, has

accordingly drawn on his mixed experience in order to make a

translation intended primarily to meet the needs of students of

modern history, philosophy, and economics. This is not to say

that he has not sought to translate the Greek text with as exact

a scholarship as he could command, or that he has failed to re-

member the needs of the student ofclassical languages orthe student
of ancient history. But he has designed the translation more par-

ticularly for the service of the numerous students of social and
political theory, in whatever faculty or department, who simply
desire to study the Politics (along with Plato’s Republic) as the

fountain-head of that theory. /

Some technical details should also be added for the guidance
of the reader, (i) The text from which the translation has been
made is that of Newman’s edition,* but the translator has also

used the Teubner edition of Inunisch.^ He would also add that

he has checked his translation, again and again, with the revised
version of Jowett’s translation in vol. x of the Oxford Translation

of Aristotle. (2) The reader will find in the text of the translation
a number of passages, marked by square brackets, which have
been added by the translator in order to elucidate the course of
the argument. They may seem numerous, and the frequent recur-
rence of square brackets may confuse the eye of the reader. But

* Oxford, 1887-1902. ® Leipzig, 1909.
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no addition has been made to the text unless it seemed to be
necessary for a full understanding of the argument; and scholarship

demanded that any addition, however small, should be clearly

marked. Every addition is simply, and only, designed to bring
out clearly the ideas implied in the actual text; and there is no
addition which is not based on the words of Aristotle himself or

those of his commentators. (3) The titles given to each book
(like the divisions and sub-titles within each book) are the work of

die translator. But they are based on the authority of Aristotle;

and in many cases they are simply translations of the phrases

which he uses in the text of the Politics, e.g., in referring back
to the contents of a previous book. (The analysis which precedes

each chapter is entirely the work of the translator, and has no
other authority.) (4) The explanatory footnotes are, of course, the

work of the translator. The longer notes have been placed at the

end of the relevant chapter, with a heading to indicate their con-

tents, in order not to disturb the page with an excess of annota-

tion. (5) At the top of each left-hand page the reader will find a

statement of the book, chapter, and sections translated on the two
pages facing him; and at the top of each right-hand page he will

find a similar statement of the column (or columns) and the lines

of the original Greek text of the same two pages, as that text is

printed in the large two-column Berlin edition of the works of

Aristotle by Bekker (vol. II, 1831). The beginning of each column
of the Greek text of the Berlin edition is marked in thick type at

the relevant point in the body of the translation itself. It is the

habit of classical scholars to cite passages in Aristotle’s works by
the Berlin column and lines (as Plato’s dialogues are cited by the

page and the lettered divisions of the page in the Stephanus edition

of 1578); and the translator hopes that the indications given, on

the top of each right-hand page and in the body of the text, will

form a sufficient guide for the tracing of such citations.

The translation has been a labour of love, and a permanent

consolation of such leisure as was left to the writer, from the

autumn of 1940 to the spring of 1945, among the anxieties and

duties of war. It is a comfort, now that it is finished (perfectum

in one sense, but in another imperfectum . . . me ahsoluto simile),

because it encourages a hope that something is here presented

which may be of use to the students of the coming generation. For

the wisdom of Aristotle grows on the mind as one ponders upon

it; and the future- will be all the better if it continues to digest

his wisdom.

Walter Burley, reputed a Fellow of Merton College, is said to
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INTRODUCTION
I

THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE POLITICS
The life of Aristotle in its relation to the Politics, and the substance

of the Politics in its relatio7i to conteinporary history

^IJTOTLE was born in the_y^ in the year 322. The
place of_his birth was Stagira, a small Gr^ircplomaljpwiU^
to the east.oLthejcQo.dern,Salonica. on the borders of the Idhg'dom
of Macedonia. The place of his birth and the_fact_that.his _fathier~

was court physician to a preYwusjking..oLMacedonia_niay.^par,tly,
help to explain how he came to be tutor-j in jtiis middle_age, (about

342), to the young prince Alexander. Two facts in his parentage

may conceivably have also affected the method and direction of his

future studies. In the.first place both of his pamntswere of Ionian

origin; and remembering that the tendency of the lonians was
towards the scientific investigation of nature and its physical

elements and living types, we are perhaps entitled to fancy—but
it is little more than a fancy—that the blood in his veins carried

with it a scientific strain, and impelled him towards that preoccupa-

tion vdth nature, or physis, which marks so much of his thought.

In the.second place—and here we are on firmer ground—his_father

w^as^a doctor, practised in the art of dissection (which Aristotle after-

wards pursued), and probably versed in the writings of the school

of Hippocrates,^ with their close observation of the symptoms of

diseases, their ‘case records’, and their suggestions of remedial treat-

ment. This may have helped to turn Aristotle’s attention to biologi-

cal studies, whichhe certainly began to^ursue (aswe shall presently

see) about 345, and onwhichhe wrote and lectured after 335. Itmay
also help to explain the biological and medical trend in Books IV-VI
of the Politics, where he classifies constitutions, as a biologist would
classify living types, by the structure and arrangement of their

parts, and where again, in the spirit of a doctor, he suggests

methods of remedial treatment for the infirmities of different

constitutions as described in the light of political ‘case records’.

The active life of Aristotle naturally falls into three periods,.
^

TnTe.Ts' thT^apprentice’ period, which was spent in Athens and
' It is perhaps not fanciful to detect some reference to the famous Hippo-

cratean treatise ‘On Airs, Waters, and Places’ in Book VII of the Politics. Chapter
VII of that book deals with the relation between climate (or ‘places’) and character

in much the same sense as the treatise; and chapter xi seems clearly indebted to

the treatise in its references to the proper siting of cities to suit the prevalent

‘airs’ and to secure a good supply of ‘waters’. Aristotle himself, as well as his

father, may well have been versed in the writings of the school of Hippocrates.
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lasted for the twenty years from 367 to 347. There is the,

‘journeyman’ period, which'was partly spentin,Ae^ n^^^

cmner ofAsia Minor "(in the Troad and on the island of Lesbos)

andj)artly in Macedonia, and
.
which lasted for some twelve, years,

'ffomf347 to 335. Tinaliy there is the period of the /master^,

'

which was spent, like the ‘apprentice’ period, in Athens, and lasted

from 335 to his death in 322..
'
§ I. The period down to 34^. The, Athens to which Aristotle

came in 36’7, atthe a^ejaf seventeen, had begun to renew somethmg
of the life and ^vigour of the Periclean age of tKe pfevipu^

Sparta, which had defeated and crushed Athens at the end of the

Peloponnesian War (404), was already beginning to fail; she. had

Been heavily defeated by Thebes" at Leuctra in 371, and the

Thebans under Epaminondas were already conducting a third

invasion of the Peloponnese in the year in which Aristotle came
to Athens. Meanwhile, as early as 377, the Athenians had already

formed a second Athenian Confederacy, less wide-spread, indeed,

tbkh the old Confederacy of the fifth century, but with a much
more generous concession to the autonomy of the confederates (as

was shown in its double parliament, partly composed of the

Athenian Council and Assembly, but partly also of a synod of

representatives drawn from the allied states); and for the next fifty

years—down to the battle of Amorgos which destroyed Athenian
sea-power in the year of Aristotle’s death—^Athens was the.mistress

of the Aegaean.. Mistress of the seas, she was also.the trade-centre

and the money-market of Greece, where Aristotle could study the

problems of maritime" trade, money, dnd interest but above all

she was the general culture-centre of the Greek-speaking world—
the home of Greek drama

;
the home of the standard speech which

was becoming common to all educated Greeks; the home of the

book trade for all Greece
;
and, above all, the home of a nascent uni-

versityfrequentedby the Greekworld. If, as the orator Isocrates said,

‘Hellas had become a culture’, Athens was the heart of Hellas.^ .

Tl^ _nascent J^iversity of Athens _was^ .intere,^d in naany
..studies, and not least in the study of politics. Jspcrates was the

head of a school of political oratpry which not only dealt with the

^ The discussions of money and interest in Book I of the Politics (cc. ix-Xi),
and of maritime trade in Book VII (c.vi), have an Athenian background—if they
have also, perhaps, the background of Aristotle’s intercourse and talk with
Hermias, the ‘tyrant’ and business magnate of Atameus (see below, p. xv, n. 2).

“ ‘Our city’, Isocrates said in his Panegyricus of 380, ‘has left the rest of
mankind so far behind, in thought and expression, that those who are her pupils
have become the teachers of others. She has made the name of Greek no longer
count as that of a stock, but as that of a type of mind : she has made it designate
those who share with us in our culture, rather than those who share in a common
physical type’ (§ 50).
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technique of oratory but also with the substance of statesmanship.

But the great and cardinal school ojf Athens, which'alsb handled
politics, but handled it as a part of the general metaphysic of being
and the general ethic of life, was the Academy of Plato. Itwa?
Academy which Aristotle joined iri 367; and for the next .twenty
years, from the age of seventeen to that of thirty-seyen,_he worked
with the grey-haired but vigorous Plato,(already a man of sixty in

the year 367) during the Jast two^decades ofW long and active life.

We may perhaps best conceive the position of Aristotfe iri Plato’s

;

school as that of a research student, who gradually grew into a

:

research assistant. The researches of the Academy in which he
would be concerned were wide and comprehensive. The study of

the metaphysic of being involved research into ‘ideas’, in the

Platonic sense of the word which meant tho eternal realities or

archetypes behind and beyond the world of sense; and here we
may note that Plato, at this stage of his development, was 4:ending

to something in the nature of a mathematical mysticism, which .

identified ‘ideas’ with numbers. The study of the ethic of human
jife involved, an inquiry into natural religion (and here again we
may note that this inquiry was also tending to turn in the direction

of mathematical astronomy); but ityalso, involved, and it involved,

mpre. particularly, an inquiry into politics.

That inquiry was tyvofold: it was practical as well as theoretical.

(Politics was always, to the Greeks, ah ‘art’ as well as a ‘science’.)

On the practical side of politics Plato was deeply concerned—and

we may imagine that the members of the Academy would share

his concern—in the current politics of Syracuse. Seeking, as he

always sought, to make philosophy a pole-star of conduct and ‘a

way of life’, and anxious to guide and instruct by its light the

actual rulers of states, he had gone to Syracuse in 367—the very '

year of Aristotle’s coming to the Academy—to advise its tyrant

Dionysius II. Little result came of the journey, or of a later jour-

ney which he made in 361; but he still continued, as we know
from the Platonic Epistles, to take a lively interest in the troubled

affairs of Syracuse, and especially in the ill-starred fortunes of Dion,

his friend and disciple, the would-be liberator who failed to liberate

his native city from its factions. This interest lasted steadily down
to the year 351 ;

and though it is only a guess, it is a fair and legiti-

mate guess that Aristotle must have watched with a close attention

those sixteen years of preoccupation with Syracusan affairs,

While the lunar beam
Of Plato’s genius, from its lofty sphere.

Fell round him in the grove of Academe.*

* Wordsworth’s poem on Dion.

b4774
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Even the theoretical work of the Academy, during the period of

Aristotle’s student days,.had its practical side. The Academy was

a school of political training, from which statesmen and legislators

issued. It was largely concerned with legal studies; and Plato’s

great effort, in his last years, was the composition of the twelve

books of the Lam, which were published in the year after.his death

{346)."The Xflw/'Kad a' large inductive Basis, alike in the general

record of Greek history and in the body of current Greek law; and

here again we may fairly guess that Aristotle, with his inductive

mind and his natural bent for collecting and cataloguing records,^

may well have joined in the preparation of this large basis. The
influence of the Laws may certainly be traced in more than one

passage of the Politics, and especially in the course of its seventh

book. Nor shall we perhaps be wrong in ascribing to this period

the development of those views of justice, of equity, and of law,

which .^istotle was afterwards to enunciate in the Ethics and the

Rhetoric as well as in the Politics.

‘Suchconversationunder Attic shades’ ended with Plato’s death

in 347. The death of Plato was bound, in any case, to mark a break

in Aristotle’s life; but two events conspired tb. make, the,break

definite. One was the almost total destruction of Stagira, his birth-

place, by the army of Philip of Macedon, wHiclj left hini without

a home; the other, and the more important, , was. the passing of

Plato’s mantle and the headship of the Academy to a successor who
,

was not acceptable to Aristotle or to some of his friends. He there-

fore left Athens with one of these friends, Xenocrates (who was
in later days to become the head of the Academy), and^^moyed
across the Aegaean to settle in the town of Assus. He carried with
him memories of Plato: indeed he went to join friends of Plato.

He took with him the spirit of the teaching of Plato’s Laws; and
however far he might depart in future years from_ the spirit of

Plato’s philosophy (and perhaps he departed less than critics

are apt to think who construct an abstract Plato, and forget the
actual Plato, whom Aristotle had actually known, immersed in

Syracusan affairs and the practical study of Greek jurisprudence),
he retained a deep and lasting veneration for the master, of
whom he afterwards wrote, in some memorable elegiac verses,

that ‘he was a man whom the bad have not even the right to .

praise—^the only man, or the first, to show clearly by his own life,

and by the reasonings of his discourses, that to be happy is to be
good’.

§ 2. The periodfrom 347 to 335. The settlement in Assus in 347,
which began the ‘journeyman’ period of Aristotle’s life, was itself

* See Appendix V. HI, and section 11. 2 of tliis Introduction.
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^due to Platonic attraction. ^ When Aristotle and Xenpcrates crossed

tKe 'Aegaeari tb the Troad, they did not go at random. They went
to join two other Platonists, £rastus .,and Cpriscus, who had kept
up for some time past a correspondence with the Academy, of

which they had once been members. These two Platonists had
come to the Academy from the little town of Scepsis, which lay

inland, behind the Troad, to the north-east of Mount Ida; and it

was to this little town that they had returned (some time before

350) with the lessons they had learned in the Academy, and with
memories of their master’s lively concern in the affairs of Syracuse
and his steady effort to guide and instruct its tyrant Dionysius II.

Almost in imitation of their master—or perhaps history simply
repeated itself—they had formed a connexion with a neighbouring

tyrant, Hermias ofAtarneus, a city which lay to the south ofMount
Ida and almost exactly opposite to Mytilene in the island of

Lesbos. Hermias was a eunuch, who had risen from being a slave

(and perhaps a banker’s clerk) to become the owner of mining
property on Mount Ida;^ and with his wealth he had bought the

title of prince from the Persian king and established his power in

Atarneus and the neighbourhood. Erastus and Coriscus attracted

him to Platonic studies, and especially to the study of the art of

politics. They advised him as Plato had sought to advise Diony-
sius II : in particular they advised him to make his tyranny milder

in order that it might last longer.^ They were rewarded by him
with the gift of Assus : they moved southward to Assus from their

own native town of Scepsis
;
and it was thus to Assus that Aristotle

and Xenocrates naturally came to join their fellow Platonists, in

the course of the year 347, bringing with them the latest teaching

of Plato, and especially the teaching of his latest work, the Laws.

The^fouL Platonists„made Assus spmething.pf a .new. .^colonial’

Academy, which attracted "students from-ther neighbourhood.

Arisfbtle himself entered into close relations of personal friend-

ship with Hermias; he married his niece and adopted daughter;

* In this section the writer is largely indebted to Professor Jaeger’s Aristoteles

Part II, c. I.

^ Perhaps the career of Hermias, and the close connexion formed by
Aristotle with this ex-slave who afterwards became a man of business and affairs,

may help to explain the chapters on slavery and the economics of ‘acquisition’ in

Book I of the Politics. There is a specific reference to mining in I. c. xi, § 5.

* Aristotle was later to give similar advice to tyrants in a notable passage of

the Politics (Book V, c. xi, §§ 17-34). added that the sixth of the

Platonic Epistles (if we regard it as authentic)—an epistle sent to Hermias and
Erastus and Coriscus, perhaps between 350 and 347—suggests to Hermias that

‘neither abundance of cavalry or of other military resources, nor the acquisition

of gold, could add more to his strength in all directions than would the gaining

of steadfast friends of uncorrupted diaracter’ {Thirteen Epistles of Plato, trans-

lated by Li. A. Post, p. laS).
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and down to the end of his life he cherished his memory. During

the three years in which he stayed at Assus (347-344) we may
well imagine him discussing politics with a little circle of,students

(he was already a man of forty, who must have had many memories

of political discussions in Plato’s Academy) : we may even imagine

him lecturing on politics; and it is possible that there may be

strata in the Politics^ or at any rate views and ideas, which go back

as far as this period. In any case it is a legitimate conjecture that

Aristotle added to the knowledge of politics which he brought from

the Academy a new body of more empirical knowledge which was

due to his intercourse with Hermias. He could not only learn

something of business and general ‘economics’ from Hermias’

experience of banking and of the management of mining property:

he could also study, at first hand, the nature of personal one-man
rule (or ‘monarchy’); and as Hermias had foreign connexions as

far afield as Macedonia, he would naturally be led to appreciate

the importance of foreign relations and foreign policy—a matter

to which we find him devoting attention (and criticizing Plato for

having omitted to notice) in several passages of the Politics.^

It is possible that the circle at Assus included Callisthenes, the

nephew of Aristotle, who was afterwards to accompany Alexander

of Macedon on his Asiatic campaigns: it is possible also that it

included Theophrastus, from the neighbouring island of Lesbos

—

the author of the famous Characters which formed a model for

a number of English writers in the seventeenth century, but also

a natural historian and a botanist, and the successor afterwards of

Aristotle as the head of the Lyceum in Athens. It may have been
on the suggestion of Theophrastus that Aristotle moved, about

344, to the island of Lesbos and settled at Mytilene : it may also

have been under his influence—^but the influence was also in

Aristotle’s own blood—^that he now turned for two years to the

study of biology, and specially marine biology. The Greek philo-

sophers of the fourth century b.c. took all knowledge to be their

province; and the philosopher of politics was equally (at this period
of Aristotle’s life perhaps even more) the philosopher of nature
and ‘the things of the sea’.^

These two years in the island of Lesbos (344-342) were followed

‘ Book II, c. VI, §§ 7-8: ibid. c. vii, § 14 (see also the note): Book IV, c. iv,

§§ lo-ii
; and especially Book VII, c. vi and c. xi.

* On Aristotle the biologist see Sir D’Arcy Thompson’s chapter on Natural
Science in The Legacy of Greece. He notes, p, 144, that ‘Aristotle spent two
years, the happiest perhaps of all his life, ... by the sea-side in the island . . .

:

here it was that he learned the great buUc of his natural history, in which, wide
and general as it is, the things of the sea have from first to last a notable pre-
dominance’.
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by a great and sudden change, which carried Aristotle into that

association with Alexander the Great on which the imagination of

posterity (and especially of the Middle Ages) has more particularly

dwelt. Efe'was summoned to Pella, the capital of Macedonia, by
Philip of Macedon, and here for some six years (342-336)_he acted

as the tutor of Philip’s son—a boy of 13 when he came7 a young man
of nineteen when he left. We need not concern ourselves with the

cause which led to his summons to Pella—^whether it was the old

Macedonian connexions of his family, or whether it was the

influence of Hermias, who had entered into some sort of connexion
with Philip of Macedon, and who may conceivably, in the course

of the connexion, have commended Aristotle to his notice.^’ The
more serious question—if only there were sufficient material for

an answer—is what Aristotle did at Pella, and in what way he
taught, and how far he influenced, his pupil. But before we
approach that question there is still one fact to be recorded

about Hermias which undoubtedly affected Aristotle deeply, and
may even have had some effect on his teaching of Alexander. In

341 Hermias was treacherously captured by a Persian general,

taken to Susa, and executed. Aristotle celebrated his memory in

a lyric poem (as he had celebrated the memory of Plato in elegiac

verse), in which he coupled his name with those of Hercules and

the great twin brethren as an example of toiling and suffering

Arete\^ and he also testified his affection in an inscription which

he wrote for the cenotaph of Hermias at Delphi, recording the

treachery of his execution by the Persian king. The effect of the

fate of Hermias on his ideas and his teaching may perhaps be

traced in passages of the Politics which suggest that the ‘barbarians’

are the natural subjects of the Greeks, ^ and in a fragment of an

epistle or exhortation addressed to Alexander, in which he advised

him to act as ‘leader’ of the Greeks but as ‘master’ of the bar-

barians,'^ These are lessons which the fortunes of Hermias may
have inspired him to teach Alexander (already naturally inclined

* Professor Jaeger, in the work previously cited, suggests that Philip,

already projecting the Eastern expedition which Alexander aftenvards achieved,

was anxious for a bridge-head on the other side of the Dardanelles
;
that Hermias,

with his territory convenient for this purpose, was thus brought into touch with

him; and that Aristotle, as an associate of Hermias and connected with him by
marriage, went to Pella to make the touch closer and to forward the Eastern pro-

ject. The suggestion may have some basis; but it is highly speculative, and it

presupposes a Balkan style of diplomacy which belongs more to the twentieth

century A.d. than to the fourth century B.C. On the actual facts of the cormexion

between Hermias and Philip see W. W. Tam in the Cambridge Ancient History,

vol. vi, p. 23.
* Rose, Fragmenta, 675; see Book VII, c. i, § ii, note.
3 Book I, c. II, § 4, and c. vi, § 6; Book VII, c. vii, §§ 1-3.

See Appendix V. il and iv.
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to receive them)
;
but they are also (it must be confessed) lessons

which any Greek of the period might have taught him in any case.

We have little evidence about the actual teaching which Aristotle

gave to Alexander in the years which he spent at Pella. He was

curiously conjoined in his influence on his pupil with Alexander’s

fierce and stormy mother, the queen Olympias. It was a conjunc-

tion of ‘a philosopher who taught that moderation alone could

hold a state together and ... a woman to whom any sort of

moderation was unknown’.^ Did the master and his pupil, when
they were at work, do more than read the Iliad together (in a

revised text which Aristotle had prepared, and Alexander kept

under his pillow); and was the master’s instruction confined to

teaching his pupil the example of Achilles and the lesson of

ambitious heroism.

Always to be the best and eminent over all others

Or was Aristotle perhaps carrying on his own studies, and conduct-

ing something of a school, in which Alexander may have been an
associate, and where he may have been introduced to ethics, some
politics, and even some metaphysics ? It is difficult to return any
certain answer. It is still more difficult to say whether any parts

of the Politics were influenced by the association of Aristotle with
Alexander: whether, for example, the. discussion of absolute king-

ship, at the end of Book 111 of the Politics, and the figure of the

king who is so transcendent in Arete that he is like a god among
men, are merely theoretical reminiscences of Platonic discussions

iii tlie Academy or actual memories of Alexander at Pella.3 —
Some facts, however, are certain, or at any rate tolerably certain.

One is that Aristotle wrote for Alexander two treatises or political

pamphlets now lost—a treatise ‘on kingship’, which may have
been sent to Alexander at his accession, and possibly at his request,

as something in the nature of a programme for his reign; and a

treatise ‘concerning colonies’, which is also said to have been
written at Alexander’s request, and which may belong to the

period of his foundation of Greek colonial cities in the East.'^

Another fact, which suggests that Aristotle had interested his pupil
in scientific investigation as v»rell as in Homer and also, perhaps,
in Greek philosophy, is that Alexander assigned a sum of 800
talents from his Eastern spoils for Aristotle’s researches. Indeed
he had already from the very beginning of his conquests (like

Napoleon in Egypt two thousand years afterwards) associated the

* W. W. Tam, C.A.H., vol. vi, p. 353. 2 208.
^ See Book III, c. xv, § 3 and note.
'• Appendix V, 11. On the Greek colonial cities of Alexander’s foundation

see Tarn, C.A.H., vol. vi, pp. 429-31.
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scientist with the soldier; and geography, anthropology, zoology,

and botany were all made to profit by the progress of his army.
If Aristotle did not himself accompany Alexander to the East, as

he is made to do in the medieval French romances of Alexander,
he sent his nephew Callisthenes in his stead; and Callisthenes was
followed by other philosophers, and by scientists who ‘among other
things collected information and specimens for Aristotle’.^

In the later years of his stay in Macedonia Aristotle can have
seen but little of his pupil. In 340, at the age of sixteen, he was
governing the kingdom in his father’s absence; in 338, at the age
of eighteen, he was commanding one of the wings of the Mace-
donian army at the battle of Chaeronea. It is possible that

Aristotle may have been living and working, during some of these

later years, near Stagira, where we know that his associate Theo-
phrastus possessed a property; and it is recorded that Alexander,

on his accession, had Stagira restored and reconstructed at his

desire. But there was no reason which could impel him to make
any permanent stay in Macedonia, or at Stagira. Athens was his

magnet, and he found Macedonia cold (at any rate a jest attributed

to him makes ‘the great cold’ the cause of his going, as ‘the great

king’ had been the cause of his coming)
;
and to Athens he accord-

ingly returned, somewhere about 335,Jo begin the third and last

period of his life, as the master of a school.

§ 3 . The period after He came to Athens to found a school

of his pwni 'theXyceum,„bjJ^ the Platdnic Academy, now,

under the .Headslup ^of his old associate, ..Xenocrates, .with whom
'he had'gone to, Assus,a„dozen years before.. The Athens to which
he feturned was still, in form, a free city; but it was not the old

free city which he had left in 347. The battle of Chaeronea, ‘fatal

to liberty’, had made Greece a Macedonian protectorate, with its

city-states associated under the protecting power in the League

j

of Corinth. The dominant figure in Greece, roF fhe rest of

Anstotle’s life, was the Macedonian Antipater, who had been left

by Alexander to govern Macedonia and supervise Greek affairs.

Antipater has been described as a narrow and unimaginative man,

* Tam, C.A.H., vol. vi, pp. 359-60; cf. also p. 353. The medieval romances
of Alexander, with their curious pictures of the relations between Alexander
and Aristotle, are based on a remarkable flowering of legend which has been
examined by M. Paul Meyer and Sir E. Wallis Budge. One of the most curious

flowers is the medieval fabliau called Le Lai d'Aristote, which tells the charming
story of Aristotle and the Hindu princess from whom he sought to wean Alex-

ander’s affections, and recounts how
Aristotes, qui tout savoit

Quanques droite clergie avoit,

was defeated by her wiles. (The story is carved on the cap of one of the piers of

the nave of the church of St. Pierre at Caen.)
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who had little liking for his master’s policy of treating the Greeks

as free allies, and perhaps no liking at all for the League which was

intended to ensure the fulfilment of that policy, but who was

prepared, as a loyal soldier and a capable administrator, to enforce

the terms of the League on his own interpretation of their meaning.

It was a legal and conservative interpretation : he wished to stand

by the propertied classes against any threat of social upheaval
;
and

his instincts inclined him to lend support to the cause of oligarchy,^

Antipater’s ideas and policies have some bearing on Aristotle’s life,

and rhay even have affected the development of his political views .

and theories. The two men had already become close friends in

Macedonia: they kept in touch, and in correspondence, during all

the lasf period of Aristotle’s life;^ and we may almost say that

Antipater, from 335 "onwards, took the place once held by Hermias

in his affections. It is curious to find Aristotle once more con-

nected with a representative of the ideas of personal rule and
efficient government, and connected with him in personal friend-

ship and close intimacy. We may well imagine to ourselves that

Aristotle and his Lyceum were regarded in contemporary Athens
as standing under Antipater’s protection, and even as committed
to his policy; and we can understand that a modern historian

should describe Aristotle as ‘foreign in feeling to the Athenian
democrats’ among whom he lived, as having ‘nothing in common’
with the contemporary Athenian statesman Lycurgus, who was
seeking to restore the strength and spirit of his city, and as a

‘lonely figure’ who, ‘though in, was not of Athens’ and was ‘out

of touch with Athenian democracy’.

^

It is probably true that .Antipater and Aristotle had some poli-

tical views in common; it is even possible that Aristotle’s advocacy
of a moderate ‘polity’ which would do justice to the propertied

classes may reflect the general trend of Antipater’s policy.^ But
' we should be doing a grave injustice to the breadth and the balance
of Aristotle’s views, and especially to the depth of his understand-
ing of democratic ideas, if we failed to notice some other facts

—

facts at least as important as his connexion with Antipater—^which

show that he was alive and responsive to the current movement of.

Athenian democracy during his. last years in Athens. We have not

* Tarn, C.A.H., vol. vi, pp. 438-9.
* On their correspondence, which is of peculiar interest, see Appendix V.

IV, adfinem.
’ Tam, C.A.H., vol. vi, pp. 442, 443.
See below, p. xxiv. A curious reference by Aristotle to the ‘one man, . .

.

of all who have hitherto been in a position of ascendancy, who has allowed him-
self to be persuaded to agree to the setting up of such a type’, may conceivably be
a reference to Antipater; see Book IV, c. xi, § 19 and note.
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only to remember that he was writing a work on the constitution
the constitutional history ofAthensT—a work wKicH^ows both

sympathy and understanding—at the time when he was teaching
politics in the Lyceum. We are also bound to notice that there

are references in the Politics which show that he was following wiA
a close attentipn the measures^nd the reformS^pftKC^'nte^
^OKeman statesman Lycurgus;

~ ^

”^ycurgus was the most prpnunenLpf Athenian statesmen from
338 to 326'. Hp was an old pupil of Plato, and a friend dftXeno-
'cfates, the friend of_Aristotle, who, 'w the Head, .of the
"Platonic Academy. . The party which Lycurgus led was, at any rate

j

in theory, a democratic party, composed of the men who had pre-

1

viously followed the orator Demosthenes; and its general aim was
|

to reinvigorate Athens and make her capable of playing once more
a leading part, in the affairs of Greece. But though he professed

to be a democrat, Lycurgus looked with a friendly eye on Spartan

ideas and ideals, and he had a regard to the interests of the pro- f

pertied classes. He has been described as ‘a financier with a moral
mission’;^ and he certainly seems to have attempted a moral

reformation. The walls of Athens were strengthened, with stone

instead of brick, and with an ‘anti-ram’ ditch to cope with the new
siege-engines of the day; and the Athenian fleet was equipped with

battleships of four and even five banks of oars, in addition to the

standard triremes. A new stadium was completed, and the old

gymnasium was renovated; and on this material basis Lycurgus

introduced a scheme for a two-year course of compulsory military

training for the Athenian youth—a scheme half-Spartan in its

method, but more than half-Athenian, and. very largely Platonic,

in its inspiration.^ An attempt at a religious reformation accom-

panied this scheme; and a notable law was passed to prohibit

Athenian citizens from purchasing as slaves any free men captured

in war. These were all measures which Aristotle could not but

notice; one of them—the course of compulsory military training

—

is described in his Constitution of Athens’, and it is no licence of

conjecture to suggest that some of the reforms of Lycurgus may
underly a number of the suggestions made in the course of his

sketch of an ideal state in Book VII of the Politics.^

* Tam, C.A.H., vol. vi, p. 440.
* For a description of this scheme see Aristotle’s own account in the Con-

stitution of Athens, Appendix IV. B. 5.
3 Some instances may be given, (i) The system of military training of the

Athenian youth is assumed in Book VII, c. Xii, § 8. (2) The repair of the walls

of Athens, and the measures taken against modem siege-engines, are perhaps

the basis of Book VII, c. xr, §§ 8-12. (3) The new stadium and the renovation

of the old gymnasium may equally be the bases of some of the suggestions made
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Lycurgus lost his influence in Athens about 326. Two years

before, in distant Asia, an event had happened which, like his

policy, was also to affect the political outlook of Aristotle and his

colleagues, and to divorce them, if not from Antipater, at any rate

from Alexander himself. If, as has just been suggested, it is

possible that Aristotle felt some attraction towards the ideas and

measures of Lycurgus of Athens, it seems certain that he began

to lose sympathy with the ideas and policies of Alexander of

Macedon when, in the year 328, his own nephew and pupil

Callisthenes was executed by Alexander’s orders. Callisthenes, as

wehave seen, hadaccompaniedAlexander on his Eastern expedition

:

he had even been his minister of information, and had championed

his divinity; but when Alexander sought to introduce a Persian

etiquette of humble prostration at the feet of his majesty, Callis-

thenes revolted. Whether or no he was implicated in a conspiracy

formed among Alexander’s pages, to whom he is said to have

talked about the virtue of tyrannicide, he was treated as an accom-

plice in it, and put to death accordingly. The effect of his execution

was a revulsion of feeling in the Lyceum
;
and it became the tradi-

tion of Aristotle’s school—at any rate after his death—^to decry the

achievement of Alexander and to ascribe his success to chance.

Plutarch, centuries afterwards, was to protest against the tradition

of the school, and to seek to vindicate Alexander’s memory from
its ‘malice’.^

Still the associate of the Macedonian Antipater (and yet an
associate who had watched with interest the work of Lycurgus of

Athens), but now divorced in feeling from Alexander of Macedon,
Aristotle was fated, in the last few years of his life, to sail troubled

political seas, vexed by contending cross-currents. In the confused

years after 326 Athens was beginning to drift towards a breach with
Alexander, now absorbed in far distant affairs by the waters of the

Indus and the Euphrates. The drift had already begun when
Nicanor, the son-in-law of Aristotle, came to Greece, in the

autumn of 324, with decrees from Alexander demanding divine

in Book VII, c. xii. (4) Finally, the law prohibiting the purchase of prisoners of
war as slaves may be the basis of Book I, c. vi, § 5 (see the note).

It should be added that if Aristotle was perhaps influenced by the reforms
of Lycurgus, those reforms, in their turn, would seem to have been influenced
by the teaching of Plato in the Laws: for example, the system of compulsory
military training may well have been inspired by a passage in Book VI of the
Laws (760-2). Lycurgus had not attended the Academy in vain.

I
Tam, vol. vi, pp. 398-400. But it should be added that the only

evidence we possess for any divergence between Aristotle himself and his old
pupil is the fact that Alexander acted in the opposite spirit to that of Aristotle’s
advice that he should deal with the Greeks as ‘leader’ and with non-Greeks as
‘master’, preferring to treat both alike in an impartial spirit of equality. See
p. lix infra and Appendix V. iv, ad initium.
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honours for himself and restoration for all the exiles who had been
banished in late years from the Greek cities, Athens consented to

pay divine honours, though not without opposition: she was more
deeply stirred by the demand for the restoration of exiles. Matters
were in this pass when news came, in the summer of 323, that

Alexander was dead. The current which had been setting for some
time past against the Macedonian hegemony at once swept Athens
away : the AthenianAssembly declared war

;
and Athens proclaimed

the cause of the general liberty of Greece and the expulsion of the
Macedonian garrisons from the cities in which they had been
placed. The war was a war against Antipater; and Aristotle,

’ Antipater’s friend, fled from Athens, taking refuge in Chalcis, a

city in the island of Euboea in which his mother had been born,

and which, in earlier times, had itself been the mother-city and
founder of Stagira. In his exile he was attacked for his association

with Hermias and his loyalty to his memory. It is not clear whether
the overt attack on his old association with Hermias was a veil

and a pretext for a covert attack on his recent association with

Antipater; we only know, from the evidence of Athenaeus and
Diogenes Laertius, that he was indicted in Athens for the lyric

poem which he had written in memory of Hermias and for the

‘impiety’ of offering sacrifice to his manes.

^

Delphi, too, which had
previously paid him honour for his catalogue of the victors in the

Pythian games held under its auspices, now revoked the honours

—

remembering the inscription he had written for the cenotaph of

Hermias which stood in its precincts.

Amid these attacks, and during the course of the war which
raged in 322, Aristotle died, and was buried at Chalcis.^ The
record of his will has been preserved, and some of its details are

worthy of mentionfor their bearing on the character ofAristotleand

the teaching of the Po/ztfa. Antipater was made his executor; and

he directed that the remains of his wife, the adopted daughter of

Hermias, should be brought and buried at his side. He left instruc-
*

tions for the emancipation of a woman slave and three men slaves,

with the children of one of the three; he asked that none of his

household slaves should be sold, and he directed that when they

had attained a due age they should be emancipated if they so

‘ Rose, Fragmenta, 645, See also Appendix V, iv, adfinem.
® Over fifty years ago Sir Charles Walston discovered a tomb, which he

believed to be the tomb of Aristotle, on the sacred way between Chalcis and
Eretria. The tomb contained, among other things, two styluses, a pen, a signet-

ring, and some terra-cottas (one of the figure of a man ‘in the attitude of a

philosopher’); it also contained a sepulchral stone with the inscription ‘Biote

the daughter of Aristotle’. The discoverer believed that some fragments of a

skull which were found in the tomb were fragments of Aristotle’s skull. See the

Corpus Inscriptiomm Graecarum, vol. xii, fasc, ix, s.v. ‘Eretria’,
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deserved. These dispositions serve as a commentary on the general

view of slavery propounded in the first book of the Politics', and

they may also remind us that Aristotle practised himself what he

preached in Book VII, where he recommends that the promise of

emancipation should be offered to slaves as a reward for good

service.

This sketch of the life ofAristotle, and of its political background,

would be imperfect if it did not include some reference to;, two

political developments which came after Aristotle’s death. They
both show, or at any rate they both suggest, that the influence of

his teaching continued to be felt for many years after he was gone

;

and they may lead us to think that his theory, as it had perhaps

been acted upon by Athenian life and experience, was also destined

in turn to act upon that life and experience. The first of these

developments was the constitutional settlement made by Antipatef

at Athens in the course of 321, after he had achieved a' complete

triumph and crippled Athenian sea-power by the victory at

Amorgos in the middle of 322. It was a settlement made in the

year after Aristotle’s death; but the fragments of his correspon-

dence with Antipater show that he had been in touch with him
to the end, even while he was living in exile in Chalcis.^ The nature

of the settlement corresponds with views enunciated in the Politics

and the Constitution of Athens', and Antipater’s political measures
may be said to reflect the political ideas of Aristotle, as they also

continue, in some measure, the trend of the policy of Lycurgus
of Athens. The franchise was restricted to the possessors of 2,000
drachmas, which meant, in effect, that it was limited to the classes

which were liable to infantry service; and the number of Athenian
citizens, once upwards of 40,000, was thus reduced to 9,000. This
was in the nature of the institution oF a ‘polity’, composed of the

middle classes who possessed a moderate property and some mili-

tary qualification: it may also be called, as it is called by Diodorus
Siculus, a restoration of the Solonian constitution, or a return to

‘ancestral democracy’.^ The dikasteries, or popular courts, became
a shadow of themselves; and the system of payments by the state

* Appendix V. iv, ad finem,
^ The effect of this measure was to disfranchise over 20,000 citizens. The

whole of the system now introduced naturally brings to the mind a number of
passages in the Politics, but more especially (i) the general theory of the ‘polity’,
as a constitution of ‘the mean’, which mixes oligarchy and democracy and is

based on the middle classes (Book III, c. vii, §§ 3-4; Book IV, cc. vil-ix and
especially c. xi), and (2) the references to Solonian or ‘ancestral’ democracy
(Book II, c. XII, § 2, and Book V, c. v, § 10).

It rnay be noted that the Constitution of Athens, as well as the Politics, draws
attention to the moderate form of constitution and to Solonian or ‘ancestral’
democracy: see Appendix IV. a. 4, and notes.
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was further reduced by the cessation of the distribution of sur-

pluses from the theoric fund. Possibly the democratic system of
election by lot now ceased; and the general movement of the con-
stitution was towards that mixture of democracy with oligarchy

which Aristotle, always an advocate of the mean, had advocated as

the essence of his conception of the ‘polity’.

'!^e second political-development, after Aristotle’s death, which
shmys or suggests tlTelMuence of his teaching, is connected with
me name of Dernetrius of Phalerum, who governed Athens for

Cassander (the son of Antipater, and the successor to his father’s

position in Greece) from 317 to 307. Demetrius was something
of a student, a member of the Aristotelian school, and a friend of

Theophrastus, the friend and associate of Aristotle who succeeded
his master as the head of the school in the Lyceum. ‘Under him’.

Dr. Tarn writes, ‘Aristotle’s school was all-powerful: ... he trans-

lated into law many of the ideas of Aristotle and Theophrastus;
the basis of his legislation was the dogma that citizens cannot make
themselves, but must be moulded by the legislator, the source of

all the troubles between the idealist philosophies and the demo-
cracy.’^ He regulated the dress and public deportment of women,
and appointed a board of officers for the supervision, of women’s
conduct.^ He vested the supervision of the laws in a body of seven

guardians of the laws, who so controlled the assembly that it

scarcely passed a decree during the ten years of his ascendancy.^

Hejvyas a phUpsophic despot, but generally benevolent: he enforced

a general amnesty, and even tolerated the presence of extreme

democrats in the city. But when he was expelled from Athens in

307 by his namesake Demetrius ‘the Besieger’, a reaction naturally

followed. The officers for the supervision, of women and the

guardians of the laws disappeared: a law was passed prohibiting

* C.A.H., vol. vi, p. 496. Dr. Tam’s pregnant words deserve the deepest

consideration. They indicate admirably the cleavage between the ‘jjedanto-

cracy’ of the Academy (and even of the Lyceum) and the self-reliant democracy
of the Athenian Assemlily and popular courts, with its trust in popular judge-

ment and in the free play of discussion. At the same time it is not clear that

Aristotle himself was a ‘pedantocrat’, even if Demetrius was. It is true that in

the two-books on the ideal state (vii-vin) he assumes the presence of a moulding
legislator. But it is also true that in Book III, and especially in c. xi of that

book, he shows a profound appreciation of the value of popular judgement;

and even in his ideal state the government is vested in all the citizens when once

they attain the age of maturity.
2 Such officers are mentioned by Aristotle—but only mentioned, and not

advocated—in two passages of the Politics (IV, c. xv, § 3, and VI, c. viii, §§ 22-3).
^ ‘Guardians of the law’ are mentioned by Aristotle in Book III, c. xvi, § 4

(see the note): they are also mentioned, but only incidentally, in Book IV and
Book VI. In the Laws of Plato a body of 37 ‘guardians of the law’ forms the

general executive of the state; but this is a different system from the 7 guardians

of the laws in the constitutional scheme of Demetrius.
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any philosopher from teaching in Athens without the licence of

the assembly and the council; and Theophrastus was driven into

exile. If the law had been permanent, and political speculation

had been made subject henceforth to political regulation, Athens
would have lost her intellectual primacy. It attests the wisdom of

the Athenians that the law was repealed within a year (306), as

contrary to the legal principle of freedom of associations, ^ and that

Theophrastus was simultaneously recalled. The incursion of the

Aristotelian school into politics had ended; but the school itself

was still left free to speculate as it would, and to teach all comers
on all things, human as well as natural.

* The legal principle was laid down in a law of Solon, preserved in a fragment
of Gains which is inserted in the Digest. It enacted that, among other associations,
the associations called thiasoi (to which the philosophic schools belonged—see
p. xxxii below) should be free to make their own dispositions if they did not clash
with the rules of law (Vinogradoff, Historical Jurisprudence, vol. ii, p. 120). The
special law of 307 was accordingly attacked as ‘unconstitutional’, or paranotnos,
because it contravened the standing law of Solon; and it was in this way that
it was ‘repealed’ in 306.
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THE SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND OF THE POLITICS

Thepersonality ofAristotle; the Lyceum and its studies; the character

of Aristotle’s writings; the composition and structure of the Politics

From this sketch of the life of Aristotle, which has here been
treated in its relation to politics and the general political back-
ground of contemporary history, we may turn to the man himself,

the nature of his school and its studies, the scope and style of his

writings, and finally, and more especially, the composition and
structure of the Politics.

§ I. The personality, of, Aristotle ^
and

,
the

.
characteristics of Jiis,

approach to politics. The personality of Aristotle is hidden behind
his'works.^ Tradition makes him speak with a lisp and pay atten-

tion to dress. The busts, which seem to be authentic, show firm '•

lips and intent eyes. He was a man of affairs who knew the ways
of courts and the minds of such different statesmen as Alexander,

Antipater, and Hermias. He had at its height the invincible curio-

sity of the Greek mind
;
and the record of his life also leaves the

impression of a generous temper. His will shows him concerned

not only for the emancipation of his slaves, but also for the welfare

of all his relatives and connexions; and there are passages in his

writings which show him struggling upwards from the curiosity

of the scientist to the vision of the contemplative.^

What were the,chara.ctgi'istics whi.c,h,.he,brought-to..the .study, of.

„

politics? He had not only a large experience of affairs (added to,
^

of'issuing in,'a wide'huriiahity which made him think that nothing

human, however ‘perverse’ it might seem, was alien from his

studies) : he h^ also an inductive habit of mind, which made
him accumulate and catalogue all the available data. The reader

of the Politics will notice this habit of mind at work throughout

—

from the eleventh chapter of the First book (with its record of the

financial strokes of Thales of Miletus and ‘the man of Sicily’) and

the whole of the Second book (with its exhaustive catalogue of the

ideal states of Greek theory and practice) to the series of books,

the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth, which are so abundantly ‘documented’

that the trees occasionally obscure the .wood. Perhaps, as we have

already had reason to notice, this inductive habit of mind had

already been formed in the Academy and in the collection of data

* Here, and in some other passages, the writer has borrowed some sentences

from an article on Aristotle which he contributed to the Encyclopaedia Britannica.
^ See Appendix V, ad finem, and the passages on the contemplative life in

Book VII, cc. xiv-xv.
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from Greek history and current Greek law which formed the basis

of Plato’s Laws. What is certain is that the range of induction was

largely extended in the Lyceum after 335, when the collection of

158 Greek constitutions was made and the description of the

institutions of non-Greek peoples was compiled.^ What is also

certain is that this habit of induction was a general habit of mind,

which was far from being peculiar to the study of politics. In the

many spheres of reality which he studied he always turned to the

observable facts of actual and concrete evidence (the very first

words of the Politics are ‘observation shows us’ . . . such-and-such

facts about every ^oZw). The essence of his procedure was observa-

tion and registration of all the releyant data; and the object of his

study was, in each case, to discover some general theory which,

in the Greek phrase, ‘saved’—or, as we may say, explained’without

doing any violence to them—the observed and registered data of

evidence. ‘The best course’, as he says in his treatise ‘on the parts

of animals’, ‘is to begin with the phenomena presented by each

group, and, when this is done, proceed afterwards to state the

causes of those phenomena and to deal with their evolution’.

^

f

: This inductive habit of rnind was naturally accompanied by
whiat may be termed an historic temper, a respect for tradition, and ,

a readiness to accept the verdict of general opinion. These are^'

features which appear throughout the Politics: they appear in his

criticism of Plato’s novelties, when he pleads that ‘we are bound
to pay some regard to the long past and the passage of the years’

:

they appear even in his description of his own ideal state, when he
turns aside to refer to the antiquity of Egypt, and suggests a law
of necessary development (necessary in the sense that it is based
on the pressure of necessary wants) which has steadily been the

mother of political inventions.^ But the inductive habit of mind
was not only allied with an historic temper: it was also allied, and
allied even more closely, vyith'ajscientific’butlo^ph.^r^ con-

ducted his study of ‘things human’, in the fields of politics and
ethics (and also of logic, poetry, and oratory),, side by side with a

study of ‘things natural’ (physics, medicine, and general biology)

;

and the methods and findings of his study of ‘things natural’ were
naturally linked with the methods and findings of his study of •

,‘things human’. The man of science appears again and again
behind the student of politics; and if the one is the cause of the
other, and both are not the results of the same general turn of mind.

* Appendix V. iii.

^ The translation is that of Sir David Ross, Aristotle Selections, p. i6i.
’ Politics, U, c. V, § 16; VII, c. X, §§ 7-8 : see also Appendix V ad finem.

On Aristotle’s respect for general opinion see also pp. 129, n. 4, 283, n. 2, 389, n. 4.
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we may say that the collections and classifications of his scientific

works are the cause of the collections and classifications which
characterize his work in politics.^

The scientific outlook of Aristotle, as we have already had reason

to notice^^'^has sometimes Been connected with hi,s_ Ionian parent-

age. He was certainly inclined 'towards the Ionian doctrine of

‘becoming’—the genetic (or, we may even say, in a loose sense of

the term, the ‘evolutionary’)^ doctrine of according to which
the substance of things, and of man himself among other things,Js
engaged in a process of movement from a primary natural poten-
tially to the formed and 'finished completion which is also, and
even inore, natural. ' This is a doctrine which he applies, in the

course of the Poetics^ to the development of tragedy: it is a doc-

trine which he also applies, in the beginning of the Politics, to the

development of the polish We can readily see that this doctrine

of physis allies itself with the historic temper: the man who is

inspired by the notion of ‘becoming’ will naturally look back with

respect to the historic process, and watch the growth of institutions

to discover their trend and end: he will, as Aristotle says, ‘begin

at the beginning, and consider things in the process of their growth,

... to attain scientific conclusions’. We may go even further, and
say that the man who is inspired by the notion of ‘becoming’ will

study all that is with a deep and close attention, because he sees

it all in the light of its ideal possibilities and its immanent power
of attaining a high and final completion. There is a passage in his

treatise ‘on the parts of animals’ which has been quoted by more
than one scholar:

It remains to treat of the nature of living creatures, omitting nothing

(so far as possible) whether of higher or lower dignity. . . . We should

approach the study of every form of life without disgust, knowing that

in every one there is something of nature [physisl, and of beauty. For it

is in the works of Nature above all that design, in contrast with random
chance, is manifest

;
and the perfect form which anything born or made

is designed to realize holds the rank of beauty.^

* A good example may be found in Book IV, c. IV, § 8, where Aristotle argues

from the method of biological classification to the proper method for the classi-

fication of constitutions.
_

^ Supra, p. xi.

^ In R. G. Collingv'ood’s recently published work on The Idea of Nature, the

reader will find a brief discussion of the relation between the idea of evolution

and Aristotle’s idea of physis (pp. 82, 83). See also below, p. xlix, n. i.

* Book I, c. II : see the notes to § i and § 8. On the general idea ot physis see

below, pp. Ixxii-lxxiii.

® The translation of the passage (which comes in I, c. V, §§ 3, 6, and 7, of the

treatise ‘on the parts of animals’) is that of the late Professor Comford, in the

C.A.H., vol. vi, p. 350. Thewhole passage is also translated fully in SirDavid Ross,

Selections, pp. 175-6. It may be noticed that Aristotle often uses the word
‘Nature’ or physis as if it signified a person which did or created things (e.g.

he remarks in the Politics, Book I, c. ii, § 10, that ‘Nature makes nothing in

4774 C
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It is easy to understand that the man who wrote these words would

, be naturally impelled to study in the Politics—and to study with

attention and even respect—a form of life such as tyranny. It is,

after all, a form of life: its study must be approached without

disgust; and we should do wrong to imagine that the Aristotle who
studies it in Book V is an Aristotle different from, or later than,

the Aristotle who studies the ideal state in Books VII-VIII.^

It has already been noticed, in the first part of this Introduction,

}
that the scientific trend of Aristotle carried him particularly towards

1 biology and medicine. It is perhaps not fanciful to detect a special
’ medical bias in a number of passages of the Politics. This is not

merely a matter of the accumulation of ‘case records’, or of the use

of writings of the school of Hippocrates such as the treatise on

. ‘Airs, Waters, and Places’. It is a matter of recurring comparisons

. between the art of the statesman and the art of the good physician:

it is a matter of the deep study of the pathology of constitutions,

and of their liability to the fever of sedition, which we find in

Book V of the Politics) it is a matter of the preoccupation with

therapeutics which we also find in the same book—a preoccupation

singularly evident in the passage (at the end of chapter xi) which
./suggests a regimen and cure for the fever of tyranny.. The general

I theme of Aristotle’s political therapeutics is the use of moderation
i and the wisdom of the mean. He preaches avoidance of excess and
surfeit: he urges the medical need of proportion and symmetry
between the various parts orjmernbers of the state he reiterates

'the physician’s warning medio tutissimus ibis. ‘Nothing in excess’

was an old warning of the Delphic oracle
;
and the natural emotion

of the Greek temper ran readily, by a natural reaction, to a general

cult of the golden mean. But it may well be argued that the study

I

of medicine made Aristotle give a new precision, and a fresh
• emphasis, to an old and general feeling; and it has been well

suggested that his general doctrine of the mean is derived from a

medical conception of health as a balanced and proportionate state

midway between excess and defect.

We have already spoken of Aristotle as a man of an inductive
habit of mind, an historic temper, and a scientific outlook. All

these characteristics, but especially the last, converge in his philor
vain’)

; but this, as Professor Cornford notes, is only a literary device, and ‘Nature’

.

is ‘merely a collective name for the natures of all natural things’ (ibid., p. 337).
* On the theory that there are strata of different dates in the Politics see

below, pp. xlii-xlvi.
^ The idea of proportion and symmetry between the parts of the body—and,

by analogy, bet\veen the parts of the state—is developed in Book V, c. iii, § 6.
Describing the need of a proper proportion for the nose, he notes that the same
law of proportion also applies to states (Book V, c. ix, §§ 8-9); and he repeats
the observation in the PJietoric (see Appendix I, adji7iem).
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Sophy of moderation. He can hydly, perhaps, ,be called a demo-
crat ;,.but the man who wrote the eleventh chapter of the third book
of the Politics cannot be called an anti-democrat. He was not a

believer in the common ownership of prope^; but he believed in

Jits common use.s.H saw^that there might be a case for absolutism
(given a people fitted for it, and a person—a god among men

—

who was capable of bearing the burden)
;
but he equally saw the

, case against tyranny. He inclined to the compromise ofthe ‘polity’

;

to a limited franchise based on property; to the mixed constitution

'which' united oligarchy and democracy. Like the Marquis of

Halifax at a later date, he set down what might be called ‘the

Trimmer’s opinion of the laws and government’; like him, he
thought ‘That our climate is a trimmer, between that part of the

world where men are roasted and the other where they are frozen;^

. . . that our laws are trimmers, between the excess of unbounded
power and the extravagance of liberty not enough restrained; that

true virtue hath ever beenthought a trimmer, and to have its dwelling

in the middle between the two extremes’.^ But perhaps Aristotle-^

was even more of a Whig than of a trimmer—a Whig of the type /

of Locke or Burke. Every analogy has its defects and is no sooner )

stated than it has to be corrected. But if there is anymodern climate,

which is the climate of Aristotle’s Politics, it is the climate of i688.3j ,

§ 2 . The Aristotelian School in the Lyceum, The school which
Aristotle*' founded at Athens, side by side with the Platonic

Academy and with the school of oratory which the aged Isocrates

had conducted since the early years of the century, was situated

in a grove on the eastern side of the city, and on the north bank of

the river Ilissus, from which the eye could look upwards to the

Acropolis and the Parthenon'^. The grove was dedicated to Apollo

Lyceius : it contained a gymnasium, with covered walks (or peri-

patoi) which were places of resort and discussion; and this is how
j

the school of Aristotle came to be known as the Lyceum, and itsjj

stude^nts-as-Peripatetics.s Aristotle rented a site in the grove, and i

* Cf. Politics, VII, c. vn, §§ z-3 .

“ Halifax’s Character of a Trimmer, ad finem.
3 See pp. Ixi-lxii infra.
* A passage in the Politics (Book VII, c. xii, § 3) almost seems to suggest this

prospect. Aristotle suggests that the residence of the magistrates in his ideal

city should be associated with the buildings devoted to public worship, ‘on an
eminence conspicuous enough for men to look up and see goodness enthroned,

and strong enough to command the adjacent quarters of the city’.

5 Both the Platonic Academy and the Aristotelian Lyceum were connected

with gymnasia, for the simple reason that gymnasia were places of intellectual

resort, where men congregated to spend their leisure (schole), as well as places

of physical exercise. It is curious how much of our educational vocabulary is

derived from these Greek sources—the word ‘school’ itself; tho French lycee;

the German gymnasium ;
and our own ‘academy’.
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erected or hired a building, with a lecture room and library, and

with a shrine dedicated to the Muses (a ‘museum’) and to the god

Apollo. On this semi-religious basis his students were organized

as a thiasos, a guild or society (we may almost say a ‘college’)

dedicated to the cult of the Muses; and they were thus in some
sense analogous to the ‘clerks’ of the medieval university, which

—

as its veryname indicates—^was equally a thiasos or ‘guild’ ofstudents

devoted to the sanctities of learning. The guild of Aristotle’s

scholars had something of a social side, which included monthly

' gatherings at a common table; and it was regularly organized

for morning lectures in more esoteric and philosophic subjects,

and for afternoon or evening lectures, of a more public type, on
subjects such as politics and rhetoric. The library must have been
a cardinal part of the school

;
and it has even been suggested that

Aristotelian treatises such as the Politics, whether or no there was
some preliminary ‘reading’ in the lecture room, were mainly intended
for the library as text-books which might be consulted and conned
by the members of the staff and the students. But the equipment
of the school not only included books (or rather manuscript rolls),

among which we have to count not only the extant treatises, but
also the many lost collections such as the 158 constitutions and the

record of institutions among non-Greek peoples : it also contained

maps; and it equally contained scientific material, such as the

collection called ‘the dissections’ {anatomai), which appears to have
been of the nature of an illustrated compendium of anatomy and
physiology.

The .general, work of the school may be expressed in our word
‘research’, or in the Greek word historia, which.,primarily means
inquiry, secdndafily information gajned,,% inqui:^,..and.fina]iy, the

record or written ' a.ccoufif of the information,_so gained. The
T;yceum 'was*ffl ‘history’ and ‘histories’ in the Greek sense

—

a ‘history’ about animals, a ‘history’ about constitutions, and
‘histories’ generally about the whole range of man and nature. It

would be irrelevant and otiose even to summarize here the general

range of these ‘histories’, or to describe, however briefly, the collec-

tions and catalogues of material in which they issued. But it may
be pertinent to describe, as an illustrative example, the collections

made in the field of Greek poetry, and in that of the religious"

games and festivals
.
with which the dramatic (and some of the

lyric) poetry of'Greece was closely connected; and it is certainly

pertinent to describe the various collections made in the field of
Greek politics.

The collections made in the field of Greek poetry are not only
the background of the Poetics: they are also forerunners of, and
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they probably served to instruct and encourage, the Greek critics,

grammarians, and antiquaries, who afterwards flourished in

Alexandria. One of the Aristotelian collections in this field was
,

the Didascaliai or 'dramatic performances’, a catalogue of the dra-
;

mas performed at the Athenian festivals which was based on the
original records; and this collection was particularly used by the

later scholars of Alexandria. Another collection took the form of

a catalogue of the victors in the Pythian games at Delphi, and still

;

another that of a catalogue of the victors in the Olympic games in
;

Elis.^ In addition to these catalogues, concerned with festivals
'

(and with the dramas, music, and lyrics which were part of the

festivals), Aristotle and his school were also concerned with the

,

epics of Homer. We find many references in later writers to a^

treatise on ‘Homeric problems’ ;
and there are also many accounts of

a work called the Peplos, or ‘Robe’, which is described as a ‘mixed

history’, and would seem, from the references and surviving

fragments, not only to have included a review of all the Greek
festivals, but also to have been concerned with matters of the

Homeric age, such as the genealogies of the heroes of the Trojan
War, the numbers oftheir ships, and the inscriptions on theirtombs.^

This illustrative example, drawn from the records of the studies

conducted by the Lyceum in the field of Greek culture, will suffice

to indicate the wealth of material, the inductive basis, and the

general ground of ‘history’, on which the argument of Aristotle’s

treatises is based. In the light of this example we may now turn to

the record of the studies pursued in the field of Greek politics.

The details are given in the third section of the last Appendix;
and it is sufficient to notice here that the inductive basis of the

Politics included not only a record of i^S JGreek constitutions^

which covered colonial as well as metropolitan Greece, but also a

description of the institutiphsfpf 'nl^Gfeek states, from E '

arid Rome to Caria and Libya.3 It is obvious that the record of

* These catalogues appear to be the basis of a passage in the Politics (Book
VIII, c. rv, § 8), as the catalogue called the Didascaliai would equally appear to

be the basis of another passage (Book VIII, c. vi, § 12); see Appendix V, III,

ad Jinem. It has been previously noted, on p. xxiii, that Aristotle was formally ^
honoured by Delphi for his Pythian catalogue.

* The work is generally ascribed to Aristotle (i.e. to the Lyceum of Aristotle’s

time) in the references; but in one of them (Rose, Fragmenta, no. 638) it is

ascribed to Theophrastus. The title of Peplos may be based on the robe of the

goddess Athene, embroidered with mythological subjects, which was carried

aimually in the Panathenaic procession.
2 Mention should also be made of a compilation of cases in international law,

which is briefly described in the third section of the last Appendix, and of a

collection of miscellaneous memoranda (ascribed to ‘Aristotle or Theophrastus’)

which dealt—to judge by the fragments—^with the habits of different peoples

and with matters of geography: see Rose, Fragmenta, 631-6.
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Greek constitutions and the description of non-Greek states—^like

the catalogues, and the other studies, in the field of culture—must

have been the work of students of the L3^ceum, or of members of

its staff, working under the general direction of Aristotle himself.

It is possible, however, and it may even be said to be probable,

that the account of one of the 158 Greek constitutions—the Con-

stitution ofAthens~v!Q.s actually written by Aristotle. Since 1891

scholars have been able to study the full text of this account, as it

appears on four rolls of papyrus discovered in Egypt. Its com-

positionmaybe dated, from internal evidence, about the year 33o ; its

style and substance agree, in the main, with the style and substance

of the Politics', and it may well be argued that Aristotle reserved

for himself the description of the most important of all Greek con-

stitutions, which would naturally serve as a model for the rest.*

The basis of material for the Politics which has just been de-

scribed is wholly institutional. The questionmay be raised whether

Aristotle gathered, and if so whether he used, any psychological

material. The Rhetoric certainly shows a large measure of psycho-

logical insight but his cardinal works on psychology are the

larger treatise called the De Anima and the various smaller treatises

grouped under the general head of the Parva Naturalia. In these

works he may be said to have founded the study of psychology

—

the study of the psyche as the shaping form and inspiring energy

of bodily physique. The interest of this study, in its bearing

on the Politics, is that it might conceivably have been used as the

basis for a new approach to political theory, as the study of modern
psychology has been used by scholars in England and France (such

as Graham Wallas and Tarde) during the last half-century. But
it would appear that the study of psychology came at a later date

in Aristotle’s development than his study of politics and ethics.

Both in the Politics and the Ethics he assumes the general concep-
tions about the nature of mind and emotion which were current

in ordinary Greek thought, or had been developed in the Platonic

Academy; and in neither does he draw upon the stores of observa-

tion which were probably first collected in the Lyceum at a later

date than that of their composition.^

' On the Athenian Constitution see Dr. E. M. Walker in New Chapters in Greek
History (edited by Powell and Barber), First Series, pp. 133-42.

^ See Appendix I. B, ad initium.
^ Jaeger, on whose Aristoteles (pp. 354-7) these observations are based, draws

attention in this connexion to a passage in the Ethics, Book I, c. xili. Here Aris-
totle argues (i) that the true statesman or politikos is essentially concerned with
human goodness and the promoting of such goodness

; (2) that human goodness
is goodness of man’s psyche; and (3) that the true statesman must therefore
possess some sort of knowledge of the facts of the psyche, just as the true physi-
cian must have some knowledge of the facts of the body—and this all the more
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§ 3. The Aristotelian writings and their dijferent styles. .In point,

of substance the writings of Aristotle form an encyclopaedia of,

knowledge, which may be divided into some eight main heads or

branches, each covering a separate field of knowledge. These
eight headshr branches do not represent Aristotle’s own classifica-

tion, nor does each head correspond to a separate treatise or a

separate course of lectures
;
but they will at any rate serve to give

a general idea of the range of his work and to convey some notion
of the systematization and classification which he introduced into

the field of science. The first branch is logic, or in Aristotle’s ovm
terminology ‘analytics’, which was covered in a number of treatises

that came to he designated, some centuries after his time, as the

Organon or ‘instrument’ of knowledge. The second branch is

physics, in the broad sense of a general study of inorganic nature

or the material aspect oiphysis. The third branch is metaphysics or,

literally, ‘that which comes after physics’—a.study of.,thejprime
philosophy’ of being and an inquiry into the first cause and ‘prime

mover’ of the whole world oiphysis. The fourth branch, which we
have already had reason to notice, is biology

,
or the study of organic

,^nature.. The fifth, which ‘comes after biology’ in much the same
way as metaphysics comes after physics, is the study of the psyche,

which we may roughly call by the modern name of psychology.^

The sixth branchjsjsthics, or moral philosophy, which appears to

have engaged Aristotle’s attention enough to be handled in two
separate treatises, the Eudemian Ethics and the Nicomachean Ethics,

of which the former may be the earlier and the latter a later version.

The seyenth, branch is. politics, which may be said to come after

ethics in roughly the same sort of way as metaphysics comes after

physics, or psychology after biology. In other words, Aristotle,

after he has treated morality in the Ethics as a ‘disposition’ in the

individual, proceeds to treat it in the Politics as a ‘way of life’, or

organized system of behaviour, operative in a political community
which at once produces the ‘disposition’ by its government,

laws, and education, and gives play and scope to its energy by
providing a wide circle of persons, engaged in mutual relations,

where it can be exercised and breathed.^ The whole body of

since politics is more important than medicine. But, as Jaeger notes, he proceeds

to add that the statesman need only study the psyche in connexion with his specific

object ofknowing and promotinghuman goodness, and so far as is sufficient forthat

object: ‘further precision is perhaps something more laborious than our purpose
requires’; and the study of the psyche is thus made subordinate to ethics. (See

Politics, Book VII, c. xiv, §§ 8-1 1, and the note on § ii.)

' Modern psychology is a study of human emotions, instincts, and behaviour.

Aristotle’s De Anima is concerned with the psyche in the whole of animate

nature, animal as well as human.
2 On Aristotle’s view of the relation between ethics and politics seeAppendix I.
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writings, or encyclopaedia, comes full circle in the eighth and last

branch, which includes the Rhetoric znA Poetics] and as it began

in the study of logic and ratiocination, so it ends in the study of

oratorical persuasion and of the poetic (or tragic) art of ‘purifying

the emotions by means of pity and fear’.

In point of style, or in method of exposition, the writings of

Aristotle have generally been classified by scholars, as belonging to,

three different types or genres. The first, which we only know
from fragments, consists of popular or literary writings, mostly in

dialogue form (arid therefore based on the Platonic tradition), J3ut,

in some cases taking the form of an exhortation or what may be

called, in Quintilian’s language, an oratio suasoria. Among such

exhortations there was, for example, the Protrepticus, an early

work (which is said to have been imitated by Cicero, and had a

great vogue and influence in antiquity down to the days of St.

Augustine), addressed to a ruler in the island of Cyprus, and

exhorting him to philosophy and philosophic government. We
may also rank under the head of exhortations the two treatises

—

‘on kingship’ and ‘concerning colonies’—^^vhich Aristotle is re-

corded to have written for Alexander. The second type of Aris-

totelian writings may be called the compilation or catalogue, which
must generally have been the work of the school rather than that

of the master; but the compilation called the Constitution of
Athens (the one surviving example, apart from scattered frag-

ments, of the many descriptions of Greek constitutions) may well

be, as has already been noticed, the work of Aristotle himself. The.
third type, to which all the other extant writings ofAristotle belong,

is that of the set treatise inten(^(^for the use of smdents. We may
imagine that all these treatises were written by Aristotle in con-
nexion with his lectures in the Lyceum—not so much, probably,

in the way of ‘notes’ to be followed in the delivery of lectures (the

actual lectures may well have been more discursive, and more of
the nature of discussions with the members of the class), but rather

in the way of ‘memoranda’ which may possibly have been written
afterwards in order to preserve a record of the results attained in

lectures and discussions.

This brief survey of the substance and style of the general body
of the Aristotelian writings may enable us to place the Politics in
its intellectual context, and to see it in its relation to Aristotle’s
other studies and his general system of thought—just as, in the
previous section, an endeavour was made to place it in its historical
context, and to see it in its relation to Aristotle’s experience of life

and his observation of contemporary history. The Politics, we can
now see, is one of some eight different branches of study, which
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together form an encyclopaedia of knowledge; and it isj as one of
these branches of study, cdhhected peculiarly and particularly with
the cognate branch which deals vyith ethics.^ It belongs, as we can
^so now see, to the third type or genre of the Aristotelian writings

—that of the set treatise^ but' it may well include some ideas and
conceptions which Had already been developed and expressed in

writings of the first or literary type (for example in the Protrepticus,

of in "the' exhortation's addressed to Alexander); and it certainly

includes, or at any rate utilizes, a good deal of the matter which
had been accumulated and recorded in writings which belong to

the second type—that of the compilation or catalogue.
'

^ The composition and structure of the Politics. On this basis

we may now turn to consider the composition and structure of the

Politics. The first thing to be noticed is that it is not a homo-
geneous or unitary treatise. This is also true of some of Aristotle’s

other treatises (for instance the Metaphysics)-,^ but it is perhaps

particularly and especially true of the Politics. It is a collection or

conflation of different essays rather than a single treatise—a collec-

tion assembled and arranged by Aristotle (or by some subsequent

fcditor) under a single title, but not welded into a single work. This

is a facffwhich raises problems of order, partly logical and partly

chronological: in other words, it raises the two questions {a)

whether the present order in which the essays are arranged is the

proper logical order, and {b) whether the different essays represent

different chronological strata, and different (and perhaps dis-

crepant) periods in the development of Ai'istotle’s thought. But
before we enter upon these two questions it will be well to give

a summary account of the different essays (the different sets of

notes or ‘memoranda’) of which the Politics is composed,^

(<z) The different sections or ^methods'

.

They are six in number.

(A) The first, which is represented by Book I, is concerned with

the household, of with ‘economy’ (which in its Greek sense means

^ The fact that the Politics is a part of a general body of interconnected studies

will explain to the reader why references are often made, in the course of its

argument, to other subjects—^not only, as has already been noticed, biolo^ and
medicine, but also (to cite another example) the theory of music, which is linked,

in Book VIII, with the theory of dramatic poetry expounded in the Poetics. It

will also explain why the general theory of Aristotle (e.g. the theor}’’ of physis,

or the theory of ‘compounds’ and ‘wholes’) is assumed throughout the argument.
^ ‘It must be noted that the longer existing works are not unitary wholes, but

collections of essays on connected themes, and that the separate essays are the

original units which were connected together sometimes by Aristotle and some-
times (as in the case of the Metaphysics) by his editors.’ Sir David Ross, Aristotle,

p. g.
3 In the language of Aristotle himself, the essays (as they have here been

called) are generally styled by the name of methodos—^though the term_ ‘dis-

courses’ or logoi is also used—and that name has accordingly been used in the

subsequent course of the argument.
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‘the management of the household’),, as a subject of consideration

prior to the polis and the government of the polis. .This section

begins by distinguishing the association of the household from

other forms of association; and it proceeds to deal with factors in

the life of the household such as slavery, property, and the institu-

tion of marriage. (B) The second section, which is represented by

Book li, is concerned with ideal states both in theory and in

practice. It deals first with the theories of Plato’s Republic and/.

Laws, and with those of two other inventors of utopias; and it then

proceeds to deal with actual states'(in Sparta, Crete, and Carthage)

which in one way or another approach the ideal. We might expect

this review of ideal states to be succeeded by Aristotle’s own sketch

of an ideal state: actually it is followed by something different.

(C) The third section (or, in Aristotle’s own terminology, methodos),

which is represented by Book III, is concerned with the general

theory of political constitutions. It deals with four main themes

—

the nature of citizenship; the classification, of constitutions; the

principles of ‘distributive justice’ followed in different constitu-

tions (especially democracy arid oligarchy) ;’and the theory of king-

ship. (D) The fourth methodos, represented by Books IV and Y>
is entirely realistic, and .concerned withJhe,problems .off

politics. It first deals (in Book IV) with the political m
of the different varieties of democracy and.oligarchy; with the,

‘poli^’ ormixed constitution,_which reconciles oligarchy
..

and democracy; with the ‘relativity’ of different constitutions..to,.,

different peoples; and with the methods of organizing the deliber^::.,

fiwe, the executive, and.the .j.udiciary in different _,cpnstitjitions..

It then proceeds to deal (in Book V) with what may be called

political pathology, or, in other words, with the general causes of

revolution in all types of state, and with its particular causes^jnC,

different types. (E) The fiftin^f/roffoiTTepfesentedlj^^
is concerned with the_.niefKods of organizing democracies and
oligarchies with a view to ensuring their stability. It thus repeats,

in a sense, a theme which has already been Handled in the middle
of the previous methodos (the theme of the proper methods of

organizing constitutions)
;
but it does so from a different point of

view—that of ensuring constitutional stability—which makes it a
new and separate method. (F) l^ally, the last methodos, which is

* Some modem editors have altered the order of the books by making Book
VI succeed Book IV, on the ground that it proceeds to develop the last of the
themes treated in Book IV. They thus intercalate one methodos in the middle of
another. But (a) the theme actually developed in Book VI is different from that
which had been briefly handled at the end of Book IV, in the middle of the pre-
vious methodos] (6) in the course of developing the theme of Book VI Aristotle
more than once refers back to Books IV and V as the previous methodos (see
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represented by Books VII and ,VH!, deals with the theme of
pdlitical ideals, and sketches an_i|^al state. It discusses first the

proper population, the teffifory. th^ social typeTfid^tmcture, and
the physicarpranning of an ideal j5o/£y; and it "then proceeds to

treat“dfThe general principles, and the proper scheme, of educa-
tion m^cHh^o/w, with particular reference to the aims and methods
of education in music.
~ (b) Theproblem of the order of the books. These six sections have
come down to us in the order in which they are here stated

—

A B C D E F. If a play of fancy may be permitted, the question

“may be raised and considered, ‘How would a modern thinker

arrange these six sections, if there were no existing order, and he
were given a free hand to create an order?’ He might possibly

arrange them in three parts. Part I would be entitled ‘The General

Principles of Social and Political Theory’: it would include the

social theory of A and the political theoiy of C. Part II would be
entitled ‘Political Ideals’: it would include the review of ideal

states, in theory and practice, which comes in B, and Aristotle’s

own sketch of an ideal state contained in E. Part HI would be
entitled ‘Political Institutions’: it would include the political

morphology and pathology ofD and the political engineering of E.

The order of the books would thus become A C B F D E.
,
But

there is an alternative arrangement which a modem thinker might

prefer to adopiTTle might argue—as Aristotle, or the editor who
fixed the present order of the books of the Politics, appears to have

argued—that ‘Political Institutions’ should properly: comfr before

‘Political_Jdeals!7^n the ground that it is best to have studied

actual institutions, and to have understood their merits and defects,

before one proceeds to construct an ideal scheme of institutions.

He might accordingly invert the order of what has been called

Part II and what has been called Part III; and the order of the

books would then become A C D E B_E.
The only point of this play of fancy is that it helps to put in a

proper perspective the rearrangements of the order of the books

which diiferent editors have actually made in their editions of the

Politics. The most common of these rearrangements is that which

transposes the last method, F (Aristotle’s sketch of his ideal state),

and places it after method C (on the general theory of political

constitutions), but before methods D and E, which are both con^

cerned with the realities of political institutions. The effect of this

p. 259, n. 2); and (c) the particular point of view in Book VI, which is that of

ensuring constitutional stability, is a logical consequence of Book V (which

has dealt with tlie causes of constitutional instability), and therefore involves

the priority of that book.
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transposition is to make an order of the ‘methods’ which is

A B C F D E. This order is not, of course, based on any play of

fancy: it rests on the scholarly ground of the cross-references

which are to be found in the text of the Politics, and especially on

the reference at the end of the last chapter of C (Book III), which

indicates that the next stage of the argument, already reached,

must be a treatment of the ideal stated But there are a number of

arguments, none the less, against this change of order. It is perhaps

only an argument of mere conservatism that it disturbs the sequence

in which the books were arranged by Aristotle himself or by an

editor of the early days of the Aristotelian school. It is a more
serious argument that there are references in method F (Books

VII-VIII)—references partly to the catalogue material accumu-

lated in the Lyceum, and partly to contemporary political develop-

ments—which indicate that it was composed at a late date in

Aristotle’s career, and thus suggest that it is properly placed as the

last method.2 But perhaps the most serious argument against the

transposition of method F is that it does not improve the logic and

the general coherence of the argument of the Politics. It leaves

method B—^Aristotle’s review of ideal Greek states both in theory

and in practice—still divorced from method F. Nor is that all. It

also disturbs the logic and the sequence by which, in the existing

order of the books, a transition is naturally made from method C,

which handles the general theory of political constitutions, to

methods D and E, which handle the concrete details of the different

constitutions. This is a consideration which is reinforced when
we note that there are a number of passages in the early part of D
(Book IV) which refer back to C (or Book III) as if it were its

immediate precursor, whichthe readerwould have fresh in his mind.3
All these arguments may well combine to suggest that it is the

course of wisdom to leave the present order of the books of the

Politics undisturbed. It is possible to imagine a more logical order

—for instance an order which connected Aristotle’s review of

previous ideal states more closely with his own sketch of an ideal

state; but as soon as we observe how the books of the Politics

* See the note at the end of Book III, where it is suggested that the last

chapter of Book III raises a number of difficulties, and may be a later addition.
^ On the references to catalogue material, see above, p. xxxiii, n. i. On the

references to contemporary political developments see above, p. xxi, n. 3.
^ Some instances may be given, (i) Chapter ii of Book IV begins with a

reference to the first ‘method’ on constitutions—i.e. to Book III—and this
implies that Aristotle is now writing a second ‘method’ on constitutions which
naturally follows at once on the first. (2) Chapter vii, § 2, refers back to Book
III as the ‘fipt discourses’ on the subject of constitutions, and this again im-
plies that Aristotle is now following on with a second set of discourses on the
same subject. (3) Chapter X, § 1, similarly refers back to Book III as ‘the first
discourses’, with the same implication.
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actually succeed one another we desist from our imaginations.

1 Aristotle begins, naturally enough, with a ‘method’ which deals

I
with the social foundations of the state, or, in other words, the

I household. What he says of marriage and the position of women
at the end of that method naturally leads him to consider, in the
next method, Plato’s views on marriage and the position ofwomen
this leads him to consider Plato’s general views : that leads in turn
to the views of other inventors of utopias; and from this topic

Aristotle is naturally led to consider existing states which approach
the ideal. But the theory of the state and its different constitutions—^which he had distinguished from that of the household and its

institutions early in the first method, but had left for future con-

j

sideration—^has still to be attempted; and a sketch of this theory

/ is therefore given in the next method. A simple logic suggests that

the general theory of constitutions should be followed by a detailed

, study of actual constitutions; and this study is accordingly pursued

j
through the course of the next two methods. It still remains for

Aristotle to sketch, on the basis of all the data which he has thus

. accumulated, his own conception of the ideal state; and that sketch

I
is accordingly attempted, as the culmination and conclusion of the

argument—the logical end and the final climax—^in the course of

Books VII and VIII.

(c) The problem of the chronolosv of diffeiient^sections- of- -the

Politics.^ut even if we can thus defend the logic of the existing

order of the books of the Politics, we are left with another problem

—the problem of their chronology. What was the order of time

in which the different parts of the Politics were composed ? Can
we trace chronological strata? Can we detect divergences and

discrepancies of view between earlier and later parts, as Aristotle

departed from the Platonic tradition, and as he matured under the

experience of the vicissitudes of his life ? The story of his life has

shown him to us at Assus, at Pella, in Athens, for the period of a

quarter of a century, from 347 to 322: it has shown him to us

consorting with Hermias, with Alexander, with Antipater: it has

suggested that he may well have given lectures, or held dis-

cussions, in these different environments, and in contact with these

various persons. Did it all leave different deposits in his thought,

and in the expression of his thought in his writings; and can we
\ trace, as it were, a geology of the Politics, which shows a system

1 of strata belonging to different ages ?

* It will be noticed that Book II begins specifically with Plato’s scheme for the

community of women and children, which is discussed at length in Chapters

ii-iv. It is only later in the book that Aristotle proceeds to consider the more
general features of Plato’s theory.
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This is a line of inquiry which was started more than twenty

years ago by Professor Jaeger (in a work on Aristotle, published in

1923, which bore the sub-title of ‘the foundations for a history of

his development’), and was carried on by Professor von Arnim in

a study ‘on the history of the genesis of Aristotle’s Politics^ which

appeared in 1924. It has attracted the attention, and gained the

support, of some English scholars, such as Sir David Ross and the

late Professor J. L. Stocks.^ There is indeed some natural pro-

priety in applying to Aristotle himself the genetic method which

he suggests in an early passage of the Politics—‘to begin at the

beginning, and consider things in the process of their growth’.

But though there may be some natural propriety in the application

of a genetic method to the problem (if it be a problem) of the com-
position and structure of the Politics, the results which are gained

by its application seem highly dubious; and it is certain that the

results attained by one disciple of the method contradict, and
contradict flatly, the results attained by another. The fact is that

the use of the genetic method is vitiated by,. subjectivity. The
inquirer who uses it becomes the prey of his own interpretation

of Aristotle; and he gives or withholds chronological priority—in

other words he makes this an early stratum, and that a later—on
the grounds of his own inner feelings about the ‘early’ and the

‘late’ Aristotle.

The two books on the ideal state, or what we have called method
F, may be used to illustrate the point. To Professor Jaeger they
are the ‘early’ Aristotle. They are close, he feels, to the Platonic

tradition; and he therefore assigns them to the period when Aris-

totle had just left the Academy and was residing at Assus after

347 in close contact with Hermias. Having reached this conclu-
sion, he is prepared to find ‘the local atmosphere’ of the Troad,
and the policies and ideas of Hermias, reflected in the theory of

Aristotle’s sketch of an ideal state. The argument is ingenious and
attractive; but Professor von Arnim has also an argument, no less

ingenious and perhaps even more attractive (because it rests on a
sounder and deeper Imowledge of Aristotle’s political philosophy),^

* See Sir David Ross’s Aristotle, pp. 18-19 and 236, and his introduction to
his volume oi Selectionsfrom Aristotle, pp. xxi-xxii

;
and for the views of Professor

Stocks see his articles on ‘The Composition of Aristotle’s Politics^ (Classical
Quarterly, vol. xxi, pp. 177-87) and on Schole (ibid., vol. xxx, pp. 177-87).
The present writer was at one time attracted to the view that the Politics con-
tained different chronological strata; see his article on ‘The Life of Aristotle
and the Composition and Structure of the Politics’ (Classical Review, vol. xlv,
pp. 1 62-72). But five years spent in the constant company ofihePolitics during the
preparation of this translation have irresistibly compelled him to change his views.

Professor von Arnim published, as long ago as 1910, a scholarly course of
lectures on the political theories of antiquity.
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I

residence at Pella {circa 342-336), or that he may later have used,
' and incorporateddn the Politics, such notes and memoranda. Nor
does it preclude a^imilar use of material drawn from his own earlier

literary writings; ^hch as the Protrepticus and the exhortations on

1

kingship and colonies addressed to Alexander. Any writer naturally

uses the material which he has accumulated
;
and there can be no

doubt that (apart from all the material of collections and catalogues

which was produced by the contemporary research of the Lyceum)
the Aristotle of the years from 335 to 322 had earlier material on
which he could readily draw. But this material was embedded in

the Politics, fused with the Politics, and cannotnow be distinguished

as a prior and separate stratum.

We may therefore abandon the subjectivity which would seem
to be involved in the genetic method of interpreting the Politics,

and we may place our reliance on the objectixO-ovidence of the

actual text—particularly that of the cross-references in the text,

which linlc all the parts together in a unity and suggest that they

are all contemporary, ^ and that of the references in the text to

contemporary history, which suggest that the different parts were
composed in the same period of Aristotle’s life, from the year 335
onwards. Using the objective evidence of the actual text, we not

only see how the different parts are linked together by a system of

cross-reference: we can also detect (as has already been noticed)

an inner logic of inter-connexion which may not be the logic that,

a modern thinker would have chosen, but which is a logic, an
understandable logic, and the logic which Aristotle himself (^
some editor of Aristotle’s school) deliberately chose.2 YUe are

bound to respect that logic, and we are bound to take it as evidence

of a work which is generally unitary in composition and structure

—

composed on a single plan and composed during a single period.

No doubt the work, if it was composed during a single period, was
composed at different times in that period: no doubt it was com-
posed in different sections or ‘methods’; no doubt a number of

the sections were left incomplete, with rough edges, and without

* Some cross references may here be mentioned which show how the parts or
‘methods’ of the Politics are linked in a unity, (a) Book I refers forward, in c.

XIII, § 15, to a discussion on constitutions; and from the context it seems clear

that this is a reference forward to the discussion and review of ideal constitutions

which comes in Book II. (6) As Book I refers forward to Book II, so Book III

refers back, in c. vi, § 3, to the discussion on household management and slavery

in Book I. (c) Book IV then proceeds, as has already been noticed on p. xl, n.

3, to refer back to Book III. (d) Book VI, at the beginning of c. i (see the note
on § 2), refers back to Books IV-V. (e) Finally, Book VII, as has already been
noticed on p. xliii, n. 3, refers back to Book I and Book III—though it does not
(as we should hardly expect it to do, seeing that it is concerned with political

ideals) refer back to Books IV-VI which deal with actual politics,

2 See above, p. xli.

4774 d
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a neat suture to join them with the succeeding section;^ no doubt,

again, some of the sections—because their subject is different-

—

differ in tone and emphasis from others. But even to-day, with all

the facilities of the printing-press and proof-sheets, such things

are possible; and in the days of manuscript rolls—especially when
a busy writer, as Aristotle must have been, was pressing forward

hastily to get his life’s work done, and was naturally leaving behind

him loose threads and imperfect sutures—such things were very

easily possible. We shall be wise to practise the gift of sympathetic

understanding for conditions of composition very different from
our own. In particularwe shall be wise to remember that differences

of tone and emphasis (even if they exist, and are not the products

of our imagination) are not necessarily differences between earlier

and later chronological strata, butmay well be merely the differences

inherent in different contexts. The difference between ‘idealism’

and ‘realism’ need not be a difference of early and late : it may be
only the difference between a context concerned with political

ideals and a context concerned with political institutions
;
and the

p

same man, at the same period, with the same general substance of

,i ideas, may have written differently in different contexts—now as

f
a prophet of the ideal, and now as an observer and recorder (but

i also a critic) of the actual.

* Several of the ‘methods’ end in this way. The end of Book I is abrupt (see
the note at the end of the last chapter): the end of Book III raises difficulties

(see again the note at the end of the last chapter) : the ‘method’ of Books IV-V
ends abruptly, almost in the middle of a sentence (see again the note at the end
of the last chapter of Book V) : Book VI ends in an imfinished state, and its last
sentence finishes in the middle (see again the note at the end of the last chapter):
and finally the ‘method’ of Books VII—VIII is left incomplete (see the final note).
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THE SUBSTANCE AND ARGUMENT OF THE POLITICS

§ I. The idea of_ the Polis . Tht Politics, as its title indicates, is

concerned with the or to spealc more exactly it is concerned^
with the i6o or so examples oij^lpolis, scattered over the Greek --

maii^hd" and the^maritime area of the Greek dispersion, which

!

Anstotle had studiedf It presupposes a small Mediterranean world
whicli’.was a woflddf ‘u^a or ayicxepublics (the la^estwith

'

an area of i.ooo square milesTHut inanywth loo or lessh and which
stood, as such,_in contrast with the world of /rurality_*. in which the. .

naHohs^or ethne lived."There was some notion among ^e Greeks
~df a community called 'Hellas’, but it was in no sense a political

community. Herodotus conceived it as having the four bonds of

common blood , common speech, common religious shrines, and
common social habits : but he.

r

ecognized no political bond. Plato,

in the argument of his Republic, was enough of a Panhellenist to

argue for some system of international law, as between polis and
polis, which would mitigate the rigours of their mutual wars

;
but

the very nature of his argument involves the sovereignty of each
^

polis. The orator Isocrates preached the unity of Hellenic culture,

and advocated a symmachy of autonomous Hellenic cities united

in concord and conquest against the nations around, and especially

against the Persians; but he left the cities autonomous. Aristotle

himself could say that the Greek stock had the capacity for govern-

ing every other people, if only it could once achieve political unity

but though he had been the tutor of Alexander, and remained the

friend of Antipater, he never sought to investigate the method by
which such unity might be achieved.

The assumption of Aristotle, as of Greek thought generally downy

to' the days of Zeno and the Stoic doctrine .oiih&.cQS7no1iolis, is that

of the small state or civic republic whose citizens know one_anotheri.

]
^fsbhaWraiiB"^^ich . canJbe . addressed..bv a single, herald and

^persuaded"bY a single ,orator when Jit;js.assernWed in its.'town'^

mipEing’7UtTs„a.small-and,intimate"sociefy.:.it is a church as well i

as a .state:, it makes no distinction .between the province'of the;

state and that of society; it is, in a word, an integratedlsystem-of

social ethics, which.r.ealizes to-the full.the„papacity of its members,

.

and therefore claims their fuU allegiance. A limit of size is imposed

upon it by its very nature and purpose (as, conversely, the limit

of its size has helped to produce its nature and purpose) : being

* Book VII, c. VII, § 3.
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a church and a system of social ethics, it cannot be a Babylon.^

Small as it is, it is complete in itself: it is ‘selffsufficient’,' iiilhe

sense that it meets from its own resources—its'bwn accumulated

moral tradition and the physical yield of its own soil and waters

—

all the moral and material needs of its members; and as it does not

draw upon others, so it is not conceived as giving, or as bound to

f-give, to others, or as making its own contribution to the general

development of Hellas. Whole and complete, with a rounded life

‘of its own, the rises to a still higher dignity than that of self-,

sufficiency. H is conceived as ‘haturar—as a scheme pf.Iife.which,

granted the mture of man, is inevitable and indefeasible. In this

conceptibh of ‘nature’ (physis) we touch a cardinal element in the

theory of Aristotle.

§ 2. The natural character of the Polis. A distinction between

‘nature’ and ‘convention’ {physis and nomos)—between institutions

. existing ‘by nature’ and those which existed ‘by convention’—had

been drawn by popular teachers in Greece for a century before

Aristotle’s time. Some of them had regarded the state, in the form
' of the civic republic, as merely a conventional thing—a thing that

' might or might not be, and only was because men had agreed, by
a contract, that it should Be;' and some..had even, argued that it

, had' better not be at all, because it defeated the good old rule and
' sifhpe plan of ‘nature’, that the strong man armed should dominate

(
th^^ak for his own advantage. Such views involved a theory of

j

‘natural rights’ and a doctrine of individualism; and a polemic

I'

against that theory and doctrine (a polemic already waged by Plato

in the teaching of the Academy) is implicit in the beginning of the

Politics and recurs in the course of its argument.
It was not only that such a theory and doctrine cut at the roots

of tradition and undermined .the maiorwn.m.th& .Greekjcivic

republic, and thus challenged the whole idea of its system of

sociah ethics, or again that they w^e allied with a movement of
' individualism in contemporaryJffe, wEich led men to concentrate,

at the best, on the pursuit of private culture, and impelled them,
at the worst, to turn the state into a milch-cow and make it a com-

‘ mercial association for the distribution among its members of
dividends which they had never earned. It was also that this

^
.theoty and doctrine, which identified ‘nature’ with nothing more
than primary instincts and primitive impulses, were.jentirely
opposed to the general philosophy of ‘nature’ which^Aristotk had

_

* Here, and elsewhere in this section, the writer has used some passages from
his chapter in the Cambridge Ancient History (vol. vi, c. xvi) on ‘Greek Political
Thought and Theory in the Fourth Centuiy*. He wishes to record his gratitude
to the Syndics of the Cambridge University Press for their permission to use
these passages.
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himself developed. -Seeing everywhere the growth of an initial

potentiality into a nnal form or end, and seeing in its form or end
'tiie essential natur^rg^^thing,

.
Ke^ppliMlKBlg^eral

sopiy to man and man’s long development, as ii^stnaggled upward
"ffonilKe"poteritiality'of prima^^^^ to the ferm, dr-en^ or

nature,jot a polifical'heing—a being intended by his potentialities

f^existerice in a j^oOs, and a being_who achieyed'his
,

‘hatureT in
ah3”t'Kfbugh such existence. This was the conception which he
6pposeH“tb' fhB“ fadica^ vife^ of popular teachers; and it was a

conception which made the polts entirely and perfectly natural,

^_/because it was the natural home of the fully grown and natural

man.^

But this conception does not implyjhatjthe^ s^^ is natural

because it has grpwnr’'‘Iris hot growing lilm a tree . . . that makes
man Setter be’

;
and the growth ofman into membership of a state,

which makes him better and ensures his moral betterment (and

thereby realizes his nature), is not like the growth of a tree. If

Aristotle uses the language of growth in the beginning of the

Politics, and speaks of the growth of the household into the village

and of villages into the state, he does not rest his belief in the

natural charactef. of political society on the simple'fact of .such

growth! 'What.makes .the^State hjs view, is the fact that,

j
^weyeHt .came .into existence, it is as it stands the .satisfaction of

a^immanent impulse.in human-nature towards moral perfection

—

an immanent inipulse which drives men upwards, .through various

forms o£jsocietv. into the.jfinal.. political form. Indeed it would
seem that Aristotle, true to the general Greek conception of politics

as a sphere of conscio.us-cr.eation. in which legislators had always

been active, believed in the conscious, construction..of-jEKe^^/w.^

‘There is an ,iramanent impulse'in all men towards ah association

of this order; but the man who first constructed such an association

* A brief analysis of the associations of the Greek word physis is attempted
below, in the course of section IV 4 of this Introduction. An analysis and
interpretation of Aristotle’s use of the term is given in R. G. Collingwood’s
posthumous work on The Idea of Nature, pp. 80-92. He defines the term, in

the sense in which it is used by Aristotle, as meaning ‘the essence of things

which have a source of movement in themselves’ (p. 81). He notes that two
notions are here implied, (i) Because there is movement, ‘nature as such is

process, growth, change: the process is a development, i.e. the changing talces

forms ... in which each is the potentiality of its successor’ (p. 81). (2) Be-
cause the things moving have the source of movement in themselves, nature as

such is not only change, but self-change: nature is ‘characterized not merely by
change, but by effort or nisus or tendency . . . the seed is pushing its way up
through the soil . . . the young animal is working at increasing its size and de-

veloping its shape until it reaches the size and shape of an adult’ (p. 83).

Dr. Collingwood notes that modem evolutionary philosopfiies, such as that

of Whitehead, are frankly accepting ‘the ideas of potentiality, nisus, and teleo-

logy’ involved in Aristotle’s conception oi physis (p. 83, and later, pp. 167-70).
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” was the greatest of benefactors.’^ There is no contradiction in such \

*^a sentence; for there is no contradiction between the immanent '

impulses of human nature and the conscious art which is equally, i

or even more, a part of the same human nature. Human art may
indeed contravene the deepest and best in human nature: it may

j

construct perverted states, based on the pursuit of mere wealth or
[

the lust of mere power; and it may thus defeat the natural human (

impulse to moral perfection. But equally, and indeed still more,
'

it may help to realize nature.^ ,^Nature-and convention are not in /

their essence opposites, but rather complements.

§3. The dominance of the Polls. The State is therefore natural/

when, or in so far as, it is an institution for that morah perfection ]

of man to which his whole nature moves.. All the features of, its:'

life—slavery, private property, the family—aire equally justified^ i

and also natural, when, or in so far as, they serve ihat sovereign I

L^end. Plato refuses private property and family life to the guardians’'^

the Republic^ because he believes that they would interfere with

moral life of the guardians, and therefore with the moral life
'

'T^the state, and therefore with the true order of nature. Aristotle

i^indicates for every citizen both private property and family life, «

-^and regards them both as institutions belonging to all by the order

^ of nature, because he believes that the moral life of every citizen

^ requires the ‘equipment’ of private property and the discipline of

family life. , Plato and Aristotle. may. differ; but for both there, is/

one end—the end of a moral perfection which can, only be attained I

dn the polis—and that end is the measure of all things.,, The end ^

can be fiithless; and it shows its hard edge in Plato’s theof^ It not

.'only deprives the guardians of property and family life; it also

deprives the labouring class of citizenship, a high calling which
\
cannot be followed by men engaged in getting and spending. The.,
end is less ruthless in Aristotle’s theory. But it serves to justify,

slavery, which can afford the citi^n leisure for the higli_purposes

I
of the state;"and 'it'excludes from f^r^inbership ,of the state all

persons other than thos^ who possess that leisure. The end Justi-

fies: the end condemns: the endTs^,‘soyereign. It is easy to glide

info the view that the state'and'its ‘well-being’ (in the full Greek

I

sense of that term) are thus made into a higher end to which the
I. individual and his personal development are sacrificed. Generally^
' stated, such a view is erroneous: it involves a return, in another^
form, of that antithesis between political society and the individual/
which Plato and Aristotle refuse to recognize. The sta,te„(they

* Book I, c. 11, § 15.
The purpose of education, like that of art generally, is simply to copy

nature by maldng her deficiencies good’: see Book VII, c. xvii, § 15 and note.
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beK£ve) exists _fo£ the moral development. and ,^^erfection of its

individuafrriembers : the fulfilment and of t£e individual

ineahs—and'is the only th^^ which meani^fifn,perfectid‘n:bf ihe

state: there is no antithesis. But this is true, after all, onlv for the

man who is citizen and the individual who is a inember of the body
corporate. The rest are sacq^ed : theyjose.the development which'
comes from citizenship, because citizenship, is keyed so"higlir'‘Rich

tKmgrkiave a high price.'^o^fidetluf'citizCnshipl purchasable at

a pricewhich the many can afford to pay, is perhaps a more precious

thing than the rare riches of the Platonic and Aristotelian ideal.

A state which is meant for the moral perfection of its members
"mil be ah educafionarihstifuHdhTlts^awsl^ir'se ‘to make men !

good’ rits offices ideaUybHohg.td the.m^^ virtue whohavemofal
discef^ent

: ,

its^. chief, actiyity will . be .that, of tfaiiiing.the young
ahd'^ustaining the mature in the way of righteousness. That is^^

why we may speak of such’a state' a's feally a church: like Calvin’s /

Church it exercises a ‘holy discipline’. JPolitical philosophy thus
(

be^qmes...a,sort of moral theology.^ Plato in the Kipiiblic is the'’

critic of the,traditional religion of Cfe.ece:’in the.i'^^^ Enunciates

..^^Jth'S'canpns gf',a tirae religion, ^d even advocates religious persecu-

tion: in both he IS thehensor of aft ahid poetfy'ahc^music. '

fii^^

Is’less ’drasticThf religToh he 'EafdlyTfehls^butlie’w^^

a^mpral ,cens~pfship of plays' and'teles, a^^ he would subject music

To anTethicah control.,.' Th
,
state-interference^ n”eyeFsug^^^ >

ges.ted itseh.tp the^ Greek philosophers as a probrem for their co,n-
j

sid”^atipn.,, They seek .to. regulate the family, and the most intimhte^''

'matters of family life, no less th^ ^rt and music. Trato’s'austefities

are famoiisi; but even Aristotle can define the age for marriage and

the number of permissible children. "V^ateyer has a moral bearing

may comeunder.moral regulation. NeitherPlato norAristotle allows \

weight to the fundamental consideration that moral action which

is done ad verba magistri ceases to be moral. The state should

indeed promote morality; but the direct promotion of morality by

)

an act of state-command is the destruction of moral autonomy./

The good will is the maker of goodness; and the state can only r

increase goodness by increasing the freedom of the good will. That;

is why mojiern thiidcers, bred^in the tenets ofj’lato, and Aristotie,

would, nevertheless substitute ^e formula of ‘removal of hin-

drances’ for 5ie formula .pT‘admiriistfatidnT5f stimulus’ implied

in theleachmg'oT theifmasters."' But after all -we do an injustice to

the theorists of the city-state if we compare them with the theorists

of the great modern state. Their state, we have always to remind

' On Aristotle’s conception of the relation between politics and ethics see

Appendix A.
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ourselves, was a church as well as a state; and most churches !

believe in moral guidance and stimulus. Indeed there is a stage
;

of moral growth, when the good will is still in the making, at which
'

it is a great gain to be habituated by precept in right-doing. Any '

state which undertakes an educational function, hike every parent,

must recognize the existence of this stage, and must include ‘the

strengthening of character’ in the curriculum of its schools. Yet

it is but a stage. The grown^man must see and choose.his^wy.

Plato and Aristotle perhaps treated their contemporaries too^much

as if they were ‘always children’.

§ 4. The ideal PoHs and the criticism of actual states. If these \

are the general principles of politics which Aristotle assumes,
(

we can readily see that they will naturally tend to the construe-

j

tion of an ideal state, in which such principles, nowhere purely

)

exhibited in actual life, will find their realization for thought. The

'

building of such ideals, whether on the quasi-antiquarian lines

which we find in Xenophon, or on the bolder and freer lines trafced

by the imagination of Plato, was a staple of Greek political specula-

tion. It accorded with an artistic temper, which loved to shape \

material into a perfect form, and would even, in the sphere of |

politics, assume a perfect material (in the sense of a population/

ideal in disposition, endowed with an ideal territory, and distributed;

on an ideal social system) in order that it might be the more suscep-j

tible of receiving an ideal form. It accorded, too, with the experi-j'

ence of a people accustomed to the formation of new colonial citiesj

on which the ‘oecist’ and legislator might freely stamp an abiding

mark. Aristotle records, in the second book of the Politics, the

plans and schemes of previous builders of ideal states: in the

seventh and eighth he sketches the plan and scheme of his own
ideal. But his ideal state is a torso; and the profundity and the!

influence of Aristotle’s thought are rather to be traced in his *

enunciation of general principles than in his picture of their i

realization. He is the master of definition and classification; and
it is the terse Aristotelian formula which has always influenced

thought.
' But ideals will also serve as judges and measuring-rods for the
, actual. The Greek states of the fourth century came to judgement
before the bar of Plato’s and Aristotle’s ideals. Plato in the Republic
first constructed his ideal, and then in the later books showed why,

\ and in what degree, actual states were.a corruption of that ideal.
' Aristotle seems to follow a reverse procedure when, .early, in the

i

Politics, he examines actual states in order that their ..merits and.

I

their defects may throw light on the requirements of an ideal state;

but he too uses ideal principles to criticize and classify actual states.
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Three results seem to fpllov^-from the application of the ideal as f i

a tou'ch^stdne 'to fhe'apt'ual—fifstrah“Hucld’ati6n ‘6f the priricip .

oh" which offices should be, assigned, and constitutions should/;
therefore' be constmctd3Xf^^,^S' cohs’tltuti^^^^ is a mode of assign-

|

ineht. of'offices^)7 secondly, classification and a grading of actual
I

constitutions; and, ffihally;^“a-criticism"'6f that deriiocfatic con-
sfifution,' ivliich in the Toffiffi^' cehthry' hhd become general, and
whicKpinThe populous of his;^ day,

^
Aristotle regaifded as

'inevitable. « - -

The“assignment of oipce, we are told, must follow the principle I

oidptHbutiye justipe .^ the state must assign its awards iii f

proportion to the cOTtribution which each hasmade to the state
; arid

j [

in estimating the .contribution of each we must .look to the end. of

’

the state, and measure the contribution to_that end. Logically, this/

would seem to mean the enthr'onement of the yirtupus, or. an ethical
j

anstocfacy.:

'

ih/the last resort, it would involve the enthronement,

!

if he can be found, of the brie man of supreme virtue, of an absolute
|

andjdivine’ monarhhy.~'PfacticallyrAristotre~ recogriizes'that there

!

afe‘variou^ofiifibiifions which, directly or indirectly, tend tp the,

Yealizatibn.- of~the‘ end. Besides^virtue, there.is_wealth, which is

necessary to the end in sh' faf as 'peffect virtue requires a material

equipment; and besides wealth there is ‘freedom’—freedom not

only in the sense of free birth, but also iri the sense of liberty from
that dependence on others, and that absorption in mechanical toil,

which distract men from the free pursuit of virtue. This is one of
j

the lines along which Aristotle moves to the theory of the mixed

!

cbnstitutidri, which recogriizes vafioris
^

contributions arid thus i

admits'Wrious clasderi^^^^

*'~~A' .clasHfic.ati.Qiri of. co.nstitutions readily follows on.this. line of-ri

speculation: its terms, traced already in the speculation of the fifth

'century, arid'deepened and broadened by Plato in the Politiais, are

firmly established by Aristotle in the third book of the Politics.

The criticisn;i,pf-the_dempcratio.constitution. follows in its turn. 0

lirhas, abandoned ‘prop.ortionate’ for -absolute’-equahty : it awards

thrisameJionour.and the.same,standmgjtO-each arifl’eyeiy citi^ri.

It . is. based^ on.recognition .of one contribution, . and .one.only—that...

of.,Tre'edpm’
;
and that contribution is by no rneansjthe,highest or

,

•iveightiesf.' "Nor is this all. Not content with the freedom which

fneans a voice for all in the collective control of common affairs,
,

it has added a freedpm which .naeans .the. absence of control,
, the

surrender ofmoral discipline/ arid'the random life ofchance desires.

But this is ariarehy: it is the negation of the city-state as it was

conceived by Plato and Aristotle. It is this fact rather than aristo- i

cratic leanings—it is a dislike of what they regard as anarchy,]
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because anarchy is blank negation—which makes them both (but |

! Plato far more than Aristotle) the critics of democracy, •

' We can understand the rigour of their criticism; but we can

hardly admit its justice. Democratic government in the fourth) C

century did not mean anarchy. The Athenian citizens had their^

defects: they loved the free theatre almost more than the free city;

yet the last days of Athenian freedom were not a disgrace either

to the city-state or to the democratic constitution, and the career

of Demosthenes was an answer to the strictures of Plato and Aris-

totle. Discipline and order were abroad in the days before and after

Chaeronea: neither Eubulus nor Lycurgus was a demagogue; and,^

indeed, the statesmen ofthe fourth century in general stand as a proofj'

that the Athenian people had some sense ofmerit and its desert. Nor-
^

can Aristotle’s censure upon ‘extreme’ democracy, that it means the

overthrow of established law by temporary decrees of the sovereign

people, be justified at the bar of history. It is a misconception of

the facts. Apart from this misinterpretation Aristotle is, on the I'

whole, less critical of ‘democracy than Plato. He recognizes, to-
^

wards the middle of the third book of the Politics, that there is,

after all, much to be said on behalf of the mass of people. They
have a faculty of collective judgement, which hits the mark, alike

in questions of art and matters of politics; ‘some appreciate one \

part, some another, and all together appreciate all.’^ They know
’

again, from their own experience, how government and its actions
j

pinch; and that knowledge has its value, and deserves its field of
\

expression.v/These things suggest that the people should have their
;

share in the government of the state; and Aristotle would assign to

them those functions of electing the magistrates, and of holding !

the magistrates to account at the end of their term of office, which
'

their faculty of judgement and their experience of the pressure of <

government both fit them to discharge.

i §5, Aristotle's conception of law. Aristotle’s .view of law is,

different from that of Plato. Anxious for a free field for the higher

wisdom, Plato will have no laws in the state of the Republic. The
eternal Ideas matter more than laws; and those who have appre-
hended these Ideas must be free to stamp them at their discretion on
the state. At the most Plato lays down a few fundamental prin-

ciples—articles of belief rather than lav/s—to bind and guide the
ruler: the state, for example, must never be allowed to exceed its

due size, and its citizens must always be kept to the due discharge
of specific function. In the Laws, as the title indicates, law comes
down to earth: philosophy only remains in the shape of ‘prefaces’

attached to each law for the purpose of explanation and persuasion.

* Book III, c. XI, § 3.
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It is this admission of law (rather than the surrender of commu-
nism, which is by comparison a subsidiary matter) that makes the;

state of the Laws a ‘second best’. At the same time, there is a fine

philosophy of lav/ in the dialogue; and there is an exact articulation

and systematization of law—both crimmal and civil—which repre-

sents the first real Greek attempt at codification, and influenced

the gfdwtlTbotfildf^Hellemsdc~law~and"tlnough it, of the law of

Rorne^'^j^istotle rradered less service to law: on the other hand
Ee3yas,lirgener^”an'drm'pfihciple,'“a’steli3y^'a^ consistent advo-

[

’c^e^rrts sovereignty.' ^The nile'bf law is preferable to that of a i

i'^^sihgle“-citizen : 'even''if it be the better course to have individuals
|

ruling, they should be made law-guardians or ministers of the
j

laws.’^ The Aristotelian thesis of the sovereignty of law, and the

conception of govermrient aslimited by law, had a kng history, and
was' a ^potent u^uence7tTuQu^ the Middle Ages/ The la\v which
ABsfoHeTthus^ ent&pnes is no code: it is the custom,’ written and
unwritteh7which has developed with the development of a state.O

Aristotl^has a' sSise 'of historic development, which is as implicit'

in his gerieral'philosophy^as the demand, for.mdical .reconstruction

is' embedded in tiie philosophy of Plato. The growth of potential

c:^lLctty ihfo’'actu'al'^fdfm’'df ‘end’,"which is the general formula
'

of his philosophy, leaves room for a large appreciation of history

and the value of moving time: the Platonic conception of the )

impress of a timeless and eternally perfect Idea upon receptive

rnattefi' which may take place at any moment when that Idea is'

apprehended, is inimical to any belief in. gradual development. In!
;

the same way the Aristotelian formula involves some recognition' .

of progress—though Aristotle believed that progress, alike in poetry,

and politics, had attained its conclusion and perfection in his time;

and he had none of that looking-forward to an unending and un--

resting progress which is a mark of later thought. ^
§ 6. Aristotle’s theory of ‘economy’ and edmation. In modern >

times v/e distinguish between state and society. The one is the area

of politics proper, of obligatory rule and involuntary obedience:

the other is the area of voluntary co-operation, conducted in and

by a variety of societies, educational, ecclesiastical, economic. It

would be difficult to apply any such distinction to ancient Greece./

The state was the one organization that embraced and contained

its citizens: such groups as there were—small religious societies

for the worship of Dionysus or the Orphic mysteries, or trade

associations with a common hero or god—^were minor things. The
polls included everything; and in the same way the theory of the

polls included studies to which we should now give a separate ^

* Book III, c. xw, §§ 3-.1..

(5
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existence—in particular the theory of economics, and (we may also

add) the theory of education. There is much writing on ‘economics’
|

in the fourth century. It dealt partly with household management i

(the literal meaning of oikonomia), and partly with public economyl

or state finance. There is the Oeconornicm of Xenophon, which

gave inspiration to Ruskin; there is an Oeconomica falsely ascribed

to Aristotle; there is a treatise by Xenophon On the Revenues of

Athens’, there is economic theory in the Repiiblic and the Laws;

there is the famous and profoundly influential theory of exchange

and of interest in the first book of the Politics, which affected so

deeply the canonists of the Middle Ages. Such economic theory ,>

subordinated as it is to political theory, which in turn is sub4

ordinated to (or, perhaps one should rather say, is the crown of)

ethics, admits of no isolation of the economic motive, and of no

abstraction of economic facts as a separate branch of inquiry. 'Tt

/( is a theory of the ways in which households and cities can properly

;

use the means at their disposal for the better living of a good life.

' Wealth, on this basis, is ajmeansJ;o a moral end
;
as such a means, it

is necessarily limited by the end, and it must not be greater—as ’

equally it must not be less—than what the end requires. This is

' not socialism; but it is a line of thought inimical to capitalism

;
(which involves the unlimited accumulation of wealth), and through I

i the influence of Ruskin and others it has, in its measure, tended
{

!
to foster modern socialism.

There was, however, a certain amount of what we may call
|

quasi^ocialisticjgpinign in ,Greece_inJ;he_fourth„century. Plato,

indexed, was not a socialist: the scheme of his Republic is a scheme
for the divorce of political power from economic possession, under
which the governing class (but not the governed) surrenders

private property for the sake of a pure devotion to public concerns.

He may have been misinterpreted (as he is by Aristotle in the

second book of the Politics), and have thus^ come to be regarded

as the advocate of a larger and more drastic policy. Some of the

later plays of Aristophanes (the Ecclesiazusae and the Plutus, pro-

duced about 390 B.c.) contain a satire upon plans for the general

socialization of private property, which must have been current
before the Republic appeared (possibly about 387 B.c.), and with
which its scheme may have been confused. But socialist schemes
remained matters of airy speculation, which never penetrated to

the people. The citizen ofAthens was more often his own employer
than an employee : there was little of a wage-system : if there were
rich men, they were relieved by ‘liturgies’ of part of their wealth:
if there were poor, there was the Theoric Fund and the payments
made for attending the assembly and law-courts. ^The system of
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/private property which Aristotle defends, on the ground that virtue
j

jneeds its ‘equipment’ and personality its medium of expression,
j

,was never in any real danger. It was protected, as it perhaps will

always be, by the conservatism of small farmers and small artisans

working on their own account. The utmost extremity of the radical

'

politician was a demandJbr redistribution of land (which is not the
same as its socialization) and for cancellation-oidebts.

Sl^ery,w_as inore of a moot question. It was the enslavement
of Greeks by Greeks whicKIhrst began to raise questionings. What
was to be thought of the enslavement of the defeated Athenians
at Syracuse in 413 b.C. ? Was not Callicratidas right when at the

storming of Methymna in 406 B.c. he vowed that no Greek should
be enslaved if he could prevent it? An echo of such doubts may
be traced in Plato’s protest against the enslavement of Greeks in

the fifth book of the Republic. The question became acute when
the Thebans liberated the Messenian serfs of the Spartans at the

end of 370 B.c. Was this a theft of the private property of Sparta?

Was it the restoration to the Messenians of the liberty which was )

their due ? Isocrates defended the Spartan case : a certain Alcida-
'

mas spoke on the other side, and protested that ‘God has left all

men free, and nature has made no man a slave’. This was perhaps

rhetorical exaggeration: Alcidamas may really have meant Greeks
rather than men in general. Certainly neither Plato nor Aristotle

\

protests against any and every form of slavery. If Plato objects in

'

the Republic to the enslavement of Greeks, in the Laws he recog-

nizes slavery and legislates for slaves, whom he couples with chil-

dren as having imperfectly developed minds. Aristotle, recognizing

that there has been much debate, makes no very clear pronounce-
j

ment on the enslavement of defeated Greeks (Philip of Macedon

'

had enslaved many Greeks since the days when the Thebans
liberated the Messenian serfs, and the old rule of war might well

.seem to have been re-established), but he obviously inclines to

;regard slavery as only proper for barbarians who are ‘by nature’

.^slaves. ThV nafufal“'slave, as"Aristblle conceives him, is a man
whose chief use is his body, but who possesses mind enough, notj

indeed to control himself, but to understand and to profit by the

control of a superior mind. He is a family slave, who is caught up
into and elevated by the life of the family: if he serves its purposes,

which after all are moral purposes, he enjoys its benefits, which

are also moral benefits. There is no great harshness in Aristotle’s

view of slavery. From the Ethics we learn that the slave—not

indeed as a slave, but as a man—may be his master’s friend; at

the end of the Politics we are promised (but not given) an explana-

tion of the reason why ‘it is wise to offer all slaves the eventual
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reward of emancipation’. V/e may not be convinced by his argu-

ment for ‘natural’ slavery; but we must' admit

.slavery as a moral institution, he lent it the best sa^nction which it^

could receive. To defend slavery on the ground of its potential

moral benefits is better than defence (or even attack) based merely

on an economic calculus.

Another problem of family life debated in the fourth century

was the position of women. The tragedies of Euripides show a

certain feminism : Ecclhiazmae of Aristophanes is a satire upon
women’s suffrage: Plato would have women emancipated from]

household drudgery for political service in his ideal state. In'

speculation of this order the emancipation of women was con-

nected with community of wives, and it was assumed that women
could only be free if the institution of marriage and the mono-
gamous family were abolished. It was the negative assumption,

rather than the positive proposal, which attracted attention and
criticism; and Aristotle, for example, in his criticism of Plato’s;'

proposal, discusses only the question whether wives and childrenl.^

should be common to all citizens. Upon this line of argument he
defends the private family as vigorously as he defends privates

property, and on the same ground: the family is justified by thej

moral development which it makes possible. This is very true; ;

but the problem of the position of women is not solved by the
;

justification of the family.

It has already been noted that the state which is intended for
j

the moral perfection of its members is by its very nature an
j

educational institution. Aristotl^s_theoiy:.ofjeducation-is-thus-an
|

integral and essential part of his theory, of,the polis. He holds_that„

education ^ould be con4ucted„by the.state (and notby individuals

dr voluntary assbciatidns),''and'sfiburd be directed to the making
of character; and he holds in consequence—^the consequence was
readily apparent to Greeks living in a great age of art, and sensitive

to its influence—^that the curriculum of education (apart from its

higher and scientiflc ranges) should be in the domain of a^thetics,

and especially of noble music, such as might insensibly infect the
mind and mould the cEafacter by its own nobility. No actual!

system of education in Greece was after this pattern. If Spartan

'

,
education was conducted by the state, it was merely a military

\ training: if Athenian education had its aesthetic side, it was neither

!
conducted nor controlled by the state. Here, as in so many respects, r

the theory of Plato and Aristotle departs from contemporary facts. 1

This is a consideration we have always to bear in mind. We must

;

be very cautious in using the writings of Plato and Aristotle to

;

illustrate or to explain contemporary political conditions, or the
'
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'pasture feeding in common under one joint law’.’^ This conception

of the CQsmopolis, and the cognate conception of the equality and

fraternity of all men within its general embrace, are the two funda-

mental conceptions which inaugurate a new epoch—an epoch

which succeeds to that of the polis, as it precedes that of the

national state; an epoch which covers the eighteen centuries

(300 B.c.-A.D. 1500) between Aristotle and Alexander at one end

and Luther and Machiavelli at the other, and which embraces in

its scope the three empires of Macedon, Rome, and Charlemagne.

First Stoicism and then Christianity (inheriting and transfiguring

the teaching of the Stoics) was the vehicle of these conceptions.

St. Paul believed in one church of all Christians which should cover

the world, and he held that in that church there was ‘neither Greek

nor Jew, .... Barbarian, Scythian, bond nor free’.

In the realm of political theory there was for centuries no great

book which expressed these conceptions, or explained the revolu-

tion which they entailed in men’s ideas of the nature of community.
Perhaps we may say that such a great book first appeared when
St. Augustine^wrote, at the beginning of the fifth century of ourl

era, his work on The City of God
.'^ Here 'is the first great treatise on

the'theory of human' community' since'Plpo’s 'jReA^^^^

totle’s Politics.'^ It was a treatise which was in turn to be succeeded,

after the lapse of many centuries, by a system of social and pohtical

theory which is still .the text and the staple for many thinkers

to-day. This was the system of Sj..jrhp.mas Aquinas,, the great

Dominican Schoolman of the thirteenth century—a system which
is not, indeed, compact in a single book, but scattered through the

Smnina Thedlogica, the authentic parts of the De Regimine Prin-

dpum^ and the political sections of his various commentaries.^ It|

is here, and in this system, that the Politics of Aristotle is brought/

once more, after a long interval of oblivion, into the general current

of European political thought, of which it has always since been|
an ingredient.

St. Thomas was furnished by some of his brother Dominicans
with a close and literal translation of the Politics into Latin. "We i

may say that he fused the teaching of Aristotle’s Politics with the
j

teaching of St. Augustine’s City of God in an amalgam which still

;

* There is a double play on words in this passage. The Greek ‘Cosmos’ has
the double sense of order and universe; and the Greek ‘Nomos’ has the double
sense of pasture and law (see below, p. Ixx).

^ The translator ventures to refer to his introduction to Healey’s translation
of The City of God, now published in' Ever3mian’s Library.

^ Besides his commentaries on epistles of St. Paul and on the Sentences of
Peter the Lombard (they too contain some statements of his views on social and
pohtical theory'), St. Thomas also wrote a commentary on the Politics.
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jremains, after the lapse of seven centuries, the essence of Catholic

/theory of society and the state. This was one of the great fusions

of history—a fusion which united Aristotle not only to St. Augus-
tine, but also to the theory of the canonists, the doctrines of the

early Fathers, and the teaching of St. Paul; a fusion, too, which
also united some of his essential doctrines of thepolis with the doc-
trine and practice of the cosmopolis. It was through this fusion that

there passed into the general thought of the later Middle Ages
some of the essential doctrines of the Politics—^the doctrine that

law is the true_sovereign. and that governments are~servants _oT

the law; the dpctrine-that-there is afunoarnehtirdifference between
the lawful monarch and the tyrant v^_go.verns by, his arbitra^r

will; the doctrine that_th.er^is-a.rightjnherent-in..the people, by
virtue of their collective capacity ofjudgement, to electtheir rulers

andTo calij^em to account. It is through this fusion that Aris-

totle’s'"poiitical theory still survives and speaks in the political

theory of Jacques Maritain, and that echoes of it may even be
traced in the doctrine of associations propounded in the Papal

encyclical Quadragesima Anno^ ^
If we ask ourselves, at the end of this summarylreview ofThe

substance and argument of th& Politics, ‘What has been, and still]

is, the nature of the legacy which it bequeathed to the common ?

thought of Europe?’, the answer may almost be compressed in
p,

single word. The word is ‘constitutiorialism’. That is the funda- (

1
mental nature of the legacy derived from the Politics, and especially

from its third book on ‘the theory of citizenship and constitutions’.^

A famous saying of Dr. Johnson, reported by Boswell, is that ‘the

first Whig was the devil’. Lord Acton suggested an emendation:

not the devil, but St. Thomas Aquinas, was the first Whig. But
St. Thomas drew his Whig principles in no small measure from
Aristotle; or at any rate, as it is perhaps juster to say, he used

Aristotle to corroborate a medieval trend towards constitutionalism

already expressed in the purpose of Magna Carta—the purpose]

‘that the king is, and shall be, below the law’.s We may therefore

'

* There is a brief statement of Maritain’s theory in his little book on The
Rights of Man (1944), with references back to Aristotle through the commen-
taries of St. Thomas (see Appendix III to the present work, ad initium). The
doctrine of associations, and the general theoryofvita socialisper diversigemeris con-
sociationes composite evoluta, are stated in Part II, section 5, of Quadragesimo Anno,

^ When Laud was impeached for having ‘endeavoured to subvert the funda-
mental laws and government . . and instead thereof to introduce an arbitrary

and tyrannical government against law’, he answered: ‘I could not endeavour
this: my Imowledge and judgement going.ever against an arbitrary government
in comparison of that which is settled by law. I learned so much long ago out
of Aristotle; and his reasons are too good to be gone against.’ Quoted by W. C.
Costin, lecture on William Laud, p. 18.

3 Pollock and Maitland, History of English Law, vol. i, p. 173.

4774 e
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suggest an emendation of Lord Acton’s emendation of Dr. John-

son: not St. Thomas Aquinas, but Aristotle,jvas the first Whig.

Aristotle taught StL^homa^through St. Thomas he taught

Catholic Europe: through St. Thomas he also taught Richard

Hooker, who drew from this origin the theory of law and govern-
^ ment enunciated in the first book of the Ecclesiastical Polity. The
‘judicious Hooker’ (the term is Locke’s own) was in turn one of the

masters of Locke, and one of the great sources of the two Treatises

on Civil Government. The theory of Locke descended in turn to

Burke, but Burke also drew from his own studies, and from his

r^ing at Trinity College, Dublin, a direct acquaintance with the

general theory of St. Thomas and the general views of Aristotle.^

There is,thus a long line of transmission which runs.from-Aristotle
to St. Thomas, from St. Tlmmas to Hooker, from Hqo^er io
Locke, and so eventually to BlufEe..,T'KereTs'hbt only an analogy,

as we have already had reason to suggest,^ between the climate of

Aristotle’s Politics and the climate of English political thought in

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. There is also somef^
measure of affiliation. ^

^ See the translator’s Essays on Government, in the essay on 'Burke on the
French Revolution', pp. 223, 227.

^ Supra, p. xxxi.
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THE VOCABULARY OF THE POLITICS

Many words in every language have associations, echoes, and over-

tones, which no translation can convey. This is a fact which makes
the translation of poetry especially difficult, if not impossible; for

the poet uses overtones and evokes echoes, by the very nature of
poetic diction, in an especial degree. But it is also a factwhichmakes
the translation of a work on political theory difficult, and especially

difficult when it is a translation from the Greek. There are over-i

tones, echoes , and associations in the political vocabulary of thel

ancient Greeks which we can hardly recapture. Their political

terms were charged with the significance of their own political

environment and their own political experience; and neither the

environment nor the experience is ours. They are terms belonging:

to a vanished Mediterranean world of ‘urbanity’,which is not our-

world; and only those who lived in that vanished world could hear*

and understand the fullness of their music. It is easy to translate

the Greek word polts by our word ‘state’
; but the essence vanishes

in the translation. The sunshine, the common life, and the civic

ardour of some ‘little town’^ on a land-locked bay of the Mediter-

ranean has passed into something larger, more sombre, and far

more distant. The word ‘state’ comes to us from the Latin statits.

in its sense of standing or position: it meant, when we adopted it

in the sixteenth century, the standing or position of the person (or

persons) in authority, so that Louis XIV was etymologically justi-

fied in saying U^tat, Pest moil ; and though it has widened in the

course of time to designate also the whole political community, it

is still used to-day in its old sense (as when we speak of ‘state

interference’), and its overtones are still the overtones-oLauthor-

ity. How different are the suggestions of the vfovd polis—the city: \

our city; the violet-crowned city of the Virgin Goddess, with its i

citizens

Ever delicately walking

Through the most pellucid air.^*

This difference between polis andj^state’ may serve to remind

us of a general feature in our "English vocabulary of politics. It is

true that we use the word ‘politics’ (and even the word ‘politician’

—though that has a very different significance from the poliiikos

* . . . Little town, by river or sea shore.

Or mountain-built with peaceful citadel.

(Keats: Ode on a Grecian Urru)
® Euripides, Medea, the chorus beginning in line 824.
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of Plato and Aristotle); but the bulk of our English vocabulary of

politics is drawn from the Latin. We speak not only of the ‘state’,

but also of ‘crastitution’, ‘government’, ‘administration’, ‘sove-

reignty’, ‘statute^,' ‘justice’—and every word is derived from the

Latin. The bulk of our political vocabulary is a Latin vocabulary.^

it is a useful, and indeed a majestic vocabulary: Latin has not only

sonority, but it has also the gift of solemnity; and it adds precision

to both. But the precision of Latin cannot do proper justice to

the flexibility and the nuances of the Greek. This is a point which

has been admirably emphasized by Sir John Myres, in the con-

cluding pages of his work on The Political Ideas ofthe Greeks. ‘With

the necessary translation of Greek philosophical nomenclatures into

Latin’, he writes, ‘grave disasterhappened.’ Perhaps there was hardly

disaster,^ but there certainly was confusion; and the history of the

term ‘Law of Nature’—a Latin term used to express an idea which
comes from the Greek, but fated to alter the original idea it was

used to express—^is a testimony to the confusion. ^

In the light of these observations it may be useful to elucidate

briefly the ideas implicit in some of the cardinal terms of Aristotle’s

political vocabulary. Five sets of teras deseiTe_a particuk

amination. The first set'bf ferais, which may be briefly expre^ssed

under the rubric of ‘the state’ , includes the term polls, with its

derivatives, and a number of cognate terms. The second set,

which comes under the rubric of ‘government’, includes the term
arche and some allied terms., A third set, of peculiar importance,

which comes under the head of ‘law and justice’, includes the two
terms nomos and dike and their derivati’i^V A fourth may be added,

which is less political than philosophic-^the term or nature,

with its peculiar Greek associations and its specid connotation in

Aristotle’s system of thought. Finally there is a set of terms^

—

terms descriptive of social life and moral _coiidu-Ct—which is so

closely connected with the terms of Aristotle’s political vocabulary

that it equally demands some notice and examination.

§1. Thevocahularyofthecpm^ The word
as has already been noticed at the beginning of the previous sec-

tion, means a cjLvicj’epublic, or, more particularly and especially,

the city whjdhTsJts.heart. But this is a general statement; and it

* This, of course, is not peculiar. A little more than half of our ordinary
vocabulary consists of Latin words.

* It is only just to say that the Latin translations of Aristotle’s philosophical
terminology (substance and attribute, quality and quantity, and many others)
have given to French and English thinkers a clarity denied to German philo-
sophers, who have used native Teutonic foims. But see the Note on p. Ixxvi.

237-40. The writer would add that he is indebted'to
Sir John Myres in several passages of this section.
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instantly needs qualification. We must therefore add, speaking
more precisely, that the Greeks had a special word for the city as

a place .of residence—

t

he word asty—and that the word polis

originally meantjthe citadel (or acropolis, as it was called at Athens)
at the foot of which lay the asty. !^t if this was its original sense,

the word A2&-caraeJhLjimejtQ_meanJ;he_whole..organized_politiGal

community,_including.„botli..the„xesidentsJn„the_<2:j/j (with, of

course, any r^gistrates or others resident in the citadel) and^the
country-diallers around the asty who frequented-it-for-business

and politics. This transference and extension of the sense of the

word polis is easy to understand. The citadel, to which alone the

appellation of polis was originally given, was the natural centre of

gravity and the focus of authority; and it was an easy matter to use

the term which originally denoted the centre in order to denote

the whole circle and its content.

A further refinement may be added. It has been noted by
scho&rs fhafThe word polis was_specially-applied-in—Athenian

documents to denote the circle of the organized community when.
it was acting externally (in the way of treaties or oth^wise), and
was thus engaged in relations with other of^nized communities.

In other words, it was used as a term of the language of diplomacy;

and it signified a
‘

power’ engaged in relation with other ‘powers’.,

Another term was ernploved. in the usage of Athenian documents,

to designate the organized community wl^n it^was acting int^n-

ally, and was thus _engaged_.in_ the cqnduciT’pf .its ,own-domestic

affairs7~TEIs~ms the term ^mos, tHe ancestor of the wor.d.idemo-

cracy’. Here again we have'to record a growth and a transference

of the original sense of the term. The word dmios was_j3riginally

used to denote_the.countrvside-an(Lthe-cQuntry-3wdlers (the people

of the ggro^..as distinct from the people-of-the-g^ty)
;
and we accord-

ingly find the units of the countryside called, in general Athenian

usage, by the name of demoi, and their inhabitants_by_the_name-of

demotai. But by the fifth century a new_use ha The|

texmTdemos^ used in the singular as a general collective noun, had!

come to^^nify more.particuiarly.the' wfigle^Athenian c i

when assembled-.for its, domestic afFairs.in .an..‘assembly of the '

summoned’ or ‘meeting of those called ,out,for attendance’—^which

is the^Iiteral meaniiig of the.w;ord ecclesia. We may connect the

rise of this new use of the term demos with the reforms of Cleis-

thenes (509 b.c.), who organized the Athenian community in a

new system of tribes based on the demes of the country-side.
‘The result’, it has been said, ‘was literally “demokratia”...goyern-

ment by the country-side population of Attica’ ;^ but demos was
^ Myres, op. cit., p. 214; cf. also pp. 38-40.
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an engulfing term, andJt included, of course, - the. people^.of-the

dsty as well as the peopk^f the country-side.^

From this refinement (which, it will be noticed, relates speci-

fically to Athens—but Attic speech and Athenian terminology set

the general tone for all Greece) we may now return to the word

polis. It had a large number of derivatives. There is the deriva-

iv^polites, or, as we translate it by a Latin word, ‘citizen’ . There

is the derivative poJMikos, which is better translated^though, even

so, it is translated imperfectly) by the Latin word ‘statesman’ than

by the word ‘politician’. There is the derivative politike, which

signifies the theory (or rather the art) of the commonlliFe.of-t-he

polis and„t^jDettefmenro?jHat life, and which is thus something
difFerent.frpm ‘political theoiy’ or ‘the theory oLthe-state’. There
is the derivative politeia, which we translate by the Latin terms

‘constitution’ or ‘form of government’, but wifich. again is some-

thmg different from either; for it means, as Aristotle explains, a

way oTlife, or a system of social ethics, as vloII as a \yayj)f_assigning

political offices. Finally, there is the derivative politeuma , which
is used by Aristotle to signify the concretejir personal side of the

politeia^ or, in other words, to mean the body of persons enjoying

full civic rights under the politeia.'^

This abundant wealth of ‘derivatives from the one word polis

creates two difficulties for the translator. The first is that he is

bound to use different words (citizen, statesman, political theory,

constitution, civic body) for a set of words which are all verbally

interconnected and all chime verbally together in the original

Greek. He therefore loses inevitably the consonance and concor-

dance, drawn from the common associations and overtones of

the common life of the polis, which the words originally carried.

The second, and added, difficulty is that most of the words

i
which he is compelled to use in translating the derivatives

of polis are words derived from the Latin. They are good

* It may be added here that Aristotle uses a number of other words which
are cognate with demos—a term which has been translated, according to the nature
of the context, either by the word ‘people’ or the word ‘populace’. One of these
other words is plethos (with its two companions hoi polloi and hot pleiones—the
myiy and the more), which has been generally translated as ‘the masses’, but
might be rendered more truly, if also more pedantically, as ‘the plenum' or ‘the
plurality’. (‘The masses’ has an overtone of depreciation, which the Greek word,
with its suggestion of ‘fullness’, does not carry.) Another word is ochlos (the
crowd or mob), which Aristotle applies to the crowds in the market-square, or to
the mob of oarsmen in the Athenian triremes, but sometimes uses more simply
to designate mere multitude.

* In the translation the term politeuma is generally rendered as ‘the civic
one passage (III, vi, § i) Aristotle identifies the politeuma with the

politeia, enunciating the principle that ‘the civic body is the constitution itself’
(Cf. Ill, VII, § 2).
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words, but they are words of a more rigid and static quality.

They are more legal and (if that word may be used) less social.

A ‘constitution’, in our sense of the word, is not a way of life. The
politeia was; and it was thus something more—if also, in legal

precision, something less—^than a constitution.

§2. The vocahulary of the conception of government. Turning
from the notion of the state to that of government, we may now
proceed to examine the significance and the associations of some
of the current Greek terms connected with the latter notion.- We
have already seen that the term poll's supplied two derivatives—^the

fioliiiho_s__oz.statesman, and the p.o/ifetma.QrjciyicLg.oyerning-hody

—

which are both connected withufihe-notion-of-government. But
there are also two other terms—^the term arche and the term kyrios

—which deserve investigation. The term arcjw is the^generafterm
for rule orgovernment. as the term archofi ts the general term for

a ruler, gn n̂Qr.wJDiLmagistrate. The word
^
originally .signifies

‘beginning^ orjinitiative’ ; and we may imagine that the reason why
\

it was extended, By an easy transference, to mean authority or rule I

was that the Greeks regarded those in authority as beginning, or I

starting, or initiating a course of political action. ^ If the essence

of authority is thus initiative, the question will naturally arise

whether the initiative needs confirmation, or some process of

validation, before it can proceed on the way to achievement and
consummation—^in other words, to the telos or end which follows

the arche or begiiming. It is perhaps no licence of conjecture to

answer this natural question by turning to the term kyrjos. It is

a term familiar in the Christian liturgy in the sense of ‘Lord’
;
jbut

the essential sense^oLthejGreek.root..from.which.it comes isj:oh-

firmation, ratification, and_.the-general..process of giying yalidity.

The word kyrios often occurs in the Politics, sometimes as a neuter

noun and in the form of to kyrion, and sometimes as an adjective.

I

It is most readily translated (but, as we shall see, imperfectly trans-

jlated) by the word ‘sovereign’. What, then, is the ‘sovereign’,.pi:

to kyrion, which gives validity to the initiative of magistrates—or,

it may TfCj oT persons other than magistrates who, in the phrase of

^ The point is fully developed by Myres, op. cit., pp. 80-97. It may be noted

that Attic usage described those who were in authority not only by the name of

‘those in the arche’ (or at the beginning of action), but also by that of ‘those in

the telos’ (or at the end and achievement of action). The magistrate begins,

or initiates; but he must also end, or achieve, the initiative which he has started.

Aristotle, however, does not appear to follow this usage. He needs the term
telos for his philosophical doctrine of final causes; and he uses it in that sense

throughout the Politics. The one passage in which there is an approach to a

political use of the term telos is in Book VI, c. viii, § 17, where he speaks of an
office possessing the double power ‘of introducing [i.e. initiating] matters and
bringing them to completion’ (telos).
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Aristotle, ‘introduce matters’ ?* The answer of Aristotle is simple.

Again an^agrin h^speab qfjhe_deliberative jDO.dy^

hynm^t is thereforerfhe. deliberative body which is the .validity-

giving organ, or soyereign, in any constitution. That organ will^

vary, of course, in size and in breadth of composition from one con-''

stitution to another. In democratic Athens it would include the

;

thousands of citizens who attended the ecclesia:' In an oligarchy

'

it might be restricted to a council, or even to an inner council. But

whatever may be its size or the breadth of its composition, the

deliberative is to kyrion^ and it exercises what we call sovereignty.^

The system of government implied in the genius of the Greek

language and the terminology of Aristotle is thus a system in which

the ‘initiative’ of civic magistrates is combined with ‘validation’

by the civic organ of deliberation. These are the terms in which

we must think of the government of the Greek polis. They ar^

also the terms in which we may think of the go.vernment of the

Roman cimtas in the early days of the Republic. But the,Roman
Republic passed into an empire

;
and the Latin terminology acquired

an imperial tincture. Government became a matter of pyin^patus

—of ‘the first place’ or ‘pre-erninence’ rather than of ‘initiative’

:

it came to be surrounded by the idea of maiestas—of a ‘superiority’

of grandeur resident in the pHnceps. This passed, or was
changed, during the later Micidie Ages, but more especially during

the sixteenth century, into the cognate word ‘sovereignty’, which

was derived, through the popular Latin superanm^ from the Latin

preposition super. We thus enter upon the days of a high and
transcendent ‘sovereignty’, naturally allied with an idea of the

‘‘state’ (which also came on the scene, as we have already had reason

[to notice at the beginning of this section, during the course of the

sixteenth century) by virtue of which a ‘state’ was regarded as the

'‘standing’ or position of the person (or persons) in the enjoyment
of superior authority. All of this issues, and is expressed, in the

Benthamite and Austinian notion ofthe sovereignty ofa determinate
person or body of persons in receipt of habitual obedience from the

bulk of a given society
;
and much of this is still implied in our use of

the word ‘sovereignty’ to-day. But little, if anything, of this is ger-

;
mane to the ancient world of polls, with its initiating magistrates

, and its validaring deliberative body. If, therefore, we use the word
‘sovereign’ in translating any of Aristotle’s Greek, we are importing
[Something in the act, and we are bound to give warning of the

1 importation.
* In Athenian use by the end of the fifth century, demagogues who were not

magistrates exercised initiative in the assembly: see Book IV, c. iv, § 25 and note.
* But only an immediate sovereignty, subject to the ultimate law (see Index,

under Sovereignty).
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§ 3. The vocabulary of the conceptions of lazo and justice. We
may now proceed to the terms connected witK" th'e "hoHons of
law and justice. Early in the course of the Politics, at the end
of the second chapter of the first book, Aristotle, in a striking

passage, introduces the Greek terms for these notions. ‘Man,
when perfected, is the best of the animals

;
but if he be isolated

from “Nomos” and “Dike” he is the worst of all.’ He adds—and
these words are also striking

—‘ “Dike” belongs to the polis
;
for

“
Dike”, •which is the determination of what is just (Jo dihaion), is

an ordering .of tKe.political.assqciation.’

The greater of these two words is the word dike. What does it

signify, and what are its associations ? Literally it means a showing
or ‘indication’, and it is perhaps derived from the same root as the

word digitus or finger. On this basis it comes to mean a showing or

indication—

i

n the form of a pronouncement—about the ‘right’ pr>

‘straight’ thing to do. or about.the. proper.‘correction!.olsomething

which hasjDeen.done askew-or. amiss; and it may thus be said to

connect itself with the Latin rectum and with modern derivatives

of that word (through the compound directum) such as the French
drpjt. and the Italian djritto, as well as witfiTour own word ‘right’.

But we shall not understand the full implication of the word dike

unless we trace it in its derivatives (for it too, like the word polis,

was fruitful in derivatives), and particularly in the two derivatives

dikaiosyne, and dikasterion.

Dikaiosyne is the ..quality of .gping^ .straight or doing right. But
it mean^s.ometiiing-more-thanrOr-at-any-rate-SQmething-different
from, theJLatin. iustitia and pur^EnglishJjjislipe’. These are

specifically legal words—except when they are used with religious

connotations derived from the Vulgate and the Latin Fathers or

from our English Bible. The Greek tezm-dikaiosyne is.not .spq.cific-

ally legal. If dike, as .^istotle says, ‘is an ordering of the political

assbciafion’, we fiave to remember that the,association of polis

was a system of sociaCethics. Dikaiosyne is the quality of a man
belonging to such- a.system; an^it isjherefore etlucal as welLas

legal. It has the overtones arid suggestions of our own wordj
‘nghteousness’. Whenever we meet the word ‘justice’ in a transla-

tion from the Greek—^particularly from the Greek of Plato’s

Republic, but also from the Greek of Aristotle’s Politics—^we have

to remember that what we are meeting is something more than our

‘justice’. We are meeting a moral virtue as well as a legal quality;
|

and though the legal quality may be often in the foreground, and

may seem to occupy the whole stage, the moral virtue is always in

the background. The strict sense_o£Jaw-asJaw-was-notajnark of

thej)Q/?>. From some points of view this may be counted a defect

;
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but at any rate it was a fact. Dikaiosyne was one of the virtues:
^

indeed it could be counted as the compendium and consummation

of the virtues, in which the whole of goodness stood compact.^ I

Dikasterion is an institutional word : it denotes a. courtsin .which

dike is administered
‘

and the right and_straight course is.,shown ..on.

indicated. Bjrt such a court is hardl)^ a law court in our sen^e of

the word; nor were its rhHmbers (the dikastai), properly speaking,

judges. The Athenian dikasteri^s were popular courts of hundreds

ofniembers which expressed the people’s sense of dike and the

demands of dikaiosyne. They are thus the organ, in the judicial {

sphere, which corresponds to the deliberative in the other spheres
'

of the State : they are in that sphere (we may almost say) to kyrion.

They are the final force beyond the ‘initiative’ of any magistrate or\

college of magistrates whichmay administerjustice : they are in some
sense sovereign : at any rate they are the validation and confirmation

of to dikaion. From any strict legal point of view this system is of
^

course defective : it remits what ought to be strict and impartial

justice to the emotional pleadings of litigants and the fluid popular

sense of justice. But it would be an error to adopt a strict legal

point of view. The Athenian dikasteries were not administering a
[

strict legal system of justice. They were seeking to express, as
‘

samples and representatives of the civic community, an idea of

what was ‘right’, or ‘straight’, or (we may even say) ‘fair’. They
|

were seeking, in other words, to express a public opinion of what
j

was generally equitable. They were, if we like to say so, transcend-

ing legal justice, and running into the subjective; but the historian

of jurisprudence may none the less pass a verdict on their action

which is not unfavourable.^

We may now turn to the word nginos, and to the relation between
nomos and dike. Nomos comesfrom a rootnemwhichgrew intomany
trunks—^not only law, but also pasture : ndf only law and pasture,

but also currency {nomisma), and also nemesis or (as it is defined

in the dictionary) ‘the_righteous assignrnent of anger at anything
unjust or unfitting’. The fundamental imtipn of t;he.root is assign-

ing or app^ortioning; and the suggestion which it conveys is that
]

of assigning a place or position and fixing its bounds. That is how *

the notion of law can go with the notion of pasture {in loco pascuae
me collocamt—He stationed me by his assignment in a place of
pasture) : that is why it is congenial with the notion of nemesis (in

the Greek sense of the word)
;
and that is why it is connected with

* See Appendix II, ad initium.
* See VinogradofF, Historical Jurisprudence, vol. ii, pp. 63-9 and pp. 143

'

sqq., and on the conception of fairness or the equitable (to epieikes) see Appendix
II. A, ad finem, and B (especially n. 3 on p. 371).
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the notion of currency as a thing assigned and apportioned.* The,
ngmos of a political a^ciatipn^is_thus„the„assignment..or_appor-
tiOTimmr^pIiEes.,ancLtheir_bounds

;
and the.no7nQf. in the plural,

are_the several rules of this_assignment. Nomos is thus close to .

dike, which, as we saw, is a showing or indication of the right and

)

straight thing to do
;
and conversely dike (defined by Aristotle as \

‘an ordering of the political association’) is close to the nomos which
|

assigns and apportions places and bounds. The.relationj)fj7.Q77Z05
'

to dike is therefore one of close congmity.; -but- it is at~the-same

time a relafiorrardlSerence. Dike is a showing of what is right

in actual and particular cases: nomos is a generarformulafi^

as^imemIp£p,psitions. Dike moves and bends to the case, ‘like

the flexible rule of lead used in the Lesbian style of building’

nomos has the rigidity of a general rule. Dike speaks by the

dikasterion : nomos speaks either by some ancient written formula-
]

tion or by some old and unwritten customary rule of the same
|

general scope and validity.

It will be seen that nomos is not legislation in our sense oLthe

,

word; and itmayjae not^fierejthat.alegislature. sitting-innonstant
j

ses^on and reRtilarly making, lajws, was in no way an..institution \

of the Greek ./)ofo.3 Nomos is an old formulation. rather.,than a

contemporary legislative act; and if is a formulation which trans-

cends strict law and.niay_.enter.the domain..of.social..ethics. (That

is why Aristotle can connect education with the spirit of the laws,

and why he can speak of the laws as intended ‘to make the citizens

good and just’,) In both of these ways nomos is different from lex,

which specifically means an enactment or contempofar^pgislative

act. aiiH which is specifically^legal in its intention.and.scope. There
is a passage in one of the speeches of Demosthenes, addressed to

an Athenian dikasterion, which has been more than once quoted

by scholars,^ but may be quoted here once more for the light

which it throws on the current Greek conception of nomos, as an

Athenian orator and statesman presented it to his fellow citizens

:

Be the polls in which they have their abode great, or be it small,

men’s lives are all controlled by nature {physis) and by nomos. Nature

is something unordered, something uneven, something peculiar to each

man; nomoi are something common, something ordered, something

identical for all men. Nature, if it be evil, often wishes for evH things

;

^ On the connexion between nomos and nomisma see Book I, c. ix, § 8 and
note.

^ See Appendix II. A, ad fitiem.

* See the notes on the nature of Greek law in Book III, c, xr, § ig, and in

Appendix II. B, ad yi?/eOT, p. 371, n. 3.

See Vinogradoff, Historical Jurisprudence, vol. ii, c. ii, § i, and Sir John
Myres, The Political Ideas of the Greeks, pp. 189-94.
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and you will therefore find men of that type doing wrong. Nomoi wish

for the just, the good, and the beneficial: this is what they seek; and

this is what, when once it was found, was shown’' to men as a common
injunction, equal for all and alike for all. This is nomos, to which it is

proper that all men should render obedience. There are many reasons

why they should do so
;
but the chief of them are—^first, that law is an

invention and gift ofthe gods [and has thus a religious origin]
;
next, that

it represents the opinion of sensible men [and is thus based on the best of

public opinion] ;
next, that it is a correction of wrongdoings, whether

voluntary or involuntary [and it thus sets matters ‘right’ or ‘straight’];

and, finally, that it is the general covenant of zpolis, in accordance with

which it is proper that all the members of the polls should live.

- ; The last of the reasons which Demosthenes gives for obedience

to nomos is the only one of the four which introduces the specific

notion of volition (though that notion has already been implied in

the use of the term ‘injunction’) ; and we may notice that it intro-

duces volition, or ‘enactment’, in the particular form of a covenant.

or agreement, made between the members of a polls. That is a
|

homage to liberty; but it is a homage which Aristotle, in the third >

book of the Politics^^ is unwilling to pay. Regarding the polls as

something more than an alliance, he equally regards its nomos
{

as something more than a covenant (he uses the same word asj

Demosthenes) or ‘a guarantor of men’s rights against one another’.
|

Law is to him something higher: it is ‘a rule of life such as willj

make the members of a polls good and just’. It is the sister off

dikaiosyne; and dikaiosyne is a righteousness which transcends any I

terms of contract. • n 'V‘-

§ 4 . Philosophical terms. The vocabulary of the Politics not only

raises questions of political nomenclature. It also raises questions

of philosophical terminology. Aristotle assumes that students and
readers will be familiar with the general ‘terms of art’ which belong
to his philosophy. He assumes, for instance, that they will under-
stand the sense in which he uses the \fOT6.physis and its derivatives

;

he assumes that they will know what he means by saying that ‘the

polis is hyphysis\ or that ‘man is hy physis an animal intended for

life in ih.&polis\ Something has already been said, in the previous

sections, about the origin and the significance of his general con-
ception of physis. Here it can only be noticed that an English
translator is bound to render physis and physikos by the Latin
words ‘nature’ and ‘natural’, and that he is equally bound to alter

the exact^gnificance of the Greek by using those Latin terms. The

* Two things may be noted in this verb—first, that it is in the past tense
(which suggests the antiquity of law), and secondly that it is the same verb of
‘showing’ which is the root of dike.

^ III, c. IX, § 8.
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Latin naijir.a, connected^with ;a,.yerb .which indicates..the-idea of
birth, sujggests the primitive: the Gtetk pjiysis, connected with.,a,
ver^which indicates the idea of growing (and which'ms^be used,

in the transitive sense, of ‘growing’ a family, or teeth, or an under-
standing), suggests„the...whole process ..that leads from-^the,,first

inceptmn of ‘growing’, through all the stages of ‘growth’, to the

completion of the, ‘grown’ man. That is all implied in the saying
that ‘the polis is by physis'. It is hardly implied in the rendering
that ‘the state exists by nature’, which rather carries the mind
towards the notion of primitive origin. To get a true conception
of Aristotle’s doctrine of the nalairal state—and of his doctrine of

natural justice and natural law as expressed in the Ethics and the

Rhetoric^—it is necessary always to remember that the word
‘natural’ is here raised to a power which is higher than it possesses

in our ordinary speech. We have, as it were, to unhook the word
from the Latin natura, and to hitch it to the Greek physis, in order

to become aware of its associations and echoes, and to see that it

includes the process of ‘growth’ and the condition of being ‘grown’

as well as the beginnings of ‘growing’.

§ 5. Socialandmoral terms. There are many other ‘terms of art’

in Aristotle's ;^ilosophical vocabulary which the translator has

sought, wherever it seemed to him necessary, to explain in his

• notes to the text.^ But there are also some terms which are not

Aristotelian ‘terms of art’, but common terms of. or.dinaiy:..usage in

the general vocabulary of the Greeks, about which some final words
may be said. They are terms of everyday life, common to all

civilized peoples; but they are terms which were used by the \

Greeks, and are regularly used in the Po/zV/cj, \dth .something of i

aj)eculiar .flavour. There are two main sets of such terms. The
^ first set may be called s.qckl. ItTncIudes the various terms which

were used to denote social grading and the difference between

social classes. GreekJife, like the life of most peoples and states,

was based on a distinctionofsocialstrata. Apart fromthe depressed

class of household,slaves (dgulgi) and that of the serfs or depen-

dants tied' to_ the._soil (who went by various names in different

Greek states, but may be generally designated as peripikoi), there

were two main strata. The upper is called by various names in the

course of the Politics: numerically, it is ‘the few ’ {oUgoi): ecoj;

nomically
,
it is ‘the wealthy’ (plousioj) or ‘the possessing’ class : in

point of culture and pledge, it is ‘the better’ or ‘t^J)jest’, (beltiones

' See Appendix II. A. 4, and b, ad initium.
® The reader, for instance, will find explanatory notes on the term ‘associa-

tion’ (or koinonia) in Book I, c. i, § i : on the terms ‘whole’ and ‘compound’
Qiolon and syntheton), as applied to the state, in Book III, c. i, § 2: on the term
‘leisure’ (schole), and cognate terms, in Book VII, c. xv, § 2.
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or aristoi), or again it is ‘the notables’ (gnonmoi), or it is ‘tl^

reasonable and fair’ (epieikeis) who make up the better sort, or it

is ‘die me^who are reasonable and fair and able to_enjoy^ leisure’.

The other class has als6~a variety of names. Numerically, as we
have already noticed, it is called the ‘people’ or ‘populace’ (demos),

or the ‘inasses’ (pleihos), or sometimes the ‘mob’ (ochlos). Eco-

nomically, it is ‘the'poqr’ (penetes), or, ifwe look at its subdivisions,

it is ‘the manual fabourers’ ~(chernetes), ‘the workers for hire’

(thetes), and '‘the artisans’ (technitai). In. point of culture^and

manners, it is ‘the mechanics’ or ‘the vulgar’ (bqnqusoi),^ who fill

their lives

By mere mechanic operation;

who must say to themselves

My nature is subdued
To what it works in, like the dyer’s hand;

who are by their nature ‘the unleisured’
(
ascholoi), spending their

days in a cycle of ‘toil’ and ‘relaxation’ (poms and anapausis\ and
having no ‘opportunity of leisure’.

The connotations and associations of this set of social terms, as

it appears in the Politics, were by^np^me^s entirely true to the

actual facts of Athenian life, where the workman—^the mason, .or

the tanner—^had his honour, could play his part in the general system

of the State, and could enjoy its treasures of culture on the Acro-

polis or in the theatre. It would rather appear that the whole set

of terms belonged to the vocabulary of the higher society in which
Aristotle and his students would more particularly move, and that

they reflect the prejudices of that society.^ Something the same
may be said of the second main set of terms, which may be called

by the name of moral. The general moral terminology of the

Politics assumes a system ofjethics,whichjs-bas,ed_on_th,e_rational
principle of a trained ^d^^iscerning_mind. Viitue.,is.jdefined in

ih.0 .Ethics. ‘a state of character, concerned with choice, which..,

consists in a mean . . . determined by..a rational’principle’ (or logos)

* In a broader sense, as was noted above, demos denotes all the members of
the state assembled in the ecclesta for the conduct of domestic affairs.

^ The word banausos is said to be derived from the Greek word for a furnace,
and to denote originally the man who works by the forge or in the smithy. It
may therefore be apposite to refer to Ecclesiasticus, xxxviii. 24-34, and especially
to verse 28, which denies wisdom to ‘the smith sitting by the anvil’, whose flesh
‘the vapour of the fire will waste’. The whole passage, written under Greek
influence (perhaps between 200 and 180 B.C.), gives a striking account of general
Greek ideas of social structure. See the note on Book VII, c. ix, § 4.

^ Aristotle himself, when he escapes from the current vocabulary of a circle,
and pauses to examine impartially the capacity of the many, defends that capacity
alike in the sphere of politics and in that of aesthetics; see Book III, c. xi, §§ 2-3
and note.
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'such as the man of practical wisdom (the phronimps) w.ould .use’-

It is also noted in the Etfiics, and equally in the Politics,'^ that virtue

needs an ‘equipment’ (or cliore^id) of„,necessa;y instruments
;

it

needs, for instance, the means for the practice pOiberality. —
the Greek word which we translate by ‘virtue’, or ‘goodness’, or

‘excellence’—has thus for Aristotle a doubie...associatipn : it is

associated with intellect, and it may also be said to be associated

with social ppsitipn. The word in itself, apart from its Aristotelian

associations, has a shade of meaning in general Greek usage which i

makes it at once some^pg.mpre.and something less than.our word
‘

virtue’. It is .sometlungjnore, because it can mean excellence.in

any field : there is an arete of the good citizen as well as an arete

of the good man, and the two may be different there is an arete

of the soldier, or martial virtue, as well as an arete of the civilian,

or civic virtue. Again, the word arete is something less than our
‘

virtue’ : it has, in itself, no.necessary moralimplication
;
and we

must add the adjective ethical, and speak of ethike arete, to make
sure that that imphcation is present. We may thus say that arete

has suggestions of virtii (in the Italian sense.pf a. taste. for.fine^art)

as well as suggestions of virtue; and we may even say that those

who possess tKFgift of arete are virtuosi zs well as ‘virtuous!. We
may be guilty of an extravagance in so saying; and we have to

remember that our own word ‘virtue’ can be applied to the quahties

of precious stones and plants as well as to man’s moral nature. But
the extravagance will be justified, at any rate in some measure, if

it helps the reader to remember that the arete of which Aristotle

so often speaks is a word of many associations—intellectual, social,

and general—^which differentiate it from our ‘virtue’.

This theory or speculation (as it might be called by Aristotle)

on the vocabulary of the Politics may end with one last observation.

It has been noted, more than once, that the Latin element in our)

English speech is not always a good conductor of the sense with?

which Greek words are charged. But there are tiines when Latin;,

may stand us in good and happy stead. The Greek word
monmToaWfuluiskljLs'with an instance. It is generally translated

by our word ‘happiness’. But happiness carries with it the rnaterial

association oflpleasure ;
and eudaiinmia is a word of different ..and

higher, associations. Literally it means the condition of being

under_a, good genius
;
and iFisffefihcd in Xh&JPplitics'^ as a state.of

activity (and not of. enjoyment), which consists in ihe .energy and

practice of goodness . It is thus a conquest rather than a._happening.

* See Book VII, c. Xin, § 3 and § 7: see also pp. 180, n. 2, 282, n. 2, 290, n. i.

* This question engages Aristotle in Book III, cc. rv-v.
3 Book VII, c. xiii, § 5.
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or good hap ;
and it may be better expressed by the Latin word

‘f^city’ than by any other word. ‘Bliss’ and ‘blessedness’ might

perhaps serve; but they raise philological difficulties,^ and they

import the religious associations of Christianity. ‘Felicity’ has the

felicity of matching most nearly the shade of meaning in the,

original Greek.

* ‘Bliss’ and ‘blessedness’, as the Oxford English Dictionary notes, are separ-

ate words, from separate roots, which crossed and blended in the process of
time. (The one meant blitheness: the other meant being marked with blood
and so consecrated.) The crossing and blending of senses grew greater still

when, after the conversion of England to Christianity, ‘blessedness’ began to be
coloured by the Latin word ‘benediction’.

NOTE TO p. Ixiv.

A member of the staff of the University Press has made the apposite

and felicitous suggestion that a reference should be added to the passage
of the Do Rerum Natura (I 136-9) in which Lucretius notes the difficulty

of explaining the thought of Greece in the language of Rome.

nec me animi fallit Graiorum obscura reperta
difficile inlustrare Latinis uersibus esse,

multa nouis uerbis praesertim cum sit agendum
propter egestatem linguae et rerum nouitatem.

It would hardly be just to apply the words obscura reperta to the
argument of the Politics. But when a translator seeks to express the
argument of the original Greek in English terms of politics drawn from
the Latin language, it is certainly true that he finds himself confronted
by an egestas linguae', and there is also a rerum nouitas in the ideas and
institutions presupposed in the Greek—a novelty of men’s outlook, and
a novelty in the life and ways of the streets of their ‘little towns’—^which
baffles the translator, as the Grecian Um baffled Keats.

Thou, silent form, dost tease us out of thought.



BOOK r

THE THEORY OF THE HOUSEHOLD
A

THE POLITICAL ASSOCIATION AND ITS RELATION TO OTHER
ASSOCIATIONS (cc. i-n)'

Chapter I

All associatio7is have ends: the political association has the highest;'
‘

blit the principle of association expresses itself in differentforms, and
\

through different modes ofgovernment. ,

'A

12^2 0. § I. Observation shows us, first
,
that every. p.olis (or

state) is a species of associatr6h,~and, secondly^ that all associations

'hfe institutedTdr 'tte purpose of aittainm good—for all men
do all their acts with a view to_achieving something which is, in,

their view, a gopd.'^We may therefore hold [on the basis of what
we actually observe] that all associations aim at some good

;
and

we may also hold that the particular association which is the most
sovereign of all, and includes all the rest, will pursue this aim
most, and will thus be directed to the most sovereign of all goods.^

Thi^jno^jpyereign andJnclusiye .associahon. is the.,polis, as itjs
c^Ie^ ' or the ,political . association.

y § 2 . It is a mistake to believe^ that the ‘statesman* [the politikos,

who handles the affairs of a political association] is the same as'j

the monarch of a kingdom, or the manager of a household, or the ’

master of a number of slaves. ^ Those who hold this view consider

that each of these persons differs from the others not with a

difference of kind, but [merely with a diffei'ence of degree, and]

according to the number, or the paucity, of the persons with whom
he deals. ”f)n this view a man who is concerned with few persons

is a mastef'fPne'who'is cdhceme3^itTh‘m6re_isjhe^m^^
Miousehodd : bhe“who IS concerneci with still.more isp ‘statesman’,

pf~a'mbhafch. ..This view abolishes any, real difference between a

laf^"Kousehold and a small polls; and it al^o reduces the difference

between the ‘statesman’ and the mphaf.ch to the one fact that the i

latter 'Kas“an“'uhcdntrolled and sole authority, while the former 1

exercises" his authority in conformity,with the rules imposed by !

^ See Note A, p. 2.

* This belief is, in Aristotle’s view, that of Plato. The immediate reference

is to the Politicus of Plato, 358E-259D.
3 The political association, as appears later in Book III (see e.g. c. vi, § 9),

is an association of ‘equal and like’ members; and the politikos who handles its

affairs will therefore be only primus inter pares. That is why he differs essentially

from the ruler of a kingdom, or of a household, or of a body of slaves.

4774 B
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the art of statesmanship and as one who rules and is ruled in turn.

But this is a view which cannot be accepted as correct. [There is

an difference .between these persons, and between the

associations_with which they are concerned.]

§ 3. Our point will be made clear if we proceed to consider the

matter according to our normal method of analysis. Just as, in all

other fields, a compound^ should be analysed until we reach its

simple and uncompounded elements (or, in other words, the

smallest atoms of the whole which it constitutes), so we must also

consider analytically the eleinents^of which a polis is composed.

We shall then gain a better insighr into the difference from one

another of the'^persons and associations just mentioned; and we
shall also be in a position to discover whether it is possible to attain

a systematic view of the general issues involved.^

Note A (p. i): The nature of associations

Two passages from the Ethics may be cited in illustration and explana-

tion. They both come from the part of the Ethics (Books VIII-IX) which
deals with the nature of friendship, or what may be called ‘social

sympathy’.
(a) 'Every form of friendship involves association. But kinship and

comradeship may be distinguished as peculiar forms [because they depend
peculiarly on natural feeling and innate sympathy]. The form of friend-

ship which unites fellow citizens—or fellow tribesmen, or fellow voyagers

—is more in the nature of pure association, since it seems to rest on a sort

of compact’ {Ethics, VIII, c. xii, § if:' Association, it will be noticed, is here
connect^ with compact and ^constmcti.on’ : see below, c. ii, § 15, and note.

(5
)” ‘All associatidhs" are in the nature of parts of the political associa-

tion. Men journey together with a view to some particular advantage, and
by way of providing some particular thing needed for the purposes of life;

and similarly the political association seems to have come together originally,
and to continue in existence, for the sake of the geiieral advantage which it

brings’ (ibid., c. ix, § 4).

On the part played by associations in the life of Greek states see
Vinogradoff, Historical Jurisprudence, vol. ii, c. vi, § 4, on ‘Societies and
Unions’.

Chapter II

To distinguish the. different forms of association we must use an
analytic or genetic tnethod, tracing successively the association of the

household, that of the village, and. that of the
.polis. The polis, or

political association, is the crown: it completes andfidfils the nature

ofman: it is thus natural to him, and he is himself 'naturally apolis-
animaV ; it is also prior to him, in the sense that it is the presupposition

of his true andfidl life. .

.

"

* On the sense which Aristotle attached to the technical term ‘compound’
see below. Book III, c. i, § 2, and note.

^ These general issues, as they emerge later, turn on the nature of authority
over slaves, the nature of marital and parental authority, and the nature of
household management in general.
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§ I. If, accordingly, we begin at the beginning, and consider
things in the process of their growth, we shall best be able, in this

as in other fields, to attain scientific conclusions by the method
we employ.' § 2. First_ofiaIl, theje rnust necessarily be a union
or^airing of those who .cannot exist without one another. Male
ajIdTeinale must^ufiife^foTb^ of the specii^—fidt
frdin^eliberate intention, but from the natural impulse, "which ;•

•"exists in animals generally as it also exists in plants, to leave
/^bSiind them something of tlie'same-nature as themselves. ‘Next,

^

there"must necessarily b1^" union of the naturally ruling element
'

^th the element '^i^ch is^haturallylFuledr^ the^reservatloHnoF
'both. The element which is able, by virtue of its intelligence, to

"exercise forethought, is naturally a ruling and master element; the

element which is able, by virtue of its bodily power, to do what
the other element plans, is a ruled element, which is naturally in

a state of slavery; and master and slave have accordingly .[as they^
thus complete one anoth^~a common interest 1252 b § 3.

'

The female and the slave [we may ^use to note] are naturally

di^inguished from one another. Nature makes nothing iri'a spirit

of stint,2 as smiths do when they make the Delphic knife to serve

a number of purposes: she makesjeach separate-thing-for-a-separate f

end ; and she does so because each instrument has the finest finish;

when it serves a single purpose and not a variety of purposes. '

^

§4. Among the barbarians, however [contrary to the order of

nature],"th^female^and the slave occupy the same position—the

reason being that no naturally ruling element exists among them, and
conjugal union thus comes to be a union of a female who is a slave

with a male who is also a slave.3 This is why our poets have said, I

s/Meet it is that barbarous peoples should be governed

by the Greeks

—the'assumption being that barbarian and slave are by nature one'^ ‘

and the same. ... 1

' The analytic method of the previous chapter is, in effect, identical with

the genetic method here suggested (the method of ‘considering things in the

process of their growth’), since the genetic method begins with the simple

elements, and thus implies the use of analysis.
® i.e. the spirit which makes the female serve the purpose of a slave as well

j

as that of a mate.
^ The argument is that among the barbarians the female is slave (as well as

mate) for the simple reason that all alike are slaves, men as well as women, and
,

the emergence of a true consortium of marriage, distinct from the nexus of slavery,

;

is thus impossible. The cause of this unifonn condition of slavery is the absence
\

of a free class, capable of holding office and practising the art of ‘ruling and being
;

ruled in turn’—the sort of class which was the essence of the Greek political 1

association and the cause of its freedom. On the other hand, a people, such as
|

the Greeks, which possesses such a class, may naturally aspire (Aristotle inci-
|

dentally reflects) tb rule the general slave world of the barbarian peoples.
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^ § 5, The first result of these two elementary associations [of male

rand female, and of master and slave] is the household or family.

Hesiod spoke truly in the verse,
"

First house, and wife, and ox to draw the plough,

for oxen serve the poor in lieu of household slaves. Th^firstjfprnj

^of association naturally institute_d_for_the_satisfactioh of daily:.re-

current needs. is._thus.J:he family ; and the members of the family

are accordingly termed by Charondas ‘associates of the bread-

chest’, as they are also termed by Epimenides the Cretan ‘associates

of the manger’. The nextjform-oXassociation—^which is also the^r^i

to be formed from more households than one, and for the satisfac-

tipn. of something^more than daily^recurrent needs^is the, village.

§ 6. The most natural form of the village appears to be that of. a~-

colony or offshoot from a family; and some have thus called the

members of the village by the name of ‘sucklings of the same milk’,

or, again, of ‘sons and the sons of sons’^. . .
.
^his, it may be noted,

. is the reason why each Greek .polis was originally..ruled—as the

peoples of the barbarian world still are—by kings. They were
formed of persons who were already monarchically governed [i.e.

I

they were formed from households and villages, and] households

I
are always monarchically governed by the eldest of the kin, just as

villages, when they are offshoots from the household, are similarly

governed in virtue of the kinship between their members. § 7. This
primitive kinship is what Homer describes, [in speaking of the

Cyclopes]

:

Each of them ruleth

Over his children and wives,

a passage which shows that they lived in scattered groups, as indeed
men generally did in ancient times. The fact that men generally

were governed by kings in ancient times, and that some still con-

tinue to be governed in that way, is the reason that leads us all

to assert that the gods are also governed by a king. We make the

lives of the gods in the likeness of our own—as we also make their

shapes. ...

§ 8. When we come to the final a.nd perfect association . Formed
,'7from a immbef of vfiliges, \^haye already reached the polis—an
a^ociatioh wHcH may be sai^toJbayeTeached' theHeigKT^f full

^ self-sufficiency
;
or rather [to speak more exactly] we inay say that

u- * The latter phrase comes from Plato’s Lazvs. The general argtiment of Aris-
^totle at this point is clearly stated by Newman in his note: ‘He.has proved that

the household is necessary and natural, and if he can prove that the village is an
outgrowth of the household, and the polis of the village, then the polis will be
shown to be natural.’ The analytic-genetic method which he is using thus ends
by providing a proof of the ‘natural’ character of the polis.
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^ !while for-the, sake_Qfjnere-life [and is so far, and at that
j

i

'Stag^tjllshoft.of. full self-sufftciency]. [when once it is fully

'llgrown] for the sake of a good life [and is therefore fully self-
‘

I isufficient].^

Because it is the completion of associations existing by nature, *1'

evei^'poli? exists by nature, having itself^Fsame quality"as the 1

earlier,associatipns^^^^ it“grew. It is the end or r.nnsnm - \(

matiomto which those.asso.ciationsjaaD,ve. and the
‘

nature’ of things
consists in their end or consummation; for what each thing is\v

when its growth is completed we call the nature of that thing,
[

whether it be a man or a horse or a family.^ 1253 a § 9. Again ^
... [and this is a second reason for regarding the state as.natural]

,
the

'

encf, or final cause, is the best. Now self-sufficiency [which it is 1

tte object of the state to bring about] is the . end
, and so the be^t

;

[and on this it follows that the state brings about the best, and is

therefore natural, since nature always aims at bringing-about-the

best]. 3

From,these considerations it i^ eyidentjthat the polis belongs to
'

the class of things .that exist .by ,
nature, and that man is by nature

a'h¥nimal_intended.,toii^^ in a polis.'^ He who is without ai polis,

by reason of his o^yn n^ure and not of some, accident,, is either a

poor sort of being, or a being higher than man:, he is like the_man

.

of whhm Homer wrote in denunciation:
-

‘Clanless and lawless and hearthless is he.’

§ 10. The man who is such by nature [i.e. unable to join in the

society of a polis] at once plunges into a passion for war; he is in

the position of a solitary advanced piece in a game of draughts.

The reason whyjnan. is a being meantjFoL-politicaLassocia-

|:ion, in a higher . degree, tl^ bees or . other. gregarious animals ^

can ever^ssoHateTTisrevidenL Nature, accbfSrig tofoiiFfHeorv, f’'

" "
/L-

See Note B, p. 7 .

* The state is natural because it develops from natural associations. But it ^

would be wrong to think it is only natural because they are natural and because

it grows from them. It is natural in itself, as the completion, end, or consumma-
tion of man and man’s development—the essentially natural condition of any-

thing being its final, or complete, or perfect condition. If we could .imagine a

state coming into existence directly and immediately, without the preceding
stages of the household and the village, it would still be natural, in virtue of

completing and perfecting man and his development.
^ The explanatory passage is borrowed from Newman’s note.

‘It would be a strange thing to make the happy man a solitary : no one would
choose to have all the good things of the world in solitude : man is a being meant
for political association, and whose nature it is to live with others’ {Ethics, IX , ^
c. IX, § 3); cf. also Ethics I, c. vii, § 6—‘a man is a being meant for political

association’. But see also Ethics VIII, c. xii, § 7
—‘man by his nature is even more

meant for marriage than he is for political association, in proportion as the
’

family is earlier and more necessary than the polis.’
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makes nothing in vain
;
and man alone of the animals is furnished

I

with the faculty of language. §11. The mere making of sounds

seiwes to indicate pleasure and pain, and is thus a faculty that

belongs to animals in general: their nature enables them to attain

^ the point at which they have perceptions of pleasure and pain, and

can signify those perceptions to one another. But language^serves

pto declare what is advantageous_and what is the reverse, and it

therefore sm'^es to declare what is just and what is unjust. § 12.. It

I

is the peculiarity of man, in comparison with the rest of the animal
’ world, that he alone possesses a perception of good and .e3dl. of the

just and the unjust, andlif other similar qualities; and it is associa-

tion in [a common perception of] these things which makes a family
and_a_polis.

We may now proceed to add that [though the individual and .the

family are prior in the order of time] the polis is priorJnJhejorjder '

t
.of nature to_the family and the individual. § 13. .The . reason for

i
this is that the whole is necessarily prior [injiaturej to the part, ^

^ If the whole body be destroyed, there will not be a foot or a hand,

except in that ambiguous sense in whieh one uses the same word
to indicate a different thing, as when one speaks of a ‘hand’ made
of stone; for a hand, when destroyed [by the destruction of the

whole body], will be no better than a stone ‘hand’. All things

derive their essential character from their function and their

capacity; and it follows that if they are no longer fit to discharge

their function, we ought not to say that they are still the same
things, but only that, by an ambiguity, they still have the same

. names.

14. We thus see that the polis exists by nature and that it

is prior to the individual.^ [The proof of both propositions is the

fact that^the polis is a whole, and that individuals are simply its
j

parts.] '^^Not being self-sufficient when they are isolated, all indi-

viduals are so many parts all equally depending on the whole
[which alone ean bring about self-sufficiency]. ^The.man who is.,

isolated—whoJsjjnabj^tqjhareJnjheJben.efitsjof.political associa,-

tion, or has no need to share because he is-already.selTsufiicient—

^

is no part of/the polis, and nmst therefore be either a beast or a
god., § i5;'^[Man is thus intended by nature to be a part of a

’ The whole is prior to the part in the sense that the part presupposes it;

the idea of the whole must first be there before the part can be understood, and
the whole itself must first be there before the part can have or exercise a
function.

^ These t%yo points are interconnected. The polis exists by nature in the
sense that it is the whole to which man naturally moves in order to develop his
innate capacity, and in which he is thus included as a part. Because it is the
whole, of which the individual is necessarily a part, it is prior to the individuals
who are its parts, as wholes generally are prior to their parts.
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political whole, and] there is therefore an immanent impulse in

j

all men towards an association of this order. But the man-who
constructed such an association was none the less the greatest

of bApefactors.i Man, when perfected, is the best of anirnalsLbut..v

‘if he be isolated from law and justice he is the worst of afl._ § 16.

Injustice is all the graver when it is armed injustice; and man is

furnished from birth with arms [such as, for instance, language]

which are intended to serve the purposes of moral prudence and
virtue, but which may be used in preference for opposite ends.

That is why, if he be without virtue, he is a most unholy and savage

being, and worse than all others in the indulgence of lust and
'

gluttony.
, Justice [which is his salvation] belongs to the polls; for

justice, whicEis theydetenmnation of what is iu^t. is an~of3^ng
p^the poUticaLassociation.^

^ Note B (p. 5) : The development of the poHs in Aristotle's view and

y in Greek history

The elementary associations of husband,and \yife, and. of master and
slave, have first been attributed to the natural necessities of reproduction
and self-presen'ation ;

and thefamilygenerally, .as the first form ofdeveloped
.'association, has then been attributed to the satisfaction of

,

d'aily,fecurrent

needs. The village, as the second form, has next been attributed..to, the

s'atisfaction of ‘something more than daily recurrent needs’—e.g. .(one

may guess) the satisfaction of such higher and more spiritual needs, abjjye

the daily round of material necessities, as the village tnbiinarfof justice,. .

.

6r the village festival in honour of'the gods.' _The polis, as. the .third and.,

final foiThTis nov^ attributed to the satisfaction of still higher and still

more spiritual needs. Its origin, indeed, may be ascribed to the bare
hecessities oflife (suclT'a'^ the necessity of defence.from external enemies
by Tiieans of greater'numbers and from a mpre central and conunanding
positidn). BuLits .essence is" essentially, and fundamentally due to moral
of~’^rifual causes—causes already operative in the village, but how.
operative upon a far larger scale

;
causes, as Aristotle proceeds to .explain,

j

such as the establishment of a' complete and common system of justice
; (

"causes which may be generally comprehended under the head of ‘the

attainment of_a good quality of life’. (The general gist of this argument
recurs in Book ni,-c. -vi, 3-4.) The' polis thus fulfils the whole natme
olfmah, and especially the higher part of his nature; and that is vdiy it

,has-‘reached'the height of full self-sufficiency’, containing as it does in

itself (and not needing to draw from any other association outside or above

itself)' air the resources necessary for full and complete human develop-

haent. Thus fulfilling the whole nature of man, the polis is particularly

’ Aristotle here concedes, and indeed argues, that in saying that the state is

natural he does not mean that it ‘grows’ naturally, without human volition and
action. There is art as well as nature, and art co-operates ;with^ nature: the

volition and action of human agents ‘construct’ the state in 'co-operation with

a natural immanent impulse.
_ _

* The conception of the nature of politics suggested in the first two chapters

of Book I may be compared with the conceptions stated^ at the' beginning and
end of the Ethics, and with that which is stated at the beginning of the Rhetoric.

(See Appendix I. ^ and b.)
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\ and specially ‘natural’, in that sense of the word which means the final

j

and perfect condition of ultimate development—not the tayninus a quo,

I but the terminus ad quern.

The actual and historical development of the Greek polls is described

by Professor Adcock in the Cambridge Ancient History, vol. iii, c. xxvi.

The causes of the development, as they are there sketched, may he classi-

fied under three heads, (i) The geographical and economic: a place with

a good water-supply, a good harbour, and other conveniences for popula-

tion and trade naturally expanded, upon this basis, into a polls (Aristotle

assumes these conditions for his ideal polis in Book VII, c. vi and c. xi,

§§ i“S)- (2^) The mUitary ; a place with a stronghold, which could serve as a

citadel or acropolis, naturally offered facilities which encouraged the

growth of a polis (Aristotle again assumes these military conditions in

Book VII, c. xr, §§ 5-12). (3) The socio-political : a place which could offer

a common system of impersonal and impartial justice naturally attracted a

large population and grew to the dimension of a polis (Aristotle particularly

notes this condition in § 12 of this chapter).

It may be added that the term ‘self-sufficiency’ (in Greek autarkeia, or

as we now say ‘autarky’) is defined in the Ethics, Book I, c. vii, § 7, as

‘that which by and of itself makes life desirable and lackingin nothmg!.
This may be understood to mean the possession ofsuch material resources,

and such moral incentives and impulses, as make a full human develop-
• ment possible, without any dependence on external help, material or
moral. '

B
THE ASSOCIATION OF THE HOUSEHOLD AND ITS DIFFERENT

FACTORS (cc. iii-xin)

Chapter III

I. The constituent elements of the household.^ The three relations

of master and slave, husband and wife , and po^yit and^diild. The
fourth element~^^cquisition\

1253 b § I. Having ascertained, from the previous analysis,

what are the elements of which the polis is constituted, we must
first consider the management of the household ; for every state

is [primarily] composed of households. The parts of household
management will correspond to the parts of which the household
itself is constituted. A complete household consists of slaves and
freemen. But every subject of inquiry should first be examined in

its simplest elements
;
and the primary and simplest elements of the

household are the connexion of master and slave, that of the hus-
band and wife, and that of parents and children. We must accord-
ingly consider each of these connexions, examining the nature of
each and the qualities it ought to possess. § 2 . The factors to be
examined are therefore three—first,'4he association of master and
slave; next',’ what may be called the marital association (for there
is no word in our language which exactly describes the union of
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husband and wife); and lastly, what may be called the parental

associa^on, which again has no single word in our language pecu-
liar to itself, §3. But besides the three factors-which thus present
themselves for examination there is also a^'lFourth, which some
regard as identical with the whole bf household management, and
others as its principal part. This is the element called ‘the art

j

of acquisition’ {chremaiistic)', and we shall have to consider its

nature.

We may first speak of master and slave, partly [for reasons of

utility] in order to gather lessons bearing on the necessities of

practical life, and partly [for reasons of theoiy] in order to discover

whether we can attain any view, superior to those now generally

held, which is likely to prornote a scientific knowledge of the sub-
ject. § 4. There are some who hold that the exercise of authority

over slaves is a form of science. They believe (as we said in the

beginning) that the management of a household, the control of

slaves, the authority of the statesman, and the rule of the monarch,
are all the same. There are others, however, who regard the control

of slaves by a master as contrary to nature. In their view the dis-

tinction of master and slave is due to law or convention; there is

no natural difference between them: the relation of master and
slave is based on force, and being so based has no warrant in justice.^

Chapter IV

2, Slavery. The instruments of the household form its stock of
property: ihey_ are animate and inanimate: the slave is an animate

,

instrmient, intended {like all the instruments of the household) for i

action, and not for production,

§ I. We may make the assumptionjhat property is part of the ,-

household, and that the art of acquiring property is a part of house-
;

hold^ahagement; an3~^e'may^o^sb 'because it is impossible to

liye^ell, or indeed to live at all, unless the necessary conditions

afe'presenL '' We may further assumeJhat. just as each art which
. has ajefinite sphere must necessarily bejurnished with the appror

^ prfate Inpruments if its function is to be discharged, so the same
holds good in the sphere of househpld^management. § 2. Finally, h-,

^ye may also assume that instruments are.partly inanimate and partly, i

animate: ;^'e pilot, for instance, has an inanimate instrument in the \ (v

rudder, and an aniniatiTinstrument (foFairsubordinate'sTlh every'

art, are of the nature of instruments) in the look-out man. On the s*

basis of these assumptions we may conclude that each' artiidFzOf ..
,

)i

jiFopefty is'ah instrument for tlie purpose oflife; that property
j

^

in general is the surrToF such instruments; that the slave is an
*^
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/animate article of property ; and that subordinates, or servants,

I in generil may~be descTibed as instruments which are prior to

other instruments [i.e. animate instruments which must first be

present before other, and inanimate, instruments can be used^].

.§ 3. There is only one condition on which we can imagine mana-

gers riot needing subordinates, and masters not needing slaves. -.

This condition would be that each [inanimate] instrument could,

do its own work,', at the word of command or by intelligent anti-

cipation,
.

like the statues of 'Daedalus or the tripods made by

Hephaestus, of which Homer relates that

Of their own motion they entered the conclave of Gods on

. Olympus,

as if a shuttle should weave of itself, and a plectrum should

do its own harp-playing. 1254 a § 4. [Here, however, we iriust ;

draw another distinction.] The instruments of which we have just

;

been speaking [e.g. the shuttle] are iirstruments of t>rodiiciion\ but i;

articles of household property [such asTE^lave or other chattels] I

are instruments of action?- From the shuttle there issues something
'

which is different, and exists apart, from the immediate act of its

' use; but from [articles of household property, e.g.] garments or|

beds, there only comes the one fact of their use. We may add that,'

f since production and action are different in kind, and both pfjthem
need their own proper instruments, those^ instruments .must.,aIso

shovy. a corresponding difference; § 5. Life is action and not pro-i

: duction; and therefore the slave [being an instrument for the|

purpose of life] is a secant in the sphere of action.^

There is a further consideration [wHichTs necessary to explain

fully the nature of the slave]. An ‘

article of property’ is a term
that is used in the same sense in which the term ‘part’ is also used.

^ Now a part is not only a part of sometlung other thaiTitself: it also

belongs entirely to that other thing [and has no life^or being other

than that of so belonging]. It isthe.same with an^ticle_of-property
J

as it isjwithjajrart. Accordingly, while the master is merely the

master of the slave, and does not belong to him, [having a life and
^

being of his own beyond that of a master], the slave is not only

* Thus the look-out man is necessary to the pilot as an animate instrument,

j
before he can properly use the inanimate instrument, the rudder.

^ This distinction between production (or poiesis) and action (or praxis) is

based on the idea that ‘production’ aims at a result beyond the immediate
doing, which remains when the doing is over, but ‘action’, such as the rendering
of a service, is complete in itself, and aims at no result beyond the immediate
doing. The distinction is explained in the Ethics, Book VI, c. iv: cf. also c. v,

§ 4 ‘production has an end other than itself: action cannot have; for good action
is itself its ovi-n end.’

^ See Note C, p. 11.
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the slave of his master; he also belongs entirely to him, [and has
j

no life or being other than that of so belonging].

§ 6. From these considerations we can see clearly what is the
nature_ oLthe slave and his -capaci^. We attain these ^
definitions—^first, that ‘an^Pily who by his nature is not his own

,

man, but another’s, is by .filsmatimfi.a-slave’ secondly, that ‘any-

body who, being a rhan.is-an article of property, is another’s man *

;

anid thirdly^ *an artlclg-of^trop^idbirlis-aiidnstimnae^

forjJSe' ][mrpose bF^Uomand-segarabieJr-o^it^ossessor’.
^

Note C (p. lo) : Slaves and other ‘instruments' of life

The argument of § 4 and the first sentence of § 5 is subtle ; and, as stated
by Aristotle, it is so logically stated that the simple meaning is almost
hidden. We may explain it as follows. At the end of § 3 Aristotle had ,

seemed to imply that slaves would not be necessary if, e.g., shuttles could
do their own work of producing a web by themselves. He reflects, in § 4,
that this is not really the case. The slave is not, after all, concerned with
producing things; an^he would stillTie^eceSary even' if.machines could
produce 'thiiigs by^hemselyesfwithdut any attendants. (Aristotle is thus
not thinking of factory-slavery or plahtatioh-slaverj', but of the household
slave.) The slave is concerned with the, life of the household and .its

acj^ity,_jcither.* .tfiah. '.with' pro.ductibn : he"dpes, not.help iii..the-making
5f.things,Fut.ih living arid all its activitiesrjTKis is the simple argument of

§"!^aii'd'the first sentence of § s'; but the simplicity gets complicated by the

. fact that Aristotle (always ready for refinements) introduces,the idea that
' inanimate household goods or articles, such as clothes and beds, also.differ

from inanimate articles which are used in production. This is true enough,
ari'd'it teaches'us that not only the slave; but also the things •which he tends,’

belong jtp the area of living and the activities of living rather than to those

of producrion. But we are tempted to lose sight of the slave himself when
'we are diverted to the consideration of other household goods.

Chapter V

There is a principle of rule and subordination in nature at large: it

appears especially in. the realm of animate creation. By virtue 'of \

Jiliai principle, the sold rides the body; and by virtue of it the master,
j

'wJid~fbssesseYihejdtional faculty of the soul, rules the slave, who

f'os^sTT^n]y_bpdily powers and the faculty of understanding .the.
.,

^

difecfions given by another's reason. But nature, though she intends,
j

does not always succeed in achieving a clear distinction between .men '

born to be masters and men born to be slaves.

§ 1 . We have next to consider whether there are, or are not,
|

persons who are by nature such as are here defined; whether, in

other words, there are persons for whom slavery is the better and V'

just condition, or whether the reverse is'''thc case and all slavery is
|

contrary to nature,, The issue is not difficult, whether we study
'

it philosophically in the light of reason, or consider it empirically
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on the basis of the actual facts.* § 2. Ruling and being ruled

[which is the relation of master and slave] not only belongs to the

category of things necessary, but also to that of things expedient

and there are species in which a distinction is already marked', im-

mediately at birth, between those of its members who are intended

-for being ruled and those who are intended to rule. . . . There

are also many kinds both of ruling and ruled elements. This being

the case, the rule "which is exercised over the-better-sort ofjruled

,
/ elements is a better sort of rule—as, for example, rule exercised

I
over a fnan is better than, rule over an animal. § 3. The reason is

that a function is a higher and better function when the. elements

which go to its discharge are higher and better elements
;
and where

one element rules and another is ruled, we may speak of those

; elements as going together to discharge a function In all cases

where there is a compound, constituted of more than one part but

forming one common entity—whether the parts be continuous [as

in the body of a man] or discrete [as in the relation of master and
—a ruling element and a ruled can always be traced.^ § 4.

characteristic [i.e. the presence of ruled and ruling elements]

is present in animate beings by virtue of the whole constitution

of nature, inanimate as well as animate
;
for even in things which are

inanimate there is a sort of ruling principle, such as is to be found,

for example, in a musical harmony. But such considerations [of

the inanimate part of nature] perhaps belong to a more popular

,
method of inquiry; and we may content ourselves here with saying

I

that animate beings are the first [in the ascending scale of nature]

• to be composed of soul and body, with the former naturally ruling

and the latter naturally ruled. § 5. Dealing with such animate

I

beings, we must fix our attention, in order to discover what nature

: intends, not on those which are in a corrupt, but on those which
' are in a natural condition. It follows that we must consider the

man who is in the best state both of body and soul, and in whom
the rule of soul over body is accordingly evident; for in those who
are [permanently] bad, or who [for the time being] are in a bad
condition, the reverse would often appear to be true 1254 b—the

body ruling the soul as the result of their evil and unnatural

condition.

* The two different methods, as Ne^vman remarks, are not aetually distin-

.
guished in the subsequent argument; but on the whole Aristotle follows the first,

“ The fact that a ruling element and a ruled can be traced in all ca%es of com-
;

pounds goes to prove that, as Aristotle has said previously, there are many kinds
I both of ruling and ruled elements. Compounds, as they range through the

I

whole scale of nature, from inanimate objects to animate beings and ultimately
I to man, differ greatly from one another. The ruling and ruled elements which
1
they contain must therefore differ greatly. On Aristotle’s conception of ‘com-
jjounds’ see below. Book III, c, I, § 2, and note.

slave]

V This
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§ 6. Whatever may be said of inanimate things, it is certainly i

possible, as we have said, to observe in animate beings—and to

observe there first [with any certainty]—^the presence of a ruling

authority, both of the sort exercised by a master over slaves and
of the sort exercised by a statesman over fellow citizens. The soul

rules the body with the sort of authority of a master; mind rules

th^ppetfe with the sort
,

pf authority of a statesman or a monarch.
In this sphere [i.e. in the sphere of man’s inner life] it is clearly

natural and beneficial to the body that it should be ruled by the

soul, and again it is natural and beneficial to the affective part of

the soul that it should be ruled by the mind and the rational part;

whereas the equality of the two elements, or their reverse relation,

is always detrimental. § 7. What holds good in man’s inner life\

also holds good outside it; and the same principle is true of the I

relation of man to animals as is true of the relation of his soul to his

body. Tame animals have a better nature than wild, and it is better

for all such animals that they should be ruled by man because they
^

then get the benefit of preservation. Again, the relation of male to

female is naturally that of the superior to the inferior—of the ruling

to the ruled. This general principle must similarly hold good of

all human beings generally [and therefore of the relation of masters

and slaves].

§ 8. We may thus conclude that all men who differ from_ others
y

as mucK aF th'e'bpdy’d^^ from the soul, or an animal from a 1.

man (and this is the case with all whose function is bodily service,
|

and who produce their best when they supply such service)—all !

such aTe'.ffy.’nature slaves, and it is better for .them,_on the very
4

same principle as the other cases just mentioned, to be ruled
^

%

Ty a masteh § 9.^ man is thus by nature a ^'aATe if he is capable^'

^becoming (and this is the reason why he also actually becomes)

the property of another, and if he participates in reason to the

extent of apprehending it in another, though destitute of it himself.

Herein he differs from animals, which do not apprehend reason, ^

but simply obey their instincts. But the use which is made of the i

slave diverges but little from the use made of tame animals; both

he and they supply their owner with bodily help in meeting his •

daily requirements.

§ 10. [We have hitherto been spealcing of mental _differencgs.]

But it is nature’s intention also to erect a physical djjje^^e ,

between the body of the freeman and that of the slaveTgiving the

latter strength for the menial duties of life, but making the former

upright in carriage and (though useless for physical labour) useful

for the vanous purposes of civic life—a life which tends, as it

develops, to be divided into military service and the occupations of
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peace. The contrary of nature’s intention, however, often happens
: |

there are some slaves who have the bodies of freemen—as there are!

others who have a freeman’s soul.^ But if nature’s intention were

realized—if men differed from one another in bodily form as much
as the statues of the gods [differ from the human figure]—it is

obvious that we should all agree that the inferior class ought to ^

be the slaves of the superior. §11. And if this principle is truewhen
the difference is one of the body, it may be affirmed with still greater

justice when the difference is one of the soul
;
though it is not as

easy to see the beauty of the soul as it is to see that of the body.

'J 1255 a It is thus clear that, just as some are by nature free, so 1

/others are" by nature slaves, and for these latter the condition of \

slavery is both beneficial and just.
,
0 * S ^

Chapter VI

Le^al or conventional slavery: the divergence ofviews about itsjustice,

andilhe red^orTforltlnfdi^gence. In spite of the divergence, thereis

a general consejisus—though it is not clearly formulated—thatX

suterioritv in goodness justifies the owning and controlling of slaves.
1

Granted such superiority in the master, slavery isahen^iciaLmd^
just system.

§ I. But it is easy to see that those who hold an opposite view
are also in a way correct. ‘Slavery’ and ‘slave’ are terms which are

used in two different senses. [There is, as we have seen, a kind"'

of slavery which exists by nature; but] there is also a kind of slave,

and of slavery, which exists [only] or (to .speak more exactly)

convention. (The law in virtue of which those vanquished in war
are held to .belong to the.victor, is, in effecta sort of convention.)

§ 2. That slavery can be justified by such a convention is a prin- \

ciple against which a number of jurists bring what may be called 1

an ‘indictment of illegality’ .2 [They think that the principle violates '

the nature of law; and] they regard it as a detestable notion that

anyone who is subjugated by superior power should become the
slave and subject of the person who has the power to subjugate him,
and who is his superior [merely] in power. Some, however, support,

if some oppose, [the principle]; and even men of judgement
differ. § 3. The cause of this divergence of view, and the reason

' Newman would translate; ‘it often comes to pass that [the body does not
match the soul, and] slaves have the bodies of freemen, but freemen have only
the souls’.

* The ‘indictment of illegality’ might be brought against any one who proposed
a measure in the assembly which could be held to contravene the established
law {nmnos). By analogy, the convention in favour of the victor enslaving the
vanquished might be held to be in the nature of a measure which contravened
nomos.
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why_the opposing contentions overlap one another, is to be found
in. tl^ following consideration.* There is a sense in which good-
ness, when it is furnished with an equipment [of material re-

sources], 2 has the greatest power to subjugate; and [conversely] ^
victor is always pre-eminent in respect of sojne sort of good. This
connexion of power with goodness or some sort of good leads to

the idea that ‘power goes with goodness’; and [as this idea is

shared by both Tides in the dispute^alSout slavery] the dispute

between the two sides thus comes to turn exclusively on the point

of j
ustice

,. § 4. On this point, one side holds that justice is a

relation of mutual goodwilLfand is therefore incompatible with
slavery imposed b^LCOJlvcntionl

;
the other side holds that the rule

of a super ior is in itself, and by itself, justice, [and is therefore a

justification of such slavery. But the ambiguity of the idea which is

common ground for both sides obscures the whole issue.] If the

divergent views are pitted separately against one another [i.e.

deprived of their common ground], neither view has any cogency,

or even plausibility, against the view that the superior in goodness

ought to rule over, and bc-the. master of, his iiiferibrs.^

'**§
'5. [The same general result^^^at superior goodness is really

the ground of owning and controlling slaves—rnay be attained in

anothef’way.] 'There are some' who, clinging, as they think, to a

sort of justice (for law is a sort of justice), assume that slavery in
,

war is always and every>vhcre just [because it is warranted by law], i

Simultaneously, however, they contradict that assumption; for in

the first place it is possible that the original cause ofa warmay not be

just [in which case, in spite of the warrant of law, slaveiy so caused

will not be just], and in the second place no one would ever say !

* Newman analyses clearly the argument at this point. There is a divergence

of views, arising from the fact that nvo contentions overlap in the area of a

common principle, accepted by the holders of either contention, but interpreted

differently by cither. The common principle is that ‘power goes with goodness’.

One side interprets this to mean that power of itself implies goodness, and there-

forej:onfers a right (based on the goodness which it implies) to .enslave any.cap-

d^. The other side interprets it to mean that power must be accompanied by
goodness—i.e. must have goodness added to it (and thereby the goodwill which
goodness conciliates)—before there can be a rightful relafion of master and slave

which is attended, as such a relation should be, by goodwill.
* On Aristotle’s conception of equipment, or choregia, and of the relation in

which it stands to goodness or excellence, sec below. Book VII, c. i, § 13, note.

^ Stated ‘separately’, one view is that the convention in favour of the victor

enslaving the vanquished is always unjust, and the other is that the convention is

always just. So stated, neither view can be maintained against a third or inter-

mediate view which Aristotle suggests. This is the view that superiority in

goodness alone justifies its possessor in being a master of slaves. On this view
it follows that a victor may justly enslave the vanquished if he possesses such

superiority—but only on that condition. The convention will accordingly

sometimes be just, and sometimes unjust; it cannot be always either the one
or the other.
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^ that a person who does not deserve to be in a condition of slavery

/ , is really a slave. If such a view were accepted, the result would

be that men reputed to be of the highest rank would be turned into

slaves or the children of slaves, if it happened to them or their

parents to be captured and sold into slavery.^ § 6. This is the

reason why Greeks [though ready to defend the enslavement of

prisoners of war] do not like to call such persons slaves, but prefer

to confine the term to barbarians. But by this use of terms [they

contradict their own view, and] they are, in reality, only seeking

to express that same idea of the natural slave which we began by

mentioning. They are driven, in effect, to admit that there are

some [i.e. the barbarians] who are everywhere and inherently

slaves, and others [i.e. the Greeks] who are everywhere and in-

herently free. § 7. The same line of thought is followed in regard

to nobility, as well as slavery. Greeks regard themselves as noble

not only in their own country, but absolutely and in all places;

but they regard barbarians as noble only in their own country

—

thus assuming that there is one sort of nobility and freedom which
is absolute, and another which is only relative. We are reminded
of what Helen says in the play of Theodectes

:

‘Scion of Gods, by both descents alike.

Who would presume to call me serving-maid ?’

§ 8. When they use such terms as these, men are using the one

criterion of the presence, or absence, of goodness for the purpose
of distinguishing between slave and freeman, or, again, between
noble and low-born. 1255 b They are claiming that just as man
is born of man, and animal of animal, so a good man is born of

goodjaen. It is often the case, however, thaFnature wishes but

^ fails to achieve this result.

§ 9. It is thus clear that there is some reason for the divergence

of view which has been discussed, and that not all those who
are actually slaves, or actually freemen, are natural slaves or natural

freemen. It is also clear that there are cases where such a distinc-

tion [of the natural slave and the natural freeman] exists, and that

Jhere it is beneficial and just that the former should actually be a

v/ Islave and the latter a master—^the one being ruled, and the other

pxercising the kind of rule for v/hich he is naturally intended and
therefore acting as master. § 10. But a wrong exercise ofJiisj^jlc

,

by_JL master is_a_thing which is disadvantageousJPor both^aster i

and-slave. The part and the whole, like the body and the soul,/
1

‘ A law promoted by the Athenian statesman Lycurgus, about 330 B.C.,
prohibited Athenians from purchasing as slaves any free men taken in war.
Aristotle may have had this law in his mind.

I
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have an identical interest; and the slave is a part of the master,

in the sense of being a living but separate part of his body. There >

is thus a community of interest, and a relation of friendship,

between master and slave, when both of them naturally merit the ')

position in which they stand. ^ But the reverse is true [and there

is a conflict of interest and enmity], when matters are otherwise

and slavery rests merely on legal sanction and superior ^otuer.

Chapter VII

The training of slaves, and the art of using them properly. How they

may he'jiistly acquired.

§ I . The argument makes it clear that the authority of the master
and that of the statesman are different from one another, and that

it is_wof,t;he case that all kinds of authority are, as some thinkers

hold, identical.^ The authority of the statesman is exercised overi

men~who are naturally free
;
that of the master over men who are]

[naturally] slaves; and again the authority generallvL£xercised_over*

a household by its head is _that of a monarch^ (for all households

are monarchically governed), while the authority of the statesman

is an authority over freemen and equals. § 2. Now [the definition

of the master being that given at the end of the previous chapter

—

i.e. that he is a man naturally endowed with a gift for controlling
)

natural slaves] masters are not so termed in virtue of any science ,

which they have acquired, but in virtue of their own endowment;
1

and the same is true of slaves and freemen generally. But there may
be a science [of ruling] which belongs to masters, and another [of

serving] which belongs to slaves; and the latter would be of the

nature of the science taught by the man of Syracuse, who instructed

servants for pay in the discharge of their ordinary duties. § 3. In-

* The idea that friendship is possible between master and slave also occurs in

the Ethics, VIII, c. Xi, §§ 6-7: 'With the slave as a slave one cannot be friends

:

with the slave as man, one can; for there seems to be a relation of justice as

between any person whatever and any other person, whoever he be, who can
share in a system of law or be a party to an agreement ; and therefore there can
also be a relation of friendship with a slave in so far as he is a man.’ We cannot
but note that if the slave can be regarded as sharing in a system of law, he be-
comes a subject of rights, and ceases to be a mere object or ‘inanimate instrument’.

^ Here Aristotle returns to a view which he had already challenged in the
beginning of the Politics, c. i, § 2. The theme running through the early chap-
ters of the Politics (though it sometimes seems to be lost in 'the ramifications of

the argument) is the theme of the peculiar character of the Greek polis, and
therefore of the peculiar character of the political authority (an authority of
freemen- over freemen) which is exercised in the polis.

* Such authority includes that of the master over his slaves, but it also in-f

eludes the authority of a parent over his children and that of a husband over his',

wife. Aristotle thus extends the scope of the argument, in the latter half of the),

sentence, to cover all forms of household authority.

4774 C
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struction in such subjects might be extended further; it might
’1

include, for example, the art of coukery and other similar forms
j

of skilled domestic_aervice. The reason why this might be done

is that some duties [i.e. the skilled] are of a higher standing, even

if others [i.e. the ordinary and menial] are needed more: as the

proverb says:

‘Slave may go before slave, and master may go before master.’

§ 4. All such forms of science are necessarily of a servile character.[

But there is also a form of science belonging to the master, which 1 .

consists in the use ofsiaves : a mastemaTuclTinviftue not of owning,
j

but of using slaves. This science belonging to the ihaster is some- '

thing which has no great or majestic character: Jhe.m must
simply know how to command what the slave mustknowhowthdp;

§ 5. This is why those who are in a position to escape from being

troubled by it delegate the management of slaves to a steward, and
spend on politics or philosophy the time they are thus able to save.

Tl^ ayt of acquiring slaves for ownership differs both from
art oTTeiiig a master and from that of being a slayc;^—that is to

say, when it is justly practised
;
for in'fhat case it is, in a way, part of

the art of war, or of the art of hunting.^

This may serve to suffice for the distinction, and the definition,

of master and slave.
_

,

\

*

Chapter VIII

3 . Property and the art of acquisition. The art ofhouseholdmanage-
ment' is distinctfrom that of acquisition. It has to provide a stock of
requisitesfor the household; and the different methods hy which this, is

done produce different ways of life—the hunting, the pastoraf the

agricultural, and so forth: Nature intends andprovides the requisites

for household use; and the acquisition of such requisites is a natural

mode of acquisition. Property in them is limited to the amount re-

quired by household needsfand it is the nature of all true wealth to

be so limited.
-

1256 a § I . We may now study^ generally all forms of property
and the art of acquiring it,3 following our normal method [the

analytical and genetic method, which proceeds from the parts to

the whole and from the first beginnings to the developed result]

;

for we have already seen that the slave is an article of property,!

[and this leads us to consider the whole institution of which he is \

part]. The first problem which may be raised is whether the art

* Aristotle thus implies the justice of the slave-trade when the slaves handled
are barbarians either captured in war or seized in the course of slave-raids.

* See Note D, p. 22. 3 See Note E, p. 22.
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of acquiring property is identical with that of household manage-
ment,jorjs a part of-it,-or.-is-ancillary to it;^ and whether, if, it.be
ancillary , it is so in the sensejn^vhich the art of making shuttles

is ancillary to the art of weaving, or in, the sense in which the art

o^astmg bronze is ancillary to the art of sculpture! . . . Either of

these ancillary arts serves its master-art in a different way; the one
provides it with an instrument, and the other with material.

§ 2. (By ‘material’ we mean the substance from which a product is

made : wool, for instance, serves the weaver as the substance from
which he produces cloth; and bronze serves the sculptor in the

same way.) . . . That the art of household management is not 1

identical .with the art of aicquiring property is ob^uqus; It is the '

function of theJlatter simply to provide [either instruments or i

materials, as the case may be], but it is the function ofjhe fonner .

to use vfhat has been proyided
;
for what art can there be, other than 1

that pf hoi^ehold management, which will deal With the use of the '

resources of the household,?.. But the question whether the art of

acquisition [if not identical with that of household management]
is a part of it, or a separate art altogether, is one which admits of

a diyergence of yiews. [Indeed it is a question which raises a

number of issues.] § 3. If a man who is engaged in acquisition

has to consider from what different sources he can get goods and
property, and if property and wealth include many different parts

[drawn from many different sources], we shall first haye to consider

[these„parts.before, we. can, consider acquisition as a whole; we
shall ,haye..to_ask] whether farming is a part of the art of acquisition,

or a separate art: indeed we shall haye to ask that question gener-

ally, in regard to all modes of occupation and gain which are con- '

cerned with the proyision of subsistence. § 4. This leads to a further

observation. There are a number of different modes of sub-

sistence
;
and the result is a number of different ways of life, both

in the animal world and the human. It is impossible to live without

means of subsistence
;
and in the animal world we may notice that

differences in the means of subsistence have produced consequent

differences in ways of life. § 5. Some animals live in herds, and

others are scattered in isolation, according as they find it con-

venient for the purpose of getting subsistence—some of them being

carnivorous, some herbivorous, and some, again, omnivorous.^

Nature has thus distinguished their ways of life, with a view to

their greater comfort and their better attainment of what they

need: indeed, as the same sort of food is not naturally agreeable

* The problem has already been indicated, in c. ill, § 3.

* The implication appears to be that carnivorous animals are solitary and
herbivorous live together.
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to all the members of a class, and as different sorts suit different
'

species, we also find different ways of life even inside the class of

carnivorous animals—and equally in that of the herbivorous—dis-

tinguishing species from species. § 6. What is true of animals is

also true of men. Their ways of life also differ considerably. The
most indolent are the pastoral nomads. They acquire a subsistence

from domestic animals, at their leisure, and without any trouble;

and as it is necessary for their flocks to move for the sake of pas-

turage, they also are forced to follow in their tracks and to culti-

vate what may be called a living and moving farm. § 7. There are

others who live by hunting; and of these, again, there are different

kinds, according to their different modes of hunting. Some live

by being freebooters;^ some, who live near lakes and marshes and

rivers, or by a sea which is suitable for the purpose, gain a liveli-

hood by fishing; others live by hunting birds or wild animals.

Most men, however, derive their livelihood from the soil, and from

'

cultivated plants.

§ 8. The different ways of life (at any rate if we take into account

only those who follow an occupation dependent on their own
labours, and do not provide themselves with subsistence [at the

expense of others] by exchange and petty trade) may be roughly

classified as five 1256 b—^the pastoral, the farming, the freebooting,

the fishing, and the life of the chase. But there are some who live

comfortably by means of a combination of different methods, and
who eke out the shortcomings of one way of life, when it tends to

fall short of being sufficient in itself, by adding some other way.

For example, some combine the pastoral way of life with the free-

booting: others combine farming with the life of the chase; and
similar combinations may similarly be made of other ways of life,

as needs and tastes impel men to shape their lives.

>/
1 § 9. Property of this order [that is to say, for the purpose of

subsistence] is evidently given by nature to all living beings, from
the instant of their first birth to the days when their growth is

finished. § 10. There are animals which, when their offspring is

born, bring forth along with it food enough to support it until it

can provide for itself: this is the case with insects which reproduce
themselves by grubs, and with animals which do so by eggs.

Animals which are viviparous have food for their offspring in

themselves, for a certain time, of the nature of what is called milk.

* It is curious to find freebooting or piracy regarded as on the same footing
with a pastoral or farming life, and as a mode of acquisition dependent on the
freebooter’s own labour. But piracy was a tolerated pursuit in the eastern
Mediterranean (on something like the same footing as trade) down to Aristotle’s
time, and indeed later. Pompey had to deal with the pirates of the Levant as
late ns 67 B.c.
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§11. [If it is evident that there is thus a natural provision for ''

food at birth, and during growth,] it is equally evident that we
must believe that similar provision is also made for adults. Plants

exist to give subsistence to animals, and animals to give it to men.
Animals, when they are domesticated, ser\'^e for use as well as for

food; wild animals, too, in most cases if not in all, serve tp furnish

man not only with food, but also with other comforts, such as the

provision of clothing and similar aids to life. § 12. Accordingly,

as nature makes nothing purposeless or in vain, all animals must I

have bhen niade by'hafufe for thersMelpt m^^ followsThat

"tlle art of ~war,isimsome sense [that is to say, so far as it is dirfc.ted

fo‘ gaining-the means of-subsistence'fom^iumals] a natural mode
of acquisition: Hunting is a 'part of that art : and huntingjOT^tv/

to be pf^tisecP^not omy^agmnsF^^d’ ani^ls] but also against
|

human beings who are intended by hature to be ruled'by others
1

and refuse to obey that intention—because war of this order is i

naturallyjust.
-

. ..... ,

§13. It follows that-one form of acquisition [i.e. what.may be

called the
^

hunting ’ foi;m] is naturally a part of the art of household
•'

m~aha|gemerit TTis a form H acquisitidn which' the 'manager of a

fiouselmld must either find ready toliand, or himself provide and
arrange, because it ensures a supply of objects, necessary for life

and useful to the association of the polis or the household, which

are capable of being stored.

§

14. These are the objects which
may be regarded as constituting true wealth. [Tru.£_wealth has a

.

limit of - size, determined -by the purpose .of '.the ' association - it |.

serves]; and tl^ amount of houseEoId’property which suffices for
1

^good life is not unliniited, nor of the nat'ufe'descfibed by Solon
^

iri the' verse,'

‘There is no bound to wealth stands fixed for men.’

§.15. There is a bound fixed [for the property needed by the art of
|

household management], as is also the case in the means required

by the other arts. All the instruments needed by all the arts are '

limited, both in number and size, by the requirements of the art they
^

serve; and wealth may be defined as a number of instruments used'

in a household or state [and needed for their respective ‘arts’]. I

It is thus clear that there is a.natural art of acquisition which has '

to^be practised by manages ofhouseholds andfstate'smenlTand'the

reason for lti~gistence is' also clear |the reason' being that 'itfis

'

' We may note that though he is speaking of the household only in the be-
ginning of the sentence, Aristotle also includes the polis at the end. ‘Economy",
as we have noticed, though it literally means only household management, is

treated by him in its political as well as its domestic aspect; cf. note E at the end
of this chapter. ’

,
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natural for man to, acquire wh^t is naturally provided JpnJiis

i^e].

Note D (p. i8): The sequence of argument in cc. viii-xii \

We might have expected that Aristotle, after having considered that

part of the household which is constituted by the relation of master and

slave, would have proceeded to consider the two other parts which are

constituted by the relations of husband and wife and of parent and

child. We might further have expected that he would then have pro-

ceeded to the village, as the next stage after the household, and that

he would thus have finally reached the polis. But his consideration of

the slave, who has been treated in connexion with property (c. iv, §§ 1-2)

and defiired as an animate article of property, leads Aristotle to pass from

this species of property to a consideration of the general subject of pro-

perty; and in treating property he is led to consider the whole subject of

acquisition (‘chrematistic’), which he had already stated (in c. iii, § 3)

to be at any rate an element—and, in the view of some, a principal part, or

even the whole—of household management. . . . He reverts to the rela-

tions of husband and wife and parent and child at the end of Book I

(cc. xii-xili).

Note E (p. 18): The different senses of ‘chrematistic'

The art of acquisition, or ‘chrematistic’, is treated by Aristotle, in the

next four chapters (cc. Vlil-Xl),'not only in connexion with the household,
but also in connexion with the polis. Under this head he may be said to

attempt to state the elements of ‘economics’, and to deal both with
‘domestic’ and with ‘political’ economy. In his technical use of the term
‘chrematistic’, we may note, as Newman does, that he varies, (i) Some-
times the term is used to indicate the art of acquisition generally, and as

if it covered all forms—sound or unsound—of the acquisition of property.

(2) Generally—and this is its most common use—it is used to indicate only
those forms of acquisition which are perverted or unsound, in the sense
that they are directed merely to selfish monetary gain. (3) Sometimes

—

but more rarely—it is used to indicate only the sound or natural forms of
acquisition, which are necessary for the life of the household or state.

Chapter IX

The 'art of acquisition', as a way, of acqiiifing_property distinctfrom
the natural way of the household. It originates in exchange, 'when
exchange is conducted through ihefnedium of currency andfor profit.

The view thus arises that the art of acquisition is specially concerned-'

with accumulating a fund of currency. Biit there is a contrary view
that currency is a mere convention, and not the true object of the art

of acquisitio7i. This contrary viewffas its truth. There is a. natural
form of the art of acquisition, zvhich is not distinctfrom, hut apart of,
pie art of household management. This natural form of acquisition
aims at the accumulation not of currencyj hut of true wealth—and
therefore not at the infinite, hut at the finite. .

§ I . But there is a secondlform of the general art of yettiny
property, which is particularly called, and whiclfiriFjusfTiS^all,
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‘the art of acquisition^. ,It is., the, characteristics. ,of 1257 a Jhis
s^hd iojm-whichllead -to the opinion that "there is nojirnSjtD
wealth and property. There are many who hdlcf this second ' form

'

the art of getting property to be identical with the other form
previously-jnentioned, because it has affinities with it. In fact it

is not identic^ ancTyet it is'noFfar removed. The other form,
previously mentioned is natural : this second form is riot^natural, I

but^is ratl^r the product of a
,
certain sort of experience anH sTci 11 . \

§ 2. We may start our discussion ofthis form from the following
point of view. All articles of property have two possible uses.

Both of these uses belongTo'the article as such, but they do not
belong to it in the same manner, or to the same extent. The one
use is properjind peculiar to the article concerned

;
the other is not.

We may takeTshoe as an example, it can housed both for wearing >

and for exchange. Both of these uses are uses of the shoe as such. \

§ 3. Even the man who exchanges a shoe, in return for money or

food, with a person who needs the article, is using the shoe as a

shoe; but since the shoe has not been made for the purpose of

being exchanged, the use which he is making of it is not its proper

and peculiar use. The same is true of all other articles of property.

§ 4. Exchange is possible in regard to them all: it arises from the
'

natural facts of the case, and is due to some men having more, and
others less, than suffices for their needs. We can thus see that

retail trade [which buys from others to sell at a profit] is not

naturally a part of the art of acquisition. If that were the case, it

would only be necessary to practise exchange to the extent that

sufficed for the needs of both parties [and not to the extent of the

making of profit by one of the parties at the expense of the other].

§ 5. In the first form of association, which is the household, it
j

is obvious that there is no purpose to be servedJjy^e-artjDfLex-
|

change. Snrjh^ pnrpnsp. only eme.rged-when the scopfijafiassocia- '

. tion had already been extended [until it issued in the village]. The
|

members of the household had shared all things in common: the
^

members of the village, separated from one another [in a number
of different households], had at their disposal a number of different

things, which they had to exchange with one another, as need

arose, by way of barter—much as many uncivilized tribes still do

to this day. § 6. On this basis things which are useful are ex-

changed themselves, and directly, for similar useful things, but the

transaction does not go any further [that is to say, no money is

involved]; wine, for instance, is given, or taken, in return for

wheat, and other similar commodities are similarly bartered for

one another. When used in this way, the art of exchange is not

contrary to nature, nor iiil^ wav~~a fomTof the arjLoLacquisition
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[in flip. RP.c.nnd sense of that term defined atjheJjggiiimiiSLof this

chapter]. Exchange simply served [in its first beginnings] to
|

I
satisfy the natural requirements of sufficiency. § 7. None the less

it was from exchange, as thus practised, that the art of acomsition \

[in its secon.d-sense] developed, in the sort ofway we might reason-

ably expect. [Distant transactions were the cause.] The supply

of men’s needs came to depend on more foreign sources, as men
began to import for themselves what they lacked, and to export

what they had in superabundance; and in this -way the use of

a money currency was inevitably instituted. § 8. The reason for

this institution of a currency was that all the naturally necessary

commodities were not easily portable; and men therefore agreed,

for the purpose of their exchanges, to give and receive some com-

modity [i.e. some form of more or less precious metal] which

itself belonged to the category of useful things and possessed the

advantage of being easily handled for the purpose of getting the

necessities of life. Such commodities were iron, silver, and other

similar metals.^ At first their value was simply determined by their

size and weight; but finally a stamp was imposed on the metab
which, serving as a definite indication of the quantity, would save

men the trouble of determining the value on each occasion.^

1257 b § 9. When, in this way, a currency had once been insti-

tuted, there next arose, from the necessary process of .exchange

[i.e. exchange between commodities, with money serving merely
as a measure], the other form of the art of acquisition, which
consists in retail trade [conducted for profit].^ At first, we may
allow, it was perhaps practised in a simple way [that is to say,

money was still regarded as a measure, and not treated as a source

of profit] : but in process of time, and as the result of experience,

it was practised with a more studied technique, which sought

I
to discover the sources from which, and the methods by which,
the greatest profit could be made. § 10. The result has been the

emergence of the view that the art of acquisition is specially con-
cerned with currency, and that its function consists in an ability

to discover the sources from which a fund of money can be derived.
'

* The account of money or currency here given may be compared with that
in the Ethics, Book V, c. v: ‘All goods must be measured by some one thing.
Now this unit is really demand, which brings and holds all goods together . . .

but money has become, by virtue of convention, a sort of representative of de-
mand. That is why it has the name it bears (“numismatic’’): it exists by law or
convention (iwjnos), and not by nature; and we have the power of changing or
cancelling its value’ (§§ lo-i i). . .

.

‘Money suffers the same vicissitudes as goods:
Its value is not always constant; but it is steadier than the values of goods. That
is "'[w 3ll gc^ods must be priced in money; for then there will always be the
possibility of exchange and with it of association between man . and man’

* 4)* 2 gge Note F, p. 27.
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In support of this view it is urged that the art is one which pro-
.

,

duces wealth and money; indeed those who hold the view often 1

assume that wealth is simply a fund of currency, on the ground \

that the art of acquisition (in the form of retail trade for profit) is

concerned with currency. § 11. In opposition to this view there
^

is another which is sometimes held. On this view currency is '1

regarded as a sham, and entirely a convention. Naturally and
'

inherently (the supporters of the view argue) a currency, is a

nonentity
;
for if those who use a currency give it up in favour of

another, that currency is worthless, and useless for any of the

necessar)’^ purposes of life. A man rich in currency (they proceed

to urge) will often be at a loss to procure the necessities of sub-

sistence
;
and surely it is absurd that a thing should be counted as

wealth which a man may possess in abundance, and yet none the

less die of starvation—like Midas in the fable, when everything

set before him was turned at once into gold through the granting

of his own avaricious prayer.

§ 12. Basing themselves on these arguments, those who hold

this latter view try to find a different conception of wealth [from 1

“

that which identifies it with a fund of currency] and a different "

conception of the art of acquisition [from that which makes it
;

specially concerned with currency]. They are right in making. the

attempt. y:The [natural] art of_ac.q]uisition , and natural wealth,

are differe'ntr~TH^[natural] form of the art of aci^isitipn' is c'on- t

heated with the management of the household [whipH in turn is!
^

connected with the genera/ acquisition of tlie resources needed
^

foTitsdife]
;
But the other fornLis.a^matter only -Q:^etail trade, and

,
^

rOs concerned ..only .with getting a fund of money, and_that o

“By the method of conducting the exchange of commodities. This i

^
latter form may be held to turn on the power of currency; for f

currency is the starting-point, as it is also the goal, of exchange. ^

§ 13. It is a further point of difference that the wealth produced
|

''

by this latter form of the art of acquisition is unlimited.^ [In this '

^

respect the art of acquisition, in its retail form, is analogous to
|

other professional arts.] The art of medicine recognizes no limit in

;

respect of the production of health, and the arts generally admit no
j

limit in respect of the production of their ends (each seeking to

!

produce its end to the greatest possible extent)—though medicine, 1

and the arts generally, recognize and practise a limit to the means

they use to attain their ends, since the end itseit constitutes alimit.

Wealth produced by the natural form of acquisition, which is part of the

art of household management, is limited in amount, because it has only to serve
j

the actual needs of the household. Wealth produced by the other and unnatural

form of acquisition is not limited bj' any object which it senses.
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The same is true of the retail form of the art of acquisition. There

is no limit to the end it seeks; and the end it seeks is wealth of

the sort we have mentioned [i.e, wealth in the form of currency]

and the mere acquisition of money. § 14. But the acquisition of

wealth by the art of household management (as contrasted with

the art of acquisition in its retail form) has a limit; and the object

of that art is not an unlimited amount of wealth. It would thus

appear, if we look at the matter in this light, ^ that all wealth must

have a limit. In actual experience, however, we see the opposite

happening; and all who are engaged in acquisition increase their

fund of currency without any limit or pause.

§ 15. The cause of this contradiction lies in the close connexion

between the tv/o different modes of acquisition [that of the house-

holder, and that of the retail trader]. They overlap because they

are both handling the same objects and acting in the same field of

acquisition; but they move along different lines—the object of the

one being simply accumulation, and that of the_other^omethmg
quite different. This overlap of the two modes explains^ why SQme
mecL-believe that''me£fi^ccumuIafii?JiJsjt]^ejoJbj.ecl_^

management; and in the strength of that belief they stick to the

idea that they must keep their wealth in currency untouched, or

increase it indefinitely. § i6./But the fundamental cause of this

state of mind is men’s anxiety about livelihoojd . rather than about
well-being; 1258 a and since the^uudesire for that is, unlimited,

them desire-for-'jihe things that produ.ce,Jt_is equally unlimited.

Even those who do aim at well-being seek the means of obtaining

physical enjoyments; and, as what they seek appears to depend on
the activity of acquisition, they are thus led to occupy themselves
wholly in the making of money. This is the real reason why the

other and lower form of the art of acquisition has come into vogue.

§ 17. Because enjoyment depends on [the possession of] a super-
fluity, men address themselves to the art which produces the
superfluity necessary to enjoyment; and if they cannot get what
they want by the use of that art—i.e. the art of acquisition—they
attempt to do so by other means, using each and every capacity^

in a way not consonant with its nature. The proper function of

* i.e., in the light of the fact that true wealth is the sum of what is needed for
the subsistence and the general needs of the household, and is limited by those
needs. (Newman’s note.)

^ But, as Newman notes, Aristotle argues a little later (in the next section,
§ 16) that the explanation is not so much this overlap of two modes as a deeper
cause—that is to say, a misconception of the purpose of life and of the nature of
well-being.

^ Capacity’, as the next sentence makes clear, includes both moral qualities,
such as courage, and professional abilities such as those of the soldier or
doctor.
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courage, for example, is not to produce money but to give con-
fidence. The same is true of military and medical ability: neither
has the function of producing money: the one has the function of
producing victory, and the other that of producing health. § 18 .

But those of "whom we are speaking turn all such capacities into
j

5

forms of the art of acquisition, as though to make money were the 1

one aim and everything else must contribute to that aim.
-y We have thus discussed the unnecessary form of the art of

acquisition: we have described its nature, and we have explained

why men need [or think that they need] its services. We have also ^
discussed the necessary form: we have shown that it is different

from the other, and is naturally a branch of the art of household
management, concerned with the provision of [a due amount] of

subsistence, and «oi, therefore, unlimited in its scope, as the other

form is, but subject to definite bounds.

Note F (p. 24): 'Chrematistic' in the sense of money-making

‘Chrematistic’, or the art of acquisition, is a term used by Aristotle in

various senses : see note E above on p. 22. Here ‘the other form’, which he
proceeds to discuss, is money-making proper, where monetary gain is the
object. It is distinguished from the form (where no actual money-making
is involved, but a gain is none the less made) in which the object is

'

simply the exchange of commodities. This latter form is sound or natural

‘chrematistic’ : ‘the other form’ is perverted or unsound. It should be
noted that, in the Greek, ‘chrematistic’ means not the making of money,
but the acquisition of things {chrematd). At the same time it should also

be noted that chremata is a term wliich, though it primarily means things,

tends to imply the notion of money_(‘an ambiguous word, often meaning
money and always suggestive of it’, Newman, ii, p. 187). ,

Chapter X
Househpldjnanqgement is concerned. with ihejuse^jindjiotSexcept.in

iKe way of~gemrdl supervision) withJhe, acquisition, of property;

generally iJie Householder should he able to count on nature supplying),

tlie means hejteedpj_Acqumtion for acquisition's sakejhozqs its worst \

side in usury^ which makes.barren metal breed..

§ I. The argument of the last chapter provides a clear solution

to the problem which we originally raised ‘Does the art of

acquisition belong to the province of the manager of the house-

hold and the statesman [and is it thus a part of, or otherwise

* See § I of chapter viii, where the question was raised whether the art of
]

‘chrematistic’ was identical with, or a part of, or ancillary to, the art of house-
|

hold management. Aristotle here introduces the art of the statesman, as well

as that of household management, in connexion with ‘chrematistic’; but as has
,

already been noticed (in note i on p. 21 and note E on p. 22) his treatment of

‘economy’ tends to be political as well as domestic.
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connected with, their art]? Or'^is it outside that province, andj

should property be regarded as something on which they can(

simply count [and with the acquisition of which they need notl

concern themselves] ?’ It may be urged, in favour of the second

alternative, that just as the art of the statesman does not produce

human stock, but counts on its being supplied by nature and pro-

ceeds to use her supply, so nature must also provide the physical

means of subsistence—the land, or sea, or whatever it be. Then, and I

upon that basis, it is the province of the householder to manage
|

properly the means which are ready to his hand. § 2. It is not the

business of the art of weaving to produce wool, but to use it,, and

to distinguish the sorts of wool which are good and suitable from

those which are poor and unsuitable. [The same principle applies

to the art of household management.] ^If this were not the case,

and if the art of acquisition were held to be a part of the art of

household management, the question might be raised why the art

of medicine should not equally be held to be a part; and it might be

argued that the members of a household must needs have health,

in the same way as they must needs have life or any of the other

necessaries. § 3. The reasonable view of the issue thus raised is

V that there is a sense [that of general supervision] in which the

manager of a household or a ruler is bound to see to the health of
j

the members of his household or state; but there is another sense :

[that of actual treatment] in which they have no obligation, and
j

doctors alone are concerned.^' Similarly, in the matter of property,
|

there is a sense in which it is the business of the manager of a
j

household to see to its acquisition; but in another sense that is
j

not his business, and acquisition belongs to an ancillary art.

On a general view, as we have already noticed, a supply of

property should be ready to hand [as a provision of nature]. It is

the business of nature to furnish subsistence for each being brought
into the world; and this is shown by the fact that the offspring of

animals always gets nourishment from the residuum of the matter
that gives it its birth. ^ § 4yThe natural farm.Jbh£i:£foi:e, of the art \

of acquisition is always . and in-alLcases, acquisitionLifQm fruits \

and animal . That art, as we have said, has two forms : one which 1

is connected with retail trade, and another which is connected
' with the management of the household. Of these two_forms, the

latter is necessary and laudable
; the former is a method of exchangT

'

- .which is justly censured, because" 1258 b the gain in which it

p results is not naturally made [from plants and animals], but is

made at the expense of other men. The trade of the petty usurer
[the extreme example of that form of the art of acquisition which

* This is a point already made in c. viii, § 10.
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is connected with retail trade] is hated most, and with most reason
: | ^

it makes a profit from currency itself, instead of making it from'
'

the process [i.e. of exchange] which currency was meant to serve. 1

§ 5. Currency came into existence merely as a means of exchange;
usury tries to make it increase [as though it were an end in itself].

This is the reason why usury is called by the word we commonly
use [the word tokos, which in Greek also means ‘breed’ or ‘off-

spring’^]
;
for as the offspring resembles its parent, so the interest

bred by money is like the principal which breeds it, and [as a son
is styled by his father’s name, so] it may be called ‘currency the

son of currency’. Hence we can understand why, of all modes off

acquisition, usury ' is'tlie^most uhnatural.^ ^

Chapter XH
A practical comideration of the art of acquisition. The divismis of
that art which may be made on practical grounds. Instances of the

successfid practice of the art, especially by the creation of monopolies.

§ I. We have now discussed sufficiently that part of our subject

[i.e. the art of acquisition] which is related to pure knowledge: it

remains to consider the part which is related to actual use. All

subjects of this nature may be treated liberally in theory, but have

to be handled in practice as circumstances demand. The parts of

the art,pf. acquisition which are of actual use are the following.

The first is an experience of farm-stock. We have to know which
are the most profitable breeds, and on what soil, and with what
treatment, they will give us the greatest profit: we have to know,

for example, the right way of stocking horses, or cattle, or sheep,

or any other kind of farm-stock. § 2. (Only experience can tell us

' Shakespeare thus speaks of interest as a ‘breed for barren metal’, when he
makes Antonio ask Shylock

When did friendship take

A breed for barren metal of his friend ?

* Aristotle’s condemnation of ‘chrematistic’, and his attitude to the lending

of money at interest, may be connected with the economic development of

Athens during the fourth century. Deposit b^ks, which made loans to mer-
chants from their funds, were coming into existence; and the Athenian banks '

were making Athens the principal money-market of Greece. The creation of •

new capital particularly fostered shipping, and made Athens ‘a mart of the
j

world’ (see Book VII, c. Vi, § 4). On this general development see tlie Cambridge
;

Ancient History, vol. vi, pp. 72-4. '

^ This chapter, as Newman notes, differs in some respects from those pre-

ceding it, and its argument cannot be altogether squared with that of the pre-

vious chapters. It differs, for example, from the three previous chapters (cc.

viii-x) in the account given of ‘chrematistic’. Some of it may possibly be an

addition, which has not altogether been reduced to harmony with its context.

The whole chapter—alike in its practical trend and in its collection of instances

—

is more akin to the Oeconomica (which is not an Aristotelian treatise) than it is

to the Politics.
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how different breeds compare with one another in point of profit,

or what breeds are most paying on what sorts of soil: for some

breeds thrive on one sort of soil, and some on another sort.) Other

useful parts of the art of acquisition are experience in cultivation,

not only of cornland but also of land planted with vines and olives;

experience in bee-keepmg; and experienpe in the rearmg of such

fish and fovd as may hSp to provide suE^iten^. ~§~3rThese arej"

the”parts”and~die original elernents of the art'of acquisition in its!

soundest and properest form [which consists in production]. We)
now come to exchange [as a second part or form of the art of

acquisition]. This includes, first and foremost, commerce (which

is divided into the three operations of the provision of a ship, the

carriage of freight , and offering for sale—operaHons~wincE differ

from one another in the sense that some have a greater margin of

safety, and others a greater margin of profit); it includes, in the

second place, investment at interest; and it also includes, in the

third place, service for hire. § 4. This last part of exchange [service

for hire] is partly a matter of skilled craftsmen in the mechanical

arts, and partly of unskilled workers who can render only the

service of bodily labour. A third form of the art of acquisition^ is

a form intermediate between the first and second; for it possesses!

elements both of the first, or natural, form, and of the form which
consists in exchange. It is concerned with things extracted from '

the earth [metalsLpr with productT'oTtfie^eartlT^^^ch bearlio
fruit but are still of lise [trees used for timber]; and we may
thus cite, as examples, the industries of lumbering and mining.

§ 5. Mining, in its turn, has many forms, because there are niany
species of metals extracted from the earth.

A general account has now been given of the various forms of
acquisition: to consider them minutely, and in detail, might be
useful for practical purposes; but to dwell long upon them would
be in poor taste. 6. Suffice it to say that the occupations which

i\

require rnpst skill are those in which there is least room for chance: 1!

the rneanest are those in which most damage is done to physique; !

the most servile are those in which most use is made of physical ji

strength; the least noble are those in which there is least need for
j

the exercise of goodness. 1

§ 7. There are books on these subjects by several writers : 1259 a
Charetides of Paros and Apollodorus of Lemnos have written on
the cultivation of cornland and land planted with vines and olives:
others have written on other themes; anyone who is interested
should study these subjects with the aid of these writings, A
collection ought also to be made of the scattered stories about the

* See Note G, p. 33,
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ways in which different people have succeeded in making a fortune.^

§ 8. They are all useful to those who value the art of acquisition.

There is, for example, the story which is told of Thales of Miletus.

It is a story about a scheme for making money, which is fathered

on Thales owing to his reputation for wisdom; but it involves a

principle of general application. § 9. He was reproached for his

poverty, which was supposed to show the uselessness of philo-

sophy; but observing from his knowledge of meteorology (so the

story goes) that there was likely to be a heavy crop of olives [next

summer], and having a small sum at his command, he paid down
earnest-money, early in the year, for the hire of all the olive-presses

in Miletus and Chios; and he managed, in the absence of any
higher offer, to secure them at a low rate. When the season came,

and there was a sudden and simultaneous demand for a number
of presses, he let out the stock he had collected at any rate he chose

to fix; and making a considerable fortune he succeeded in proving

that it is easy for philosophers to become rich if they so desire,

though it is not the business which they are really about. § 10. The
story is told as showing that Thales proved his own wisdom

;
but,

'

as we have said, the plan he adopted—which was, in effect, the 1

creation of a monopoly—^involves a principle which can be generally i

applied in the art of acquisition.*^Some states, therefore, as well as

individuals, adopt this resource when in need of money: they

establish, for instance, a monopoly in provisions. §11. [But state

monopolies may clash with private.] In Sicily a man with whom
a sum of money had been deposited bought up all the iron from

the ironworks; and afterwards, when retailers came from their

shops to get a supply, he was the only seller from whom they could

buy. He did not raise the price to any great extent; but he gained,

none the less, a profit of a hundred talents on an outlay of fifty.

§12. This speculation came to the notice of Dionysius, the ruler

of Syracuse, and he ordered the man to leave the city, though he

allowed him to take his gains : the reason was his discovery of a way
of making profit which was injurious to the interests of Dionysius

himself. Yet his idea was simply the same as that of Thales; and

what both of them did was merely to establish a private monopoly.

§13. But a knowledge of these methods is useful to statesmen as
'

well [as private persons] : states—like households, but to an even

greater extent—are often in want of financial resources and in

need of more ways of gaining them. This is the reason why some

of those who adopt a political career confine their political activity ^

to matters of finance.

' Aristotle and his pupils were interested in making collections of all sorts of

data: see Introduction, II, § 2 and Appendix V. ill.
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Note G (p. 30) : A different account of the senses of ‘ chrematistic"

It has been already noticed, in the first note to this chapter, that

Aristotle gives in it a somewhat different account of ‘chrematistic’ and its

divisions. The classification of the different divisions of ‘chrematistic’

which appears in the previous chapters (viii-x) has already been explained

in note E on p, 22. In the present chapter the classification of the different

divisions is: (i) ‘the soundest and properest fonn’, which consists in

dealing with farm-stock, arable cultivation, bee-keeping, and the like;

(2) ‘the form which consists in exchange’—a form here made to include

even usury, which in c. x, § 4 was distinguished from exchange; (3) a

third form ‘intermediate between the first and the second’, which consists,

somewhat curiously, in lumbering and mining—^industries which certainly

have some elements of the first form ofthe art of acquisition, but in which it

is difficult to see any elements of the second or ‘exchange’ form (xmless one

assumes that these industries produce for exchange, and not for im-

mediate use).

Chapter XII

4. Marriage, Parenthood, and the general management,.ofjthe

household. The nature of marital authority" which_ is Uke^th^
exercised by a statesman over his fellow citizen^._ The nature of

parental authority, which is like that of a king over his subjects^

§ I. We said, in a previous passage,^ that there were three. parts-

of the art of household management—the first, of which we'Kave
already spoken, being the art of controlling slaves : the second, the

art of exercising paternal authority
;
and the third, that of exercismj^ '

marital authority. [The last two remain to be discussed, and to be
discussed separately; for] while the head of the household rules

over both wife and children, and rules over both as free members
of the household, he exercises a different sort of rule in either case.

. 1259 b His rule over his wife is like that of a statesman over fellow

I
citizens; his rule over his children is like that of a m^nafch over i

'' subjects. The male is naturally fitter to command than the female,
’ except where there is some departure from nature; aiid age ,and
maturity are similarly fitter to command than youth ' and im-,

maturity. § 2. In most cases where rule of the "statesman’s soft is

exercised there is an interchange of ruling and being ruled [which
docs not occur in regard to husband and wife] : the members of
a political association aim by their very nature at being equal
and differing in nothing. Even so, and in spite of this aim, it is ;

none the less true that when one body of citizens is ruling, and 1

the other is being ruled, the former desires to establish a difference '

* This previous passnge comes in c. iii, § i, Aristotle here reverts (after a
long passage on property and profit-making, which includes the four chapters

to the consideration of the three integral elements of the household
which he had begun to discuss in the chapters on slavery, IV-Vli

;
see note D on

p. 22.
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—in outward forms, in modes of address, and in titles of respect

—

which may remind us of the saying of Amasis about his foot-panA
The relation of the male to the female is permanently that in which ,

'

tlie^tetesmah [tempdfarily] stands to his fellow-cifizeiis. §3,:'

'Paternal"mle over children, oii the other hand, is like that of a
Tcihg over his subjects. The male parentjs in a position of authority
"both 'in virtue of the affection to which he is entitled and by right

of his seniority; and his position is thus in the nature of royal-
authority. Homer, therefore, was right and proper in using the
invocation

Father of Gods and of men
to address Zeus, who is king of them all. A king ought to be
naturally superior to his subjects, and yet of the same stock as they
are; and this is the case with the relation of age to youth, and of

parent to child.

Chapter XIII

The art of household management is a moral art, aiming at the moral
goodness ofThe members of iJie Household; and this is true in regard

to slaves as well as to other members^ The goodness of the.head of the

household has a 'Quality .of its own: the different classes of members

''have also.different qualities ofgoodness. This is part of 'a general law <

'‘t}fayggpdness.,is.relative_tofunction, and that it is thefunction ofsome
' to guide, and ofothers to beguided^andgiiided, too, in different ways.

TheniqAerfiduty^ofguidingiheslqves.pfthe household. The subjects

of marriage and parenthood {only briefly mentioned in the previous

chapter) are to be reservedforfuture treatment, in connexion with the

polis and the proper mode of itsgovernment (Book VII, cc. xvi-xvii).

§ I. It is clear from the previous argument that the busingss of.

household, management. is,.concerned, more with human beings

than it is with inammate property that it is cbncefhed more with '

"Amasis, who from being a subject had become a ruler, had a golden foot-

pan made from the image of a god, which the Egyptians proceeded to reverence

greatly. He seized on the analogy, in an address to his subjects. He had fared

himself, he told them, like this foot-pan; as it had been merely a utensil, and
then had become an object of reverence, so he had been merely a subject, and
now had become a king, entitled to honour and respect (Herodotus II. 172).

* Aristotle has, it is true, dealt largely with inanimate property, under
the head of the art of acquisition, in the four chapters vm-xi. But the main
conclusions still remain: (i) that the art of acquisition is not a part of household
management (or what the Greeks termed ‘economy’) in the same sense as the per-

sonal exercise of authority over the persons of the slave, the wife, and the child

;

(a) that the essential parts of the household, which are the material of the house-

holder’s art of management, are the three personal relations of master and slave,

husband and wife, and parent and child; and (3) that the essence of the art of

household management is to make these three relations as good as possible, and
is thus, in the last resort, moral, and not ‘economic’, in the modem sense of

that word.

4774 D
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the good condition of human beings than with a good condition of

property, (which is what we call wealth); and, finally, that it is^

’concerngd-inQI^^ of tfe_fj:ep..-m^bers OlOH®'

housjS^than with that of slaves. § 2. Here a pr^mn^jgues-
tiooTimy be raised In regard to the slave. Has He any ‘goodness’

beyoiid that of discharging
,

his function as an instrumenf and

performing his menial service—any goodness of a higher value,

such as belongs to temperance, fortitude, jusficj^yhd the rest of

suchjnoraHqualities Or has he no ‘gpp^ness’jautsjiej^^

of the bo.dily_sendces-he-renders.? § 3. Either alternative presents

difficulties. If slaves have a ‘goodness’ of the higher sort, in what

respect will they differ from freemen? If they have not, it is a

surprising thing: they are human beings, with a share in reason

[and we should naturally expect them to have the higher goodness

of reasoning beings]. But the question thus raised in regard to the

slave may be asked almost equally in regard to the wife and the

child. Can they have ‘goodness’ [of the higher sort] ? Must a wife

be ‘good’, in the sense of temperate, and brave, and just ? Should

a child be called licentious or temperate? Is the answer Yes, or

must it be No ?

§ 4. [Before we can give any answer, we must carry the argument
further:] we must raise the question [not in particular cases, but]

in a general form. Is the goodness of those who naturally rule the

same as the goodness of those who are naturally ruled, or does it
[

differ ? If we say that both of them ought to share in the nobility 'I

of goodness,2 why should one of them permanently rule, and the
other be permanently ruled ? The difference between them cannot
be simply a difference of degree [which would admit of their both
sharing in that nobility, though to a different extent] : the difference

between ruler and ruled is one of kind, and degree has nothing to

do with the matter. § 5. If, on the other hand, we say that one of
’

them ought, and the other ought not, to share, we commit ourselves
to a strange view. How can the ruler rule properly, or the subject
be properly ruled, unless they are both temperate and just ? Any-
one who is licentious or cowardly will utterly fail to do his duty. .

1260 a The conclusion which clearly emerges is that both classes

[the ruled as well as the fulef]"'must’share in goodness,' but th^ i

* Aristotle enumerates three of the four cardinal Greek virtues, but instead
of enumerating the fourth (Wisdom) he contents himself with an ‘etcetera’. It
would be difficult to predicate wisdom of the slave, since he ‘participates in
reason to the extent of apprehending it in another, though destitute of it him-
self (c. V, § 9).

/The Greek word

—

Kalokagathia—^means literally the quality of one who is
both handsome and good, and was originally applied to the character of the
complete gentleman’.
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there must be. different, kinds.of goodness [one for the ruler and
one for tlie ruled]—just as ther^re also.different kinds ofgoodness

^

among different classes of the ruled-

,

~§"B. The view here suggested [that the ruler and the ruled have
separate kinds of goodness] takes us straight to the nature of the

soul. The soul has naturally two elements, a ruj[ing.and.'a. ruled •
..

and each has its different goodness, ,one belonging to the rational.;

ahd~fuling~ element, ahd~the pther to the irrational and mled .

What iCffd? of the soul is evidently also true of the other cases [i.e.

those "of the household arid the state]; and we may thus conclude
that it is a general law that there should hehafufally ruling elements I

ahd'elemerits naturally ruled.
^ '

"§
'

7 ; [Justbecause there is a general 1

law7
“
6^erafive in many spheres, there are different modes of its

operation, according to the sphere in which it operates.] The
rule of the freeman over the slave is one kind of rule

;
that of the

male over the female another: that of the grpwn .man over the

chilffafidtheflstilh Jt is Ime that all these_pj;rsgns^^
slave, male and female, the grown man and' the child] possess- in

common the different parts of the soul;^ but they possess them
in different ways.3 -.^he^^ave is entirely withputTSe^faculty' of

deliberation •The female indeed possesses it, but in a fbm'which
remains inconclusive ; .

and Jf . children also possess it, it is 6niy

in an Immature. forpi., § 8 . What is tm^ [pf 'tlieir' possessing’the,

different parts .of the soul] must .similarly be held to be true of

'

their possessing moral goodnessKthey,must all share in 1^ but not

iffthe iairie way—eacli^^arm the extent reqmred fpr the

discharge of his or her function. . The.ruler, accordingly, must

^ possess moral goodheskhn its-fulLand perfect form fi.e. the form
based on rational deliberation], because his function, regarded

. absp_lutely_and in its- full -nature,^demands^a master-artificerT and*

"reason is .s.uch a maste.r-artifiGer.;^.^but all other persons need only

* Aristotle here appears to argue in a circle—first from the relations of persons

to the relation of the elements in the soul, and then back from the relation of the

elements in the soul to the relations of persons. But the centre of the circle is

the general principle of rule and subordination; cf. c. V of this book, §§. 1-7.
* A full account of the different ‘parts’ of the soul is given later in the Politics

(Book VII, c. xiv). The ‘parts’ with which Aristotle is here concerned are simply

the rational and ruling element, and the irrational and mled element, which are .

mentidried'in the'pfevious section.
3 A difficulty here arises in Aristotle’s argument. If the slave has in him both

of the different parts of the soul, the rational as well as the irrational, why
should he be treated as if he had only the irrational part? The answer which
Aristotle gives (cf. c. V, § 9) is that the rational element in the slave, while in- •

adequate for his own deliberation about alternative courses of action, enables

_ him to understand the rational character of his master’s commands to follow

^ a given course of action. But in spite of the answer, some discrepancy remains.
* The argument may be elucidated from an analogy cited by Newman in his

note. The function of healing is regarded ‘absolutely and in its full nature’
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possess moral goodness to the extent required of them [by their

particular position]. § 9. It is thus clear that while moral gppdness_

is a quality of all the persons mentioned, the fact "siitl remains.,

that temperance—and similarly fortitude, and, justice—are not, ,as^^„

Socrates heldd the samem a woma^^ they arein aman, Fortitude

in the one, for example, is shown in connexion with ruling; in the

other, it is shown in connexion with serving; and the same is true

of the other forms of goodness.

§ 10. This conclusion also emerges clearly when we examine the.

subject more in detail, and in its different divisions [i.e. if we’

consider the nature of jgoodness separately in women, children, I

and slaves]. To speak in general terms, and to maintain that good-

ness consists in
‘

a good condition of the soul', or in ‘right action',
1

,
' or in anything of the km37^^o^^ghjIty of- self-deception. Far

better than such general definitions is the method of simple

enumeration of the different forms of goodness, as followed by
Gorgias. §11. We must therefore hold that what the poet

Sophocles said of woman

, ix- A modest silence is a woman's crown... .

[a saying which implies that there-is a special form of goodness for

f- women] contains a general truth—^but a truth which does not apply

to men. [Children^gain, have their own_gpeciaLfor-m-of-gQod-
.

ness]
;
a child is immature, and his goodness is therefore obviously

hot a rhatfer of his_iielatiQn to His present s.elf. but of his relation to
j

'the ^nd [which he will attain_when mature] .and,.tq^;^e_g,u,idjng-.-,.

authority [of the_p.arent,
..
which prepares himjfojLthat^en.d]. § 12.

Similarly, too, the goodness of the slave is a mattenjof-his-relation i

tojiisjnaster.

. We laid it down, in treating of slaves, that they were useful for

the necessary purposes of life.^ It is clear, bn that basis, that they

\ heed but little goodness; only so much, in~fach,as will prevent
them from fallm^ short of their_duties through.intemperance_or
cowardicer~IFthis Fe true [i.e. if the slave should have goodness
tblEIs^xtent], the question may be raised whether artisans too
ought not to have goodness, seeing that they often fall short of
their duties through intemperance. § 13. But does not the case of

when it is ascribed to the physician who directs and superintends healing as a
master-artificer; it is regarded ‘only in a qualified way’ when it is ascribed to a
subordinate who executes his directions. When we consider the ruler’s function
^\^the light of this analogy we see that it requires (i) the full power of reason,
which includes the deliberative faculty, and (a) the full form of moral goodness
which that supplies. ,

2 nr®
reference is to the argument of Plato’s dialogue, the Mem, 72-3.

Cf. c. V, § 9, ‘they supply their owner with bodily help in meeting daily
requirements .

^ ^ /
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the artisan differ greatly from that of the slave? The slave is a
partner in his master’s life: the artisan is less closely attached to

a master. The extent of the goodness incumbent on him is pro-
portionate to the extent of the servitude to which he is subject;

[and this is less than that of the slave,] since the mechanical type
of artisan is subject only to what may be called a limited servitude.

^

Again [and this is another difference] 1260 b the slave belongs to 1

the class of those who are naturally what they are; but no shoe-

1

maker, or any other artisan, belongs to that class.2 § 14. It is

therefore clear [whatever may be said of artisans and their em-
ployers] that the master of a hniisehold must produce in the slave

the sort of goodness we have been discussing.3 and he must do so

[as master and_inQral guardian, and] not as a manager giving '

instructions about particular duties .*^ TimlSSe_reason~why_we
may disagreejwithJJiQse who are inLfavour-ofjwitbholding reason

[i. e. rational instruction and-admonitioa] from slaves
,
and whg

argue that only command should be employed . Admonition ought
to beapplleff'to slaves even more than it is to children.

§ 15. This may serve as a sufficient discussion of these topics.

There remain for discussion a number of questions—the relation

ofhusband and wife, and that ofparent and child
;
the nature of the

goodness proper to each partner in these relations; the character

of the mutual association of the partners, with its qualities and
defects and the methods of attaining those qualities and escaping

those defects. All these are questions which must be treated later in

the discourses which deal witl^orms of government.® [The reason

for postponing them is this.]'^very household is a part of a polis.

The society of husband and wife, and that of parents and children, •

are parts of the household. The goodness of every part mustJbe

considered with reference to the goodness of the wholeTWe must
therefore consider the government [of the whole polis] before we
proceed to deal with the training of children and women—at any

rate if we hold that the goodness of children and women makes

any difference to the goodness of the polis. § 16. And it must

' That is to say, he is under a servitude for the one purpose of his particular

task, and not (like the genuine slave) for all purposes. ,

^ They are not bom in their occupation, but voluntarily enter it. They are

not therefore intended by their birth and character for a particular form of

goodness (as slaves are): they are on their oum account, except when they are

acting in the field of their ‘limited servitude’, and they must achieve their own
goodness accordingly.

3 Goodness, that is to say, over and above technical goodness in the discharge

of physical duties; or, in other words, goodness of the moral order.
_

* Management, as we have seen, can be delegated: c£ the beginning of c. vii,

and especially § 5. But the master cannot delegate his inherent duty of the moral

guidance of slaves.

* See Note H, p. 38.
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make a difference. Women are a half of the free population
:j

children grow up to be partners in the government of the state. ;

As we have already discussed some aspects of the household

[i.e. slavery and the art of acquisition], and as we are to discuss the

rest [i.e. marriage and parenthood] at a later stage, we may dismiss

our present inquiry as finished, and make a new start. Let us first

examine the theories of those who have expressed opinions about

an ideal form of government.*

Note H (p. 37) : The incompleteness of Book I

This passage is puzzling. Naturally these questions, which are con-

cerned with the household, would be treated in Book I, which is a book
about the household. Not only so; but the beginning of c. xiii seems
definitely to promise a treatment of the relations of husband and wife,

and of parent and child, as an integral part of the book. Why these

relations should be postponed from the ‘economic’ to the ‘political’ part

is not really clear, in spite of Aristotle’s attempt to make it so. Mean-
while the village, which we should expect to be treated somewhere, after

what has been said in c. 11, has disappeared from view. (Yet the local

villages, or demes, were an important part of Athenian life.) On the whole
it would seem that this course on the household, which is a separate
course or methodos, was left incomplete. Desinit in harenam.

This paragraph seeks to make a transition between the incomplete Book I,

which treats of ‘economics’, and the remaining books, which deal with ‘politics’

in its various forms. The paragraph as it stands may be the work of a later

editor. In any case there is not an easy transition from Book I to Book II.

As regards the promise here made, that marriage and parenthood will be
discussed later, it can only be said that some remarks are made on these themes
in the last two books of the Politics, in which Aristotle sketches his own picture
of an ideal form of government. But the remarks are only made incidentally,
and the themes are not treated as independent themes.



BOOK II

REVIEW OF IDEAL STATES
A

IDEAL STATES IN THEORY (cc. i-vm)

Chapter i

I. Plato’s Republic. Political association is a sharing: how much
shoul^J^sh'afed f^Platb^s sc]^^^ '

1260 b 27 § I . Our purpose is to consider what form of political

association is the ideal for those who can count upon the material

conditions of their life being, as nearly as possible, just what they
would themselves wish.^ We must begin by investigating ideal

forms of government other than our own [i.e. other than that

depicted in Books VII and VIII]
; and we must investigate not only

forms which are actually practised by states that are accounted
to be well governed, but also forms of a different order which have
been designed by theorists and are held in good repute. The gain

of such a discussion will be twofold. In the first place, we shall

discover what is right, and what is useful, in our field of inquiry.

In the second place, when we proceed to seek for something
different from the forms of government we have investigated, we
shall not be thought to belong to the class of thinkers who desire

at all costs to show their own ingenuity, but rather to have adopted

our method in consequence of the defects we have found in

existing forms.

§ 2. Our beginning must start from the point which is the

natural starting-point of such a discussion [i.e. from the question,

‘What are the things in which the members of a political associa-

1

^n are associated, and what is the extent of their association ?’]
|

One of three alternatives must be adopted. -^'Aipthe. citizens.must/

have all things in common; or they must have nothing in common;
orthey must have some thingsin common, ..and others not. The'

second alternative—^that they should have nothing in common

—

is clearly impossible: the constitution of a polis involves in itself

some sort of association, and itsmembers must initially be associated

* We may have (i) a form of association which is the best possible under
actual conditions, and -which is therefore the best relatively to those conditions,

or' (2) a form of association which is the best possible under ideal conditions,

arid which is therefore the best absolutely. Aristotle discusses the first form in

Books rV-VI, and especially in the latter half of Book I'V. He discusses the

second form in Books VII-VIII. Here, in the first half of Book II, he only

discusses the views of others about the second form.
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in a common place of residence. 1261 a To be fellow-citizens

is to be sharers in one state, and to have one state is also to

have one place of residence. [There must therefore always be

sharing in a common neighbourhood.] § 3. But we have still to

choose between the first and the third alternative. Is it better that

a state which is to be well conducted should share in all the thin^

in which it is possible for it to share, or that it should share in

some things and not in others ? It is certainly possible [to adopt the

first alternative, i.e.j that the citizens should share children and

wives and property with one another. This is the plan proposed

in the Republic of Plato, where Socrates argues for the necessity

• of community of wives and children and community of property.

f We are thus faced by the question whether it is better to remain
• in our present condition [of separate families and private pro-

• perty] or to follow the rule of life laid down in the Republic.

Chapter II

Community of wives and children. Criticisms of the end or object

—

unity—which Plato proposes to attain by it : carried to its logical

extreme, that object wouldproduce a one-man state; (b) it neglects the

social differentiation necessary in a state {a differentiation which, even

in a state of ‘equals and likes', produces the distinction of goveimors

and governed); (c) it thus makes self-sufficiency impossible, because

self-sufficiency involves different elements making different contribu-

tions.

§ I. The establishment of a system of community of wives
involves, among many others, two major difficulties. The object

for which Socrates states that it ought to be instituted is evidently

not established by the arguments which he uses. Considered as

a means to the end which he states as necessary for the polis, his

scheme as set out is impracticable; and yet he gives no account
of the lines on which ir~dught to be interpreted.’^ § 2. The
object which Socrates assumes as his premiss is contained m,the_
principle that\‘the greatest poss^le unifyrdOhe.^w^^ is

|

the supreme good’. Yeflrisl5b^us that a polis which goes on anB
on, and becomes more and more of a unit, will eventually cease to
be a polis at all. A polis by its nature is some sort of aggregation

: ,

[i.e. it has the qiMity^fllmludingj^raf^nu^^ of memBe^.
’ Two fundamental criticisms are here raised—first, that the end of the

Platonic scheme (unity) is not proved by Plato to be the right end for a political
association; secondly, that the means proposed for the attainment of that end
are not capable of realizing it, nor indeed, as Aristotle’s argument goes on to
sugg^t, practicable in themselves. The first line of criticism is developed in
§§ 2-8 of this chapter: the second is developed in c. ill.
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If it becomes more of a unit,
,
it will first become a household

instead of a pqlis, and then an individual instead of a Household;
for’we should all call the household more of a unit than the pplis,

''andTH^inPiyidual ihofe of a unit than the household. It follows ;

that, even if we could, we ought not to achieve this object: it would •}

be the destruction of the polis.

§ 3
.~' There is a fufther objectiqn. Not only is the polis com-

^

j)osed of a nuniber of-rheii: it is also composed of different c

dfTHeh,“for similars, cannot ..bring.,it. into existence. There is a
‘

difference between a_p.olis_and a . military, alliance. A' military

alliance, formed by its very nature for the sake of the mutual help

which its members can render to one another, possesses utility

purely in virtue of its quantity; and a great alliance, even if there

is no difference of kind among its members, is like a weight which
depresses the scales more heavily in the balance. [A polis is

essentially different: it necessarily requires a difference of capaci-

ties among its membejs^y^ich enables them' to serve as cqmple-

merLtsTo.pne_ano&er, and to^ttain a higher, and better. life b.v_the

.mutual exchange of ^eir different services.] ^ In this respect a

polig will also diffe77rom a tribe: [a tribe, like a military alliance,

may be the stronger merely by Virtue of being larger], provided,

however, that it does not allow its members to be scattered in

separate villages, but unites them in a confederacy like that of

Arcadia. [Unlike a mere aggregate, such as a tribe or alliance,] a|

real unity, such as a polis, must bemade up ofelements which differ/

in kind.

§ 4 . A consequence follows [from this conception that the polis

is composed of different elements, mutually exchanging_different

'services in virtue of different capacities]. It is that the well-being

of eveiy polis^epends on each of its elements rendering to the

others an amount equivalent to what it receives from them. This is

a principle already laid down in the Ethics.^ It is a principle which

has to be observed even among free and equal citizens [in spite of

the fact that, as such, they appear to be identical in kind]. 3 They

' This passage is inserted in order to make explicit what is implied in Aris-
;

totle’s argument—the idea that the polis, being an association, must be composed, t

like all associations, of different elements which can exchange services, and can ;

thus attain, in virtue of their different capacities, a higher standard of life.

^ Ethics V, c. V, § 4: see Appendix II. A.

’ The argument of this passage is excellently stated in Newman’s note.

‘This is true even of free and equal citizens, among whom one would least expect

any difference in kind to exist, for though here there is no intrinsic difference,

yet the impossibility of all ruling at the same time leads to an “imitation” of, or

approximation to, such difference, and breaks them into rulers and ruled, two
classes different in kind, even though they interchange their positions from
time to time. Hence here too “the rendering to others of an amount equivalent

to what has been received” is in place.’

-

'
3-.'
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cannot all rule simultaneously; they must therefore each have

office for a year—or by some other order of succession and for some

other period. § 5. In this way it comes about that all are rulers

[in turn], just as [all would be shoemakers and carpenters in turn]

if shoemakers and carpenters changed their occupations, and the

same men were not always shoemakers and carpenters. § 6. It

would be better indeed if the principle followed in the arts and

crafts [that ‘the cobbler should stick to his last’] were also applied

to the affairs of the political association; and from this point of

view it is' better for the same men always to be rulers wherever

possible.'^But where this ideal is impossible, 1261 b through the

natural equality of all the citizens—and also, it may be argued too,

K because
j
ustice requires the participation of all in office (whether

-‘'office be a good thing or a bad)—there is yet an imitation of it,

or an approximation to it, if equals retire from office in turn and

are all, apart from their period of office, in the same position.^

7
§ 7. This means that some rule, and others are ruled, in turn, as if

they had become, for the time being, different sorts of persons.

We may add that even those who are rulers for the time being ;

differ from one another, some holding one kind of office and some ’

another [which again proves that difference of kinds is essential to

^ the constitution of a polis].

^ These considerations are sufficient to show,Jirst, that.it is not|
s,

r the nature of the polis to be a unit in the sense in which some]y
thinkers say that it is, and secondly, that what is said to be the:

supreme good of a polis is really its ruin. Biit surely the ‘good’ of 1

each thing is what preserves iHn being. § 8. There is still another^
•r consWeration,.which..may be used to prove that the policy of

yaltempting an extreme unification of the polis is not a good policy.
’'>A household is an institution which attains a greater degree of self- i

sufficiency than an individual can; and a polis, in turn, is ah

:

institutibn which attains self-sufficiency to a greater degree than
a household. But it only attains that goal, and becomes fully a !

polis, when the association which forms it is large enough [and

,

• diversified enough] to be self-sufficing.

3

On the assumption, there-?*

0 fore, that the higher degree of self-sufficiency is the more desirable"

thing, the lesser degree of unity is more desirable than the greater. >

* The original text is uncertain. The translation is based on emendations/
in the text proposed by scholars.

^ The first consideration is that urged in § 2—that when unity is made the ;

end, the end defeats itself. The second is that urged in §§ 3-7—that imity con- ’

travenes the essential differentiation of the different elements of the polis. •

(Aristotle inverts the order of these two considerations in his resume at the end of
§ 7;) The third, urged here, is that self-sufficiency is a more desirable end than /
unity.

_ \

^ See Book I, c. ii, § 8, and note B to that chapter.

rs-
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Chapter III

43

Community of wives and childreti {continued). X^riticisms of such

community considered gji g ,means for producins the end of unity:

(a) as all collectively, and not eadijndiyidually, are. pareiifs, there

wifTbe nq ri^feeling, hut father a ge7ieral apathy; (b) kinship will

be Jractional kinship_ {whe7i j[,dob are_ father to tlie samf child,

each father is only ili,ooo fatlwrj‘;~(c) hatiire will ‘recuf
,
and.spoil,

til
t
"scheme.

§ I. [^Ve now turn from criticism of the end to criticism of the f

jneans.] Even if it were the suprerhe good of a political association

that it should have the greatest possible unity, this unity does not

appear to follow from [i.e. to be achieved by] the formula of ‘All (

men saying “Mine” and “Not mine” at the same time [and of the

same object’], I which, in the view of Socrates, is the index of the '

perfect unity of a~polis . ^ 2. The worcPall’ has a double sense:
^

[it may mean ‘each_sep3_rately’, or ‘all collecdyely^]. If it be under-

stood in the first sense, the object wKich Socrates desires to realize

may perhaps be realized in a greater degree [than if it be under-

stood in the second]: each and all separately will then say ‘My
wife’ (or ‘My son’) of one and the same person; and each and all

separately will speak in the same way of property, and of every

other concern. But it is not in the sense of ‘each separately’ that

all who have children and wives in common will actually speak of
^

them. They will all call them ‘Mine*
;
but they will do so collec-

tively, and not individually. § 3. The same is true of property i,

also: all will call it ‘Mine’
;
but they wilTdo so in the sense of ‘all

c^ectively’, and not in the sense of ‘each separately’. It is there-

fore clear that there is a certain fallacy in the use of the term ‘all’.
**

It is a term which, like the similar terms ‘both’ and ‘odd’ and

‘even’ ,2 is liable by its ambiguity [to produce quarrels in actual -

life, and] equally to breed captious arguments in reasoning. Wei -

!

may therefore conclude that the formula of ‘all men saying “Mihe”^;

of the same object’ is in one sense [the sense of ‘each separately’] ;

* The formula is that used in Plato’s Republic, 462 c. Wc may note, in re-

gard to the whole of this chapter (and also the next), that the means criticized

in it by Aristotle is only one sort of means—community of wives and children,

or the abolition of the.family. The criticism of'the other sort of means (com-
munity of property) is postponed to c. v. Some of the considerations adduced
apply, indeed, equally to both sorts of means (e.g. the consideration in §§ 2-3,

and again that in § 4) ;
but on the whole Aristotle follows two distinct fines of

criticism for the tv\'o different means.
? ‘Both’ may mean ‘both together’ or ‘either separately’: the quality of being

‘even’ may exist in a whole (when all the parts collectively are ‘even’ with

something else) without existing in the parts, of which ‘each separately’ may be
odd ;

and the same is true of the quality of being ‘odd’.
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something fine but impracticable, and in another sense [that of
j

‘all collectivety’] in no wise conducive to harmony.’^

T
§ 4. Not only does it not conduce to harmony: the formula also 1

' involves an actual loss. What is common to the greatest number
j

gets the least amount of cafe. Men pay most attention to what is

their own: they care less for what is common; or, at any rate, they

care for it only to the extent to which each is individually con-

cerned. Even where there is no other cause for inattention, men
are more prone to neglect their duty when they think that another

is attending to it: this is exactly what happens in domestic service,

where many attendants are sometimes of less assistance than a few.

§ 5. The scheme of Plato means that each citizen will have a

;
thousand sons : they v/ill not be the sons ofeach citizen individually

:

' any and every son will be equally the son of any and every father;

and the result will be that every son will be equally neglected by.

every father. .

> 1262 a There is still a further objection [which arises from what

has just been said about each citizen having a thousand sons].

Each citizen, when he says ‘Mine’ of any child who is prosperous-

br the reverse, is speaking„fractionally. He does not mean that

the child is wholly ‘Mine’, but only that he is ‘Mine’ to the extent

of a fraction determined by the total number of citizens. When
he says ‘He is mine’ or ‘He is so-and-so’s’, the term ‘Mine’ or

‘So-and-so’s’ is used with reference to the whole body concerned

—the whole thousand, or whatever may be the total number of

citizens.2 Even so he cannot be sure [i.e. he cannot even be sure

that he is as much as the thousandth part of a father]; for there

is no evidence who had a child born to him, or whether, if one was
born, it managed to survive.^ § 6. Which is the better system

—

that each of two thousand, or ten thousand, persons should say

‘Mine’ of a child in this fractional sense, or that each should say

‘Mine’ in the [total] sense in which the word is now used in

ordinary states ? § 7. As things are, A calls by the name of 'My

' Why should the formula, in the second or collective interpretation of ‘all’,

be in no wise conducive to harmony? The answer comes later, when Aristotle
argues that discord rather than harmony (or at any rate a ‘watery friendship’)
is produced by commimity of wives and children {infra, § 7).

^ We may illustrate Aristotle’s argument from a phrase of Edmond About

—

‘the Frenchman looks with pride at his face in the glass as he shaves in the
morning, remembering that he is the forty-millionth part of a tyrant, and for-
getting that he is the whole of a slave’. This might be inverted to run—‘the
Platonic citizen looks at himself with pride in the mirror, thinking that he is
the father of a thousand sons, but forgetting that he is only the thousandth part
of a father’,

* In the scheme of the Republic (459"6o), the working of the system of tem-
porary marriages is ‘a secret which only the rulers Imow’. The offspring of these
marriages is taken by the properofficers; ifgood, it is reared: if bad, it is ‘put away’.
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son’ the same person whom B calls by the name of 'My brother’

:

C calls him 'My cousin’ : D, E, and so forth call him 'My relative’,

because he is somehow connected with them, either closely or dis-

tantly, and whether by blood or by marriage
;
while besides these

different modes of address X and Y may use still another, and call

him 'My clansman’ or 'My tribesman’.^ It is better to be own \

• cousin to a man than to be his son after the Platonic fashion. § 8.
•

'I
Even on Plato’s systerc^it is impossible to avoid the chance that )

j
Vo'me pT fhe citizens.may guess who are their brothers, or children,

|

)i or fathers, or mothers. The resemblances bet\yeen children and
'['parents must ineyhably leadTo their drawing conclusions about

I

*bne another’s identity. § 9. That this actually happens in real life

is stated as a fact by some of the writers on descriptive geography.

They tell us that some of the inhabitants of upper Libya have their

' wives in common; but the children born of such unions can still

be distinguished by their resemblance to their fathers. Indeed

there are some women, and some females in the animal world

(mares, for instance, and cows), that show a strong natural tendency

to produce offspring resembling the male parent: the Pharsalian

mare which was called the Just Return is a good example.^ ..

Chapter IV

Community of wives and children {continued). .
Problems arise xohen

parents do not know their..children, or children iimr parents.
,

At best

such a communityproduces a watery sort offraterinty . Plato's addition

to it of a scheme of transposition of ranks raises furtli^ diffiadties.

§ I . There are also other difFiculties in a system of community
)

of wives and children, which its advocates will not find it easy to i

meet by any precautions. We may take as examples cases of
^

assault. unintentionaUand. we may also add, intentional) homicide.
fighting, and slander. All these offences, when they are com-
mitted against father or motlier or a near relative, differ from

\
offences against persons who are not so related, in being breaches

’ of natural piety. Such offences^jnm^ happen .more frequently

* The argument implied by Aristotle is that the ordinary system of the family

and of family relationship (i) enables A, B, and the rest to feel to a man, in their

different ways and from diferent angles, ‘that keen sense of something idion

[i.e. of personal interest] which . . . the change proposed by Plato would take

away or seriously diminish’ (Newman’s note), and (2) enriches the man himself,

who is placed in these different and individual relations to A, B, and the rest, by
giving him, as it were, a number of facets, which would be absent on the Platonic

plan, and the absence of which would leave him one plain, dull, and unrelieved

surface.
* So called because she returned, in her offspring, exactly what had been

given by its sire.
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when men are ignorant of their relatives than when they know

who they are; and when they do happen, the customary penance

can be made if men know their relatives, but none can be made

if they are ignorant of thein. § 2. It is also surprising that Plato,

after having made all the young men of his state the common sons

of the older citizens, should content himself with debarring older

men who are ‘lovexs_!._of the young from carnal intercourse with

them, and should not debar them from behaving as ‘lovers* or prac-

tise other farnllianBes. Such familiarities, if practised between

son and father, or brother and brother [as might easily happen if

relationship were unknown], are the very height ofindecency, all the

more as the mere cherishing of this form ot love, without giving it

actual expression, is in itself indecent. § 3. It is surprising, too,

that Plato should debar male lovers from carnal intercourse on the

one ground of the excessive violence of the pleasure, and that he

should think it a matter of indifference that the ‘lovers’ may be

father and son, or again that they may be brothers.^

§ 4. Community of wives and children would seem to be more
^

r, calculated to serve Plato’s object if it were practised among the

governed class of the farmers rather than among the governing •

guardians. 1262 b ^^The spirit of fraternity is likely to exist to

less degree where" wives and children are common; and the

governed class ought, to have little of that spirit if it is to obey
and not to attempt revolution. § 5. Generally, a system such as

,

Plato suggests must produce results directly opposed to those

which a system of properly constituted laws should produce, and
x,-equally opposed to the very object for which, in his view, this i

community of wives and children ought to be instituted. § 6. ;

Fraternity is generally held to be the chief good of states, because •,

'

it is the best safeguard against the danger of civil dissensions.

Plato himself particularly commends the ideal of the unity of the f
state; and that unity is commonly held, and expressly stated by i

Plato, to be the result of fraternity. We may cite the argument of
'

Y the Symposium, where, in the discourse on love, Aristophanes is

/ made, as we all know, to speak of two lovers desiring in the excess
of their ‘fraternity’ to grow together into a unity, and to be one
instead of two. § 7. Now in jthe case,,of..twoJovers, the result of —
an excessive desire for unity must-be either tl^ disappeafahce
of both of them into a new being, oj: the disappearance of'one’of
them into the other. But in the case of the political^assnciatioh

* The two objections to the Platonic system in this paragraph depend on : \/

jntemporary Greek notions and practices—the notion of what constitutes
oliness or natural piety among kinsfolk, and the practice of homosexuality \

veen older and younger men. '
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the result of an excessive desire for unity would be different: it?

would 'b& merely a watery sort of fraternity [and therefore lessj'''

unity, instead of more]: a father would be very little disposed to

say ‘Mine’ of a son, and a son would be as little disposed to say

‘Mine’ of a father.'' § 8. Just as a little sweet wine, mixed with

f
‘ a great deal of water, produces a tasteless mixture, so femily feeling

is diluted and tasteless when family names have so little meaning
as they have in a constitution of the Platonic order, and when
there is so little reason for a father treating his sons as sons, or a

son treating his father as a father, or brothers one another as

brothers. § 9. There are two things which particularly move men
to care for an object and to feel affection. for that object. One of

'them is that the object should belong to yourself: the other is that

5 ' you should like it. Neither of these motives can exist among men
who live under a constitution such as the Platonic.

There is still a further difficulty. It concerns that part of Plato’s
;

scheme which" may" be called .the transposition c£-ranks. pnder ’

, which children born to parents,in the m^iorrank of farmers and
craftsrnen are to be transferred [if they prove to be superior in

; / endowment] to the superior rank of the guardians, and vice versa
'

' children born to parents in the superior.rank are to be transferred

fif they prove inferior] to the inferior^ How such transposition is 1

actually to be effected is a matter of great perplexity; and in any
|

case those whpltr.ansfer_such children, and assign them their new 1

place
j^
wilfbe bound to know who' are the children so placed and '

with whom 'they 're "being placed;2--^^ In addition, those

problems of assault, unnatural affection,,and hbmicide,-which have

alfeadyTeen mentioned [as generally raised by the whole of

^ Plato’s scheihe], will be raised even more by this part of his

scheme. Transposition of ranks will mean that those transferred

from the rank of guardian to an inferior rank will cease for the

future to address the guardians as brothers, or children, or fathers, ,

or mothers, as the case may be [though they will still be actually {\

related to them in those ways]
;
and it will have the same effect for

those who have been transferred to a superior rank. Such persons -r.

will thus lose entirely any deterrent which kinship provides against
‘

the commission of these offences.^ e.

* Because, in either case, he is only the thousandth part, and he is removed
by that whole distance from full fatherhood or full sonship.

" The difficulty arising from such knowledge (which may leak out and spread)

. will be, as Welldon suggests, that ‘a child caimot be absolutely separated from
the class to which he belongs [by birth]’. He will still trail the cloud of his

previous origin in his new position.
^ In § I of this chapter Aristotle had argued that offences against kinsfolk,

which involved a breach of natural piety, were more likely to occur under
' Plato’s system of diluted kinship than they were under the ordinary system of
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This may s'irve ao a d<^t‘;rrnmatJOD of tbo bixuo?: rab^^d by ih<:

idea of community of v/ives and children.

OiAvrEP. Y
Community of property, y^rgg possible ty^mi of..P'9p(Tly. The

difficulties ofa system underwhkh ^/ymenhip dinfusearj:hdh eomnydi-

the meriU of a system under U)hkh wmership is privcfie o^ mc^ is

a/mnem—it uives more pleasure^ and it enc/mrapes uoodness nv/re.

Communism canwd remedy erdls sehich really sprinsffrom the defects

of human nature: it is also hased <m afalse cf/mepti/m of unity
^ and

mpkcts the true unity which comes fnm edveation; jhwlly, it is

cmtradieled by experience. Plaids parikvdar scheme of community

ofpTfjperly kaces thepositkm ofthefarming class obscure. The system

ofE/jvernment whkh he cmnects ujilh his scheme is too a})solutet and

is lihJy to cause discmtent: it also deprives the ruling class of any

hajrpiness.

§ r. The next subject for consideration is property, Y/hat j.s the

'

proper system of property for dlizeus v/ho are to Jr/e under an
'

ideal constitution ? Is it a system of communism, or one of private

.

property ? § 2. 'i.'his is an issue v/hich may be amsidered in itseJf,

and apart from any proposals for community of v/jves and children,

I2$3 a Even if v/ives and children are in severalty [and the family

system is preserved], as is nov/ universally the case, 'questions

,

relating to property still remain for discussion. Should use and
ov/nership both be common ? [Or should one be common and the’

other private rj Y/e may note threejr/ssib}e alternatiyer>. First, v/e

may have a system under v/hicl) plots ofland are 07/nedin severalty,

but_th*Lcrops (as actually happens among some uncivilised tribes)

arej2rojjght into a common stock for the j/urpose of consumption.
Secondly, and conversely, the land may be h.dd in comruon oy/ner-

ship, and may also_be,cuh5 vate.d in common, but the crcfps may be
divided among individiials for their private use: some of the
uncivilised peoples are also said to practise this second method
of sharing. 'J'hirdly, the plots and the crops [i.e. ov/nership and
use] may both be common,^

§ 3. VvTen the cultivators of thesoil are a different bodyfrom the
citizens v/ho ov/n it [as v/iJl be the case if they are s^ufs or slave-i],

the position v/ill be different and easier to .handle; but v/hen tlje;

citizens v/ho ov/n the soil are also its cultivators, the vrohP:rnz of \

kinhhip. 'Eh': sr/jument of ihh s'jctjw §^<55 a f<jTih<:r r‘T:r,‘:rCf:ri'„

cjjildrtn, 3 t 3t th',- oS ojhjU-A hinAnrp, hy h-Er};^
C'jr)n':y.:on \h<i of clxii m -v.'hJch th':y •/.•Ar'i bvm,.

* Stt Kot<; I, p. 55. -
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]

property will cause a good deal of trouble. If they do not share

7
^ equally in work and recompense, those who do more work and get

'less'recompense will be’ bound to raise complaints against those

“^ho get "aTarge' recompense and'do little work.
^ § 4. Indeed it is

generall^rtrue thaf it is a'difficult business for men to live together

and to be partners in any form of human activity, but it is specially

difficult to do so when property is involved. Fellow-travellers who
aremerelypartners inajourney furnish an illustration : they generally

quarrel about ordinary matters and take offence on petty occasions.

So, again, the servants withwhomwe are most prone to take offence ^
. are thosewho are particularlyemployed in ordinary everyday services.

§ 5. Difficulties such as these, and many others, are involved in'

j

a system of community of property. Tfie present system rof-Pxivate
' ^

'

I
property] would be far preferable, if it were aflbfhed^ by customs

^

[inme social sphere] and bv~the enactment of proper laws'

[

injtHe <

pbIifical].~ Tr'would pbsses¥ 'the~'advantages,ofj30th_sy.stems, and

I
Vbuld c6mbine~the:rn£fits oflalsystem of community of property

,‘with those "bfltKelsystem of private pjrpperty. [It would be the
' ideal]

;
for properly ought to be generally and ^“tHe main private,

« but cofrimoh in one respect [i.e. ii^se].^ § b.'yVh'en everyone has
^ luT"6wn*'separate7sphefe of interest, there will not be the same
'ground for quarrels; and the amount of interest will increase,

'

bJ'^usFeaclrmah“will feel tiiat he is-applying himself to what is
,

.'ffis own. Aiid^qn such a scheme, too, inpral goodness [and not,
^

' as in Platd*s scheme, legalcPm'pulsion] will ensure thatthe property -

of eacffiis rhide'fb serve the use of all, in the spirit of the proverb *

which says ‘Friends’ jgodds are goods in common’. Even now there <-

are some states in which the outlines of such a scheme are so

far apparent, as to suggest that it is not impossible; in well-ordered

states, more particularly, there are some elements of it already

existing, and others which might be added. § 7. In these states

each citizen has his own property; but when it comes to the use

of this property, each makes a part of it available to his friends,

and each devotes still another part to the common enjoj'ment of

all fellow-citizens. In Sparta, for example, men use one another’s

slaves, and one another’s horses and dogs, as if they were their

own; and they take provisions on a journey, if they happen to be

in need, from the farms in the country-side belonging to other

^ See Note J, p. 55.
* The Greek word is the same as that which comes in the proverb ‘Sparta has

fallen to your lot: adorn it’ (^Spartam nactus es: hatw adorna). The ‘adorning’

of common property which Aristotle has in mind consists in its common use

—

partly under the influence of social habit, and partly under that of legal rule.

3 Aristotle thus arrives at his formula, wliich may be stated in a sort of jingle

(cf. § 8 below)—idia ktcsis, koine chrests, or ‘property several; use of it conununal’.

4774 E
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citizens. § 8. It is clear from what has been said that the better

system is that under which property is privately owned but is

~v,y put to common use; and the function proper to the legislator is

to make men so disposed that they will treat property in this way.

There is a further consideration which must. be taken into^

account. This is. the consideration of pleasure. Here too [as well
|

as in the matter of goodness] to tbrnlTofTtHing as your own makes
|

an inexpressible difference. [The satisfaction of a natural feeling ’

brings pleasure] ;
and it may well be that regard 1263 b for oneself

[and, by extension, for what is one’s own] is a feeling implanted

by nature, and not a mere random impulse, § 9. Self-love is

’ rightly censured, but what is really censured is not so much love

of oneself as love of oneself in excess^—-just as we also blame the-

lover of money [not so much for loving money as for loving it in

excess]
;
the simple feeling of love for any of these things [self,

or property, or money] is more or less universal. We may add that;

^
a very great pleasure is to be found in doing a kindness and giving!

some help to friends, or guests, or comrades; and such kindness

|

and help become possible only when property is privately owned./

§ 10. But not only are these pleasures’ [that arising from the satis- 1

faction of a natural feeling ofseligove, and thaX^ising._fr.QmIIhe
'

satiifa^on of our impulse to help others] im2os^bl^„under. a

systexn-jaf-excessivemnificationjofjthe -State. TKe activities of two
|

-N forins of goodness are also obviously destroyed. The first of these ^

/ is temperance in the matter of sexual relations (it is an act of moral
value' to refrain from loving the wife of another in the strength of

temperance): the second is liberality in the use of property In
a state which is 'excessively unified ho man can show himself

liberal, or indeed do a liberal act; for the function of liberality '

consists in the proper use which, is made; of property.
'

§ II. Legislation such as Plato proposes may appear to wear an '

attractive face and to argue benevolence. The hearer receives it

gladly, thinking that everybody will feel towards everybody else

some marvellous sense of fraternity—all the more as the evils now c

existing under ordinary forms of government (lawsuits about
contracts, convictions for perjury, and obsequious flatteries of the
rich) are denounced as due to the absence of a system of cpmnion

* Self-love, my liege, is not so vile a thing
As self-neglecting.

The regard which a man has for himself is, on a higher plane, a moral neces-
sity: it is the basis of a sense of moral responsibility,

^ In referring to the first X)f these activities, Aristotle introduces again, in a
chapter -which is otherwise concerned -with community of property, the idea of

of wives and_ children. It may also be noticed that in this section
(§ 10) he leaves the consideration of pleasure, begun in § 8, and returns to the
consideration of goodness.
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proper^. § 12. .None of these,evils, however, is due to the absence >

pf communism. They all arise from the wckedness of human
n^ure. Indeed it is a fact of observation that those who own <

common property, and share in its management, are far more often

at variance with one another than those who have property in

severalty—though [we tend to be misled by the fact that] those
who are at variance in consequence of sharing in property look to

us few in number when we compare them with the mass of those

who own their property privately.

§ 13. Another consideration must also be pressed. .Justice
'

demands that we should take into account.not.only the evils from. ",

which men will be liberated when once they have turned their ^

property into a common stock, but also the benefits of which they^ !

will.be. deprived. The life which they are to live appears to be
‘

utterly impossible.^ The cause of the fallacy into which Plato falls

must be held to be the wrong character of tKe-premiss [about the

nature of unity] on which he bases. his_argument. § 14. It is true ^

that unity is to, some extent necessary, alike in a household and
a polls

;
but total unity_is-not.^ yThere is a point at which a p olls,

by advancing in unity , will cease to be a polis: there is another

point, short of that, at whi^ it may still remain a polls, but will ^

none the~lessJcpmejieatLto. losing its essence , and will thus be a

worse polis.ylt is as if you were to turn harmony into mere unison,
‘ or to reduce a theme to a single beat. § 15. The truth is that the '

polis, as has already been said,3 is an aggregate of many members;
1

and education is therefore //ze means of makine it a community
and giving it unity . [TEisTslhe sense in which uni^ is necessary, t

and the extent to which it is necessary. [
insTKer^ofe'SUTprising '

that one wHbTnlMdrtdtntrbduce asystem of education, and who
believes that his ideal polis will achieve goodness by means of this

system, should none the less think that he is setting it on the right

track by such methods as he actually proposes, rather than by i

the method of social customs, of mental culture, and of legislation 1

[intended to promote a proper spirit in the use of property].'^ ^An

On Aristotle’s argument, a system of common property injures life by (i)

diminishing the area of goodness, §§ 6 and 10 (z) starving men ofnatural and proper .

pleasures, §§ 8-9, and (3) increasing instead of diminishing discord, § 12.

* The argument here returns to the point which was made (in regard to com-
munity of wives) in c. il, § 2.

_

^ c. ii, § 2.

,
* The precise meaning of ‘legislation’ is to be gathered from § 8 of this

chapter, where Aristotle argues that the_pxpp_er_function_of_thejegislator_is.to...

create_a_ disppsipon.or men^.habit.of.p.utting private property to common use.

\ The statement tliat a conjunction of social customs, mental culturejand legis-

lation is the proper method of making a community and giving it unity is a
• repetition and amplification of the point made in § 5 of the chapter, where
Aristotle argues that the present system of private property would be preferable,

‘if adorned by customs and by the enactment of proper laws’.
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example of such legislation may be found in Sparta and Crete,

where the law has made the institution of property serve a common
'

use by the system of common meals,

i 1264 a § 16. There is another matter which must not be ignored \

—the teaching of actual .experience. We are bound to pay some ^

^.regard to the long past andlEepassage of the years, in which these

things [advocated by Plato as new discoveries] would not have gone
' unnoticed if they had been really good. Almost everything has

^ been discovered already; though some of the things discovered

have not been co-ordinated, ^ and some, though known, are not

put into practice. § 17. It would shed a great deal of light on the

value of Plato’s ideas, if we could watch the actual construction of

a constitution such as he proposes. The foundation of any state

will always involve the division and distribution of its members
into classes—partly in the form of associations for common meals,

and partly in that of clans and tribes. [Plato’s system of classes_

being therefore a matter of common form,] it follows that the only

'

peculiar feature of the legislation proposed by. Plato is the rule
s

that the guardians are not to farm the land: and even that is a rule

;

(which the Spartans already attempt to follow.^®*
’ '

"

§ 18, [But it is not only the position of the guardians which may 1

be challenged]; the scherne.of the whole constitution is open to
\

criticism.3 PlatoJiaanot explained, nor indeed is it easy to'explain.

,

' the; position of the diffexent members under that scheme. ‘The'|

mass of the citizens who are not guardians—in other words, the I

^ farmers—^will be, in effect, nearly the whole of the citizen body.
\

But their position isleftundefined. We are not told whether these

farmers, as well as the guardians, are to have property in common,
or to own it individually; nor do we learn whether their wives and
children are to be common to them all, or to belong to each separ-

ately.4 § 19. [We may take three possible alternatives, and examine
each in turn.] The first alternative is that all things [wives and

_

* The Greek word used by Aristotle implies the drawing of a logical conclu-
sion from all the relevant data. Newman suggests the translation, ‘gathered
together for scientific use’.

^ The Spartan ‘peers’...(who are analogous to Plato’s guardians) . owned the ;

land'but left the farming to ‘helots’. .This, however, is not the Platonic'system. ,

1 Plato’s"guardians do not own the land; and his farmers, who are owners as well
‘ as faiihers, are not helots.

^ Aristotle has just mentioned, at the end of § 17, the guardians and the
|guardians only. But he passes on naturally here to the other class of the farmers,

and to the general problem of the relations of farmers and guardians. •

“ Aristotle here forgets, or at any rate neglects, the actual argument of the .

Republic. Plato makes it clear that the farmers own private property, and live i

in private or separate families. We may also notice that here again, as in § 10 1

(and in §§ ig-20 below), Aristotle introduces the subject of community of wives !m a chapter otherwise concerned with community of property. '>
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children as well as property] should belong to them all in common.
In that case, what will be the difference between them and the
guardians ? What advantage will they gain by accepting the govern-
ment of the guardians ? What is to make them actually accept it ?

—

unless it be some shift of policy such as is used in Crete, where the
serfs are allowed to enjoy the same general privileges as their

masters, and are excluded only from athletic exercises and the
possession of arms. § 20. '^he second alternative is that the
institutions of property and of marriage should be the same for

the farmers as they actually are in most states to-day, [and that

there should thus be a system of separate families and private

property] .'^In that case, we may inquire, what will be the scheme
on which the whole community is based ? There will inevitably •

be two states in one, and those two states will be opposed to one
another—the guardians being made into something of the .nature

of an army of occupation, and the farmers, artisans, and. others

beiii^given the position of ordinary civilians.^ §2i.'^gain, [upon
the assumption that the farmers have a system of separate families

and private property], legal complaints, and actions at law, and all,

the other evils which Plato de^ribes as existing in actual states^

will equally exist among them. It is true, indeed, that he says that

the farmers, in virtue of their_education, will not need a number .of

regulations (such as rules of city police, market bylaws, and other

similar regulations)
;
but it is als_Q.true that he provides education

only for the guardi^s. § 22. It .is a further difficulty in Plato’s .

sch^e that He attaches a condition to the farmers’ control of their 1

holdings—the condition that they shall'pay a quota of their pro-^

duce to the guardians. This is lilcely to 'make theih farjnore„diffi-

ciilt to handle, and much more fille3~with HigliJdeas of their.j3wn
'impprten.ce, than the helotS-oLSparta, or the serfs of Thessaly, or

thh farm-slaves of other states. § 23. In any case' Plato’s scheme,

as it stands, fails to indicate whether the farmers should live under

a system of communism equally with the guardians, or should live

under a different system. It also fails to throw any light on other /

questions connected with, this—such as the position of the farmers 1

in' the poUtical system, the nature of their educaSon, and the)

character bf the laws thev-are-to. observe. We thus find it difficult

'

to'discover—and yet this is a matter of the highest importance

—

how the farming class is to be constituted if the common life of

*
'V\^e should have expected that the opposition of the ‘tvvo states in one ’

;

would have consisted in the fact that one proceeded on the system of community '

of wives and property, and the other on the opposite sj'stem. Actually, the
opposition is here described as consisting in the fact that the guardians are like

,

a garrison placed in a dependent city, and the farmers are like the citizens of,

such a city.
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the guardians is to be preserved. 1264 b § 24. The third and last 1

alternative is that the farmers should have a system of community
;

of wives, combined with a system of private property. In that case,

who will see to the house while the men are seeing to the business

of the fields? . . And, for that matter, who will see to the house
,

I
on ti^first alternative, when property is common as well as wives ?'

'.
. . It is strange, too, that Plato should draw an analogy from the

animal world in ordeFto prove that women sholiild follow.the same

pursuits as men. Animals, unlike women, have no domestic duties,

§25. There is also an element of danger in the method ofj

government which Plato proposes to institute.’' He makes one!

body of persons the permanent rulers of his state [thus rejecting

the principle of ‘ruling and being ruled in turn’]. This is a system,

which must breed discojoteiit and dissension even among the

elements which have no particular standing, and all jtheL-more,

therefore, among the high-spirited and martial elements.^ § 26.

The^reason whiclTmakes it necessary for him to make one body of

persons permanent ruler^s obvious. [They alone have the natural

endowment for ruling]: ‘the divine gold which is mixed in the

soul’ cannot reside at one time in one body of men and at another

time in another; it must reside permanently in one body. This is

why he says that ‘the god who fashioned you mixed gold in the

composition’ of some, silver in that of others, and brass and iron

in that of the rest, who were to be craftsmen and farmers.^ § 27. It

is a further objection fto Plato’s general scheme.for-hisjrulmg-Glas's]

fhat hejdepxives his guardians evenjof happiness,'* maintaining that

it is the happiness of the whole state which shouldJbe-the ol^'ect

of legislation. It is impossible for the whole of a state to be happy
unless most of its parts, or all, or at any rate some, are happy.
The'qualify of being happy iF not of the same order as the quality

of being even. The quality of being even may exist in a whole
without existing in either of its parts: the quality of being happy

* In this section, and in the remaining sections of the chapter, Aristotle passes
from a criticism of the Platonic scheme of communism of property to a criticism
of the Platonic system of government. The two things are of course connected;
but the passage, as it stands, is of the nature of an appendix to the rest of the
argument of the chapter.

^ The ‘elements of no particular standing’ may indicate the class of farmers. ;

The ‘high-spirited and martial elements’ naturally suggests the class of auxi-
'

liaries, who serve as soldiers in the Platonic state, and whose particular quality;
is that of high spirit.

^ Aristotle here criticizes, by implication, the doctrine of a particular endow- (

rnent of classes, and suggests, as more applicable to the conditions of the Greek i

city and its practice of ‘ruling and being ruled’, the doctrine of a general endow- -
rnent of all citizens, by virtue of which they are able to turn from other occupa-
tions to the occupation of ruling, and vice versa.

* They lose the natural pleasures, arising from private property, which '

Aristotle has discussed in §§ 8—10 of this chapter. ’
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• § 28. A further point may be raised. If the guardians are
;

not happy, what are the other elements of the state which are? ! X
There is certainly no happiness for the craftsmen, or for the mass '

^

of the common people.

We may thus conclude that the Republic which Plato has >.

described raises all the difficulties we have mentioned, and others
\

which are no less serious.^

Note I (p. 48) : The course of the argument of c. v.

Aristotle does not mention a fourth alternative—that ownership and
use may both be private. Nor does he proceed, after stating his three
alternatives, to examine each in turn. What he actually does is (i) to
examine, in §§ 3-4, some difficulties ofthe Platonic scheme of communism,
apparently on the assumption that it corresponds to the last of his three
possibilities; (2) to discuss, in §§ 5-10, the advantages of a system of
private property combined with common use—a system which, more or
less, corresponds to the first of his three alternatives

;
and (3) to return,

in the rest of the chapter, to a detailed criticism of the Platonic scheme

—

a criticism wliich sometimes fails to do justice to its real character. The
second of the three alternatives is thus left unexamined—except in so far

as Aristotle’s own preference for the first alternative (which is the opposite
of the second) implies its rejection.

It may be added that Aristotle’s outlook is purely agrarian. He deals

exclusively with the problem of the ownership and use of land. Under
the small-scale system of industrial production no problem arose (at any
rate in his view) about the ownership and use of other forms of capital.

Note J (p. 49) : Common property and its cultivation

Aristotle is here assuming, though he does not make the assumption
j

explicit, that there is a system of common ownership of land. On that ’

assumption, two alternatives are possible in regard to the cultivation of the

land so owned, (i) The cultivation may be done by a class separate from
and subordinate to the citizens who ovm the land ; or (2) it may be done ,•

by the citizens themselves who own the land. The second alternative,
’

in Aristotle’s view, leads to the troubles mentioned in the text: the first

would produce a different and easier position, ‘for as the citizens would
not work themselves, individual citizens would not be in a position to

compare their own hard work and small recompense with the easy work
and large recompense of others, and thus one more source of disagreement

among the citizens would be removed’ (Newman’s note).

We may note, as Newman does, that neither alternative is proposed in

the Republic, because the assumption on which both are based—that

of common ownership of the land—is not an assumption made in

the Republic. On Plato’s scheme the land is owmed in severalty by the •

farming class, the one element of communism is that the class of the
'

* Aristotle’s criticisms of the Republic, in the first five chapters of Book II,

are very justly described in Ne\Mnan’s note on this sentence. ‘The object . .

.

is, we see from this sentence, in the main to point out difficulties enough . . .

to show that there is still room for another attempt to depict a “best constitution”

(cf. c. I, § i). The same may be said to be true of the somewhat grumbling criti-

cism of die Laws which follows.’
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guardians make a common *use* of that part of the produce raised from

the land which is paid to them by the members of the farming class in

return for their discharge of political and military duties. There is thus

no common ownership in the Platonic system; there is only common
consumption, and that only among the class of the guardians. Tip
members of the farming class own, cultivate, and consume in severalty

—

subject only to Wp cqn^tioris^ that they pay a quota of their produce

to the guardians, for their common use, and secondly that the amoimt

“of land which each may own is restricted. There is thus a sense in which

it may be said that Aristotle’s own formula of ‘property several, use of it

commimal’ is observed in the Republic.

Chapter VI

2. Plato’s Laws. The scheme of the Laws is notgreatly dijferentfxpm

that of the Republic. It postulates too large a territory^ hut failsJo
pay proper attention to the problem offoreign relations . ,

It does not

sufficiently define the amount of property required, or the object for

which it is required; nor does it make proper provision for a balance

between property and population. The system ofgovernment is a sort

of ‘polity\ but it is not properly balanced: the. method of electing the

magistrates and councillors is too oligarchical.

§ I. The same, or nearly the same, is true of Plato’s later work,
^

the Laws [i.e. it raises difficulties which show that there is room
j

for another attempt to depict an ideal constitution]
;
and this makes'

it advisable for us to examine briefly the constitution there de-

scribed, A further reason for doing so is that [the argument of the

Laws is fuller, Avhile] in the Republic Plato has only attempted to

solve a very small number of issues—mainly the proper method
for ensuring community of wives and children and community of

property, and the proper way of distributing power under the con-
stitutional system. § .2. He contents himself in the Republic with
dividing the population into two parts: one consists of the farmers,

the other of the military class
;
and from this last there is recruited,

to form still another part, the deliberative and sovereign class of

the perfect guardians.^ § 3 . But so far as the first part—the farmers
and artisans—are concerned, the scheme of the Republic leaves it

unsettled whether or no they are to have some share in office, and
whether or no they too are to bear arms and join in military service.

It is stated, indeed, that the women [i.e. those in the military class

of the ordinary guardians] should join in military service and enjoy
the same education as the male guardians

;
but otherwise Plato has

* iri Book IV, c. xiv, § i6, Aristotle ascribes sovereignty {to kyrion)
to the deliberative element in the state. This is the reason why, in this passage,
he ^mbines the terms ‘deliberative’ and ‘sovereign’ in his description of the
perfect guardians’ who form the government.
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filled up the dialogue with digressions extraneous to the main
theme, and with a discussion of the proper nature of the education
of his guardians.

1265 a §4. The great bulk of the Latos is concerned with
j

legislation. Plato says little about the constitution; and in what he
i

* does say [he is inconsistent, for] though he speaks of desiring to '

institute a form of government which will be more in the reach of ‘

existing states, he gradually brings the form he proposes round
again to the other type [i.e. that described in the Repiihlic\. § 5. In (

-

all matters other than community of wives and of property, he;

provides identical institutions for both of his states. Education is

the same in both: the members of both are to live a life free from
menial duties: there is the same arrangement for common meals
in both. The only different ^e^at in the Lazi^ women as well

as men are to be included in the arrangements for common meals,

and the number of citizens who bear arms—which in the Republic

is only 1,000—is to be fixed at a total of 5,000.

§ 6. All the writings of Plato are original : they show ingenuity,

npvelty of vie\^_and a spirit of inquiry. But perfection in every-
^

thing is perhaps a difficult thing. Take, for example, the ^mber.
^

I of citizens tyhich has,just been mentioi^d. We cannot overlook /
'

''the fact that such a number will require .a. teffitdiyldfrthe. size of
^

Babylon or some such space which is similarly unlimited in extent...

It will need all that to support 5,000 persons in idleness, especially

when we reflect that they will be augmented by a crowd of women
and attendants many times as great as themselves. § 7. We may]
admit that it is right to make assumptions freely; but it cannot be\

right to make any assumption which is plainly impossible.*

It is stated in the Laws that there are two factors to which the
^

legislator should pay regardJn en^ting laws : the territory of the i

state, and the inhabitants of that territory. But there is^IiolTffiird
'

n factor. .Tf.a.pplislstolivea-pqfiticallife [involving intercourse with

7 other states], and not a life of isolation, it is a good, thing thatjts

legislator should also pay regard, to neighbouring .countjj^. For

example, a state should not only employ such mstmments of war

as are serviceable in its own territory: it should also employ the

instruments which are serviceable for use abroad. § 8. Even if

such a life [i.e. a life of activity rather than contemplation, and of

military activity at that] is not accepted as an ideal, either for the

individual’s own way of life or for the state’s common way, the

t * Aristotle is thinking in terms .of a.Greek.pqlis, with a limited .territor>'.sur-~ •

^ rounded bj' anhspf fee sea or ranges pf hilIs.„Athens waq exceptional in having..

'a-territdfy''df 1,000 square iniles: 'Corinth had 35o:_the general average was . *,

~45crhaps about 70 {Cambridge Ancient History, vol. iii, p. 698).
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fact remains, none the less, that men should be formidable to their

enemies when they are in retreat, as well as when they are invading.^

The amount pf property [as well as the amount of militaiy
]

preparation] should als^e considered ;
and we have to ask whether I

it is not better to determine it in a different—that is to say, a more

> definite—way than that of Plato.* He states in the Laws that the|
^

amount should be
‘

sufficigjiticHi^if^f-tempi^^ § 9* [This

is vagu^Titls much the same as saying, ‘sufficieiitTpr a good life’

;

indeed [if you aim at generality] that expression has the advantage

of being more general
;
and besides [ifyou stop at Plato's definition]

'S' there is the further difficulty that ‘a life of temperance’ may also

be a life of misery. A better definition than Plato’s [because fuller

and more inclusive] would be, ‘sufficient for a fife^f tfflperance |

'andJiheraUt^

.

These two objects^^^^^^^^^ucFsEduTd'alwayrbe
'

bined, for if they are parted liberality will be accompanied by
luxury, and temperance by penury—represent the only qualities

to be desired in the use of wealth. A man cannot use his wealth

either in a meek or in a manly spirit [i.e. in a spirit which involves

the quality of fortitude]
;
but he can use it both in a temperate and

in a liberal spirit. The two qualities,qf_temper^ce,,.and. liberality^:,

must therefore be the qualfties involved in the use of wealth.

§ 10. [Another point arises in connexion with Plato’s view of the

amount of property required by his citizens.] It is strange that he :

^ should distribufeJianded4?rop.gxty inJaMfi d̂ number j)i]^eqii^l
j

lots, without making any corresponding,arrangements to secure a

[iSed] number , of citizens. 3 He imposes no restriction on the

. number of children who may be brought into the world : he believes

thati'-however many children may be born [in some families], the

absence of children [in others] will mean that the rate of repro-

duction will just suffice to maintain the level of the population;

and he bases his belief on the fact that this is what actually appears
to happen in existing states. 1265 b §11. But a stationary popula-

^

)

* The importance of what may be called ‘foreign policy’, and of military pre-
paredness as the necessary basis of foreign policy, is more than once emphasized
by Aristotle : see c. vii of this book, § 14, and note, and the Introduction, p. xvi.

‘

^ In discussing the amount of military equipment required, Aristotle has .

argued that the objects for which it is intended should first be clearly and fully •

defined. They must be made, for example, to include the object of resistance ;

to foreign invasion, as well as that of domestic defence. Similarly, he now argues. I

a clear and full definition of the objects for which it is intended is necessary in 1

order to determine the amount of property required. We must not stop short I

at the single object of a life of temperance: we must include the further object [

of a life of liberality, %vhich by its nature involves relations to others—just as
|we have also included,^ in dealing with the amount of military equipment t

required, the further object of resistance to aggression, which equally involves •^
relations to others. T

3 Here Aristotle is unjust to Plato, who does seek to face the problem (Laws.
'''

740). ’1
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tion will need to be maintained with far more accuracy in the state

'

of theLamthan it is in existing states. In existing states, properties
can be' freely divided to cover the whole population, however large

.
it may be, and nobody need be destitute: in Plato’s state, the pro-
perti^ a^e indivisible, and any surplus population whicTT may
anse,‘“wHetlier it be large dr small, will have no' property at all.

§~r2r'0he would have thought that it was even more necessary to
limit population, and to prevent reproduction from exceeding a
certain level, than to limit property [by instituting a fixed number
of equal lots]. If population is limited, the rate of reproduction
should be fixed to allow for the incidence of infant mortality and
for the amount of infertility among married couples. § 13. If no

^

restriction is imposed on the rate of reproduction (and this is the i

case in most of our existing states)^ poverty is the inevitable result;
;

and poverty produces, in its turn, civic dissension and wrongdoing.
|

Pheidon 'of Corinth, one of the earliest legislators, held that the

number of family plots and the number of citizens should be kept

equal to one another, even if the citizens had all started originally

with plots of unequal size; but what we find in the Laws is the

opposite of Pheidon’s policy. ^

§ 14. We must leave to a later occasion any discussion of the ,

improvements which might be suggested in this part of Plato’s

scheme.^ Here we must notice another omission of which Plato is
j

'

also guilty. He has not explained how the rulers are to differ from
j e

tfieruled., H^siihpl^uses a simile: the relation of ruler and ruled, .

'he suggests, should be like that of warp and woof, which are made
"

out of different wools. § 15. It is a further omission that while he
allows a man’s whole property to be increased fiyjsfifid, he does not

explain why his plot oflind sho.uldjIoLalso,b,e_allowed to increase
; ^

up_^tn some given point. The distribution ofjhe__farm=houses is ^

'

another subject which needs further consideration : it hardly seems
1

1

to conduce to efficiency of household management. Plato assigns

to each^of his citizens two separate houses, situated in different

Jparits [of his plot]. It is difficult to liyejn two houses [without loss

of efficiency].

3

'§16'. [But there is more tp3g-said'abput the form

^ Pheidon was willing t ) leave the plots themselves unequal, but insisted on
j

presenting equality between the total nxunber of the plots and the total number^
of the citizens. Plato, in the Lams, insists on having the plots equal, but takes i

no measures (so Aristotle argues) to secure equality between the number of the;

plots and the number of the citizens.

^ The promise is partly redeemed in Aristotle’s own sketch of an ideal state.

Book VII, c. X, § II, and c. xvi, § 15.

^ Plato’s object, as Newman says in his note, seems to have been that of pro-

viding a separate house and quarters for a married son. The curious thing is

that Aristorie himself, in his sketch of an ideal state, gives each of his citizras

two separate plots and (by implication) two separate houses, one near tlie city j

and one on the frontier (Book VII, c. x, § ii).
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of government proposed in the Lawsl\ The whole system tends \

,

to be one neither of dernocracy nor of oligarchy, but rather, an i

intermediate^formroTrEe^rt whicETTusu^ called ‘polity’:^
'

the citizens: for example, are drawn only from' those who _bear

arms! If Plato’s view in constructing this constitution is that it
|

represents the form which is most readily attainable by most

:

states; he may very well be right; but if he regards it as the form

which comes next in merit to his first, or ideal, form of constitution

[i.e~ that in the Republic], he is mistaken: one might commend more
highly the constitution of Sparta, or some other forni of a^ore
aristocratic character [than that depicted in the Laws]. § ly.'There

are, indeed, some thinkers who hold that the ideal constitution

itself should be a mixture of all constitutions; and they commend,

for this reason, the constitution of Sparta. These thinkers are all
’

agreed that the Spartan constitution is composed of alLthc-three
/

elements

—

monarchy, oligarchy
,
and democracy—butJ[tlLeyLdiffer j

in_^eir interpretatioiLoLthese-elenients].According to .some ofin
_
^eir interpretation^of_these-elements] . According to .some of

them, monarchy is represented by the two kings: oligarci^dby-the

Council of Elders; and democracy by the Ephors, who are drawn
frointEerankEof the people.'Others^howeyer, regard the Ephoralty

as representing tyranny; and these consider that the element of

democracy appears in the Spartan system of common meals, and

in the general habiloldaily life at Sparta. 1266 a § 18. [Whatever

may be thought of this line of opinion, and of these' different'

• interpretations of . the Spartan constitution], the argument of the

\Laws is to the effect that the best constitution should be composed;

I of democracy and tyranny [ojily].^—forms which one would classify
'

’'^as either not constitutions at all or the worst of all constitutions.

^Ohe comes nearer the truth, in ,seeking to combine more forms
./'[than two]

;
for a constitutionis better,when it is composed of more

^ numerous elements.^ It is a further objection to Plato that the

q/ ’ The ‘goHty’, as described by Aristotle himself later, in Book IV, cc. vin-
IX and xi-xiii, is a constitution which may be described as a mixture of, or a
‘mean’ between, democracy and oligarchy. It rests on the middKnspTaSaTIiS
fran^useiilHegfbrTvestMjaiJ^^ can afford to~bear armsTcF. Book III,
c. vn, § 4). In Book IV Aristotle descriBeilfie''ponty’ as the best possible con-
stjtutionjfor average states: and he treats the Spartan constituiioiT^m example
of tHSmixed fomi (c. ix, §§ 7-9), Here, as will be seen, he seems to take a

: different line, distinguishing the Spartan constitution from the ‘polity’, and

^
including even Plato’s scheme of a ‘polity’ in his general ‘grumbling’ criticism

/ of the Laws.
* This statement seems doubly unjust to Plato. In the first place, he is not

dealing in the Laws with the ideal constitution, but (as Aristotle himself has just
implied) with the form which comes nearest to the ideal. In the second place,

u-
which he proposes to mix are not granny and the sort of democracy

‘either not a constjtutiQo_ai; all Qr.the^orst ot constiturions*. bufacon-
stituPmp fdirh oHnonarchy and a tempered forrrror~rWnnrrary.

^ Thisseems' toTie inronsistent with Aristotle’s view, in Book IV, that a
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f
I
constitution depicted in theLaws has reallyno element ofmonarchy,

'

' but only the elements of oligarchy an3 democra(^;'with"apartici^^
Tndin^on towards bligafchg^*' § 19. This appears clearly in the
- med^tFpro^poseci fof'appointing magistrates. There is, indeed,

one feature which cornbmes democracy with oligarchy. This is^^
-'4 uAise of the lot for the purpose of finally choosing magistrates from

a p^ei ofj^sons vvfe'ha^TeefrpF^ electednSuftEere
are two other features which^t^efimtelyljligarcEic^^l. In the first

place, the richer citizens are compelled to attend the assembly,
to voteJnjeiections of magistrates, and to discharge other forms
of poIMcal duty, while the other citizens are^lowed to aihstam .

Second!^ an attemptisjnade to secure,a greater number of magi-

strates from the wealthier class, and to fill the highest offices from
the janks~~oF~tEose \idiose assessm are highest. §20, The

• ^ niethod of electing councillorsi^isQ.oIigarchical.^ All the citizens,

if is tnie,~are compelled to take part in the election. But this

general compulsion extends only to the preliminary election of £

number of candidates from the first assessment class, and of an
equal number from the second: when it comes to the preliminary

election of candidates from the third and fourth classes, the system

of general compulsion stops; ipdeed in the preliminary election

from the fourth class only the members of the first and second

classes are compelled to vote.3 § 21. [All this relates to the process

' of pre-election.] Then, from the whole list of pre-elected persons, I

there must next be elected, says Plato, an equal numberjoLpersons I

for each assessment class.v^he result will be that the electors who
have the largest assessments and belong to the higher orders will

form the majority, because many of the common people, not being

compelled to do so, will not vote.'^
,

‘poEty’ composed of the two elements of democracy and oligarchy is the best ’

possible form for average states. On the other hand he also urges in Book IV !

(c. vni, § 9) that it is better to combine more elements than are combined in
|

the ‘polity’.
* The previous objection (urged in §§ 16 and 17, and in the first half of § iS)

that the constitution depicted in the Laws, even if it were a combination of

monarchy and democracy, would not be the next best to the ideal constitution

—

being only a ‘polity’ which mixes two elements, and being thus inferior to the

more ‘aristocratical’ form, such as the Spartan, which combines three dements.
The objection now urged is that Plato is not true to his own conception of the

j
‘next best’ constitution, and does not actually mix monarchy and democracy.

^ See Note K, p. 62.
^ * Plato’s scheme {Laws 756) is that (i) the members of all^flie^jur d^^es
must join intl^ pre-election of representatives oftEe~first two-classearfe') oply

those'S^KeSiijSijhree classes needToin in~tEe~5re-electiQnof representativesjof

the third class, and (3) only .those omie!Srs.t two^classeS-Ueed iom injthe-pre-

-'f
election of representatives of the fourth class.

'
. '''TiiTs stdement is strictly true only ot tfie first, or preliminary, stage of pre-

election. It is not strictly true of the second stage of final election, in which all

are compelled to vote. But it must be admitted that if the wealthy have an
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§ 22. These considerations, and others which will be mentioned

when the “time comes for us to examine the nature of the best

“O constitution, are sufficient to prove that it .should not be formed

9 I
by combining democracy and'monarchy.^ We may add that there,

is also a dang^n the method of electing the magistrates by the

'r> double process of .pre-electiQn_an.d_ a final^ection. If a knot

of people, even of moderate size, decide to act in combination

[at both stages], they will always decide the way in which the

elections will go These are the considerations which are raised

by the constitution described in the Laws, r
' ,

Note K (p. 61): The method of electing councillors in the Laws

We must note, in order that Aristotle’s brief references may become
clear, that Plato’s scheme for the appointment of the 360 members of the

council involves three successive stages, (i) The first stage is concerned

with pre-election. At this stage preliminary elections are made—on four

successive days—of representatives of each of the four assessment grades

or classes. No definite number is suggested by Plato for the number thus

elected to represent each class in this stage of pre-election; but he does

suggest the ‘class’ method of voting described by Aristotle in § 20.

(2) The second stage is concerned with the definite election of representa-

tives. The whole list of all the representatives pre-.elected in the first

stage is now published; and all the citizens, of all the four assessment
classes, must now join together in electing an equal number of representa-

tives (180) for each assessment class. (3) Even now the process is not
finished. The second period may be that of the definite election; but
election itself is not final. The lot has still to be used. The third and last

stage in Plato’s scheme is accordingly the stage in which the lot is used to

cut down by half the number of representatives of each assessment class

(i.e. from 180 to 90). We thus get at last the 90 representatives of each of ,

the four classes who constitute the final Council of 360. It will be noticed i

that Aristotle is not quite accurate in suggesting that an equal number of
j

candidates is pre-elected for each class in the first stage. - .

‘

Chapter VII

3. Phaleas of Chalcedon. ^ffts proposal for the equalization of
property in land. It would involve regulation of the populatioti: it

wotdd also involve determination of the exact standard on which
.

advantage in the first stage, they will have some consequent advantage in the
second.

* It has already been remarked, in the note to § 18 above, that Plato is not •

dealing in the Laws with the best constitution, but only with the next best.
The ‘somewhat grumbling criticism of the Laws' contained in this chapter of

the Politics is no doubt due, as Newman suggests, to the fact that Aristotle wishes
to ^ow that there is roor^or another treatment, such as he eventually attemptsm Books VII and Vlll.'^ut it is curious, none the less, that this treatment,wh^ It comes, shows many parallels with the Laws, and is at many points based
on Plato (see the writer’s Greek Political Theory, ‘Plato and his Predecessors’,
pp. 380-2). V^en Aristotle criticizes, he criticizes. When he seeks to construct,
he IS ready to borrow suggestions from the predecessor whom he has criticized.

t
N

1 '
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equality was to he achieved. _Gmerally, equality. matters more in the.,

moral
,
or educational, sphere than m the material: disorder and crime

are due to moral defects as well as to economic cqiises. The amount
jqmd~distribution ofproperty in a state are affected by consideratio7is

i pf foreign as well as domestic policy; hut the essential criticism of
' Phaleds is that he lays too much emphasis on materialfactors.

§ I. There are also a number of other schemes for new constitu-

tions, some of them proposed by amateurs, and others by men who
were,versed in philosophy or statesmanship. They all come nearer

to the existing constitutions, under which men are now actually

living, than does either of the schemes proposed by Plato. No
other thinker has proposed such novelties as community of wives

and children or common meals for women: on. the contrary,

'thinkers'have rather started from the immediate necessities of life.

§ 2. Thus there are sonie who hold that the proper regulation of
j

propefty'is more important than any other object, because this is
'

the issue on which civil discords always arise.- -Phaleas ofChalcedon

Avas the first to suggest regulation of property for the purpose of

preventing discord; and he proposed accordingly that all the

citizens should have equal amounts of property [i.e. in land]."

1266 b § 3 . He thought that innew colonies this couldbe achieved,

without any.difficulty, at the moment of their foundation. States

t which were already established would present a greater problem;

but even here equality could be introduced—and that in the

shortest possible time—if the rich gave dowries [in land] but did

not receive them, and the poor, conversely, received but did not

give them. § 4. Plato, when he was writing the Laws, was of the

opinion that the amount of property should be left unrestricted

up to a given point; beyond that point, he was in favour of rekric-

tion, proposing, as has already been said,* that no citizen should

be allowed to accumulate to an extent which would make his

property more than five times as large as the smallest property

owned by any other citizen.

§ 5. Those who propose such legislation ought not to forget, as

they continually do, that regulation' of the amount of property

.

blight to be accompanied’by regulation of the number of children 1

in the family. Tf the number of children exceeds what the amount

'^bf the property will support, th^abrqgatibn of the law [establishing

^system of equal properties] must necessarily follow; and, apart

from that consequence, it is a sorry thing that a large number of'

'f
' ^

* See c. VI, § 1$. But it appears from that section that Plato was thinking of

the accumulation ofthe total property ofeach citizen, while Phaleas was concerned

with landed property only. Phaleas, we may note, was a contemporary of Plato.
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persons should be reduced from comfort to penuty. It is difficult

for men who have suffered that fate not to be' revolutionaries.
;

§ 6. We must admit, indeed, that [there are arguments in favour

of equality of property, and that] there were some, in times past,

who clearly recognized that such equality had an influence on the

character of a political association. We may cite the example of.

Solon’s legislation at Athens; and in other states too there are;

laws to be found which prevent men from acquiring land to any

extent they desire. Similarly there are laws to be found which

prevent the sale of property: among the Locrians, for instance,;

there is a law to the effect that men cannot sell their property

unless they can prove that an evident misfortune has befallen them.

;

§ 7. There are also laws to be found which provide that the original

lots [of landed property] must be maintained intact: it was the

neglect of such a law at Leucas, to mention one instance, which

made the constitution excessively democratic; men came into'

office, as a result, who no longer possessed the necessary legal;

qualification.^ But [in spite of the arguments in favour of equality
^

of property derived from these facts] it is possible that equality of
;

property may exist, and yet [be a defective system, because] the

amount possessed by each individual may be either unduly large,

which leads to luxury, or unduly small, which results in penury.
;

It is therefore clear that it is not enough merely to establish the

general principle of equality of property : it is [also] necessary to

aim at [a'definite system of equality based on] a fixed and moderate
amount. § 8. But even if one were to the same moderate
amount for each, there, would still be no real gain. It is more
necessary to equalize men’s desires than their properties; and that

;

is a result which cannot be achieved unless men are adequately

trained by the influence of laws.^ Phaleas, however,' might possibly

retort that this is just the view which he himself propounds; for it

is his opinion that equality should be doubly pursued in states, and
j

should mean equality of education as well as of property. § 9. But *

in that case we ought to be told what is to be the character of the
education [which all are equally to receive]. There would be no;
real gain if it were merely one and the same for all

; for it is possible

;

for education to be one and the same for all, and yet to be of a|

* In consequence of the failure to maintain the original lots intact, men who '

had only part of a lot had to be admitted to office, in spite of legal requirements
which (we may gather) demanded the possession of a whole lot as the necessary
qualification.

^ This argument is like the argxmaent previously advanced against the
rlatonic system of common property; cf. c. v, §§ 5, 15. Aristotle prefers to trust

of ^ system of common ownership nor to a system of equal ownership

u- u
viev/, material in their nature), but to a system of moral training

which affects the moral disposition and secures the right use of property.
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character which will produce a disposition to covet wealth, or to

covet office, or to covet both. § 10. This raises a further point.

[It is necessary to deal with office, or political power, as well as

with property]: civil discord arises not only from inequality of

property, but alsbTfdm'inequality of the offices which mien hold,

BufhefeTve must note a difference. The distribution of property
Vofks'in the opposite way from the distribution of office. The
masses become revolutionary when the distribution of property is

yinequal. Men of education become revolutionary when the dis-

tribution of office is equals 1267 a This is the point of the verse

"liTHomer:

Office and honour are one and the same for the good and
the bad man.

§ II. [There is also a further point which has to be taken into

account. We have to consider not only the causes of civil discord,

but also the causes of ordinary crime.] There are some crimes

which are due to lack of necessities; and here, Phaleas thinks,,

equality of property will be a remedy, and will serve to prevent

men from stealing simply through cold or hunger. Butwant is not

tl^ only cause of crimes. Men also commit them simply for the

pleasure it gives them, arid just to get rid of an unsatisfied desire.

Vexed by a desire which goes beyond the simple necessities of life,

H they will turn criminals to cure their vexation. § 12. [There is
'

still a third factor to be considered.] Men may not only commit
crime to cure a desire they already feel: they may start some desire

[and then commit crime to satisfy that desire] just in order to enjoy

the sort of pleasure which is unaccompanied' by pain.

What is the remedy for these three kinds of crime .For
,
the

first kind, we may answer," some modicum of property and some
'soft of work: for the second, a temperate disposition; as for the

* Aristotle’s own principle, seated later in Book III (c. ix, §§ 1-6), is that

office should be awarded in proportion to desert, and therefore on a principle

of ‘proportionate equality’, which gives men office in equal proportion to the

different contributions which they make to the well-being of the state. Now
‘men of education’ contribute something additional, which (on the principle of
‘proportionate equality’) should receive an additional recognition in the distribu-

tion of office.
* ‘The three are’, as Newman e.xplains in his note, ‘(r) wrongdoing for the

sake of absolute necessaries; (2) wrongdoing for the s^e of superfluities with a
view to curing painful desire and obtaining pleasure; (3) wrongdoing for the

sake of superfluities with a view to obtaining painless pleasure’.
_

~

' The' distinction beween (3) and (3) is subtle. Under (2), ffie criminal seeks

to cure a painful desire, from which he already suffers, by attaining release from
.pain and enjoying the pleasure of such release. Here there is a mixture of

7 pleasure and pain. Under (3), the criminal seeks to enjoy a pleasure altogether

unmuced with pain by immediately indulging in desire and proceeding to gratify

it at once without any interval of suffering.

4774 F
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third kind,' we can only say that if there are men who want to get

unmixed pleasure purely by their own independent effort, they

will find no satisfactidh except in the aid of philosophy; for all

pleasures other than that of philosophy need the assistance of

others. § 13. [Other remedies are therefore necessary besides the
|

remedy of Phaleas, which touches only the kind of crime com- 1

mitted from want of necessities.] The greatest crimes are com-

mitted not for the sake ofnecessities, but for the sake ofsuperfluities.

Men do not become tyrants in order to avoid exposure to cold.

This is the reason why[, the crime of the tyrant being great,] the

honours paid to the man who assassinates a tyrant—and not a mere

thief—are also great. ^ We thus see that the general scheme of

the constitution proposed by Phaleas avails only against the lesser

crimes.

§ 14. There is a further criticism to be made of Phaleas. He
seeks to arrange most of the details of his scheme with a view to

the proper working of the constitution internally. But [external

,

•affairs have also to be considered; andj airangements should also

be made to meet the problem of defence against all neighbouring

and foreign states.^ It is therefore necessaty_.that: the constitution .

should be constructed whh a view to military strength; and of this
;

Phaleas has nothing to say. § 15. What applies to the constitution
'

also applies to property. It should be' adequate not only as a basis

for the political activities of the citizens internally, but also as a

resource for mieeting external dangers. This latter consideration’

'suggests the proper amount. On the one hand, it should not be so

large that neighbouring and more powerful states wilPcovet it,

while its owners are unable to repel an attack: on the other hand,

it should not be so small that those who own it are unable to sustain

the burden of a war even with states otherwise equal and similar

to their own. § 16. Phaleas has given us no indication; but we
must not forget that some amount of property is an advantage, and

* The question whether tyrannicide was justifiable was nauch debated in the

'

Middle Ages and in the sixteenth century. Aristotle does not discuss the general
^

question of tyrannicide: he simply remarks—perhaps remembering the honours
paid in Athens to Harmodius and Aristogeiton, who assassinated the tyrant

'

Hipparchus—^that tyrannicides are actually honoured.
^ The problem of external relations—of foreign policy and defence—is one

which is always present to Aristotle. He has already raised it (c. vi, §§ 7-8) in
criticizing Plato’s Lazos; and when he comes to construct his own ideal constitu-
tion he pays special attention to the problem (Book VII, c. vi, and especially
c. xi). There is also a reference to the problem of defence in Book IV, c. iv,

§§ lo-i I. We may also refer to the Rhetoric, Book I, c. iv, § 9, where it is stated
that the orator dealing with political affairs should be conversant with matters
of war and peace ; should understand the actual and potential strength of his

^

state, and Imow its military history; and should also have a similar under-
standing and Imowledge about neighbour states.
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we may perhaps suggest, as the best criterion of that amount, that

Wronger states shall find no advantage in going to war with a
'

statejbecause its wealth is excessive, but will go to war with it only
in circumstances in which they would do so even if its wealth were

'Jess than it is, § 17. There is an his^torical incident which illustrates

{| Tiur af^fnent. When the Persian Autophradates was planning to

besiege the town of Atarneus, Eubulus, the ruler of the town, asked
him to consider the length of time which it would take to capture

it, and to calculate the expense which a siege of that duration

would mean.^ He was willing, he said, to surrender the town
immediately for less than that amount. This had the effect of

causing Autophradates, after a little reflection, to abandon the

siege of the town.

§ 18. [Returning to the theme of the intenial effects of the dis-

;

tribution of property] we must admit that a system which gives ,

' equal properties to all the citizens has a certain advantage, in that
'

it helps to prevent mutual discord
;
but the advantage, on the whole,

is inconsiderable.'. Men of education would be aggrieved by the

system, feeling that they deser\'ed something more than mere
equality; indeed, as a matter of actual observ'ation, they often rise

in revolt and cause civic discord for this very reason. § 19. [Indeed

there would be a general revolt against pure equality] : 1267 b the

naughtiness ofmen is a cup that can never be filled : there was once

t a timewhen two obolswere a sufficient allowance,- but now that this

has become the tradition men are always wanting something more,

and are never contented until they get to infinity. It is the nature of

desire to be infinite; and the mass of men live for the satisfaction

of desire. § 20. The source from which a remedy for such evils

may be expected is not the equalization of property, but rather a

method of training which makes the better sort of natures un-

willing, and the poorer sort unable, to indulge in covetousness.^ 'T
The latter object will be attained if men of a poorer nature are put

;;
^

in an inferior position without being subjected to injustice.

"
§ 21. [It is a final argument against the scheme of Phaleas that] ^

even in regard to his proposal for equality of property he has

expressed himself imperfectly. He would equalize property only,

in land; but wealth may also consist in slaves, cattle, and money,

* Eubulus was at one time ruler of two towns, Atarneus and Assus, in the ;

north-west of Asia Minor, somewhere about 350 B.c. Aristotle would naturally !

be interested in his fortunes, because he stayed in Assus, for some years after 347,

as the guest of Hermias (the successor of Eubulus) whose niece he married.

* The daily allowance made in the fifth century to each Athenian citizen,

during festivals, to pay for seats in the theatre.
^ 3 Aristotle repeats his constant theme (see the note on § 8, above) that a sys-

^ tern of moral training, which affects the moral disposition, and secures the right ^^ attitude to property, is the method to be followed.
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and in addition there will be a considerable stock of what are caUed

’movables. The proper course is either to deaf with all these forms

of wealth by an equal distribution or the fixing of a moderate

-maximum, or to leave all alike unregulated. § 22. It is also evident,

from the legislation proposed by Phaleas, that he proposes to

institute only a small body of citizens: the artisans are all to be ^

public slaves, and are not to furnish any addition to the citizen

body. § 23. It may be the case that one class of artisans—those

who are employed on public property—should be made public

slaves.! If so, it ought to be done on the lines which are followed

at Epidamnus, or on the scheme which Diophantus once sought to

introduce at Athens.

The observations which we have made on the constitution pro-

posed by Phaleas will enable the student to judge whether his

suggestions are good or bad.

Chapter VIII

4. Hippodamus of Miletus: a planner of towns^
who also sought to

plan states on new lines. His advocacy of 'triads'—three social classes;

three divisions of the territory; three sorts of lazos. Criticism of his

three classes and three dividpns of territory. Criticism of his legal

novelties^ and especially of his proposal to reward the inventors of

reforms. Tradition has its claims; and the value of a law-abiding

habit may he greater than that of legal reforms.

§ I. Hippodamus the son of Euryphon, a citizen of Miletus, was 1

the first man without practical experience of politics who attempted i

to handle the theme of the best form of constitution. He was a
'

man who invented the planning of towns in separate quarters, and
laid out the Peiraeus with regular roads.^ In his general life, too,

[apart from these innovations] he was led into some eccentricity

by a desire to attract attention; and this made a number of people

feel that he lived in too studied and artificial a manner. He wore
his hair long and expensively adorned: he had flowing robes,

expensively decorated, made from a cheap but warm material,

which he wore in summer time as well as in winter; and he aspired

to be learned about nature generally [as well as about town-
! Aristotle, apparently rejecting the proposal that all artisans should be public t

slaves, limits himself to considering the possibility that only those artisans who
j

are employed on public property should be public slaves. Even this limited I

possibility, he suggests, can only be realized in a particular way—which he does i

not, however, explain, except by reference to two examples of which we know *

nothing.
'

_

* Miletus, his native city, had been laid out on a fine scale, and on geometrical V
lines, soon after 480 B.c. He perhaps learned his methods in Miletus and carried

^them to Athens, where he may have written a work on town-planning to which I

Aristotle is here referring (Cambridge Ancient History, vol. v, p. 463). I
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planning]. § 2. The state which he planned to construct was one
of 10,000 citizens, divided into three classes: the first of artisans,

'the second of farmers, and the third a defence force equipped with
arms. §3. The territory was to be similarly divided, into three

^
'parts. One was intended fo'r religious purposes; the second for

public use; and tlie third was to be private property. The first part

was to meet the expenses of the regular worship of the civic
' deities; the second part—that devoted to public use—was to sup-

'port the defence force; and the third was to be the private property

‘of the farming class. § 4. Hippodamus also believed that there

should be only three classes of laws, corresponding to the three

main issues—wanton-.assault, damage, and homicide—on which
he held that all lawsuits arise. He proposed, too, that there should

be a single supreme court, to which all cases that appeared to have
,

been irripfoperly decided should be referred; and this court, on his i

plan, was to be constituted of elders selected for the purpose.
'

'1268 a § 5. He also held that judgements should not be given in

the courts by the method of dropping a pebble into the voting urn:

each judge should deposit a tablet. If he gave an absolute verdict

of condemnation against the defendant, he would write that verdict

on the tablet: if he gave an absolute verdict of acquittal, he would

leave the tablet blank; if he wished to record a qualified verdict

—

partly of condemnation, and partly of acquittal—he would specify

the nature of his verdict. Hippodamus objected to the ordinary

method of voting as a bad sort of arrangement: it compelled a

judge [in a border-line case] to violate his judicial oath by giving a

verdict of absolute acquittal or condemnation. § 6. He also pro-

posed a law for conferring honours on any who should make an

invention of benefit to the state; and he further suggested, as a

novelty not hitherto included in the legislation of any state, that

the children of those ^yho_had been killed in action should be sup-

ported at the public expense. . . . Actually, such a law is already in

cxistence at Athens, and also in other states. ... § 7. Finally, the^

magistrates, on his scheme, were all to be elected by the people: 1

the people was to be constituted of the three classes already men-

'

tioned; and the magistrates whom they elected were to devote

themselves. to three subjects—^public matters, matters relating to

aliens, and matter relating to orphans.

These are the main and most notable features in the political

arrangements proposed by Hippodamus. The first criticism which
'

we may raise concerns the division of the citizen-body. .§ 8. The
I* ' artisans, the farmers, and the military class all share in the constitu-

tion, in the sense of possessing the active franchise
;
but the farmers

share without possessing arms, and the artisans share without

,
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possessing either land or arms, which makes them both, in effect,

the slaves of the class in possession of arms. § 9. It is thus impos-

sible that these two classes should share in all the, offices of the;

state; for the members of the class which possesses' arms must
' necessarily be appointed generals and police magistrates, and.must

thus hold, in the main,, the highest offices. But if the members

of these two classes do not share in the constitution [i.e. in the:

sense of being eligible for office and thus possessing the passive :

franchise], how can they be friendly disposed to the constitution?;

^
It may be rejoined that the class which possesses arms ought to be.

superior to both of the other classes. We may answer that rejoinder

by the argument, that it will be difficult for this class to besup.eripr,

unless it is also numerous. § 10. ,But, in that case, is there any

,

heed for the other two classes to share in the constitution
.

[in the,

/ sense of exercising the active franchise], or to control the appoint-

ment of magistrates ? We may also raise
,
the larger question

,

,

whether the farmers are really of any service to the state. We may
admit that artisans are necessary (they are necessary in every state),

and that they can earn a subsistence from their crafts in the state

proposed by Hippodamus as they do in all other states. But the '

case of the farmers is different. If they had provided the means of

.

existence for the military class, they might reasonably have been

counted as an integral part of the State [for by contributing to the 'An

support of an essentiarclass they would have made an essential i

contribution to the state]
;
but on the scheme of Hippodamus they

own their land as private property,.and they will farm it for their,

private benefit. §11. A further difficulty arises with regard to the
" third part of the territory which is to be common property, and
' from which the members of the defence force are to draw their

subsistence. If the members of the defence force farm this common
land themselves, there will be no distinction,..such as Hippodamus
wishes to establish, between the military and the farming class. If,

'

on the other hand, those who..farm this common .land are to be
distinct both from the class of farmers on private estates and from

’f the military class, we .shall have a .fourth, class in the state; and
this class will have no share in anything whatsoever and will be
extraneous to the constitution. § 12. There is, indeed, another
and third alternative—that the same persons who farm their own
private estates should also farm the common land. In that case,

however, it will be difficult for each cultivator to produce enough
to maintain two households [his own, and that of a member of the
rnilitary class]

;
and the question may also be fairly asked, 1268 b 'V'

[‘Why begin by dividing public from private land .?] Why not start

at once with a system by w^hich the farmers—^using all the land.
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and each cultivating his share as a single plot—vdll at one and the

same time get subsistence for themselves and provide it for the

military class?’ There is a sad confusion in the ideas of Hippo-
damus on all these matters.

ti § ^3- disagree with the law he proposes in regard

to the method of giving judicial decisions. ,He prescribes that a

judge should, [if he thinks fit,] give a qualified verdict, even
‘'fliough the plaint on which he gives his decision is stated in abso-

lute terms. This is, in effect, to prescribe that the judge should

become an arbitrator. A qualified verdict is possible in a court of

‘arbitration, even when there are several arbitrators (for they can
confer with one another in order to determine their verdict); but
in a court of law such a verdict is impossible, since, far from per-

mitting any conference, the majority of legal codes contain specific

measures for securing that the judges shall not communicate. ^

§ 14. The perplexity to which decisions will thus be reduced [if

the method of the qualified verdict is introduced into courts of

law] can easily be seen. Let us suppose that any given judge is of

the opinion that damages should be given—but not to the amount
for which the plaintiff sues. A plaintiff, for example, may sue for

20 minae but a judge will give a verdict for 10 (or a plaintiff may
sue for a still larger sum and a judge will give a verdict for some-

^
thing still less); but [as there are a number of judges] another

will give a verdict for 5, and still another a verdict for 4. In

this way, it is obvious, the various judges who give a qualified

verdict will each award a different proportion of the amount
claimed. But [this is not all: we have also to consider the judges

who give a plain and unqualified verdict; and of these] some will

award the whole sum claimed, Avhile the rest will award nothing

at all. § 15. What is the method of estimating [the total effect

of] the different decisions thus given? . . . Turning to another

point [also rhade by Hippodamus—that the giving of a plain verdict

compels a judge to violate his oath], we must notice that a plain

verdict of pure acquittal or pure condemnation never compels a

judge to violate his oath, provided that the plaint itself has been

duly laid in a plain and unqualified form. If, for instance, the

plaint laid against the defendant is for 20 minae, the judge who
gives a verdict for his acquittal does not decide that the defendant

owes nothing; he only decides that he does not owe 20 minae. We
* Aristotle is assuming the existence of popular courts of law, each containing

a large number of judges or ‘dicasts’—it may be several hundreds. He is

t also assuming that each of these judges votes separately, and is debarred from
communicating with other judges. In these circumstances there cannot be

any conference, such as is necessary to a qualified verdict; and there cannot,

therefore, be a qualified verdict.
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they were ‘earth-born’, or the survivors of some cataclysm, were in

ail probability similar to ordinary or even foolish people to-day.

{Indeed that is actually the tale that is told of the ‘earth-born’ men.)
It would therefore be an absurdity to remain constant to their

notions. But besides these considerations [which relate to tin-

written custom], it may also be urged that to leave written laws
unchanged is not a good policy. §22. The reason is that in

matters of political organization, as in the arts generally, it is

imposMble for every' rule tFbeTvriu^^ down precisely: rules must
be expressed in general terms, but actions are concerned with
particulars. [The first form of a law will thus be inexact; and it

will need to be changed in the light of further experience of men’s
actions in detail.]

But while these arguments go to show that in some cases, and
at 50?«e times, law ought to be changed, there is another point of

view from which it would appear that change is a matter which
needs greal caution. § 23. When we reflect that the improvement
likely to be effected may be small, and that it is a bad thing to

accustom men to abrogate laws light-heartedly, it becomes clear

that there are some defects, both in legislation and in government,

which had better be left untouched. The benefit of change will be

less than the loss which is likely to result if men fall into the habit

of disobeying the government. § 24. We must also notice that the

analogy drawn from the arts is false. To change the practice of an

art is not the same as to change the operation of a law. It is from

habit, and only from habit, that law derives the validity which

secures obedience. But habit can be created only by the passage

of time
;
and a readiness to change from existing to new and different

laws will accordingly tend to weaken the general power of law.

§ 25. Further questions may also be raised. Even if we admit that

it is allowable to make a change, does this hold true, or not,

of all laws and in all constitutions? And again, should change bei

attempted by any person whatsoever, or only by certain persons ?

It malces a great difference which of these different alternatives is

adopted. . . . We may therefore dismiss this question for the

present. It belongs to a different occasion.

B

ACTUAL STATES WHICH APPROACH THE IDEAL (cc.

Chapter IX

1. The Spartan Constitution, The problem of finding a leisured

class for the purposes of government: serfdom as absolution: the

Spartan Helots. The undue influence of women at Sparta: the bad
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distribution ofproperty^ and its bad effects on the army. The defects,

of the Ephorate, the Couficil of Elders, and the dual kingship: defects

of the Spartan system of common meals. The had results of Spartan

militarism, and the bad state of the public finances at Sparta.,
,

.

•

§ I. When we consider the constitutions of Sparta and Crete

—

or indeed, for that matter, of any other state—two questions

emerge.^ The first is whether any of their provisions is good or

bad when it is judged by the standard of an ideal system: the

second is whether any provision runs contrary to the principles and .

character of their constitutions as actually established. § z. It is

generally agreed that leisure, or in other words freedom from the

necessity of labour, should be present in any well-ordered state;

but it is difficult to see by what mode of organization this leisure

is to be secured. The serfdom of the Penestae in Thessaly is one

sort of mode, but the serfs there have often revolted against their

masters
;
and the helots have similarly revolted against the Spartans,

for whose misfortunes they are always on the watch, just as if they

lay in an ambush. § 3. Nothing similar, it is true, has hitherto

happened in Crete. Perhaps 1269 b the reason is that the neigh-

bouring cities of the island, although engaged in mutual hostilities,

never enter into any alliance with revolting serfs : it is not to the

interest of any, as each has serfs of its own. But all the neighbours

of Sparta—^Argos, Messenia, and Arcadia—have been her enemies
; , j

and this is the cause of the frequent revolts of the helots. [The
example of Thessaly proves the same point] : the early revolts of

their serfs against the Thessalians were due to the fact that they

were still engaged in hostilities with the peoples on their borders

—

the Achaeans, the Perrhaebians, and the Magnesians § 4, Even
if there were no added trouble, the handling of serfs is, in itself, an
irksome business. It is not easy to determine on what footing one
should associate with' them: if they are driven with a loose rein,

'

they become insolent, and proceed to claim equality with their

masters: if they have a hard life, they fall into conspiracy and
rancour.

,
The moral is plain. States which suffer in this way :

from having a system of serfdom have not discovered the best
mode of organization [for the purpose of securing leisure].

* In the preceding eight chapters Aristotle has considered, according to the
plan laid down in c. i, § i, ‘forms of government designed by theorists and heldm good repute’. He now turns to ‘forms actually practised by states that are
accounted to be well-governed’. In either case his method is critical: he seeks
to discover the defects which are to be avoided, in order to avoid those defects

ri
Ws own ideal state. His account of the Spartan constitution

—

like 1
^^ account of Plato’s proposals and his accounts of the schemes of Phaleas ’

and ^Hippodamus is therefore critical. It does not necessarily represent his
considered view of the general value of the Spartan constitution,
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§ 5. Another criticism of the Spartan constitution turns on the

indigence permktedlo women. This hinders Sparta from atitain-

ing'either the purpose bf its"own constitution or the happiness of
its citizen body. Just as husband and wife are alike essential parts

of the family, so a state should also be considered as almost equally

composed of men and women members,
.
In all constitutions,

therefore, where the position of women is poorly regulated, one-
half of the citizen body inust be, considered as left untouched, by.

the laws. § 6. This is, what has actually happened at. Sparta.., The
legislator who made the Spartan code intended to make the whole
citizen body hardy; but if he fulfilled that intention, as he obviously

did, in regard to the men, he has wholly neglected to achieve it in

5

regard to the„women, whojndulge in all sorts of licence and live!

a luxurious life., § 7. The inevitable result,Jn such a constitution,
‘

Ts the worship of wealthy especially if—as happens with most
military and maftiah stocks—the citizens are dominated by their

wives. (But the Celts are an exception to this general ruler so, too,

are such peoples as openly approve of homosexual attachments.)

§ 8. There was wisdom in the earliest author of myths when he

paired Ares and Aphrodite: the facts show that all martial races

are prone to passionate attachments either to men or to women.
It was attachments of the latter sort which were common in

Sparta; and the result was that, in the days of her hegemony,

affairs largely fell into the hands of women. § 9. But what is the

difference between governors being governed by women and
women being actually governors ? The results are the same. [We
may take one example of those results.] Even in the matter of

courage, which is useless in all life’s ordinary affairs and only

of use, if it has a use, in time of war, the women of Sparta have had

a must mischievous influence.._§. ior~TEeysffowedlEislimir^

'^Thebah'ihvasidns; unlike the women of other states, tl^y were of
,

no use whatever, and caused more confusion than the enemy. We
may admit that the licence enjoyed by women seems to have come
about originally at Sparta in a way which it is easy to understand.

1270 a §11. The men were absent on expeditions for long

periods: there was war with the Argives, and with the Messenians

and Arcadians. Living a militaiy life (which develops a number of

good qualities) they were provided with some preparation [for

a system of state-training], and on the return of peace and leisure

they were thus ready to place themselves at the disposal of the

legislator, [It was different with the women, who had been living

their own life at home.] Lycurgus indeed attempted, according to

tradition, to bring the women too within the range of his laws; but

they opposed him, and he had to abandon the attempt. § 12. But
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while we can thus explain what actually happened, and so account

for the origin of this defect in the Spartan sj'^stem, we have to

remember that we are not concerned with what can, or cannot, be

excused [historically], but with what is actually right or wrong.

. § 13. The defects in the position ofwomen at Sparta, as we have

already suggested, seem not only calculated to produce some lack

of harmony in the' constitution, if we take that by itself, but also

likely to foster the growth of avarice. It is natural, therefore, to

pass from ’ the observations just made to some criticism of the

unequal distribution of property at Sparta. § 14. While some

of the Spahtans have come to possess an excessively large amount

of property, others have been reduced to the merest fraction;

and in this way the land has mostly passed into the hands of

a very few persons. This matter has been badly handled by . the.,

legislation of Sparta. The legislator, very rightly, made it improper

to buy or sell any land belonging to a Spartan citizen; but he
also allowed an}'' person who so desired to give or bequeath his

property—though the same results must necessarily follow in the

one case as in the other. § 15. Actually, aboutJ;wo-fifths_.pf the

whole country belongs to [a few"bwhefs, and those few] jwpmen

;

this is due to the number of heiresses and the practice of giving

dowries. It would have been better to have had no dowries at all,

or to have fixed them at a small, or at any rate a moderate, amount.

As it is, a citizen may give the daughter who inherits his property

to any man whom he likes (rich or poor)
;
and if he dies intestate

before he has done so, the man who is left in the position ofguardian
gives her in marriage at his discretion. § 16. The result has been
that while the territory would have supported 1,500 horse and
30,000 foot, the number had dwindled [by the time of the Theban
invasions of 369-362 B.C.] to less than 1,000. History itself has

clearly shown the defects of the Spartan methods of dealing with
property. Sparta was unable to weather a. single defeat in the field;

and she was ruined by Want of men. § 17. It is stated that, under
the early kings, the Spartans were in the habit of giving citizenship

to strangers, and that, as a result, they suffered from no want of
men, in spite of the long wars they were fighting: indeed they are

said to have numbered, at one time, as many as 10,000 citizens.

Whether this statement is true or false, Sparta would have done
.better to keep her ranks filled by maintaining an equal distribution
of property. § 18. Such a reform' is, however, impeded by the
very law which the Spartans have adopted for the encouragement
of the birth-rate. Anxious for 1270 b the Spartans to be as numer-
ous as possible, and seeking accordingly to induce his fellow-
citizens to have as many children as possible, the legislator has
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enacted a law that the father of three sons should be exempt from
' military service, and the father of four entirety ffee''frQm ali~taxes.

1 19. Yet it is obvious that, if families are large,' and the land is

; divided accordingly [among a number of children], a large number
of the citizens must necessarily be reduced to poverty.

This leads to a further criticism, which turns on the defects of

l'-\ the institution called the Ephorate.^ The Ephors at Sparta have
a sovereign authority in matt^^£ the highest importance ;'but

'

they^e airdrawh"fro^jdLe_.penple at large,, andjt often ha^^^^
,

T:haf vef^pobf men, whose lack of means renders them opeiTto'"

""bribery,“Tftain this^^ce. § ToTThis weakness has often been
shown in the past; and there is a recent instance in the affair at

Andros, when some of the Ephors, by taking bribes, did their best

to involve the whole state in ruin. It is a further defect of this

institution that it is.so important, and so much in the nature of a

dictatorship, that even the kings have been compelled to court the

favour of the Ephors. The result has been that—apart from their

venality—the whole constitution has suffered, in common with the

Imbhafchy^ from"their overgrown power; and from being an aristo-

cracy if has fended to turn info a democracy. § 21. But it must be

ajdmiffed that the Ephorate is a force which holds the constitution ’/

together. The right of sharing in the most important office of the
'

'stat'elhakes the people at large contented; and this result, whether

f it be due to the influence of legislation or to the working of chance,

has a beneficial effect on the affairs of Sparta. § 22. If a constitu-

tion is to survive, all the elements of the state must join in willing

its existence and its continuance,^ [Such a will exists in each of

the elements at Sparta] ; it exists in the two kings, who are content

with the honour paid to their persons: it exists among the upper
;

.

classes, who are content with their access to the Senate (for a seat

in the Senate is given as a reward for excellence)
;
and it also exists s

in the people, at large, who are made contented by the Ephorate .

and by all being eligible alike for that office. § 23. But [though the

Ephorate has this advantage, it still suffers from defects]. It is

right and proper that all should be eligible for the office, but not

that the election should be conducted on the present method,

which is far too childish.3 Again, the Ephors arejust ordinary men,

^ The five Spartan Ephors, or ‘overseers’, had a general superintendence of

the Spartan constitution. A number of modern thinkers, from Calvin and
Altfausius to Fichte, have sought to advocate an imitation of the Spartan

Ephorate, in the form of some ultimate supreme council, or supreme court,

finally controlling the action of the state. ^ See Note L, p. 80.

» 3 We do not know what this ‘childish’ method was—whether it was real
’ election of any sort (by acclamation or otherwise), or election mixed with some

element of chance (such as the use of the lot or the taking of auspices), or pure

reliance on chance.
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but they have power to decide important cases; and it would be

better, therefore, that they should not decide at discretion [as. they

how do], bi^ on the basis of written rules .set.,downJii legd
^

§ 24. FihalIy,lHeir mode"bllife isnotinagreement with the aim qf i

the state. It permitstbomuch indulgence. This contradicts the dis-

cipline imposed on the other citizens, which inclines so much to the

opposite extreme of severity thatmen cannot endure its rigour, and

escape from it into the secret enjoyment of sensual pleasures.

The institution of the Council of Elders has also its defects. A
§ 25. If the members of the council were men of probity, and

adequately trained in manly virtues, it might be argued that the

institution was of benefit to the state. . . . Even so, it would be

dubious whether councillors should be life-judges in important

cases, [as they now are]: the mind, as well as the body, is subject

to old age. . . . But when, aVa matter of fact, 1271 a the training

of the councillors is such that even the legislator distrusts their

character, the council cannot be regarded as a safe institution. C,

§ 26. It is evident from experience that those who have held the.,

office of councillor have often been influenced* by bribery . and,

favouritism in dealing with public affairs. This is a reason why ^

they should not, as they now are, be free from any scrutiny of their’

'

conduct. It is true that the Ephors'wduTd'appear to have the right

to scrutinize the conduct of every magistrate; but this is too

sweeping a prerogative for themTO-possess, nor .is it the way in
'

which, in our view, the cbunciilqrsjJiould. be,subjected to scrutiny.

§27. The methnd of electing councillors is ajso defective. The
'

final election is^ made in. a,.childish way [by a peculiar form of

acclamation]
;
and there is an impropriety in requiring that, to be

eligible, a man should openly seek election. The man who deserves

the office should have it whether he wants it or no. § 28. In re-

quiring candidates to seek election, the legislator is plainly acting

in the spirit which he seeks to infuse into the whole of the constitu-

tion. He has imposed the requirement because he wants to make
his citizens generally ambitious of honours and office; for no one
would seek election as councillor unless he had such an ambition.
Yet ambition and avarice are exactly the motives which lead men ^

to commit nearly all intentional crimes.

§ 29. The general theme of kingship, and the question whether .

-

it is good or bad for states to have kings, may be left to another 'Vj I)

occasion. But if there are to be kings, they had .better not come .to
'''

'

,

the throne on the principle now followed in Sparta, and each new ^ /

King should be appointed for his personal conduct and' character, i
. y

The monarchy at Sparta (which'was a dual monarchy, with two kings ruling
'

'

simultaneously) was an hereditary office confined to the family of the Heraclidae,
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§ 30. On the present sptem it is clear that even the legislator him-
self must be of the opinion that he cannot make the Sngs behave
well and honourably. At any rate he shows a distrust of their being
sufficiently good for his purpose; and this distrust has appeared in

'

the practice ofjoining opponents with the kings on embassies, and
in the general opinion that divisions between them served as a
political safeguard.

The legal arrangements made, at the time of its introduction,

for reflating the system of common meals (or, as the Spartans
^nhem, may also'be criticized.'’" § 31. The cost'of such
gatherings ought..to_ be__defray,ed from public fundsj ah it is in'

k'pfete
;
T3ut the rule at Sparta is for each'“mah to bring his own :

; contributibh, in lpit'e“bf' th’e'Tabt ‘ that' some "of' the citizens 'are’

, extremely poor and unable to bear the expense. The natural result

IS tHhvefy opposite of the legislator’s intention. § 33. The system

of common meals was meant to be democratic, but the rule which
is followed at Sparta makes it almost the reverse. Citizens who are

extrerhHy poor find it difficult to share in the common meals; and
yet it is the traditional rule of the Spartan constitution that those

who'cahnoVcontribute their quota are debarred from, sharing in

constitutional rights.

§ 33. Other writers have also censured, not without justice,_.the_.

law relating to the .office pf admiral. It is a cause of civil discord..

’Tfih office of admiral is a sort of second kingship, set up as, a„

counterpoise to the kings, who hold the position of generalissimos

for life.

§ 34, There is another respect in which the purpose and inten-

tion of Spartan legislation may be censured; 1271 b and the

censure has already been passed by Plato in his Lazos. The \yhole

systenioflegislatipnJs_directed to fostering onlyone part or element

^f goodnessr-goodness in war—because that sdrt"df'^qdness is

useful for gaining power. The inevitable result has followed. The
Spartans remained_secure as long as they were at war; but they

wll^sed as sobn.as they acquired an empire. They did hot know
Kow to use the leisure which,peacg brought; and_tbey had .never,,

accustomed themselves to any discipline other and better than.that.„.

of war. $ There is another defecTat Sparta which is equally

grave. The Spartans hold that the ‘godds’"for which''meh strive

[happiness, honour, and the like] are to be attained by being good,

and not by being bad. They are right in thinking that goodness is

and descending by right of seniority- According to Plutarch, Lysander had sug-

,
gested (early in the fourth century b.c.) that the office of king should be turned

into something in the nature of a presidency, and should be open to merit irre-

spective of descent, Aristotle, as Newman notes, appears to agree with tins

suggestion.
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the way to the ‘goods’ of life; but they are wrong in iDelieying t^^^^

these ‘goods’ are greater than goodness.
''

§ 36. Another defect at Sparta is the state of the public finances.

The treasury is"empty7while^ state is coinpeired t6”'wage major_^

'wars; and the taxes are not properly paid. Most of the land is in

the hands of citizens, and [as the taxes fall on land];h6he of therh

looks at all closely at another man’s payments. § 37. The effect of

the Spartan system is here the reverse of beneficial: iThas reduced

the state to penury while encouraging private avarice. This may
serve as an account' of the Spartan constitution, arid these are the

defects which are particularly open to censure.

4

Note L (p. 77): Aristotle on will or consent in' politics

This important Aristotelian idea—that ‘will is the basis of the state’

—

is implied in the whole conception of ‘association’
;
and it is constantly

repeated by Aristotle. It appears in Book IV, c. ix, § 10 (where the mixed
constitution is said to be dependent on the will of every part); in IV,
c. xn, § I (where it is stated, as a principle common to all constitutions,

that the part which wills the continuance of the constitution should be
stronger than the part which does not)

;
and in V, c. ix, § 5 (where the

^

same principle is laid down in the same words). It will be noted that

Aristotle sometimes assumes the consent of all the parts (e.g. in the present
context, where he is primarily thinking of Sparta, and again in the passage
in which he is speaking of the mixed, constitution), and sometimes only
assumes the consent of the major part.' Perhaps wemay say thatHe assumes
the consent of the major part for all constitutions, and only assumes that

of all the parts for constitutions of the mixed type.

Chapter X
2. The Cretan type of constitution. Crete possibly the model of
Sparta: similarities betzoeen the izoo. The Cretan system of common
meals is superior to the Spartan; hiit the,Creiari. CQsrn.oi, who corre-

spond to the Spartan Ephors, are inferior to them, Cretan feudalism'

:

confederations, of nobles: feuds and factions;, Crete hitherto saved
from their evil effects by its geographical isolation.

§ I. The Cretan type of constitution is allied to the Spartan;
but it is, on the whole, inferior in finish, though equal at one or two
pointsr lt may well have been the model on which the constitution
"of Sparta was generally based: indeed, this is said to be the case;
and institutions of an older origin are generally less elaborate than
the more modern. § 2. Tradition records that Lycurgus, when he
relinquished the office of guardian to King Charillus and went
abroad, spent most of his time in Crete, to which he was drawn by
ties of connexion—the people of Lyctus [one of the cities of Crete]
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being a colony from Sparta. . . . These Spartan settlers adopted
the form of law which they found existing among the inhabitants

at the time of their settlement. § 3. The adoption of these ancient

laws by the Spartan colonists in Crete may help us to understand
why they are still in vogue among the serfs of the island, as a body

y of law supposed to go back as far as the times of Minos. . . .

[The mention of Minos may remind us that] the island seems
to be naturally designed, and admirably situated, for holding an
empire in the Greek world. It commands the whole of the sea [the

eastern Mediterranean] on whose shores nearly all of the Greeks
are settled: it is not far from the Peloponnese on the west, and close

to the comer of Asia round Cape Krio and Rhodes on the east.

§ 4. This explains the success of Minos in establishing a maritime
empire. He subdued some of the neighbouring islands, and
colonized others; and finally he carried his attacks as far as Sicily,

where he died near Camicus. . .

.

The general body of Cretan institutions resembles the Spartan.

§ 5. The helots wHp culH^te the knd for the Spartan^cofrespond

to theTefrdeci, dr serfs, in Crete; and both 1272 a states have a

system of common meals, which the Spartans, in former times,

used'tcT'call andreid (and not, as they now do, phiditia)—a term still

used'by the"Cfetans, and a proof that the Spartans derived their

system from Crete. § 6. There is also a resemblance bet>veen the

T constitutional system of Crete and that of Sparta. The Spartan

Ephors have"the same’ position as the Cretan C^pnqi'. the only

'diffef^ce is that the Ephors are five in number, and the Comoi
ten. Similarly the Spartan elders correspond to the_ Cretan; but

the latfeFare called the Boule [while the SpaffarTelders are called

the Gerousid\. Like Sparta, Crete had formerly a monarchy; but

it was afterwards abolishedj'"andlhe''Cdw«bV are now'in command
‘prtEe armyi §‘7','All jCrebanCitizens [like'the Spartans] have the

rfgh’rSf attending the general assembly';' but its only power is that

of ratifying the decisions of the elders and the Comoi.

The'afrangemehts for common meals in Crete are better than

they'are afSparta7~At SpartaTeagh chize^ contributes individually

the quota allotted to Wm,_and if he, fails to dp so he is legally

deba'fred,“'as HaFalread^been noted, from a share in constitutional

rights. § 8._In Crete the common meals are placed on a more

public footing. The whole of the agricultural produce and live

stock raised on the public land, and all the rents paid in kind by the

Peribeci,'fdfm'a’commdn fund, of which one moiety is devoted to

7 the ciilt of the gods and the discharge of public services, and the

other to the provision of common meals. This makes it possible

for all alike—men, women, and children—to be fed at the public

4774 G
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cost.^ § 9. The legislation of Crete contains a number of ingenious

devices intended to encourage an abstemious fofih of diet m the
'

interest of the state; it also includes a provision for the segregation

of wornen, to prevent them from having too many children, and

it sanctions homosexual connexions, (Whether that is right or

wrong is a question which may be left for a later occasion.)

' What we have said will show that the arrangements for common
meals in Crete are superior to those at Sparta,' On the other hand,

the Cosmoi are an institution which is inferior even to the Ephoralty.

§ 10. They share the defect of the Ephors—that of being casually’
'

appointed [through the absence'bf any properqualifTcationJ—with-

our presSiting the constitutional advantage which the Ephors

present.,, In the Spartan system, under which every citizen is eligible

for the Ephoralty, the people at large can share in the enjoyment

of this highest of offices, and the popular will is therefore enlisted

in support of the constitution. In Crete, however, the Cosmoi are

drawn from a limited number of families, and not from the people.,.,.

at large; while the members of the council of elders are drawn,

in their turn, from the limited circle of those who have’ served as

,
Cosmoi. § II. This Cretan council of elders may be criticized on

i the same grounds as the Spaftah.
.
Their 'imirhuhity from' the

rendering of any 'accouht," and their life-tenure, are both preroga-

tives beyond their desert; and their power of acting at their own
,
discretion—and not on the basis of written rules—is a positive ,

I
danger. § 12. As for the institution of the Cosmoi^ we must add that

it is no proof of its being properly organized that the people should
remain contented in spite of theif. 'exclusion from it. The Cosmoi,^

unlike the Ephors, have no opportunity of usihgTheir powers for

their own profit: they live on an island, remote from the danger of

corruption.

1272 b § 13. The rernedy which, the Cretans provide for the.,

defects of this institution is curious, and belongs to an arbitrary

oligarchy rather, than a. constitutional state’.’* Again and again a
confederation^ is formed—either by some of their own colleagues,'

or by a group of private persons—which proceeds to eject the Cosmoi
from office; and they are also allowed to resign their office beford
their term has expired. Surely it is better that all such matters'"””
should be regulated by law, and not settled by the mere will of men,
which is a dangerous standard for action. § 14. Still worse, how-

* Aristotle follows the Cretan plan in his own ideal state (Book VII, c. x, § 1 1).
® This practice of a right of confederation may remind us of the ‘Confedera-

tions’ fomed by Polish nobles against the government xmder the old Polish ^
‘constitution. The practice of declaring an abeyance of the office of Cosmoi,
which is mentioned below, may also remind us, as Newman notes, of the liberum
veto of unreformed Poland.
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ever, is the practice of declaring an abeyance of office of the Cosmoi,
whlch^poweffurHobjerofteCjeso^^^ they~are unwilling to

su^it to justice. This proves that the Cretan system, if it has
'some of the elements of a constitution, is not really a constitution

at all, but an^ arbitrary form of oligarchy. It is a habit [of the
y 'Cfetah nbBlesj 'to break up the people and their own followers

into many factions; to'set up", on that basis, as many monarchies;
arid then to quarrel and fight. § 15. In effect, and as long as it

lasts, such a state of things simply means the disappearance of the

state and the dissolution of political society. A state which is

brought to this pass isjn danger: those^hp wish to_attack it will

how“have''also the powSr. But Crete itself, as has already been
noted;"is saveld‘ from this dahgeFby its' geographical position; and
distance has here the same effect which is achieved elsewhere by
laws for the expulsion of aliens. § 16.. The isolation of Crete will

also' explain why the Perioeci there stay quiefT^ile the helots of

Sparta "are pfteri in revolt. ^Ti^ 'Cretans have no foreign domi-
nions and it is only lately that foreign forces have penetrated into

the islariff^with results which have gone to show the frailty of

Cretan institutions.

So much'bf the 'Cretan type of constitution. We may now turn

to the Carthaginian.

V Chapter XI

3. The Carthaginian constitution. Similarities of Carthage and

.
Sparta, with the balance, in some respects, in favour of Carthage.

The constitution of Carthage is generally based on the principle of
aristocracy; hut it deviatesfrom that prmciple, partly towards demo-

cracy andpartly towards oligarchy. Its main defect is that it attaches

too much importance to wealth, and is thus, in effect, a moneyed

oligarchy. Another defect is the habit of pluralism. Carthage has

sought to correct her defects by a policy of encouraging the emigration

of the poor; but while this policy has beenfortunate in its results, it is

not an adequate remedy.

§ I. The constitution of Carthage^ is generally accounted a good

' The word used by Aristotle is dynasteia, which designates an oligarchical

government, in the hands of a clique of powerful nobles (dyiiatoi), acting by
arbitrary discretion—and not by constitutional rules—in the style and spirit of

a ‘tyrant’. A dynasteia is thus a plural form of tyranny; and the use of the word
naturally leads Aristotle in the next sentence, to speak of monarchy (in its

‘tyrannical’ form) as characteristic of Crete.
• The suggestion is that if they had such dominions, the dominions might

y become discontented, and then stimulate the Perioeci into a sympathetic revolt.

' ^ It seems curious that Aristotle should give an account of a non-Hellenic

constitution as one of the three ‘actually practised by states that are accounted

to be well governed’. It seems the more curious when we reflect that Carthage
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constitution, and one which is peculiar in many respects; but the

chief thing about it is its likeness, afa'number of points, to the

Spartan. Indeed the three constitutions with which we are here

'concerned—the Cretan, the Spartan, and the Carthaginian—are

all closely related to one another, and they all differ greatly from

other constitutions. Many of the institutions at Carthage are

certainly good. § 3. It is a proof of a well-ordered constitution

that Carthage, with her large populace, should steadily keep to the

same politicafsystem : she has had no civil dissensions worth men- ,

tioning, nor any attempt at a tyranny. § 3. There are a number of

similarities between the Carthaginian and the Spartan constitution.

The common meals shared by the ‘messes’ at Carthage are similar

to the phiditia. The office of the Hundred and Four is"

similar to the Ephoralty—but with the difference (which is to the

credit of Carthage) that the elections to the office are made on the

basis of. merit, while the "Ephoralty is recruited at haphazard."

Finally, the kings and the Council of Elders at’ Carthage are

analogous to the Spartan kings arid Cbuhcil of Elders:"' §
'4. 'But

here again it is to the credit of Carthage thaCher.kings,.aremot,.as'

they are at Sparta, always drawn ffoiii .k single family, of no mor^

,

than ordinary merit. They are drawn from any family which is

outstanding at the time, and they are^dra-wn from it by election,

'

and not by seniority. Kings, after all, have considerable powers;
'

1273 a and if they are insignificant persons, they can do a great

deal of harm—as, indeed, they have actually done at Sparta.

§ 5. Most of the features which may be criticized at Carthage,
j

as deviations from its principle, are features common to all of the

!

constitutions with which we are here concerned.. But it is a feature <

peculiar to the Carthaginian constitution that while it is generally

based on the principle of aristocracy, pr .‘polity’,^ it sometimes
deviates from it in the direction of democracy, and sometimes in

that of oligarchy. It is a deviation in the direction of democracy
that while the kings;^ and the. Elders, if they are both agreed, can
freely decide whether or no they will submit any issue to the
assembly, the assembly is equally free to deal with an issue if they

was challenging the Greek hold on Sicily at the time at which he wrote. But •.

Carthage, along with Sparta and Crete, had a constitution of that mixed type to
;

which Aristotle himself inclined as ‘the best possible under actual conditions’ '

(see note i to c. i of this book)
; and it is probably for this reason that he gives

\

an account of Carthage. It is on the same ground that he refers again to the I

Carthaginian constitution in Book IV, c. vii, § 4, where it is mentioned as paying
l

regard to wealth, merit, and numbers, and thus mixing oligarchy, aristocracy,
and democracy. ^

' See Note M, p. 87. ,
^ Aristotle is referring to the Carthaginian Suffetes, who seem, like the

Spartan kings and the Roman consuls, to have been two in number.
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are not agreed about its submission. § 6. Again, when the kings and
the Elders submit a proposal by agreement, the assembly is not
confined to hearing and approving the decision of the govenirhSif:"^'

It Has the power of final judgemehtrahd any of its members who
^o desire may oppose the proposal. These are rights which the

'

•y assembly does not enjoy under the Spartan and Cretan constitu-
'

'tionSjl § 7. On the other hand, there are a number of deviations in

the direction of oligarchy,^irst, there is the rule that the quinque-
^

vifates, or colleges of five, which are in control of many important

'

matters, should be recruited by co-optation. Next, there is the rule
’

‘that these colleges, thus recruited, should choose the Hundred [and

Four], who are the highest authority in the state. Lastly, there is

the rule that the members of these colleges should hold office longer

than other magistrates : they are virtually in office both before and
after the period of regular tenure .... On the other hand, again, we
must count as aristocratic features, [and therefore as in accordance

with the principle of the constitution], the rule that the magistrates

are not paid or appointed by ,lot, ‘ and other similar rules; and we
must' equally count as aristocratic the rule that all lawsuits may be

decided by any body of magistrates, and not some by one and some
by"aridther, as is the case at Sparta.^

'“‘^'Sr’We have still to notice the great and main feature in the

1 Carthaginian system which shows a deviation from aristocracy in

the direction of oligarchy. This consists in a trend of opinion

which is current [not only at Carthage, but also] generally—a trend

in'favbur of the election of magistrates on the ground of means as

well as the ground of merit, because poor men make poor magi-

krates and have no leisure for their duties. § 9. If election_on

the ground of means is characteristic of oligarchy and election by

merit of aristocracy, the system on which the Carthaginian constitu-

tion IS formed would seem to be something different from either.

Both grounds are taken into consideration in the elections of

magi?trates”at Carthage, especially in those of the liighest—the •

kings and the generals. §10. This deviation from the pure prin-

ciple of aristocracy must be regarded as an error of the original

’ If the magistrates v:ere paid, and appointed by lot, that would be a deviation

towards democracy.
^ It is not clear why the Carthaginian rule, that any body of magistrates could

try any lawsuit, is more suitable to an aristocracy than the Spartan practice of

assigning different kinds of lawsuits to different bodies. Equally it is not clear

whether the Spartan practice—which, it seems to be implied, is a deviation

—

is a deviation towards oligarchy or towards democracy. It may be regarded as a

I deviation towards oligarchy, if we regard it as meaning that very few persons

will try any particular kind of lawsuit; it may also be regarded as a deviation

towards democracy, if we regard it as meaning that more judges may be em-
ployed in deciding all kinds of lawsuits in the aggregate.
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law-giver. It is one of his initial and greatest duties to see to it that

the most meritorious are in a position to enjoy leisure time—not

only when they are in office, but even when they are not—and to

refrain from occupations which are unworthy of their gifts. In any

case—and even admitting that it may be right to take means too

into consideration, in order to secure men of leisure—^we may still

criticize the Carthaginian practice of making the highest of offices

(those of the kings and the generals) open to sinaple purchase.,

§ ii.^^ rule oCthis nature puts riches in a more honourable posi-

tion than merit, and imbues the whole of the state with a spirifof

avarice. The values attached to things by the heads of the state

will necessarily determine the opinion of the rest of the citizens;

and a constitution in which merit does not receive the highest

place of honour is one in which aristocracy cannot have a secure

existence. § 12. Besides, 1273 b when money has been spent to

get office, the purchasers may naturally be expected to fall into the

habit of trying to make a profit on the transaction. If men who are

poor but honest are likely to want to make profit, how can we
expect the worse sort to refrain, when they are already out of

pocket? We may therefore conclude that those who can govern

best [i.e. those of the highest merit] should be enabled to govern;

and even if legislators abandon any attempt at a permanent endovy'-

ment of the better sort of citizens, they ought at any rate to provide

for their having leisure during the period for which they hold office.

§ 13. It would also appear to be a defect that one person should

hold a number of offices, which is a practice in vogue at Carthage.

Each job is done best when it is done by one man;i and the law-

giver should see that this rule is followed, and hot set the same
‘man to be (as it were) both flute-player and cobbler. § 14. Accord-
ingly,’where the state is large, it is at once more statesmanlike and
more democratic to distribute its offices among a number ofpersons.

It is more democratic because, as we have already argued,^ it is the

fairer to all concerned: it is more statesmanlike because it means
that each particular job is done better and quicker. The advantage
of distributing offices widely is clearly evident in military and
naval matters. In both, the habit of exercising—and of obeying

—

authority may be said to extend through the whole of the service

and all its members.^
* See Book I, c. ii, § 3. * See above, c. ii, § 6.
^ We might have expected Aristotle simply to say that ‘in both of these

spheres the exercise of authority is spread over a large number of persons, each
with his own special job’. But his mind runs forward to a further point; he
reflects that ruling and being ruled are both spread over the whole of these two
services; and he therefore remarks, as Newman puts it in his note, that ‘in
fleets and armies almost every one may be said both to rule and to be ruled, for
each has a superior at the same time as he commands inferiors’.
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§ 15- Carthaginians have a constitution which [though
based on tlTe^prihciple' of-aristocracy] is in practice oligarchical;

"bytheyavoid the dangers ofoligarchy by encouraging the diffusion
oFwealffi^ From time to time a section of the populace is planted

^
out amongTy dependent citres^a "policy which remedies the
defects of the constitution "and serves to give it stability. But this

may"&Fsai3 to be the effect of chance; and legislation, hot chance,

'is'the'yie means for preventing the risk of civil discord. §16, In
tEepreseht position of affairs the law provides no way of ensuring
infernal peace if chance should begin to turn adverse and the

masses'T'evoIt against their rulers.

Suchris“fh"e character of the three constitutions—the Spartan,

the Cretan, and the Carthaginian—which are justly held in high

regard.

Note M (p. 84) : Aristotle's use of the words polity and aristocracy

‘Polity’ is a word which has two senses in the Politics—the general sense

of a constitution, and the particular sense of a mixed constitution. The
word is here used in the latter sense. The reader may be puzzled by the

fact that Aristotle here uses the words aristocracy and ‘polity’ as if they

were equivalent—the more as he often speaks of aristocracy as one of

the elements (but only one of the elements) included in a mixed constitu-

tion. But he sometimes uses the term aristocracy to denote a mixed
constitution—apparently on the ground that the principle of recognition

of merit (which is the essential element of aristocracy) is also essential in

a good ‘polity’. There may, however, be ‘polities’ which do not recognize

the claims of merit, but only those of wealth and numbers (thus mixing
only the features of oligarchy and democracy); and such ‘polities’, con-

taining no aristocratic element, cannot be called aristocracies.

Chapter XIF

4. Postscript on other legislators. Solon and the constitution of

Athens. The earliest legislators. Various notes (e.g. on the severity

of Draco’s laws, and on the legislation of Pittacus about the offences

of drunken persons).

§ I. Those who have left any record of their views on questions

of government may be divided into two classes. Some have been

men who took no part in political affairs of any kind or description,

but lived for the whole of their lives in a private capacity; we have

~alfeady~mentidhed practically 'Everything worthy of note which

has come from men of this class. Others, again, have been men who
actively served , as law-givers—some in their own. and others in

I
foreign states—and who were thus personally concerned in govern-

ment. [We may subdivide this second class] : some of its members

* See Note N, p. 91.
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were only concerned with codes of laws: others were authors^of

cdhstitutioris as well as codes. Lycurgus and Solon are both in,

the latter category: they.not only framed codes of law, but also

made constitutions/' § 2. The constitution of Sparta has already

been described. Solon is held, by one school of thought, to have

been a good lawgiv^V who rriay be credited with a triple achieve-

ment. He swept away. an oligarchy which was far top absolute;

he emancipated the people from serfdom; and he instituted that

‘ancestral democracy’ under which the constitution was so. admir-

ably tempered^—with the Council of the Areopagus standing for

oligarchy, the method of electing the executive magistrates for

aristocracy,, and the system of popular law courts for democracy.

§ 3. In actual fact, 1274 a however, it would appear that two of

these elements—the council and the method of electing the execu-

tive magistrates—existed before his time and were simply con-’

tinned by him. But he certainly introduced the principle of i

democracy by making membership of the law-courts open to every !

citizen; and that is the reason why he is blamed by some of his

critics, who argue that he r^dWy destroyed the other elements by
making these popular law-courts, with their members appointed by
lot,^ supreme in every case. § 4. Later, as these courts grew in

strength, the successors of Solon, seeking to flatter the people in

the way that men flatter a tyrant,^ transformed the constitution

into its present form of extreme democracy. Ephialtes and Pericles '

curtailed the Council of the Areopagus; Pericles introduced the

system of paying the members of the law-courts; and thus each
demagogue, in his turn, increased the power of the people until the

constitution assumed its present form. § 5. This development,

,

however, appears to be due to accident rather than to any de-

liberate design on the part of Solon. The people, who had been
the cause of the acquisition of a maritime empire during the
course of the Persian wars, acquired a conceit of themselves

;
and

in spite of the opposition of the better citizens they found
worthless demagogues to support their cause. Solon himself’
would seem to have given the people only the necessary minimum

* The more conservative classes at Athens, after the Peloponnesian War and
the shock which it brought to advanced democracy, advocated a programme of
reversion to the ‘ancestral constitution’ of earlier days. It is perhaps the view
of these classes which Aristotle is here describing. See Appendix IV, a. 4.

* The appointment of members by lot, which threw the office of judge open'
to all indiscrin^ately, accentuated the popular character of the ‘dicasteries’.

Aristotle, in later passages of the Politics, compares ‘extreme’ or ‘final’ de-
mocracy with tyranny. It is, he argues, a collective version of tyranny : the people,m sucm a form of democracy, impose the arbitrary fiat of mass-will in the same
way that the tyrant imposes the arbitrary fiat of his single will. (Book IV, c. IV,
§ 26, and Book V, c. v, § 10.)
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of power.! He gave them simply the rights of electing the magis-

trates and calling them to account and if the people do not enjoy

these elementary rights, they must be a people of slaves, and thus

enemies to the government. § 6. [Even in giving these rights, he
. instituted a check] ; only the notable and the well-to-do were made

eligible for any office; and the magistrates were exclusively drawn
from the Pentecosiomedimni [the class with an income, from
landed property, of 500 measures of produce], the Zeugitae [the

class with an income of 200], and the Hippeis [the class with an
income of 300]—while the lowest class, that of the Thetes [with

an income of less than 200], was ineligible for any office.

Other legislators, besides Lycurgus and Solon, were Zaieucus,

wK^fram^^lawOotJhe Epizepliyrian Locriahs'[m the south' of

Italy], and Charondas of Catana, wffio legislated for his own and
for other pities in ItaljrandT Sicily which had_ been settled from
''Chalcis [in Eubaa].,

, § 7. There are some writers, however, who
would go farther back, and argue that Onomacritus was the earliest

expert in legislation. They make him a Locrian, who was trained

in Crete during a visit paid there in the course of his vocation as

prophet; they malre Thales of Crete his colleague: finally, they

malte Lycurgus and Zaieucus the disciples of this Thales, and

Charondas the disciple of Zaieucus. § 8. This is a view which

I
pays too little regard to chronology; but \ye may certainly include,

in our list of legislators Philolaus of Corinth, who framed laws for

Thebes."He'bHdhged by Siith to the Bacchiad family in his native

city; but he was the friend and lover of Diocles, an Olympian

victor who quitted Corinth in disgust at his mother Halcyone’s

incestuous passion for himself, and he accompanied Diocles to

Thebes, where they lived and died together. ... § 9. Their tombs

are still shown to-day: they stand in full view of one another, but

one of them looks towards the soil of Corinth, and the other in a

different direction; and the story goes that the two friends deli-

berately arranged to be buried in this way—Diocles remembering

his past with horror, and anxious that Corinth should not be

visible from the mound under which he lay, but Philolaus desiring

that it should be from his § lo. This w^as the 1274 b reason of

their settling at Thebes; and this was how Philolaus came to make
laws for that city. Among his laws there are some which deal with .

membership of the family. They are called the laws of adoption;

! In his own phrase, ‘I gave the people so much authority as was sufficient

for it; and I did not pennit either side to carry the day unfairly.’
* With the general view of the development of Athenian democracy here stated

compare the view expressed in the Constitution of Athens (Appendix IV. A. 3).

* These are the rights assigned to the masses by Aristotle himself in Book III,

c. XI.
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and they are a peculiar feature of the legislation of Philolaus,

intended to keep the number of family plots constant and undis-

turbed.^ §11. The only peculiar feature of the legislation of

bharondas is that relating to suits brought against persons guilty

of perjury (he was the first to institute the practice of denunciation

for false witness) ;
but in the general precision of his laws he showed

himself a still better draftsman than our modern legislators.

[§
12. The peculiar feature of the legislation proposed by Phaleas

is the equalization of property; the peculiar features of Plato’s

legislation are many—community of property and of wives and

children; a system of common meals for women; the rule about

drinking, which provides that the sober must be in the chair at a

drinking-party; and the rule about military training, which pro-

vides that soldiers must practise themselves in ambidexterity,

because both hands ought to be equally useful.]^

§13. Draco made a number of laws
;
but they involved no change

in the existing constitution. They have no peculiar feature worth

mentioning, except the severitywhich they show infixingthe amount
of punishments. Pittacus, like Draco, was the author only of laws,

and not of a constitution. One of the laws peculiar to him is the law

that a drunken man should be punished more heavily for an offence

than a sober person. He noted that drunken men commit offences

of violence more frequently than sober persons
;
but instead of hold-

ing that this entitled them to greater consideration, he preferred to

take his stand on the ground of public policy. § 14. Androdamas of

Rhegium was another legislator, who made laws for the Chalcidian

settlements in Thrace. Some of them are concerned with homi-
cide, and with the succession of women to property; but his

legislation has no peculiar feature that need be mentioned.

This may conclude our inquiry into matters connected with
both types of constitutions—those which are actually in force, and
those planned by political theorists.^

' Philolaus, in seeking to adjust the membership of the family to the distri-

bution of property, was remembering what Aristotle criticizes Phaleas for for-
getting (c. VII, § s)

—'that regulation of the amount of property ought to be
accompanied by regulation of the number of children in the family’.

^ This section is bracketed in Newman’s text, as a repetition, and as also
irrelevant in its context.

3 It may seem curious that the account of actual and theoretical ‘best constitu-
tions’, which is given in Book II, is not immediately followed by Aristotle’s
sketch of his own ‘best constitution’. That sketch is not given until we reach
the last two books of the Politics (vii—viii). This raises the question—discussed
in the Introduction—of the proper order of the different sections of the Politics
Md the date of their composition. But whatever answer we give to that question,
it is obvious that the general questions raised in the book which next follows

—

perhaps the most important of all the books of the Politics—had first to be
treated before any sketch of a best constitution could be attempted.
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Note N (p, 87) : The character of Book II, c. xil

This chapter, as Newman notes, hardly squares with the plan laid down
at the beginning of Book 11 . That plan envisaged (i) an account of
‘constitutions constructed by theorists and held to be well constructed’,

which is given in cc. ii-viii, and (2) an account ‘of states that are accounted

y to be well governed’, which is given in cc. ix-xi. In this chapter Aristotle

turns to a new theme—that of lawgivers who had played a part in politics.

In a sense this theme has already been treated, at any rate partially, in the

account of Sparta, and of the Spartan legislation attributed to Lycurgus.
It may have occurred to Aristotle that he had still to treat of Athens and
of the legislation of Solon at Athens. If that be so, we can only say, first,

that the account of Solon’s legislation is very brief, and secondly, that it

is followed by jottings about other legislators which have no particular

relevance and are only in the nature of scraps. The account of Solon’s

legislation, as Newman suggests, may be Aristotelian in composition,

but tacked on here by some later hand : the other jottings, as he also

suggests, may be based on rough notes of Aristotle, which were afterwards

completed by some member of his school.



BOOK III

THE THEORY OF CITIZENSHIP AND CONSTITUTIONS

A

CITIZENSHIP (cc. i-v)

Chapter I

To understand constitutions {or polities), we must inquire into the

nature of the state (polis); and to understand that—since the state is

a body of citizens -we must examine the nature ofcitizenship.

Citizenship is not determined by residence, or by rights at private law,

hut by constitutional rights under the system of public law : citizen

iF^TW/zQlpennaneiitNL ^/?<aye^ in the administr-ation-offusticA. and

the holding of office.' This definition is more especially true in a

democracy: to make it generally applicable, we must modify it to run,

‘a citizen is one who shares for any period of time injudicial and

deliberative office'.

b 32 § I. When we are dealing with the subject of polity

[i.e. constitutions or forms of government], and seeking to discover

the essence and the attributes of each form, our first investigation

may well be directed to the polis itself; and we may begin by
asking, ‘What is the nature of the polis ?’ [There are three reasons

for so doing.] In the first place, the nature of the ‘polls’, or state,

is at present a disputed question; and while some affirm, ‘It was
the state that did such and such an act’, others reply, ‘It was not

the state, but the government—^the governing oligarchy or tyrant.’

In the second place, all the activity of the statesman and the law-

giver is obviously concerned with the state
;
[and we must therefore

understand the state in order to understand that activity]. Finally,

a polity or constitution is a scheme established [in order to

regulate the distribution of political power] among the inhabitants

of a polis; [and we must first understand the polis in order to

understand that scheme].

§ 2. [But as we have gone back beyond the polity to the polis,

so we have to go back beyond the polis to the polites or citizen.]

A polis or state belongs to the order of ‘compounds’, in the same
way as all other things which form a single ‘whole’, but a ‘whole’

\

composed, none the less, of a number of different parts.^ This
j

being the case, it clearly follows that we must inquire into 1275 a
the nature of the citizen [i.e. the part] before inquiring into the

* See Note O, p. 95.
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nature of the state [i.e. the whole composed of such parts].^ In
other words, a.statc,js_a compound made up of^citizen?,; and this

compels us to consider who should properly be. called a citizen

and what a citizen really is. The nature of citizenship, like that of

^^ta^is a question which"" is often disputed ; there is no general""

agreemenf 'on a. single definition: the man who is a citizen in a

democracy is often not one in an oligarchy. § 3. We may leave out^
ofcohsideratibn those who enjoy the hartie and title of citizen in

some other than the strict sense—for example, naturalized citizens.

-.j A citizen proper is not one by virtue of residence.ia^giyen. place

:

resident aliens and slaves share a common place of residence [with

"citizens,^ bur they ' are not citizens]" '

§ 4. Nor can .the name of

vO citizen be given to those who share in civic rights only to the
extent of being entitled to sue and be sued in the courts. This is a

ri'ght which belongs also to aliens"^ho share its enjoyment by f.r^

virtue of a treaty; though it is to be noted that there are many
places where resident aliens do not enjoy even this limited right;

to the full—^being obliged to choose a legal protector [to sue and b^
sued on their behalf], so that they only share to a limited extent

in the common enjoyment of thejight. § 5. [We may thus dismiss
'

those who have only the right to sue and be sued from our con-

sideration,] just as we may also dismiss children who are still

too young to be entered on the roll of citizens, or men who are old

enough to have been excused from civic duties. There is a sense

in which the young and the old may both be called citizens, but
it is not altogether an unqualified sense: we must add the reserva-

tion that the young are undeveloped, and the old superannuated

citizens, or we must use some other qualification; the exact term

we apply does not matter, for the meaning is clear.

What we have to define is the citizen in the strict and unqualified

sense, who has no defect that has to be made good before he can

bear the name—no defect such as youth or age, or such as those

attaching to disfranchised or exiled citizens (about whom similar

questions have also to be raised and answered). § 6. The citizen in

^ , this strict sense is best defined by the one criterion, ‘amanwho shar.es

'"'in the administration ofjustice and in the holding of office,’ Office^_

* The argument at this point may remind us of the argument at the beginning

of Book I, c. I, § 3 (see also c. ii, § i, and the note on that section). There is,

however, a difference. There, the argument was genetic as well as analytic: the
”

polis was considered not only in the light of an analysis of its parts, but also in ,

the light of an account of its genesis, as one part developed into another (mar-
riage into the family: the family into the village: the village into the polis).

Here, the argument is purely analytic. Again, and in consequence of this differ-

ence, there is also a further difference. There, the parts were contained societies

(the society of marriage, the society of the family, and so forth) : here, the parts

are the individual citizens.
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may be divided into two kinds. Some are discontinuous in point

dftimerin other words, they are'bflhe sort that either- cannot be

held at all for more than a single term or can only be held for“a
'

second term after some defimfe'mtefval. Others, however, have 'no"'

limit bflime—for 'example, the office of judge in the popular

courts, or the office of a member of the popular assembly. § 7. It

may possibly be contended that judges in the courts and members

of the assembly are not holders of ‘office’, and do not share in

‘office’ by vittue of their position. But it would be ridiculous to

exclude from the category of holders of office those who actually

hold the most sovereign position in the state
;
and we may dismiss

the contention as trivial, since the argument turns on a word [or

rather the absence of one]. The point is that we have no one

word to denote the factor common to the judge and the member
of the assembly, or to describe the position held by both. Let us,

in the interest of a clear analysis, call it ‘indeterminate office’ [i.e.

office held for an indeterminate period], § 8. On that basis we
;

may lay it down that citizens are those who share in the holding of -

office as so defined. j

Such is the general nature of the definition of citizen which
will most satisfactorily cover the position of all who bear the name.

[But it still leaves us confronted by difficulties.] Citizenship belongs

to a particular class of.things where (i) there are different bases on
which the~tEing'"may depend, (2) these bases are of different Kinds

and different qualities—one of them standing first, another second,

and so on down" the series. Things belonging to this particu-

lar class, when considered purely as so belonging, have no corhmon
denominator whatever—or, if they have one, they have it only

to a meagre extent.^ § 9. [The different bases of citizenship

are different constitutions]; constitutions^ obviously differ from
one another in kind, and some of them are obviously inferior

1275 b and some superior in quality
;
for_constitutions .which .are

defective and perverted (we shall explain later in what sense we
are using "the" term". ‘perverted’) are necessarily .inferior to those
which are free from defects. It follows that [as constitutions differ,

so] the citizen under each different kind of constitution must also

necessarily be different. § 10. We may thus conclude that the_.

* Applying these general considerations to citizenship, we may say (i) that
the ‘basis’jof citizenship is the constitution; (2) that constitutions are of different
‘kinds’, with the different kinds of constitutions having different ‘qualities’; and
(3) that citizenship has therefore differences of quality, so that a common
denominator or definition can hardly exist. Considered purely as members of
the class of citizens, the citizen imder an extreme oligarchy and the citizen under
an extreme democracy have little or nothing in common

; though if we consider
them not as citizens, but as human beings, we may find that they have a common,
if meagre, denominator in that capacity.
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citizen ofjouxjiefijQitiQn.[pne holding the indeterminate office of :

"judge in a comt and member of ah assembly]' is particularly and
'

especian^Ee citizeh*bf¥~dem6cracy."Citizens living under other

^Kinds ofconstitution possibly, butdo not necessarily] correspond
to the definition. There are some states, for example, in which

'

there is no popular element: such states have no regular meetings
of the assembly, but only meetings specially summoned;^ and
[so far as membership of the courts is concerned] they remit

the decision of cases to special bodies. In Sparta, for example, the

Ephors take cases of contracts (not as a body, but each sitting

separately); the Council of Elders take cases of homicide; and
some other authority may take other cases. §11. Much the same
is also true of Carthage, where a number of bodies of magistrates

have each the right to decide all cases.^

But our definition of citizenship [may still be maintained, in

spite of these difficulties, since it] can be amended. We have to

note that in constitutions other than the...democratic, members of

the assembly and the courts do not hold that office for an.indeter-

minate period. They hold it for a limited term
;
and it is to persons

with such a tenure (whether they be many or few) that the

citizen’s function of deliberating and judging (whether on all

issues or only a few) is assigned in these constitutions. § 13. The
nature of citizenship in general emerges clearly from these con-

siderations; and our final definitions will accordingly be: (i) ‘he

y/ho enjoys the right of sharing in deliberative or judicial office

[for any period, fixed or unfixed] attains thereby the status of a/

citizen of his state’, and (2)
‘ a state, in its simplest terms, is a body

of such persons adequate in number for achieving a self-sufficie:^

existence’.3

Note O (p. 93) : ^Compounds' and ‘wholes'

The iterms ‘compound’ (synthet07i) and ‘whole’ {holon) are both

technical terms of Aristotle’s philosophy. The ‘compound’ is the genus:

* These ‘specially summoned’ meetings may also have been attended oidy by
persons specially summoned; but Aristotle appears to refer here to the time of

the meeting, and not to the persons attending the meeting. Democracies had
re^lar meetings: states of a different type had only irre^lar meetings. The
point of time here taken is in general agreement with Aristotle’s emphasis on
the argument of time in his definition of citizenship as the holding of deliber-

ative and judicial office for an indeterminate -period.

* See Book II, c. xi, § 7.
* On the meaning of self-sufficiency, see Book I, c. ii, § 8, and the note on

that passage. On the general implications of Aristotle’s definition of citizenship,

see the Introduction, IV, 2, and what is there said in regard to the conception

of to kyrion (and also IV, 3, and what is there said about the term dikasterion).

Sir John Myres speaks of Aristotle’s definition, which assies to the citizen even

archi itself, as giving room for the expression of ‘the voice of human reason,

facing facts, opinions, and traditions . . . open-minded’. (Political Ideas of the

Greeks, pp. 229-30.)
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the ‘whole’ is a species of that genus. ‘Compounds’, as defined by Grote

in a passage quoted in Newman’s note, ‘are of two sorts—aggregates like

a heap (mechanical), and aggregates like a syllable (org^ic)’. ‘Wholes’

are aggregates of the second or organic land: they have a Form vifiiich

gives them an organic unity, and an End or Final Cause which gives them
a single purpose. The polis is such a ‘whole’.

There is a further point to be noted in regard to the idea of ‘compound’
(including that of ‘whole’). The idea involves a distinction between

the ruling element or elements and those which are subject to rule: in

other words it involves a hierarchy of rule and subordination (see Book I,

c. V, § 3 and note). Aristotle accordingly notes in the Ethics, Book IX,

c. VIII, § 6, that ‘a polis, or any other systematic whole, may be identified

particularly with the most sovereign element in it’.

Chapter II

A popular andpragmatic view of citizenship makes it depend on birth,

i.e, descent frotn a citizen parent or two citizen parents. This does

not carry us far, and injiny case it only relates to old established

citizens. A more serious question is raised when we consider new
citizens, who have been given constitutional rights in the course of a
revolution. Are they actually citizens^ On the criterion of sharing in

judicial and deliberative office {which is a functional criterion), they

are actually citizens'wheh once they possess thatfunction.

§ I. For practical purposes, it is usual to define a citizen as

‘one born of citizen parents op both sides’, and not on the father’s

or mother’s side only; but sometimes this requirement is carried

still farther back,)to the length of two, three, or. more stages of

ancestry. This popular and facile definition has induced some
thinlcers to raise the question, ‘How did the citizen of the third or

fourth stage of ancestry himself come to be a citizen ?’ § 2. Gorgias
of Leontini—perhaps partly from a sense of this difficulty and
partly in irony—said, ‘As mortars are things which are made by
the craftsmen who are mortar-makers, so Larissaeans are persons
who are made by the “craftsmen” who are Larissaean-malcers’.^

§ 3. But [there is no reason to raise any difficulty about the title

of the earlier citizens;] the matter is really simple. If, in their day,

they enjoyed constitutional rights in the sense of our own defini-

tion [i.e. the right of sharing in judicial or deliberative office],

they were certainly citizens. It is obviously impossible to apply

_

‘ Gorgias was punning on the Greek word demiourgoi, which has the general
significance of craftsmen, but was also used, in some states, as the regular desig-
nation of the magistrates. But he was also defining citizenship seriously, by
making its origin depend not on birth, but on the act of the state. '^^istotle,
however, is not interested in the question of origin: here, as elsewhere, he is

concerned with function. ‘All things derive their essential character from their
function’ (Book I, c. ii, § 13). It follows that on his view we must look to func-
tion, and not to origin, if we wish to define the essential character of the citizen.
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the requirement of descent from a citizen father or a citizen

mother to those who were the first inhabitants or original founders
of a state.

v' A more serious difficulty is perhaps raised by the case of those

who have acquired constitutional rights as the result of a revolu-

tionary change in the constitution. We may take as an example
the action of Cleisthenes at Athens, when after the expulsion of

the tyrants he enrolled in the tribes a number of foreigners and a

number of resident aliens belonging to the slave class. § 4. The
question raised by such an addition to the civic body is not the

question of fact, ‘Who..is,.actuaUy a citizen ?’ It is the question of

justice, ‘Are men [who are actually citizens] rightly or wrongly
such?’ It must be admitted, however, that the further question

may well be raised, 1276 a ‘Can a man who is not justly a citizen

be really a citizen, and is not the unjust the same thing as the

unreal?’ § 5. [This further question may be easily answered.]

Obviously there are holders of office who have no just title

to their office; but we none the less call them office-holders,

though we do not say they are justly such. [The same is true of

citizens also
:]

they, too, are defined by the fact of holding a sort of

office (for the definition we have given of the citizen involves his

sharing in office of the deliberative and judicial kind)
;
and it follows,

therefore, that those who have received this sort of office after a

change in the constitution must, in practice, be called citizens.

V

Chapter III

This still leaves us faced hy the question, 'Are they justly citizens?^

It 'may he argued that it wcis not the .state, but only a revolutionary,

government, which gave thetn the.position. of. citizens, and that they

have accordingly no just title. ^This argument raises the general ques-

^tim of the identity of the^st^^^ Is the state identical with the govern-

'iheni for the time being? Gmerally, what are the. factors which

constitute its' identity? The identity of a state does not depend on its
j

hehig surrounded by one set of walls, or on its consisting of one stock

of inhabitarits. .The.state is.a compgiihd; and its identity, like that of^

all compounds, is determined hy the scheme of its composition—i.e. by

its constitution.

k

‘£tM

§ I . The question whether, injustice, they are citizens or not is a

diferent matter, which is closely connected with a larger question

already mentioned [at the beginning of the first chapter].^ The
problem raised by this larger question is that of deciding when
a given act can, and when it cannot, be considered to be the act

* See Note P, p. 100.

4774
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of the state. We may take as an example the case of an oligarchy

or tyranny which changes into a democracy. § 3. In such a

case there are some who are reluctant to fulfil public contracts

—

arguing that such contracts were made by the governing tyrant,

and not by the state—^and unwilling to meet other obligations

of a similar nature. ^ They hold the view that some constitutions

' exist [only] by virtue of force, and not for the sake of the common
< good

:
[on which it follows that acts done under such constitutions

' cannot be acts of the state, which must always, by its nature, act

' for the common good]. This argument, however, [cuts both ways
;

for it] leads us to the conclusion that when we find a democracy

which exists by virtue of force we have to admit that acts done

under the government of such a democracy are no more acts of

the state concerned than were acts done under the oligarchy or

tyranny [which previously existed]. § 3. But the question here

raised would seem to be closely allied to a question which takes us

still further
—
‘On what principles ought we to say that a state has

retained its identity, or, conversely, that it has lost its identity and
become a different state?'

The most obvious mode of dealing with this question is to

consider simply territory and population [i.e. to treat the issue of

identity merely m physical terms]. On this basis we may note that

the territory and population of a state may be divided into two
(or more) sections, with some of the population residing in one
block of territory, and some of it in another. [Does such a division

destroy the identity of a polis ?] § 4. This difficulty need not be
regarded as serious: the issue which it raises can easily be met
if we remember that the word ‘polis’ or state is used in different

senses.2 If we now proceed to take the case in which the whole
population of a state resides in a single territory, the question

still remains, ‘When, or on what conditions, should this state be
considered as possessing a real [in addition to its physical]

identity?’ § 5. The identity of a polis is not constituted by its

walls. It would be possible to surround the whole of the Pelopon-
nese by a single wall: [but would that make it a single polis?].

Babylon (which, it is said, had been captured for three whole days
before some of its inhabitants knew of the fact) may perhaps be
counted a polis of this dubious nature: so, too, might any polis

which had the dimensions of a people [ethios} rather than those of

* This was the general issue raised when the Communist government suc-
ceeded the government of the Tsars in 1917.

•ti

settlement of the problem of identity will go one way, and the verdict
wul be that the poHs has not a single identity, if we are using 'polis' in the sense
of a city or place. The settlement will go another way, and the verdict will bem favour of identity, ifwe are using ‘polls’ in the sense of a political community.
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a city. § 6. But it will be better to reserve the consideration of'T

this question [i.e. how large a polls can be and yet remain a.single
^

polls] for some other occasion. To determine the size of a polls

—

to' settle how large it can properly be, and whether it ought to

consist of the members of one people or of several—is a duty in-
^ cumbent on the statesman. [It is, therefore, a matter to be

considered in connexion with the art of statesmanship, rather than
in connexion with the theory of the identity of the polls.]

^

[We may now turn from considerations of size to considerations

of stoclq] Still assuming a single population inhabiting a single

territory, shall we say that the state retains its identity as long, as

the stock of its inhabitants continues to be the same (although the

old members are always dying and new members are always being

”born), and shall we thus apply to the state the analogy of rivers

ahd 'fduntains, to which we ascribe a constant identity in spite of

the fact that part of their water is always flowing in and part

always flowing out ? Or must we talce a different view, and say that

while the population remains the same, for the reason already

,_mentioned [i.e. that the stock of the inhabitants continues to be

the same], the state may none the less change ?

1276 b § 7. [The latter view carries the day.] If a polls is a

form of association, and if this form of association is an association
..

of citizens in a polity dr constitution, it would seem to follow

inevitably that when the constitution suffers a change in kind,

and becomes a different constitution, the polls also will cease to

Be''the^ame polls, and will also change its identity. We may cite

ari analogy from the drama. We say that a chorus which appears

at one time as a comic and at another as a tragic chorus is not

continuously the same, but alters its identity—and this m spite

of the fact that the members often remain the same. § 8. What
is true of a chorus is also true of every other form of association,

and of all other compounds generally. Ifthe scheme ofcomposition 1

is different, the compound becomes a different compound. Ay]
harmony composed of the same notes will be a different harmony
according as the ‘mode’ [or scheme of its composition] is Dorian

or Phrygian. § 9. If this is the case, it is obvious that the criterion /

to which we must' chiefly look in determining the identity of the G'

state is the criterion of the constitution. [The criterion of stock

is irrelevant]: whether the same group of persons inhabits a

; * Aristotle .accordingly considers the size of the polis as a practical question
foiTstatesmanship when he, coines'.toicp.nstruct an.ideal stateXBook VII,' c.' iv).

"He thus leaves unsolved, in this passage, the problem of the connection of the
I ^zeofthe polis,withlthe.t/ieoiie?.f^.^questiqn ofjhe identity of the state—though
he seems to .incline ,tq_the_yiew' that a very large polls cannot pps.sess a real

identity.
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polls, or a totally different group, we are free to call it the same

polis, or a different polis [in the light of the other and final

criterion]. ... It is a different question, and another matter,

whether it is right or wrong for a state to repudiate public obliga-

tions when it changes its constitution into another form.^

Note P (p. 97) : The problem of the identity of the state

The essence of this larger question is concerned with the nature and
identity of the state. Is the nature of the state such that we may identify

it with the constitution in force, and therefore with the government in

power, at any given time ? Or is the nature of the state such that we must
distinguish it.from the particular constitution which may be in force, and
the particular government which may be in power, at any given time?

On the first alternative any action of a government in power (e.g. the

action of making new citi2ens, or the action of making public contracts)

/ will (i) be the action of the state, (a) as such, be valid, and (3) continue to

I
be binding even when the form of government is changed. On the second

/ alternative the action of a government in power—at any rate in the case
I of a government which has attained power after a revolutionary change

in the constitution—^will (i) not necessarily be the action of the state,

(2) not necessarily be valid, and (3) not necessarily continue to be binding
when the form of government is dh^ged.

Note Q : Public contracts after a revolution

Aristotle thus leaves unsolyed the problem raised at the beginning of
the chapter^ whether public contracts should still be kept when the

constitution is'chaiiged and (for 'ihstance)'a tyranny or oligarchy is turned
into a democfacy’.^Two different' conclusions may be drawn from the
arguments which he uses in the course of the chapter, (i) The first is

. that, if the identity of the state depends on the constitution, a state with a
new constitution is a new state, not necessarily bound by the acts of the
old state. .(2) The second is that if contracts made for the common good
are always binding (which is the argument implied in § 2), then any such

I

contract will be binding in spite of a change of constitution; and thus a

contract made for the public good under an oligarchy will still be binding
under a democracy. It is perhaps this latter consideration which leads

Aristotle to say that the question of the validity of public contracts is a
different question from that of the identity of the state.

A passage in Appendix IV. A. 4 (p. 381, n. 2) shows how the question of
the validity of public contracts, after a change of constitution, was
actually solved at Athens in 404 B.c. and afterwards. The restored
Athenian democracy honoured even the contracts made with Sparta by
their predecessors, Ae Thirty Tyrants : ‘in spite of financial difficulties . .

.

the debts contracted at Sparta by the Thirty were honoured by their

successors and gradually repaid.’ {Cambridge Ancient History, vol. vi,

P- 35 .)

The general problem of the identity, or corporate personality, of the
Greek state is discussed in Vinogradoff’s Historical Jurisprudence, vol. ii,

c. VI, § I (‘The city as a juridical person’).

* See Note Q.,
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Chapter IV

The idea of the constitution thus provides an anszoer to the question^

^What is the identity of the State?' It also provides an anszoer to the

T^tiothfWhai is the relation of the excellence of the good citizen to

^ the excellence of the good man?’ If toe look at constitutions generally,

toe must note that different consiiUitions require differejit types ofgood
'citizen, while the good man is always the same. If we look at the ideal

constitution, we may argue that even here there must be different types

'ofgood citizen, became there are different sorts of civicfunction; and
thus here too the good citizen camiot be identified with the good man..

On ilie whole, therefore, the good citizen andfhe good man cannot be

identified. But there is one case in which they can be._ This is the case

of the good citizen tinder an ideal constitution who possesses the quality

of moral wisdom required for being a good ruler as well as the other

''quaiitief requirld for being a good subject. The quality of moral
'zbisdom which he possesses is the essential quality of the good man;
and in his case the excellence of the good citizen is identical with that

of the good man . ,

, & I

M

§ I. A question connected with those which have just been
discussed is the question whether the excellence of a good man
and that of a good citizen are identical or different.^ If this ques-

r tion is to be properly investigated, we must first describe the excel-

lence of the citizen in some sort of outline. Just as a sailor is a

member of an association [i.e. the ship’s company, with its various

members and their different duties], so too is a citizen, § 2. Sailors

• iiiffer'from one another in virtue “of the different capacities in

which they act: one is a rower, another a pilot, another a look-out

man; and others again will have other names in the same sort of

way [i.e. according to their capacities]. This being the case [i.e. the

ship’s company being composed of men acting in different capaci-

ties], it is clear that the most accurate definition of the excellence

of each sailor will be special to the man concerned; but it is also

clear that a common definition of excellence will apply to all,

5 inasmuch as safety in navigation is' the' common end which all
,

f‘j''*must serve and the object at which each must aim. § 3. What is
)

"^.true of sailors is also ..true of citizqns. Though they difer [in the-

E^^^apacities in which they act, they all have a common object]; the

j

r which they all serve is safety in the working of their associa-

'

‘'^ibn; and this association consists in the constitution. ’ The con-

elusion to which we are thus led is that the excellence of the citizen

^^-'"^ust be an excellence relative to the cohstitutibn. It follows on
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this that if there are several different kinds of constitution [the

excellence of the citizen must also be of several different kinds,

and] there cannot be a single absolute excellence , of the. good__

citizen. But the good^manls a man so called in virtue of a single

absolute excellence.

§ 4, It is thus clear that it is possible to be a good citizen without

possessing the excellence which is the quality of the good man.

But we may reach the same conclusion in another way, by dis-

cussing the question [not, as we have hitherto done, in relation to

constitutions generally, but] with particular reference to the best

or ideal constitution.^ § 5. If it is impossible for a polls to be

composed entirely and only of good men; if, none the less, each

citizen of a polls must discharge well the function belonging to

him; if his good discharge of his function involves, as it must, his

excellence—then, as it is impossible for all the citizens to be alike

[differing, as they must, in their functions and their capacities], the

excellence of a good citizen cannot be identical with that of a good
man. 1277 a [In other words, there cannot be a single excellence

,

common to both] : the excellence of being a good citizen must
belong to all citizens indifferently, because that is the condition

necessary for the state being the best.state; but tbe excellence of

being a good man cannot possibly belong to all—unless, indeed,

we hold that every citizen of a good state [by virtue of belonging

to it] must also.be, a,good man. . . § 6. There is a further point

to be made.2 The polls is composed of unlike elernents. Just as

a living ^being is composed of [the different elements of] soul and
body, or the soul of the different elements of reason and appetite,

or the household of man and wife, or property of master and slave,

so the polls too is composed of different and unlike elements

—

among them not only the various elements already mentioned
[e.g. man and wife, and master and slave], but also others in addi-

tion [e.g. ruler and ruled, or soldier and civilian]. It follows upon
this difference between the elements of which the polls is composed
that there cannot be a single excellence common to all the citizens,

’ The argument of the preceding section has proved that in constitutions
generally, with all their variety, there cannot be a single excellence of the citizen
which can match, and be identified with, the single excellence of the good man.
The argximent of this and the following section proves that, even if we isolate
Uie ideal constitution, the excellence of its citizen cannot invariably match, or be
identified with, the excellence of the good man.

* It has been shown in §§ 4-5 that, though all the citizens of the best state
have the excellence of the good citizen, that excellence is none the less diflferent
from that of the good man. The additional point made in this section is that ^

while all the citizens of such a state have the excellence of the citizen, they have
that excellence in different ways—with the result that there are different kinds
of the excellence of the citizen, which is not the case with the excellence of the
good man.
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any more than there can be a single excellence common to the
leaderjofA dramatic chorus' and his assistants'. -

.

‘

§ 7. It is clear from these considerations that the excellence of
the good jcitizen mid that"pCtKe^ good man are hot in all cases

^

adenticar^But the question may still be raised whether there are
^ not some cases in ’wHich”there is identity. [The cases we have to

'consi'defafe'those of the ruler“aiidstatesman.^] 'We call a good ruler

a ‘good’ and ‘prudent’ man, and we say of the statesman that he
ought to be ‘prudent’.^ § 8. [This is to differentiate the ruler, and

J

to make his excellence identical with that of the good man.] Indeed
there are some who hold that the very training of the ruler should
be, from the first, of a different kind; and it is a matter of observa-

tion that the sons of kings are specially trained in riding and the

art of war. Thus Euripides makes a king say [of the education of

his sons]

No subtleties for me,
But what the state most needs,

which implies a special training for the ruler. § 9. We may thus

assume that, in the case of the ruler, the excellence of the good
citizen is identlcal~~mth~ that' of the good man. But we have to

femernber that subjects too are citizens, [and thdr case is different].

It therefore follows that the excellence of the good citizen cannot

be identical with that of the good man in ail cases, though it may be
so in a particular case [i.e. where the citizen is acting as a ruler].

The excellence of the ordinary citizen [which requires the virtues

of obedience as well as those of command] is different from that

ofthe ruler
;
and this may well be the reasonwhy Jason, the tyrant of

Pherae, said that ‘he was a hungry man except when he was tyrant’,

meaning that he did not know how to live in a private station.

§ 10. [So far, the argument favours the ruler who is purely a

ruler, because it makes his excellence identical with that of the

good man.] On the other hand, men hold in esteem the double

capacity which consists in knowing both how to rule and how to

obey, and they regard the excellence of a worthy citizen as con-

sisting in a good exercise of this double capacity. Now if the

excellence of the good man is in the one order of ruling,^ while

* The ruler is the genus: the statesman is the species, i.e.^that particular sort

I

of ruler who holds office in a free polis composed of free associates.
* ‘Prudent’ is a word which fails to give the exact sense of the Gieekphronimos.

The man who is phronimos is the man who possesses that quality of ‘moral
wisdom’, OTphronesis, which is the ultimate goal ofmoral development—succeed-

' ing and crowning the prior stage of ‘habituation’, by social environment and
’

' education, through which we all pass in our earlier years. _He is ‘the good man’.
^ The good man, possessing the quality of ‘moral wisdona’, is able to rule

' his appetites; and, generally, he meets moral difficulties with the quality of
deliberate choice which should characterize the ruler.
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that of the good citizen is in both orders [i.e. both ruling and

obeying], these two excellences cannot be held in the same

esteem. §11. The position thus being that we find men holding

(i) that rul^ and ruled should have different sorts of knpwledge,

and not one identicaTiortj.and (2) that the citizen slibuld_have both

sorts of knowledge, and share in both, we can
.
n.Q.w...see the next

step which our argument has to take.^ [There is a conflict of views,

which needs and admits of reconciliation; and in order to attain

that reconciliation, we must proceed to distinguish the different

sorts of ruling and being ruled, and to show that there are some

sorts of being ruled which the citizen need not learn.]

There is rule of the sort which is exercised by a master [over

slaves];' and by this we mean the sort of mle connected with

menial duties. .Here it is not necessary for the ruler to know how
to do [what he requires the ruled to do]^ but only to kiibw how to •

use [the capacities of the ruled] : indeed the former kind of know-
ledge^(by which we mean an ability to do menial services personally)

has a servile character. § 12. [We may go on to note that menial

services are not confined to those who are actually slaves, but

have a wider scope.] There are a number of forms of servile

position, because there are a number of forms of menial service

which have to be rendered. One of these forms of service is
]

that which is rendered by manual labourers. These, as their very
\

name signifies, are men who live by the work of their hands;
(

and the menial craftsman, or mechanic, belongs to this class.
1,

This is the reason why in some 1277 b states the working classes
[

were once upon a time excluded from office, in the days before 1

the institution of the extreme form of democracy. § 13. The occu-

pations pursued by men who are subject to rule of the sort just

mentioned [i.e. the rule of a master or an employer over persons 1

in a servile position] need never be studied by the good man, !

or by the statesman, or by the good citizen—except occasionally

and in order to satisfy some personal need, in which case there

ceases to be any question of the relation of master and servant.

But [besides rule of the sort exercised by their ruler over persons
in a servile position] there is also rule of the sort which is exercised

* Newman’s note admirably illustrates the argument. ‘One view is that the
ruler and the ruled should learn different things; the other is that the citizen,
who is in part a ruler, should learn both how to rule and how to be ruled, or in
other words should learn the same things as the ruled. Both of these views are
partly true. Those who hold that the ruler and the ruled should learn different
things are so far correct that the citizen-ruler over citizens, and therefore the
citizen, should not learn the work of unfreely ruled persons. Those who hold
that the ruler and the ruled should learn the same things are so far correct that
the citizen-ruler over citizens should learn to be ruled as a freeman is ruled.
Thus the truth lies midway , . bet^veen the two opinions.’
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over persons who are similar in birth to the ruler, and are similarly

free, § 14. Rule of this sort is what we call political rule; and this

is the sort ofrure'wEicH”[unlike fule*ortSe first sortj'tHe riiler must •

begin to learn by being ruled and by obeying~just as one learns
'

to be a commander of cavalry by serving under another commander,
or to be a general of infantiy by serving under another general and
by acting first as colonel and, even before that, as captain. This is - ^
why it is a good saying that

‘you cannot be a ruler unless you have
j

i

first been ruled’. § 15. Ruler and ruI^“[uhHef this sysfeih of ’
,

^itiHl‘''^e] have indeecr~diffefenr"

e

xcellence's ; but the fact •

remains that th^^o^ 'crtizeiTmuH^possess th^ inowledge and
fBTcapacity reqmsite 'for ' mling as well as for being ruled, and

;

tKe~ex(rellence'ora 'ciHzen.may Be~defihed as consisting in ‘a khoi^ '/

1

ledge of rule over free men from both points ofj^iew’ [i.e. that of ']

the ruler as well a^ tl^ofIfie ruled].

'^§'f6T~p!irthe light of these considerations about political rule,

and about the nature of the excellence of a good citizen under a

system of such rule, we may now return to the question whether

theexcellence of a.gop.d citizen is identicaiwithtKatofagopd niah.]

A good man, like a good citizen, will need knowledgejfcom both

points of view.' "Accordingly, on the assumption that the terii-

perahce“ahd'justice2 required for ruling have a special quality, and
equally that the temperance and justice required for being a subject

in a free state have their special quality, the excellence of the go.o.d.j

imn (e.g. his justice) will ,not3e one sort of_excelleiicer"tf will '

'

ihclmiejiiffefeht'sbrfs—one sort which fits him to act, as. a ruler,

ahifbne ' vvfiicK fits ‘'Him to act as a subject,^ , . . We may note

that tKeTe^mpe^rance'ahd'the ‘courage of a man differ from those

of a woman in much the same sort of way [as the temperance and

courage of a person acting as ruler differ from those of a person

acting as subject]. § 17. A man would be thought to be cowardly

if his courage were only the same as that of a courageous woman;
and conversely a woman would be thought to be forward if her

modesty were no greater than that which becomes a good man.

The function of the man in the household is different from that

of the woman [as the function of ruling persons in the state is

^ See Note S, p. xo6.
® The excellence of the good man and citizen {arete, or general goodness)

|
embraced, in the current view of the Greeks, four particular forms ofgoodness— |

temperance, justice, courage, and -^sdom. Afistofle here selects some of these
j

pSicfflaf“forms in order^o elucidate his argument. '

3 Previously, in § 3 of this chapter, Aristotle had assumed that the good man >,

f was such in virtue of a single excellence. He now discovers that the excellence of i

the good man is, after all, a double excellence, because, in order to be excellent, ;

he must be able, according to the position in which he is placed, cither to com- i.

mand or to obey as a good man should.
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different from that of subjects] : it is the function of the one to

acquire, and of the other to keep“and store. . . .

‘Prudence’ is the-onljJ[orm of goodness which is.peculiar to the

ruler. The other forms jtemperance, justice,Vand“courage must,

“it would seem, belong equally to rulers and subjects [though their

quality in the ruler differs from their quality in the subject].

§ 18. The form "of goodness peculiar to subjects cannot be ‘pru-

dence’, and may be defined as ‘right opinion’ [or a proper state of

feeling\. The ruled may be compared to flute-makers: rulers are

like flute-players who use what the flute-makers make.’'

These considerations will suffice to show whether the excellence

of the good man and that of the good citizen are identical or

different—or [rather] in what sense they are identical and in what

sense they are different.^

Note R (p. loi): The unity or variety of virtue

The general considerations whicfflie Behind the “question here raised

are well summarized in Newman’s note. ‘Socrates had taught the unity

of virtue, claiming that virtue is one and the same in all.who_ possess, it.

Aristotle holds, on the contrary, that.yirtue.vMies with the work a person
has to do, and that, as a citizen’s work is rel^i'veJq tHincoiisBtut^^^

virtue varies with the constitution.
.
To identify the virtue of a good [

citizen with that of a
.
good man is therefore tb“ ignore" the difference

|
between one constitution and anp.ther.’-^

‘

The.connexion between the new question now raised and the question
previously discussed is thus that both are determined by the fact of the

constitution. It is that fact which determines the identity of the state. \

It is also that fact which determines the
,
relation of the good

.
man’s

|

excellence to that of the good citizen.

Note S (p. 105); The word polls and its derivatives

‘Political’, in the sense that it is exercised in a free polis, over the free
politesoTsitiZQn, by the politikos.pv. statesman. It is one of the difficulties

of translating the Politics that Aristotle uses five connected and associated
words

—

polis, polites, politeia, politeuma, and politicos—which the trans-
lator is forced to fender by separate and dissociated words. Polis must
often become ‘state.’: polites has to become ‘citizen’: politeia mmt be
translated as ‘constitution’

:
politeuma must be rendered "as ‘the civic

body’, or in other words"the body jof persons es.tablished ..as sovereign
by the constitution

:
politicos cannot be rendered by ‘politician’ (which has

its own peculiar connotation in English), and has to be translated as
‘statesman’. In Greek each term, connected with the rest, carries its own
associations clearly. See the Introduction, iv. i.

‘ It is easy to see the analogy between the flute-player and the ruler. It is
less easy to see in what sense the ruled are like flute-makers (they would seem
to be more like flutes)—unless it be that they have to supply the material in the
use of which the ruler may show his moral wisdom or ‘prudence’.

See Note T, p, 107.
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Note T (p. 106) : The course of the argument of c. iv

he ariturneiit of inis chanter,, uliidi.pursues the ‘aporetic* m.ethacLof

the good citizen in reference to all. types.of.state. Here the conclusion is
'

that there is not identity, but difference—for the simple reason that there
are'mahy t^es of state,.some. good.andjiome bad, and that the bad type
'demands a land of excellence from its good citizen which is very different
•r 1-1« 1 ‘--i. cc - _o j '

_

two subdiNisions. ((iV

T

he~.c6hclusi6n ottife' first* subdivision, in §§ 5-7,
is'tharthe excellence,ofthe good cfBzei^f the ideal state is not in all cases,

idmtical with'^at. (rf the.gb'od man. (6) The conclusion of the second
subSvision, in §§ 8-18, is that the e^ellence'df the good' citize

Meal’ state is ^ (Me_corf ide^ical withlhat of the.good man. The case in

wiiiciridentfty'exiits is that of the excellence of the good citizen of an!

ideal' state’ who' poss'esses the quality of wisdom required for ruling inj

addition to possesdng the qualities required for being ruled.
'

Tt may be added that in the course of the argument Aristotle shifts his

ground (as has already been observed in a previous note on § 16) about the

unity of the excellence of the good man, considered in itself. Having said,

in § 3, that the excellence of the good man is a ‘single absolute excellence’,

he argues, in § 16, that his excellence (e.g. his justice) ‘has different

qualities’—one which fits him to act as ruler and one which fits him to act

as subject. But though there is a shifting of ground, there is no con-
j^^^radiction.

Chapter V

1 There is afurther question relating to citizenship, 'Can mechanics and
\

‘l
labourers be citizensfand'ifthey cannot be citizens, how are they to be i

yiescribedf fhey^shpuld ndffq citizens, becaiise they cannot achieve 1

; fJie excellence of the good citizen; they may bTdescfibMlBnecessary

;

'c6iiditidhsdffhe~sidte. But the'dmwer varies from one kind of con-

1

stitution to'^dmther: in an aristocratic constitution, mechanics arid 1

dabourm cdnhoi he citizens; in an oligarchy, a rich 'mechanic may. ‘

§ I. There is still a question which remains to be considered in

regard to citizenship. Is citizenship in the true sense to bej

limited, tojhose..who.hdverthe right of sharing in office, or must
mechanic^be^lsojnclujde.d in the ranks of citizens? If we hold

that mechanics, who have no share in the offices of the state, * are

* Aristotle here seems to vary his view. Previously he has made only a
share injudicial and deliberative office a requisite for citizenship: and this is a
requisite which a mechanic might satisfy. Now he makes a share in the ‘offices

of the state’, which would seem to mean the executive offices, a requisite; and

f this is a requisite which a mechanic, for want of time as well as capacity, cannot
i

satisfy. Perhaps the cause of this change of view is the argument of the
|

previous chapter, with its emphasis on Imowledge of ruling as a part of good 1

citizenship.
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also to be included, we shall have some citizens who can never

achieve the excellence of the good citizen [which requires an

experience of ruling as well as of being ruled]. If, on the other

hand, mechanics should not be called citizens, in what. class are

they to be placed.? ' They are not,resident aliens, neither are they

foreigners; what is their class? § z. It is dilBcult to say; but may
we not hold 1278 a that the difficulty does not involve us in any

absurdity? [If mechanics cannot be placed in any of the classes

mentioned] neither can slaves, nor freedmen. The truth is that

we cannot include as citizens all who are ‘necessary conditions’

[without being ‘integral parts’] of the state’s existence.? Similarly,

too, children [though they cohie nearer to being citizens] are not

citizens'in the same sense as adults. Adults are citizens absolutely

children are citizens only in a qualified sense and with a reserva-..

tion—the reservation that they are undeveloped.^ § 3. There were

some states, in ancient times, where the class of mechanics was
[

actually composed of slaves or foreigners only, and this explains I

why a great number of mechanics are slaves or foreigners even
‘

to-day. The best form of state [will not go so far, but at the same
time it] will not make the mechanic a citizen. In states where

]

mechanics are admitted to citizenship we shall have to say that!

'the citizen excellence of which we have spoken [that of the good
j

citizen who has experience of ruling as well as of being ruled]

cannot be attained by every citizen, or by all who are simply free
[

men, but can only be achieved by.those who are free from menial

'duties. ... § 4. Those who do menial duties may be divided into

two classes—slaves, who do them, for, individuals, and mechanics.,

and labourers, who do them fcr the community. ...

If we start from this basis, and carry our inquiry a little further,

the position of these mechanics and labourers will soon become
evident; in fact, enough has already been said to make it clear,

once the bearing of the argument is grasped.^ § 5.,Constitutions

are various: there must thus^be various kinds of citizens; more

* Aristotle here draws, by implication, a distinction between (1) those mem-
bers of a polis who are ‘integral parts* and actively share in its life, thus enjoying
the status of polites or citizen, and (2) those members of the polis who are ‘nec-
essary .condkions’ or sine qutbus_nqn, and whose share in its life is not that of
active participation in its political activity, but only that of providing the material
basis (of housing, food, commodities, and services) which is a condition of that
activity. Se^below, Book VII, c. viii.

* The argument here repeats that of c. I, § 5, of this book.
^ ‘Enough has already been said’ is a reference to c. i, § 9 of this book, where it

’

was noticed that constitutions differed and were of different qualities. It follows
naturally from these differences that citizenship differs from constitution to
constitution, and that under some constitutions the position of mechanics and
hired labourers may be that of citizens, though it will not be such under other
constitutions.
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especially, there must-be various kinds of citizens,who. are.subjects.

In one variety of consti^tion it will be necessary that mechanics
and labourefs'should be citizens : injother varieties it will be impos-

"siblei ' It will be ~im'p'ossible7Tdr example^ where there is 'a con-
" stitutioir of the type termed ‘amtocratic’, with offices' distributed

on the basis of worth and^exheflence; for a man who lives the^life

o^ mechanic or labomer^cahnofpur^ thejhings which belong
to exceUehce. § 6. Thpcasbis different in-oligarchies. Even there/

“it IS true, a labourer cannot be a citizen (participation in office/

depending on a high property qualification)
;
but a mechanicjnay,

for/the simple reason that craftsmen often become rich men.
§“7. Yet in Thebes [even when it was an oligarchy] there was a

law that no man could share in office who had not abstained from
selling in the market for a period of ten years. On the other hand
there^re many constitutions where the law goes to the length of

admitting aliens to citizensEipT 'There"arer for example,' some"
Hemocracies''''wHecer.auman who has phly/ a citizen-mother is

admittedVand there'are many states where the 'same privilege is

given to' pemons 'of illegitimate' birtH; 8.' Blif'the 'policy of
j

extending citizenship so widely is [generally a temporary policy]

due to a dearth of genuine citizens; and it is only a decrease of ^

numbers which produces such legislation. When the population)

increases again [a different policy is gradually followed]: first sons!

of a slave-father or slave-mother are disqualified; then those who)
are born of a citizen-mother but an alien father; and finally citizen-!

ship is confined to those who are of citizen parentage on both sides.

)

§ 9. These considerations prove two- -things—that there are

several..differenf/kinds' of/citizens, and that the name of citizen

is "pafticulafly applicable.'to, .those -who share iii the offices .'and.'

hdnours 'bTthe state. Homer accordingly speaks in the Iliad of

a maff being treated

like an alien man, without honour’.

\

and it is true that those who do not share in the offices and honours
|

of the state are just like resident aliens. ^ To deny men a share [may

sometimes be justified, but] when it is done by subterfuge its

only object is merely that of hoodwinking others.^ § 10. Twp \

conclusions also emerge from our discussion of the question, ‘Is 1

* The Greek word time which is here used means, like the Latin horns, both
j

‘office’ and ‘honour’. The passage in the Iliad refers to honour in the latter
|

sense: Aristotle himself is using it in the former; but it is natural to slide from
j

the one into the other.
* This section of summary, § 9, is intended to recapitulate the fifth chapter. 1

The section which follows, § 10, seems intended to recapitulate the fourth;
j

but it does not do that very exactly. It may be an interpolation.
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the excellence 1278 b of the good man identical with that of the

good citizen, or different from it?’, The first is that there are some •,

states in which the good rhan and the good citizen are identical,
|

and some in which they are different. The second is that, in/’

states of the former type, it is not all good citizens, who are. also,

good men, but only those among them who hold the position of

statesmen—in other words those who direct or are capable of, 1

directing, either alone or , in conjunction with others, the conduct 1

of public affairs. ; -

B

CONSTITUTIONS AND THEIR CLASSIFICATION (cc. vi-viii)

Chapter VI

The definition of a constitution. The classification of constitutions.

depends on{i) the endspursued hy states
,
and (2) the kind of authority ^

exercised by their governments. The true end of a state is a good Itfe,

and this is the common interest: the right kind of authority is authority

exercised in the common interest. We may thus distinguish .'right'

constitutions^ whicKare directed to the common interest, and 'wrong'

or 'perverted' constitutions directed to the selfish interest of the ruling

authority.

§ I. Citizenship has now been defined and determined. We
have next to consider the subject of constitutions. Is there a single

type, or are there a number of types ? If there are a number of

types, what are these types; how many of them are there; and how
do they differ A constitution (or polity) may be defined as Ithe.

organization of a polis, in respect of its offices generally, but,

especially "in respect of that particular office which is sovereign,

in all issues’.^ The civic body [the politeuma,^ or body of persons
established in power by the polity] is eveiywhere the sovereign

of the state; in fact the civic body is. the. polity, (or constitution)

itself. § 2. In d^ocratic states, for example, the people [or demos\
is sovereign: in oligarchieSj'oh thlTbthef Hand, the few [or oligoi^

have that position
;
and this difference of the sovereign bodies is the

\

reason why we say that the two types of constitution differ—as we •

may equally apply the same reasoning to other types besides these.

' See Note U, p. 1 13.
* Another and similar, but fuller, definition is given in Book IV, c. I, § 10.

_

’ On the sense of the word politeuina or supreme civic authority see the pre-
vious note S on p. 106. Aristotle, as Newman remarks in his note, ‘proves that
the constitution is especially an ordering of the supreme authority by showing
that the supreme authority is decisive of the character of the constitution, from
which it follows that the main business of the constitution is to fix the supreme
authority’.
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[It is thus evident that there are a number of types of constitu- ,

tion, but before we discuss their nature] we must first ascertain

two things—the nature of t^ end for which the-state.exists, and
the various kinds dfaufhority to which men ahd'their associations

are subjSctr' § 3rSo far as the first of these things is concerned,

it has^lready been stated, in our first book (where we were con-fy
cerned with the management of the household and the control of^

'

slaves), that ‘man is an animal impelled by his nature to live in a
j

polia.’. A natuf^wi^uj^i^f^s one reason why men desire to. live .

a social life even when they stand in no need of mutual succour;

iDut they are also drawn together by a conpnpn.interest, in propor-

tion as each' attains a share in “good life [through the union of all’

in a form of political association].^ § 4. The good life is thechiel
end, both fpr the community as a whole and fpr each of us indi-

‘viduallY.. But men also come together, and form and maintain

political associafi6hy''nierelvTor'tKe~sake~6f life for perhaps there

Is some element of the good everiinthe simple act of living, so long

as the evils of existence do not preponderate too heavily. § 5. Iti

is an evident fact that most men cling hard enough to life to be;

willing to endure a good deal of suffering, which implies that life I

has in it a sort of healthy happiness and a natural quality of
pleasure.

[So far of the end for which the state exists. As regards the
j

second question], it is easy enough to distinguish the various kinds I..

of rule or authority of which.men, comrnpnly^ speak; and indeed
j

^e^liave often had occasion to define them"ourselves in works 1

intended for the general public.3 §6. The rule of a master is one
kind;, and here, though there is really 'a cbmrhbn inferesT which
unites the natural master and the natural slave, the fact remains

that the_mle.is. primarily exercised with a view to the master’s
,

' Aristotle here suggests two ends for which the state, as an association, a/"

exists—(i) the end of providing satisfaction for a natural impulse, which exists ^

and acts even apart from interest, and (2) the end of providing satisfaction for a
common interest. ‘This common interest, it should be noted, is not only or

;

mainly economic: it is an interest in the attainment of a good (rather than a
1 .

comfortable) life: and it requires for its satisfaction those institutions, such as

a system ofjustice, which are necessary to such a life. It is this common interest
j

'

in the attainment of a good life which is the chief end served by the state.

^ In the previous section Aristotle has distinguished ‘social life’ and ‘good; •./

life’. Here he introduces a third factor—tlie factor of ‘life’ itself, independently

'

of its being ‘social’ or ‘good’. The state or polls is connected with all three',

factors: it satisfies menis impulse towards a social life (which may exist apart',

from any need of mutual succour)
; it gives men a share in the good life which is i

their common interest; but it also helps men simply to live—and life itself is;

a thing of value. Compare Book I, c. ii, § 8.

3 Literally ‘in exoteric discourses’, as contrasted with the ‘esoteric discourses’

(such as the discourses or logoi on politics here translated) which were intended
for the students of the Lyceum.
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interest, and only incidentally with a view to, that of the slave,

who must be preserved in existence if the rule itself is to remain.

§ 7. Rule over wife and chiMren, and over the household generally,

'

is a second kind of rule, which we have called by the name of

household management. Here the rule is either, exercised in the

,

interest of the ruled or foF'the^attainment ..of some advantage

common to both ruler and ruled. Essentially it is exercised.in the

interest of the ruled, as is also plainly the case with other arts

besides that of ruling, such as medicine 1279 a and gyrnnastics—

though an art may incidentally be exercised for the.benefit of its

practitioner,..and there is nothing to prevent (say) a trainer from
becoming occasionally a member of the class he instructs, in the

same sort ofway as a steersman is always one of the crew. § 8. Thus
a trainer or steersman primarily considers the good of those who
are subject to his authority; but when he becomes one of them
personally, he incidentally shares in the benefit of that good

—

the steersman thus being also a member of the crew, and the trainer

(though still a trainer) becoming also a member of the class which
he instructs.

. §9. This principle^also applies to a third kind of xule:—that

exercised, by, the holders, .pf political office . When the constitu-

tion of a state is constructed, on theT^rincipI^fEaHiHrinemhefs

are equals and peers, the citizens think it proper that they should

hold office by. turns
,
[which implies that the office of ruler is

primarily intended for the benefit of the ruled and is therefore a

duty to be undertaken by each in turn, though incidentally the ruler -

shares in the general benefit by virtue of being himself a. member
of the citizen body]. At any rate this is the natural system, and
the system which used to be followed in the days when 'men
believed that they ought to serve by turns, and each assumed that

others would take over the duty of considering his benefit, just

as he had himself, during his term of office, considered the interest

of others. § 10. To-day the case is altered. Moved by the profits

to be derived from office and the handling of public property,

men want to hold office continuously. It is as if the holders of

office were sick men, who got the benefit of permanent health

[by being permanently in office]: at any rate their ardour for

office is just what it would be if that were the case. §11. The
conclusion .which follows is clear. Those constitutions which '

consider the commonr ihtef^f are right constituti6ns7 judged
by the standard of absolute justice. Those constitutions which
consider only the personal interest of the rulers are z\\ wrong
constitutions, ox perversions of the right forms.!' Such perverted'
forms are despotic, [i.e. calculated on the model of the rule oH
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a master, or ‘despotes’, over slaves] ; whereas the polls is an associa-

tion of freemen.^

Note U (p. no): The course of the argument in c, vi

In the first two sections of c. i of this book Aristotle had begun by
> raising the question ‘What is a polis ?’ In order to answer that question,

he found it first necessary to ask (following his analytic method of
resolving a compound into its elements), ‘What is the member of a polis,

or, in other words, the citizen?’ The first five chapters have fully dis-

cussed that question. We might now expect him to return to the previous
question, ‘What is a polis ?’ But that question has already been answered
in the course of the discussion of the other question (cf. the definition of

the polis in c. i, § 13) ; and Aristotle now turns to a different question,

‘What is a politsia, or constitution ?’ This is a question which logically

follows on the discussion of citizenship. Since citizenship is participation

in oflnice, and since participation in office is regulated by the constitution,

a discussion of the polites necessarily leads to a discussion of the politeia.

Note V : The basis of the classification of constitutions

This preliminary classification of constitutions into the two genera of

light and wrong, or normal and perverted, is based on the principle that

political rule, by virtue of its specific nature, is essentially for the benefit

of the ruled.. That is the principle of absolute justice in regard to the
proper use of political power; and it is a principle which squares with
what has been said above, in § 4, about the main end of the polis—that it

is a common interest, which, as such, is for the benefit not of a section, but
_ of each and all. Aristotle has thus concluded in this chapter (partly from
' what has been said in §§ 3-5 about the end of the polis, and partly from

what has been said in §§ 5-10 about the specific nature of political rule,

or rule over a political association of freemen, as contrasted with other

forms of rule) that the fundamental principle to be followed in a polis,

and therefore in its politeia or constitution, is the principle of the holding
of office for the common interest of all the members, and particularly for

the interest of the ruled, who are nearly the whole of the members. That
principle separates the right constitutions which follow it from the wrong
which contravene it.

Chapter VII

These two types of constitution eachfall into three subdivisions on the

basis'of number, i.e. accordmg'dstlie Onefortlie Fewfbr the Many,
are tlie ruling authority in each type. We have ihiis, as the ihree^^^

'mWdwuidm offilm ^Hglit'''iyfefKin^hi^"Aristocracy, and

~ds the three subdivisions offhe ^zorong' iyp^>.

'""and DemocracyT'"""'

§ I. Now that these matters have been determined, the next!

subject for consideration is the number and nature of the different

)

f constitutions. We rhay first examine the class of right constitutions

' [and'consider its different species] ;
the different perversions will at

•<774

* See Note V.

I
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once be apparent when the right constitutions have been deter-

mined. § 2. The term ‘constitution’ [politeia\ signifies the same

thing as the term ‘civic body’ [politewna]. The civic body in every

polis is the sovereign (?o Aj;noK); and the'sovereign must neces-

,

sarily be either One,“or Few, or Many. On'this Basis we ihay sa^

that when the Oiie, or the Few, or the Many, rule with a view 'td
(

the common interest, the constitutions under which they do sol

must necessarily be right constitutions. On the other hand the

constitutions directed to the personal interest of the One, or the

Few, or the Masses, must necessarily be perversions. [They deviate

from the true standard by not regarding the interest of all, and

are thus involved in a dilemma] : either the name of citizen cannot

be given to persons who share in the constitution [but whose
interests are not regarded], or, if the name is to be given, they must
have their share of the benefits.* § 3. Among forms of goyernment

by a single person Kingship, in the geherallis^e oflanguage, denotes,

the species which looksTo the common interest, AmongjForms
of government by aTewrpers6ns'‘{buTmdfe than oneyAristocracy

"denotes the species [which similarly lopks to that interest]—that

name being given to “this species either because the best \aristoi\

are the mlefs, pfjD.ecause its object is what is best {ariston\ for the

state andjLts members. Finally, when the masses govern the state

witHj view to.the common interest, the haihe used for this species

is the generic name common to all constitutions (or polities)-T-the

name of ‘Polity’. § 4. There is a good reason for the usage [which

gives to this form the generic name, and not a special name which
connotes, as the name ‘Aristocracy’ does, a special excellence]. It ,

is possible for one man,_or a few, to be of outstanding excellence;

but when it comes to a large number, we can hardly.expect a fine

edge of all the. yarieties- of excellence.^. What ,we can expect

particularly is the military kind 1279 b, of excellence, which is the
kind that shows itself in a mass,

.
This is the reason whyrhe,

defence forces' are the most sovereign bqdy_under, this.. constitu-

tion, and those who possess arms are the persons who enjoy
constitutional rights.

'
~~ ~ '

§ 5. [These are the three subdivisions of the class of right

constitutions.] Three perversions correspond to them. Tyranny
* It follows from what has been said, as Aristotle proceeds to argue, (i) that \

the criterion of the end of the polis and the true nature of political rule gives '

us the t\vo genera of right and wrong constitutions
; and (3) that the criterion of ‘

number gives us three species of each genus—the three species of monarchy,
aristocracy, and ‘polity* (in a peculiar sense of that word) in the genus of right .

constitutions; and the three species of tyranny, oligarchy, and ‘democracy’
‘

(again, as we shall see, in a somewhat peculiar sense of the word) in the genus
of wrong constitutions. Butthexriterion-of number,-as.the-argum^t pro^eds, \
trims into a criterion of class, as it does in. the course of the next chaptef.”
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is ^tih^gerversion of Kingship; Oligarchy of Aristocracy; and
Democracy- of Polity. Tyranny is a government by a single person 7

"^

directed to the interesf^f'thar'pefsbh; Oligarchy is directed to -

the interest ofthe-well-to-do ;^iDemp.cra^(^ is d^ interest.,

,

k- of the'^orer classes .' ISTohe of the three is directed to the advan-
tage of the whole body of citizens.

Chapter VIII

The basis of nwnher is^noty however, adequate.
.
The real basis, at any

\

rate so far (w oligarchy and.detnocracyfare concerned, is social class:
'

what makes an oligarchy is the rule of the rich (rather tlidn ifie jew'jf
'

and~zvhatmqkes, a deimaracy ifiJiefiile of the poorfrather 'thdnlhe_

many
f__,Ntwiber is, an accidental, and not an efsmtidl attri^^^ but

We accidehidl

g

ejierdlly accompanies the essential.

§ I. We must treat at somewhat greater length of the nature of

each of these last constitutions. There are certain difficulties

involved; and when one is pursuing a philosophical method of

inquiry in any branch of study, and not merely looking to practical

considerations, the proper course is to set out the truth about

every particular with no neglect or omission. § 2. Tyranny, as
'

has just been said, is single-person government of the political

;

association on the lines of despotism [i.e. treating the citizens as :

a master treats slaves] ; oligarchy exists where those who have pro-

perty are the sovereign authority of the constitution; and conversely

democracy exists where the sovereign authority is composed of .

the poorer classes, and not of the owners of property. § 3. The
first_difficulty which ari^s concerns the definition just given [of
'Hembcfacy and oligarchy]. We Eave'defined~dembcracy as the

sdvereignty^fTnumb'efsrbut we can conceive a case in which,’

the majority who hold the sovereignty in a state are the well-to-do.'

Similarly oligarchy is generally stated to be the sovereignty of a
;

small number; but it might conceivably happen that the poorer '

classes were fewer in number than the well-to-do, and yet—in

virtue of superior vigour—^were the sovereign authority of the

constitution. In neither case could the definition previously given

of these constitutions be regarded as true. § 4. We might attempt \

to overcome the difficulty by combining both of the factors— '

v^lth with'pal^itv of numbM^^ and poverty with' ihass. On
oligafcKy“migH^^ 'deffned'^as'-the^onstitiftipiT^undef

it will be noticed that'Aristotle is here introducing, in lieu of the criterion \

of number, that of class; and he proceeds in the next chapter further along that!

line. What makes an oligarchy is not so much the fact that a few men rule for)

their own advantage: it is rather the fact that a wealthy class rules; and oligarchy]

is thus really plutocracy.
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! which J:Iie rich, being^dspjsw in number, hold the offices of th£

;

State ^and similarly democracy might be defined asjhe constitution

under which the poor, being also many in number, are in”cont^^^^^

But this involves us in another difficulty. § 5. If our new deffii- ^

tion is exhaustive, and there are no forms of oligarchy and demo-

cracy other than those enumerated in that definition, what names

;
are we to give to the constitutions just suggested as conceivable

—

. those where the wealthy form a majority and the poor a minority,

and where the wealthy majority in the one case, and the poor

minority in the other, are the sovereign authority of the consti-

tution? § 6. The course of the argument thus appears to show
that the factor of number—the small number of the sovereign

body in oligarchies, or the large number in democracies—is an

accidental attribute, due to the simple fact that the wealthy are

generally few and the poor are generally numerous. Therefore

; the causes originally mentioned [i.e. small and large numbers] are

! not in fact the real causes of the difference between oligarchies

. and democracies. § 7. The real ground of the differejoce^between

oligarchy and democracy iF^idvefty and riches.. It is inevitable

tKat ahy^constitution 1280 a should Be an oligarchy if the rulers

under it are rulers in virtue of riches, whether they are few or

many; and it is equally inevitable that a constitution under which
the poor rule should be a democracy. ^

§ 8. It happens, however, as we have just remarked, [and this

is why number becomes an accidental attribute of both of these

constitutions], that the rich are few and the poor are numerous.
It is only a few who have riches, but all alike share in free status

;

and these are the real grounds on which the two parties [the

oligarchical and the democratic] dispute the control of the

constitution.^

C
THE PRINCIPLES OF OLIGARCHY AND DEMOCRACY, AND THE

NATURE OF DISTRIBUTiyE JUSTICE (cc. ix-xni)

Chapter IX

T/ie principle of a comtiiiiiion is its conception ofjustice; and this is

thefundamentalground ofdifference between oligarchy anddemocracy.
Democrats hold that if men are equal by births they should m justice

have, equal rigIiis/.^QligarchsJioldJ:hat if they are unequal in wealth,
they should hi justice have unequal rights. Trtie justice ineans -that'

those who have contributed to the end of the state should have rights

* Aristotle’s general account of the classification of constitutions in cc. vi-
VIII of this book may be compared witit the accounts given in the Ethics and the
Rhetoric (see Appendix III. a and b).
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in proportion to their contributioii to that end^^. The .end of the state

isno tjnere life, nor an alliance for mutual defence; it is the common
promotion of a good quality of life. We rtiusi distinguish betweeh lhe

'iiecessdry'cbhditioiis df ihe state's existence {contiguity, consanguinity^

aiidreccdwhlic cd-ppemti6ri) ~and 'its bperdtive ami The operative dinv
is akoays the promotion of a good quality of life; and those who con-

“ tribute most to the realization of that aim should in justice have most
rights...,,

§ I. We must next ascertain [now that we have discovered the

social ground on which they rest] what are the distinctive prin-

ciples attributed by their advocates to oligarchy and democracy,
and what are the oligarchical and the democratic conceptions of

justice.* Both oligarchs and democrats have a hold on a sort of

conception of justice; but they both fail to carry it far enough, and
neither of them expresses the true conception of justice in the

whole of its range. In democracies, for example, justice is con- \

sidered to mean equality [in the distribution" of. office]. It does

meanrequality—but equality for. those who' are equal, and. not fpr,^

^all.^ § 2. In oligarchies,“again,' inequality in the distribution of 1

"office is considered to be just; and indeed it is—but only for those ;

who are unequal, and not for all. The advocatys of oligarchy and
democracy both refuse^to consider this factor—who are the persons

.

fb whom their principles properly apply—and'.they both make,
erroneous judgments.. The reason is that they are judging in their

ozoirea^tyancfrnost men, as a rule, are bad judges where their own
interests are involved. §3. Justice is relative to persons; and a \ ,

just distribution is one in whicH'the relative' values of the things
i

given correspond to those of the persqn^.eceiying;—a point which
has'already been made in the Ethics. [It follows that a just distri-

,

butibh oToffices arnong a number of different persons will involve i''

a consideration of the personal values, or merits, of each of those

persons.] But_the advocates of oligarchy and democracy, while

they agree about what constitutes equahty in '"'the disagree

about what constitutes it in. perso7is.^ The main reason for this is
j

the reason just stated—they a?ejudging, and judging erroneously,
j

in their own case
;
but there is also another reason—they are misled

by the fact that ffiey are professing a sort of conception of justice,

and professing it up to a point, into thinlcing that they profess one*

* The fact that democracy and oligarchy, as perversions of right constitutions,
j

rest oh a social class,"is~essentially' connected' v/ith"the 'distmctive principle’ of
)

each* jvhich leads them to'/witiyy the predominance of that class. This ‘distinc- i

,

,tive principle’ is thus, in effect, a conception of justicety^that is to say, of Sirin-
^

, inffn^justic^'or, in, other words, of the ju^icej,yhi'ch disUibutes the pfficestyf

.thejstateja^ng its_,members on a plan' of pfincipleT
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which is absolute and complete. § 4. The oligarchs think that

superiority on one point—in their case wealth—means superiprity

on all; the democrats believe that equality in one respect—for

instance, that of free birth—means equality all round,

j' §5. Both sides, however, fail to mention the really cardinal/

1 factor [f.e. the nature 'of the end for which the state exists], Ifl

property were the end for which men came together and formed

an association, men’s share [in the offices and honours] of the state

would be proportionate to their share of property; and in that case

the argument of the oligarchical side—that it is not just for a man
who has contributed one pound to share equally in a sum of a

hundred pounds (or, for that matter, in the interest accruing upon
that sum) with .the man who has contributed all the rest—would

appear to be a strong argument. § 6. But the end of the state is^

not mere life; it is, rather, a good quality of life._^ [If mere life were

the end], there might be a state of slaves, or even a state of animals

;

but in the world as we know it any such state is impossible, because

slaves and animals do not share in true felicity^ and free choice

[i.e. the attributes of a good quality of life]. Similarly, it is not the

end of the state to provide an alliance for
,
mutual defence against

all injury, or to ease exchange and promote economic inter-

. course. If that had been the end, the Etruscans and the Cartha-

ginians [who are united by such bonds] would be in the position

of belonging to a single state; and the same would be true of all

peoples who have commercial treaties with one another. § 7. It

is true that such peoples have agreements about imports and
exports

;
treaties to ensure just conduct [in the course of trade]

;

and written terms of alliance for mutual defence. On the other

hand they have no common offices of state to deal with these

matters : each, on the contrary, 1280 b has its own offices, confined

to itself. Neither of the parties concerns itself to ensure a proper
quality of character among the members of the other neither of

them seeks to ensure that all who are included in the scope of the

treaties shall be free from injustice^ and from any form of vice; and
neither of them goes beyond the aim of preventing its own mem-
bers from committing injustice [in the course of trade] against the

members of the other. § 8. But it is the cardinal issue of goodness

* The Greek word is endaimonia, which means something higher than the mere
happiness of pleasure (hedone), and involves an ‘energy of the spirit’ impossible
to slaves and animals. In Book VII, c. xiii, § 5, Aristotle defines eudaimonia as
‘the energy and practice of goodness’. See the Introduction Ixxv-lxxvi.

“ Aristotle here implies (what he proceeds to make explicit) that a true state
does concern itself to secure excellence of character and conduct among its

,
members; that its end is essentially a. good quality of life; and that its laws are
intended to make the citizens good and just men.

^ I.e. unrighteousness.
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or badness in the life of the polis which always engages the atten-

tion of any state that concerns itself to secure a system of good
laws well obeyed \eunomid\. The conclusion which clearly follows I

is that any polis which is truly so called, and is not merely one in
)

name, musT'deyotie It̂ ^ to the eHd7prehcdufaging~W^
(V Odierjsise, .a political association.sinlcs into a rnere alliancfej^vhich

'

only differs in space [i.e. in the contiguity of its membersX^ffom
^

ptKer forms of alliance where the members live at a distance from
one~ahofiaef. Otherwise, too, law^hje-Comes^a„mere cpyenant—
(irirthe^'fifase of the Sophist Lycophron) ‘a guarantor. o£men’s
rightsungainst one , another’—instead of being, as

,
it should be, a

rule of life such as will make the members of a polis good and just.’'

§ 9. That this is the case [i.e. that a pblis'is; truly a pblis'dnly \

when it makes the encouragement of goodness its end] may bel
readily proved.^ If two different sites could be united in one, so

‘

that the polis of Megara and that of Corinth weTe'embfaced by a

single wall, that would not make a single polis. If the citizens of

Iworcities“intermarried with one another, that would not make a

single polis^evenTEough intermarriage is one of the forms of

social life which are characteristic of a polis. § 10. Nor would it

make a polis if a number of persons—living at a distance from one

another, but not at so great a distance but that they could still

associate—^had a commonjy^em of lay^ to prevent their injuring

'X one another in ffie~cburse" of"exchange. We can imagine, for

instance, one being a carpenter, another a farmer, a third a shoe-

maker, and others producing other goods; and we can imagine a

total number of as many as 10,000. But if these people were

associated in nothing further than matters such as exchange and
alliance,,they would still have failed to reach the sfage"bf a polis.

*"§ II. Why should this be the case? It cannot be ascribed to any

lack of contiguity in such an association. The members of a group

so constituted might come together on a single site
;
but if that were

all—if each still treated his private house as if it were a state, and

all of them still confined their mutual assistance to action against

aggressors (as if it were only a question of a defensive alliance)

—

if, in a word, the spirit of their intercourse were still the same

after their coming together as it had been when they were living

apart—their association, even on its new basis, could not be

deemed by any accurate thinker to be a polis. § 12. It is clear,
|

therefore, that a polis is not^ a^ociation for residence on a com-
mon site, or foftfi^^cebfpre^ntihg mutual injustice and easing
e^hange... These are indeedT 'conditions wKich must be present

^ On the general Greek notion of law (or nomos) see the Introduction, IV. § 3,

and the references there given. * See Note X, p. 121.
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before a polls can exist; but the presence of all these conditions

is not enoughfdri itsel^^fd'constitute a polis. Wfiat constitutes a

' polis is an association of households and clans in a good life, for t&i

sake of attaining a perfect arid self-sufficing existence. § 13. This

consummation, however, will not be reached unless the members
inhabit one and the self-same place and practise intermarriage.^ ^

It was for this reason [i.e. to provide these necessary conditions]

that the various institutions of a common social life—marriage-

connexions, kin-groups, religious gatherings, and social pastimes

generally—arose in cities. But these institutions are the business

of friendship [and not the purpose of the polis]. It is friendship

[and not a polis] which consists in the pursuit of a common socid

life. The end and purpose of a polis is the good life, and the
|

•

institutions of social life are means to that end. § 14. .A polis is 1

constituted 1281a by the association of farnilies and. villages, in

a perfect and self-sufficing existence; and such an existence, on our

definition, consists in a life of true felicity and goodness.

It is therefore for the sake of good actions,, and.not.for„.the ,sake v

of social life, that political associatioiislnust be .considered to exist. 1

’§ 15. [This conclusion enables us td'atfam a proper conception of

justice.] Those who contribute most to an association of thisl

character [i.e. who contribute most to good action] have a greater

'

share in the polis [and should therefore, in justice, receive a larger

recognition from it] than those who are equal to them (or even
greater) in free birth and descent, but unequal in civic excellence, or

j

than those who surpass them in wealth but are surpassed by them \

in excellence.3 From what has been said it is plain that both sides

to the dispute about constitutions [i.e. both the democratic and the

oligarchical side] profess only a partial conception of justice.

Note W (p. iiy): The theory of distributive jiistice-

I

Aristotle here enunciating a theory of distributive justice which goes
! on the basis of proportionate equality. As A and B have given to the state,

^ See Book I, c. ii, § 8 (and note B on p. 7), for the implications of this

definition.

\

^ In other words, contiguity and consanguinity are necessary conditions, or.
! sine quibus non\ but the essence, and the causa causans, is co-operation in a com-
'• mon scheme of good life. Social life {to suzen), arising from the ties of contiguity
and consanguinity, is a necessary basis; but the essential structure which arises

•on this basis is a good life {to eti zen).
^ The conception of distributive justice here enunciated is that the criterion

of contribution to the specific and essential end of the state—the performance of
good actions—is greater than either the democratic criterion of free birth or
the oligarchical criterion of wealth. Those who contribute more to the per-
formance of good actions in and by the association, and who thus show a greater ,

‘civic excellence’ (i.e. a higher quality of membership of the association), deserve '

more from the polis—even if, on the ground of free birth, they are only equal
or even inferior, and even if, on the ground of wealth, they are actually inferior.
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in the way of personal merit and personal contribution to its well-being,
so A and B should receive from the state, in the way of office and honour.
If the personal merit and personal contribution of both are equal, they <

will receive equal amounts : if they are unequal, they will receive unequal
amounts: but in either case the basis of proportionate equality will be
observed, and the proportion between the thing A receives and A’s

;

personal merit will be the same as that between the thing B receives and
his personal merit. The reference to the Ethics is to Book V, c. in, §§ 4
and following (1131 a 14 onwards). We may notice especially the phrase
in the Ethics, ‘The same equality will exist between the persons and the
things concerned’

;
... ‘if they are not equal, they will not have what is

equal—^but this is the origin of quarrels and complaints’. (See Appendix
II. A. 3, p. 363.)

Note X (p. 119): Aristotle's method of determining the state’s purpose

The method of proof which follows is a method of exhaustion of 1

possibilities. Aristotle takes various possibilities—(1) contiguity of place,
‘

(2) a common scheme of intermarriage, (3) a common scheme for the

prevention of mutual injuries—and proves that none of them is sufficient

to constitute a polis. It is only a common scheme for the encouragement
of a good quality of life which can be the basis of a polis. . . . The same
method of exhaustion of possibilities has been followed in the definition

of the citizen (c. i, §§ 4-5), and in the discussion of the identity of the

state (c. in, §§ 1-9).

We may also note that the same problem which is here discussed—the

problem of the true end of the state, which ‘constitutes’ it and makes it

a state—has already been discussed in c. vi, §§ 3-5. In that passage the

problem was discussed as a preliminary to a classification of states. Here
it is again discussed, but now as a preliminary to a proper notion of

distributive justice. We can only determine properly the principle on
which offices and honours should be distributed after we have ascertained

the true purpose of the state. It will be contributions to that purpose
which must justly be rewarded in the distribution of offices and honours

;

and that purpose will thus be the standard of distributive justice.

Chapter X
What person or body of persons should he sovereign in a state—the

people, the rich, the better sort of citizens, the one best, or the tyrant?

All these alternatives present difficulties; and there ifa difficulty even

in a further.alternative:—that no person or body of persons, hut law,\

should be sovereign.

§ I. A difficulty arises when we turn to consider wh^ body of

persons' sHbuid be sovereign in the pblisii
'
[We can imagine l5ve-

* HitiTerto, in c. ix, Aristotle has been considering what persons, on the

ground of distributive justice, should have a superior recognition in the award
of office and honours. He now turns to consider what persons, or body of per-

sons, should receive supreme recognition, and thus ..be. vested with-supreme
. It is still a question of distributive justice; but that

qv.V.v. from a consideration of who should have more, and on
what grounds they should have more, to a consideration of who should have

most, and on what grounds they should have most.
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alternatives]: the people ^Jarge (to plethos)\ the wealthy; the\

better soft; of men ;
the ohejtnan who is best of all; the tyrant. But

I

all these alternatives appear to involve unpleasant result^: indeed,

how can it be otherwise ? [Take, for example, the first aiternative.]

What if the poor, oh the ground of their being a majority, proceed

to divide among themselves the possessions of the, wealthy—^will

not this be unjust ? ‘No, by heaven’ (a democrat may reply)
;
‘it has

been justly decreed so by the sovereign.’ § 2. ‘But if this is not

the extreme of injustice’ (we may reply in turn), ‘what is ?’ When-
ever a majority of any sort, irrespective of wealth or poverty,

divides among its members the possessions of a minority, that

majority is obviously ruining the state. But goodness can never

ruin anything that has goodness, nor can justice, in its nature,

be ruinous to a state. It is therefore clear that a law of this kind

[i.e. a law of spoliation passed by a majority of any sort] cannot

possibly be just. § 3 .
[To treat such a law as just is really to justify

tyranny.] The tyrant’s acts too [on the principle alleged by the

democrats that any decree of the sovereign is just] must necessarily

be just; for he too uses coercion by virtue of superior power
in just the same sort of way as the people coerce the wealthy.

[We may now take the alternative that the wealthy are sovereign.]

Is it just that a minority composed of the wealthy should rule ? If

they too behave like the others—if they plunder and confiscate

the property of the people—can their action be called just ? If it

can, the action of the people, in the converse case, must equally

be termed just. § 4. It is clear that all these acts of oppression

[whether by the people, the tyrant, or the wealthy] are mean and
unjust. [But what of the next alternative ?] Should the better !

sort of men have authority and be. sovereign in all matters? In,

that case, the rest of the citizens will necessarily be debarred from :

honours, since they will, not enjoy-the honour of holding civic ;

office. We speak of offices as honours; and when a single set of

persons hold office permanently, the rest of the community must
’

necessarily be debarred from all honours. § 5. [We come to a last

alternative.] Is it better than any of the other alternatives that the_

one best man
.
should, rule ? This is still more oligarchical [than

the rule of the wealthy .few or. 'the few,.bf the b'ettef soft], .because

the number of those debarred from honours is even greater. It

may perhaps be urged that there is still another alternative; that
'

it is a poor sort of policy to vest sovereignty in any person [or body
of persons], subject as persons are to the passions that beset men’s
souls; and that it is better to vest it in law. [But this does not solve
the difficulty.] The law itselfmay incline either towards oligarchy
or towards democracy; and what difference will the sovereignty
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of law then make in the problems which have just been raised ?

consequences already'stated7wiir follow just"thb same.'

Chapter XI
It is posable, however, to defend the alternative that the people should

^ sovereifn7~TKe
'

pTople, when they are assembted, have a combination

of^qualities which enables themJq deliherate wiselyjmd tojudge
sotmdtfT^T^is mggests_that they have a clainiio be ihe sovereign body;.,

it also suggests thejcj)pe..offaffmfs in^ichthey should be sov^eign, or

^tliefowers which they should exercise. . They should exercise deliberd-

Imefm^^dicialrfunctiQr^i'irrpdflmilar, tlwyj^uj^ elecf'^tmagi-

strates andrexamine~iheir condiuB at the end of their tenure. Two
oBfeciions may be raised, (i) It may be arguedthat experts are better

fudges than the hoh-espeft; but this obfection may he met by reference

~fo *(a)" the combination "of qualities in the assembled 'people {which

Indies them collectively better judges than the expert), and (b) their

hndwihg ‘how the shoe pinches' {which enables them to passjudgement
"oTithe behaviour of niagistfdies)i {djtimdy he urged that the people,

if they have such powers, have more authority than the belter sort of
iifizem"'wh6 hold office as magistrates—though they are not of so

gooda quality; but we may answer to this that the people as a whole
~mdy well be~ofdhigh quality. We hope always, however, to remember

'iJidfrightly^ constitiitedlaws'should bedhe~fmdV f6vefeig^^ and that
"

jr personal dutlioriiyfbf any "sort should only act in the partictdar case's,

which cannot, be covered by a general law.. ' ^

§ I. The other alternatives may be reserved for a later inquiry;

but the first of the alternatives suggested—that the people at large

should be ^yereign rather than the few best—would appear to be
defensible, and while it presents some difficulty it perhaps also

“contains some truth. § 2. There is this to be__said for the Many.
Each of them by himself may not be of a good 1281 b quality; but

when they all come together it is possible that they may surpass

—

collectively and as a body, although not individually—the quality

of the few best. Feasts to which many contribute may excel those

provided at one man’s expense. In the same way, when there are

many [who contribute to the process of deliberation], each can

bring his share of goodness and moral prudence; and when all

meet together the people may thus become something in the nature

of a single person, who—as he has many feet, many hands, and
many senses—may also have'many qualities of character and intelli-

gence. § 3. This is the reason why the Many are also betterjudges

^
[than the few] of music and the writings of poets: some appre-

ciate one part, some another, and all together appreciate all.^

^ See Note Y, p. 127.
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§ 4. [We may note that this combination of qualities, which gives

the Many their merit, can also be traced in cases of individual

merit.] The thing which makes a good man differ from a unit

in the crowd—as it is also the thing which is generally said to

make a beautiful person differ from one who is not beautiful, or

an artistic representation differ from ordinary reality—is that ele-

ments which are elsewhere scattered and separate are here com-

bined in a unity. [It is this unity which counts]
;
for if you take

the elements separately, you may say of an artistic representation

that it is surpassed by the eye of this person or by some other

feature of that.’'

§ 5. It is not clear, however, that this combination of qualities,
j

which we have made the ground of distinction between the many*

and the few best, is true of all popular bodies and all large masses

of men. Perhaps it may be said, ‘By heaven, it is clear that there

•.are some bodies of which it cannot possibly be true; for if you
.included them, you would, by the same token, be bound to include

k herd of beasts. That would be absurd
;
and yet what difference

jis there between these bodies and a herd of beasts ?’ All the same,

and in spite of this objection, there is nothing to prevent the view J

we have stated from being true of some popular bodies.

§ 6. It would thus seem possible to solve, by the considerations
;

we have advanced, both the problem raised in the previous chapter

'

‘What body of -persons should be sovereign?’ and the further prob-

;

lernTwhich follows upon" if, ‘What are the matters over which

;

freemen, or the general body"'6f “citizens—men' Of the sort who
j

jaeTther have wealth'nor can make any claim on the ground of
'

goodness—should properly exercise sovereignty P’^ §7. It may
be argued, from one point of view, that, it is dangeroirs"for men
“of this sort to share in the highest offices, as injustice'may lead

them ihto wrongdoing, and thoughtlessness into error. But it

may ' also be argued,' from ' another "point of view,"fhat there, is.

serious risk in not letting them have so7ne share in the enjoyment,

of power; for a state with a body of disfranchised citizens who are

‘ Aristotle here follows a subtle line of argument, in drawing an analogy
between the composite quality of the Many and the composite quality which

; may also be traced in the individual good man, or in a beautiful individual, or
:
in an individual work of art. But his fundamental contention is simple. In each

' case there is a general system of unity: in each case this system of unity issues

j

in something which as a whole is the best—though in each case any particular
i constituent of the whole may not be the best.

^ Aristotle states two questions ; but he assumes that the first has already been
answered, and that ‘the body ofpersons which should be sovereign’ is the ,

general
body of free citizens, w'ho have no individual claims based on wealth or goodness,
but a common claim based on common freedom. On this basis he addresses '

himself, in the rest of the chapter, to the second problem, ‘What is the scope of
the sovereignty of this body, and over what matters should it be exercised?’
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numerous and poor must necessarily be a state which is full of
enemies. §8. The alternative left is to let them share in the

' deliberative and judicial functions;* and we thus find Solon, and
some of the other legislators, giving the people the'hvo general

^ functions of electing the magistrates to office and of calling them
'to account at the end of their tenure of office, but not the right of

holding office themselves in their individual capacity. § 9. [There
is wisdom in such a policy.] When they all meet together, the

people display a good enough gift of perception, and combined
with' the better class they are of service to the state (just as impure
food, when it is mixed with pure, makes the whole concoction

more nutritious than a small amount of the pure would be)
;
but

each of them is imperfect in the judgements he forms by himself.

§ 10. But this arrangement of the constitution [which gives the

people^deliberative and judicial functions] presents some difficul-

ties.'-The first difficulty is that it may well be held that the function

of judging when medical attendance has been properly given [a

function analogous to that of the people in judging the conduct of

magistrates] should belong to those whose profession it is to

attend patients and cure the complaints from which they suffer

—

in a word, to members of the medical profession. The same may
be held to be true of all other professions and arts; 1282 a and

^ just as doctors should have their conduct examined before a body
of doctors, so, too, should those who follow other professions have

theirs examined before a body of members of their own profession.

§ II. [We may note, however, that] the term ‘doctor’ is used in

three different senses. It is applied to the ordinary practitioner:

it is applied to the specialist who directs the course of treatment;

and it is also applied to the man who has some general knowledge

of the art of medicine. (There are men of this last type to be found

in connexion with nearly all the arts; and we credit them with the

power of judging as much as we do the experts—i.e. the practi-

tioners and specialists.)- § 12. When we turn to consider the

matter of election [as distinct from examination], the same prin-

ciples would appear to apply. To make a proper election, it may
* These arc the rights assigned to the citizen, as such, in c. r, § 1 1 of this book.

In the rest of the sentence, ‘electing the magistrates’ may be regarded as an
exercise of the deliberative power, and ‘calling them to account’ ;is an exercise

of the judicial.

- .Aristotle has here suggested a distinction whidi may prove, after all, to

justify the right of the people (as possessed, collectively, of general knowledge)
. to examine the conduct of magistrates. Instead, however, of pursuing this train
* of thought immediately to its conclusion, he turns aside in § 12 from the right

of c-xamining to that of electin'^, and here he begins by pressing the idea of the

right of the c-xpert to elect. Eventually, however, in § 14, he returns to the idea

of the rights belonging to men of general knowledge—alike in respect of election

and in respect of examination.
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be argued, is equally the work of experts. It is the work of those

who are versed in geometry to choose a geometrician, or, again,

of those who are acquainted with steering to choose a steersman;

and even if, in some occupations and arts, there are some non-

experts who also share in the ability to choose, they do not share

in a higher degree than the experts. § 13. It would thus appear,

\on this line of argument, that the people should not be made
sovereign, either in the matter o'f'the election of'magistrates or in

that of their examination. § 14. It may be, however, that these

arguments are not altogether well founded. In the first place we
have to remember our own previous argument of the combination

of qualities which is to be found in the people—provided, that is

to say, that they are not debased in character. Each individual may
indeed, be a worse judge than the experts; but' all,'when they meet
together,^ are either better than experts or at any rate no worse.

In the second place, there are a number of arts in which the

creative artist is not the‘bnly;^"br even' the'bestV judge.'"These are

the arts whose products can be understood and judged even by I

"those who do not possess any skill in the art. A house, for instance, 1

is something which can be understood by others besides the j

builder: indeed the user of a house—or in other words the house- 1

holder—will judge it even better than he does. In the same way/
a pilot will judge a rudder better than a shipwright does

;
and the'

diner—not the cook—will be the best judge of a feast.

, § 15. The first difficulty which confronts our argument about

i
the rights of the people would appear to be answered sufficiently

by these considerations. ' But there is a second difficulty still to be
faced, which is connected with the first. It would seem to be

"

absurd that persons of a poor quality should be sovereign on
issues which are more important than those assigned to the better

sort of citizens. The election of magistrates, and their examination
at the end of their tenure, are the most important of issues; and
yet there are constitutions, as we have seen, under which these

issues are assigned to popular bodies, and where a popular body
is sovereign in all such matters. § 16. To add to the difficulty,]

membership of the assembly, which carries deliberative andjudicial
functions, is vested in persons of little property and of any age;'

but a high property qualification is demanded from thosewho serve

!
* This qualification, ‘when they meet together’, is a qualification which recurs

I
(cf. supra, §§ 2, 9). The people at large have the merit of a good collective

j

judgement not as a static mass, but when they are dynamic—in other words
* when they assemble, and when the process of debate begins. It is thus not an
( unfair gloss to suggest that Aristotle by implication assumes that the dialectic

; of debate is the final foundation of the principle of popular government, so far

,
as he accepts that principle. In ot êt-words, dem^rac^s based_uppn^is_cussion.
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as treasurers or generals, or hold any of the highest offices. This
j

difficulty too may, however, be met in the same way as the first;

:

and the practice followed in these constitutions is perhaps, after ,

all, correct. § 17. It is not the individual member of the judicial I

court, or the council,^ or the assembly, who is vested with office

^t is the court as a whole, the council as" a whole, the popuiar\

assembly as a whole, which is yested; and each individual member
''—whether of the council, the assembly, or the court—is, siniply

a part of the whole. § 18. Tt is therefore just and proper that the

people, from which the assembly, the council, and the court are

constituted, should be sovereign on issues mon^amportant than

.

those assigned to the better sort of citizens. It may be added that ]

.

thie c.pllective property of the members oflall .these bodies is-;
"

'gfeater than that of the persons who either as individuals or as :

'members of small bodies hold the highest [executive] offices.

§ 19. This may serve as a settlement of the difficulties which
,

have been i2S2b discussed. But the discussion of the first of

these difficulties [whether expert skill pr ’general knowledge should

be .the. sovereign authority] leads to one conclusion~above all
'

others. Jlightly constituted laws should be the final sovereign; and -v:

pTersonal rule, w^ be exercised byTsingle'pefsoh of a body {

of persons, should be soyereign only in those matters oh which
jr law is unable, owing to the difficulty of framing gehefal' rules for

all contingencies, to make an exact'prbhouncemeht.^ ’ §20'.' But
what rightly constituted laws ought to be is a matter that is not yet

clear; and here we are still confronted by the difficulty stated at the

end of the previous chapter—that law itself may have a bias in

favour of one class or another. Equally with the constitutions to

which they belong [and according to the constitutions to which

they belong] laws must be good or bad, just or unjust. § 2i._.The

onej:lear fact.isJhat.laws must be constituted in accordance with

constitutions; and if this is the case, it follows that laws which

ar^jyoaccbrdance wiffi fight constitutions must necessarily be just,
,

^d^jawa..which, are in accordance-with.wrong.pr perverted .con-

stitutions mu^be unjust. . . -

.

Note Y (p. 123): The democratic argument in politics and aesthetics

It is to be noticed that Aristotle here applies the same ‘democratic’

* Aristotle here includes the council (boule) along with the assembly {ecclesia) ,

in his discussion of the rights of the people. Strictly speaking the council—at

Athens a small body of 500 members which prepared the business for the

assembly (see p. 383 infra)—^was a body of a different type from the popular
;

' courts and the assembly. But election to the coimcil was by lot, from all classes
|

of citizens over the age of 30; and Aristotle thus naturally includes membership 1

of the council in his discussion of popular rights.

* See Note Z, p. 128.
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argument (if it may so be called) both to politics and aesthetics. The two

go together in his view—just as, in Athenian practice, the people at large

were asked not only to pronounce on politics in the assembly, but also to

vote on architectural plans and (through judges drawn by lot from a large

panel) to award the dramatic prizes in the theatre. Plato also applied the

same line of argument to politics and aesthetics—but in an opposite direc- ^
,
tion. He condemnedjjthe^rocr^cy’ in matters of art along.with democracy

in politics. Speaking primarily of music (Laws 700 E-701 a) he notes:

‘Our once silent audiences have found a voice, in the persuasion that they

understand what is good and bad in art: the old “sovereignty of the best”

in that sphere has given way to an evil “sovereignty of the audience”

[‘theatrocratia’] : ... no great harm would have been done, so long as the

democracy was confined to art, . . . but as things are with us, music has

given occasion to a general conceit of knowledge and contempt for law,

and liberty [i.e. political democracy] has followed in their train’ (A. E.

Taylor’s translation).

It may be added that later Athenian practice, as described in Aristotle’s

treatise on the Constitution of Athens (c. XLix, § 3), assigned to a popular
law-court the right of deciding on architectural and other designs, which
had once belonged to the council. The council was held to have shown
favouritism : the popular law-court was substituted as a more unbiased
body. See Appendix IV. B. 4, p. 384, n. i.

Finally, and in regard to Aristotle’s general argument in favour of the

capacity and the efficiency of the general civic body when its members
‘meet together’ (see § 14 of this chapter, and the note), we may note that

it squares (d) with his own definition of citizenship in c. i (see § 13 of that

chapter, and the note), and (b) with the common Greek idea that the
general civic body is to kyrion in matters of deliberation, and is entitled

to express its public opinion through the dikasteria in matters of justice

(see the Introduction, IV. 2 and 3, and—on the action of the dikasteria—
p. 371, n. 3).

Note Z (p. 127): Aristotle's conception of the sovereignty of law

v ' To understand Aristotle’s conception of the sovereignty of law and the
subordination of magistrates to its rule we must remember the nature
of Athenian law and the position of the Athenian magistrates, (i)

Athenian law was ^ ancient body of standing' rules which was seldom

.

changed. Legislative changers"were hot a matter for the assefnbly, which
was a deliberative body, and not a legislature: they were, indeed, initiated

! and proposed in the assembly, but they were then referred to the judicial
side of the constitution and to a judicial commission, and it was there'
that changes were considered and enacted._ It may thus he said that.there
was little, legislation, arid hd separate' and specific legislature, injthe
Athenian system; ^d when the people iri the asseiribly sought fp dct
as a legislature, by passing decrees of psephismata which had the force of

;

law or overrode law, such action was regarded—at any rate by Aristotle^
as a usurpation. (See Book IV, c. iv, § 25 and note.) (3) The Athenian
rnagistrates were kept in subordination to law by the exercise of the
right, vested in every citizen, to arraign a magistrate whb had broken the ^

law; and this was viewed as one of the great safeguards against abuses. ^
The graphs paranomon, or indictment for illegality,*was a weapon which
never rusted from disuse. (See Vinogradoff, Historical Jurisprudence,
vol. ii, c. VI, § 2 (on the Rule of Lavf) and c. Vii, §§ 1-2.)
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Chapter XIP
Justice is the t)olitical ^opd. It involves equality, or the distribution

of equal amounts to equal persons. But who are equals, and Wy ’wJiat

TfiferiorTareJi^sons to he reckoned as eqtiahP'MdfiyJcftterid cdnje^

^ 'dappUedJ l̂iut the only proper criterion, in d political society, is that of
]

contriBuiion to_jhef_function of that society. Those wKo are eoiial j

in that respect should receweequal'amouhf^^^ who are superior or

mferior s}iqidd receiveMip£f.io£^QfSnfen6r a7nounts, in proportion to

‘-^Re’degree of their superiority or inferiority, If allareihufirhated .

pfdportiohdtely to the contnbutmi they niakelall are really receiving

equal treatment; for the proportion between contribution and reward^ '

fftliesaine mdveryddse sort'of equality which justice involves ;

ilJhus proportionate equalityfland this is the essence of distributive^^

justice.J
• § I. In all arts and sciences the end in view is some good. In

the most sovereign of all the arts and sciences^—and this is the art

and science of politics—the end in view is the greatest good
and the good which is most pursued.^ The good in the sphere of

politiesls''ju^ic^’ arid justice^consists in what tends to promote
the common interest. Gene^raFopinioff makes it corisist in soirie

sort oFequality.s Up to a point this general opinion agrees with

the philosophical inquiries which contain our conclusions on

^
^
ethics. In other words, it holds that justice involves two factors

—

things, and thje^ persons to whom _fKinp”afe "assigned—and it

considers that persons who are equal should have assigned to them
equal things. § 3 . But here there arises a question which must
not be overlooked. Equals and unequals—yes; but equals and

unequals in what} This is a question which raises difficulties, and
involves us in philosophical speculation on politics.-^ It is possible

* The last three chapters—ix, x, and xi—have all been concerned, in different

ways, with the general problem of distributive justice, or, in other words, with
an attempt to determine vvhat persons, in view of their contribution to the state,

should be specially recognized, by.it in its distribution of office and honour. The
argument'of'c'.'xi has appeared to go in favour of the special recognition of the

people at large. The argument of the present chapter goes along a soniewhat
different line, and in favour- of-the-view that all coritributions, by all different

persons"and bodies oL^erspifsl] should alike be fecogniz^.
^ Trhe"afgvimentTs"the same as that of'tlie~first'sectidirof the first chapter of

the first book.
^ Here the argument repeats that of c. ix, §§ 1-3 ot this book, where Aristotle

has already raised the issue of equality in reference to justice, and has already

referred to the Ethics, as he does again here. The relevant passages of the

Ethics are noted in Appendix II. A. 2. •
_ _

'4 + In all this passage a contrast is implied beUyeen ‘general opinion’ {doxa,
[^

or the current views of the ordinary man), and ‘philosophic inquiry’, wliich does

;

not despise, but is none the less bound to aiialyse (and by analysing to correct >

and to elevate) the implications of ‘general opinion’. Aristotle has a fundamental

!

4774 K
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to argue that offices and honours ought to be distributed unequally

[i.e. that superior amounts should be assigned to superior persons]

on the basis of superiority in any respect whatsoever—even though

there were similarity, and no shadow of any difference, in every

other respect; and it may be urged, in favour of this argument,

that where people differ from one another there must be a difference

in what is just and proportionate to their merits. § 3. If this

\ argument were accepted, the mere fact of a better complexion, or

i greater height, or any other such advantage, would establish a

j

claim for a greater share of political rights to be given to its pos-

'sessor. §4. But is not the argument obviously wrong? To be

clear that it is, we have only to study the analogy of the other arts

and sciences. If you were dealing with a number of flute-players

who were equal in their art, you would not assign them flutes on

the principle that the better born should have a greater amount.

Nobody will play the better for being better born; and it is to

those who are better at the job that the better supply of tools

should be given. If our point is not yet plain, it can be made so

if we push it still further. § 5. Let us suppose a man who is

superior to others in flute-playing, but far inferior in birth and

beauty. Birth and beauty may be greater goods than ability to

play the flute, and those who possess them may, upon balance,

surpass the flute-player more in these qualities than he surpasses

them in his flute-playing; but the fact remains that he is the man
who ought to get the better supply of flutes. [If it is to be recog-

nized in connexion with a given function], 1283 a superiority

in a quality such as birth—or for that matter wealth—ought to

contribute something to the performance of that function; and
here these qualities contribute nothing to such performance.

§ 6. There is a further objection. If we accept this argument
[that offices and honours should be assigned on the basis of

excellence in any respect], every quality will have to be com- \

mensurable with every other. You will begin by reckoning a

given degree of (say) height as superior to a given degree of some
other quality, and you will thus be driven to pit height in general

against (say) wealth and birth in general. But on this basis

—

i.e. that, in a given case, A is counted as excelling in height to

a greater degree than B does in goodness, and that, in general,

height is counted as excelling to a greater degree than goodness
does—qualities are made commensurable. [We are involved in

’ respect for general opinion, and indeed he states, in the Ethics, that a general
opinion which is universally held is, in ethical matters, the truth

—
‘that which

everyone thinks is so’ {Ethics, X, c. Il, § 4). But he also believes that general

;
opinion must be analysed, corrected, and elevated by philosophic analysis.
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r

mere arithmetic]
;
for if amount X of some quality is ‘better’ than

amount Y of some other, some amount which is other than X
must clearly be equal to it [i.e. must be equally goodjA § 7. This
is impossible [because things that di^ffer in quality cannot be treated

in terms of quantity,
_
or regarded as commensurable]. It is there-

fore clear that in matters political [just as in matters belonging
to other arts and sciences] there is no good reason for basing a
claim to the exercise of authority on any and every kind of superior-

ity. Some may be swift and others slow; but this is no reason
why the one should have more [political rights], and the other less.

It is in athletic contests that the superiority of the swift receives

its reward.. § 8. Claims to political rights must be based on the 1

ground of contrilmtiohTbTJie blemem which constitute the. being
|

of the state.2 There is thus good groundTfqr the claims to honour
'aird‘'of5ce"wHich are made by persons of good descent, free birth, 1

or wealth. Those who hold office must necessarily be free men
and taxpayers: a state could not be composed entirely ofmen
without'means, any more than it could be composed entirely of

slaves. '§ 9. But we must add that if wealth and free- birth are

‘necessary elements, the tender of justice'^mici’ a, martial habit are*

"also necessary. ' These too are elements which must be’ present if

'men are to live together in a state. The one difference is that the ^

‘fimt t\% elements are necessary to the simple existence of a state,.,
|

and the last two for its good life.

Chapter XIII

This raises the question, What coiistitutes a conlrihution to the purpose

of~a~pdRiical~s6ciHy ? Wealth, birth, goodtiess^^ and the aggregate.
1

q^udli^~df'numbers, may all claim to be contributors. How are these

rwal claiiiisto be reconciled wTientheydllcoexistih the same society?

Tt'cds'elnayTe hidd'e'

i

n favour 'of the aggregate quality of mmberj; !

'hdii^hrgds'elTid^lso'be made infavour of the ^gle mayi of exceptional.
|

^Tifoutstandhig goodness.. SucJia man must either be made a king or I

sent into exile. The democratic policy of ostracism means (^choice of
the latter dltmiative'';~and~t}re'~prdpdrtidh^''6r '^Falqnce, needed in a
co7iYtiiufi6ii idc'eiddihlyfdiHurUM3ff.aiiy.one element is giUsiandingly

* The argument is that if you say that ^ of a perfect stature is ‘better’ tharx f
of perfect goodness, you are also bound to say that i of a perfect stature is equal
to i of perfect goodness. But in that case you make stature and goodness
commensurable: i.e. you treat either of them as a quantitative mass, without
any difference of quality, and on that basis you assume that some fraction of the
one is as good as some fraction of the other.

^ The elements which constitute the life of the polis are defined later, in
Book IV, c. XII, § I as

‘

free birth, wealth, culture, and good descent’. Culture
j

may be held to imply, or to be linked"with,''goodness, as appears in the first
^

section of the next chapter of this book. The Greek word for it is paideia,

the general ‘training’ of the human faculties.
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: eminent. On the other hand it cannot bejust^jn^a^ggod constitution,

to refuse tKerecognitimi which is due to a man ofoutstanding goodness’;

and 'such a man should hot he banished, but shoidd rather he made a

Mng. We are thus brought to the subject of kingship.
’

”§1. If we are thinking in tferms of contnb^^
existence, all of the elements mentioned, or at. any..rate several.o.!-,"^

them, may properly claim to be recognized in the .award of honours

and office; but if, we are thinking in terms., of contribution to
|

its good life, then culturie and goodness, as we have noted already,^'

may be regarded as having the justest claim. On the other hand— ;

and following our principle that it is not right for men who are
j

equal in one respect, and only in one, to have an equal share of all
j

things [as the democrats claim], or for men who are superior in

one respect to have a superior share of everything [as the oligarchs
j

claim]—^we are bound to consider all constitutions which recognize
/

such claims as perverted forms. § 2. We have noted already^ that

there is a.certain sense in which all the contributors of the different

elements are justified in the claims they advance, though none of

them is absolutely justifie4 . {a) The rich are so far justified that

they have a larger share of the land, wETch is a matter of public

interest: they are also, as a rule, more reliable in matters of con-

tract. .{b) The free and the nobly born [who both contribute the

element of birth] may claim recognition together as being closely

cprmected. The better-born are citizens to a greater extent than

tEe low-born; and good birth has always honour in its own
country. § 3. In addition [and apart from any honour paid them]
the descendants of better men are likely to be intrinsically^ better;

good birth means goodness of the whole stock, (c) Similarly we
may also allow that goodness _of character has a just claim; for in

our view the virtue of justice, which is necessarily accompanied
by all the other virtues [and which may thus be identified with
general virtue or goodness] is a virtue which acts in social relations

[and is therefore one of the elements essential to the existence of
political society],

3

§ 4. {d) But there is a further claim that may
also be urged. [Besides the claims of individuals, based on their

having the particular attribute of wealth or birth or goodness,
there is the claim of the people at large, based on its having,
collectively, still more of all these attributes.] The many may
urge their claims against the few: taken together and compared
with the few they are stronger, richer, and better.

* Supra, c. LX, §§ 14-15. 4,

^

^ Supra, c. IX, § i, where Ai'istotle allows that both oligarchs and democrats
‘have a hold on a sort of conception of justice’.

^ See Note AA, p. 137, and Appendix II, p. 362, (i) (a), and n. 2.
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1283 b Let US suppose these rival claimants—for example, the >

goo^ the wealthy^ and well-born, and some sortjiLgeneral-body i

of citizens—all living together in a single state. Will they fall
'•

to, disputing which of them is to govern, or will they agree?
’

§ 5. This issue is not a matter of dispute in any of the constitutions
'* mentioned in our previous classification. * These constitutions

differ in virtue of different groups being sovereign: one of them
[oligarchy] is distinguished by sovereignty being vested in the

wealthy; another [aristocracy] by its being vested in the good; and
so with each of the rest. But the question we are discussing is

different. It is a question of determining who is to govern when I

the claims of different groups are simultaneously present. § 6. Sup- ‘

pose, for example, that the good are exceedingly few in number:
how are we to settle their claim ? Must we only have regard to the

fact that they are few for the function they have to discharge; and
must we therefore inquire whether they will be able to manage
a state, or numerous enough to compose one ? Here there arises a

difficulty which applies not only to the good, but to all the different

claimants for political office and honour.^ § 7. Itmay equally be held

that there is no justice in the claim of a few to rule on the ground of

their greater wealth, or on that of their better birth; and there is

an obvious reason for holding this view. -"If there is any one man

y who in turn is richer than all the rest, this one man must rule over

all on the very same ground of justice [which the few rich plead

for their right to rule]; and similarly any one man who is pre-

eminent in point of good birth must carry the day over those who
claim on the ground of birth. § 8. In aristocracies, too, the same
logic may be applied in the matter of merit or goodness.^ If some
one man be a better man than all the other good men who belong

to the civic body, this one man should be sovereign on the very

same ground of justice [which the other men plead in defence of

their right to govern. . . . Even the claims of the Many may be

challenged by this line of argument]. If the reason why they should

be sovereign is their being stronger than the Few, we are logically

* In c. vn of this book.
* If you defend the good on the ground of their quality, in spite of the

paucity of their numbers, you are faced with the difficulty, ‘May not the one best

be defended on the ground of his quality, in spite of the fact that he is only one
in number?’ The same difficulty may also be raised in regard to the wealthy or
the well-bom : the one wealthiest, or the one best-bom, in spite of being only

one, may claim the reward of his eminence. It may even be raised in regard to

the Many: the one strongest may claim a preference over the collective strength

of the Many.
^ In our modem usage of the term we connect aristocracy with birth. In

Aristotle’s use it is not connected with birth (birth, in his view, goes generally

with wealth, and the two together forai the basis of oligarchy) : it is connected

with merit or goodness, and it means the government of the best (aristoi). I
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driven to conclude that where one man is stronger than all the rest

—

or a group of more than one, but fewer than the Many, is stronger

—

that one man or group must be sovereign instead of the Many.
^

; § 9. All these considerations would seem to prove that none oil

]
the principles [wealth, birth, goodness, and the strength of num-j

\
bers], in virtue of which men claim to rule and to have all others*^

] subject to their rule, is a proper principle. § 10. Take, for example,

'

those who claim to be sovereign over the citizen body on the

ground of goodness; or take, again, those who base their claim on

the ground of wealth. The claims of both may be justly challenged

by the masses
;
for there is nothing whatever to prevent the Many

—collectively if not individually—from being better, or richer,

than the Few. §11. This last reflection enables us to take another

step, and to meet a difficulty which is sometimes raised and dis-

cussed. The difficulty is this. Suppose that the Many are actually
^

better, taken as a whole, than the Few: what, in that case, is the
f

proper policy for a lawgiver who wishes to enact right laws to
|

the best of his power ? Should he direct his legislation to the

benefit of the better sort, or should he direct it to that of the

majority ? § 13. We may reply [that the benefit of neither ought to

be considered exclusively]
;
that what is ‘right’ should be under-

stood as what is ‘equally right’; and whatJs ‘equally right’ is what
is for the benefit of the whole state and for the common good of its

citizens. . . . Citizens, in the common sense of that term, are all

who share in the civic life of ruling and being ruled in turn. In the

particular 1284 a sense of the term, they vary from constitution

to constitution; and under an ideal constitution they must be
those who are able and willing to rule and be ruled with a view to

attaining a way of life according to goodness.*

§ 13. [We have just been considering the case in which the

Many are collectively superior to the Few. We may now take the

opposite case.] If there is one person (or several persons, but yet
not enough to form the full measure of a state) so pre-eminently
superior in goodness that there can be no comparison between
the goodness and political capacity which he shows (or several

show, when there is more than one) and what is shown by the rest,

such a person, or such persons, can no longer be treated as part of !

a state. Being so greatly superior to others in goodness and political

capacity, they will suffer injustice if they are treated as worthy only
of an equal share

;
for a person of this order may very well be like \

* These last sentences are in the nature of an additional gloss. What is the t

general conclusion at which Aristotle has arrived, before he adds this gloss, in
regard to the proper object of legislation? Briefly—that legislation should not
be directed either to the benefit of the better sort or to that of the majority, but
to the benefit of both and all.
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a god among men. § 14. This being the case, it is clear that law
;

generally [as well as any particular rule of equality in the distri- i

bution of office] is necessarily limited to those who are equal in !

birth and capacity. Th^;ejcan be no law which rups.,against men ‘

who are utterly superior to otliefs. They are a_law in themselves.

It would be a folly to attempt to legislate for them; they ihight

reply to such an attempt with the words used by the lions, in the

fable of Antisthenes, when the hares were making orations and
claiming that all the animals had equal rights, [‘Where are your
claws and teeth ?’] § 15. Reasons of this nature will serve to explain f

why democratic states institute the rule of ostracism. Such I

states are held to aim at equality above anything else; and with

that aim in view they used to pass a sentence of ostracism [banish-

ment from the state for some fixed period] on those whom they

regarded as having too much influence owing to their wealth or

the number of their connexions or any other form of political

strength. § 16. We may also cite the evidence of legend: the

Argonauts left Heracles behind for this sort of reason; and

the Argo itself [the ship that talked] refused to have him among the

crew because he was so greatly superior to all the others. From
this point of view we cannot altogether regard as just the strictures

passed by the critics of tyranny on the advice once given by the

tyrant Periander to his fellow-tyrant Thrasybulus. § 17. Thrasy-

bulus, according to the tale that is told, sent an envoy to ask for

advice. Periander gave no verbal answer; he simply switched off

the outstanding ears, in the corn-field where he was standing,

until he had levelled the surface. The envoy did not understand

the meaning of his action, and merely reported the incident; but

Thrasybulus guessed that he had been advised to cut off the

outstanding men in the state. § 18. It is not only tyrants who may
derive some benefit from this policy; nor is it only tyrants who >

put it into practice. Oligarchies and democracies are both in the I

same position; and ostracism has, in its way, the same effect of
|

pulling down and banishing men of outstanding influence.

,§ 19. States which have gained an ascendancy apply the same sort

of policy to other states and peoples. Athens, for instance, acted in

this way to Samos, Chios, and Lesbos: once she had gained a firm

grip of her empire, she humbled them all, in violation of her

former treaties. Similarly the King of 1284 b Persia repeatedly

curtailed the power of Media, Babylonia, and other parts of his

realm which were made presumptuous by memories of having once

had an empire themselves.

§ 20. The difficulty which we are discussing is one which is s

common to all forms of government, the right as well as the wrong
; ]
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I

and if wrong or perverted forms adopt this policy of levelling with

I a view to their own particular interest, something the same is also

I true of forms which look to the common good. §21. This

rule of proportion may also be observed in the arts and sciences

generally. A painter would not permit a- foot which exceeded the

bounds of symmetry, however beautiful it might be, to appear in

a figure on his canvas. A shipwright would not tolerate a stern,

or any other part of a ship, which was out of proportion. A choir-

master would not admit to a choir a singer with a greater compass

and a finer voice than any of the other members. § 22. In view of

this general rule, a policy of levelling need not prevent a monarch

who practises it from being in harmony with his state—^pro-

;vided that his government is otherwise beneficial; and thus

;the argument in favour of ostracism possesses a kind of political

/justice in relation to any of the recognized forms of pre-eminence.

f§ 23. It is true that it would be better if the legislator could -

; so frame a constitution initially that it would never need any

I
such remedy; but the next best course, should the need arise, is

I
to endeavour to apply this sort of correction. Actually, states have

' not applied the policy in this spirit; and each, instead of consider-

ing what was required by the interest of its own particular constitu-

tion, has resorted to acts of ostracism in a spirit of mere faction,

j
§ 24. So far as perverted forms are concerned, it is clear that

I the practice of banishing the eminent is expedient and just from
S their own point of view—though perhaps it is also clear that it

I

is not absolutely just. But a serious difficulty arises about the use

I of any such practice in the ideal constitution. The difficulty does
not arise in regard to pre-eminence in qualities such as political

strength, or wealth, or an abundance of connexions.. The real

question is rather, ‘What is to be done when we meet with a man
of. outstanding eminence in goodness?’ §25. Nobody, we may
assume, would say that such a man ought to be banished and sent
into exile. But neither would any man say that he ought to be /

subject to others. That would be much as if human beings
|

should claim to rule over Zeus, on some system of rotation of
office between themselves and hm. The only alternative left—and /

this would also appear to be the natural course—is for all others}

to pay a willing obedience to the man of outstanding goodness.!
Such men will accordingly be the permanent kings in their states.^

' Newman cites, most appositely, Milton’s defence of the position of Crom-
well, in his Second defence of the people of England: ‘we all willingly yield the
palm of sovereignty to your unrivalled ability and virtue, except the few among
us who ... do not know that nothing in the world is . . . more agreeable to
reason . . . than that the supreme power should be vested in the best and wisest
of men.’ Milton’s Prose WorkSf Bohn’s edition, vol. i, p. 288.
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Note AA (p. 133): The conception ofjustice in c.

There are two ideas involved in this succinct sentence. The first is 1

that the form ^^oodness called justice''Cin the”sense of the temper and
disposition of the just man) is really total goodness, because it embraces

j

^
or involves all other fonhs: as one of the preek poets expressed it, ‘in i

^ justice doth all goodness dwell compact’. dThe second idea is that justice,
/

being essentially operative in social relations, is necessarily a contribution

;

(as much as, or even more than, wealth or birth) to the existence of a
[

political society : indeed we may say, in the language of § i of this chapter,
\

that it is a contribution to its good life, and not merely to its existence.

For the second of these ideas cf. Book, I, c. ii, § 12 and § 16 : ‘it is associa-
J

tion in a common perception of the just and imjust that makes a polis’.

D
KINGSHIP AND ITS FORMS (cc. xiv-xvixi)

Chapter XIV

There are fiveJorpis of kingship

:

(i) the Spqrtaji fgrm;^{z\kmgship
_

amorCgTiiicivilized peoples; (3) the dictatorship .or elective /om of
^'

tyranny; the kingship of the Heroic Age; (5) absolute^ kingship,

with 'ihe king exercising a plenary^power in the nature__gf -qzXxiz

"p^estasr'’”'
.r..'

§ I. It will perhaps be well, after the previous discussion, to

make a transition, and to proceed to consider kingship.^ Gp.Ye.rn-

X mentJLY.a king is, in our view, one of the right constitutions. The',

question we have to consider is whether this form of government

is expedient for states or territories which are to be properly

governed; or whether this is not so and some other form is more
expedient—or, at any rate, more expedient in some cases, even if

it is not in others. § 2. We must begin by determining whether \

there is only one kind of kingship, or whether it has several i

varieties. 1285 a It is easy to see that it includes a number of

diffgrenLkinds, and that the system of government followed is not

the same in all these kinds.

§ 3.,Jn the first place, there is the^ind of kingship to be found

in the con^itution of Sparta. This is regarded as the strbngesf

Ipfm of constitutional kingship. That is hardly...the. case. The t

Spartan kings are not vested witfi any general soyereignty: they/

Have simply the power o£^commanding in w^r when they are

putside Spartan territory,
.
and the right of dealing wjtH mattefs]

of religious observance. ....§ 4. Kings of the Spartan kindpfe .,thus \

'of the nature of generals^ 'wrtEySrTndependeh^^^ command-and a
;

permanent tenure.
. Such kings do not possess the. power. oLlife.'

"and death, or, if they do, it is only in some particular variety of this

^ See Note BB, p. 140.
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type of kingship—for instance that of the Heroic Age, when kings

I

could put n^n to death bn niilitary expeditions, by right of superior

‘ force., Homer may be cited in proof: he represents Agamerrinbh,"

in the Iliad, as patient under abuse in the presence of the assembly,

but as exercising the power of life and death on the field of battle.

§ 5. At any rate he puts this speech in his mouth:

Whomso I find apart from the fight . . .

he shall have no hope of escaping:

Dogs and vultures shall rend him; for mine is the power to

command death.

We may.thus say that one type of kingship is a military .command,
held for life

;
and we may add that this type of kingship has twp

differcnt species, the one heredi^ry and the other elective.

§ 6. Another type of kingship is the soft
.
wfiichjs ,to. be ..found.^

among'some uncivilized [i.e. non-Hellenic] peoples,. Kingships of

this^ sort all possess an authority similar tp that pfTyfJinniei; bufl
fhey are, none the less, constitutional, and '.they descend from

|

father to son. The reason is that these uncivilized peoples are more
servile in character than Greeks (as the peoples of Asia, in turn,

are more servile than those of Europe); and they will therefore

tolerate despotic rule withoutany complaint. § 7.^ Kingships among |

uncivilized peoples are thus of the nature of tyrannies
;
but, being

\

constitutional and hereditary, they are at the same time stable. • '

We may also note that the bodyguards used in such statPs are

such as suit kings, and not tyrants. Kings are guarded by the

arms of their subjects; tyrants by a foreign force. .Ruling con-\,

stitutionally, and with the consent of their subjects^" kings, have
|

bo'd^uards drawn from their subjects: the tyrant, who rules-

contrary to the will of his subjects, has a [foreign] bodyguard toj

protect him against them.

§ 8. These are two types of monarchy; but there is also a third,.

which,used to exist .among .the. ancient Greeks, and. which goes
by the name of dictatorship. [Aisumneteia]. This may be roughly
described as an elective.formjof-tyranny. It differs from.theTypeJ.
of kingship among uncivilized .peoples,, but only in .being. nonr
hereditary, and notin being. non-constitutional. § 9. Some of the
dictators held their office for life : others for a'fixed period, of for

the discharge of a definite duty,! Pittacus, for instance, was elected

‘ Some of the Greek aisuninetai were ordinary magistrates
;
but Aristotle is

dealing with the term only in its application to e.xtraordinary magistrates. The
extraordinary aesiiinmtes was generally analogous to the Roman dictator. We
may note (i) that the Roman dictator was appointed by one of the consuls on .k
the strength of a regular decree duly passed by the Senate; (2) that his term ^
was six months or less; and (3) that he was always appointed for the discharge of
a definite duty—either rei gcrundae causa (to do some difficult job, generally in
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. at Mitylene to deal with the attacks of the exiles commanded by
Antimenides and the lyric poet Alcaeus. § 10. The fact of the

election of Pittacus is attested by Alcaeus, in one of his drinking-

songs, where he bitterly says

:

Meanly born Pittacus over their gall-less and heaven-doomed
city

1385 b Was enthroned by them for their tyrant, with
clamour of praise, in the throng of the hustings.

§ II. These dictatorships^ were, and still are, of a double
character: they were tyrannies in their despotic power, but king-

ships in being elective and in resting on the assent of their subjects.

BuTffiere'is a fourth type of kingship, [which is less ambiguous].

This is the'type“of^the“kihgsHips of the Heroic Age, which were, l

constitutional, rested on^consent, and 'descended from father to
'

kohT §12. The founders of royal lines had been benefactors of

their people in the arts or in war: they had drawn them together

in a city, or provided them with territory; and they had thus

become kings by general consent, and had established kingships

which descended to their successors. Such kings,.had three

sovereign functions: they were coinmanders in war; they,.ha.ci.tiie

-religious function of offering such sacrifices as' did' not require
'

a~prie^;_and "they' were also judges in legal actions. Sometimes
they judged upon oath, and sometimes without oath: the form of

the oath, when they took one, was the lifting up of their sceptre.

§ 13. In ancient times they enjoyed a permanent authority, which '

included urban, rural, and foreign affairs: at a later date this was
altered. Some of their prerogatives were voluntarily relinquished

:

others were taken away by the masses; in the issue the only

prerogative left to the kings, in the majority of cases, was the :

management of the traditional sacrifices. Even in cases where it

coulcTbe sa!r3~tEat'arfeal kingship still existed, the only effective
j

power of the king was that of military command in foreign /

expeditions.

§ 14. There are thus four types of Idngship—(i) the kingship \

of the Heroic Age, based on general consent but
,

limited to, a/l f

nurnber of*definite fu'nHionsj vdth the kmg acting as general ana \

judge and fhe“head of feligiou^pervances.;,.(2).tffe,..typ,e of Iqng; 1

'ship among uncivilized peoples, with the king exercising, by righ \

of descent, a despotic auth'bri^ which i^ none the less cqnstitu- 1

tional; ^3) kingship bf the''type which is termed dictatorship, and
|

which is an elective form, of tyranny ;T and.(4),the Spartan type of I

the sphere of foreign policy and military defence) or seditionis sedandae causa (to''

allay some internal discontent).
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i
kingship, which may be roughly defined as a permanent command

• of the army exercised by right of descent. § 15.' These four types

differ from one another in the ways just mentioned; but there is_^

N still a fifth type of kingship [which differs from all the four]. This ,

,
is the absolute type, where a single person is sovereign on every

y issue, with' the same sort of power that a tribe of a polis exercises

bve'Fits public concerns. It is a type which corresponds to paternal

fyle over a household.) Jiist as paternal rule is.kingship oyer a

family, so conversely this type of kingship may be regarded^^

paternal rule over a polis, or a tribe, or a collection of tribes.

Note BB (p. 137) : The course of the argument in c. xiv

The previous discussion (in cc. ix—xiii) has been concerned with the

problem of the proper distribution of political-power, or, in other words,

with the problem of distributive justice. Various claims have been can-

vassed—the'claims of the various qualities (birth, wealth, and goodness)

which contribute to the being and the working of the state, and what may
be called the quantitative claims of the Many, the Few, and the One.
Sometimes the argument has swayed in favour of the Many : at the end of

c. XIII it has swayed in favour of the One. At that point, and for the rest

of Book III, Aristotle turns to consider kingship—at first on the ground
of expediency rather than that of justice, but ultimately on both grounds.
In a previous part of Book III (cc. vi-viii), in which he was concerned
with the classification of states, he had suggested that the various con-
stitutions had to be considered in turn—and first the right constitutions

(c. VII, § 1). It is in pursuance of this suggestion that, having concluded
the exhaustive argument of cc. ix-xill on the general principles of the
distribution of political power, he now proceeds to consider kingship as

one of the right constitutions.

Chapter XV
Only the last of thefiveforms ofkingship mentioned inJhe last.chapter

needs special examination. It raises the problem of personal ride

versus the rule of law. There are arguments on either side: personal

rule has the quality of initiative; the rule of law has that of impar-

tiality. The rule of law is of major importance^ and should be_ the
]

main factor in all constitutions^ including kingship, which should

therefore be a constitutional kingship limited by law_.__There are,

however, matters of detail which cqrmgt be settled by_ law. Even so,

the question arises whether such matters are best settled by one person,
or by a body ofpersons. The balance is infavour of a body ofpersons....
Where government by a single person exists, in the form of kingship,

* Being ‘sovereign on every issue’, a king of this sort may be called the all-3
king [or, in Greek, pambasileus], as he is afterwards called at the beginning of \

the next chapter. His total power means that his position may be compared !

(1) to the position of a whole community governing itself by a similar power, or
(2) to the position of the patriarch exercising a similar power over all his family,

jFrom the second^ point of view, the pambasileus is analogous to the patriarchal
!

sovereign of Bodin’s and Filmer’s theory. ^
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it raises two special problems: should it be, hereditary, and should it
|

be backed by a guard or sianditi^ army

§ I. For practical purposes there are only two of these five types

of kingship which we need consider—the ^pe just mentioned, and
the SpaH,an,.type. Most of the instances of the other three types

are intermediate between these two: their kings are sovereign

to a less extent than they are in the absolute type, or pambasileia,

but to a greater extent than they are in the Spartan type. § 3. [The
intermediate forms may be understood from a study of the two
extremes; and] our inquiry is practically reduced to two issues. T
The first is the issue whether the existence of a permanent general; „

(either on a hereditary basis, or on some scheme of rotation) is,i.

or is not, an expedient system of government. The second is the;

issue whether it is expedient 1286 a or not that one man should;

be sovereign in all matters.

The first of these issues belongs more to the scope of legal *,

enactment than to that of ’ constitutional form. A permanent ;•

general may exist under any form of constitution; and we may v
therefore dismiss this issue for the present. § 3. The absolute type

of kingship is a different matter. It is a form of constitution; and
;

;

we are therefore bound to study it philosophically, and to examine
.i

briefly the difficulties which it involves.

Our inquiry will naturally start from the general problem, Ts
\

it more expedient to be ruled by the one best man, or by the best
^

laws ?’^
§ 4. Those who hold that kingship is expedient argue that

law can only lay down general rules
;

it cannot issue commands
to deal with various different conjunctures; and the rule of the

letter of law is therefore a folly in any and every art [v/hether the

art of politics, or that of medicine, or any other art]. In Egypt it

is permissible for doctors to alter the rules of treatment after the

first four days, though a doctor who alters them earlier does so

at his own risk. If we follow this line, it is clear that a constitution f

based on the letter and rules of law is not the best constitution,
j

in the same way and for the same reason [as medical treatment by
strict rule is not the best treatment]. § 5. [This is an argument

in favour of personal. initiative.] But we have to remember that ^

generaLprinciple must also be present in the ruler’s mind. [We
have also to remember a further p6int"]~ That 'frpmTvhich the

element of passion is wholly absent is better than that to which
such an element clings. Law. contains no element of passion; but

^
such an element niust always be present in the human mind. The
rejoinder may, however,' be made that the individual mind,_ifjt .

* See Note CC, p. 144.
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loses in this way, gains something, in return: it can deliberate,

better, and decide better, on particular issues. § 6. These con-

siderations lead us to conclude that the one._best,man must be a

law-giver, and there .must be a body of laws [even in.a state which-

is governed by such a man], but,these, laws must not be sovereign

where they fail to hit the mark—though-they -must..be_ so in

all other cases. ^ There is, however, a whole class of matters

which cannot be decided at all, or cannot be decided properly, by

rules of law. [They must thus be decided by personal initiative ;2

but] the question arises whether this authority- should, be .vested-,

in the one best man or in the whole of the people. [We are thus

brought back to our previous problem of the rights ‘pf the people.]

§ 7. In the actual practice of our own day the people in their

gatherings have both a judicial and a deliberative, capacity, and

.

in both capacities they make decisions which are all concerned

with particular matters [i.e. the matters that cannot be decided,

or properly decided, by law]. Any individual member of these

assemblies is probably inferior to the one best man. But the state

is composed of many individuals; and just as a feast to which many
contribute is better than one provided by a single person,^ so, and
for the same reason, the masses can come to a better decision, in

many matters, than any one individual. § 8. Again, a numerous
body is less likely to be corrupted. A large volume of water is not

so liable to contamination as a small; and the people is not so

f liable to corruption as the few. The judgement of a single man
(is bound to be corrupted when he is overpowered by anger, or

jby any other similar emotion
;
but it is not easy for all to get angry

and go wrong simultaneously. § 9. We may assume that the

;
people are all freemen, do nothing contrary to law, and only act

i outside it in matters which law, by its nature, is obliged to omit.

It may be objected that these limitations will not be easily observed
in a large body. But if we have a body of persons who are both
good men and good citizens, which will be the rnore likely to

be free from corruption—the one man, or the body of persons ..\vhp„

are all good men ? Is not the balance clearly in favour of the latter ?

1286 b Another objection may, however, be urged—that a bodyj
of men will be subject to faction, from which the one man will be/

free. § 10. It is perhaps an answer to this objection that the*

* Law may deviate, or miss the mark, owing to its generality, which may
prevent it from meeting the requirement of some particular conjuncture. Here,
it is suggested, the one best man may dispense with law, and use his discretion to
apply considerations of equity. See Appendix II, pp. 368, 370-1.

* It is perhaps worth noting that the Greek word arche had the general sense
of ‘initiative’. See Introduction, IV. 2.

^ This repeats the argument of c. xi, § 2.
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body may be of good character [and therefore free from faction]

eq^ll^y^h'the one mam [We thus'reach the following conclu-

sion.] If we call by the name of aristocracy a government vested

in a immber of perspns.who.are.-.ail.gQod.men, and by .the^iiame of pvY
king;ship*a goyernment.vested in a single person, we may say.that-

.

^ aristpcracy, is better, for states than kingship (whether or no the 5,.. ,

rule of a king is supported by the force of a bodyguard)—provided
only that a body of men who are all equally good can be actually

found,?.

§11. Perhaps the reason why kingship was formerly common '

was because'"it was rare to find a numb^ of men of outstanding i

''

goodness—all the more as states were then thinly populated. A
further reason why kings were appointed was that they were
benefactors—which it is the duty of all good men to be [but only

one man was then able to be]. Later there arose a number of

persons of equal goodness; and they, refusing to tolerate the rule

of a single person, desired to have something they could share in
j

common, and so established a constipitjpp. § 13. Later still, they

deteriorated in character ; they enriched themselves from the public

property; and it is to some such origin—the honour in which
wealth now began to be held—^that we may reasonably ascribe the :

rise of oligarchy. At a still later stage, there was a change from -

oligarch!^ to tyrannies, and then from tyrannies to democracy....

T The reason waslKartEe members of the government, ^eedy for

the gains which office conferred, limited it to a narrower and t ,,

,

narrower circle
;
and by this policy they strengthened the masses

until they rose in rebellion and established democracies. § 13. Now-
adays, when states have become still larger, we may almost say that

it is hardly even possible for any other form of constitution to exist. 2

[Returning to our consideration of the relative, merits of mon-
archy and aristocracy, we may raise two further questions. The

* The ground of the argument would seem to be shifted at this point, i

Previously, from the end of § 6 onwards, Aristotle has been discussing the rights
,

of numbers in the sense of all, or the whole people—i.e. on a democratic basis. I

Here, beginning in § 9 and reaching his conclusion in the present section, he
discusses the rights of numbers in the sense of some, or the class of good citizens I

—i.e. on an aristocratic basis.
^ This digression, which arises from the final sentence at the end of § 10,

gives an account of the historical succession of constitutions in Greece (based

partly on considerations of population, and partly on considerations of social

dwelppn^rit)* which " does“hot square with the subsequent account given in

Book I'V, c. XIII, §§ lo-ii, which is based on considerations of changes in the

art of war. Neither account, in"tum;'s'quares with' the' ideas expressed in the!

criticism of Plato’s views on the historical succession of constitutions (Book V, 1

c. XII, §§ 7-1 8). We can only say, first that Aristotle naturally expresses different
|

views in different contexts, and secondly that the views expressed in the present
j

context are introduced by the.saving word ‘perhaps’.
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first is this.] If kingship be accepted as the best form of govern-
j

ment for states, what. is. to, be.the position of the issue of a king.? 1

Are we to say that the kingship is vested in the family, and that

his descendants should also be kings? If they turn out to be

ordinaiy persons, the result will be mischievous. § 14. It may be
,

argued that a king, even if he has the power to do so, will not

transmit the crown to his children. But it is hardly to be believed

that a king will act in this way: it is a difficult thing to do, and it

needs a greater degree of goodness than human nature warrants

us in expecting. The other question, which also raises difficulties, V

is that of the king’s bodyguard. Should the man who is to be
)

king have a force about his person which will enable him to coerce

those who are unwilling to obey? If not, how can he possibly

manage to govern? § 15. Even if he were a sovereign who ruled

according to law, and who never acted at his own discretion and
went outside the law, he must necessarily have a bodyguard in

order to guard the law. § 16. In the case of a king of this sort,

who rules according to law, it is perhaps easy to settle the question.

He ought to have some amount of force—less, indeed, than what
his people commands, but greater than that commanded by any
one individual or any group of individuals. This was the nature '

of the bodyguard assigned in ancient times, when a man was made
head of the state under the title of dictator or tyrant.^ It was also

[

the size of the force which a counsellor at Syracuse advised the \

'

people to give to Dionysius when he asked for a bodyguard.

Note CC (p. 141): Aristotle's attitude to absolute monarchy

This general question had been raised by Plato, particularly in the
Republic, but also in the Politicus and, to a less extent, in the Laws. The

^

general answer of Plato had been in favour of the free philosophic intel- .

ligence of the individual ruler (or rulers) properly trained for the work \

of government : it had been adverse to the rule of a fixed and dead body
of law. The answer of Aristotle, as it develops, is more balanced, and,
on the whole, more favourable to the rule of law; but he admits, and
indeed he urges, that there are cases in which the free intelligence of the
one best man should be sovereign. It may be noticed, however, that /

Plato was less concerned with the problem of the otie man, or sole.L
monarch, than Aristotle appears to be. His interest is in the rule, of free

j

intelligence, whether of one or more than one (cf. the famous passage. !

on the rule of ‘philosopher kings’—in the plural—in the Republic 473 c-d)
;

while Aristotle’s interest is an interest in monarchy as.such, ,or_the jpole

of a single person. Was Aristotle affected by his residence in Macedonia
(after 343 b.c.) and his education of the young Alexander, for whom he is

recorded to have written a work On Monarchy ?

* Strictly speaking, a ‘tyrant’, in the Greek sense of the word, is not ‘made’ i

head of the State: he makes himself head, generally by a coup d'etat, and
j

proceeds to rule, for an indeterminate period, without respect for law and without /

any regard to popular assent.
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of office] is law. The rule of law is therefore preferable, according I

to the view we are stating, to that of a single citizen. § 4. In

pursuance of the same view it is argued that, even if it be the better

course to have individuals^ ruling, they should be made ‘law-

guardi^s’2 or ministers of the Jaw.. There must, it is admitted,j

be offices of state; but these, it is urged, cannot be vested in one

man, consistently with justice, when all are equals and peers. I

[Further considerations may be added in favour of the rule of

law.]3 If there are a number of cases which law seems unable toi

determine, it is also true that a person would be equally unable to\

find an answer to these cases. § 5. Law [does the best it can: it]

trains the holders of office expressly in its own spirit, and then sets

them to decide and settle those residuary issues which it cannot

regulate, ‘as justly as in them lies’.^ It also allows them to introduce

any improvements which may seem to them, as the result of

experience, to be better than the existing laws.s He who commands!
that law should rule may thus be regarded as commanding thatl

God and reason alone should rule; he who commands that a man!

should rule adds the character of the beast. Appetite has that

character; and high spirit, too, perverts the holders of office, even

when they are the best of men'.^ Law [as the pure voice of God and
reason] may thus be defined as ‘Reason free from all passion’.

7

* The plural words here used show that the argument has slipped away from \

the one man. It began by pressing the claims of the impersonal rule of law
in preference to any personal rule. It now suggests the idea that even if there is

personal rule (and so far as there is personal rule) it should be plural rather than
singular.

^ ‘Law-guardians’ {nomophylakes) was a term used at Athens for a board of

7 members who sat by the side of the presidents, in the council and the assembly,
to guard against hasty legislation or the passing of measures which injured the
state or the constitution. But there seems to be no evidence that they were an
active body (Vinogradoff, Historical Jurisprudence, vol. ii, p. 137); and Aristotle
may be using the term in a purely general sense, to signify that the magistrates
should guard or observe the law, as he had suggested before in c, xi, § 19. (But
see also the Introduction, p. xxv.)

^ See Note EE, p. 149.
* Newman notes that this phrase is taken from the oath of the Athenian i

jurors, who swore ‘to vote according to the laws where there are laws, and where \
there are not, to vote as justly as in us lies’. The passage generally implies the

)

idea of ‘equity’, or to epieikes: see Appendix II, a, ad jinem, and b (with the I

note on p. 371).
® See Note FF, p. 149.
* The terms here used {epithymia and thymos) are reminiscent of the psycho-

1

logy of Plato’s Republic. Appetite, or epithymia, is the physical appetite fori
material satisfaction: high spirit, or thymos, is something less physical, and 1

less set on material objects, but still self-centred, and still of the nature of the
|

beast. It is the spirit expressed in Shakespeare’s lines.

But if it be a sin to covet honour .0.,

I am the most offending soul alive.
'

’ On Aristotle’s general conception of fiomos or lay/ see the Introduction, IV.
3, and Appendix II. a. 5, pp. 366-7.
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§ 6. The parallel of the arts [e.g. that of medicine, already

mentioned^] is false. It may be true that medical treatment
according to the rules of a text-book is a poor sort of thing, and that

it is very much better to use the services of those who possess

,
professional skill, [But we have to remember that there is a vital

distinction between the physician and_the-politician.] § 7. Physi-!

cians never act in defiance of reason from motives of partiality:;

they cure their patients and earn their fee. Politicians in office have'

a habit of doing a number of things in order to spite their enemiesl

or favour their friends. If patients suspected physicians of con-J

spiring with their enemies to destroy them for their own profit,

they would be more inclined to seek for treatment by the rules of

a text-book. § 8. Again, physicians, when they are 1287 b ill,

call in other physicians to attend them; and trainers, when they

are in training, use the services of other trainers. [They turn to

a neutral authority], feeling that they cannotjudge truly themselves

because they are judging in their own case under the influence of

their own feelings. This shows that to,seek .for. justice is to seek

for a neutral authority; andJaw. is,a neutral,authority. §9. [We
hive"been"speaking hitherto of written rules of law.] But laws

resting on unwritten custom are even more sovereign, ^d con-

cerned with issues of stiirmore sovereign importance, than written

laws; and this suggests that, even if the rule of a man be safer than]

^ tEeJule of written law, it need not therefore be safer than the rule \

of unwritten law.

It is a further objection to the rule of a single man that [apart,

from the danger of partiality] he cannot even keep his eye readily \

on a number of things at once. He will thus find it necessary to

appoint a number of officers to give him assistance. But is there

any real difference between having these officers [at the start] and

having them appointed afterwards by the choice of a single man ?

§ 10. We may add, to clinch the argument, a point which has

already been made.^ If the good man has a just title to authority

because he is better than others, then two good men are better

than one [and have therefore a still juster title]. This is what
Homer suggests in the line,

Two men going together, one sees in advance of the other,

or again in the prayer which he puts into Agamemnon’s mouth.

Would that I had ten men for my counsellors lilte unto

Nestor.

In our own day, too, we find a number of officers—such as judges,

* See c. XV, § 4, and also c. xr, §§ lo-ii.
* In the previous chapter, c. xv, §§ lo-ir.
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for example—who are vested with a power of decision on certain!

issues on which the law is not competent to pronounce, but\

only on such issues; for no one disputes the fact that law will
j

be the best ruler and judge on the issues on which it is competent. ;

§ II. It is because law cannot cover the whole of the ground, and

there are subjects which cannot be included in its scope, that

difficulties arise and the question comes to be debated,y‘Is the rule'

of the best law preferable to that of the best man?’/ Matters of

detail, which belong to the sphere of deliberation, are obviously

matters on which it is not possible to lay down a law. The
advocates of the rule of law do not deny that such matters ought

to be judged by men; they only claim that they ought to be

judged by many men rather than one. § 12. All persons in office

who have been trained by the law will have a good judgement;

and it may well be regarded as an absurdity that a single man
should do better in seeing with two eyes, judging with two ears,

or acting with two hands and feet, than many could do with many.
Indeed, it is actually the practice of monarchs to take to them-
selves, as it were, many eyes and ears and hands and feet, and to

use as colleagues those who are friends of their rule and their

person. § 13. The colleagues of a monarch must be his friends:

othenvise they will not act in accordance with his policy. But if

they are friends of his person and rule, they will also be—as a

man’s friends always are—his equals and peers and in believing \

that his friends should have office he is also committed to the
]

belief that his equals and peers should have office.

These are the main arguments pressed by those who argue
against the cause of kingship.

Note DD (p. 145) ; The course of the argument in c. xvi
''' Aristotle had started the previous chapter by an examination of the
antithesis, Aut rex aut lex. But by the end of § 6 of that chapter he had
abandoned the antithesis: he had assumed the general principle of the
sovereignty of lex ; and on that assumption he had started an inquiry into
a different antithesis—the antithesis between the claims of one man and
those of a number of men to the right of deciding particular cases which
lie outside the general rules of lex. He had settled the inquiry into this

new antithesis by a decision in favour of the claims of a number of men.
Now, however, at the beginning of c. xvi, he returns to the old antithesis,
Aut rex aut lex. In spite of the general presumption in favour of the
sovereignty of law, there may (he feels) be a case, or cases, in which one
man is so eminent, and so good, that his free discretion may be a better
mode of sovereignty than the rule of law. It is this question that he now
examines.

I

* ‘The friendships aforesaid are in the sphere of equality: both get the same
' things from one another, and wish them for one another’ {Ethics, VIII, c. vi, § 7).
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Note EE (p. 146) : The logic of the argument in c. xvi

It may be noted that there is something in Aristotle that holds him
back—even when he has returned once more to the idea of absolute
monarchy after the preliminary conclusion of c. xv in favour of the rule
of law—from admitting that such a form of monarchy can be accepted.
The new discussion in this chapter, which we might expect to state the I

case in its favour, rapidly turns into a second statement of the case in
\

favour of the rule of law. It needs still another chapter (xvii) before a ''

defence of absolute monarchy, in some cases, is at last attempted. It may
be added that up to this point Aristotle has been speaking in this chapter
as if he were stating the views of others, and he has accordingly expressed
himself in oratio obliqua. From this point onwards, and for the rest of
the chapter, he speaks in oratio recta, and may therefore be held to be
stating his own views—^which are, in effect, the same as those hitherto
ascribed to others. On the other hand, it may also be noted that when he
summarizes the whole argument at the end of the chapter (§ 13), he
ascribes the views developed in it to ‘those who argue against the cause
of kingship’.

Note FF (p. 146): The process of amendment of law at Athens

This passage also would seem to be a reference to Athenian practice.

Under the reforms of Pericles provision was made for annual considera-

tion and amendment of existing law by a balanced combination of different

authorities, which included two special bodies as well as the popular
assembly, and was so constructed as to give something of the forms and
the guarantees of judicial procedure to the making and changing of law.

The effect was (i) that six officials called the thesmothetai were charged
with the duty of annually reviewing the laws, reporting on imperfections,

and drafting any new laws which were necessary; (2) that the popular
assembly then considered the state of the laws, on the basis of the report

of the thesmothetai', and (3) that, if new laws were proposed, a body of
nomothetai was next appointed, taken from the members of the dikasteria,

before which the case for new legislation had to be argued. In this way 1

the executive, the deliberative, and the judicial organs were all combined
for the process of reviewing and amending the laws—the executive

through the thesmothetai (the six junior ‘archons’, who all belonged to the

sphere of arche)', the deliberative through the popular assembly; and the

judicial through the nomothetai taken from the members of the law-courts.

Chapter XVII

There may, however, be a particular sort of, society in which absolute

kingship ought to be instituted. This is the sort of society m which. >

one family, or one.person, is of tnerit so outstanding as to surpass all
|

the ' other members. Here justice and propriety may be argued to !

require that there should be absolute kingship, with plenary power and

no limit of tenure.

§ I . These arguments, however, may only be partly true—true \

when applied to some societies, but not when applied to others. )

There is one sort of society which is meant by its nature for rule_
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of the despotic type [i.e. rule of the type exercised by a master over

hfs slaves], another for rule by a king, and anpther„.stilL for . rule

of a constitutmnai-type;‘'and it is just and expedient that each of

these societies should be ruled accordingly. (But there is no society

which is meant by its nature for rule of the tyrannical type, or for
^

rule of the other types found in wrong or perverted constitutions:

the societies that are under such types of rule have fallen into an un-

natural condition.) §2^What has just been said is sufficient to

show that in a group whose 1288 a members are equal and peers it

is neither expedient norjust that one man should be sovereign over

all others. This is equally true whether laws are absent, with the

one man ruling as a law in himself, or are present; it is true whether

the one man is a good man ruling over the good, or a bad man
ruling over the bad; it is even true when the one man is superior

[to others] in goodness . . . unless his superiority be of a special

character. § 3. We have now to see what that character is

—

though as a matter of fact it has already been in some sense

explained in an earlier passage.*

[[We must first determine what sorts of group are appropriate

to kingship, to aristocracy, and to government of the constitutional

type. § 4. The society appropriate to kingship is one of the sortl

which naturally tends to produce some particular stock, or family,
|

pre-eminent in its capacity for political leadership. The society \

appropriate to aristocracy is one which naturally tends to produce 1

'

a body of persons capable of being ruled, in a manner suitable to
|

free men, by those who are men of leading in their capacity for ‘

political rule. The society appropriate to government of the con-

stitutional type [i.e. the ‘polity’] is one in which there naturally

exists a body of persons possessing military capacity, who can rule

and be ruled under a system of law which distributes offices among
the wealthy in proportion to merit.]] 2

§ 5. [The special character of the superiority which may en-

title one man to rule, in spite of the general presumption to the

contrary, is this.] When it happens that the whole of a family, '1

or even a single person, is of merit so outstanding as to surpass \

that of all the rest, it is only just that this family should be vested \

with kingship and absolute sovereignty, or that this single person
[

* The earlier passage is in c. xni, § 13, and again §§ 24-5. It may be noticed
that the sentences (bracketed in the text) which immediately follow in the present
chapter seem to be in the nature of an interruption or interpolation. Their
position in the text may be defended

;
but they interrupt the argument, and the

connexion suggested between constitutional government and military organiza- ,

tion (though it agrees with the views expressed later in Book IV, c. xiir, §§ lo-i i

)

does not agree with the general view about the succession offorms of government
previously expressed in c. XV, § n. The final words, too, present a difficulty.

* See Note GG, p. 151.
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1

should become king [and absolute sovereign], § 6. But it is not
only a question of what is just. Justice is a ground which is usually

pleaded in establishing any form of constitution—be it aristocracy

or oHgarchy, or be it, again, democracy. In all forms alike the 1

claim is made that justice demands the recognition of some sort I

' of superiority, though the sort for which the claim is made varies
'

from one form to another. Here, however, there is a special ground
which we have already had reason to mention^—the ground of

what is proper. § 7. It would be surely improper to execute a
man of outstanding superiority, or to banish him permanently,

or to ostracize him for a period. It would be no less improper to

require him to take his turn at being a subject under a system of

rotation. A whole is never intended by nature to be inferior to \

a part; and a man so greatly superior to others stands to them in
|

the relation of a whole to its parts. § 8. The only course which
remains is that he should receive obedience, and should have

sovereign power without any limit of tenure—not turn by turn

with others,^

These may serve as our conclusions in regard to kingship, and 1 V
as our answers to the three questions—^what are its different

1

forms ? is it, or is it not, advantageous to states ? and, if it be so,
|

to what states, and under what conditions, is it advantageous ? 1

y
. . /

Note GG (p. 1 50) : The interpretation of the ^Polity'

These words ‘among the wealthy in proportion to merit’ are curious

and difficult. In the first place, they seem self-contradictory. If offices

are distributed among the wealthy, will they be also distributed in

proportion to merit? And vice versa, if they are distributed in proportion

to merit, will they be distributed only among the wealthy? In the second
place, the words are contrary to what we should expect, which is that

offices should be distributed among all the citizens, but with a preference

for the more meritorious. It may be, however, that ‘the wealthy’ here

means only ‘those wealthy enough to provide themselves with armour for

military service’
;
and it may be urged in favour of this view that Aristotle

has already presupposed that the civic body possesses military capacity.

In that case offices will be open to, and will rotate among, all members of

the civic body possessing that amount of wealth, but a preference will be
given to merit. We may then compare c. vii, § 4 of this book, where it is

stated that in the ‘polity’, or government of the constitutional type, ‘those

who possess arms are the persons who enjoy constitutional rights’. We
may also compare Book IV, c. xiii, § 10, where the succession of con-

stitutions is connected with changes in the art of war, and the ‘polity’

is connected with the development of a heavy-armed infantry.

> * See above, c. xiii, § 25.
^ This paragraph contains the utmost that Aristotle can say on behalf of !

absolute monarchy. It turns out to be rather a logical necessity (which is left
|

in vague and general terms) than a practical proposition.
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Chapter XVIII

We may noto turn to inquire by what means a good constitution—be

itrah dfisfocracy or a kingship—should be brought into existence. The

Tame means must be used to make a good constitution as are used to
^

make a good man. We are thus led to inquire into the nature of the

good life, which is the aim of both the good man and the good constitu-

tion.

§ 1. [We may now turn to inquire how a good constitution can

be brought into being.] We -have laid it down that thex'e are three

types of right constitution, and that the best of these must be.the

one which is administered by the besf. This is the type in which

there is a single man, or a whole family, or a number ..qf. persons,

surpassing all others in_ goodness [and therWore entitled .to rule],

but where ruled as well as rulers are fitted to play..their, part in the

attainment of the most desirable mode of life. We have also shown,

at the beginning of our inquiry,* that the goodness of the good man,
and that of the good citizen of the best state, must be one and the.

same. It clearly follows that just the same method, and just the/

same 1288 b means, by which a man achieves goodness, should!

also be used to achieve the creation of a state on the pattern ofi

aristocracy or kingship [i.e. on a pattern which makes the goodness

of the good citizen coincide with that of the good man]
;
and thus

the training and habits of action which make a good man will be V

generally the same as the training and habits of action which make
\

a good statesman^ or a good king.

§ 2. These issues determined, we must next attempt to treat

of the best form of constitution, asking ourselves, ‘Under what 1

conditions does it tend to arise, and how can it be established?' |

In order to make a proper inquiry into this subject it is necessary

^

... [to begin by determining the nature of the most desirable

mode of life].

Note HH ; The problem of the end of Book HI
The words at the close of this chapter, which ends in this abrupt

manner, are repeated exactly at the beginning of Book VII. (The words
added here in square brackets do not occur in the original text at the end
of Book III, where the sentence ends in the middle: they are the words
used when the sentence is completed at the beginning of Book VII.)
It is an old question among scholars whether the order of the books of

* See c. IV of this book, especially from § 1 1 onwards,
f

* The statesman or politikos may be generally defined as a person who
I

exercises authority, in his turn, over a society of equals and peers : cf. supra, c. iv,

\ § 14, note. Here he is the statesman in an ideal aristocracy, in which all are

f
equals and peers in goodness.

‘ ^ See Note HH.
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the Politics should be changed, and Book VII should be made to follow
immediately on Book III. (See the Introduction, III, pp. xxxix-xli.)

Meanwhile it is sufficient to say that the end of this chapter, or even
possibly the whole, may well be a later addition. It is by no means clear;

and the assiunption that the best state, or best type of constitution, will

be an aristocracy or kingship does not agree with the argiunent of
Books VII and VIII, where nothing is said of kingship, and little if

anything of aristocracy. On the other hand it does agree widi what is said

about the classification of constitutions in c. vii of this book.



.<•

BOOK IV

ACTUAL CONSTITUTIONS AND THEIR VARIETIES

A
INTRODUCTORY (cc. i-ii)

Chapter I

Politics, like other arts and sciences, must consider not only the ideal,

but also the various problems of the actual—e.g. which is the best

Constitution practicable in the given circumstances; what are the best

means of preserving actual constitutions; which is the best dvefdgep

constitution for the majority of states; what are the different varieties

of the main types of constitution, and especially of democracy dnd'^

oligarchy. Politics, too, must consider not only constitutions, but also

laws, and the proper relation of laws to constitutions.

' i2S8b 10 § I. There is a rule which applies to all the practical

arts and sciences, when they have come to cover the whole of a

• subject, and are no longer engaged in investigating it bit by bit.

Each of them severally has to consider the differ^t metlmds app_rp- i

priate to the different categories of its subject. For~instance, the ’

art of physical training has to consider (i) which type of training is

appropriate to which type of physique; (2) which is the ideal type

of training—i.e. the training best for a physique of the best endow-
ment and the best equipment (for the ideal type of training must
be one which is suitable for such a physique)

;
and (3) which is the

type of training that can be generally applied to the majority of

physiques—for that too is one of the problems to be solved by the

art of physical training. § 2. Nor is this all. (4) There may be men
who want to have physical training, but do not want to attain the

standard of skill and condition which is needed for competitions;

and here the trainer and the gymnastic master have still another

duty—to impart the degree of capacity which is all that such men
want. I

. . . What is true of the art of physical training is obviously

no less true of medicine, or of shipbuilding, tailoring, and all the

other arts.

‘ If we apply this analogy to the art and science of politics, it will have four
;

functions: (i) to discover which sort of constitution is appropriate to which sort
of civic body; (a) to discover the best constitution which is appropriate to the‘.

best sort of civic body; (3) to discover the sort of constitution (e.g. the ‘polity’),

which is generally appropriate to most sorts of civic bodies; (4) to discover the',

constitution, or constitutions, which—^without being either ideally best or'
generally appropriate—will suit a civic body that is content with a lower degree

,

of civic life (and will accordingly put up with an oligarchy, or an inferior type
of democracy, or even a tyranny).
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§ 3. It follows that the study of politics [which belongs to the
practical arts and sciences] must be equally comprehensive. First,

it has to consider which is the best constitution, and what >

qualities a constitution must have to come closest to the ideal when
there are no external factors [e.g. want of means, or unequal

'

distribution of means] to hinder its doing so. Secondly, politics
/

has to consider which sort of constitution suits which sort of civic i 2,

body. The attainment of the best constitution is likely to be im- '

possible for the general run of states; and the good law-giver and
the true statesman must therefore have their eyes open not only
to what is the absolute best, but also to what is the best in relation

to,actual conditions. § 4. Thirdly, politicsTias also to consider the .L

sort of constitution which depends upon an assumption.^ In other i

'

words, the student of politicsmust also be able to study agiven con-

stitution, just as it stands and simply with a. view, to explaining

how it may" have 'arisen and..hQW,-it..mav . be made to enjoy the

longest possibledife.. The sort of case which we have in mind is

one where a state has neither the ideally best constitution (or even
the elementary conditions needed for it) nor the best constitution

possible under the actual conditions, but has only a constitution

of an inferior type. § 5. Fourthly,^ and in addition to all these
:
v

functions, politics has also to provide a knowledge of the' type of !

constitution which is best suited to states in general. Most of the
‘

writers who treat of politics—good as they may be in other re-

pects—^fail when they come to deal with matters' of practical
^

utility.^ § 6. We have not only to study the ideally best constitu-

tion. We have also to study the type of constitution which is prac-
]

ticable [i.e. the best for a state under actual conditions]—and with
{

it, and equally, the type which is easiest tojvorlc and most suitable to 1

states generally. "'SsT^hings are, writers fall into two different

classes. Some confine their investigations to the extreme of perfec-

tion, which requires a large equipment [of initial advantages]. The ''

* i.e. the assumption of a lower standard of civic attainment than the absolute /

or even the relative best. It is an assumption which, in the sphere of politics,

;

corresponds to that made in the sphere of training by the man who ‘does not *

want to attain the standard . . . needed for competitions’.
J

^ It will be noticed that the order in which Aristotle arranges the functions
^

of the science of politics differs from that in which he arranges the functions of '

the science of physical training. The first function enumerated for the science /

of physical training corresponds to the second enumerated for the science of 1

politics: the second to the first; the third to the fourth; and the fourth to the

third.
^ This phrase (ta chresimd) strikes the general keynote of Books IV, V, and VI,

which are all occupied with matters of practical utility—in the first instance,

with what is useful for the preservation of actual constitutions as they stand,

and, in the second, with what is useful in the way of a practical reform of actual

constitutions such as can be generally adopted.
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rest, addressing themselves rather to an attainable form, still

banish from view the general range of existing constitutions, and

simply extol the Spartan or some other one constitution. 1289 a

§ 7. The sort of constitutional system which ought to be proposed

is one which men can be easily induced, and will be readily able,

to graft onto the system they already have. It is as difficult a matter

to reform an old constitution as it is to construct a new one
;
as

hard to unlearn a lesson as it was to learn it initially. The true

I

statesman, therefore, must not confine himself to the matters we

\
have just mentioned [the study of the ideally best constitution, or

• that of some one particular form such as the Spartan] : he must also

,

^ be able, as we said previously, to help any existing constitution
'

; [along the path of reform].^ § 8. He cannot do so unless he knows
how many different kinds of constitutions there are. As things are,

iwe find people believing that there is only one sort of democracy

•or oligarchy. This is an error. To avoid that error, we must keep

in mind the different varieties of each constitution; we must be

aware of their number, and of the number of different ways in

which they are constituted.^

§ 9. Making the same effort of discrimination, the student of

politics should also learn to distinguish the laws which are abso-

lutely best from those which are appropriate to each constitution.

We use the phrase, ‘appropriate to each constitution’, because laws

ought to be made to suit constitutions (as indeed in practice they

always are), and not constitutions made to suit laws. § 10. The
reason is this. A constitution may be defined as ‘an organization !

of offices in a state, by which the method of their distribution is /

fixed, the sovereign authority is determined, and the nature of the
|

end to be pursued by the association and all its members is pre-

!

scribed.’^ L^ws, as distinct fromjheTrame of the constitution, are i

the rules by which the magistrates should exercise t&ir.ppwem
|

and should watch and check^tra^nsgressqrs. § ii. It follows on this

conception of the relation between laws and
. constitutions that

'

we'lnaustTalways bear, in mind the varieties of each constitu-

tion, and the number of those varieties, [not only in order to

be able to reform each by the appropriate constitutional amend-

I

* In other words, which are the words of an old Greek proverb, he must say

1
to himself, ‘T/its has fallen to thy lot: make the best of it.’

f ^ The different varieties of democracy, for example, are constituted in a
number of ways—one variety by having a greater amount of the features of
democracy, another by having a smaller amount, and a third by having them all

(VI.c.i,§ 9).

J ^ Compare with this definition of ‘constitution’ the definition already given;
in Book III, c. vr, § i : ‘the organization of a polis, in respect of its offices gener--
ally, but especially in respect of that particular office which is sovereign in all \

\
issues’ •
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ments, but] also in oi'der to be able to enact the laws appro-

priate to each. If we assume [as we must] that there is not a single

form of democracy, or a single form of oligarchy, but a number of

varieties of either, the same laws cannot possibly be equally bene-

^
ficial to all oligarchies or to all democracies.

Chapter II

On this hosts, after the general considerations^jof the previous book and
the” ac'cbuni of kingship anZ aristocracy--iher.e_ given, it remaiMT^
'discuss ihe '^ighf form ofconstitution called ‘polity’, and thejfhree^

‘perverted’ forms, calledAemoa'acy, oligarchy, ' and, tyranny. Theje^

tUree perversions may be graded in an ascending, order—tyranny, the _
worst; oligarchy the next worst; and democracyJhe least bad. . The
generalprogramme offuture inquiry may be stated under five heads:

1, The varieties of the main types of constitutions {especially demo-\

cracy and oligarchy);
\

2, The type of constitution which is most generally practicable;

3 , Which sort of constitution is desirablefor which sort of civic body ;

4, The methods of establishing constitutions;

5, The causes of the destruction, and the methods of the preservation,

of different constitutions.

§ I. In our first discussion of constitutions^ we distinguished

'f three varieties of right constitution (kingship, aristocracy, and the

‘polity’), and three corresponding perversions of those varieties

(tyranny being the perversion of kingship, oligarchy of aristocracy,

and democracy of the ‘polity’). Aristocracy and kingship have I

already been treated. To consider the ideal constitution is, in

effect, to consider the two constitutions so named for they both\

aim, like the ideal constitution, at a society whose basis is goodness

!

- duly equipped with the necessary means for its exercise. We have

'

also defined, in a previous passage, the nature of the difference

between aristocracy and kingship, and we have explained when
and where a kingship should be established.^ It only remains,

therefore, to discuss (i) [under the head of right constitutions] the

^ See Note II, p. 159.
* This is a puzzling statement, especially when we remember that monarchy

,

and aristocracy are actual constitutions, and that the ideal constitution is some-
j

thing which, by its nature, transcends the actual—as Books VII and VIII
|

subsequently show. But Aristotle would seem to be referring here to the end of!

Book III (c. xvin, § i), where the ideal constitution is stated—^not, it is true;

very clearly—^to be aristocratic or monarchical. We have to recognize, however;
that Aristotle, in different contexts, says different things, which cannot be easily

k reconciled with one another.
_ _

'

^ The difference between aristocracy and kingship is defined in Book III, .

c. VII, § 3, c. XV, § 10, and c. xvii, § 4: the proper time and place for establisbing

a kingship is explained in Book III, c. xvii, §§ 5-8. ,

’
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‘polity’, which is called by the generic name common to all con-

stitutions or polities, and (3) [under the head of perversions]

oligarchy, democracy, and tyranny.

§ 2. [We may pause to note that, just as the order of merit of

the right constitutions is obvious, so] it is also obvious which of

these perversions is the worst, and which of them is the next

worst. The perversion of the first and the most nearly divine of

the right constitutions must necessarily be the worst. Ipngship

[is the first and most nearly divine of the right constitutions; for

it] 1289 b must either be merely a name, without any substance,

or be based on the fact of a king’s great personal superiority.

Tyranny, therefore, is the worst, and at the farthest remove of all

the ’pen^rsionsTfbm a true constitution: oligarchy, being as it is

far removed from aristocracy, is the next_^Qrst: democracy is the

mo^ moderate [and so the least bad]. § 3 . One of our predecessors

[Plato, in his dialogue the Politicus] has already advanced the

same view; but he used a different principle. On his principle all

constitutions could have a good as well as a bad form: oligarchy,

for example, could be good as well as bad; and going on this
|

principle he ranked the good form of democracy as the worst of all 1

the good forms of constitution, and the bad form of it as the best 1

of all the bad. In our opinion these two constitutions, in any of^,

their forms, are wholly on the side of error. It cannot properly be ^

said that one form of oligarchy is better than another; it can only

be said that one is not so bad as another.

§ 4. But we may dismiss for the present this issue of the grading

of constitutions in an order of merit [and return to our programme
of matters which still remain for discussion]. We have, fibrst, to

^
distinguish and enumerate the varieties of each type of constitu- I

tion, on the assumption that democracy and oligarchy [not to
'

speak of other types] have each several different forms. Secondly, '

we have to examine what type of constitution—short of the ideal

—

is the most generally acceptable, and the most to be preferred;

and here we must also examine whether, besides this general type,

there is any other constitution to be found, of a more aristocratic

and well-constructed character but suitable, none the less, for

adoption in most states. § 5. Thirdly, and in regard to constitu-
]

tions generally, we have to inquire which constitution is desirable

for which sort of civic body. It is possible, for instance, that

democracy rather than oligarchy may be necessary for one sort

of civic body, and oligarchy rather than democracy for another.

* The difference between Plato and Aristotle is only a difference of nomen- v

clature. And even in the matter of nomenclature, as Newman notes, Plato had
|not spoken of ‘a good form of oligarchy’: he had used the term ‘aristocracy’.
|
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Fourthly, we have to consider how those who wish to do so should t

set to work to establish these various constitutions—i.e. the different
\

varieties both of democracy and oligarchy. § 6. Fifthly, when we s

have given a concise account of all these subjects, to the best of 1

our power, we must attempt to handle a final theme. How are I

constitutions generally, and each constitution severally, liable to \

be destroyed; how can they be preserved; and what are the causes !

which particularly tend to produce these results

Note II (p. 157) : The course of the argummit in c. ii

We might have expected, after the statement of the four functions of the
science of politics in §§ 3-5 of the previous chapter, that Aristotle would
inquire into each of the functions in order. Actually he goes back

—

perhaps under the influence of what has been said at the end of c. i about
the importance of distinguishing the varieties of each constitution, and of
discovering the number of those varieties—to the classification of con-
stitutions already sketched in Book III, c. vii; and on the basis of that

classification he proceeds to state a new programme of inquiry.

When he uses the phrase, ‘the first discussion of constitutions’,

Aristotle is apparently referring to Books II and III, and especially III.

From this point of view Book IV may be said to begin ‘the second dis-

cussion of constitutions’, which is continued in Books V and VI. It is

never made clear how Books VII and VIII (on the ideal constitution) fit

into the scheme of the Politics—and, in particular, how they are related

either to Book II (with its sketch of previous ideal constitutions, theore-

tical and actual) or to Book III (which ends with a promise of the imme-
diate treatment of the ideal constitution). But see the Introduction,

pp. xl-xli.

Note JJ : Aristotle's programme of inquiry

The five headings of this progranune are, in effect, a recapitulation of \

the four functions assigned to politics in §§ 3-5 of the previous chapter; \

but there are some differences. First, the order is different; secondly, the

first function assigned to politics—^that of investigating the ideal con-
stitution—disappears in the recapitulation, on the ground that the ideal

constitution has already been discussed, and need not enter into the

programme of future inquiry; thirdly, some questions which were only

incidentally mentioned in the previous statement (e.g. the number of the

varieties of actual constitutions, the methods of establishing each variety,

and the ways in which each variety may be destroyed and can be pre-

served) now become separate and main headings of inquiry. Roughly we
may say (i) that the first function of politics is here eliminated ; (2) that the

second function corresponds to the third heading of the new programme

;

(3) that the third function corresponds to the fourth and fifth headings
of the new programme; (4) that the fourth function corresponds to the

second heading of the new programme, while a matter only incidentally

mentioned in connexion with it before (c. I, § 8) now becomes the first

heading. It remains to be added that the headings of the new programme
are not altogether followed, as we shall see later, in the subsequent course

of the argument. Aristotle sketches plans in advance; but he lets the

argument develop afterwards in its own way.

* See Note JJ.
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B

THE VARIETIES OF THE MAIN TYPES- OF CONSTITUTION
ESPECIALLYDEMOCRACY, oligarchy, and ‘POLITY’, (cc. iii-x)

Chapter III

The reason for the variety of constitutions is the varieties to be found

:
in the ‘parts’ or social elements of the state—especially among the

,

populace and the notables. A constitution is an arrangement of offices;'

(Tnd tTiere will be as many constitutions as there are methods of dis-

tributing offices among the different parts of the state. There is a

general opinion that there are only tzvo sorts of constitutions, just as

there are only two sorts of winds and tzoo sorts of musical modes; but

this is a simplification which cannot be accepted.

§ I. The reason why there are a number of different constitu-

tions is to be found in the fact that every state has a number of

different parts.* In the first place, every state is obviously com-
posed of families. Secondly, this aggregate of families is bound to

be divided"info classes—the rich, the poor, and the mid_dlejdass,

with the rich possessing and the poor being without the equipment
of the heavy-armed soldier. § 2. Thirdly, the common people

(or demos) are engaged in different occupations—partly agriculture,

partly trade, .and partly the mechamcaL arts. Fourthly, there are

also differences ..among the notables—differences based on their

wealth.and the amount of'tKeTf'pfoperty; and these differences

appear, for example, in the matter of keeping horses, which can

only be done by the very wealthy. § 3. (Incidentally, this is the

reason why states whose strength lay in cavalry were in former
times the homes of oligarchies. These oligarchies used their

cavalry in wars with adjoining states: we may cite the examples of

Eretria and Chalcis in the island of Euboea, and of Magnesia on
the Maeander and many other cities in Asia Minor.) § 4. There
are also other differences, besides that of wealth, among the no-
tables. There is difference of birth: there is difference of merit;

1290 a and there' afe^her'differences based bn other factors of

the same order—factors already described as being parts of a state

in our discussion of aristocracy, where we distinguished and
enumerated the factors which are necessary to the life of all states.^

‘ See Note KK, p. 162.
\ ^ It will be noticed that the word ^art’, as it is here used, some.tiiiies_iienotes

I

a quantity or body of persons, and sonietin^§_a_qu:dity or attribute posses.s^.by
1 a body of persons. The variation of meting is natural; for generally the body
of persons is united and constituted by the fact of possessing a common attribute
or quality, and, conversely, the attribute or quality marks off some body of
persons who possess it as a separate body. We may thus speak either of the
wealthy or of wealth as a ‘part’ of the state. The previous ‘discussion of aristo-
cracy’ is probably the discussion which comes in Book III, c. xii, §§ 8-9. The
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These are the parts of which states are composed. Sometimes
all these parts share in the control of the constitution; sometimes
only a few of them share; sometimes a number of them share.

§ 5. It thus follows clearly that there must be a number of con-
stitutions, which differ from one another in kind. The parts that

j

share in their control differ from one another in kind; and they
j

must differ accordingly. A constitution is an arrangement in regard

;

to the offices of the state. By this arrangement the citizen body dis-

tributes office, either on the basis of thepozver of those who receive

it, or on the basis of some sort of equality existing among all who
receive it (i.e. the power of the rich or the poor, or—if equality

be the basis—an equality existing among both rich and poor).

§ 6. There must therefore be as many constitutions as there ar^

modes of arranging the distribution of office according to the

superiorities and the differences of the parts of the state. ^

There is indeed a prevalent opinion that there are only two
constitutions. Just as winds, in ordinary speech, are simply

described as north or south, and all other winds are treated as

varieties of these two, so constitutions are also described as demo-

1

cratic or oligarchical. § 7. On this basis aristocracy is clasSffed,

aiTSng a sort ofoligarchy, under the heading of oligarchical, and
similarly the constitution called ‘polity’ is classified under the

heading of democratic—much as westerly winds are classified

under the head of northerly, and easterly winds under that of

southerly.^' The same division into two main kinds is also true,

some thinkers believe, of modes in music, which are accordingly

described as being Dorian or Phrygian—other arrangements then

being called by one or other of these two names. § 8. But though

this is the prevalent view about constitutions in current opinion,

we shall do better, and we shall come nearer the truth, if we
classify them on a different basis, as has already been suggested.^

‘other similar factors’ there described as parts which are necessary to the life of

the state are ‘a temper of justice and a mactiaLhabit’.
* The meaning oftlus, as Newman notes, is that constitutions vary (i) accord-

ing to the ‘superiorities’ (in wealth, or birth, or merit) possessed by parts such
as the notable, (2) according to the ‘differences’ (in occupation—agricultural,

commercial, or artisan) exhibited by a part such as the common people or demos.
^ In England we should naturally reverse this order, and associate west winds

with the south and east winds with the north. But the Greek east wind (euros)

was really an east-soutft-east wind; and similarly the Greek west wind was
mrth-v/est, and accordingly associated by Homer (as a rainy and stormy wind)
with the north.

^ The previous suggestion came in c. ii of this book, §§ 2-3. But neither

that passage nor the present passage quite squares with the classification of

constitutions given in Book III, c. vii, where there are three ‘right’ constitutions

(not ‘one or two’, as is here suggested)
;
and the parallel drawn between constitu-

tions and musical modes has the curious result of making restricted oligarchies

‘hypo-Dorian’ and advanced democracies ‘hypo-Phrygian’.

4774 • M
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163 ACTUAL CONSTITUTIONS IV. iii, § 8-iv, § 5

On that basis we shall have one twjo„iio.nstitutions which are

‘right’ or properly formed con^tltiitions; all the others will be

perversions of the best (just as in music we may have perversions

of the properly tempered modes); and these perversions will be

oligarchical when [like perversions of the Dorian mode] they are >

more than ordinarily severe and dominant, and democratic when '

[like perversions of the Phrygian mode] they are soft and relaxed.

Note KK (p. 160): The course of the argument in c. iii-c. iv

We should expect this chapter, if it followed the headings of the

programme stated at the end of the previous chapter, to begin with a

discussion of the question, ‘How many are the varieties of each con-

stitution, and especially of democracy and oligarchy?’ Instead of this,

the chapter (like the chapter by which it is followed) is actually concerned
with the question, ‘Why are there a number of constitutions, and not one
constitution only?’ This is obviously a different question

;
and the change

of front presents us with something of a difficulty. Again, in discussing

this new question, Aristotle is led to inquire into the parts of the state,

because he regards the plurality of constitutions as due to the variety

of those parts—each different part issuing, when it is dominant, in a

different constitution. Here our difficulty is increased by the fact that

c. Ill gives one account of the parts of the state and c. iv proceeds to give

another and discrepant account. There is thus a double difficulty: (i)

that of the relevance of the whole argument of both chapters to the pro-
gramme previously sketched, and (a) that of the discrepancy between the
two chapters. The first difficulty may be dismissed: Aristotle, as we have
already noted, does not bind himself down to follow exactly the plans he

’’

sketches. The second difficulty is more serious. We may try to solve it

by the suggestion that Aristotle left two different drafts, which are both
reproduced in our text (possibly with some connecting links which were
added by a later editor); or we may cut the knot by bracketing as an
interpolation the whole of c. ill and the first 20 sections of c. iv.

I ! n i S 'l'>

Chapter IV

Democracy does not mean only the rule ofjiuniber: it also means the

ride of a sociahdass.^^tjifcriUrva^ius^^ used to define democracy,

as both numberJmi^ sociaJficlt^ must also he used to define oligarchy.

On this basis we tnay now study the dijferent varieties of democracy
and oligarchy, whidi {as stated in the previous chapter) will depend
on the varieties to be found in the parts^ of different states—i.e. on the

different natures of their social composition. We shall accordingly

classify the varieties of constitutions as we should classify the various
'

species of animals—by the varieties of their parts and of the com-
j

position of those parts. We therefore proceed to enumerate the ten or
so parts which go to the composition of a state, contrasting our
enumeration with the different enumeration ofPlato. We must also take
note of the different forTTis assumed by the demos, or populace—and
also by the upper class—according as one or anotherpart predominates
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in its make-up. This enables us to distmguish five varieties of demo-
cracy, in a descending scale which ends hi ‘extreme democracy'—

a

variety ofdemocracy, analogous to tyranny, where law has ceased to be

sovereign and the notion of a constitution has practically disappeared.

( §1, It ought not to be assumed, as some thinkers are nowadays
in the habit of doing, that democracy can be defined off-hand,

without any qualification, as a form of constitution in which the
[

greater number are sovereign. Even in oligarchies—and indeed
in all constitutions—the majority [i.e. the majority of those who
enjoy constitutional rights] is sovereign. Similarly, oligarchy can-

j

not be simply defined as a form in which a few persons are the
1

constitutional sovereign. § 2. Assume a total population of 1,300:

assume that 1,000 of the 1,300 are wealthy; assume that these 1,000

assign no share in office to the remaining 300 poor, although they

are men of free birth and their peers in other respects. Nobody
will say that here there is a democracy. § 3. Or assume, again,

that there are only a few poor men, but that they are stronger than

the rich men who form the majority [and are therefore sovereign].

Nobody would term such a constitution an oligarchy, when no
share in honours and office is given to the majority who possess

riches. It is better, therefore, to say that democracy exists where-
j

fy

' ever the 1290 b free-born are sovereign,"'and oligarchy wherever 1 0

tKe”rich~are’ in c6'ntror.”“§ '4: As'things' go, the former are 'many, ^

and the latter few: there are many who are free-born, but few who
are rich. [The essence, however, in either, case is not.the factor

of.number, but the factor of social position.]^* Otherwise [i.e.

if number alone were the essence] we should have an oligarchy if

offices were distributed on the basis of stature (as they are said to

be in Ethiopia), or on the basis of looks; for the number of tall or

good-looking men must always be small. § 5. Yet it is not suffi-
j

cient to distinguish democracy and oligarchy merely by the criterion

;

of poverty and wealth, any more than it is to do so merely by that '

of number. We have to remember that the democratic and the f

oligarchical state both contain a number of parts; and we must
j

therefore use additional criteria to distinguish them properly. We
cannot, for example, apply the tefni'dSnhcrafiy'fd”a cohSitution’

under which a few free-born persons rule a majority who are not

free-born [as if birth wer^ Aejone and only criterion]. (A system

of this sort once existed at Apoflonia, oh the Ionian Gulf, and at

* The argument at this point largely repeats the argument already advanced^

in Book III, c. vin, §§ 3-7; but, as Newman notes, the previous argument]

differs—and differs for the better—in talcing fuller account of the difficulties of

!

the question, and in arriving, in consequence, at a fuller definition of democracy ]

and oligarchy.
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Thera. In both of these states honours and offices were reserved

for those who were of the best birth—in the sense of being the

descendants of the original settlers—though they were only a

handful of the whole population.) Nor can we apply the term

1 oligarchy to a constitution under which the rich are sovereign \

1 simply because they are more numerous than the poor [as if

number were the one criterion]. (An example ofsuch a constitution

formerly existed at Colophon, where before the war with Lydia

a majority of the citizens were the owners of large properties.)

,§ 6. The proper application of the term ‘democracy’ is to a con-
'

'Vs'titution in wffich the free-born and poor control the government—
I being at the same time a majority ;

and similarly the term ‘oligarchy’

' ^ I is properly applied to a constitution in which the rich and .better-

^ born control the government—being at the same time a minority.

§ 7. The general fact that there are a number of constitutions,

and the cause of that fact, have been established. It remains to)

explain why there are more constitutions than the two just men-/

tioned [i.e. democracy and oligarchy]; to indicate what they are;'

and to suggest the reasons for their existence. In doing so we may
start from the principle which was previously stated, and which can

now be assumed, that.eyery state consists, not of one, but of many
paits,.’' §8. [Here we may use a biolbgicaT analogy.] If we
aimed at a classification of the different kinds of animals, we
should begin by enumerating the parts, or organs, which are ^

necessary to every animal. These will include, for example, some
of the sensory organs : they will also include the organs for getting

and digesting food, such as the mouth and the stomach; they will

further include the organs of locomotion which are used by the.

different animals. We shall then assume that our enumeration of ,

the necessary organs is exhaustive; and we shall proceed to the

further assumption that there are varieties of these organs—or, in

other words, different species of mouths, stomaghs, sensory organs,

and organs of locomotion. We shall thus reach the conclusion

that the number of possible combinations of these varieties will

inevitably produce several different kinds of animals (for the same
kind of animal cannot exhibit several varieties of mouth, or of

ears)
;
and thus the whole of the possible combinations of varieties

will account for the different kinds of animals, or [to put the same

' These sentences may be an editorial addition, intended to introduce a new
! account of the parts of the state, which (as has already been noted) is discrepant
from the previous account. This new account, which extends from § 7 to § 19,
is followed at the beginning of § 20 by a repetition of the first sentence of § 7.
We can only regard this new account as a second and alternative treatment of
the same theme, added in a somewhat baffling manner, with an introductory
explanation which does not succeed in explaining the addition.
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point in another way] the number of kinds of animals will be equal
to the number of the possible combinations of the necessary organs.

§ 9. It is just the same with the constitutions which have been
mentioned.^ [There are as many kinds of the7n as there are possible

combinations of the necessary parts of the state.] States too, as we
have repeatedly noticed, are composed not of one but of many
parts. One of these parts is the group of persons concerned with
the production of food, or, as it is called, the farming class. A
second, which is called the mechanical class, is the group of persons

1291 a occupied in the various" arts and crafts without which a

city cannot be inhabited—some of them being necessities, and
others contributing to luxury or to the living of a good life.

§ 10. A third part is what may be termed the marketing class; it

includes all those who are occupied in buying an^'^lihg^ either

as merchants or as retailers. A fourth part is the serf^class com-
posed of agricultural labourers; and a fifth elerhent is tfie'clefence

force, which is no less necessary than the other four, if a state is'not

to become the slave of invaders. § 11. How is it possible, with any
propriety, to call by the name of state a society which is naturally

servile? It is the essence of a state to be independent and self-

sufficing; and it is the absence of independence which is the mark
of the slave.

I

5

h

We may pause to note that this is the reason why Plato’s account ;

of the parts of the state, in his Republic, is inadequate, though
(

ingenious. § 12. He begins by stating that the four most necessary *

elements for the constitution of a state are weavers, farmers, shoe-

makeVs, and builders. He then proceeds, on the ground that these

four are not self-sufficient, to add other parts—smiths; herdsmen
fo tend the necessary cattle; merchants and retail'^ealefs. These

.are. the parts which form the whole complernent of the ‘first state’

which he sketches—as though a state naerely existed for the supply,

of necessities, and not rather to achieve the Good, and as though

it needed the"shoemaker as much as it needs the farmw;.
_ § 13. ThV]'

parf"wKich‘^serves'as a"defehce“fdfce'is' hot introduced till a later/

stage, when the growth of the city’s territory, and its contact with

the territory of its neighbours, result in its being plunged into war.

[Nor is this all that Plato has omitted in his ‘first city’.] The four

original parts—or whatever may be the number of the elements i

forming the association—will require some authority to dispense /

justice, and to determine what is just. § 14. If the mind is to be

^ * The reference here would seem to be, not to democracy and oligarchy (asi

in § 7 above), but to all the six kinds of constitution mentioned in Book III,1

c. VII—and not only to these six kinds, but also to the species into which somei
of the kinds (and especially oligarchy and democracy) can be subdivided.
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,
reckoned as more essentially a part of a living being than the body,

j
parts of a similar order to the mind must equally be reckoned as

I more essentially parts of the state than those which serve its

1 bodily needs; and by parts of a similar order to the mind we mean

,

the military part, the part concerned in the legal Qrganizadqn^ 'V
'

4 ;o'f justice,' and (we inay also add) the part erigagM inydiber^tion,^^
"“

' which Is a function that needs th&'gift of politicarunderstffl

§ 15. Whether these three functions—^war^ justice, and deliberation

—belong to separate groups, or to a single group' is 'a matter which

makes no difference to the argument. It often falls to the same

persons both to serve in the army and to till the fields
;
[and the same

may be true of these three functions]. The general conclusion

which we thus reach is that if those who discharge these functions

are equally parts of the state with those who supply its bodily needs,

they, or at least the armed forces, are necessary parts. . . .

The seventh part^ is the group composed of the rich, who serve ^

the "state with their property.' § 16. The eighth part is the miagi-

strates, who serve the state in its offices. No state can exist without

a government; and there must therefore be persons capable of

discharging the duties of office and rendering the state that service,

permanently or in rotation. § 17. There only remain the two.parts
which have just been mentioned in passing—-the delibejative-part,/

'

"

and the part which decides on the rights of litigants. These are ^
parts which ought to exist in all states, and to exist oh a good and ^

just basis; and this demands persons 1291 b of a good quality in

matters political. § 18. [Here we begin to confront a difficulty.]

The different capacities belonging to the other parts may, it is

generally held, be shown by one and the same group of persons.

The same persons, for example, may serve as soldiers, farmers, and
craftsmen; the same persons, again, may act both as a deliberative

council and a judicial court. Political ability, too, is a quality to

which all men pretend; and everybody thinks himself capable of

filling most offices. There is one thing which is impossible: the
|

same persons cannot be both rich and poor. § 19. This will

explain why these two classes—^the rich and the poor—are regarded f

i as parts of the state in a special and peculiar sense. Nor is this all. '

One of these classes being small, and the other large, they also i

appear to be opposite parts. This is why they both form constitu- \

tions to suit their own interest [that of wealth in the one case, and
y

j

* It will be noticed that no sixth part has been enumerated by Arstotle. We r
I may perhaps assume, from his mention of a judicial part in the criticism of the/

j

Republic, that the judicial part is intended to be the sixth in his own enumeration. ;
‘

j

The difficulty of this assumption is, however, that Aristotle afterwards proceeds \

j

to mention the judicial part e.xplicitly (§17); and perhaps it is best to assume a \
I lacuna.
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that of numbers in the other]. JEt is also the.reason why men thi^
j

that th«e are only two constitutions—democracy and oli^fcfiy.
j

§ 30 , The fact that there are a number of constitutions, and the
causes of that fact, have already been established. We may now
go on to say that there are also a number of varieties of two of these

'* constitutions—democracy and.,oligarchy. ^ This is already^ clear

from wliat has been previously said [at the beginning of the previ-

ous chapter]
.

§21. These-constitutlQns_Yary_-hecause, the people
and_the.classjcalle.d.thejnQtabJes_vaiy. So far as the people

are' concerned, one sort is engaged iiff^arming; a second is engaged
in the arts and crafts; a third is themarketing sort, which isengaged
in buying and selling; a fourth is the maritime sort, which in turn
is partly naval, partly mercantile, paftlyThiployed on ferries, and
partly engaged in fisheries. (We may note that there are many
places where one of these subdivisions forms a considerable body;
as the fishermen do at Tarentum and Byzantium, the naval crews at

Athens, the merchant seamen inAegina and Chios, and the ferrjfmen

at Tenedos.) A fifth sort is composed of unskilled labourers and
persons whose means are too small to enable them to enjoy any
leisure; a sixth consists of those w;hq are not of free birth by two
citizen parents

;
and theremay also be other sorts of a similar charac-

ter, § 23 . The notables fall into different sorts according to wealth,
j

^

I'
birth, merit, culture, and other qualities of the same order. \

'
'

The first variety of democracy is the variety which is said to
j ^

follow the priimiple of equality closest. In this variety the law ‘

(

v

declares equality to mean that the poor are to count no more than

the rich: neither, is to be sovereign, ^nd'botli ax^tcTbe bn a level.

§ 23r'[We may approve this law]
;
for if weTiold, as some thinkers

do, that liberty and equality are chiefly to be found in democracy,

it will be along these lines—with all sharing alike, as far as possible,

in constitutional rights—that they will most likely be found. A
constitution of this order is bound to be a democracy; for [while

all share alike] the people are the majority, and the will 9_f ..the

majority's sovereign. §'247rA'second variety of democracy is that /£
in which officesTare assigned on the basis of a property qualifies- ^
tion, but the qualification is low; those who attain it have to bel

admitted to a' share in office, arid those who lose it are excluded,
j
_

A third 1292 a variety is one in which every citizen of unimpeach- (3

* Aristotle here touches, at last, the question which was stated, at the end of

c. II, to be the first heading of his programme of inquiry. The fact that this

question is here first faced explains why some commentators have bracketed, as

^ an interpolation, the whole of c. m and the first 20 sections of this chapter. But
as Aristotle now proceeds to use the argument developed in c. ill the remedy
seems too drastic. It is simpler to believe that he has made a digression (as he
often does, and as most lecturers do), and that he now returns to his theme.
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able descent can share in office, but the law is the final„sovereign...

O '§ 25;“ A'fourth'variety is one in which every person [irfespectiye.of
,

,

descent, and] provided only that he is a citizen, can share in office,,

but the law is still thelinal sovereign. A fifth variety of deipocracy

,..~,/is like'the fourth in admitting to office every person who has the,

C' status of citizen; but here the people, and not the jaw, is the .final

sovereign. This is what happens when popular decrees are sove-

reign instead of the law;^ and that is a result which is brought

about by leaders of the demagogue type.2 § 26. In democracies;!

which obey the law there are no demagogues; it is the better class \

of citizens who preside over affaiirs. Demagogues arise iix..states

where the laws are not sovereign. The people then becomes an auto-i

crat—a single composite autocrat made up of many members, with
j

the many playing the sovereign, not as individuals, but collectively.
3 j

§ 27. It is not clear what Homer means when he says that ‘it is not

good to have the rule ofmany masters’ : whether he has in mind the

collective rule of the many, or the rule of a number of magistrates

acting as individuals. However that may be, a democracy of this

order, being in the nature of an autocrat and not being governed ,

by law, begins to attempt an autocracy. It grows despotic; flatterers '

come to be held in honour; it becomes analogous to the tyrannical

form of single-person government. § 28. Both show a similar

temper; both behave like despots to the better class of citizens; the'

decrees of the one are like the edicts of the other; the popular

leader in the one is the same as, or at any rate like, the flatterer in

the other; and in either case the influence of favourites predomin-
ates—that of the flatterer in tyrannies, and that of the popular

leader in democracies of this variety. § 29. It is popular leaders

who, by referring all issues to the decision of the people, are re-

sponsible for substituting the sovereignty of decrees for that of the

laws. Once the people are sovereign in all matters, they are sove-

reign themselves over its decisions; the multitude follows their

guidance; and this is the source of their great position. § 30. But
the critics of the magistrates are also responsible. Their argument

, is, ‘The people ought to decide’ : the people accept that invitation

readily; and thus the authority of all the magistrates is under-

j

* Aristotle is here drawing a distinction (based on Athenian constitutional

I

history) between (i) a regime in which laws (nomoi) are distinguished from
; decrees (psephismata), are superior to decrees, and cannot be overridden by
i
decrees, and (2) a regime in which the distinction has practically disappeared,
decrees are as good as laws, and decrees may override laws. See Vinogradoff,

• Hiporical jurisprudence, vol. ii, pp. 129-31, and the note on Book III, c. Xi, § 19.
- See Note LL, p. 169.
^ We may repeat the saying (quoted before, p. 44, n. 2) about the modern,

democrat, ‘who looks with pride at his face . . . remembering that he is the!
forty-millionth part of a tyrant, and forgetting that he is the whole of a slave’, i
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mined. There would appear to be solid substance in the view that
j

a democracy of this type is not a true constitution. Where the

,

lawsjtre not^overeign, there is no constitution. § 31. EavFsEduId"i
be' sovereign onTivety' 'i'ssue7’a^ and the citizen ;<

body 'should only decide about details. The conclusion which-'

emerges is clear. .Democracy may be a form of constitution
;
but|

this particular system, under which ever5rthing is managed merely!

by decrees, is not even a democracy, in any real sense of the word./
Decfees can never be general rules [and any real constitution!

must be based on general rules]. . T So far, then, as concerns the 1

different forms of democracy, and the definition of those forms. )

Note LL (p. 168): The demagogue at Athens

The rise of the demagogue.atAthens (it is Athens wliich Aristotle has
in mind) may be dated from the death of Pericles. in. 42Q B.c. It wass
connected with a social revolution—tfie'growth of industry and commerce,

j

and the consequent growth of the importance of the urban population >

in Athens itself, in comparison with that of the ‘demes’ of the country-side.

;

Cleon, the firstnotable demagogue, and the successors of Cleon, were town-
bred men, tmlike the previous statesmen of Athens (such as Aristides and
Pericles) who had belonged to good families in the country-side.

But the rise of the demagogue was also connected with a political or ’

constitutional change, as well as with a social revolution. The previous ^

‘leaders of the people’ (see Appendix IV, p. 378, n. i) had generally

held some official position—for instance, that of general—along with

f their de facto position of leadership. The ‘demagogue’ proper had no !

official position: he simply exercised, in a peculiar degree and with a I

permanent influence, the right of the private member of the assembly to

take the initiative and propose a policy. The assembly thus became the

paradise of the influential private member, playing the part of an un-
official leader; and such a leader—shaving no official executive position

—could exercise initiative and determine policy without incurring political

responsibility, since it was not his duty to execute the policy which he
had induced the assembly to accept. (See Dr. E. M. Walker, in the

Cambridge Ancient History, vol. v, pp. 106-10.)

It may be added that it was this political irresponsibility of the dema-,
gogue, rather than his flattery of the people or his inducing the people to /

act by decree in the teeth of law, which was the fatal defect of his position,

Chapter V
We may similarly classify four, varieties of oligarchy. But constitu-

Uo^idlttW are formally and legally' democratic, or formally and

Jegally~dUgd^Jiic^irma^in~th^ actual zvdfMing be of d different

character. Legal form and' actual working are two different things, 1

and this is partiailarly liable to be the case after a revolution.

^
§ I. Among oligarchies one of the varieties is that in which the ,

holding of office'deperi'ds'bri'a'pi'operty-qualification, high enough f
j

to exclude the poor—although-they"form -the niajonty—from a
^
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share in constitutional rights, but still giving a share to all who can

satisfy its requirements. A second variety is that in which the

property-qualification 12^2 b is "high, and elections to vacant'^

offices are made only hy those who possess this high qualification.

(Where they are also madefrom the whole body ofqualified persons,

the constitution may be held to incline in the direction of aristo-

cracy: where they are made only from a privileged section, it may
be held to be oligarchical.) § 2. A third variety is the hereditary

in which sons succeed to their fathers. The fourth yariety is like
'^

th^e third in being hereditary; but here, instead of the rule of law,

there is a system of personal rule. ' This yariety" is"the" parallel,

among oligarchies, to what tyranny' is among monarchies or the

variety of democracy last mentioned among democracies. An
oligarchy of this sort is called a junto or ‘dynasty’.^

§ 3. These are the several varieties"of oligarchy and- democracy.

It should be noted, however, that in actual life it is often the case

that constitutions which are not legally democratic are made to

work democratically by the habits and training of the people.

Conversely, there are other cases where the legal constitution

inclines towards democracy, but is made by training and habits

to work in a way which inclines more towards oligarchy, § 4. This
happens particularly after a revolution. The citizeps do not change

their temper immediately; and in the first stages the triumphant
party is content to leave things largely alone, without seeking to

take any great advantage of its opponents. The result is that the old

laws remain in force, even though the party of revolution is actually

in power.

Chapter VI

cc

[A second or alternative account of the varieties of democracy and
oligarchy, based less on their political structure—which has been,
after all, the basis mainly adopted in the account just given in

iv-v—and more on their social composition.] Classifying once
JT 7 J

more varieties of democracy, we may distinguish an agricydtural or^

feasanffform frgm_t]^r^her forms—the. mam
degree of leisure whicXits^softMfcofidiiiom enable qpyppk^
'politics,^Jn the same way, and on the same general social-economic

basis, we 7nay also distinguishfour varieties of oligarchy, according to

the distribution of property and the relative degree of importance
attached to its ownership.'

§ I. What we have already said [about the various groups to be
* A ‘dynasty’ in our English use is a single family possessing an hereditary 5

power which may be (though it is not necessarily) an absolute power. Aristotle
|means by a ‘dynasty’ a group of families possessing an hereditary power which is I

always an absolute power.
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found in the people and among the notables] i is sufficient of itself

to prove that there must be all these varieties of democracy and
oligarchy. One of two things must happen: either all the various )

groups of the people previously mentioned must share in constitu- /

, tional rights, or some must share and others not. § 2. When the'
* farm^ class and the class possessed, of, moderate meahs'.aref.the

sovgreig-n~p6wer.in.tfie constitution, they conduct the.government
under, the rule of law. Able to live by their work, but unable to

enjoy any leisure, they.make;..the Jaw..supr.eme, and confine the
meetings of the assembly to a minimum; while the rest of the

j

population is allowed fd share in constitutional rights as soon as
|

its members attain the property-qualification determined by the '

law. § 3. We^iTiay.lay irdbyvn generallyjhat,a systenLwhicli,.does 1

noLailpJW ,eye|y„ckizen.,t6ZshafejLohgafchidyji^^ one which
does so is democratic.'. Here, accordingly, every citizen who

^

possesses the necessaiy qualification is allowed to share; but the!

want of sufficient means prevents the enjoyment of leisure [which
'

is needed for political activity]. This is oije form of democracy;
and these are the causes which produce its character. A second
form is based on the criterion which comes logically next-rrthe

critefibn'of birth. Here all who possess irreproachable Hescent are

legally allowed to share, but only share in practice when they are

-- able' tO 'find the necessaty leisure. §4. In a democracy of this;

order the laws are accordingly sovereign, simply because there aref

hot the revenues" [tb~ provide the^'Ieisiire needed for personal .

political activity]. A third form is that in which all are allowed to ,'’^5

share in constitutional fights^ on the one condition of free birth,

but the rights are riot actually exercised for the reason already

given [i.e. want of means]; and here, once more, the rule of law is

the necessary consequence, § 5. A fourffijorm 1293 a of demo-, p
cracyfis the one which homes chronolbgicairyTast in the actual 'll

development of states. Here, under the influence of two causes

—

the large'increase in the population of states, compared with their

ofigirial'size, and the accruing of a considerable revenue—all alike

shamjri 'constitutional fightsTowing fb-tfie“numerical superiority

of-fKe""massesy -and--ail''ali^jo^ ' in', political.' activity
,
owing to

tEetacIIitieFfSFlHsure which are provided'even for the poor by the

sysfeifTof state-payment [for attendance in the assembly and the

c6'ufts]r“§“67'A“populace“'provided with such facilities may indeed

be said to have more leisure than any other section. They are not
j

hindered in any way by the duty of attending to private affairs
;
the

^
' well-to-do are, with the result that they often absent themselves

j

from the assembly and the courts. Under these conditions the

* The reference is to c. IV, §§ 9-1 1 , §§ 21-2^
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i mass of the poor become the sovereign power in the.,constitutipn,

:• i
instead of the laws.

I § 7. Such, and so many, are the forms of democracy; and such
1 are their causes. Turning to the forms, of- oligarchy, we may rank

first the form in which a majority of the citizens have property, but (

tKFamburit they possess is 'moderate and not excessively 'lahge^

while, all who acquire this moderate amount are allowed to share in

constitutional rights. §8. Since the generality are thus included

in the enjoyment of constitutional rights, it follows that sovereignty,

under this form, will be vested in the law, and not in persons. A
moderate oligarchy of this type is totally different from the personal

rule of_a monarch; and as its members have neither so much
property that they are able to enjoy a leisure free froni all business

cares, nor so little that they depend on the state for support, they

will be bound to ask that the law should rule for them, and they

will not claim to rule themselves. § 9. The second form of oligarchy ,

,

arises when the owners of property are fewer, arild 'the' property

they own is larger. Under these conditions they have greater
^

power; and they demand a greater share in constitutional rights. \

They thus assume the right of selecting themselves the members
of the other classes who are to be admitted to the civic body; and

—

not being powerful enpugh, as yet, to rule without law—they enact 1

a law to this effect, § 10. A further advance is made, and a third •

form of oligarchy arises, when matters are strained still further and \

still fewer persons become the owners of still larger properties.

The members of the governing oligarchy now keep the offices

entirely in their own hands; but they still act in.terms,.of.law—if

only of a law which provides that sons shall succeed to their fathers.

§ II. The fourth and last form of oligarchy arises when matters
are strained to the last degree, alike in the size of properties and the

influence of connexions. A junto or ‘dynasty’ of the type which
now emerges is closely akin to the personal rule of a monarch; and
it is persons, .and not the law, who. are..no.w .the sovereign. This
fourth form of oligarchy is analogous to the last [or ‘extreme’] form

i

of democracy.

Chapter VII*

Havmg classified the varieties of democracy and oligarchy, we__may
now classify the varieties ofthe otherjorms. Aristocracy—apartfrom

* Aristotle might be expected, after having treated fully of the firsFiFem of "t

the programme sketched at the end of c. ii (the various forms of oligarchy and !

democracy), to proceed to the second item (‘which is the most generally accept-
'

able constitution?’); but he postpones that item until c. xi, in order to deal first 1

with fonns of constitution other than oligarchy and democracy. It may be noted !

that Aristotle proceeds to speak offour constitutions, while in Book III, c. vii, he
;

had enumerated six (the three ‘right’ constitutions, or kingship, aristocracy, and <
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the true aristocracy which is really the government of the Best—has

wore 'of lessfof the nature of mixed ‘

caiistituiions, and thus approxhiiate to the ‘polity'.

§ I. There are still two forms of constitution left, besides demo-

(f
cracy and oligarchy. One of these [kingship] is usually reckoned,
and has indeed already been mentionedTas one of the four main
forms of constitution, which are counted as being kingship,

oligarchy, democracy, and the form called aristocracy. . . . There
is, however, a fifth form, in addition to these four. It is called by
the generic name comrnoh to all the forms—the name of ‘constitu-

tion’ or ‘polity’—but being of rare occurrence it has not been
noticed by the writers who attempt to classify the different forms
of constitution; and they usually limit themselves, as Plato does in

fhit Republic, to an enumeration of only four forms 1293 b § 2. ,

The name ‘aristocracy’ should properly be applied to the form of

constitution which has already been treated in our first part.^

only constitution which can \vith strict justice be called an aristo-

cracy is one where the members are not merely ‘good’ in relation

to some standard or other, but are absolutely ‘the best’ (aristoi) in ,

point of moral quality.2 Only in sucira~cbnstitutron can the good
man and the good citizen be absolutely identified; in all others

goodness is only goodness relatively to the particular constitution

If, and its particular standard. § 3. But we have to admit that there

are some further forms of constitution, which differ enough both

from oligarchies and from the so-called ‘polity’ to be also called

aristocracies [even though they do not attain the true standard of

aristocracy]. This is the case when elections to office are based not

only on wealth but also on moral des^. Constitutions of this ^

type’differ from both of the forms just mentioned [i.e. oligarchy

and ‘polity’]
;
and they thus come to be called aristocracies. § 4.

This usage is just, because even in states which do not iriake the

encouragement of goodness a matter of public policy, there may
still be found individuals who are of good repute and esteemed to

be of high quality. Accordingly a constitution which pays regard

to all the three factors—^wealth, goodness, and numbers—as the

Carthaginian'does,' may bedalled an ‘aristocratic constitution; and

‘polity’, and the tHre'e peh^ersions of these, or tyranny, oligarchy, and democracy).

But it may also be noted that Aristotle immediately adds the ‘polity’ to the four

constitutions here mentioned, and the sixth form, tyranny, is readily understood.
* The reference would appear to be to various passages in Book III, which is

thus regarded as ‘the first part’ of a course ‘on constitutions’ of which Books
IV-VI form ‘the second part’,

^ I

^ Two considerations are here involved: (i) that in an aristocracy the meinbers >

I
must be not merely ‘good’, but the ‘best’, and (3) that in it the standard by which :

/ they are so reckoned must not be a variable standard (‘some standard or other’), :

I
but the one absolute standard of moral quality.
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i the same may also be said of constitutions, such as the Spartan,

; which pay regard only to the two factors of gp.odness and numbers,

and where there is thus a mixture of the democratic and the aristo-

cratic principle. § 5. We may therefore hold that there are these

two forms of aristocracy in addition to the first or best form of that

:
constitution; and we may also include, besides them, the form pre-

' sented by those varieties of the so-called ‘polity’ which incline

/ particularly to oligarchy.^

Chapter VIII

^ We now come to the ^polity' and its varieties. Generally^ a^polity’ is

d mixture of democracy and oligarchy; but in common usage the term

foliiy' is reservedfor mixtures which incline more towards democracy,
I

and the mixtures which incline more towards oligarchy are called
]^

- aristocracies. This leads iis Phto 'a digression bh the uses of the term

^aristocracy' and the reasons why that term—thfbiigKhemg assocmted

in men's minds partly -with the rule ofgentlefolk, and partly with the

rule of law—is somewhat vaguely and widely applied. The proper use

of terms depends on a fecognitibif of t}m fact_tKaf'therefa^^

elements to be considered in a state—the free-born poor,
the wealthyj^

andthemen of merit—ahdinotbhly tlfd'two blemenfsfdffEs^^Muun
theywealthy. On this basis we shall confine the termfaristocrqcyl.iQ .

constitutions which recognize merit in some way or other; and we shallf
use the termfpolity'—and only that term—̂ for conkitiitioiis, which.

recogiiizeonly the two bleniehts^offi'ee'birth and wealth.

§ I. It remains to treat of the form of constitution called ‘polity’

and of tyranny. Here we are associating ‘polity’ with a perverted

constitution, although it is not in itself a perversion, any more than
are the forms of aristocracy which we have just mentioned. But
we may plead in excuse that all these constitutions [‘polity’ and the

connected forms of aristocracy] really fall short of the best form of
'

right constitution, and are therefore to be reckoned among per-

versions; and we may add that, as has already been mentioned in ;

our first part, the perversions among which they are reckoned are

those to which they themselves give rise.^ § 2. It is natural and
* It emerges from this somewhat crabbed passage that there are four different

forms of aristocracy—(i) the first and best form, where regard is paid only to
goodness

; (2) the Carthaginian form, where regard is paid to wealth and numbers
as well; (3) the Spartan form, where regard is paid to numbers as well as to
goodness

;
and (4) the form presented by those mixed constitutions or ‘polities’

which pay less regard to numbers than the Spartan constitution does, and thus
incline more towards oligarchy.

* The reference appears to be to Book III, c. vii, § 5. But the reference is not

I

accurate, because in that passage oligarchy—the perversion here mainly in
question—is stated to be a corruption of the true or pure aristocracy, whereas
here it is stated, by implication, to be a corruption of the less pure (or mixed)

: aristocracy and of ‘polity’.
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proper to mention tyranny last, because we are engaged in an
inquiry into constitutions; and tyranny, of all others, has least the

character of a constitution.

We have thus explained the reason for the order we propose to

. follow; and we must now proceed to treat of the ‘polity’. Its n

' character will emerge the more clearly now that we have already
,

,

defined the nature of oligarchy and democracy. § 3. The ‘polity’
/

may be described, in general terms, as a mixture of these two.'

constitutions; but in common usage the name is confined to those,

mixtures which incline to democracy, and those which incline
.;

more to oligarchy are called aristocracies, and not ‘polities’—the
'

reason being that culture and feeding [the attributes of aristo-

cracy] are more associated with the wealthier classes [who form the

basis of oligarchy]. §4. We may also note [as explaining this

common usage of the term ‘aristocracy’] that the wealthy are
'

generally supposed to possess already the advantages for want of

which wrongdoers fall into crime; and this is the reason why they

are called ‘gepdemen’ or ‘notables’. Now as aristocracy aims at

giving pre-eminence to the Best, men are led in this way to extend

the term and to describe oligarchies too as states governed by ,

gentlemen [i.e., in effect, as aristocracies].

§ 5. [Another reason for the extension of the term ‘aristocracy’
|

is a general tendency to suppose that any law-abiding state must
|

bejinjaristocracy.] 1294 a Men regard 'it as impossible that the
^

,

rule of law should exist in a state which is governed by the poorer

sort, and not by the best of its citizens; and, conversely, they',

regard it as equally impossible that aristocracy should exist in a
'

state which is not under the rule of law. But you do not secure the ,

rule of law by having a good set of laws which are not actually I

obeyed. § 6. We have to distinguish two senses of the rule oflayv

—

one which means obedience to such laws as have been enacted, and

another which means that the laws obeyed have also been well

enacted., (Obedience can also be paid to laws which have been

enacted badly.) The latter sense admits, in its turn, of two sub-

1

divisions: men may render obedience to laws which are the best

;

that are possible for them, or they may render obedience to laws

which are absolutely the best. [It follows that aristocracy, if it is to . -.x

'

be associated with the rule of law, should only be associated with

the better form of such rule.]

§ 7. It is a general opinion that the essentiaj^criterion of aristo-

1

cracy is the distribution of office according to merit: merit is its \

> criterion, as wealth is the criterion of oligarchy, and free birth of
|

democracy. The principle of the rule of majority-decision is [not

peculiar to aristocracy, but is] present in all constitutions. Alike
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/?in oligarchies, in aristocracies, and in democracies, the decision of

;

the majority of those who share in constitutional rights is final and

! .sovereign.^ § 8. The form of constitution called ‘polity' is embel-

lished, in most states, by a higher title. The mixture attempted in

) it seeks only to blend the rich and the poor, or wealth and free

^ birth; but the rich are regarded by common opinion as holding the

position of gentlemen [and a ‘polity’ in which they are included thus

comes to be embellished by the higher title of aristocracy]. § 9. In
' reality there are three elements.winch may claim an equal share in

the mixed form of constitution—free birth, wealth,' and nierit. .,

(Nobility of birth, which is sometimes reckoned -'a fourth, is only

a corollary of the two latter, and simply consists in an inherited

mixture of wealth and merit.) Obviously, therefore, we ought

always to use the term ‘polity’ for a mixture_ol.QnbLtw-CLjdeiii£ii^

wKei^hese elements are"the rich and the,poor; andjjyejpugliL^^
confi^Jhe-name ‘aristocracy’ to a mixture of three, which is really

more of an aristocracy thanjany other form^aO—Called—exceprthe_

iTiHflSdTr^fofi^^ ”§ ~ib. We have now shown that there are,

;
othieF'forms of constitution besides monarchy, democracy, and
oligarchy; what the nature of these other forms is; how aristo-

. cracies differfrom one another, and ‘polities’ differ from'aristocracy

;

! and, finally, that aristocracies and ‘polities’ are not far removed
from one another. .7V

Chapter IX

We may now consider iinallv tj^ various forms which ‘-polity’ proper

may take. There are three possiBle ways of comCinin^ iRe free-GoFn

and~i}iFTich—dr~in'~othef~~^rc{s^ of viixviig~^emo^acv an<L
'

^Ijŝ hyS.^^fnî hfst^^ taTmiorUemocracy as a whole with oligarcky\

as a whole. The^secondLis^to take fKe mean bMWeen^^w"uoQlÎ ^ 1

thirdjs to take some elements from democrMy and some from olimrchv. 1

'l32s-a.dod3fjcrttmon of a proper mixture of democracy and nh'parrJiv

that you should be ahleJo^descr&e a mixed constitution inAifferently

as eitKeF. Spart^may be cited asm eocampledf^such a mixture,

§ I. We have now to discuss, in continuation of our argument,
how the constitution called ‘polity’ comes into existence by the side

of democracy and oligarchy, and in what way it ought to be
* Aristotle seems, in §§ 4-7, to have digressed from ‘polity’ into aristocracy.

I
But what he has really in mind, all along, is the shading off of ‘polity’ into

•' aristocracy; and he is inquiring into the reasons why mixed constitutions, of the
type of the ‘polity’, are often termed aristocracies. Recognition of gentle birth
(§ 4), and the presence of the rule of law (§§ 5-6), are two of these reasons.
Neither of these, in his view, is a valid reason. The only valid reason for using
the term ‘aristocracy’, as he proceeds to argue in § 7, is recognition of merit at

- any rate as one among other standards, if not as the only standard.
* i.e. the form in which regard is paid only to merit or moral quality.
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organized. In the course of that discussion it will also be evident i

what are the distinguishing marks of democracy and oligarchy; for i

[to create a ‘polity’] we have first to ascertain the difference between
j

these two forms, and then to form a combination between them by
taking from both their complements or ‘tallies’.^ § 2. There are

three different principles on which men may act in making such a
combination or mixture. The first is to take and use simultaneously

both democratic and oligarchical rules. We may take as an example
the ruleTfor a seat in the law courts.^ In oligarchies the rich arej

fined if they do not sit in the courts, and the poor receive no pay
for sitting. In democracies, on the other hand, the poor are given

|

pay for sitting, and the rich are not fined if they fail to sit. § 3. To i

combine both of these rules is to adopt a common or middle term /

between either; and for that reason such a method is characteristic \

of a ‘polity’, 1294 b which is a mixture of the two constitutions, ^

This is,_accordingly, one of the possible ways of combination. A
second is to strike an average, or take a mean, between the two
different rules. One constitution, for example, requires no pro- i

perty qualification at all, or only a very low qualification, for the

right to attend the assembly: the other requires a high qualification.

Here both of the rules cannot be used to provide a common term; !•

and we have to take the mean between the two. § 4. The third

way orcombinaition is [neither to take the whole of both rules, nor

to strike'ari' average between them, but] to combine elements from
both, and to mix part of the oligarchical rule with a part of the

democratic. In the appointment of magistrates, for example, the

use“of"tlie lot is regarded as democratic, and the use of the vote

as oligarchical. Again, it is considered to be democratic that a

property qualification should not be required, and oligarchical that

it should be. § 5. Here, accordingly, the mode appropriate to an

aristocracy [of the mixed sort] or a ‘polity’ is to take one element

from one form of constitution and another from the other—that is :

to say, to take from oligarchy the rule that magistrates should be .

appointed by vote, and from democracy the rule that no property;

qualification should be required.

§ 6. We have now dealt with the general method of mixture,
j

We may add that it is a good criterion of a proper mixture o£

^mocracy and oligarchy that^Sixe.d,cj3PstilutiQnlahQuld_be able
j

to HFffescribed ififfrfferently as either. When this can be said, it

'must'obwbuslj^be^ue to the exceilwice of the mixture. It is a

3- * The word used in the Greek refers to a coin 'which two contracting parties f

broke between them’ in symbol of their contract.
^ It has to be remembered that in ancient Greece the law courts or ‘dikasteries’

j

were composed of citizens rather than of professional judges. i

4774 N
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I thing which can_genera11y he said of the mean between two ex-

j
tremes: hn ĥ of the extremes can be traced in tl^ meaa.. rand-it.

i can thilTbe described by the name of either], § 7. The constitution

d Ŝparta is an exampler~There are many who wouIHTIescriEe^t

as a demd^acyTonTlie ground that its organization has a number ^
of democratic features. In the first place, and so far as concerns ^
the bringing up of the young, the children of the rich have the

same fare 'as'tfi'e children of the poor, and they are educated on a

standard which the children of the poor can also attain. § 8. The
same policy is followed for adolescence

;
and it is equally followed

in adult years. No difference is made between the rich and the \

poor: the food a^the common mess is the same for all, and the ‘

dress of the rich is .such. as any of the,.poor-COuld_ also provide

for themselves. § g. A second ground for describing Sparta as a

democracy is the rightsof the people to elect to _one^gLf.tJhe_t^^

great institutions, the Senate,~ah(f to be eligible themselves for the

other, the Ephorate. On the other hand there are some who
describe the Sparfan constitution as an oligarchy, on the ground
that it has many oligarchical.factors. For example, the magistrates-

are all appointedJby„xqte, and none by lot; again, the pawerjof
inflicting the p.endj^jaf .deathj?x.banishmei]^ jre_sj:s

of, a few persons; and there are many other similar features.

§ 10. .A properly mixed ‘polity’ should look as if it contained both
,

democratic and oligar^ical elements—and as ifrt contain^
\

neither.^ It should owe its stability to its own intrinsic strength,

"ahh notto external su^poH7Iandrits7mtTinsic~sfH
jerived-frorn the fact, not that a majority are in favour of its.

continuance, (that might welFEethe case even with a poor constitu-

tion), but rather that there is no single section in alLthe state which.
would favour a change to ajifferent constitution.. .

We have now described the way in which a ‘polity’, and the
other forms [of mixed constitution] called aristocracies, ought to

be organized.

Chapter X
It now remains to consider., in conclusion, the varieties ofjtyranny.
Two of its 'Varieties^ as we have already incidentally noticed (in'

Book III, c. xiv), are kingships rather than tyrannies—i.e. the king-

shipsfoundamonzuMimliz£d.t)eot)les, and the dictatorships, of^eleciim
_tyrannies,gfJhe..earhtQreeks. The third variety is tyranny properz—
the irrespotisible rule of an autocrat acting for his own advantage.

1295 a § I. Tyranny remains to be treated. ^ There is not'^
* See c, viir, § r, where tyranny is reserved for treatment in connexion with

‘polity’.
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much to be said about it; but as it has been included in our
classification of constitutions, it must have a place in our inquiry.

Kingship [of which, as we saw, it is the corruption] has already

been discussed in our first part.^ In the course of discussing it

we there dealt with kingship in the most usual sense of the term;
we inquired whether it was beneficial or prejudicial to states, what
sort of person should be king, from what source he should be
drawn, and how he should be established. § 2. In the course of the

discussion we also distinguished two forms of tyranny,^ which we
treated in that connexion because—being both of them forms of

government conducted in obedience to law—their nature in some
sense overlaps with that of kingship. These two forms' were'(i)‘ the

'

elective monarchs, with absolute power, to be found among some
uncivilized peoples, and (2) the monarchs of the same type, termed
aisumnetai (or dictators), who once existed among the early Greeks.

§3. There are some differences between these two forms; but

they may both be called half royal and half tyrannical—royal .

because government rests on consent, and is conducted on a legal

basis; tyrannical because it is conducted in the temper of a master

of slaves, and according to the ruler’s will. But there is also a third

form of tyranny, which is what is most commonly understood by
tl^term. This is the converse of absolute kingshjp, ox.-pamhasileia.'^

§ 4. This thIrdTofm of tyranny is bound to exist where a single
j

person govern^ men, whg._are all his peers or superiors, without l

any formofjrejipohsibiiity, and with a view-to_hisuwjx,advantage
|

rather tfimithat of his subjects. It is thus a rule of force; and no *

freeman will voluntarily endure such a system.

These, for the reasons that have just been given, are the forms ]

of tyranny; and this is their number. ^

THE TYPE OF CONSTITUTION WHICH IS MOST GENERALLY
PRACTICABLE (c. xi)

Chapter XI

We are here concerned with the best comtitution and way of life foL

tAe majority of men and states. Gcwdties^Jts^f consIHs in amem: \

and in anv state the middle class is^ojneanJietween thejdch and theJ^
poor. The middle class is free from the ambition of the rich and the

pettiness of the poor: it is a naturaflink which helps to ensia.e^litiail

coliemn. We may thus concIude~iIidt a^jjmstiEition based (nuJhis
'

^dss^ixTla^JdJb^^ijnojt liJ^e^^ generally beneficial.J[LmilL

he free from faction, and will be likely to be stdSle. But 'Polities' have^

* Book III, cc. xiv-xvn. * Book III, c. xiv, §§ 6-10.
® See Book III, c. xiv, adfinem (and note), and also c. .xvi, § 2.
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hppn 'hhfnrir.alhi^rare—tar-tlv for inteznaljmsom^zid. Dartly because

the policv'ofJJw Athenian and the S-bartan empires h^ encouraged

'Ixtmnes m preference to a middle way. StilUthe^-^ityLmay serve
^

'aTasfdndard in judsins the merits of actmLcons.titiitions.

§ I. We have now to consider what is the best constitution and
^

the best way of life for the majority of states and men.^ In doing so

we shall not employ, [for the purpose of measuring ‘the best’],_a^

standard of excellence above the reach of ordinary
.
n^n, or a

standard of education requiring exceptional en^wnients and

equipmenfr^of ~the'"sfahdafd/ 6f a institution which attains, an

ideal height. We shalf only be'concerned with the sort of life
|

whicli~most men are able to share and the sort of constitution
|

which it is possible for most states to enjoy. § 2. The ‘aristo- i

cracies’, so called, of which we have just been treating, [will not
|

serve us for this purpose: they] either lie, at one extreme, beyond \

the reach of most states, or they approach, at the other, so closely 1

to the constitution called ‘polity’ that they need not be considered
|

separately and must be treated as identical with it. The issues we
have just raised can all be decided in the light of one bodyLoffunda.-

n^ntal principles. § 3. If we adopt as true the statements made
in the Ethics—(i) tha;^j^uly hap^y life isja hfe lived !

in freedom..fr.Qm.lmp,edime^^^^ and (2) tha^goodness consists_in 1

a mean—it follows that the best way of Wit majority of

rhen] is qne^hiclLConsistsin a mean, .and a mean ofthe kind attain-

able by every.individual.3 Further, the same criteria which deter-

mine whether the citizen-body [i.e. all its members, considered as

individuals'] have a good or bad way of life must also apply to the

constitution; for a constitution is the way oj^life of a citizen-body.

1295 b § 4. In all states there may be distinguished three parts, or

classes, of the citizen-body'^—the very rich; the very poor; and the

* Aristotle here begins to discuss the second question in the programme ^
sketched at the end of c. ii; ‘What constitution is the most acceptable, and the I

most to be preferred, short of the ideal constitution?’ It will be noticed that he ,

connects a constitution with ‘a way of life’. It is not merely an ‘arrangement of i

offices’ (IV. HI, § 5) ;
it is also ‘a scheme of life, directed to attaining a particular t

quality of life’ (III. ix, §§ 7-14).
*

^ ‘Freedom from impediments’, if we interpret it positively, means the
[

possession of an adequate ‘equipment’ of wealth, health, and material resources. ‘

_

^ On the theory of Aristotle, goodness in general, and each of the separate
virtues, consists in a regulated ‘mean’ between the extreme of ‘excess’ and 7

the other extreme of ‘defect’ to which human affections are prone. In the sphere,
j

for example, of those affections which are stirred by the presence of danger, ?

there is the excess, of foolliardiness and the. defect of cowardice, and the^rtue •

of courage-is-a-mean..bet\veenjthe two.
"

* Here^Aristotle follows a line of thought similar to one which he has previously
followed in c. vi. There, after a previous discussion of the varieties of oligarchy 1

^d democracy (in cc. iv-v), which is mainly based on their political structure, \

he proceeds to a new discussion which is based on their social composition. I
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mjddle classwhich forms the.inean. Now it is admitted, as a general
principle, that moderation and the mean are always-best. We may
therefore concise th^Jn jthe^owne^^^ of all gifts of fortune af

middle cpnditio^^ilT^^ XS- ^dAYha^afe^in^t^^^ ‘

tioh.,ar.eJ;iie,most..ready to- listen to. reason. Those who belong to
< either extreme—the over-handsome, the over-strong, the over-

noble, the over-wealthy; or at the opposite end the over-poor, the
over-weak, the utterly ignoble—find it hard to follow the lead of \

reason. Men in the first class tend more to violence and serious
*

crime : men in the second tend toomuch to roguery and petty offen-
ces

;
and most wrongdoing arises either from violence or roguery. It 1

.
is a further merit of the middle class that its members suffer least (

from ambition, which both in the military and the civil sphere is \

dangerous to states. § 6. It must also be added that those who '

enjoy too many advantages—strength, wealth, connexions, and so \

forth—are both unwilling to obey and igngranphow to obey. This
is a defect which appears in them from the first, during childhood

and in home-life: nurtured in luxury, they never acquire a habit of |

discipline, even in the matter of lessons. But there are also defects

in those who suffer from the opposite extreme of a lack of advan-

tages; they are far too mean and poor-spirited., § 7. We have thus,
i

on the one hahd,^ people who are ignorant how to rule and only
|

^
know how to obey, as if they were so many slaves, and, on the other

|

" hand, people who are ignorant how to obey any sort of authority
|

and only know how to rule as if they were masters of slaves. The j

result is a state, not of freemen, but only of slaves and masters;

a state of envy on the one side and on the other contempt. Nothing '

could be further removed from the spirit of frieiidship or the

temper of a political community. Community depends on friend-
j

ship; and when there is enmity instead of friendship, men will
\

not even share the same path. § 8. A state aims at being, as far as 1

it can be, a society composed of equals and peers [who, as such,
|

can be friends and associates] ; and the middle class, more than
[

any other, has this sort of composition. It follows that a state
\

which is based on the middle class is bound to be the best
|

constituted in respect of the elements [i.e. equals and peers] of
|

which, on our view, a state is naturally composed. The middle

classes [besides contributing, in this way, to the security of the

Similarly here, aft^ a previous discussion of_‘polityJ^, (ini_^^vn-ixhwIud^ is

bas^„o,n it^politTcarstrufitupa-a^ a rStpre^of'oligarchy and' dSocfacy, he
proceeds to a3CTrdftcussion,whichjCbased.pn it? social comppsitfon. We now

• 4 find tISP^lity’'irfhe~b'"ek constitution for the majority 'of states because it

mixes the different classes in, or under, a common and dominant middle class.

This is really a new view, or at any rate an extension of the previous view; for

a constitution which mixes elements of oligarchy with elements of democracy is

not, per se, a constitution dominated by the middle class.
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state] enjoy a greater security themselves than any other class.

§ 9. They do not, like the poor, covet the goods of others; nor do'

others covet their possessions, as the poor covet those of the rich.

Neither plotting against others, not plotted against themselves,

they live in freedom from danger; and we may well approve the '

prayer of Phucylides

Many things are best for the middling: \'V

Fain would I be of the state’s :^iiddle class. \

§ 10. It is clear from our argument, first, that the best form of

political society is one where power is vested in the middle class,

and, secondly, that good government is attainable in those states

where there is a large middle class—large enough, if possible, to be

stronger than both of the other classes, but at any rate large enough
to be stronger than either of them singly; for in that case its addi-

tion to either will suffice to turn the scale, and will prevent either

of the opposing extremes from becoming dominant. §11. It is

therefore the greatest of blessings for a state that its members \

should possess a moderate and adequate property. Where 1296 a •

some have great possessions, and others have nothing at all, the \

result is either an extreme.democracy or an unmixed oligarchy;
|

or it may even be—indirectly, and as a reaction against both of

these extremes—a tyranny. Tyranny is a form of government
which may grow out^iFfhe headiest type of democracy, or out of

oligarchy; but it is much less likely to grow out of constitutions of

the middle order, or those which approximate to them [e.g.

moderate oligarchies]. § 12. We shall explain the reason later,

when we come to treat of revolutions and constitutional change.

Meanwhile, it is clear that the middle type of constitution is best
\

[for the majority of states]. It is the one type free^fromjfaction; 1

where the.middle, class is. large, there is least likelihood of faction

and dissension among the citizens . § 13. Large states are generally 1

more free from faction just because they have a large middle class.
|

In small states, on the other hand, it is easy for the whole popula-

1

tion to be divided into only two classes
;
nothing is left in the middle,

|

and all—or almost all—are either poor or rich. § 14.''::The reason
|

why democracies are generally more secure and more permanent’
than oligarchies is the character of their middle class, which is \

more numerous, and is allowed a larger share in the government, ]

than it is in oligarchies. Where democracies have no middle class,

and the poor are greatly superior in number, trouble ensues, and
|

,

they are speedily ruined.^ § 15. It must also be considered a proof
of its value that the best legislators have come from the middle
class. Solon was one, as his own poems prove: Lycurgus was
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another (and not, as is sometimes said, a member pf the royal

family); and the same is true of Charondas and most of the other
legislators.

§ 16. What has just been said also serves to explainwhy [‘polities’
\ \

^ are rare, and] most constitutions are either democratic or oli-
^

' garchical. In the first place, the middle...classJs in most, states
|

''

generally small
;
and the result is that as soon as one or other of

j h
the two main classes—the owners of property and the masses— ,

gains the advantage, it oversteps the mean, and drawing the con-
|

stitution in its own direction it institutes, as the case may be, <

either a democracy or an oligarchy. § 17. In the second place,

.

factious disputes and struggles readily arise between the masses
|

and the rich; and no matter which side may win the day, it refuses'

to establish a constitution based on the common interest and the

principle of equality, but, preferring to exact as the prize of victory

a greater share of constitutional rights, it institutes, according to

its principles, a democracy or an oligarchy. § 18. Thirdly, the

.

policy of the two states which have held the ascendancy in Greece
' ‘

[i.e. Athens and Sparta] has also been to blame. Each has paid an

exclusive regard to its own type of constitution; the one has insti-;

tuted democracies in the states under its control, and the other has'

set up oligarchies; each has looked to its own advantage, and‘

^ neither to that of the states it controlled. § 19. These three reasons
^

' explain why a middle or mixed type of constitution has never been \

established—or, at the most, has only been established on a few I

occasions and in a few states. . . . One man, and one only, of all
^

who have hitherto been in a position of ascendancy, has allowed

himself to be persuaded to agree to the setting up of such a type.^

And now it has also become 1296 b the habit in each individual

state [as it was of Athens and Sparta when they stood at the head

of a group of states] not even to want a system of equality, but,

instead of that, either to try to dominate or, if beaten, just to

submit to the victor.

§ 30 . It is clear, from the argument, which is the best constitu-

tion [for the majority of states], and what are the reasons why it is
^

so. Once we have_thus., settled which is.the be§t, it becomes easy ,,

to take alFtKe others (including the different varieties, both of

democracy arid of oligarchy, which we have already distinguished),

and to arrange them in an order of merit—first, second, and so on

in turn—according as their quality is a better or a worse quality.

§ 21. The ne^pt to the best must always be better, than alLthe

^re^t„and"lfie"one whicHls^^-farthest,removed from the,mean [and

therefore from the best] mustdways be wqrse^ifw£arejudging [on

* See Note, MM, p. 184.
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general grounds, and] not in relation to particular circumstances.

I use the words ‘in relation to particular circumstances’ for this

reason: one sort of constitution may be intrinsically preferable, but

there is nothing to prevent another sort from being more suitable

in the given case; and indeed this may often happen.

Note MM (p. 183) : The one man who favoured a mixed constitution

D

Chapter XII

>

Newman suggests that the one man was Theramenes, a moderate
leader at Athens in 411 B.C., and the chief promoter of'a'mbderate con-

stitution which vested power in the 5,000 citizens who could furnish

themselves with arms (see Appendix IV. A, 4). It is true that Thucydides
refers to this constitution as a moderate mixture of oligarchy and demo-
cracy (viii, c. 97); but it is also true (i) that Theramenes was never ‘in a

position of ascendancy’ in Greek affairs, and (2) that he can hardly be
said to have ‘allowed himself to be persuaded to agree to the setting up of

a type of constitution’—a phrase which implies co-operation with others

in setting up a general system of ‘polities’ in Greek states generally.

Was it ^tipater that Aristotle had in mind—the regent for Alexander,
who exercised an ‘ascendancy’ on his behalf during his absence in the

East ? The suggestion raises chronological difficulties
;
for though Antipater

did establish a moderate constitution at Athens (under which power was
vested in a body of 9,000 citizens), he did not do so till 321, the year after

Aristotle’s death. Had Aristotle discussed Greek politics with Antipater
at an early date, and endeavoured to persuade him to favour a system of
‘polities’ in Greece ? (This might explain the phrase ‘allowed himself to

be persuaded to agree’.) Or is this sentence a later insertion ? It must be
admitted that it is grammatically difficult—unless the sentence is a later

insertion—to include Antipater among those ‘who have hitherto been in

a position of ascendancy’. He held that position just at the time when
Aristotle was lecturing at Athens.
On the general policy of Antipater and his relations to Aristotle see the

Introduction, I, pp. xix-xxiii.

JO.

WHAT SORT OF CONSTITUTION IS DESIRABLE FOR WHAT
SORT OF CIVIC BODY ? (cc. xii-xin)

In constitutions quantity and quality have to he balanced against

one another. When the weight of numbers amons the -^or more tfidn \

balances the quality of the other elements^ a democracy is desirable.

'Wlie7£thejmaLity ofthe other 'eleinehtTmoretlidn'Bdtmc^tJiF^ig^^ I

of numbers amon^ the poor, an oligarchy is desirable. When the midi

£/aw more_ than_bala7icesf̂ diiriJie^tTij ŝ^^^r‘evmone of the others—
* il^dedrabls.^ Considerations on the value of ^t>olities\ and

on the folly of devices intended to trich men into believing ifmtthey^

ho-Vf rights when they have none.

§ I. The next subject to consider, according to our programme,
is the question, ‘What and what sort of constitution is suited to'
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what and what sort of persons ?’^ In order to answer this question,

we’must first assume a general axiom which is true of all constitu-

tions—that jthe. part of a state which wishes a,constitution to con-
tinuejmust be strongerjthAu the part vyhich-does not. Here we
have to remember that quality and quantity both go to the making
of every state. By ‘quality’'we mean~free birth, wealfhr^lHire,
and nobility of descent; by ‘quantity’ we mean supenority m
numbers. § 2. Now quality may belong to one of the parts which
compose a state, and quantity to another. For example, those who
are low-born may be moret^merous than the high-born, or the

poor than the rich; but tha.gi,jj|priorlty.-in quantity on the one side

may not be sufficient to balance the superiority j)f quality on the

other. Quantity and quality must thus be placed" in the balance
|

against one another. § 3. [On that basis we may lay down three ,

propositions.] First, where the number of the poor is more than ! 1

enough to counterbalance the higher quality of the other side,

"tJiere will naturally be a democracy; and the particular variety of

democracy will depend on the p̂articulaFform of superiority which
is showm in each case, by the mass of the people. If, foFexample,

"the mass of the people ^e predominantly farmers, we sEalThave

^'the'firit^or ‘peasantrr^fdfin^brdemo.cracy^'if they are mechanics

and day-labourers, we~ shalt~have'tfie~‘extreme’ form ;^ and the

same will alio'be true of tE^intermediate forms between ‘peasant’

and ‘extreme’ democracy. Secondly, where the superiority of the ’->
)

rich and the notables in point of quality is greater than their

mfenority-iii-point^bCquantityrthere-wilt-be-an'^ligarcby: and the

particular variety of oligarchy will similarly depend on the par-

ticular form of superiority which is shown by the oligarchical body.

§ 4. (It may be noted, in passing, that a legislator should always
]

make the members of the middle class partners in any constitution
j

which he establishes. If the laws he makes are oligarchical, he
j

should aim at including the middle class in their benefits : if they \

are democratic, he should seek to attach that class to his democratic
j

laws.) Thirdly, where the number of the members of the middle

class outweighs that^f'both the other classes—and even where it

only outvrcighs that of one of the others—a ‘pjolity’ can be per-

rnfflentLy,established. § 5. There is no risk, in such a case, oftEe

Tich uniting with the poor to oppose 1297 a the middle class

:

neither will ever be willing to be subject to the other; and if they

try to find a constitution which is more in their common interest

than the ‘poUty’ is, they will fail to find one. Neither class would

* Aristotle here proceeds to the third item of the programme previously laid

down, in c. ii, §§ 4-^.
^ See above, c. Vi, § 3. => C. VI, § 5 .
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tolerate a system under which either ruled in its turn: they hpe
too little confidence in one another. A neutral arbitrator always

f

gives the best ground for confidence; and ‘the man in the middle’!

is such an arbitrator. § 6 . The better, and the more-eauitable. the ^

mixture in a Jpolitv’, the more durable wilLitii^ It is here that^

1^ error is often made bv those who-desire to.establish aristocratic
|

f̂ nstitutioniirFForgetting the claims of equity], they not only give

'more power to the well-to-do, but they also deceive the people [by

^fobbing them off with sham rights]. Illusory benefits must always

produce real evils in the long run; and tlie_encxQachmeid:a_made

byjhgjncli [under cover of such devices] are more destructive to n
constitution than those of the people.

Chapter XIII

This mention of devices leads us to consider the various devices used by\

oligarchies, and to mention the counter-devices used in democracies. 1

The better policy is to pursue a via media, and to aim at an honest \

compromise rather than to use devices. This policy may be illustrated' ‘

from a study of the proper nature of a civic army and the methods by

which it can be honestly recruited without recourse to any devices.

This leads us to consider the effects of the nature and composition of
the army on Greek constitutional development.

§ I. The devices adopted in constitutions^ for fobbing the \

masses off with sham rights are five in number. They relate to the

assembly
;
the magistracies

;
the law courts

;
the possession of arms

;

and the practice of athletics. As regards the assembly,, all alike are Q
allowed to attend; but fines for non-attendance are either imposed
on the rich alone, or imposed on the rich at a far higher rate. ^
§ 2. As regards the rnagistracies. those who possess a property .

qualification are not allowed to decline office on oath,^ but the poor ^
are allowed to do so. As regards the law courts, the rich are fined

for non-attendance, but the poor may absent themselves with
impunity; or, alternatively, the rich are heavily fined and the poor
are only fined lightly—as is the rule under the laws of Charondas.

§ 3. In some states a different device is adopted in regard to atten-

dance at the assembly and the law courts. All who have registered
\

themselves may attend; those who fail to attend after registration
|

are heavily fined. Here the intention is to stop men from register-
|

ing, through fear of the fines they may thus incur, and ultimately
j

^
‘Constitutions’ here, as Newman suggests, may mean only ‘polities’, orf

mixed constitutions; but it may also include ‘aristocracies’ of the mixed type]
described in c. vii.

- i.e. an oath that their wealth (or health) is inadequate for the performance
of the duties of an office.
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to Stop them from attending the courts and assembly as a result
;

of their failure to register. § 4. Similar measures are also employed '

.

in regard to the possession of arms and the practice of athletics. C
The poor are allowed not to have any arms, and the rich are fined

w for not having them. The poor are not fined if they absent them- (<.;

* selves from physical training; the rich are; and so while the latter

are induced to attend by the sanction of a fine, the former are left

free to abstain in the absence of any deterrent.

§ 5. The legal devices,just .mentioned.,are of an oligarchical

character. Democracies have their counter-devices: the~poor re-

ceive payment for attendance.at.the.assembly and.the law courts;

theTrch are not fined ifthey-fail to attend. -§ 6. If we want to secure

an equitable mixture of the two sides, we must combine elements
drawn from both: in other words, we must both pay the poor for

attendance and fine the rich for non-attendance. On this plan all

would share in a common constitution: on the other, the constitu-

tion belongs to one side only. 1297 b § 7. It is true that the .

constitution of a ‘polity’ or mixed state must be based on a citizen-

body composed only of those who have arms, [and that this involves

a property qualification]. But it is not possible to define this 1

qualification absolutely, or to say that it must consist of a fixed

amount in all cases. We must seek to discover in each given case,
f

^
and to fix for each, the highest amount which it is possible to

i

require withQut_.s.acrificing the princ,iple_that those who enjoy
j

political rights.should be. in a majority over those who do not.
'

§ 8. [This will involve no difficulty with the poor] : even when they !

do not enjoy political privileges, the poor are ready enough to keep \

quiet, provided that they are not violently handled or deprived of

any of their property. But moderation does not come readily; and

those who enjoy political rights are not always humane to inferiors.

§ 9. There may, for example, be a difficulty in time ofwar. The poor \

are usually reluctant to serve, if they are given no subsistence allow-
'

ance, and are thus left without any means. But if they are provided

with subsistence they are willing enough to fight.

There are some constitutions in which the citizen-body includes)

not only those who are actually serving, but also those who havej

previously served.^ The Malian constitution, for example, in the

south of Thessaly, gave the franchise to both; but it restricted \

eligibility to office to those who were actually on service. § 10. The ^

* Aristotle is here led into a digression on the connexion between political

^ forms and military organization. The digression becomes an historical dis-

^ quisition, in the course of which he shows that the development of political

forms is connected with the development of the art of war. It is obvious,

especially when we reflect on recent development in modem Europe, that

Aristotle here touches on a theme of cardinal importance.
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first form of constitution which succeeded to monarchy in ancient

Greece was one in which the soldiery formed the citizen-body. At

first it consisted only of cavalry. Military strengtirand'superlority

were then the prerogative of that arm; infantry is useless without

a system of tactics; and as the experience and the rules required
,

for such a system did not exist in early times, the strength of armies

lay in their cavalry. When, however, states began to increase in

size, and infantry forces acquired a greater degree of strength,

more persons were admitted to the enjoyment of political rights.

§11. For this reason [i.e. because there was then a notable exten-

tion of the franchise] the name ‘democracy’ was given at that time

to constitutions which we now call ‘polities’. It is not surprising

that the old constitutions should have been oligarchical and, earlier

still, monarchical. With their populations still small, states had no »

large middle class; and the body of the people, still few in number; 1

and insignificant in organization, were more ready to tolerate 1

government from above.

§ 12. [We have now considered three of the five subjects men-
tioned in our programme of study.] (i) We have explained why
there is a variety of constitutions, and why there are other forms
than those commonly enumerated. (Democracy has more than
one form; and the same is true of other constitutions.) We have
also explained the differences between the various forms, and the

causes of the character of each. (2) We have explained which is
*

the best constitution in the majority of cases. (3) We have ex-

plained, so far as other constitutions are concerned, which sort of

constitution suits which sort of civic body.^

E
THE METHODS OF ESTABLISHING CONSTITUTIONS, IN RELA-
TION TO TFIE THREE POWERS—DELIBERATIVE, EXECUTIVE,

AND JUDICIAL (cc. xiv-xvi)

Chapter XIV
There are three demenU or towers in the uovernment. of astate. The
firsts the deliberative;'^nd thailnay he zrransed^n~ihree differei^

systetns. ThTfirst system asswts dll mattes MTBeration to all: ith
* The programme of study is that stated at the end of c. ii, §§ 4-5. The first

subject has been considered in cc. iii-x. The second subject has been considered
in c. XI; but there is a preliminary consideration of it in cc. viii-ix, and the 1

consideration is continued incidentally in c. xii, §§ 4-6. The third subject is

considered in c. xil, and incidentally in c. xiii, §§ lo-ii. There have been some
digressions in the^ course of the argument (e.g. c. xiil is largely a digression on ?

political devices in oligarchies and the counter-devices of democracies); but (^))
on the whole the programme stated at the end of c. ii has been steadily followed. !

The two remaining subjects of the programme are now duly treated, at the end
;

of Book IV and in the course of Book V.
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thesMsteni of democracy, and it may be carried into effect in four
differe7it ways. The second system assmis~^l jnatters to some: iTis

fEe system of oligarchy, and it may he carried into effect in three ways.

A third system assigns so7ne 7tiatters to alT the citizens, and others to

so77ie ofjhe7/i: tins svste7n is characteristic of an aristocracy and of
^polities'. How the deliberative ele77ie7it 77iav best he arranged, as a
77iatter of vtoYicyjM-dsmQcracies and in oligarchies,

§ I. We have now to treat of the next subject [i.e. the proper
method of establishing constitutions], and we have to do so both
in general terms and separately for each constitution. We must
first find a proper basis for the treatment of the subject. We may
lay it down that there are three_elements. or ‘powers’, in each.

constitution._and that a good legislator [in establishing a constitu-
\

tion] must consider what is expedient for it under each of these
|

three heads. If all of them are constructed properly, the whole

constitution too will be constructed properly; and where they are

constructed differently, constitutions will also differ. § 3. The first

of the three is the deliberative,

e

lement concerned with commcux-
affairs, and its proper constitution : 1298 a the second is the ele-

ment of the inagistraciesTaiLd-iiere.it_has to be settled what .these

magistracies are to be^ what matters they are to controL^OjcLhow

their occupants

_

aiie_t^be appointed) : the third is the judicial

elernent, ^d the proper consti^tion ofthat^ementrL
""

§ 3 . The deliberative elemenris~sov^i.gn (
1 ) on the issues of

[

war and peace, and the making and brewing of alliances
; (3) in

|

the enacting of laws; (3 )
in cases where the penalty of death, exile, !

and confiscation is involved; and (4)
in the appointment of magi-

\

strates and the calling of them to account on the expiration of [

their office.^ Three diffexeuL arrangements ofjhis element are

possible: first, to give the!4ecismn on all tI^ri^U£sJt-caverS-to all (\

the citizens; secondly, to give the decision on all the issues.tQ:w?»e a;

of the citizens (either by ref^ing theiiTalf to onemagistracy or

combination of magistracies, or by referring different issues to___

^IfferenTmagistracies') : andTEirdly," to fflve the decision on some ;
~

issues to g/i_the citizens, and on other issues to some oi them.

§ 4 . The first of these arrangements, which assigns all the issues
^

of deliberation to all the citizens, is characteristic of democracies;
|

the equality which it implies is exactly what the people desire.

But there are a number of differentjyays. in, which it_m^ i2>

effected. First, all the citizens may meet to deliberate in relays,

' See Note NN, p. 193.
^ Compare Book III, c. xi, §§ 15-16, where 'the election of magistrates, and

their examination at the end of their tenure’, are stated to be the most important

of issues, and to be connected with ‘deliberation’.
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and not in a single body. This was the scheme in the constitution

‘o^elecles of Miletus. (We may also cite, as a variation of this

scheme, the example of some other constitutions, in which the

different boards of magistrates meet together for deliberation in

a single body, but the citizensjoin the boards in relays—drawn from

the tribes and the smallest units within the tribes—^until they have

all been included in the cycle.*) It is also a part of this scheme,

,

under which all the citizens meet to deliberate in relays, that they]

assemble only for the purpose of enacting laws., for dealing with ;

constitutional matters, and for hearing the announcements of the I

magistrates.? § 5. A second way. in which this first arrangement

may be carried out is that all the citizens should meet to deliberate
'

in a single body .Jbut only for the three purposes of appointing and

v\

examining the magistrates, enacting laws, and dealing with issues

of warai^ peace_,^The other matters [i.e. matters which involve

the penalties of death, exile, and confiscation] will then be left for

the deliberation of the magistracies assigned to deal with each

branch; but appointment to such magistracies will be open

—

whether it is made by election or by lot—to all the citizens. § 6._A_ '

third way is that the citizens should meet for the tAvo.purposes of

appointing and.examming- the magistrates, .and deliberating^^
^ssues oT^r and-foreign p^lm]L^^t t̂hgTJSiaftsts [i.e. the enact-

^

ment of laws, and the infliction ofmajor penalties] should be le^\

to the control of boards of magistrates wh irhr-fl.<^ far as possibl^.''af^ -

kept electiye^—boards to which men of experience and knowledge
ought to be appointed. § 7. A fourthji^^av-is-that-alL should meet

to deliberate on all issues, and boards ofmagistrates should have no
^ower of giving adecisioiTon an^issue~but^l7n:lmf'*5f~makln^ V
preliminary investigations. This is the way in which extreme

')

'^mocracy—a form of democracy analogous, as we have suggested,
“I

to the dynastic form of oligarchy and the tyrannical form of S
monarchy—is nowadays conducted.'*

* These constitutions appear at first sight to confine deliberation to some of
^

the citizens (since they vest it primarily in a combination of magistracies)
;
but \

as they open the magistracies to all the citizens (in their turn), they really vest
|

the power of deliberation in all the citizens (again in their turn).
^ Problems arise in regard to this sentence, which limits, and limits greatly, \

the number of the issues on which all the citizens deliberate. Generally, a
scheme which makes the citizens deliberate only in relays, and only on a limited
number of issues, can hardly be said to be a way of giving effect to the arrange-
ment which assigns all issues of deliberation to all the citizens.

^ See Note OO, p. 193.
This parallel has already been drawn in c. iv, § zy and c. vi, § 1 1. It may be ,

added that these four sections (4-7) ail offer a logical difficulty. They start from F /
an intention of describing various ways in which all may deliberate on all issues.

|

Actually, they seem more concerned with ways in which not-all may deliberate

;

on not-all issues. i
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All these ways of arranging the distribution of deliberative power
|

are democratic. A second systencLof arrangement^ which may also
,

'

be carried into effect in a number of different wavs, is that some of ^

the citizejis^should-deliberate on all matters. This is- characteristic

ofol^arcEyi r87~One wav of carryin^his second sv^em into
^ect IS that the members of the deliberative body should be
eligible on the basis ofa modefat^rb'perty'qualification. and should
therefore be: fairlyjtiumeroua : that they should not make changes
in matters where the law prohibits change, but should obey its ^

rules; and that all who-acguke-property to the amount of the 1

qualification ._required-should-be_allQwed to share in the right "oH
deliberation-. Here we have something which is an oligarchy, but
an oligarchy tending to ‘polity’ by virtue of its moderation. .A
second way of giving effect to this system is that membership of - i

'

The deliberative body sfioiild beIong_onlv to selected persons—and
not to all persons [who acquire property toHdie'^mo'ufir'of the

qualification required]—but that these persons I2q8 b should act ,

as before, in obedience to thfijailesi-of lavy . This is a way charac-

teristic of oligarchy. $ q . Another wav of carrying this system into
^

effect is that those who-possess the power oCHellberation should

recruit themselves-bY-co-optation, or should simply succeed bv"*
heredity, and sho.uld[£^yjiie.p.o.we£. 0-Loy.erruling thhlaws. This

is a way of arrangement which ineyitably means oligSfchy."

§ 10 . A third sysfem of arrangement is that some ofjthe citizens ' n

should deKBerate on~some matters—but not on ail. [The effect ^
^11 he that on other matters a/Z the citizens will deliberate .1 For
mstance, all the citizens may exercise the deliberative power in

regard to war and peace and the examination of magistrates; but

the magistrates only may exercise that power on issues other than

these, and these magistrates may be appointed by election.^ When
this is the case, the constitution js an arjstogragyj Another alterna- y,

tive is that sopae issues of deliberation should go to persons..,

appornted~bv:.^le.ction,—ah^Tothers to persons appointed by lot

^wrtlTlKe^chance^ of the lot either . open ..toT^ or^ open only to

candidates selected Jn.a.^^^ or, again, that all issues should !

go to a mixed bodvjiLelected .personsand persons^ppinted
\

lot,, deliberating tngptbpx. Such ways of arrangement are partly^

* In the Greek text the words ‘or by lot’ follow. But the addition of thesct

words would make the form of government described a democracy, and not, as

it is said to be, an aristocracy. I therefore follow the editors who have bracketed)

these words as an interpolation. It may be added that in this section Aristotle'

appears to be describing (but implicitly rather than explicitly) the third main \

arrangement described at the end of § 3—that of assigning the power of decision i

on some issues to all, and on other issues to some. He does not, however, make it I

clear that this is another main type of arrangement; on the contrary, he seems to /

add it as an appendix to his description of the second (or oligarchical) type.
'
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characteristic of a ‘polity’ verging on aristocracy, and partly of a

pure ‘polity’.^

§ II. These are the different forms of the deliberative body

which correspond to the different constitutions. Each constitution

is organized on the basis of one or other of the systems we have

distinguished. [We may now turn from the actual practice to the

pxoptx policy of states.]
"

§ 12. policy, which is in the interest of a democracy—a j

democracy,TETis to say, of the type whicb is nowadays held to I

be peculiarly and specially democratic (and this is the type where
;

the sovereignty of the people dominates even the laws)-:=is„ta \

improve the quality of the deliberative body by applying to it the !

plan which oligarchies apply to the meetings~ofThe law courts , i

They compel the attendance of all whose presence is desired in

die courts under sanction of a fine—the converse of the democratic

plan of persuading men to attend by pay. A democracy will do well

to apply this plan of compulsory attendance to the deliberative
i

assembly. The results-of-deliberation are better when all deliberate

togetherLwhen the populace is mixed with the notables and they,
'

^i theiiutum.^with the populace. § 13. It is also in the intere^df
;

~a_democracy-that,the parts ofjdie,state jhould be represented in
\

the deliberative-bodyilby an equal nui^er of members, either

electedLior-the-purpose-or.appQinted by the use of the-lot.^ Tt.isj

also in its interest, when the members of the populace_largelv i

exceed the notables _whQJiaye political experience^that-payment
j

Jor~^tendance at the assembly should not be given to all the
j

citizens, but only to so many as will balance the number of the. 1

notables ^ alternatively, that the lot should , be uaetLto eliminateuj

the excess or^rdinar^itizens over the notables. !

The policy which is in the^te'rest of* oligarchies is to \

co-opt to the deliberative body some members drawn from the i

populace; or, alternatively, to erect an institution of the type which '

exists in some states, under the name of ‘preliminary council’ or

‘council of legal supervision’, and then to allow the citizen-body '*

to deal with any issues which have already been considered, in
;

* The second alternative suggested in the latter part of § 10 seems more
characteristic of a pure ‘polity’: the first alternative (especially when the
persons appointed by lot are drawn from candidates selected in advance) seems
more characteristic of a ‘polity’ inclining to aristocracy.

“ It is important to notice that Aristotle here suggests a representative organ

(

of deliberation (cf. also Book VI, c. Ill, §1). This shows that the idea of
1 representative institutions was not altogether unknown to the Greeks. It may
j

be added that the new Athenian League, instituted in 377 B.c., made provision
for a double parliament—part consisting of the Athenian Council and Assembly,
and the other part being ‘a synod of representatives from all the other states of
the league’ (Cambndge Ancient History, vol. vi, p. 73).
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advance, by the members of this institution. (On this latter plan
the people at large will share in the right of deliberation, but they
will not be able to abrogate any rule of the constitution.) § 15.

Another line of policy which is in the interest of oligarchies is that
|

the people should only be free to vote for measures which are
i

identical, or at any rate in agreement, with those submitted by the
government; or, alternatively, that the people as a whole should
have a consultative voice, but the deliberative organ should be

I

the body of magistrates. If the latter alternative is adopted, it

should be applied in a way which is the opposite of the practice

followed in ‘polities’. The people should be sovereign for the

purpose of rejecting proposals, but not for the purpose of passing
them; and any proposals which they pass should be referred back
to the magistrates. § 16. The practice adopted in ‘polities’ is the

reverse of this. The few [i.e. the magistrates] are sovereign for the
j

purpose of rejecting proposals, but not for the purpose of passing '

them; and any proposal which they pass is 1299 a referred back to
j

the many. . . . These are our conclusions in regard to the delibera-

tive or sovereign^ element in the constitution.

Note NN (p. 189): The three elements of governtnent

Prima facie, these three ‘elements’ seem to be identical with the
legislative, executive, and judicial powers of modem theory. Actually,

5

Aristotle’s deliberative dement,was .hardly, a.legislative (though_it..had i

legislative funcHbnsl'i'Tt' wis.rather_concerne.d_.'vvitlxthe,executive function,
(

and-with some of the higher judicial functions. Similarly his magistracies,

'

though they had executive functions (of different specialized kinds),’ did
not constitute" aiT ‘executive government* "^ih the .modem., sense; the
deliberatlrc' element had overriding power in. that respect. Finally, the

judicial element, as we have already noticed, was, not.a.body ofjudges : it

was composed „of lay. or, popular courts. The reader has to think himself !

back into a Greek framework essentially different from the modem, and /

to abandon any idea of a differentiation of powers on the model of
|

Montesquieu’s theory, or of British (or American) practice.

Note 00 (p. 190): The use of the lot at Athens

Popular feeling in democracies ran in favour of the lot, winch was held :

to give the ordinary man a better chance. Election gave a better chance to i

those who could plead capacity—or (one may also add) could bring ]

influence to bear.

Appointment to office by means of the lot—the usual procedure at ;

Athens except for the generals and other military officers (Appendix IV.
'

B. 3)—may seem s^ange to-day. But it was safeguarded at Athens in
'

three ways-:^rst,'^y a formal test of^tness before entiy on office

(dokimasia)

;

secondlyrby~irvbte~in"tKe' assembly 'oii-the~.conduct of.any

officer during his tenure {epicheirotoiiid), a vote to which^he was at once-

* The identification of the deliberative with the sovereign element has already i

been made in Book III, c. xi, § 15, and, more explicitly, in Book II, c. vi, § a.
j

4774 O
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subjected if the assembly held that there was ground for examination; and
^

thirdly, by a scrutiny at the end of the tenure of office {eiithunai), which ’

included not only a financial audit, but also examination before a board of
j

scrutiny, or, in the case of the higher officers, before the Coimcil and the
|

popular courts : see Vinogradoff, HistoricalJurisprudence, vol. ii, pp. 140-3.

Chapter XV
The second dement is the executive, or the system of magistracies .

pifferences in the system of magistracies turn onfour points—numher;
fictions: tenure: and methods ofap^intment. Definition ofthe term

~Pnagistracy'; and a general consideration of the number, functions,

and tenure of magistracies, with a discussion of the relation of different

magistracies {e.g. the Boule and the Probouloi) to different constitu-

tions. The methods of appointment: the three main factors to be con-

sidered, the choice of alternatives presented by each, and the various

modes of handling the choice of alternatives. The arrangements for

the appointment of magistrates best suited to different constitutions—
democracy, ^polity", oligarchy, and aristocracy.

§ I. The next subject for examination is the [executiveelement,

or_the] inagistracies. This element of the constitution, lilce the

deliberativeVadmifs of a number of-different arrangements. These
differences arise on a variety of points; fi') the number of the

magistracies L-(,2.^-the subjects_with which they deal; and _f3.1-the

“length of the tenure of each. . . . In some states the tenure is six
.1' ,

'•
<1

U
months ;Tn some it is aJess period; in others it is a year; and in

ofhHs, again, it is a longer period. We have not only to compare
these periods; we have also to inquire generally whether magi-

^

stracies should be held for life, or for a long term of years, or \

neither for life nor for a long term but only for shorter periods, i

and whether, in that case, the same person should hold office more
|

than once, or each should be eligible only for a single term. . . .

There is also (4) a further point to be considered

—

the method of

appointment! and this raises three questions—who should be
^figibleTwho should have the right of election; and how should the

election be conducted ? § 2. We have first to distinguish the

various methods which it is possible to apply to each of these

questions, and then, on that basis, we have to determine the particu-

lar form of magistracies which will suit a particular form of con-
stitution. We are confronted, however, with an initial difficulty

of definition. What is to be included under the term._‘magisfrate’ ?

A political association needs a large number of different officers.

We cannot, therefore, reckon as magistrates all the persons
appointed—by election or lot—to any office. We can hardly include,
for example, the priests of thp public cults, whose office must be
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reckoned as something different from the political magistracies.

§ 3. The same is true of the officials cojicemed..witiL.tlie-produc-

tiqnjjJLplays;^ it is true of th^fiSralds
;

it is true of the persons
elected to go on embassies. The general range

,
of official duties

may be divided into three classes. The first is the political, where
the duty is one of ' directing, in some particular sphere of action,

either the whole body of the citizens (as e.g. a general directs the

civic army in the field), or some section of the citizens (as e.g. the

inspectors of women and children direct their respective charges).

The second is the economic
;
and here the officers elected to measure

the corn for distribution (they are to be found in many states) may
be cited as an example. The third class is that of subordinate„.or,

menial duties—duties of the sort which, in wealthy states, the

public slaves are set to discharge. § 4. Among all these offices the

title of magistfacy'^should; on.'the whole, be reserved fnr thosg

which are_chargedjwitli-th^uty, in some given field, of delib.erat-
'

ing, deciding, and giving instructions

—

and,more especially with
;

the dj^y_o£-glying.instructiQiis
,
which is the special mark of the

magistratey^ut it is all a matter of style, which canJiardly. be
said_to .,hay.e..any..importance in,„practice. No decision has been
given about it in courts, the issue being merely a matter of termi-

nology; and it only offers an opportunity for speculative inquiry.

§ 5. In dealing with all constitutions, but especially in dealing

with tEose of small states, it is a-matter. of-inore importanceTo
distinguish.-what-sort-and-number„oLmagistracies,.ar.e,necessarv

\

g~^e state’s existence, ancTwhat sort are oCvalue^^ven-i£.the-y~
are no.L-Oecessary—^in ensuring-argood-cpns.titution. § 6. In large

states it is both possiSle and proper that a separate magistracy '

shoul3~be allotted to each separate function. Th~e~number ofthe •

citizens makes it convenient forXnumber of persons to enter on
office : it permits some of the offices to be held only once in a life-

time, and others (though held more than once) to be held again

only after a long interval; and, apart from convenience, each

function gets better attention when it is the only one undertaken,

and not one among a number of others.

1299 b § 7. In small states, on the other hand, a large number \

of functions have to be accumulated in the hands of but a few
persons. The small number of the citizens makes it difficult for

many persons to be in office together; and if there were, who
would be their successors? It is true that small states some-)

times need the same magistracies, and the same laws about their

!

tenure and duties, as large states. But it is also true that large states

* To equip a chorus for a public dramatic festival was an expensive olEce
]

for which the Athenian tribes provided men in their turn.
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’ need their magistracies almost continuously, and small states only

; need theirs at long intervals. § 8 . There is thus no reason why
, srnall states should.not impose a number of (luties_simultaneoudy

I
oiTtheir.officers. They will not interfere with one anbth'ef;’and

anyhow it is necessary, where the population is small, to turn

magistrates into jacks-of-all-trades.^
^

But before this question can be settled finally, there are a
,

number of questions to be considered. ’'One thing which will help 0
jus to determine how many magistracies can be combined in the

i hands of a single magistrate is to know beforehand hojw_Jiiaay

magistracies a state miist have, and howjn^y^qAers it ought to

have even though they are not absolutely necessai^. *§'9.vSecondly, ^
we must not omit to consider which matters need the attention of

^
different local magistracies acting in different places, and which

ought to be controlled by one central magistracy acting for the

whole area.2 The rnaintenance of order' is'an example. It raises

the question whether we should have one person to keep order in

the market-place and another in another place, or whether we
should have a single person to keep order in every place.v^Thirdly,

f

we have also to consider whether to allocate duties on the basis
^

of the subject to be handled, or on that of the class of persons

‘ concerned: e.g. should we have one officer for the whole subject

of the maintenance of order, or a separate officer for the class of v

.

children and another for that of women? §10.'- Fourthly, we^i^'y

have also to take into account the difference of constitutions. This
raises the question whether the scheme of magistracies varies from
one constitution to another, or is the same for all constitutions.

Are we to say that in all constitutions alike (democracy, oligarchy,

aristocracy, and monarchy) the same magistracies form the govern-

ment—with the one difference that the magistrates personally do
not come from the same, or a similar, social class, but are drawn
from a different class in each different constitution (in aristocracies,

for example, from the cultured class; in oligarchies from the.

wealthy; and in democracies from the free-born)? Or shall we
say that the magistracies too, as well as the magistrates, differ

in some respects from one constitution to another; and shall we
1

then add, as a qualification, that in some cases the same magis-
tracies are suitable, but in other cases they are bound to differ?

(In some constitutions, for example, it may be appropriate that

' This is a free translation. Aristotle’s word, in the Greek, is one which
denotes a spit that can also serve as a lamp-holder—something like ‘the Delphic
Imife’ mentioned in Book I, c. n, § 3.

f

* It is often said that the Greek city-state knew no distinction behveen central

;
and local govemcnent. This passage shows the germ of such a distinction, as the

; previous passage in c, xiv, §13, shows the germ of the idea- of representation.
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magistracies should be powerful: in others it may be appropriate
that the same magistracies should be wealc.)

§ II. Some magistracies, it is true, are altogether peculiar to '(

one type of constitution. A preliminary-council,. . or, body-, of i

probouloi, is^.an_example. Such a body does not square with '

democracy, where the ordinary council, or boule, is the appropriate
|

institution. There ought, indeed, to be some sort of body charged
‘

with the duty of preliminary deliberation on behalf of the people:

otherwise the people will not be able to attend to their ordinary

business. But if such a body is small, it becomes an oligarchieal

institution; and a body of probouloi will always be small, and
therefore will always be oligarchical. § 12. Where a boule and a

body of probouloi are both to be found, the latter are a check on
the former; they are an oligarchical element, and the boule is

democratic. Yet even the authority of the boule itself is subverted

in democracies of the extreme type, where the people assembles \

in person to transact the whole business of the state.* 1300 a

§ 13. This usually happens when there is a high rate of pay for
f

those who attend the assembly. Men need not then mind their -

business; and therefore they hold frequent meetings and decide

all issues themselves. . . . Officers for the maintenance of order;

among women and children, and other magistrates charged with!

similar duties of supervision, are suited more to an aristocracyj'

.
than to a democracy (it would be impossible to control the comings:

and goings of the wives of the poor)
;
nor are they congenial 'foi

an oligarchy, where the wives of the ruling class live a life of’

luxury.

§ 14. Enough has been said, for the present, about these matters

:

and we must now attempt to give a fuU account of the appointment

of magistrates. The differences here are connected with three

factors, which produce, in combination, all the possible inodes.

The three factors are (i) the persons appointing. (2) the persons

eligible^or ^^^intment, and (3) the machinety.„off appointmenf^^

§
15." Each of these three factors admits of a choice of alternatives,

and there are thus three choices of alternatives corresponding to the

* A Council or Boule with a large membership (at Athens there were 500 1

members, chosen by lot) is in Aristotle’s view consistent with democracy, and
forms (we may say) a sort of second chamber by the side of the assembly. A
body of probouloi with a small membership (probably chosen by election) is,

in his view, of a different character. It is not in the nature of a second chamber
in a system of democracy, but rather an oligarchical drag or check on the

democratic council.

I Probouloi (or, as we may call them, ‘pre-councillors’, or even ‘privy coun-
^ cillors’) formed a committee for initiating measures. They did not exist at

Athens, except on one brief occasion—for about the space of a year, after the end
of the Sicilian expedition in 413 B.c. Normally the Council of 500 prepared the

business for the assembly: see Appendix IV. b. 2, p. 383.
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three factors, (i) The p^sons appointing may. be all the citizens,

or only a section. (2) The persons eligible for..appointment may
be all the citizens, or only a section—a section determined by a

property qualification, or birth, or merit, or some similar quality

(in Megara, for example, the only persons eligible for appointment ^
were those who had returned from exile together and fought

together against the populace). (3) The machine]^ of appointment

may be election, or it may be lot. § 16. In addition we may also

have a conjunction of both alternatives, with the result that (i) for
^

some offices the persons appointing may be all the citizens, and \

for others only a section
; (2) for some offices the persons eligible !

may be all the citizens, and for others only a section; and (3) for 1

some offices the machinery of appointment may be election, and
|

for others it may be lot.

Four modes^ are possible in handling each of the choices of

alternatives. § 17. The alternative which consists in all the citizens '/

appointing may mean (i) that all appoint. from_all by election;

(2) that all appoint from all by lot (the appointmenFfium allj in

both these cases, being either made successively from sections

—

such as tribes and wards and clans—until all have eventually been

included, or continuously from all); (3) that^ all .appoint from a

section by election; or (4) that all.,app,oint from a sectidh^byTot.

(BuTit is also possible that all the citizens, as the appointing body, jf,

may appoint to some offices in one of these ways, and to others

in another.) § 18. Similarly, the alternative which consists in a

section of the citizens appointing may mean (i) that the section

appoints from all by election; (2) that it appoints from all by lot;

(3) that it appoints from a section by election
;
or (4) that it appoints

from a section by lot. (But here, again, it is also possible that a

section, as the appointing body, may appoint to some offices in one 1

of these ways and to others in another: e.g. it may appoint to some
offices, ‘from all by election’ and to others ‘from all by lot’, or it

may appoint to some offices ‘from a section by election’ and to

others ‘from a section by lot’.) There are thus twelve modesf in

all, if we [take into account the first conjunction mentioned
in § 16 and its various modes, and] omit the other two conjunctions.

§ 19. [How do their different arrangements fit different .con-

stitutions ? We may answer in four propositions.] First, there are

two which are democratic

—

(a) that by which all appoint from all

cither by election or lot, and {h) that by which all appoint from all

both by election and lot, using the one method in some and the
other in other cases. Secondly, there are various arrangenients

which fit a
‘

polity’, (a) One is when all appoint from all (either

See Note PP. p. xgg.
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by election or lot or both by election and lot), but do so in sections
|

taken successively and not as a continuously active body, (b) An-
other is when all appoint from all to some of the offices, but \

appoint from a section to others (either by election or lot or both
|

by election and lot). § 20. (c) Still another arrangement which
fits a ‘polity’—but a ‘polity’ inclining more towards oligarchy—is

^

when a section appoints from all, and does so by election for some
|

of the ofiices and by lot for the others, (d) A last arrangement
which fits a ‘polity’—but a ‘polity’ verging on aristocracy—is when
a section appoints simultaneously both from all and from a section

(i.e. from all to some offices and from a section to others), whether
it does so wholly by election, or wholly by lot, or by election for

some ofiices and by lot for others. 1300 b § 21.'.Thirdly, an :

arrangement which fits an oligarchy is when a section appoints
|

from a section—by election, by lot, or by a mixture of both. I

Finally, an arrangementwhich fits an aristocracy is one underwhich '

,

a section appoints from all, or all appoint from a section, by the
\

method of election,^
'

§ 22. Such is the number of the different methods which may
;

be used in appointing magistrates, and sucKTirtHeif^istrilDutipn !

among different types of constitution. We .have still to consider '

the nature of the functions of the different magistraclesrdjefore

we can understand which method~is expedient for each, and how,
in each case, the appointments ought to be made. When we speak

]

of the functions of a magistracy we mean functions such as control
|

of the revenue or control of the defence force. [The functions of
*

different magistrates differ:) there is a dffference in kind, for

example, between the function of a general and that of an officer

charged with the superintendence of contracts made in themarket.^

Note PP (p. 198) : The passible modes in the appointment of
magistrates

This statement would seem to need some modification, in the light of
^

the argument which follows. What Aristotle actually does is this, (i) He
takes the first choice of alternatives—that thej^rsons appointing should

be all the citizens, or only^ a section—and he "describes four modes by
whrcK“ainnaylippoint, and another four by which a section may appoint.

.

He thus describes eight modes as possible in handling the first choice
j

of alternatives. In addition, however, as the reader will see, Aristotle

includes the other choices of alternatives—that the persons eligible

should be all or sdmeT^dlKaFthe madiineix.Pf-electionsbouldjhe^election

* The text here translated, from the begiiming of § 17 to the end of § 2i, is

that proposed by Newman at the foot of vol. iv, p. 30, of his edition.

2 This suggestion of an investigation into the different functions of different

magistracies is not acted upon. We are left with such hints about the number <

of the different magistracies, and the general scope of their functions, as are

contained in the first half of the chapter (§§ i-i3)- "
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. QY lot—in dealing with the modes which are possible in handling the

first choice of dtematives. He has thus exhausted all the three choices

in his consideration of the modes which are possible in handling the first

choice. (2) But there is also the possibility of

(instead of a choice of alternatives)—or rather (to speak more exactly) of

three conjunctions of alternatives, corresponding to the three choices of

^
alternatives. Aristotle takes the first conjunction—that of all the citizens

appointing with only a section appointing—and he irhplies that four

modes are possible in handling that conjunction. (He does not consider

the two other conjunctions—that of all being eligible with only a section

being eligible, and that of the use of the lot with the use of the election

—

but only, as he says, the first, ‘omitting the other iwo’.) These four

modes, along with the eight previously mentioned, form the twelve modes
mentioned at the end of § 18.

It should be added that Aristotle does not make clear in the text the

four modes possible in handling the first conjunction. He only implies \

them. But on the same lines which he follows in dealing separately with \

‘all’ and a ‘section*, we may describe the four modes of a conjunction of J

‘air with a ‘section’ as follows

:

(1) The conjunction appoints from all by election.

(2) It appoints from all by lot.

(3) It appoints from a section by election.

(4) It appoints from a section by lot.

It should also be added that the conjunctions described in parentheses
in §§ 17-18 are not conjunctions of ‘all’ with a ‘section’ in maldng appoint-
ments, but conjunctions of different sets of persons eligible with different

machineries of appointment (i.e. election and lot).

Chapter XVI

JThe thirdjEileinenidsJ^bs^hidiciQl Ẑ the system of law courts fdikas-

teria). An enumeration of ei^ht different types of law courts, and a
consid^ation ofthe three,mamways^m zohkh courts may}i£.comtitutpA.

''The types of consttfuTiorTto wEich theseHifferent ways are best suited!\

§ I. Of the three powers [the deliberative, the executive, and
the judicial], the last alone remains to be considered. The same
plan [which we followed in regard to the executive] must also be
followed in. determining questions connected with courts of law.

Here the ' th^e pointed on , which differences arise,.,are (i) the
membership of the courts; (2) their competence; and (3)themachl-
neiy for appointing the members. Membership raises the question -

whether the courts are to be constituted from all the,^ citizens, or
from a section; competence..raises the question How many kinds
of courts there are

;
the machine^r of appointment raises the ques- .

tion whether appointment should He by vote or by lot.
'

§ 2. We must first determine how many kinds of .courts there
are. These may be said to be eight. There is one for the revievyjaf

the conduct of magistrates; a second for dealing, with-any , offence ^7'

against any point of public interest; a third for cases which bear
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on the constitution; a fourth (which includes in its scope both,

ofhcials and private persons) for cases of disputes about the amount '

of fines r~a"'fifth for contracts between private persons, where a

consid-erable amoui^is involved
;
a sixth for cases of homicide

;
and

a seventh for cases of aliens. ... § 3. It should be noted that the

court which deals with homicide has a number of divisions, which
may either be combined under one serbf judges of come before <

different sets. One of these divisions is concerned with deliberate
\

homicide; a second with involuntary homicide; a third with homi-
cides where the act is admitted, but its justification is disputed; ^

a'nd a fourth for acts of deliberate homicide committed, upon their

return, by persons who have been previously exiled for involuntary

homicide. An example of the last division is the court at Athens
which is known as ‘the Court atPhreatto’;i but cases of this order

happen infrequently, even in large states. § 4, Similarly the court

for cases of aliens has two divisions—one for cases between alien

and alien, and one for cases between alien and citizen. . . . Finally,

there is an eighth court for contracts between private persons

whLch-only_involye a small sum—a matter of a shilling, or five

shillings, or some sum a little larger. Here a decision has to be

given, but there is no need for a large court to give it.

§ 5. We need not go further into the last three sorts of courts,

and we may confine our attention to the first five. These have all]

a political character, as they deal with issues which, unless properly
i

handled, create dissension and constitutional disturbance. Here '

we must have
[
if all the citizens are eligible for, membership, of

the courts] one or,.other_ of the following systems, (i) All the

citizens sKoulH be eligible to
.
judge-.on.,alI-the matters, we. have

distinguished, and should be chosen for the purpose either (a) by
vote or (b) by lot.'

'

(zyAll' the' citizens should be eligible to judge \

oh ail these matters; but for some of them the courts should be

recruited by vote, and for others by lot, (3) All the citizens should
|

be eligible to judge, but only on part of these matters; and the
j

courts concerned, with that part should all be similarly recruited,

partly by vote-’and partly by lot. 1301 a § 6. This means four'

different systems [if we count the two alternatives under, (i) as'

separate systems]. Xhere.,wilL.be. .an. equal number of systems if

a ^ctional. method, be. followed—i.e. if it irbiily a section of the

citizens, and not all, who are eligible to sit in the courts. In that
^

case we may have (i) judges drawn from a section by vote to judge ;

' This was a court, with the curious procedure that the accused was on board

ship and the judges were on the land, which dealt with persons who had been

exiled for a year for involuntary homicide and had then been guilty of homicide

or assault before they had been legally allowed to settle again in Athens; cf. the

Constitution of Athens, c. LVii, § 3.
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'.1 matters; or (2) judges drawn from a section by lot to judge

matters
;
or (3) judges drawn from a section by vote for some

' matters and by lot for others [but, together, judging on allmatters]

;

or (4) judges sitting in a limited number of courts, [and thus deal-

‘iing with some matters only, and not with all], which are similarly

•'recruited partly by vote and partly by lot. It will be seen that

these last four systems, as has just been said, correspond exactly

to the previous four. § 7. In addition, we may haye a conjunction
of both sorts. of. systems; for example we may have some courts”

;

with members drawn from the whole civic body, others with

members drawn from a section of the civic body, and others, again,

I

with a mixed membership (the same court being, in that case,

i composed of members drawn from the whole and of members

j

drawn from a section); and again we may have the members
> appointed either by vote, or by lot, or by a mixture of both.

§ 8. This gives us a complete list of all the possible systems on ‘

which courts can be constituted.- The first sort of system, in which
the membership of the courts is jdrawn from,.,aU, and the courts

’

I
decide on all matters, is democratic. “The second sort, in which

' the membership is drawn*”from a section, and the^j^ourts_decide

on all matters, is oligarchical.>-The third,S-Qrt, [which is a conjunc-
tion of the first two, and] in whichThe membership ,of some courts

is drawn from all, and that of others.ffom a section, is characteristic

of aristocracies and ‘polities’.



BOOK V
' CAUSES OF REVOLUTION AND CONSTITUTIONAL

CHANGE
A

THE GENERAL CAUSES OF REVOLUTION AND CHANGE IN ALL
TYPES OF CONSTITUTION (cc. i-iv)

^
- Chapter I

Different interpretatiom of justice and equality lead to the making of _

different claims by differe7it -parties; and the cojiflict of these claims

causes political struppfes and changes. The dfffere7it forms which
programmes of political change may take either imply the overthrow

of the existing constitutiQn^r.i}vuQlvesQj7ie.SQr±Qfmodification. What-
ever the 'difference of form may he. the general motive is always a '>

passim for so7ne cnnceptinv. nf-eguaHty, which is held to be involved :

in iJie^ery idea of justice. There are two main co7iceptions,o{.equalitax

~flie numerical and the Proportionate i.democracv is based on the one ,

and olisarclvfdnthe other. Neither conception should be exclusiuelv

ldlld7vedTUut..of thetwo, the democratic is the safer, cmd^the less likely

to Provoke revolution.^

1301 a 19 § I. We have now practically completed our dis-

cussion of the first four subjects stated in our programme; and it

only remains to treat, in conclusion, of the last. Under this head
we have to consider the general causes which produce changes.in_ |

-

constitutions,^and-tp exaifiine tfiSr number^3nd natum We have

also to~eoiYsider the particular way in which each constitution is
|

liable to degenerate=—i.e. to explain from what a constitution is t

'

most iSely to change to what. In addition we have to suggest the 1 ..

policies likely to ensure the stability of constitutions,, collectively \

"and indmduallv, and to indicate the.jmeamssiihich. mav. best be

employed to secure each particular constitution
,

§ 2. We must first assume, as a basis of our argument, that the

reason why there is a variety of different constitutions is the fact

—

already mentioned^—that while men are all agreed in doing
^

' Following the programme laid dowrT at the end of'Book IV, c. n, and having
considered already, in Book IV, four of the five subjects of that programme,,
Aristotle now considers the fifth and last—the causes of the destruction, and ^

the methods of the preservation, of different constitutions. This subject
‘

occupies the whole of the next two books. Book V is concerned with ‘destruc-

tion’, or in other words revolutions ; Book VI is concerned with ‘preservation’

—

but only so far as democracies and oligarchies are concerned. (There is, however,

an excursus on methods of preservation intercalated in the treatment of revolu-

tions in Book V, cc. viii-ix.)

* In Book III, c. IX, § I, and c. Xli, §§ 1-2.
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homage to justice, and to the principle of proportionate equality

[in which it issues], they fail to achieve it in practiceji.e. disagree

in their actual interpretations].^. § '3 !v Democracy arose, iii the

strength of an opinion that those who were equal in any one respect

were equal absolutely, and in all respects. (Men are prone to think

that the fact of their all being.equally free-born means that- they

are all absolutely equal.) ''Oligarchy similarly arose from an opinion

that those who were unequal in some one respect were altogether

unequal. (Those who are superior in point of wealth readily

regard themselves as absolutely superior.) § 4. Acting on such

opinions, the democrats proceed to claim an equal share in ever}'"-

thing, on the ground of their equality; the oligarchs proceed to

press for more, on the ground that they are unequal—that is to say,

more than equal. § 5. Both democracy and oligarchy are based on/

a sort of justice; but they both fall short of absolute justice^*!
'hisl'

isThe reason why either side turns to sedition if it does not enjoy /

the share of constitutional rights which accords with the conception!

ofjustice it happens to entertain. § 6. Those who are pre-eminent'

in merit v/ould be the most justified in attempting sedition (tHough

they are the last to make the attempt); for they—and they only

—

can reasonably 1301 b be regarded as enjoying an absolute superio-

rity. § 7. There is also some justification for those who, possessing

an adyar^age of birth, regard themselyes as entitled to more than

an equal snare oiTthe ground of this advantage. Good birth^is

commonly regarded as the attribute of those, whose, ancestors had
m.erit as well as wealth.

These, in a general sense, are the sources and springs of sedition,

!

and the'causes of seditious action.’^ § 8. These considerations will *

also explain tjje two different wavs in which constitutional,changes
may happen, (i) Sometimes sedition.is_dire.cted against .the..exist-

ing constitution, and is intended to change its nature—to turn

democracy into oligarchy, or oligarchy into democracy; or, again,

to turn democracy and oligarchy into ‘polity’ and aristocracy, or,

conversely, the latter into the formen/
[
2) Sometimes, however, it

is not directed against the existing constitution, '-^he seditious

party .[may follow a more moderate line, in one or. pther.ot three
directions. First, it] may decide to maintain the system of govern-

ment—an oligarchy, for example, or a monarchy—as it stands;
* The word here translated ‘sedition’ is the Greek stasis. Stasis is the act of

forming (and thence, by an easy transference, the bo'dy'of persons forming) a
combination ‘for the attainment of some political end by legal and illegal means’
(Newman). From this point of view, and because it may iilclude illegal as well
as legal means, stasis may involve revolutionary action, and thus issue in revolu-
tion

; though it may sometimes stop short, of that issue, and only produce non-
revolutionary changes, within the fourAwalls of the constitution. Aristotle
accordingly connects two different forms of constitutional change with stasis.
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but it will desir^o get the administration into the hands of its
\

members. § 9. Secondly, a seditious party [while leaving a con-
stitution generally intact] may wish to make it more pronounced
or more moderate. It may wish, for example,'t6’make^n oligarchy

more,~or“ress; oligarchical. It may wish to make a democracy more,
or less, democratic. It may similarly seek to tighten, or loosen, the
strings in any of the other forms of constitution. § loi^hirdly,
a seditious party may direct its efforts towards-changing-only-one-

part of the-constitution. It may wish, for example, to erect, or

to abolish, some particular magistracy. Some writers state that

Lysander attempted to abolish the kingship at Sparta, and King
Pausanias the ephoralty. At Epidaurus, again, there was a partial

change of the constitution; and a Council [of a democratic char-

acter] was substituted for the meeting of heads of tribes. §11. But
even at the present time [Epidaurus is so far from being a demo-
cracy that] the magistrates are the only members of the civic body
who are obliged to attend the public assembly, when the appoint-

ment to a magistracy is being put to the vote; and the existence of

a single Archon [instead of a college of Archons] continues to

present another oligarchical feature.

In all these cases [whether sedition is directed against the con-
^

stitution, or only towards its modification] the cause of sedition.is t

always to be found in inequality—though there is no inequality
^

[andtKerefore no justification for sedition] when unequals are

treated in proportion to the inequality existing between them (and \

therefore an hereditary monarchy only involves inequality y(hen it
j

exists among equals). It is the passion for equality which!is.^thus
]

at the root of sedition. § 12. But equ^i^ is,Qf .two sorts, ©ne.'sort 1

is numencal-equality : the othef^ort is equality proportidriafe-fo
\

desert! ‘Numerical equality’ means being tf'eafe3~'^uallyj or

identically, in the number and volume of things which you get; “n

‘equality propq^gnate.to_desertLmeans_being.tfeated oh .the. basis >
•

of equality of ratios.^ To give an example—numerically, the excess

of 3 over 3 is equal to the excess of 2 over i
;
but proportionally, the

excess of 4 over 3 is equal to the excess of 2 over i—3 being the

same fraction of 4 as i is of 3.2 § 13. Now men are ready to agree \

to the principle that absolute justice [in the division of rights]

consists [in their being divided] in proportion to desert; but they

* Aristotle always argues, as he has argued in Book III, that true equality is

proportionate equality, or in other words an equality of ratios—i.e. equality of

the ratio between A’s desert and what he gets with the ratio between B’s desert

and what he gets.

* As Newman remarks, this illustration touches only the mathematical point,

and does not show that equality in proportion to desert is the true form of"

political equality.
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differ, as we noted at the beginning of this chapter, [as soon as it
j

comes to practice]. Some take the line that if men are equal in one '

respect, they may consider themselves equal in all: others take the i

line that if they are superior in one respect, they may claim superio-
[

rity all round. ,

§ 14. The result of men’s taking these two lines is that two types
j y

of constitution—democracy and oligarchy^—are particularly preva-
[

lent. Good birth and merit are found in few persons; but the

qualities on which democracy and oligarchy are based are found

in a much larger number. In no state would you find as many as i

a hundred 1303 a men of good birth and merit: there are many in|

which you would find that number of wealthy persons. But a

constitutional system based absolutely, and at all points, on either

the oligarchical or the democratic conception of equality is a poor

sort of thing. The facts are evidence enough: constitutions of this

sort never endure. § 15. The reason is simple. When one begins

with an initial error, it is inevitable that one should end badly.

The right course is [not to pursue either conception^exclusiyely,

bufj-fb "u^Tn"'^meIcases the principle of numerical equality, and \

in others that of equality proportionate to desert. Yet it must be

admitted that democracy is a form of government which is safer,

and less vexed by sedition, than oligarchy. § 16. Oligarchies are

prone to two, sorts of sedition—^the one within the ranks of the

oligarchical party itself, and the other between that party and the

party of the people. Democracies are only exposed to sedition[

between the_ democratic party and the oligarchical; and there are

i

no internal dissensions—at any rate none worth mentioning—

(

which divide~clemdcfatic parties against themselves. Democracy,/

too, has the advantage that it comes nearer than oligarchy does to!

the form of government—the ‘polity’ based on the middle classes—

1

which is the most stable of all the forms with which we are here 1

concerned [i.e. the imperfect forms which fall short of the ideal].

Chapter II

hi dealmo with the general .origins.and.causes- of-res^oluiion, we may
do so under heads: (i) psychological motives; (3) the^..objectsJn_

'viem;M2ijdJ^Qh:^inifi(itoiTdsiom^Mcki7LturmarMJ3ttWQJ7iainkh^

§ I. Since we have to consider the various reasons which lead

to the rise of seditions and changes in the general run of constitu-

tions, we had better begin with a general view of their origins and
causes. They may be said to be three m number; and we must\ ^
begin by givhig a brief outline of each of them separately. The 1

three things we have to investigate are (i) the state of mind which \
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leads to sedition; (2) the objects which are at stake; and (3) the ^
occasions which serve to start political disturbance and mutual

j

dissension.

§2. principal and general cause of an attitude of mind
j v

which dlspbses'meiTtowards-change'is'tfie cause^f wEclT^have I

ju^sppken.. There are some who stir up sedltionTbecause their *

minds are filled by a passion for equality, which arises from their
]

thinking that they have the worst of the bargain in spite of being
j

the equals of those who have got the advantage. There are others

who do it because their minds are filled with apassion for inequality

(i.e. superiority), which arises from their conceiving that they get

no advantage over others (but only an equal amount, or even
a smaller amount) although they are really more than equal to

others. § 3. (Either of these passions may have some justifica-

tion; and either may be without any.) Thus inferiors become
revolutionaries in order to be equals, and equals in order to be
superiors.

This is the state of mind which creates sedition. The objects

which are at stake are profit and hoi^ur. They are also their oppo-

sites—losji. ancLdii^ce

;

fofThe autEofrof'piolifiHl'sedition^^

Se^simpIyseeFing to avert some disgrace, or a fine, from themselves

or their friends.
f

^
§4. The occasions and origins of disturbances—occasions which |\3

encourage the attitu^ of mind, and lead t^ the pursuit of the
)

objects, which have just been mentioned—may be counted, from l'

one point of view, as seven, but from another as more than thatT

number. ^ § 5. Two of these occasions (profit and honouS^e I
^

/ identical with two of the objects which have just been mentioned;

but when considered as occasions they act in a different way. As
objects, profit and honour provoke dissension because, (as we have

just noted) menwant to get them themsdves

:

as 1302 b occasions,

,

they lead to dissensroh be’cause men see other persons getting^ \

1S^ef:^shar^^sbme ju^Iy~anff^6me"'unius^v^thah“TEevTEem^ i

sewesgetT^T § 6. Other occasions, besides profit and honour, .are '

insolepce^ the presence of^ome form or^uperiority ; con-

( tempt; or a dispmportionate increase in some part of the state.

r^^rothe£occa^m£lea3iEg2aI3ISe^ion^StwmiZ3iff©ESitJsia^
'^'[i.e. incidentally, and not in themselves]—are election intrigues: ,

wilful negligence.
;
[the neglect of} trifling changes ;

and dissir^rity

of elementsJn the composition of a state].

* The seven main occasions are those which intrinsically, and in their own 1

nature, lead to seditious feelings and action. There are also, however, four other

occasions which leads to sedition incidentally, or, we may even say, accidentally, !

These are enumerated at the end of the chapter.
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Chapter III
xy.

A study of the way in which initial occasions mayjoiiexate^ (i) There.

ts the^mdTdf occasion which operates intrinsicalh^ or fromjreamm^
Inherent iiTits own nature: of this there are seven varieties—insolence;

theliesire of~profitffhe~pomt of honour; the p.r.e.sence_ofj.Qme.MmLGf
superwrityf0ir; ^ntenipt; anT~tlie“^proportionate increase of one.

'oFcither element' in tHe.

s

tate. {dPfThere is tHe ^vtdTofWiiasidn which

^operaf̂ accidentally, and.not from_recisoTis2nliezeiit.inAts ozm nature:

WTInsllfere are fow varieties—election intrigiies; wilful neglect: tlve

overlpdKing of triflinst changes: andljie dissmiilarity, ofplements in the

compositiorTortKe statê
””

§1, Among these occasions^ it is fairly clear what influence

insolence profit-making [among those who are in authority] may
exert, and in what ways they may lead to sedition. When those

who are in office show insolence, and seek their personal advantage,

the citizens turn seditious—not only attacking other persons, but ’

j^also attacking the constitution which gives such persons power. \

Personal advantage, we may note in passing, is sometimes sought

at the expense of individuals; sometimes at that of the public. ,

§ 2. It is also clear how honour may serve as an occasion; what
influence it may exert; ancTlTOWlt may lead to sedition. Men turn

seditious when they suffer dishonour themselves, and when they
' see others honoured. Both of these things may be unjustifiable, if ^

the honour given, or the dishonour inflicted, is undeserved: both
may be justifiable, if the honour or dishonour is deserved. § 3. The
presmce ofsomeform,ofsuperiority becomes an occasion for sedition

wheri’ a person, or body of persons, is in a position of strength

which is too great for the state and more than a match for the

strength of the general body of citizens. Such a position usually <

results in a monarchy, or in a ‘dynastic’ oligarchy. It is for this

]

reason that, in a number of states, a policy of ostracism comesi to
be used. Argos and Athens are examples. But it is a better policy

to begin by ensuring that there shall be no such persons of out-

standing eminence, than first to allow them to arise and then to

attempt a remedy afterwards.

§ 4. Fear is an occasion which leads to sedition amoi^ ^0
classes,.pf_ persons—wrongdoers,.jwho are afraid of punishment;

‘ The order in which the various occasions are treated in this chapter is

different from tlie order in which they are stated in the previous chapter. Herel
Aristotle takes together, as logically connected, the four occasions of insolence,!

profit, honour, and the existence of some sort of superiority (§§ 1-3): he theni
takes together the two occasions of fear and contempt (§§ 4-5) ;

and he then treats

at some length the seventh occasion—disproportionate increase (§§ 6-8). The
four additional occasions of an incidental order are then treated successively, in

the order of their previous statement, in §§ 9-16.
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and persons^expecting- to. suffer.svrong, who are anxious to antici-

pate what they expect. An instance of the latter class may be cited '

from Rhodes, where the notables were moved to conspire against

the people by alarm at the number of law-suits with which they
were being threatened.’' § 5. pontemM is another occasion of sedi-

f- tion and insurrection. We can see this in oligarchies, when those
]

who are not in enjoyment of political rights" are 'more numerous '

and consequently think themselves stronger: we can also see it in

democracies, when the wealthy despise the disorder and anarchy
which they see prevalent. There are several examples of demo-
cracies collapsing from contempt—Thebes, where after the battle

of Oenophyta [456 B.C.] democracy was ruined by misgovernment;
Megara, where it perished as the result of a defeat which was
caused by disorder and anarchy; Syracuse, where it began to

collapse before Gelon became tyrant; and Rhodes, in the period

before the rising of the notables just mentioned.

§ 6. The dispro^i^tipnate_Jncre^ of apart, of the state is also an
occasion which leads to constitutional changes. The.^alogy of the

body is instructive; The body is composed of parts, and itThust ,

:

grow proportionately if symmetry is to be maintained. Otherwise

^

it perishes (as it will if the foot be four ells long and the rest of the

;

body two spans); or again it may sometimes change into the form
of some other animal, as it will if a disproportionate increase means

^ a change of quality as well as quantity.^ The same is true of a state. .

It, 1303 a too, is composed of parts
;
and one of the parts may often

\

grow imperceptibly out of proportion. The number of the poor,
*

for example, may become disproportionate in democracies and in '

‘polities’. § 7. Sometimes this may be the result of accident. At
Tarentum, for example, a ‘polity’ was turned into a democracy in

consequence of the defeat and death of a number of the notables

at the hands of the neighbouring lapygian tribe, just after the

Persian Wars [480 B.c.]. At Argos the destruction of ‘the men of

the Seventh’,3 by the Spartan king Cleomenes [circa 500 b.c.],

made it necessary to admit some of the serfs into the civic body
[and thus changed the constitution in the direction of democracy].

At Athens the reverses suffered on land, during the Peloponnesian

War, depleted the numbers of the notables, under the system of

compulsory service for all registered citizens; [and this fostered

* This is explained in c. v, § 2 of this Book.
* Newman notes that some diseases, such as elephantiasis, were held by the I

Greeks to produce qualitative effects which made the human form approach
j

that of an animal.

I 3 It is not clear who the“‘men of the Seventh’ were. The words may mean
‘the men who fell on the seventh day of the month’ (and in that case one may

j

compare the habit, during the French Revolution, of speaking of 14“*® Juillet
j

or 1
9"*® Brumaire); or they may mean ‘the members of the seventh tribe’. 1

4774 P
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the growth of democracy]. § 8. [These are all cases of change, due

to disproportionate increase, in oligarchical or moderate constitu-

tions; but] similar changes may also happen for the same reason

in democracies—though this is less likely. If the rich become more
numerous, or if properties increase, democracies turn into oli-

garchies and ‘dynasties’ [or family cliques].

§ 9. [Turning to the ‘incidental’ occasions of change], we may
first note the effects of election intrigues, which may lead to con-

stitutional changes without causing actual sedition. At Heraea,

for example, the fact that the results of elections were determined

by intrigues led to the use of the lot being substituted for the vote

[and was thus the occasion of a constitutional change].

negligence, again, may be an occasion; and persons who are not

loyal to the constitution may be allowed to find their way into the

highest of the magistracies. Oreus, in Euboea, may serve as an

example: its oligarchy was overthrown when Heracleodorus was
allowed to become a magistrate, and he proceeded to turn it into a

democracy—or rather a ‘polity’. § 10. Another occasion is the

neglec^ of trifling, changes. A great change of the whole system of

institutions may come about unperceived if small changes are

overlooked. In Ambracia, for example, the property qualification

for office—small to begin with—^was finally allowed to disappear,

under the idea that there was little or no difference between having

a small qualification and having none at all. §11. [The last of the

incidental occasions of change is dissimilarity of elements in the coin--

position of a state.

1

Heterogeneity oFstock's'mav'lead to sedition^
" at any"rate until they fia^ had^ime to assimilate. A state cannot

3^ constituted from any chance 5b3v~offpersons. or in an'^^HTance

period of time.-MQ-aLof the states which have admitted persons of

another stock, ^ either at the time of their fduhciati^ oY later, have
been^ troubled bv sedition. There are many instances. The
^Schaeans joined with settlers from Troezen in founding Sybaris,

but expelled them when their own numbers increased; and this

involved their city in a curse. § 12. At Thurii the Sybarites

quarrelled with the other settlers who had joined them in its

colonization; and demanding special privileges, on the ground
that they were the owners of the territory, they were driven out of
the colony.2 At Byzantium the later settlers were detected in a

* ‘Stock* only means, in Aristotle’s use, members of a Greek city. In tliis \
sense the Athenians were of a different ‘stock’ from the Thebans. ‘

_

® These two instances of heterogeneity of stock leading to sedition have been
instances of the admission of different stocks at the time of the original founda- ^
tion of a colony (Aristotle is only concerned with colonies, where mixture of
stock ^yas natural). The six instances which follow are all instances of the
admission of a different stock at a later date in the history of a colony.
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1

conspiracy against the original colonists, and were expelled by
force; and a similar expulsion befell the exiles from Chios who
were admitted to Antissa by the original colonists. At Zancie, on
the other hand, the original colonists were themselves expelled by
the Samians whom they admitted. § 13. At Apollonia, on the

Black Sea, sedition was caused by the introduction of new settlers

:

at Syracuse the conferring of civic rights on aliens and mercenaries,

at the end of 1303 b the period of the tyrants, led to sedition and
civil war; and at Amphipolis the original citizens, after admitting

Chalcidian colonists, were nearly all expelled by the colonists they
had admitted.

(§ 14. In oligarchies, as has already been noted, the ground which
[

the masses take in justification of sedition is that they are unjustly

treated in being denied equal rights although they are actually

equal. In democracies the ground taken by the notables is the

injustice of their having only equal rights although they are actually

superior.)!

§ 15. [Besides heterogeneity of stock] heterogeneity of territory
j

is also an occasion of sedition. This happens in states with a terri-
j

tory not naturally adapted to political unity. At Clazomenae the

inhabitants of the suburb of Chytrus [on the mainland] were at

discord with the inhabitants of the island; and there was a similar

discord between Colophon and its sea-port Notium. At Athens,

again, there is a similar difference: the inhabitants of the port of

Peiraeus are more democratic than those of the city of Athens.

§ 16. Taking our analogy from war, where the dividing line of a

ditch, however small it may be, makes a regiment scatter in crossing,

we may say that every difference is apt to create a division. The,

greatest division is perhaps that between virtue and vice; thenl

there is the division between wealth and poverty; and there are

also other divisions, some greater and some smaller, arising from

other differences. Among these last we may count the division
j

caused by difference of territory. v
,
x

\
C ^

Chapter IV

The occasions of revolutions may he small, but the issues are ffreatz.

small andpersonal matters may Lead toTarse oTWr^nersTconse^ences .

~Tt may MWMd that revolutionary changes may also be due {x) to the

sr^th in reputation andpower of some office, orsome imfEof the^

~s{at'ei.~and (2) to an even haIance~of parties, resulting iru-eb-deadlach^
It may also be added that f^ce andfraiiT^oth pl^ their part in tliŝ

'Conduct of revolutions.

’ This bracketed section interrupts the argument, and seems to be out of its

place. It is a sort of lost or strayed note.
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§ I. But though sedition springs from small occasions, it does

not turn on small issues. The issues involved are large. Even

petty seditions [i.e. those springing from small occasions] attain

great dimensions when they involve the members of the govern-

ment. There is an example in the history of Syracuse, where a ,

constitutional revolution arose from a quarrel between two young

men, who were both in office, about a love affair. § 2. In the

absence of one of the two the other (in spite of being his colleague)

seduced the affections of his friend;^ and the injured man, in his

anger, retaliated by seducing his colleague’s wife. Both of them,

in the issue, drew the whole civic body into their quarrel and

divided it into factions. § 3. The moral is that precautions ought

to be taken at the very beginning of such feuds, and quarrels which
involve men of leading and influence ought to be composed at

once. The error is made at the start and since, as the proverb

goes, ‘The start is half of the job’, a small mistake at the start is

equal to all the mistakes made in the rest of the business. § 4.

Generally speaking, we may lay it down that discords among the

notables involve all the state in their consequences. This may be

seen from the events at Hestiaea after the Persian Wars. Two
brothers quarrelled about the division of an inheritance: the poorer

of the two, on the ground that the other refused to declare the

estate, or to disclose the amount of a treasure which their father

had found, enlisted the popular party in his cause; the other,
^

possessing a large estate, secured the aid of the wealthy. § 5. At
Delphi, again, the beginning of all the later discords was a dispute

1304 a which arose from a marriage. The bridegroom, inter-

preting as an evil omen some accident that had happened at the

bride’s home, on his coming to escort her away, departed without

her; the bride’s relations, considering themselves insulted, re-

taliated by putting some of the sacred treasures among his offerings

during a sacrifice and then killing him for his supposed sacrilege.

§ 6. Similarly, at Mitylene, a dispute about the marriage ofheiresses

was the beginning of a host of troubles—including the war with
Athens, in the course of which Paches captured the city. Timo-
phanes, one of the wealthier citizens, had left two daughters.

Dexander, another citizen, began a suit, in which he failed, to

vindicate the right of his sons to marry the heiresses. Thereupon
'

he stirred up sedition, and incited the Athenians, for whom he
acted as consul, to interfere. § 7. In Phocis, again, another dispute

about the marriage of an heiress, in which IVInaseas the father of
- ' The reference is to a homosexual connexion. ^

" There is here a pun, or play on words. The same Greek word (arche) means
both ‘beginning’ (or ‘start’) and ‘magistracy’

;
and thus an ‘error made at the

start’ is also an ‘error made in (or by) a magistracy’. See the Introduction, IV. 3.
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Mnason and Euthycrates the father of Onomarchus were con-
cerned, was the beginning of the Sacred War in which all Phocis
came to be involved. A marriage affair was also the cause of a

constitutional revolution at Epidamnus. A man had betrothed his

^ daughter to another man, and was afterwards fined by the father
' of this man, who had just been made a magistrate; whereupon,

regarding himself as insulted, he allied himself with the dis-

franchised classes [for the overthrow of the constitution].^

§ 8. Constitutions may also be changed—in the direction of

oligarchy, or democracy, or a ‘polity’—as a result of the growth in

reputation or power of one of the magistracies, or of some other

part of the state. The Council of the Areopagus at Athens, for

example, gained in reputation during the Persian War; and the

result appeared for a time to be a tightening of the constitution [i.e.

a movement in the direction of oligarchy]. Then the tide turned:

the common people, who served in the navy, were responsible for

the victory of Salamis, and secured for Athens an empire which
depended on naval power; and the effect of this was to strengthen

the cause of democracy

§

g. The notables of Argos gained in

reputation by their conduct in the battle against the Spartans at

Mantinea [418 b.c.], and they were encouraged by this to attempt

the suppression of democracy: at Syracuse, on the other hand, the

people were responsible for the victory won in the war against

Athens, and they proceeded to turn the existing ‘polity’ into a

democracy. At Chalcis the people united with the notables to

remove the tyrant Phoxus, and by the part they played they imme-
diately got a firm hold on the constitution. At Ambracia too, in

much the same way, the people joined with the conspirators against

him in expelling the tyrant Periander, and they then changed

the constitution into a popular form. § 10. ijenerafiy, experience-

teaches the lesson, which oughtLalw.a.v.s.to be

:

person or Hbdy^Kich adds new power to tl^state—amindiyidjoal,

'^l5dard~of~niagis^trates, a 'tribe, or gen'eraUy any section or group,
j

* The petty occasions hitherto treated have all been matters involving some
sort of ‘insolence’, leading to some real or fancied insult (cf. c. in, § i). Aristotle

now turns to occasions connected with a disproportionate increase of some part

of the state (cf. c. in, §§ 6 ff.).

^ The connexion between Athenian sea-power and Athenian democracy is

noticed in Aristotle’s Constitution of Athens, xxvii, § i (see Appendix IV, a. 3),

and it is mentioned again, by implication, in the Politics, Book VII, c. vi, § 7
(see the note) . 'Those of the seamen who were citizens were drawn from the class

of Thetes, who for the most part were resident in Athens and the Piraeus, and
formed the radical element of the community’ (Dr. E. M. Walker, in the Cawi-

* bridge Ancient History, vol. v, p. iii). There was thus a logical connexion

between (i) the Athenian empire and the Athenian navy; (2) the Athenian
navy and the radically minded seamen who, living in Athens and the Piraeus,

could attend the assembly and determine its policy.
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wha<'pvf^r it may be—will tend to produce sedition
;̂
nd the secHtion

will either be started by persons who enyv the honours of tEose'wHo

Eave won success, or be due to the refusal of the latter to remain on

/'a~fdoting~of'equality when they feel themselves superior.
.

1

1

. Revolutidns~also occur whenthe sections ofthe statewhich._^
are usuallyj;egaxd.ed_as_antagqni^—for examRleijEEeDd.c£LSiidJ:Ee- '

conunon~people—are equally 1^04 S'balanced. with little or nothing

a rniddle class to turn the scale ; for where either side has a clear

preponderance, the other will be unwilling to risk a struggle with

the side which is obviously the stronger. § 12. This is the reason

why men of pre-eminent merit do not, as a rule, attempt to stir up
sedition: they are only a few against many.

Such, on a general view, are the springs and causes of sedition

and change in all constitutions. We may add that political revolu-

tions are sometimes achieved by force, and sometimes by fraud.

Force may either be used initially or at a- later stage. Fraud, too,

may be used at two different stages. § 13. Sometimes it is used

in the initial stage. In this way a change may be made at the

moment with general assent; but those who have made it then

proceed to keep control of affairs in the teeth of all opposition.

This was the case with the revolution of the Four Hundred at

Athens [in 41 1 b.c.] : they first defrauded the people by an assurance
that the Persian King would provide money for the war against ^
Sparta, and after this act of fraud they attempted to keep the

constitution permanently under their control. Sometimes, how-
ever, an initial act of persuasion is followed up afterwards by a

similar policy, and control is thus kept with general consent. Such,

on a summary view, are the causes of change in all constitutions.^

B
THE PARTICULAR CAUSES OF REVOLUTION AND CHANGE IN

DIFFERENT TYPES OF CONSTITUTION (cc. v-xii)

Chapter V
I. Democracies,.. Here revolution tends to be caused by the -policy of
demagogues in attacking ther^ichHndividiially.or coUectively. In^ny
times de?nagogues often made themselves tyrants: they no longer ddsoj^

"

~dnd indeed tyrannies, tof every soj^ are becoming rare ^ owin^—among
"‘otfier causes—to the increased size of the modern stateu- Ifemdcrdc^is
liable to changefzom the older andlmremoderate^formsJ.o.cumvanci
extreme type. This is largely due to the courting of the people bv eager

'

’candidates for^ffice^ y.
* This last paragraph, which interrupts the argument, may be an interpolation—the more as it begins with a general summary which is repeated at the end of

the paragraph.
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§ I. We must now talce the different constitutions separately,

and study successively, in the light of these general propositions,

what happens in each of the types.

In democracies changes are cliiefly due to the wanton licence of

^ demagogues. This takes two forms. Sometimes they attack the
^.rich individually, by bringing false accusations, and thus force

them to combine (for a common danger unites even the bitterest

enemies) : sometimes they attack them as a class, by egging on the
people against them. The result of such action may be seen in

a number of instances. § 2. At Cos democracy was overthrown
by the rise of discreditable demagogues and the combination of
the notables against them. The same thing happened at Rhodes,
where the demagogues first introduced a system of payment [for

attendance at the assembly and courts], and then [in order to

secure the necessary funds] withheld the sums due to the trierarchs

for their expenses in fitting out triremes
;
the result was that the

trierarchs, vexed by the suits brought against them [by the ship-

builders who had fitted out the triremes for them], were compelled

to combine and overthrow the democracy. § 3. At Heraclea [on

the Black Sea], democracy was ruined by the behaviour of dema-
gogues soon after the colony was founded. They treated the

notables unjustly, and drove them out by their conduct; but the

^ notables gathered their forces, returned, and overthrew the demo-
cracy. § 4. At Megara, too [the city on the Greek mainland which
had founded Heraclea], democracy was ruined in a similar way.

The demagogues, anxious to have an excuse for confiscating their

property, drove a number of the notables into exile, with the result

that the exiles became so numerous that they effected their return,

defeated the people in battle, and established an oligarchy. 1305 a
The same fate also befell the democracy at Cyme, which was over-

thrown by Thrasymachus.^ § 5* A survey of the changes in most

of the other Greek states is sufficient to show that they have

generally been of this character [i.e. changes from democracy to

oligarchy due to the action of demagogues]. Sometimes the dema-

gogues, anxious to win popular favour, drive the notables to com-

bine by the injuries they inflict in imposing public burdens—

|

burdens which either force them to break up their estates or [at

any rate] cripple their revenues. Sometimes they bring falsa

accusations in the courts, in order to be in a position to confiscate#

the property of the wealthier citizens.

' As Newman notes, all these instances of the overthrow of democracies owing
to the action of demagogues are taken from the history of Dorian colonies in

Asia Minor—except for Megara, which seems to be incidentally mentioned as

the founder of one of these colonies.
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i § 6. In early times, when the same man combined in his person

! the offices of demagogue and general, democracies changed into

i
tyrannies. Most of the early tyrants were men who had first been

1 demagogues. § 7. The reason why this was once the case, and is

I
no longer so, is a matter of social development. In early times,^

' when oratory was still in its infancy, demagogues were always

drawn from the ranks of military commanders. To-day, with the

growth of the art of rhetoric, men with the gift of speech are

the men who make themselves demagogues; but men of this

type, unversed in war, make no attempt at becoming tyrants

—

though here and there a case or two may have occurred. § 8.

j
. Another reason why tyrannies were more frequent in early times

1 is that great offices were then entrusted to individuals, [as they

now no longer are]. The tyranny [of Thrasybulus] at Miletus,

for example, was due to his holding the office of prytanis, which

carried a number of important prerogatives. -A further reason is

i the smaller size of the cities of early times. The people generally
‘ lived in the country, occupied with the daily duties oftheir farms;

and their leaders, when they were men of military capacity, had

thus the chance of establishing a tyranny. § 9. They generally did

so on the strength of popular confidence; and the basis of this

confidence was the hostility they showed to the wealthy. Thus at

Athens Peisistratus rose to be tyrant by leading a rising against the

[wealthy] party of the Plain.^ Theagenes became the tyrant of

Megara after slaughtering the herds of the rich landlords whom he
caught pasturing their cattle outside their own lands by the river-

side. § 10. At Syracuse Dionysius attained the position of tyrant

by denouncing Daphnaeus and the rest of the rich; his enmity to

them made the people put their trust in him as a good democrat,

j

Changes may also take place from the traditional and ‘ancestral’^

I
form of democracy to the latest and most modern form. Where
the offices are filled by vote, without any property qualification,

and the whole of the people has the vote, candidates for office

begin to play the demagogue, and matters are brought to a pass

in which law itself in included in the scope of popular sovereignty.

§ II. To prevent this result—or, at any rate, to diminish its full

effect—the proper course is to give the vote to the separate tribes,^

* This party was opposed to the poorer party of the Coast.
® ‘Ancestral democracy’ was a catch-word at Athens in the fourth century,

and had been so since the end of the Peloponnesian War in 404 b.c. See
Appendix IV, p. 380, and n. 2.

^
This is to act on the motto of divide et impera. The tribes, as Newman notes, v

might vote in turn
;
or different tribes might elect to different magistracies

; or ^
each tribe might elect a member to each board of magistrates. In any case there
would be some brake on the power of the people. The system suggested is

something like that which is nowadays called ‘functional’ representation.
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and not to the whole of the people These, in the main, are the
causes of all the changes in democracies.

Chapter VI

2* Oligarchies^. Here revolutions are due, partly to unjust treatment

oftH^masses, and partly to dissenstojis withm the 90verninp class

^

Such dissensions may arise (
i ) if a section of thatclass beqms to play^

fEfdemagogue, (2) if some of its me7nbersJb.ecomeJmpof^shed.aiid
~

fufn revolutionary, and Cfftfan inner ring is formed insidp. the govern-

ing bodyffPersonal disputes may affect the stability ofoligarchies: and
accidental causes (e.g. a general growth of wealth, increasing the num-
ber ofpersons eligible for office) may insensibly alter their character .

.

§ There are two particular, and most obvious, methods by
)

which changes are brought about in oligarchies. One is the unjustT
treatment of the"masses by the government. Any leader is then^"

Tn adequate champion, especially when it so liappens that the leader

comes from the ranks of the governing class itself. This was the

case with Lygdamis of Naxos, who afterwards made himself tyrant

of the island. § 2. Sedition which begins in a movement 1305 b of i

resistance outside the governing class may take several different 1

forms. Sometimes an oligarchy is undermined by persons who
1

themselves are wealthy, but who are excluded from office. This
'

happens when the holders of office are a very limited number; it

has happened at Massilia, at Istros, at Heraclea, and in other cities.

§ 3* In allihese oligarchies those-who.had- no share in office con-

tinued to cause-disturbance tilLsome share wasdinally given, first

to the elder brothers in a family and then to the younger too. (It

should be explained that in some states father and son, and in

others an elder and a younger brother, are not allowed to hold

office together.) The final result was that the oligarchy at Massilia

was turned into something more of the nature of a ‘polity’
;
that

at Istros ended by becoming a democracy; and the oligarchy at

Heraclea, from being in the hands of a narrow ring, was broadened

to include as many as 600 members. § 4. At Cnidos, too, there

was a change in the oligarchy; [but this was more drastic]. Here

sedition began inside the ranks of the notables. Few of them were

admitted to office; and the rule was enforced (which we have just

had occasion to mention) that if a father were admitted, his son

should not be eligible, and if there were several brothers in a

family, only the eldest was eligible. In the course of this internal

sedition, the people took a hand; and finding a leader among the

notables, they attacked and won the day—division (as it always

does) leading to the fall of their enemies. § 5. Something of the
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same sort happened at Erythrae. It was governed oligarcliically,

in old times, by the clan of the Basilidae, and the government

managed affairs with prudence; but the people took offence at its

exclusive character and altered the constitutionA

[We now come to the second method by which changes are

made in oligarchies.] Oligarchies are disturbed from inside when i

their members-thems.elvesLplay the demagogue, for reasons of!

personal rivalry. § 6 . They may do so in two different ways. One
j

•^^is to pfacSse the art of the demagogue on the^overning_bodv

'ifselfrA demagogue caiTarise even in a narrow circle: in the days

*of the Thirty at Athens”[^4~Brc“.]™CKaricles and his followers

gained power by courting the favour of the Thirty, and in the days of

the Four Hundred [41 1 b.c.] Phrynichus and his followers acted on
the same lines. The other way in which the members of oligarchies

|

can play the demagogue is by practising on the masses. This was '

the case at Larisa, where the police magistrates paid their court

to the masses because they were elected by them; and it generally

happens in all oligarchies where the magistrates—instead of being

elected on a franchise limited to those who are eligible for office

themselves—are elected on a broad franchise, including all the

army or even the whole of the people, but with eligibility limited to

the owners of large properties or the members of political clubs.*

(This used to be the rule at Abydus.) § 7. We may add that

similar troubles also arise in oligarchies where the law courts are

composed of persons not belonging to the sovereign civic body.

When this is the case, men begin to practise the tricks of the dema-
gogue in order to secure a verdict; and this leads to dissensions

and constitutional change, as it did at Heraclea on the Black Sea.

Troubles also arise when some of its members try to make an
oligarchy still more exclusive; and those who champion equality

of rights are then compelled to enlist the aid of the people.

§ 8, Another way in which..Qligarchies may be disturbed from
-insiders when their members waste their substance in riotous

Jiving. Men wEbThave done that want to create a revolution; and
they either attempt to be tyrants 1306 a themselves or set up some
other person. Hipparinus set up Dionysius at Syracuse in this way.
At Amphipolis a man of the name of Cleotimus [having lost his

fortune] introduced Chalcidian settlers, and incited them after

their settlement to make an attack on the rich. § 9. At Aegina,

* The first method by which changes are brought about in oligarchies is the
method followed when change starts outside the governing circle—either as a
movement of opposition among the excluded grandees (§§ 2-3), or as a movement
which, begirming among them, then spreads to the people at large (§ 4). The
second method, to which Aristotle now turns, is the method followed when
changes start inside the governing circle. 2 See Note QQ, p. 220.
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again, it was a similar cause [i.e. dissipation] which moved the

man who conducted the transaction vi'ith Chares to attempt a
change of the constitutionA Men of this type will sometimes go

;

straight for some attempt at political change: sometimes they stop
[

short at embezzling the public funds
;
but even that leads to sedi- i

tion eventually, whether the sedition be started by the culprits'

themselves or whether (as happened at Apollonia on the Black
Sea) it is begun by those who oppose their misconduct, § 10. An
oligarchy at one with itself is not easily overthrown from within.

The constitution of Pharsalus may serve as an example: the

governing body, restricted as it is, manages to control a large

population because its members behave well towards one another.
'

Still another way in which oligarchies may be undermined from !

inside is when an inner.-oligarchv is created within_the outer,
j

”§ II. Few as are the members of the whole citizen-body, even

these few are not all admitted, in such a case, to the highest ofSces.

This is what happened at one time in Elis. The constitution was
already in the hands of a small body of senators

;
but it was only

a very small handful of men who were ever appointed to the

Senate. Its members, who were ninety in number, all held office

for life; and they were elected, much like the Spartan senators, in

a way which favoured the interests of a narrow range of families.

§ 12. Changes may happen in oligarchies (owing to internal,,^

reasons , and without any attack from outsiHe] alike imwar and in

peace..rrThey_iiappen in war when the members of an oligarchy.

are compelled by disEust "of~tHe pedple3.quemplay—

a

n, army o£.

li^rcenaries- If a singleTnan'is'enffusted with the command of \

these mercenaries, he frequently becomes a tyrant, as Timophanes
)

did at Corinth; and if the command is vested in a number of

persons, they make themselves a governing clique \dynasteid\.

Fear of such consequences sometimes forces an oligarchy to
|

employ a popular force, and thus to give the masses some share in
j

constitutional rights. § 13. Changes happen in p.eace-when-the-

members of an oligarchy, urder the~impulse of mutual distrust,

'ehtfuiFlhe maihtenancF~bf internal security to mercenaries and,
|

limeutrai^rbiterr^JKhn-OccaslQnairy erids~^ffie'master~of both thej

contending factions. This happened at Larisa during the govefn-

menFoFSimiisTbne of the Aleuad clan, [in the capacity of arbiter]

:

it also happened at Abydus during the struggles of the clubs, one

of which was the club of Iphiades.^

* Apparently he tried to bargain with the Athenian general Chares for support

in an attempt to institute a tyranny.
^ It would seem, from the logic of the argument, that in the contention of the

different clubs the leader of one of them, Iphiades, was appointed to the office

of neutral arbiter, and then made himself supreme.
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§ 14. Seditions may also arise inside an oligarchy on matters-olL

marriages and lawsuits^ which lead to the.disc.amflture of one of its]^

seHion^by another, and thus produce Some examples'

"ordissension arising from mattefTof marriage have already been

cited (c. IV, §§ 5-7) ;
we may also mention the overthrow of the j,

oligarchy of the knights at Eretria by Diagoras, in resentment at

an injustice he had suffered in a matter of marriage, § 15. Deci-}

sions given in lawsuits led to dissension at Heraclea [on the Blackl

Sea] and at Thebes. In both cases the offence was that of adultery

and in both cases punishment was exacted (at Heraclea from

Eurytion, and at Thebes from Archias) by a method which mixed

1306 b the spirit of party with the spirit of justice—^the enemies

of the guilty persons carrying their resentment to the point of

having them pilloried in public. ... § 16. It has also frequently

happened that oligarchies have been overthrown, because they

were too oppressive, by members of the governing class who'
resented the methods they used. This was the case, for example,

with the oligarchies of Cnidus and Chios. ...

Finally, constitutional change may sometimes be due to acci-
|

dents. This is the case with the c_oiisdtutions_called-ipolities\ and
with those forms of~^gaixdiy^vdieie^a,pxQP^XtY^.iiah6j^^^
hecessary for membership^oLthe-COunciLand law courts and the

other offices^ § 17. The qualification may have been ^
originally fixed, on the basis of existing conditions, in a way which i

limited constitutional rights—in oligarchies to the few, and ini

‘polities’ to the middle class. Then, as frequently happens, there
|

may ensue a period of prosperity, due to long peace or some other

good fortune; and the result will be that the same estate [which was
once assessed at a moderate amount] must now be assessed at a

value many times in excess of the old. When this is the case, thd

whole body of citizens becomes entitled to every right—a change
which may sometimes come about gradually, by small degrees ands

without being noticed, but sometimes may come about rapidly, j

§ 18. Such are the causes of change and sedition in oligarcUes.

A general observation may be added. ,.Both democracies and oli-

garchies are occasionally transformed, not into the opposite types

of constitution, but into some other variety of their own type.

Democracies and oligarchies which are limited by law may turn,

for example, into forms which are absolutely sovereign; and the
|

converse may equally happen. ^

Note QQ (p, 318): W/iy electors and eligible should be identical

Aristotle here suggests that in a stable oligarchy the electors to office

should be identical with the persons eligible for office. If this is not the
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case, and if the electors to office are a larger body than the persons
eligible for office, there will (he implies) be trouble—even though the
oligarchical principle of restriction, while sacrificed in the matter of
election, is retained in the other matter of eligibility. You must restrict

in both ways, and not in one only; at any rate you must not combine
restriction of the circle of eligibility with a wide extension of the circle of
the electorate.

Newman’s note may be cited. ‘The cause of constitutional change here
indicated by Aristotle—the rivalry of the holders of great offices in
courting those who elect them with a view to their own aggrandisement

—

is indeed widely traceable in history both ancient and modem.’

Chapter VII

3. ^istocracks. Here revolutions are due to a policy of narrowing ...

the circle ojr(njfpovernment . The collapse^ofrdfistdcfacies—as also

'polities' , jvMcJLjaxe-.closehLjcUli&d==is- smeialhudue~tCL.a-.defective
j

balance of the different elements combined in the constitution: this may •

lead either to change in the direction in ibfncJTiJie'Fdlance is tilted^jor-^

to violent reaction towards the opposite extreme. JLr.istocrM.des~at&^

particidarlvJiablejQj}£Jhe..victSns3fiifndv^~Qccasioiis, MXssmditMc
tions may be_ affecMd-andjandermined by the-influence-of-powerfith

neishbourinsjtatssj,^

§1. In jristocracies_.sedition-mav,arise, among other reasons,
j

from limitation of office and honours to a narrow circIer~Tfiis '

is a cause which, as we have mentionedXc.'Vir§ s), produces com-
motions in oligarchies; and it naturally affects aristocracies, because

they too are in some sense oligarchies. In both types of constitu-
j

tions—though for different reasons—the ruling class is small; and
j

it is this common feature which will explain why an aristocracy

may be regarded as a kind of oligarchy. § 2. Sedition due to this
]

cause must particularly tend to arise when the mass of a people I

consists of men animated by the conviction that they are as good

'

as their masters in quality. This was the case with those who were

called the Partheniae at Sparta. They were the [illegitimate] sons

of Spartan peers: they conspired together to vindicate their rights;

but their conspiracy was detected, and they were sent out to

colonize Tarentum.^ Sedition of the same kind may also arise
j

when persons of great ability, and second to none in their merits,

!

are treated dishonourably by those who themselves enjoy higher )

honours—as Lysander was by the kings of Sparta. § 3- It may
happen, again, when a man of high spirit—like Cinadon, the leader

of the conspiracy against the Spartan peers in the reign of king ’

The Partheniae, who colonized Tarentum at the end of the eighth century

B.C., were apparently the descendants of Spartan ‘peers’ (or full citizens) by
some sort of irregular union.
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Agesilaus—is debarred from honours and office. It may happen, 1

too, when some of the ruling class become excessively poor, and
|

others excessively rich. This is a change which happens particu- '

larly in times of war. It happened, for example, at Sparta in the

time of the Messenian War. § 4. The poem of Tyrtaeus, 1307 a
entitled ‘The Rule of Law’, is sufficient evidence: it tells us of

men, impoverished by the war, who demanded a redistribution of

landed property. [Pure ambition may also cause sedition in aristo-

cracies] : a man who has a great position, and the capacity for h )

still greater, will promote sedition in order to make himself the

one ruler. Pausanias, the generalissimo during the Persian War,

'

is an example at Sparta; Hanno at Carthage is another.

§ 5. The actual dgwnfalLoLaristocracies, and also of
‘

polities’y

is chieflvJSue-to. some deviation from justice in tfieTdnstitution

Ttself. In either_case the origin oftSe downfall is a failure to coms i

bin d̂iferent elements properly. In ‘pofifies’ the elements are 1

democracy and oligarchy: in aristocracies they are both of these
|

and the further element of merit; but even in the latter the real I

difficulty is that of combining the first two elements, which are the

only elements that most of the so-called aristocracies (as well as

‘polities’) actually attempt to combine. § 6. The only difference
,

between aristocracies and the constitutions called ‘polities’ consists

in their different ways of mixing the same two elements; and this
^

is also the reason why the former are less secure than the latter.

Constitutions where the elements are so mixed that the tendency .1

is more towards oligarchy are called aristocracies : those where the

mixture is such that the tendency is more in favour of the masses
are called ‘polities’. This will explain why the latter are more
secure than the former. The greater number forms a stronger

support: and the masses are ready to acquiesce in a government
when they have an equal share of power. § 7. It is different with
men of considerable means. When the constitution gives them a

position of superiority, they are apt to fall into arrogance and to

covet even more. Generally, however, it may be said that if a

constitution is not equally balanced, but is inclined in one or

another direction, it will tend to change in that direction. The]
favoured element will proceed to increase its advantage: a ‘polity’,

|

for instance, will change to democracy; and aristocracy will change
j

into oligarchy.

§ 8. It is possible, however, that change may also go in the
)

opposite direction^Aristocracv mav__change. for~e^mpIe.^intQ
democracy, because the poorer classes, feeling-themselves unjusfly )

treated, may diverlits natural tendency into the opposlt.e„.dixg<:tio-n>s
]^d ‘poHHes’ may similarly change into qligarchies,-from.jth^]
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growth of, a_ conviction that stability

—

the aim of every ‘polity’—

|

is only to be found under a system of proportionate equaliiy, oni

the basis of desert>_bv which each man receives his corresponding
_due.i_ § 9 . It was a change of tHis^nature^pIeT a change in the

L opposite direction] which happened to the aristocracy at Thurii.
r The first stage, due to reaction against the high property qualifica-

tion required from holders of office, was a change to a lower
qualification, coupled with an increase in the number of offices.

The next stage, due to the fact that the notables had bought up
illegally the whole of the land (the oligarchical bias of the constitu-

tion enabling them to indulge their greed), was the outbreak of

civil war. Here the masses, becoming hardened in the course of •

hostilities, proved stronger than the civic guard; those who had
more land than the law allowed were forced to relinquish their

hold; [and the old aristocracy thus became a democracy]. § 10. We
may add that the oligarchical bias present in all aristocratic con-

stitutions has a general tendency to make the notables too grasping.

In Sparta, for example, we see estates passing steadily into the

hands of a narrow circle. Generally, too, the notables have too

much power to do what they will, and to marry as they will. This

explains the collapse of Locri [in southern Italy], which was due
to a marriage between the daughter of one of its citizens and
Dionysius of Syracuse [a marriage which eventually led to a

Syracusan tyranny in Locri]. This would never have happened in

a democracy, or in a properly balanced aristocracy.

§ II. A general observation which has already been made=* in
[

regard to all types of constitutions 1307 b—that even trifles may
j

be the cause of revolutions^is particularly true of aristocracies!!^

They are especially apt to change imperceptiBly7'tKrough being

undermined little by little. Once they have abandoned one of the

elements of the constitution, they find it easier afterwards to alter

some other feature of a little greater importance; and they end

eventually by altering the whole system of the state. § 13. This

was what actually befell the constitution of Thurii.3 There was a

law that the office of general should only be held a second time

* See above, Book III, c. ix, where a distinction is drawn between (i) the

democratic idea of absolute equality and (2) the aristocratic-oligarchic idea of

proportionate equality based on desert, imder which each man gets his due in

proportion to his desert, and all are treated equally in the sense that the ratio

between recognition and desert in one case is equal to the ratio between them in

every other.
^ See c. in, § 10: ‘a great change . . . may come about unperceived if small

changes are overlooked.’
^ 'Thurii recurs as an example in the course of this Book; cf. c. iii, § 12, and

§ 9 of this chapter. It was an Athenian colony, founded under the supervision

nf Ppnrlft.'3-
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after an interval of five years. Some of the younger men showed

soldierly qualities, and won a reputation with the rank and file of

the guard. Despising the men who were in charge of affairs, and

calculating on an easy triumph, these younger men set out to

abrogate the law, wishing to make it possible for generals to serve

continuously,' and knowing that, in that case, the people would

readily elect them for one term after another. § 13. The magis-

trates charged with the duty of considering such proposals—they

were called the Board of Councillors—began by making an effort

to resist the repeal of the law
;
but they were eventually led to agree,

in the idea that when this change had been made the rest of the

constitution would not be touched. [They found themselves .

deceived]; other changes were afterwards mooted; when they

sought to oppose them, they failed to make any headway; and the

whole scheme of the constitution was changed into an aristocratic

junto composed of the revolutionaries.

§ 14. Constitutions generally may be undermined from without. 1

as well as from within. -This-hap,pens when they are confronted byj_

"a" constitution of an...Qpp.os^ite_ type, which is either thelFTlose
neighbour or powerful ,even,iLdistant. It happened in the days of~

the Athenian and,Spartan empires. The Athenians everywhere put
down oligarchies ; the Spartans, in turn, suppressed democracies.

' Chapter VIII
r, ' '

,--v 4. The methods of ensuring constitutional stability in the three

previous types of constltiiti6fu~^recjiiitto.ns shouI^B^faMefTaswinh
l^lessness, and, especially against its petty forms. No reliance sIwulR

^eZplaced^ on demces intended to hoodwink the masFesT^'^Jpmr^
fairness should be cultivated: and somethin?jofJLhe-temper, and evm
some ofthe institutions, of demo^acv may therefore be advisable iii^

oligarchies and aristocxaciesT' To maiMain~a'feUins of emergency may
help to maintain th^gpmmmaii> Promotions, and'the avxmfdr wiW-
'~drawaTdfTidnours, should he carefully haTidle^f^WafcirsIididdhe kept

60m on prwape_extr.amgance^caid-the-sudd^njrise ofirwHotrsd^l
"cldsTtNa new degree ofprosperity . In particular, steps should TieJaken

fSfpre^ffgffi^fromh.£ing~made-a-sour.ca-ofpxDjiL Finally, demo-
cracies will do well to spare the rich , and oligarchies to encourage~and
''Kelplhe popr^

§ I . The causes of revolution and sedition in different constitu-
tions have now been generally described. It remains to treat of the
methods for preserving constitutions generally, and each type
severally.! We may begin with a general proposition. To know
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the causes which destroy constitutions is also to know the causes
which ensure their preservation. Opposite effects are brought
about by opposite causes; and destruction and preservation are

opposite effects. § 2. On this basis we may draw a number of
conclusions. The first is that in constitutions where the elements ^
are well mixeTthere is one thing as vitally importantas~aity^^^^^^

keep a look-out against all lawlessness, andrmbrFparti^larlv. tQ__

be on guard against any' of its_pet^forms. l. I^-v^es^snessTwhenT*"

it takes sucE~forms, may cfeep in unperceived—-just as petty

expenditures, constantly repeated, will gradually destroy the whole
of a fortune. § 3. Because it is not all incurred at once, such
expenditure goes unperceived; and our minds are misled by it in

the same way as they are misled by the logical fallacy, ‘When each
is small, all are small too’.^ This is true in one sense, but it is not
true in another. The Whole or All is not little, although it is made
up of Littles.

§ 4. This is one precaution which ought to be taken—to prevent

the beginning of trouble in petty acts of lawlessness. Secondly,

we may lay down_thejaileJhat,l^o8 a confidence should never be^

pl^ed" in de^es-inteadecLtO-hoodwink the masses. ~Tliev are.,

always exploded injactuaLexperiencfi.-(We have already explained

the nature of the constitutional devices to which we are here

referring.)3

§ 5. Tlurdly, we have to observe (and the observation is true v/'"'

of oligarchies as well as of aristocracies) that some states owe_their

stability not so much-to the solidity of their constitutional systems ,

as to the good re1atinnR_in which their officers stand alike with

Lfie^nenfranchised_an(Lthe members of the'civic~b'0~dv.‘~~“In sucli

states the unenfranchised a^never treated unjustly; on the con-

trary, their leading members are promoted to share in constitutional

rights; and while the ambitious among them are not wronged on

points of honour, the rank and file are not maltreated in matters

of money and profit. Similarly, in these states, the officers and the

other members of the governing class behave towards one another

in a democratic spirit of equality. § 6. Democrats seek to widen

the principle of equality until it is made to include all the masses.

What is certainly just—and expedient as well as just—is that the

principle should extend to all who are really ‘peers’. In any state,

therefore, where the members.Q£thngoverning class are numerous ,

ia~humber~of~democratic institutions will be expedient. ITmll be

'expedientrfof instance, to restrict the tenure of office-tOLa.period^of

^ This is a warning already implied in c. Iir, § 10 and c. vir, §§ ir-13.
* The answer to the fallacy is that, though ‘aU’ separately may be small, ‘all’

collectively may form a large sum. ® Book IV, c. xiir, §§ 1-5.

4774 Q
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months, and thus to enable all-W-ho belong to th^lass of ‘peer£_

to enip5Ltheir.ti.inu A numerous class of ‘peers’ls a'lreadynSy its

nature, a sort of democracy; and that is why, as has already been

noticed (c. vi, § 6), we often find demagogues emerging in such a

class. § 7. When such a policy is adopted, oligarchies and aristo-

cracies are less prone to fall into the hands of family cliques.

Officers with a short tenure can hardly do as much harm as those

who have a long tenure; and it is long possession of office which

leads to the rise of tyrannies in oligarchies and democracies. The
persons who make a bid for tyranny, in both types of constitution,

are either the principal men (who in democracies are the dema-

gogues, and in oligarchies the heads of great families), or else the

holders of the main offices who have held them for a long period.

§ 8. The preservation..o.f a constitution may not only be du^^
the fact that a statais-far-renm^re.d.frQmlEelnenace'of'any^
itjmay^aLspj^^n occasion, be due to the veiy opposrfeT'WV'h^

danger is imminent, men are alarmed, andTHey t^refdrFkeep a

firmer gf
m

~on~ tlieir constitution. All who are cohc.ergrd'”fbr~t1ie‘

coristiftition should therefpj^X4l£6§i6Lalarms,AvJhidLW^
V on their guard.-.and will malce-them keep an unwearied watch

like sentinels on night-duty. They must,, in a word, .make the^

Temote comemear.

§ 9. An endeavour-shoulcLals.QJbe made, by leoislation..asaveE

as by_persbnal-actio», (t?) to_ guardagainst quarrels and seditions

*an^.og the_notables.;S and watclTsfiould also be kept in advance
^

' on those who are not vet involved, before they too~E^ircau^t

the spirit of rivahy. Ordinary men cannot see the^b'egmmn^f
troubles ahead; it requires the genuine statesman.

§ 10. Change may arise, in oligarchies and ‘

pnlities\ through
the worHng of~lhe system of assessment connected ,with the

requirement ofj property-qualification .
3 It will tend to arise, for

TxampIeTwhen the monetary amount of the property-qualification

is left unchanged but the amount of money in circulation shows
a large increase. To meet this danger (6) a, comparison should

^guiarly be made between the present sum-total of all the assess-

* Aristotle here refers back to the last section of the previous chapter.
* Here the reference back is to c. iv, §§ 1-7.
* See c. VI, §§ 16-17. The assessments mentioned are not connected with

the methods of taxation, but with the system of requiring a property-qualifica-
tion from candidates for office. If the standard of the property-qualification
required were left unchanged, when the assessments connected with it began
to show that a much larger number of persons were attaining the standard, a
constitution would be automatically changed. Far more persons would now
be eligible for office : and thus a ‘polity’ or an oligarchy might be unintentionally
turned into a democracy. Hence Aristotle’s counsel, ‘Watch the movement, of
the assessments.’
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meiits and their sum-total ia.a-Drfevious year. Where the assess-

ment is annual, the comparison should be made 1308 b aTnuiall^

where—as mtEe'Iarger stotes—the assessment is madelaTiriter^ls
of three or four_y.ears. the comparison should be made at those

1 inteiy.aLs. If the sum-total is then found fcTbe many times greater

^ (or many times less) than it was on the previous occasion when
the assessments obligatory under the constitution were fixed, a law
should be passed to provide for the raising (or lowering) of the

qualification required to a corresponding extent. §11. In oli- I

garchies and ‘polities’ where this policy is not adopted change will
(

be inevitable. In one event [i.e. when the amount of money in

circulation decreases, but the qualification is left unchanged] the

change will be from ‘polity’ to oligarchy, and from oligarchy to a

family clique; in the other [i.e. when the amount of money in

circulation increases, but the qualification remains unaltered]

change will move in the reverse direction—from a ‘polity’ to a

democracy, and from an oligarchy either to a ‘polity’ or a demo-
cracy.

§ 12. A rule (7) which applies both to democracies and oli-
\

garchies—indeed it applies to all constitutions—is tharno~pefsdnn
should be advanced bv the state out ofall~pro~pgr{idin:o others^ 1

It is a better policy to award~smairEbnours ovef'a period ,ofTfinig..-.

4\ than to_glve_great honours rapidly. (Men are easily spoiled; and
' it is not aU who can stand prosperity.) If this rule is not followed,

and if honours are bestowed on a man promiscuously, the least

that can be done is not to revoke them promiscuously, but to do

so by degrees. It is also good policy to aim at providing, by means.

of appropriate legislation, against the risk of anv man gaining a

position of superiority by the strength of his wealth-on.connexions.-
P ailing that, men who gain such a position should be removed
from it by being sent out of the country.

§ 13. Men tend to become revolutionaries from circumstances 1

connected with their private lives [as well as from causes-connected
j

with public lifel. This suggests^(.8)_that-a_magistracw.sho.uId_be ,/

~insfitute'd~to'^upervise ^ose who, live.

J

n a wav out of harmony '

with the established constitution—rwho-in a democracy do not

live^dejnQcratically; in an oligarchy do not live oligarchically ;
and

so in each other type.^ For-siioilarLreasons^ [i.e. for reasons con^
nected^ithrcircarffsfances of private life] watch-shouId be kept

over the social section _which is particularly flourishing at anyL
moment. ^^It^TT^^eme^for the difficulties whichtEe flourish-

^ ing of such a section may cause is either (a) always to give the

* Here the reference is to c. in, § 3.
® Here the reference is to c. vi, §§ S-g, and also to c, in, §§ 6-8.
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conduct of airdrs^aad the eniovjiient-£)L.office to the opposite

section (it should be explained that the two sections here“in ques-

'^orTare the quality and the masses, or the wealthy and the poor),

and thus to attempta-hajanc^r fusion between the poor and the^

wealthy s^ion, or (b) to seek to inireaselthe_gtrgngth of the ’middle^ ^
or intervening element.^ Such a policy will prevent the dissensions

'wHicirafise"ff6m inequality.

§ 15. The-mostimportantrule.ohall,.in,alLtypes of constitution,^/

is (Q)-that-proj^islQ.n_ghould be made—not only by law, but also by^

JthS-g&ne?jlJX;st^ of economy—to prevent the magistrates from

t?eing„^le to rtselEeir office for their own gain.^ In oligarchical

constitutions, above all othefs^^his is a matteF^hich demands
attention. § 16. The masses are not so greatly offended at being

excluded from office (they may even be glad to be given the leisure

for attending to their own business); what really annoys them is

to think that those who have the enjoyment of office are embezzling 1

public funds. That makes them feel a double annoyance at a

double loss—the loss of profit as well as office. § 17. If an arrange- '

ment could be made to stop men from using office as a means of

private gain, it would provide a way—the only possible way—^for

combining democracy with. ,aristocracy.^ Both the notables and 1

'

1309 a the masses could then get what they desire. The right to

hold office would be open to all, as befits a democracy: the notables
J

would actually be in office, as befits an aristocracy. § 18. Both
results could be achieved simultaneously if the use of office as a

means of profit were made impossible. The poor would no longer

desire to hold office (because they would derive no advantage from
doing so), and they would prefer to attend to their own affairs.

The rich would be able to afford to take office, as they would need
no subvention from public funds to meet its expenses. The poor

would thus have the advantage of becoming wealthy by diligent

attention to work; the notables would enjoy the consolation of not

being governed by any chance comer. § 19. [To make assurance

sure, and] to prevent the embezzling of public funds, the outgoing
officers should hand over such funds in the presence of the whole
civic body; and inventories of them should be deposited with each

clan, ward, and tribe.3 To ensure that no profit should be made

* The two forms of policy here suggested are (i) a balance or mixture of two
opposite sections, which can be achieved if the social prosperity enjoyed by one
is offset by the political power given to the other, or (2) the creation of a tertium
quid, or strong middle section, which will correct both the arrogance of the ^
socially prosperous and the discontent of the opposite section.

'

* See Note SS, p. 330.
^ Wards are local subdivisions. Clans and tribes are the smaller and larger

kin-groups.
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by any magistrate in other ways,* the law should provide for the

award of honours to those who earn a good reputation.

§ 20 . (Lastly
(
10), two diiferent, but yet corresponding, rules

may be suggested—6ne~for~iemdcfaciesrand~tKe'3tneT'foFoligar^~
'chi^]~rndeinocracies, tEexich sHould be spared. Not only should
IKeir est^feTBesafFffSSi tfie^ redistribution : the producgof
the estates~sEourd~be equally secure; and-5ie.-praQtice of sh^ng
It out, which has insensibly developed under some constiHihons.
should not be allowed. It is good policy, too, to prevent the rich,

even if they are willing, from undertaking expensive, and yet use-

less, public services, siichTas tHe^quippihg of choruses for dramatic
festivals^'orlhe provision of the expenses of"torcl>races, or other

services of that order.^ In oligarchies, on the other hand.-a gooj \

deal of attention should be paid to the poor. They shouId.l?e.
assigned the offices to which any perquisites are attached; and if

a rich man docs them violence
,
the penalties should be heavier

lKan~if Ke had been guilty of violence againsFmemBefT'6f*Kis'ovw^

_class.-Nor should inheritances pass SiTtitleTf 15equestftliey”shPUl'd7
go by right of descent.^ and not morelEa’h'oh(rinh~eritancclhoufd

ever go to one person. On this system estates would be more
evenly distributed, and more of the poor might rise to a position

of affluence. § 21 . [These suggestions relate to property.] J[n_
matters other thamproper^ [e.g. honours and-ceremonies] a posi-

tion of equality, or even of precedence, may well be given to those

wHo~have few_er_constitutionaI rights—

i

n a d?mocracy toTKeTich ;

in an_Qligarchv to the poor. An exception must, however, be
^

madejfo.r the sovereign offices of the constitution.'^- These should

be entrusted onlv._or at any rate entrust^ mainly, to those who i

Eavelull constitutional rights.

Note RR (p, 224) : The course of the argument in cc. viii-k

It has already been observed, in the note at the beginning of c. i of this

book, that these two chapters on preservation (a theme which generally

belongs to Book VI) are here intercalated in the middle of a treatment of

revolutions. The reason for the intercalation appears to be that the

methods of preservation here suggested are (as Newman points out in

volume iv of his edition, pp. 569-70) ‘as a rule deduced from the in-

vestigations, in the preceding part of the Book, as to the causes of the

overthrow of constitutions’. Each remedy thus corresponds to a disease

* e.g. by taking bribes, or by making extortions, from individuals.

* Compare c. v, §§ 1-5 .

3 If there were a right of bequest, property might be accumulated in the hands

of a few legatees. If the transmission of property is based on the title of descent,

.Aristotle implies (assuming, it would seem, the absence of primogeniture) that

there will be a diffusion of property.
* According to the argument of Book III, the deliberative organ is the

sovereign organ of the constitution. It may thus be argued that the ‘offices’ to

which Aristotle is here referring are the offices of member of the Council and
member of the Assembly. But he probably refers to the highest executive offices.
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which has just been noticed; and it is' natural, therefore, that Aristotle

should add a list of remedies immediately after his list of diseases. But

he recurs again, after these two chapters, to the theme of revolutions

—

first dealing, in c. x, with the causes of revolution in monarchical states

(though here again he proceeds to add, in c. XI, an accovuit of the methods

of preservation which correspond to these causes), and then dealing finally,

in c. XII, with the inadequacy of Plato’s accoimt of revolutions. It will

thus be seen that Aristotle gives two accounts of methods of preservation

—(i) an ad hoc accoimt in cc. viii-ix, and in c. xi, of Book V, where the

methods are adapted to the causes of revolution which have just been
mentioned : and (2) a general account, in the course of Book VI, which is

not immediately related to the previous account ofthe causes of revolution.

Note SS (p. 328): Political power and economic advantage

The reference back here is to c. ill, § i. The danger to which Aristotle

draws attention—that political power may be used to secure economic
advantage—is one which is also noticed by Thucydides and Plato.

Thucydides, speaking of the fierce dissensions which arose at Corcyra,

writes (iii. 82, § 8), ‘The cause of all these things was the pursuit of office

for reasons of greed, and through ambition to rise.* Plato, contrasting his

ideal state with the actual states of Greece, writes {Republic 531 a), ‘All

goes wrong when, starved for lack of anything good in their own lives,

men turn to public affairs hoping to snatch from them the happiness they
hunger for. They set about fighting for power, and this internecine

conflict ruins them and their country’ (Cornford’s translation). Aristotle

repeatedly draws attention to the same danger; and we may compare
with the present passage that in Book III, c. vi, § 10, ‘Moved by the

profits to be derived from office and the handling of public property, men
want to hold office continuously.’

It is thus a steady theme of Greek political theory that political power
tends to be used, and should not be used, to secure economic advantage.
That theme was not the invention of Marx—though he varied and
amplified it.

Chapter IX

\ Further consideration of the imtho^ of ensuringsconstitutional stabi-

\ lity in the threeJirst types of cointitutign. In the interest of constitu-

tional stability, iKree qualities are requiredm the holders ofhishpffice.:

their relative importance. '' It is always wise to ensure that a majority

of the citizen body is in favour_ofjhe_constitution. The idliie_of the

mean, ^ndjojfrefming to push political issuFs'Tojdnjextreme : not all

democratic or oligarchic medmres are cdlcufated to enJure tIie~pFf-

Indhence of democracy or oligarchy. '''TJi^cafrdinal importance of
educating citizens to live and act in the spirit of the constitution: tins

is too often neglected>-^sP&.cialh in extreme democraaesfwliich~encmii^

age the idea of Hiving as oneJikesL ——— .

§ 1 . T^ree qualifications are necessary in those who have tQ fill

tlie sovereign_offices7^''~TK'e~nrst is loyalty to the establishe^cog-^i
* Aristotle, taking his cue from the theme of the ‘sovereign offices’, which has

just been mentioned at the end of the previous chapter, proceeds to supplement
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.stitutiaru The second is a high degree oLs3B3Pjty for the dutigs

of the office. The third~5TKe"^.aIity .of goadness and justice, jn v/

Ahe„par.tic.uIaL,fomi.Ayhich,suits-the_iiature of each constitution .

(If the principle of justice varies from constitution to constitution,^

the quality of justice must also have its corresponding varieties.) ^

§ 3. Where these three qualifications are not united in a single

person, a problem d6vi6usly^rs~esTKo^is~the choice to be made ? <

TTmay possess, 1309 Hlor instance, the second quairhcatlon, alid

have military capacity; but he may lack the otW two, and be
neither good in character nor loyal to the constitution. B may be
just in character and loyal to the constitution, [but deficient in

capacity]. How are we to choose? It would seem that we ought
1

to consider Uvo points—which, on the whole, is the commoner
qualification, "and which qf them, is .the rarer; [and on that basis,

we ought tojchqose .themanwiththe rarer qualification.] § 3 . Thus,
for a military office, we must have regard to military experience

rather than character: military capacity is rare, and goodness is
\

more common. For the post of custodian of property, or that of

treasurer, we must follow the opposite rule: such posts require a

standard of character above the average, but the knowledge which
they demand is such as we all possess. § 4. A further problem
may also be raised in regard to these three qualifications. If a man

;

possesses the two qualifications of capacity and loyalty to the con- >

stitution, is there any need for him to have the third qualification i

of goodness, and will not the first two, by themselves, secure the i

public interest? We may answer this question by asking another.

May not men who possess these two first qualifications be unable

to command their passions ? and is it not true that men who have

no command of their passions will fail to serve their own interest

—

even though they possess self-knowledge and self-loyalty—and

will equally fail to serve the public interest [even though they

possess a knowledge of public affairs and public loyalty] ?

§ 5. Generally, we may add, a constitution will tend to be v

preserved by the observance of all the legal rules already suggested,

in the course of our argument, as making for constitutional stability.
'

Here we may note, as of paramount importance, the elementary 1

the ten specific rules for the pvreservation of states, which he has stated in that

chapter, by a number of more general rules. These general rules are still to

some extent based on deduction from the previous study of the causes of

revolution. But they raise broader and more fundamental issues of policy; the

reference to the previous study of the causes of revolution is slight; and the

main reference which they involve is a reference to t!t:' general argument of

the previous books.
‘ This ‘relativity’ of the principle ofjustice, with its corollary of the ‘relativity’

of the quality of justice, has been previously discussed in Book III : see cc. iv

and IX of that book, and the notes at the beginning of those chapters.
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principle which has been again and again suggested

—

the principle

oreniuring that the number of those wh.CL.wisk.a-constitution to

contin.ue . shall be^ greater than-the number olthose^who do not. ^

§ 6. In addition to all these things, there is another which'oug^^
to be remembered, but which , in fact,. is.Jorgpltenin'pen^t^
forms of government. This is the,.value..of..tlie^mean.^ Many of j

the measures which are reckoned democratic really undermine
democracies; many which are reckoned oligarchical actually under-

mine oligarchies. § 7. The partisans of either of these forms of
\

government, each thinking their own the only right form, push
\

matters to an extreme. They fail to see that proportion is as

necessary to a constitution as it is (let us say) to a nose. A nose

may deviate in some degree from the ideal of straightness, and
incline towards the hooked or the snub, without ceasing to be
well shaped and agreeable to the eye. But push the deviation still

further towards either of these extremes, and the nose will begin

to be out of proportion with the rest of the face: carry it further

still, and it will cease to look like a nose at all, because it will go
too far towards one, and too far away from the other, of these two
opposite extremes. § 8. What is true of the nose, and of other

parts of the body, is true also of constitutions. Both oligarchy and
democracy may be tolerable forms of government, even though
they deviate from the ideal. But if you push either of them further 1

still in the direction to which it tends, you will begin by making \

it a worse constitution, and you may end by turning it into some- J
thing which is not a constitution at all.

§ 9. It is thus the duty of legislators, and statesmen to know
|

which democratic measures preserve, and which destroy, a demo- 1

cracy
;
similarly, it is their duty toknow which oligarchical measures

1

wiirsa^~ancrwEich will ruin, an oligarchy. Neither of these \

constitutions can exist, or continue in existence, unless it includes \

both the rich and the poor . If, therefore, a system of equal owner-
sliip”be introduced into either, the effect will inevitably be a new
and different form of constitution

;
and the radical legislation which

abolishes riches and poverty will thus 1310 a abolish along with
them the old constitutions based on their presence.^ § 10. [For

* See Note TT, p. 234.
® There is a natural transition from the doctrine that a majority should be in

favour of the constitution to the doctrine of moderation. A moderate constitu-
tion, which steers between the extremities of the right and the left, will tend to
command a general allegiance. The reference here again (as in the previous
paragraph) is to Book IV, c. xii, especially §§ 4-6. . .

^ The modern reader will perhaps doubt whether a democracy ceases to be a
democracy if property is equalized. The doubt is natural enough if the word
‘democracy’ be understood in a modem sense, as the government of the whole
people by the whole people for the whole people. In Aristotle’s sense of the
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want of the knowledge they ought to possess]* errors are made by
statesmen alilce in democracies and oligarchies. They are made,
for instance, by demagogues, in those forms of democracy where
the will of the people is superior to the law. Demagogues, are

- ^ always dividing the state into two, and waging war against the rich.

I-
Their proper policy is the very reverse: they should always profess
to be speakiriF^in defence of the ricET A similar_policv sEbuiyEe

,

followed in oligarchies: the oligarchs should profess to speak on “1
behalf of the poor^ and the oaths they take^KoulTbe tfiiTopposite

of those which theynow take. § n. There are states inwhich their

oath runs, T will bear illlvlll to the people, and I will plan against
| ]

them all the evil I can.’ The opinion which they ought to hold and
exhibit is the very opposite; and their oaths should contain the

declaration, T will not do wrong to the people.’

The greatest, however, of all the means we have mentioned for

ensuring the stability of constitutions—but one which is nowadays
generally negiected=ris-the-education of citizens in the spirit of

their constitution.^ § 12 . There is no profit in the best of laws,
:

~

. 1 f t
' I

~ -
~

*

even when they are sanctioned by generalTcivic consent^ if the

citizens themselves have not been attuned, by the force of_habit

'Wd'tHe'mfluence of teaching, to the right constitutional temper

—

v^icITwill be the temper of democracy where the laws are deniq^
cratic, and where tRey~ar'e~dligafcfiical wiIl~T5elhat oroE^rchy .

Eicentiousness may exist in a state as welLas-inlndividual persons.

rand^trainingjs,lhus,needed for states_as well as fqrJndiyiduals}^

§ 13. The_eduHfiori' of'a citizen in me spirit of his constitution—.

does not consist in his doing the act:ions~m\^icEI5ieLpartisans-o£-
oligarchy, or the adherents of democracy. delight.--lt-cansistS-m-L

his doing the actionsJbvL which. an-Pligarchy. or a democracj^wilLl
be enabled'tQ SUiyive. Actual practice, to-day,'is on very different

lines. In oligarchies the sons of the magistrates live lives of luxury,

and this at a time when the sons of the poor are being hardened by
exercise, and by their daily work, and are thus acquiring the will

and the power to make a clean sweep. § 14. In democracies of the

extreme type—the type which is regarded as ’being peculiarly

democratic^—the policy followed is the very reverse of their real

word, however, democracy is the government of one of the social sections, as

oligarchy is that' of another. If all social sections disappear, both of these forms
of government will also disappear.

* i.e. knowledge of the difference between the measures which will really pre-

serve a constitution and those which (though they are supposed to preserve it)

really tend towards its destruction.
- This theme has been previously touched upon in Book IV, c. xi, § 6. It

recurs, and is developed, later—especially in Book VIII, c. i, §§ 1-2.

^ See Book IV, c. xiv, § 12, where it appears that these democracies are of the

type in which the ‘will of the people’ is superior to ‘the rule of laV.
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interest. The reason for this aberration is a false conception of

liberty.' There ar&-tmi-CQnceptijQns_which are generally held
,
to

be characterigtic^Oimacf^y.'' One of them is the concepfioITT

of the sovereignty of the maj'qrity; the other is tlrntrof tfi^Iiberty \

of indiyifels.^ THo~‘demoa^ starts assunimg~’thk;"j2
iustice~consists.in.equality: he proceeds to identify equality with p
tI^"sovercignty~qfT%l^IlTqOhe masses; fie~ends witK~tliFvrdw >

fE^- ‘lib^tyl and" equaiify’ consist . in iSoing- what one likes’. The
[

result of~such a view is that, in these extreme democracies7"eacir \

'man lives as HeJikes—or. as Euripides says,

For any end he chances to desire.

§ i6. Tl^is_a.meaa.conception of-liberty;._To live by the rule of

the~constitution-Qught. not-to-be.regar^d^ slavery,’’but-rather-as-

salva^tiqn.?^
^

Such, in general, are the causes which lead to the change and
|

destruction of constitutions, and such are the means of ensuring \

their preservation and stability. '

Note TT (p. 232): Aristotle on the need of consent and the principle

of unanimity

Aristotle, in the preceding section, has discussed the three qualifications

which magistrates must possess if the constitution is to be stable. One of
these is loyalty to the constitution. He now adds, taking a more general

view, that the majority of the citizens generally must possess the quality yb
of loyalty to the constitution, in the sense of cherishing a will for its

sui-vival. Here he is referring back to the argument of Book IV, c. xii, § i.

There is a passage in the Ethics, Book IX, c. vi, which may be cited in

illustration of the argument. Aristotle is there discussing the conception
of unanimity, or what may be called, in the sphere of politics, solidarity

OT fraternite. ‘States are said to be unanimous when their members have
the same conception of their interest; will the same objects; and execute
common resolves (§ i). It is therefore about matters of action that men
show unanimity, and especially about matters of action which are of
major importance and in which it is possible for both or all parties to get
their way: e.g. a state is unanimous when all its members tliink that
offices should be elective, or that an alliance should be made with Sparta.
. . . When each of two parties wishes to have a thing for itself . . . they are
in a state of faction {stasis)

;
for unanimity does not consist in each party

just thinking of the same thing, but in each thinking of it as vested in the
same hands—wliich is the case, for example, when the common people
and the better sort both wish the best men to rule. It is then, and then
only, that all parties get their way’ (§ 2).

* As Newman justly notes, the two conceptions are not necessarily consistent
vyith one another. The sovereignty of the majority may drastically curtail the
liberty of the individual.

f How would Aristotle himself have defined liberty? As Newman says (in ,

his note) the passage before us makes it probable that he would have defined it as ^
obedience to rightly constituted law—or as consisting not, as Hobbes wrote, in
the things ‘which the sovereign hath pretermitted’

,

but, as Montesquieu said,
in what the laws permit.
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Chapter X
23s

MonargMe.S=-includiDgJb.QthJdagsldps.,aiid tyrannjgs. The dis^

guaraiansnip of society; tyranny is directed to tersonal interest, and
"it combiiies the more selfisITffde of olimrchy with the more selfish side
'

ofTLemocracy. In monarchies generally, revolutions are caused by
resentment of insults; by fear; by contempt; or by a desire for fame.

Tyrannies are LiabLe to 6e overthrozon by the mfluence of neighbouring

states ofan opposite 'clidracferTtheynTzay'v:hiri}e^desir^e^^ interned
'

lead to their oveHHrow are

Kinships are more durable: but zoith the

causey and the causes 'which

Tiatred and contem,

generalgrozotH of equality they are becoming antiquated, and the form

~of mondrcKical government now PrevalentJsJ^vranny based on force.

§ I. We have still, however, to treat of the causes of destruction,

and themeans ofpreservation, when the government is amonarchy. 1

1310 b Generally, what has already been said of constitutions pro-

per is almost equally true of kingships and tyrannies.^ § 2. King-
ship is in the nature of an aristocracy. Tyranny is a compound of

the extreme forms of oligarchy and democracy, and that is why it

is more injurious to its subjects than any other form ofgovernment

;

it is composed of two bad forms, and it combines the perversions

and errors of both. § 3. The two forms, of monarchical govern-

ment differ, from one another—and differ diametrically—in their

very origin. Kingships have grown for the purpose of helping the

better classes against the populace; it is from these classes that kings

have been drawn; and the basis of their position has been their

own pre-eminence, or the pre-eminence of their family, in charac-

ter and conduct. Tyrants, on the contrary, are drawn from the

populace and the masses, to serve as their protectors against the

notables, and in order to prevent them from suffering any injustice

from that class. § 4. The record of history attests the fact; and

it may safely be said that most tyrants have begun their careers as

demagogues, who won the popular confidence by calumniating

the notables. § 5. But though it is true that a large number of

tyrannies arose in this way, in the days when states were becoming

much more populous, there were others, of an earlier date, which
'

arose in different ways. Some of them had their origin in the

ambition of kings, who transgressed traditional limitations, and

aimed at a more despotic authority. Others were founded by

persons who had originally been elected to the highest magistracies

' A ‘monarchy’ (or one-man government) may be, in Aristotle’s usage, either

a ‘kingship’ or a ‘tyranny’. ‘Monarchy’, therefore, is not synonymous with

‘kingship’. It is a wider term. “ See Note UU, p. 241.
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—all the more easily because there was a habit, in ancient times,

of giving long tenures to public ‘craftsmen’ and ‘overseers’.*

Others, again, arose from a practice, followed in oligarchies, of

appointing a single person to supervise the chiefmagistracies. § 6. In

all these ways an ambitious person was given the chance, if he so

desired, of effecting his purpose with ease; he had already power in

his hands for a start—here as king, and there as the holder of some

other high office. Pheidon of Argos and a number of others started

as kings and ended as tyrants. The tyrants of Ionia and Phalaris of

Agrigentum used other offices as stepping-stones. Panaetius at

Leontini, Cypselus at Corinth, Pisistratus at Athens, Dionysius at

Syracuse, and a number of others elsewhere, began as demagogues.
'

§ 7. Kingship, as we have already observed, may be classified

as being in the nature of aristocracy. Like aristocracy it is based

, on merit. The merit on which it is based may consist in personal
^ for family) qualities; it may consist in benefits rendered; it may
consist in a combination of both of these with capacity. § 8. The
men who have gained the position of king have all been men who
had actually benefited, or were capable of benefiting, their city

or their country. Some of them, like Codrus of Athens, had saved

their state from defeat in war: others, like Cyrus of Persia, had been

its liberators; others, again, had settled or acquired the territory

of their state, like the kings of Sparta and Macedonia, or the

Molossian kings in Epirus. § 9. It is the aim of a king to be in the

position of a guardian of society, 1311 a protecting the owners of

property from any unjust treatment, and saving the bulk of the

people from arrogance and oppression.* Tyranny, as we have often

noted, is just the opposite. It has no regard to any public interest

which does not also serve the tyrant’s own advantage. The aim of

a tyrant is his own pleasure : the aim of a king is the Good. § 10. We
can see the results which follow. A tyrant covets riches; a king
covets what makes for renown. The guard of a king is a civic

guard : the guard of a tyrant is a foreign guard of mercenary troops.

* Aristotle here uses, in the Greek, two peculiar terms for magistrates which
were employed in states of the Peloponnese. For the first of these terms see
Book III, c. ir, § 2, and note.

= This conception of the monarch as a neutral guardian or arbitrator, set
above the play of society and preventing any social element from oppressing
others, has analogies with the Hegelian conception of monarchy.

It may be noted that in the edition of the Politics by the Positivist Richard
Congreve (second edition, 1874) there is appended an essay on monarchy, in
which it is argued that, to meet the difficulties and problems of modern society,
‘ there will be needed a dictatorial power (“monocratic”, but not “monarchical”
in the sense of hereditary) sufficiently representing the interests of the classes
that are growing, and at the same time strong enough to protect the weaker and
decaying—a power able to act as a mediator’ (p. 507). There is here a curious
conjimction of Aristotle, Hegel, and Comte,
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§ II. Tyranny [being a compound of both]* has obviously the
vices both of oligarchy and democracy. From oligarchy it derives

its aim and end of amassing wealth; for it is by his wealth, and by
it alone, that a tyrant has to maintain his guard and his luxury.

It is also from oligarchy that tyranny derives its habit of distrusting

the masses, and the policy, consequent upon it, of depriving them
of arms. Tyranny, too; joins hands with oligarchy in oppressing
the common people, expelling it from the city, and dispersing it

in the country. § 12. From democracy it derives its attitude of

hostility to the notables; its policy of ruining them, secretly or

openly; its habit of driving them into banishment, as the rivals

and lundrances to its power. In fact the notables are more than
a hindrance to tyrants : they are also the active cause of conspiracies

against them—some because they want to be rulers themselves;

others because they do not want to be slaves. § 13. This explains

the advice which was offered by Periander to his fellow-tyrant

Thrasybulus, when he switched off with his stick the outstanding

ears in the corn field. It was a hint that he ought, from time to

time, to remove outstanding citizens.

It has already been suggested^ that the origins of revolution in

states with a monarchical system must be considered the same as

they are in states with regular constitutions. Unjust oppression,

fear, and contempt, are often the reasons why subjects rebel

against their monarchs. The form of unjust oppression which
most frequently leads to rebellion is insult; but the confiscation

of property has sometimes the same effect. § 14. The aims pursued

by revolutionaries, like the origins of revolution, are the same in

tyrannies and kingships as they are under regular constitutions.

Sovereign rulers enjoy a pre-eminence of wealth and honour; and

wealth and honour are objects of general desire. The actual attacks

of revolutionaries are sometimes delivered against the person of

the sovereign, and sometimes against his office. Attacks provoked

by insults are directed against his person.

§ 15. Insults are of many kinds; but anger is the common effect

produced by all the kinds .3 Those who attack a sovereign in anger

generally do so for the sake of revenge, and not for reasons of

* See § 2 of this chapter.
= Aristotleisherereferringbackto§ I of this chapter, and, by implication to the

catalogue of causes of sedition which he has already given in c. 11 of this Book.
^ The logic of the arrangement followed in the succeeding sections is based on

the causes enumerated in § 13. Unjust oppression, especially in the form of

insult, is treated in §§ 15-20; /ear is treated in § 2i ; and contempt in §§ 22-5.

But in § 26 Aristotle begins to go outside the causes enumerated in § 13 ; and

after first making a natural transition from contempt of the sovereign to personal

ambition (§§ 26-8), he goes on—not without some repetition—to a number of

other causes.
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ambition. The attack on the sons of Peisistratus at Athens, by

Harmodius and Aristogiton, was caused by the dishonour offered

to the sister of Harmodius and the injury thus done to her brother.

Harmodius attacked for his sister’s sake; and his friend Aristogiton

joined the attack 1311 a 39 for his sake. [In the next three sections, ^
§§ 16-18, Aristotle cites other instances of attacks made on ruling ^

sovereigns for sexual or homosexual reasons. The instances cover

a wide geographical range: several of them are drawn from the

history of Macedonia, one from the history of Cyprus, one from

that of Thrace, and one from that of Ambracia. None of them
belong to the area or the history ofthe Greek city-state.]^ 1311 b 23

§ 19. Insult may also take the form of physical assault. Men have

often been moved to anger by such indignities; and feeling them-
selves insulted they have either killed, or attempted to kill, even

royal officers, and persons connected with the royal circle [let

alone actual sovereigns]. [In the rest of this section, and in § 20,

Aristotle cites instances at Mytilene and in Macedonia.] ^

1311 b 36 § 21. Fear is also a motive which, as we have pre-

viously noted, operates similarly in monarchies and in constitu-

tional states as a cause of rebellion. It was fear that led the Persian

captain Artapanes to murder his master Xerxes. He was afraid

of being accused of having had Darius hung—^without any orders

from Xerxes—in the expectation that, unable to remember what j
he might have said in his cups, Xerxes would pardon the act.

§ 22. Monarchs are sometimes attacked from the motive of

contempt. Sardanapalus of Assyria 1312 a was killed by a man
who saw him carding wool among women (at any rate that is the

traveller’s tale, which may not be true; but if it is not true of him,
it may well be true of some other man). § 23. Dionysius the

Younger of Syracuse was similarly attacked by Dion in a spirit of

contempt: he saw that he was despised even by his own subjects,

and was always drunk. The very friends of a single ruler will some-
times attack him because they despise him: the confidence he gives

them breeds their contempt, and they are led to believe that he will

notice nothing. § 24. Contempt, of a sort, is also the motive of

rebels who think that they can seize power: they are ready to

strike because they feel themselves strong, and able, in virtue of

their strength, to despise any risks. This is the reason why generals

attack their sovereigns. Cyrus, for instance, attacked Astyages
because he despised both his habit of life, which had sunk into

luxury, and his capacity, which had become effete. The Thracian .

Seuthes, when he was general, attacked King Amadocus for similar ^
reasons, § 25. Attacks are sometimes due not to a single cause,

' See Note VV (p. 243).
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; but to a plurality of causes. Contempt, for instance, may be mingled
with avarice, as it was in the attack which Mithridates made on
his father, the Persian satrap Ariobarzanes. But rebellions due to

a plurality of causes generally proceed from men who combine a

. hardy temper with a position of military honour in the service of^ their sovereign. Courage armed with power turns into hardihood;
and it is this combination of courage and power which leads men
to rebel, in the confidence of easy victory.

When rebellion is due to desire for fame, we have a cause of a
different character from any of those hitherto mentioned. § 26. A
man who resolves to risk rebellion out of a desire for fame behaves
in a different way from men who attempt the lives of tyrants with
an eye to great gain or high honours. Men of that sort are merely
moved by greed or ambition; the man who desires true fame will

attack a ruler in the same high spirit as if he were offered the

chance of some other great adventure likely to win a man name
and fame among his fellows—he will want to get glory, and not a

kingdom. § 27. It is true that those who are moved by such
reasons are only a handful. Their action supposes an utter dis-

regard for their own safety in the event of failure. § 28. They
must have in their hearts the resolve of Dion—a resolve to which
only a few can rise—^when he sailed on his expedition against

^ Dionysius the Younger with his little band of followers: ‘I am of

this mind—whatever the point I am able to reach, it is enough for

me to have got so far in this undertaking; yes, if I die at once, just

after getting ashore, it will be well for me to die like that.’

§ 29. One of the ways in which a tyranny may be destroyed—and
the same is true, as we have already noted, ^ of all other forms of

government—is by external causes. 1312 b Another state, with

an opposite form of cdhstifution, may be stronger than a tyranny.

The conflict of opposite principles^ will obviously lead such a

state to will the destruction of the tyranny; and where there is a

will, and power behind it, there is always a way. § 30. This

opposition of constitutions,may take different forms. Democracy,

in its extreme form of the tyranny of the masses,3 quarrels with

tyranny in the same sort of way as, says Hesiod, ‘potter quarrels

with potter’. Kingship and aristocracy quarrel with tyranny for

the opposite reason, and because their constitutions are the

opposite of its spirit. This was the reason why Sparta, ruled as

she was by kings, suppressed most tyrannies, and why Syracuse

K ^ The reference is to c. vii, § 14,
_

® In modem terminology, there will be 'a conflict of ideologies’ between a

dictatorial state and a state (or states) based on opposite principles.

^ See Book IV, c. iv, § 27.
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pursued the same policy during the period in which she enjoyed

a good constitution.!

§ 31. Another way in which tyranni(^^mayj3e^destro.yeA.il,by

internal causes." The partners in a tyrannyjnay quarrel with one

another^ This Eappened at Syracuse'in the family of Gelo, and it

KSThappened again in our own days in the family of Dionysius

the Younger. The tyranny established by Gelo was destroyed by

Thrasybulus. He was the brother of Gelo and of Gelo’s successor,

Hiero. On Hiero’s death he flattered the next heir, Gelo’s son,

and ambitious to secure power for himself he seduced him into

a life of pleasure. The relatives of the heir thereupon formed a

party, originally with the idea of overthrowing Thrasybulus and
saving the tyranny; but in the event this party, feeling that the

opportunity was ripe, expelled the whole of the family. § 32. The
overthrow of Dionysius was due to his relative, Dion, who led an _

expedition against him, succeeded in winning popular support,

and expelled him—only to perish himself in the issue.^

[We may now proceed to study the causes which are particularly

apt to ruin tyrannies.]'*' Hate and contempt are the two most
frequent causes of attack. Hate is a passion all tyrants are bound

)^o arouse
;
but contempt is often the cause by which tyrannies are

actually overthrown. § 33. It is a proof of this truth that the

tyrants who have won the position by their own efforts have
generally managed to retain it, while their successors proceed to ^
lose it almost immediately. Living luxurious lives, they make
themselves contemptible, and offer their assailants plenty of

opportunities. Hate must be reckoned as including anger, which
produces much the same sort of effects. § 34. Anger, indeed, is

often a more effective stimulus; an angry man will attack with
more fury, because his passion prevents him from stopping to

calculate. There is nothing which frays men’s tempers more than
being insulted: this was what caused the collapse of the tyranny
of Peisistratus’s family, and of many other tyrannies. § 35. Hate
can stop to calculate: you can hate your enemy without feeling

pain. Anger is inseparable from pain; and pain makes calculation

difficult.

In brief, all the causes previously mentioned as tending to over-

* Aristotle refers to the period of about fifty years (circa 465 to circa 413) in
which the constitution of Syracuse was an aristocracy or aristocratic ‘polity’.

^ Aristotle, as his instances show, is thinlung of family quarrels in the tyrant’s
own family.

* He_ established himself as tyrant, and was assassinated in consequence.
* Aristotle has already dealt with the causes particularly apt to destroy other

constitutions (for democracies, see c. v, § i ; for oligarchies, c. vi, § i
; for

aristocracies and ‘polities’, c. vir, § 5). He now follows the same procedure in
regard to tyrannies.
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throw the unmked and ultimate form of oligarchy, and the extreme •

form of democracy, must be counted as equally fatal to tyranny:
indeed those forms are themselves no more than collective tyran-

nies. § 36. Kingship is the constitution least liable to be destroyed'

'

.y by external causes. It therefore tends to be durable; and when it
f

is destroyed, the causes are generally internal. Such causes may;
take two forms. One is 1313 a dissension among the members of'

the royal family : the other consists in attempting to govern like a
tyrant rather than a king, and claiming a larger prerogative with-
out any legal restrictions. § 37. Kingship has now gone out of
fashion; and any government of that type which emerges to-day
is a personal government or tyranny. Kingship is a government by
consent, with sovereign authority in matters of major importance;
[and such a government is now an anachronism]. Equality is

generally diffused; and there is nobody outstanding enough for

the grandeur and the dignity of the office of king. There is thus

no basis of consent for such a form of government; and when it

is imposed, by fraud or by force, it is instantly regarded as a form
of tyranny. § 38. Kingships limited to a single family are liable to

be overthrown by a further cause which has still to be mentioned.

Kings of this type often incur the contempt of their subjects;

or—forgetting that they enjoy the dignity of a king, and not the

> power of a tyrant—they are guilty of insult and injury. Their

overthrow is then an easy matter. Kings cease to be kings when
their subjects cease to be willing subjects, though tyrants can con-

tinue to be tyrants whether their subjects are willing or no.*

The destruction of monarchical forms of government is due to

these and similar causes
:
[we may now pass on to the methods of

their preservation].
; 7

'
;

. , ;

r-’

Note UU (p. 335) : Aristotle’s interest in tyrannies

Here Aristotle seems to draw a distinction between ‘monarchies’

(including kingships and tyrannies) and ‘constitutions proper’. He thus

appears to imply that a monarchy is not a ‘constitution’, but merely a

personal system—if indeed it can even be called a system. (This con-
tradicts, we may note in passing, the general view of Book III, where

* The concluding sections of this long chapter (as has already been noticed in

the note to § 15) are somewhat desultory. First the idea of ‘internal or external

causes’ occurs to the writer, and this occupies him from § 29 to the beginning of

§ 32. Next the idea of ‘the causes particularly apt to destroy tyrannies’ occurs,

and this engages his attention to the beginning of § 35. Then the idea occurs
that extreme oligarchy and extreme democracy are both really tyrannies, and

^that the causes which destroy them will also destroy tyrannies; but haying
stated the idea, the writer lets himself glide away from it into treating of king-

ships, and of their differences from tyrannies and the causes of their collapse.

All this may be Aristotle ; but it would seem to be an Aristotle who throws the,

reins on the neck of the argument.

4774 R
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kingship and tyranny are both classed among constitutions, and kingship

is specifically stated, in c. xiv, § i, to be one of the_ ‘right’ or normal

constitutions). Why, then, it may be asked, does Aristotle devote two

long and detailed chapters to a study of ‘monarchy’ generally, and more
especially of tyranny—particularly when he has already said, in Book IV,

c. X, § I, that ‘there is not much to be said about it’ ? Newman suggests,

in kis note, that he wished to amend the worst of Greek institutions, and ^

that he may also have desired to keep Macedonian kingship on the right

track. Perhaps, however, it is simply the encyclopaedic and analytic

nature of Aristotle’s mind which leads him to examine any and every

material and to generalize from it all as far as he possibly can. The
doctor in him (we have always to remember his medical ancestry and
interest) was attracted to the diagnosis of symptoms and the suggestion of

cures; and the problems of one-man government, especially in its

tyrannical form, afforded him curious and abnormal material.

NoteW (p. 238): Revolutions due to sexual offences and physical

indignities

The translator has omitted these passages in the text. They are

matters of scandal, or at the best curiosities of history (such as Aristotle,

with his encyclopaedic habit, loved to collect), rather than matters of
politics and political theory. But they contain some curious particulars,

especially about Macedonia (and incidentally about the poet Euripides,

who spent his latter days in that country), which would naturally interest

Aristotle—coming as he did from Stagira, on its confines, and having
lived, as he had done while he was tutor to Alexander, at the Macedonian
court. ^
The following are the two passages omitted in the text:

(i) Revolutions caused hy sexual offences. § 16. There was also a con-
spiracy against Periander, a tyrant in Ambracia, because he once asked his

favourite, when they were carousing together, ‘Aren’t you yet with
child by me?’ 1311b The attack made by Pausanias on Philip [of

Macedon] was due to the fact that Philip had allowed an outrage to be
inflicted on him by Attains and his circle; the attack of Derdas on
Amyntas the Little was due to Amyntas boasting that he had enjoyed his

youthful favours; and the attack of the eunuch on Evagoras of Cyprus
was due to a similar motive—the son of Evagoras had seduced his wife,

and he killed the father in resentment at the outrage. § 17. Many attacks
have also been made as the result of insults offered by monarchs to the
person of their subjects. The attack of Crataeus on Archelaus [of Mace-
donia] is an example. Crataeus had always resented his connexion with
Archelaus; and even a trifling occasion could thus become a sufficient

excuse for revenge. But it may be that his real reason was that Archelaus
did not give him either of his daughters in marriage, in spite of having
agreed to do so. Instead of keeping his promise, he gave the elder to the
lung of Elimeia, when he found himself hard pressed in a war with Sirras
and Arribaeus ; and the younger he gave to Amyntas, his son [by a previous
marriage], tliinking that the result would be to prevent any likelihood of a
quarrel between this son and his son by [a later marriage with] Cleopatra.
But, however that may have been, the actual beginning of the estrange- ^
ment was the chafing of Crataeus at the sexual connexion between Arche-
laus and himself. §18. The same sort ofreason explains why Hellanocrates
of Larissa joined with Crataeus in making the attack on Archelaus. When
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he found that Archelaus, though he enjoyed his favours, would not restore

him to his native city, in spite of the promise he had given that he would
do so, Hellanocrates began to think that their connexion had not been due
to any real passion of love, but merely to the insolence of pride. Another
instance is the murder of Cotys, the king of Thrace, by Parrhon and

^ Heraclides of Aenus, in revenge for the outrage which he had inflicted

on their father. Similarly Adamas revolted against Cotys in resentment
at the outrage which he had suffered m being emasculated, on the king’s

orders, during his boyhood.

(2) Revolutions camedhyphyncalindignities. 1311b 26 §19 (continued).

In Mytilene, for example, Megacles, with the aid of his friends, attacked
and murdered the members of the Penthelid family for going about and
bludgeoning their fellow-citizens with clubs

; and some time afterwards
Smerdis, who had been flogged and dragged away from his wife, assas-

sinated [another member of the family who bore the name of] Penthilus.

§ 20. It was for a similar reason that Decamnichus became the leader in

the attack on Archelaus [with Crataeus and Plellanocrates as his associates],

acting as the prime mover in egging on the conspirators. Plis indignation

against Archelaus was due to the fact that the king had given him up to the

poet Euripides to be scourged—^Euripides being angry with him for the

remarks he had passed upon his bad breath.

Chapter XI

The methods of ensuring the stability of monarchies. Kingships are

best preserved by a policy of~m6^'irU{tQn\'ZXlieteSafe3w

L preserving tyLamk^ One voay is the traditional tyrant's policy oT

repression, which has its analogy zoith the policyyiextreme democracy:

its three main objects are to break the spirit of subjects, to sow distrust

among them , and, to mahe them incapdGle of action. The other way is

’'a'fbli^fof assimilating tyrdnf̂foTiingship, li^

a

good administration
dn(fi}irexercrsedf~Personal restraint; a wise tyrant voUl adorn his

~aty, pay fieWl^miilic worship, honour the goodTheepHis own pas-

sions in cJieck, and enlisTin his, favour as large a..measure of social

support as he possiBly can. In this way he may prolong his, days, and

attain a state^f^lialf-goodnessl,

§ I . Taking a general view of monarchical forms of government,

we may say that they are all preserved by methods the converse

of those which are apt to cause their destruction. Looking at them
in detail, and taking kingship_firg^t, we may,.say that .a.king.wUl

;

preserve his throne b^apbli'cy of' naoderation . The less the area >

oFEis prerogative, the longer will the authority of a king last

unimpaired : he will himself be less of a master and behave more
like an equal, and his subjects, on their side, will envy him less,

^ § 2 . This is the reason for the long survival of kingship among the

Molossians; and the survival of the Spartan kingship may also be

attributed partly to the original division of power between the two
kings, and partly to the general policy of moderation afterwards
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followed by Theopompus,^ above all in his institution of the office

of Ephor. He may be said to have strengthened Spartan kingship,

in the long run, by depriving it of some of its original power;

and there is a sense in which he increased rather than diminished

its importance. § 3 . This is the point of the answer which he is^

said to have given to his wife, when she asked him if he were not

ashamed to be leaving his sons less power than he had inherited
'

from his father. ‘Certainly not’, he replied; T am leaving them

a power that will last much longer.’

§ 4 . Tyranni^ can be preserved in two ways, which are utterly

opposedTo oneThother. ~One~bTtIienris°the traditional way ; and
it is also the method of government ’still foilowed"B^Sirmajority

of tyrants. Many of its characteristics are supposed to have been

originally instituted by Periander of Corinth; but many of its

features may also be derived from the Persian system of govern-

ment. § 5 . This method includes some measures previously

mentioned, in“tKe~cbufse~’df our argument, as tending to the

preservation of tyranny (so far as it can be preserved) : it includes,

for instance, the ‘lopping off’ of outstanding men, and the removal
of men of spirit But it also includes a number of other and’aHHT^
fional measures. One of them is the forbidding of common meals,

clubs, 1313 b educationv^and.apv.thing_of_a-like character—or. in
'

otherwords, a defensive attitude against everything likely to produce ^
the two qualitiesffif mutual confid^ce and a High spirit. ^ A second

^

measufe' iT^tb prohibit societies for cultural purposes, and any
gathering of a similar_charactenJnTwojc372iS^53^SiSS!or^^^
mfeans tor making every subject as much of a stranger as is possible

.. — - W -

'
to' evefy othe^ (Mutual_acguamtance always tends to create

^utual confidence.) § 6 . A third line of policy is to require every
resident in the city to be constantly appearing.impubJic, and always
hanging about the palace gates._^ (This is meant to give the ruler

a peep-hole into the actions of his subjects, and to inure them to
humility by a habit of daily slavery.) This line of policy also

includes other measures of a similar character, common in Persia
and among the barbarians, which have all the same general effect

of fostering tyranny.^ § 7 . ,^ourtli.line_QfLpolicy».is~ffiat.of.eiid.ej::.

vouring to get regular information about everv_man!s savings and
j^ffigg.-.^This entails a secret poliS. likejhe female spies employ^

* One of the Spartan kings, in the middle of the eigEith century B.c.
^ This measure (ascribed to Periander) has been previously mentioned in

Book III, c, xin, §§ 16-17, and again in the previous chapter of this Book, § 13.
^ Common meals and clubs might encourage the second of these qualities; . (

education the first.
* Among such other measures, as Newman suggests, Aristotle may have in

mind proskynesis’, or the adoration of the ruler in the form of prostration at
his feet—the form of the Chinese ‘kotow*.
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at Syracuse, or the eavesdroppers sent by the tyrant Hiero to all

social gatherings and^public meetings. TMen are not so likely to

speaS”their minds if they go in fear of a secret police
;
and if they

do speak out, they are less likely to go undetected.) § 8. Still

another line of policy is to sow mutual distrust and to foster

^discorli between friend andlriendyiSetween people"^ad~no!aBlH'-

between one section oFtEe'ricirahd another. Finally, a policy
pursued by tyrants is that of impoverishing their subjects—partly

to prevent them from having the InHnT'forTnainfainmg a civic

g'uafdj partly to keep tEenrso~Fus^in eafnin^’Hall^rp^tttahce^t^

They no time for plotting. § 9. One exampIFFrtEis policy

isTHe'building of the Egyptian pyramids: another is the lavish

offerings to temples made by the family of Cypselus
;
a third is the

erection of the temple to Olympian Zeus by the family of Peisi-

stratus
;
a fourth is the additions made by Polycrates to the Samian

monuments. (All these actions have the same object: to increase

the poverty of the tyrant’s subjects and to curtail their leisure.)

§ 10. The imposition of taxes produces a similar result. We may
cite the example of Syracuse, where in a period of five years, during

the tyranny of Dionysius the Eider, people were made to pay the

whole of their property to the state.^ The same vein of policy also

makes tyrants war-mongers, with the object of keeping their sub-

\ jects constantly occupied and continually in need of a leader.

fit is the sowing of distrust which is the special characteristic of

tyra:nfCr~Kings are maintained and secured by their friends;

tyrants, going on the principle ‘Ail men want my overthrow, but

my friends have most power to effect it’, distrust them above all

others. §11. The rnethods applied in extreme democracies are thus

all to be found in tyrannies. TKeWFbth~~encourage~fenunine

Infiuence in the family, in the hope that wives will tell tales of their

'husbands; ahd~for a similar reason they are both indulgent to
~

slaves.~Slaves and women are .notJikel^foTpldt against tyrants:

indeed, ailhey prosper under them, they^re bound to favour theit.

rule—as tliey willjalso favour democracies, where the people likes

^plav the sovereign as much as any tyrant, $ 12. This is the rea-

sonwhy courtiers attain a position ofhonour under both these forms

of government.
,
Democracies are fond of demagogues, who may be

called ‘the courtiers of democracy’, and tyrants like obsequious

associates—1314 a which it is the business of courtiers to be.

Tyranny is thus a system which chooses bad men for its friend^

,
Tyrants love to be flattered, and nobody with the soul of a freeman

^
can ever stoop to that; a good man may be a friend, but at any rate

he will not be a flatterer. § 13. [Bad men are not only ready to

* This would involve a property-tax of 20 per cent, per annum.
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flatter]: they are also good tools for bad objects; ‘nail knocks out

nail’, as the proverb says. It is a habit of tyrants never to like a

man with a spirit of dignity and independence. The tyrant claims

a monopoly of such qualities for himself; he feels that anybody

who asserts a rival dignity, or acts with independence, is trenching

on his prerogative and the majesty of his sovereign power; and

he hates him accordingly as a subverter of his own authority.

§ 14, It is also a habit of tyrants to prefer the company of aliens

to that of citizens at table and in society; citizens, they feel, are

enemies, but aliens will offer no opposition.

Such are the arts of the tyrant, and such are the means he uses

in order to maintain his authority; but [however astute they may
be] they plumb the depth of wrongdoing. We may regard, them
as all summed up under three main headings,j;\^hich correspond
tothe tfiree main ends pursued by tyran^ . § 15. Their first end
"anci aim is to break the s^ft of tHeir subject^They know that a

poor-spirited man will never plot against anybody. Their second

aim~is~i6 Breed mutual distrust., Tvrannv^is, never overthrown
jmtil meii can begin to trust one another: and this is the reason

why tyrants are always at butTmtlTthe good. They feel that good
men are doubly dangerous to thieir authority—dangerous, first, in

thinking it shame to be governed as if they were slaves
;
dangerous,

again, in their spirit of mutual and general loyalty, and in their

refusal to betray one another or anybody else. § 16. The third

and last aim of tyrants is to make their subjects incapable of

action.
.^
Nobodv—attempts—the-impossiEleTT^iodv. therefore.'

Tvill attempt the overthrow of a tjU'anny, when all are incapable^
action.

M

We have here three principles to which the ordinary policies
of tyrants may be reduced—three ideas to which their measures
may all be referred: fi) to breed mutual distrust among their

subjecj^ (2) to make them incapable of action, and (3) toTre^
Their spirit. § 17. Here, too, we have one of the two main metho3s
for the preservation of tyrannies. But there is also a second method,
•where the line of action, followed is almost the'TenTTevefseTL
§T8^ We shall be able to understand-the-natuTe^rthirmethod if

we go~^ck, for a moment, to the causes which destroy kingships. _

'We'saw that one way of their destruction was the turning of king-
ship into the nature of a tyranny. This suggests that a way-Of
preserving tyrannies may be the turning of tyranny into the nature

* Newman’s note (vol. iv, p. 448) illustrates the difference of the two methods

:

‘In the first it is taken for granted that the subjects of a tyrant are necessarily
hostile to him, and the aim is to make them unable to conspire ... in the second
the aim is to malce the subjects of the tyrant indisposed to conspire,’
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of a Mngship—gL^ject to the one safeguard that the reformed
tyrant still retains power,

and is still in a posiHonTtb govern His

,

’'snfajects'wifh or without their consent . To surrendeFevenpower^
is~to surrender tyranny itself. § i q. Power must thus be retained^

'as ^ essential condition of tyranny; but otherwise the tyrant

should act, or at any rate appear to act, in the role of a good pla^^
of~the part of KlnE~~He~ m.ul’rshow himself^ in the first place,

concerned for the public~fundsi~iqi4

l

3 ~Not~bnlv musfHeTefram”
frona expenditure in lavishing gifts which cause public discontent

(and that will always arise when money is painfully wrung from a

toiling and moiling people, and then lavishly squandered on har-

lots, aliens, and luxury trades) ; he must also render accounts of his

income and expenditure—a policy which a number of tyrants have
actually practised. This is a method of government which will

make him appear to be more ofa steward than a tyrant. § 20. There
is no need to fear that it will involve him in a deficit, so long as he
keeps control of affairs

;
and if he is compelled to be absent from

home he may even find that it is more to his advantage to have a

deficit than it would be to leave a hoard behind him. The regents

whom he appoints will be less likely, in that case, to make a bid

for power; and a tyrant campaigning abroad has more reason to

fear his regents than he has to fear the citizen body itself. The
V regents remain behind: the citizens go abroad with their ruler.

^ §21. Next , and in the second place, he should lew taxes, and

require other contributions, mTsuch a way that tEe^an be se^
to be intendeSTor the proper management of public services, or

to be meant for use, in case of need, on military emergencies^-and.^
generally, £e should actTn'tbFfole'ot a guardian, or steward, who
is handling public revenues ratKeFthah private income.

[IfTHis personari5eEaviour
|
a tyrant should appear grave, with-

out being harsh; and his carriage should He sucfiThatmenwho come
'into fiis presence wilF’do so with aw^ and not in fear. § 22. This

IS an aim which cahnot easily be acKieve'ci~if’Hie'^ils to inspire

respect . He should therefore cultivate military qualitiesA-even-iL-

he fails to cultivate others, and should give the impression of

military efficiency. He should also avoid all sexual offences: he
'

^ould be personally free from anysuspicion of violating" the

chastity of any ofifiis subjects, bov or girli and'airhis associates

sfi6ui5'Te~equally"ffee~from suspicion. $ The women of his

"^mily'shbul'd observe the same rule in dealing with other women:
* In the following sections Aristotle anticipates the character of Machiavelli,

'y and gives ‘politic’ advice to a ‘new prince’ in a realistic way. But his advice is

fundamentally different from that of Machiavelli. He bids the new prince abjure
‘reason of State’, and play the king—and the man.

^ Reading 'polemike', and not 'politike*.
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the insolence of women has often been the ruin of tyrannies._In

the matter of personal indulgence, [in the pleasures of the table]

tHe~^rarit~sEould"be the opposite of some of the tyrants ojojiir
r1ays7 wK'd^ndt’content with starting at dawn and~going on for

^^^^^"end—actually want to paradetheir excesses,
,

will admire their bliss and felicity . 24! Tdealiy,
a

"t^Eint should be moderate in his^pleasures : if he cannot attain that

'ideal, he "should at any rate appear in the eyes of the world as a

man who eschews pleasure. It is the drunkards, and not the sober

—the drowsy, and not the vigilant—who are easily attacked and

readily despised. .

Indeed, a tyrant should be the opposite of nearly everything :

which we have previously described as characteristic of tyrants. '

He should plan and adorn his city as if he were not a tyrant, but

a trustee for its benefiL § 25. He should always show a particular

zeal in the cult of the gojds^ Pklen are less afraid of being treated

mijustiy by a ruler, when they think that he is god-fearing 1315 a
and pays some regard to the gods; and they are less ready to con-

spire against him, if they feel that the gods themselves are his

friends. At the same time, the tyrant should show his zeal without

falling into folly.
^ § 26. He should also honour.good men, in any

walk ollife
;
and he should do so in such a way as to make them

think that they could not possibly have been honoured more by
their own fellow-citizens, if their fellow-citizens had been free to

distribute honours themselves. He should distribute such honours
^perso.iially

,7
but he should leave all punishments to be inflicted by

the magistrates or the lavTcourts. § 27. IFis a precaution com-
mdiTto all forms of monarchical government [and not peculiar to

tyranny] that no single man should be promoted to any great

position, and if such promotion has to be made, it should be shared

by a number of persons, who will then keep a watch upon one
another. But if, after all, a single man must needs be promoted
to some great position, he should never be a man of bold^spmtr”
tempers of that sort are the'quickest to strike in all fields of action.

Tf, phlhe other hand, a decision is taken to remove a man from a

position of power, the removal should~be'graduar,’"anH~he slioul^
hot bEBeprived of all his authority at a single blow. §~28.3Jyra3r
sHbiild'abstain from every form of outrage,. anB"from two forms
above all others—the infliction of physical indignities, andViolationT

* It may seem to the modern reader that Aristotle is here treating religion in
a Machiavellian way. But he is not dealing with religion, in our sense of the
word : he is dealing with the ritual worship of civic deities—with formal sacri-
fices, and auguries, and the general apparatus of formal civic worship. Aristotle’s
religious views rnust be sought in the Metaphysics, and they are profound enough.
The civic tradition of formal worship was something different from religion.
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of the chastity of the young.. He should show a particular caution

of behaviour when he is dealing with men of sensitive EonourT
Arrogance in matters of money is resented by men who care about
money; Buf it is arrogance m matters affecting honour which is

resented by men of honour and virtue. § 29 . A tyrant should
t^refore abstain from such acts; or, at the very feast

,
he should"

ma£e~it clear that when He inifrcts any punishment, he is doing

so not from arrogance but in a spirit of paternal discipline, and
when he indulges himself with the young, he is doing so not in the

licence of power but because he is genuinely in love. In all such
cases, too, he should atone for the dishonours which he appears

to inflict by the gift of still greater honours.

§ 30. Attempts at assassination are most dangerous, and need
most watching, when they are made by men who are not concerned

about escaping with their lives after the deed, is done . §31. For
this reason special precautions ought to be taken against any per-

sons who feel that either they themselves, or others for whom they

care, are being subjected to outrage. Men who are acting in hot

blood talce little heed to themselves: witness the saying of Hera-

clitus, *It is hard to fight against heat of the spirit, for it is willing

to pay the price of life.’

§32. fin matters of social policy] a tyrant should always remem-
ber that a state is composed of two sections-—the poor andlEe ficli._

THt is possible, both of these sectfonTsKbuldTje induced to think

That it IS the tyrant’s power wEich secures themjnlEeir positibnT

and prevents either from suffering injury at the handFbfthe other.

If,'However, one'oTtlie sectibhs“is^trongeT~th'arrthe" btHerTTlie

tyrant should attach that section particularly to his side. There

will be no need, if he has its support, to resort to such measures

as the emancipation of slaves or the disarming of citizens. The
addition of either section to the power which he already possesses

will make him strong enough to defeat any attempt against his

position.

^ § 33. It is unnecessary to treat such matters as these in detail.

! The general aim is sufficiently evident. A tyrant should appear to

his subjesMj)ot^jjdesppt,_X3X5JiJbnLas-a-stewaiai-aniiJdng^f

’Tiispeopig. He should show hitnself_ a trustee for the public
'interest, not a man intent on his own; he should makembderation .

“and" not 'cxo^§7'tHe~aim'~and end of fits life; he should seek the

sbae^ of the notables, and yet court the favour of the masses.,

•y^^THe'benefft wHichrEe~iF.bound to gain by such methods Mil
be twofold. In the first place, his rule wiirheimoblerand'a n^re
enviable rule : his suSieHs^ill'beimCiOaffazhetterl^amprffeeTrom..

humiiiation. and he himself will cease to be an object of hatred^
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andjeax. In the second place. his.r.ulej\y.ilLalso be more lasting

"andlie wilfhimself attain a h^abit of character, if not wIiolIv_ih^-

•pngf‘d~fn~"gnoc^ss> at anyLTate halfc-good—half-good, and yet hglf-

'Ba'drhuTat any rate not t^hqUy^fi.

Chapter XII

-*1

Thefirstpart of this chapter explains that tyrannies, in the past, have

been generally short-lived. The rest contains a criticism of Plato*

s

account, in the Republic, of the causes ofrevolution and constitutional
j

change. The criticism is partly concerned with Plato*s attempt to give i

a mathematical explanation of change and corruption in the ideal I

state, and partly with his failure (i) to explain at all the cause of

change in tyrannies and (2) to explain satisfactorily the causes of!

change and revolution in oligarchies.

[The first six sections of this chapter are bracketed by Newman,
and other editors, as an interpolation; and they certainly inter-

rupt the argument. Their gist is that, as a matter of fact and
in spite of any suggestion of methods for maldng them lasting,

I
tyrannies are short-lived, and there are really only four instances

of any length of duration. These instances (which stop short

about 450 B.C., and from which the durable tyrannies of /

Aristotle’s own century are somewhat curiously omitted) are

then recited in detail—^with some errors of fact and chronology.]^

1315 b 40 § 7. We have now treated of all (or almost all) the

causes which lead to the destruction and the preservation of con-

stitutions and monarchies.^ We may note, 1316 a in conclusion,

that tl^subXecJLpLconstitutionaLchangeJsjr,eated,byJE!iatoJji-tha. ^

Republic ', but the treatment is defective,^ In the first place,.heTailsLi/

to menti^ sp^epificalLytthe causej]iLthe..change..peculiar to his own
first .andJdeal constitutipj}. §8. He says that the cause is that ^

nothing abifies, and that everylhing'^M'hgeOhS^i^n period : and
Ee goes bn~tb~s^That the source [of such general change] j[s_to, be '

found'm a^syatem,of nuinFers^ ‘^ere the root ratio of 4 to 3, wed-
fied to 5,~fufnishes two haTmonical progressions’ (he adds words to

* See Note WW, p. 253.
* Aristotle here, as in other passages of this book, distinguishes between

'constitutions’ (where there is an arrangenaent regulating the holding of offices,
which is, in his view, the essence of a constitution) and ‘monarchies’ or single-
man governments (where there is no such arrangement)

; see above, note UU
on p. 241.

^ It should be noticed that Plato’s general treatment of constitutional change 'f
was meant to give an account of its imier logic rather than of its historical
chronology. Aristotle’s historical criticism is therefore hardly relevant: see the
translator’s Greek Political Theory {Plato and His Predecessors), pp. 244-6.
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the effect that this happens when the arithmetical value of the
diagram is cubed)/ The implication here is that [through a failure i

to conform to the mathematical'principles regulating man, I

ai[so~re^lat.e . the -whole of the- universe] the reproduction of t^ 1

specigs sometimes issues m men otypdor quality, who, are beyonff
tfieTea^ of education/ ThiS'iiiiplication, in itseffris perHi^s not \

incorrect : there may be persons who cannot possiblv_,be educated
j

or made into good men. $ o. But why should this be a cause of /

change peculiar to the ideal state deleted in the RepuSltc, father /

'fhan one conmion to all states, and indeed to all things inexiiten^?)
'T^here-is-aTurther'point7~Carn:he effluiT of time, which, he says,

causes all tilings to change, ^ explain how things which did not begin
'‘simultaneously should simultaneously undergoTEange ? Does^
Thing which came into existence on the day before the turn of the

\

tide change simultaneously [with things of an earlier origin] ?

§ 10 . Again, we may ask why the ideal state should turn [as
|

• Plato makes iTtufn] into Cstate.ofthe Spartan type. Constitutions T"

'cliahge, as a^rule, more readily into an oppoAitejthan into a cognate_
' ''

’lorrhj^The same argument also applies to the other changes men-
tioned by Plato, when he depicts the Spartan type as changni^into

1 ,^

oligarchy,

j

iljgarchy into democracy, ah31iemdcracy~into''tyminY.

'§iir The very reverse "may equally happen: democracy, for

example, can change-iatO-Qiigarchv. ahcTmdcedTt can do so more
easily than it can change into monarchy—

so, or iiito what constitutidiTtEey change The reason ofThis
j

* Aristotle here first quotes some words of Plato, and then adds his own
version of the effect of some other words. The words in Plato are a famous
puzzle (the puzzle of ‘the nuptial number’, as it is called by scholars); and
Aristotle does not contribute to the solution of the puzzle. It is sufficient to say

that there is a reference to the Pythagorean right-angled triangle (hence Aris-

totle’s use of the word ‘diagram’), with its sides in the proportions 3, 4, and 5,

and with the square of the hypotenuse equal to the sum of the squares of the two
other sides (5“ — 3*-]- 4"). As Professor Cornford says, in his_ translation of the

Republic (p. 263, n. 3), ‘the serious idea behind ... is the affinity and correspon- \

dence of macrocosm and microcosm, and the embodiment of mathematical
j

principles in both’. See the Excursus on p, 254.
* In explanation of this passage, it should be noted that Plato (inspired by a 1

sort of mathematical mysticism) had argued that the rulers of his ideal state ,

should so arrange marriage, and so control the reproduction of the species, that !

their times were ‘propitious’, in the sense of being in accordance with the /

mathematical principles (common to the macrocosm of the universe and the r

microcosm of man) to which they ought to conform.
^ Plato had not argued that time, of itself, changes everything. He had argued

that things must change, in the course of time, if the mathematical principles

governing man and the universe were not observed. But Aristotle fastens on a

sentence in the Republic (which should be read in its context), ‘all that comes into

being must decay’ (Republic 546 a), and interprets it generally and uncondi-

tionally.
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omission is that any explanation would have been difficult . The)

'matter cannot be settled along the lines of his argument; for on'

those lines a tyranny would have to change back into the first and f

ideal constitution, in order to maintain continuity in the revolving !

cycle of change. § 12. Actually, however, a tyranny may change^

into another form of tyranny, a^he tyrannv._at„Sicvon changed

“TronTthe form jander^ Myro ^ that ujader Cleisthenes
;

it may
'equally change into oligarcE-y^ like the tyranny of Antileon af^

"Chalcis ;'it may also turn into democracy, like the tyranny of Gelo

at Syracuse; or it may change into aristocracy, as happened to the

tyranny of Charilaus at Sparta, and as also happened at Carthage.

§ 13. Tyranny, again, may succ^d to_olig^dhy_[and not, as Plato

suggests7To~d'em6cracy].^ This was the fate that befell most
of the ancient oligarchies in Sicily: for instance, the tyranny of

Panaetius succeeded to an oligarchy at Leontini, the tyranny of

Oleander to one at Gela, and the tyranny of Anaxilaus to one at

Rhegium. The same order of change has also been followed in

a number of other states.

§ 14. It is curious that Plato should imagineJl;ha.Lth-e..changeJ!Qf
the Sp^ffan‘type3Tcpi^trtuHpn]rintcu3Hgaj£hyJs4nerel.y;,^,&jsL
the fact that the magistrates turn money-lovers and profit-makers,

and'hottolhe conviction, i:ii6 b natural in men of greatly superior

wealth, that it is an offence againstjustice for men without property

,

to be put on a level in the state with the owners of property.

Actually, in a number of oligarchies, profit-making is forbidden,

"ancfthere are specific laws to ttie contrary. OITfKe'offierhandat
^CSHirage7 althougir'ir*is~'democratically governed [and not an
oligarchy], profit-making is common—and yet the constitution has
never yet changed its character. § 15. It ^ also absurd that Platoi

should say that an oligarchical state_iOwQ^states—a state of-thel

ricH'and a state of the poor.^ Does it show this character more than
thFSpartan type of state, or more than any other type where all

are not equal in property or on the same level ofmerit ? § 1 6,JWitjj- .

out a sjngle^man having become any_poorer than he wasjgreyiously,
'c

an_oiig|r<^y may none th^ less turn into a democracy, for the
simple reason tMrtK'e~poor Have become the.mai.ority. Conversely.

.

a dgmocracY. fnay31sQ~£Hange..intolaQ_^)ligar.clivZ£Qr_the~'^
reason

I

masses, and are active_whileJth£S.eLare^passiver

Xi7'."'There are thus a number_of causes which may produce
* Aristotle here passes, by an easy transition, from discussing the question

succeeds to tyranny’ to discussing the question, ‘to what does tyranny.succeed’.
Aristotle is here criticizing Plato’s contention' that oligarchies change into

democracies because the poor get poorer and poorer, until they are forced to
claim and assume political power.
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a change from oligarchy to democracy; but Plato confines himself
j

nxrone-^extm^gancerleadmg'TO'TigbtTandr^ding in poverty—
a" ‘

View wKich assumes that all men, or most; are rich to begin-with^
,

This IS not the truth oFthe matter. What is true is diat when any :

of the leading men lose their property, they become revolutionaries. \

'Burthe rest may lose tEeir nronertv without anv untoward conse- r

quence; and any cnangeJhat maj ens is no more Iikelv toJie-a^—

c]^Sge]to3^^a^TfianjFnioTe^Ti^ngFtojom£otherforni_
of const!tutioD., § 18. Tfiefe is aIso~alurther point. _Tq have no
share in honours and dfiice. or to suffer injustice or insult, is suffi-

cient to cause dissensions and constitutional changes , even if there ^

Has been no squanlfenng~gf'*propertv througErtn^ licence tQ.ido
\

as you iilce^hich is caused, in Plato's view, by an exaggerated i

sense priiberty-
' Though there are many varieties of oligarchy and democracy

, \

Socrates [i.e. Plato] discusses tfieiFcK^g^^Trif there were only j

one~form of either. . .
.*

Note WW (p. 250): The duration of tyrannies

(i) For the convenience of the reader a translation of the six sections

is given.

1315 b II § I. Yet no constitutions are so short-lived as oligarchy and
tyranny. The tyranny of longest duration was that of Orthagoras and his

descendants at Sicyon, which lasted for a century. The reason for its

permanence was the moderation of their behaviour towards their subjects,

and their general obedience to rules of law : Cleisthenes [one of the later

tyrants at Sicyon] was too much of a soldier to be despised, and the
dynasty generally courted the favour of its subjects by the attentions it

paid them. § 2, It is recorded of Cleisthenes that he awarded a crown to

the judge who gave a verdict against him in the games ; and there are

some who say that the seated figure in the public square at Sicyon is a
statue of the judge who gave this verdict. There is a similar story that

Peisistratus, the tyrant of Athens, once allowed himself to be summoned
• as defendant in a case before the Areopagus.

§ 3. The second tyranny in point of length was that of the family of
Cypselus at Corinth, which lasted seventy-three years and a half; Cypselus
himself was tyrant for thirty years, Periander for forty years and a half,

and Psammetichus the son of Gordias for three. § 4. The causes of this

long duration were the same as at Sicyon : Cypselus courted the favour of
his subjects, and dispensed with a bodyguard during the whole of his

reign ; Periander proved himself a soldier, if he also proved a despot.

§ s. The third tyranny in point of length was that of the family of
Peisistratus at Athens; but this was not continuous. Peisistratus was

* This chapter is in the nature of a digression, and it is a curious mixture of
criticism of Plato with chronological and other details about tyranny. ‘It seems’,
as Newman says, ‘too characteristic of Aristotle not to be his’ ; but it also seems to

contain a number of jottings rather than a sustained argument. On some points

of historical factfe.g. in regard to the change at Syracuse on Gelo’s death, and the
general constitutional development of Syracuse) it does not square with state-

ments in other parts of the Politics. In any case the abrupt termination of the
chapter, almost in the middle of a sentence, suggests that it is unfinished.
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expelled twice during the course of his reign, and was only tyrant for

seventeen years in a period of thirty-three : his sons between them ruled

for eighteen years ;
and the whole reign of the family was thus confined to a

period of thirty-five years.

§ 6. The most durable of the other tyrannies was that of Hiero and
Gelo at Syracuse. But it, too, was comparatively brief, and only lasted.for

eighteen years altogether: Gelo was tyrant for seven years, and died in

the eighth year of his reign : Hiero ruled for ten years : Thrasybulus was
expelled after ruling for ten months.

1315 39 Tyrannies generally have all been quite short-lived.

Excursus (p. 251, n. x): A Chinese parallel

It is curious to note a parallel between Plato’s idea and a basic idea of
the Confucianism of China. The Chinese Emperor was expected to act

as a link, or means of concordance, between ‘the Way of Heaven’ and the
way of man—between the macrocosm and the microcosm. In order to

perform that duty, he issued a calendar which set forth the times desig-
nated by Heaven as propitious for human activities—marriage, ploughing,
litigation, journeys, changes of occupation. If the times were not observed,
and ‘the Way of Heaven’ were neglected, it was believed that the life of
the Empire would suffer, and the end would be rebellion and political

collapse. (M. Collis, The Great Within, p. 15 1.) There is something in
this beliefwhich corresponds to Plato’s conception of the cause of political

change.



BOOK VI

METHODS OF CONSTRUCTING DEMOCRACIES
AND OLIGARCHIES

WITH A SPECIAL VIEW TO THEIR GREATER
STABILITY

A
THE CONSTRUCTION OF DEMOCRACIES (cc. i-v)

Chapter I >

The varieties of democracy: they are due to two causes—the differmt

characters of the populace, and the different combinations of demo-

cratic institutions, in different democracies.

1316 b 31 § I. A number of topics have now been treated. We
have discussed the number and nature of the varieties to be found
(a) in the deliberative organ, which is the sovereign organ of the

constitution, (6) in the structure of the executive offices, and (c) in

judicial bodies; and we have discussed, in that connexion, the

character of the variety appropriate to each form of constitution.^

We have also dealt with the occasions and the causes of the

destruction and preservation of the different constitutions.* § 2.

[We may now turn to consider the theme of the construction

of constitutions.] 3 Democracy and the other types of constitution

have each a number of varieties
; we must therefore consider what

still remains to be said about each variety, and—more especially

—

what is the mode of organization appropriate and advantageous to

each. § 3. We must also investigate the possible combinations of

the various modes of organizing each of the three powers [i.e. the

deliberative, the executive, and the judicial] ; 1317 a for the effect

of such combinations is to make constitutions overlap with, or

shade off into, each other—to make aristocracy, for instance, over-

lap with oligarchy, or the ‘polity’ with a democracy. § 4. The
possible combinations—^which ought to be considered, but have
not hitherto been—may be illustrated by examples. The delibera-

tive organ and the method of electing the executive officers may
be arranged on an oligarchical basis, while the judicial bodies are

constituted on an aristocratic basis. The judicial bodies and the

deliberative organ may be constituted on an oligarchical basis,

while the method of electing the executive officers is arranged on
an aristocratic basis. Other ways may also be followed for getting

* These topics have been treated in Book IV, cc. xiv-xvr.
® These topics have been treated in Book V.

_

^ See Note XX, p. 257.
* Over and above what has already been said in Book IV, cc. iv-vi.
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at the same result—that the parts or elements of a constitution

should not one and all have the same complexion.^

§ 5. We have already explained^ what variety of democracy is

appropriate to what type of civic body; what variety of oligarchy

agrees with what type of society; and which of the other constitu- ^
tions suits which sort of population. [But our present purpose

demands something more.] § 6. It is not enough to ascertain

which variety of constitution is best for each state. We have also

to ascertain the proper way of co7istruciing these—and other

—

varieties. We must treat the problem succinctly; but if we begin

with democracy, we shall also, in dealing with it, be learning to

understand its opposite, which is commonly termed oligarchy.

§7. For the purposes of this inquiry [into the proper way of

constiiicting all the varieties of democracy] we have to take into

account all the attributes of democracy, and every feature generally

held to be characteristic of it. The sum of these attributes will

explain the origin of different types of democracy. It will explain

why there is more than one type, and why the types vary.

§ 8. There are two reasons why there are several types of demo-
cracy. One has already been mentioned.^ This is the difference

of character between the peoples of different states. Here you
may have a populace of farmers; there you may have one of

mechanics and day-labourers. The democracies which they con- ^
stitute differ; but if you add farmers to mechanics, and then add
day-labourers to both, you create a new difference which is not so

much one between better and worse sorts of the same thing, as

one between totally different things.'^ This first reason, however,
does not concern us here, and we have to deal with a second and
different reason. § 9. The second reason for the existence of differ-

ent types of democracy is the different possible combinations of

the features which characterize democracy and are supposed to be
its attributes. One variety of democracy will have fewer of these

attributes; a second will have more; a third will have them all.

Now there is a double advantage in studying ail the separate attri-
‘

butes of democracy. Such study not only' helps in constructing

* Aristotle’s doctrine of ‘combination’ of powers may be compared with some
forms of the eighteenth-century English doctrine of the ‘balance’ of powers
(Aristotle’s ‘combination’ is also of the nature of a ‘balance’). Both doctrines
connect themselves with the idea of the mixed constitution.

® The reference is to Book IV, c. xil.
3 Book IV, c. IV, §§ 30- 1 ; c. vi, §§ 2-6; c. xn, § 3. See also below, c. iv.
Aristotle appears to imply that a democracy which mixes farmers, mechanics, /

and day-labourers differs in kind (and not merely in degree) from one of farmers ^
only, or one of mechanics and labourers only. Does he mean that it is too socially
divided to possess any stability ? This seems to be suggested by the subsequent
argument of c. iv, §§ 13-20.
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some new variety which one may happen to want: it also helps

the reform of existing varieties.^ ’§ 10. Men who are engaged in

building a constitution will often seek to lump together all the

attributes connected with the idea on which the constitution is

based. But this is an error, aswe have already^ noted in dealing with
the subject of the destruction and preservation of constitutions.
' Let us now consider the postulates, the moral temper, and the

aims, of democratic constitutions.^

Note XX (p. 255) : The new programme of Book VI
From problems of the destruction and preservation of constitutions as

they stand, Aristotle here turns to the problem of the construction of
constitutions in a way that will enable them to stand more securely. He had
already discussed, at the end of Book IV, the proper structure of each of
the three powers (deliberative, executive, and' judicial)

;
and he now

promises to discuss the proper structure of the whole constitution, with
reference to each type of constitution and the varieties of each type.

Actually he deals only with two types (democracy and oligarchy) and the

varieties of those two types—varieties which have already been described
in Book IV, cc. iv-vi. We may add that the general programme stated at

the end of Book IV, c. 11, which has been followed through the whole of

Books IV and V, is now left, and a new programme is started. Book VI
may thus be regarded as a separate section or ‘method’

;
and in its course,

accordingly, Aristotle more than once refers back to Books IV and V as

‘the previous section’.

Chapter II

The underlying idea of detnocracies is liberty. Liberty as conceived

in democracies is tioofold: it is Partly political liberty, which means

'that all have a tenn of office and the wilToflaii prevails: it is partis
~
civil^and consists in 'living as you like^T ike institutions involved by

this idea, in the spheres of the executive, the judicature, and~tJie

d^iberaJive: the payment of the peopie~^or political services, and the

democratic objection to any long tmure ofoffrceT'OrTtheoiEerhand,
* Aristotle here, in using the word ‘refonn’, is recurring for the moment to

the theme of ‘preservation*. But it is construction, and not preservation, which
is his real theme.

* Book V, c. IX, It may be added, in explanation of the connexion between

§ 9 and § 10, that in § 9 Aristotle has argued in favour of studying all the attri-

butes of democracy, while in § 10 he argues against using all the attributes

indiscriminately. The point is drat, if you study each attribute, you wiU see that

some of the attributes connected with democracy do not advance its cause, and
you will realize that ‘all is not gold that glitters’. Want of this knowledge makes
founders of democracies commit the error of pouring into them every attribute

thatcan be held to be characteristic ofdemocracy, andthus really defeating its cause.
^ These three things—^postulates, moral temper, and aims—^may be said to

constitute the ‘idea’ (or hypothesis) of democracy. The ‘attributes’ (or features,

or characteristics), which have been previously mentioned, are the institutions

through which democracies seek to realize this ‘idea’ in practice. In the next

chapter Aristotle proceeds to study, in §§ 1-4, the idea or hypothesis of demo-
cracy—or, as we might say, ‘the democratic cause’—and- he Aen returns to the

theme of the attributes or actual practices of democracy.

4774 S
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it is to be nnted that a specially tv-bical form of democracy (the

'^tcillMirdror peasant' form ?)jnav he based on anj^a ofjustice

wEiclTin'Volves a general andTall-romid system of equality—i~e. d

'sysienTvdiulrdoes'Wtfd^ the poorer doss.

§1. The underlying idea of the democratic type of constitution

is jiberty. (This, it is commonly said, can only be enjoyed in

democracy; and this, it is also 1317 b said, is the aim of every

democracy.) Liberty has more than one form. One of its forms

[is the political, which] consists in the interchange of ruling and

being ruled. § 2. The democratic conception of justice^ is the

enjoyment of arithmetical equality, and not the enjoyment of pro-

portionate equality on the basis of desert. On this arithmetical

conception ofjustice the masses must necessarily be sovereign
;
the

will of the majority must be ultimate and must be the expression of

justice. The argument is that each citizen should be on an equality

with the rest; and the result which follows in democracies is that

the poor—they being in a majority, and the will of the majority

being sovereign—are more sovereign than the rich. § 3. Such is

the first form of liberty, which all democrats agree in making the

aim of their sort of constitution. The other form [is the civil,,

which] consists in ‘living as you.likeh Such a life, the democrats

argue, is the function of the free man, just as the function of slaves /

is not to live as they like. § 4. This is the second aim of democracy.

Its issue is, ideally, freedom from any interference of government,
and, failing that, such freedom as comes from the interchange of

ruling and being ruled. It contributes, in this way, to a general

system of liberty based on equality.

§ 5. Such being the idea of democracy, and the root from which
it develops, we can now proceed to study its attributes or institur

tions. [Under the head of the executive], there is the election of
officers by all, and from ail; there is the system of all ruling over
each, and each, in his turn, over ail; there is the method of appoint-
ing by lot to all offices—or, at any rate, to all which do not require
some practical experience and professional skill; there is the rule

that there should be no property-qualification for office—or, at

any rate, the lowest possible; there is the rule that, apart from the
military offices, no office should ever be held twice by the same
person—or, at any rate, only on few occasions, and those relating

only to a few offices; there is, finally, the rule that the tenure of
every office—or, at any rate, of as many as possible—should be
brief. [Under the head of the judicature], there is the system of yl

* Aristotle assumes that the idea of liberty, on its political side, is ultimately
based on the conception ofjustice (i.e. distributive justice)—see Book III, c. ix,
and the note to § 3 of that chapter.
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popular courts, composed of all the citizens or of persons selected

from all, and competent to decide all cases—or, at any rate, most
of them, and those the greatest and most important, such as the

audit of official accounts, constitutional issues, and matters of con-
tract. [Under the head of the deliberative] there is the rule that the

popular assembly should be sovereign in all matters—or, at any

,

rate, in the most important; and conversely that the executive

magistracies should be sovereign in none—or, at any rate, in as

few as possible.

§ 6. Among the executive magistracies the one most popular
in democracies is the Cojuncil,* wherever there are not adequate

means for paying all the citizens to attend the popular assembly.

If there are adequate means, the Council itself is deprived of its

power; and the people, once it is furnished with pay, begins to

tal<e everything into its hands, as has already been noticed in the

previous section of our inquiry.- § 7. This system of payment is a

further attribute of democracy. The ideal is payment in every

sphere—popular assembly, courts, and executive magistracies
;
but

if that cannot be had, there will at any rate be payment for attending

the courts, the council, and the stated meetings of the popular

assembly, and also for serving on any board of magistrates—or,

at the least, any board whose members are required to have a i

^ common table.3 (It may be remarked that while oligarchy is

characterized by good birth, wealth, and culture, the attributes

of democracy would appear to be the veiy opposite—low birth,

poverty, and vulgarity.) ^ § S. Another attribute of democracy is

to dispense with all life offices—or at least to curtail the powers

of any such offices, 1318 a if they have been left surviving from
some earlier epoch of change, and to make appointments to any

life-office depend on the use of the lot and not on election.

§ 9. These are the attributes common to democracies generally.

But if we look at the form of democracy and the sort of populace

which is generally held to be specially typical, we^have to connect

it [not so much with these attributes, as] with the conception of
|

justice which is the recognized democratic conception—that of I

equality of rights for all on an arithmetical basis.s Equality here ‘

' It should be noticed that the council is included among the executive
magistracies. At Athens it was a body of 500 members (chosen by lot, and paid
for attendance) which not only prepared business for the popular assembly, but
also managed the revenues and discharged other executive functions.

^ Book IV, c. XV, §§ 12-13. The word here translated ‘section’ is the Greek
. methodos: see the Introduction, p. xxjivii.

* The system of a common table was intended to keep the members of
executive boards in close and constant contact. A ‘subsistence allowance’ for

this purpose would seem to be something different from the payment of a salary.
•* This sentence is bracketed by Newman and other editors.
5 Aristotle is here referring back to Book IV, c. iv, §§ 22-3, and repeating
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7mght be taken to mean that the poorer class should exercise no

greater authority than the rich, or, in other words, that sovereignty

should not be exercised only by it, but equally vested in all the

citizens on a numerical basis. If that were the interpretation

followed, the upholders of democracy could afford to believe that

equality—and liberty—was really achieved by their constitution.

Chapter III

ffozu ts equality^ to be_secure^ in democracies? Should the basis be

and shQidd^eqiialjr.i^htsJ)e_^ivenJo^ equal amounts of pro-

perty: or should it he personality? It may be mggesWd'fJidt property

andpmmaUty should both be taken into account^ andtlidfsdvWei^^
IKofdd rest with the will of a majority of persons wKo~afe'also the

owners df'a'majority of prpp^ty.

§ I. This raises the question, ‘How is such equality actually to

be secured?’* Should the assessed properties of the citizens be
divided into two equal blocks, but with one block containing 500
large and the other 1,000 small owners, and should the 1,000 and
the 500 have equal voting power ? Or, alternatively, should equality

of this order [i.e. equality based on property, and not on personal-

ity] be calculated on some other system—a system, for example,

by which properties are divided into two equal blocks, as before, v

but equal numbers of representatives are then selected from the

500 owners in the one block and the 1,000 in the other, and the

representatives so selected are given control of the elections [of

magistrates] and the law courts ?2 § 3. [Either system means, in

effect, the basing of the constitution on property.] Now is a con-

stitution so based the one most in accordance with justice, as

justice is conceived in democracies? Or is a constitution based
on numbers [i.e. on persons^ rather than property] more truly in

accordance with justice? Democrats reply by saying that justice

consists in the will of a majority of persons. Oligarchs reply by
saying that it consists in the will of a majority of property-owners.

some of the phrases he had before used in that passage. In that passage it is

the ‘agricultural’ form of democracy, and a populace of peasant farmers, which
Aristotle describes. It is not clear whether, in the present section, ‘the form of
democracy and the sort of populace which is generally held to be specially
typical’ is the same as the agricultural form of democracy and a populace of
peasant farmers. The similarity of the phrasing here to that of Book IV, c. iv,

would suggest that they are. So, too. would the fact that Aristotle proceeds, in
the next chapter of this book, to discuss the social basis of democracy, and then,
in the next chapter after that, to describe and praise the agricultural form of
democracy.

_

^ See Note YY, p. 363.
^ The difference of this system from the previous system is (i) that it involves

the use of representation, and (3) that the representatives form a single body,
while in the previous system the group of 1,000 and that of 500 would be two
separate bodies. (For the idea of representation see Book IV, c. xiv, § 13, and note.)
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and that decisions should be taken on the basis of weight of

property. §3. Both of these answers involve inequality and '

injustice. Ifjustice is made to consist in the will of the few [i.e. the
'•

few who own the greatest amount of property], tyranny is the

^
logical result; for if we carry the oligarchical conception of justice

to its logical consequence, a single person who owns more than
all the other owners of property,put together will have a just claim

to be the sole ruler. If, on the other hand, justice is made to consist
'

in the will of a majority of persons, that majority will be sure to •

net unjustly, as we have already notei,* and to confiscate the pro- ;

pe.rty of the rich minority.

§ 4. In this position we have to ask, in the light of the definitions

of j.ustice propounded by both sides, ‘What is the sort of equality

to which both sides can agree ?’ Both sides affirm that the will of -

the major part of the civic body should be sovereign. We may;
accept that statement

;
but we cannot accept it without modifica-

tion. [We may modify it as follows.] There are two classes which
compose the state—the wealthy class, and the poor. We may
attribute sovereignty, accordingly, to the will of both these classes,

or that of a majority of both. [This assumes that the wills, or the
|

majority-wills, of the two classes are agreed.] Suppose, however,
|

that the two classes are not agreed, and are resolved on conflicting '

measures. In that case we may attribute sovereignty to the will
,

of a majority of persons zoho are also the owners of a majority of:

property? § 5. We may give an illustration. Suppose that there

are 10 in the wealthy class, and 20 in the poor; and suppose that

6 of the 10 have arrived at a decision conflicting with that of 15 of

the 20. This means that the minority of 4 in the wealthy class

agrees with the majority in the poorer class, and, again, that the

minority of 5 in the poorer class agrees with the majority in the

wealthy class. In that case sovereignty should rest with the will

of that side [be it the side of the 6-I-5, of that of the 15-I-4] whose
members, on both of its elements being added together, have

property in excess of that belonging to the members of the other.^

§ 6. The result may, of course, be a deadlock, with both sides

* Book III, c. X, § 1 .

^ This solution, Newman notes, is different from that of the oligarchs, ‘because

it takes account of the property of the poor, and adds it together [i.e. adds it in

with that of the rich to detennine who are the owners of a majority of property],

whereas oligarchs would claim that the will of those who own property in large

amounts should prevail’.

^ There are thus, to begin with, two classes. From these two classes, when a

vote is taken, there emerge two sides, each composed of elements drawn from both
classes. You add up the properties of both the elements on one side, and then
those of both the elements on the other, to determine the actual decision and the

residence of sovereignty.
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VI. iii, § 6-iv, § 5

absolutely equal; but this presents no greater difficulties than those

which ordinarily arise to-day when a popular assembly or a law

court is equally divided. The remedy is decision by lot, or some

other similar method.

1318 b To find theoretically where truth resides, in these matters

of equality and justice, is a very difficult task. Difficult as it may
be, it is an easier task than that of persuading men to act justly,

if they have power enough to secure their own selfish interests.

The weaker are always anxious for equality and justice. The
strong pay no heed to either.

Note YY (p. 260): Voting on the basis of property

The question which Aristotle proceeds to raise is whether equality

should be calculated on the basis of property, or on that of personality.

(In Book IV, c. IV, § 24, he has already suggested that there can be a

variety of democracy which is based on property.) If equality is calculated

on the basis of property, he proposes a general method of the classification

of citizens, tmder which equal blocks of property carry equal weights,

though the number of persons in each block is different. The proposal

may remind us of the Prussian three-class system, as applied till the end
of the war of 1914-18, under which there were three blocks of citizens,

each equal in terms of property and voting power, but with one block
containing only about 5 per cent, of the population, another about 15 per
cent., and the third the remaining 80 per cent.

The system of equal blocks of assessed property was practised in

fourth-century Athens, though not on the lines here suggested by Aris- <

totle. About 377 B.c. the Athenians made a general assessment of
''

property, real and personal, which amounted to some £1,400,000. All
tax-payers were then divided into 100 ‘symmories’ or blocks of equal
aggregate wealth (as recorded in the assessment); and each block con-
tributed an equal amount of the taxes required for the year, charging
each member of the block with his quota {Cambridge Ancient History,
vol. vi, p. 74),

Chapter IV

(a) The agricultural form of detnocracy . . It needs , in. the interest of
stability, a Glance between the rights of the whole civic body andJhe
'f^tJof{hy propcrtiediclasses : and that balance may be secured (i)hy
^ivm^t^ the whole civic body the three 'rights of electing the magi-
siraief, calling them to account, aj^cjonstitiitmgHhedaw::.couzts,jmd

fzS hv~giving~i^ihe~'pi^^ classes the right to hold the more

hnportani magistrMcies,-~M.etho.ds-ma:y^alsô be used for encourasins
"the growth of.an.MgticxiltmaLpQinilation. AhDJThe- pastoral form of

"Refers, . and dayrJabourers—This-lastform. is too often connected with

the policy of svoing rights indiscriminately to all and sundry: it is a x;
^m.-policyJto.,stop,Mort at the

_
point aLwBch TheJlf^ngilii'ofWle^

masses just^exceeds^tke combined strjngthjofjfhe,upper_^
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classes^ Other policies which may also be followed in this form of
democracy.

§ I. Of the four varieties of democracy^ the best, as has already

been noted in the previous section of our inquiry, is the one that

comes first in the order of classification. It is also the oldest of all

the varieties. But the reason why it comes first is not that: it is a
reason connected with the grading of the different kinds of popu-
lace. The first and best kind of populace is one of farmers and-

there is thus no difficulty in constructing a democracy where the
bulk of the people live by arable or pastoral farming. § 2. Such
people, not having any great amount of property, are busily occu-

pied; and they have thus no time for attending the assembly. Not
possessing the necessities of life, they stick to their work, and do
not covet what does not belong to them; indeed they find more
pleasure in work than they do in politics and govermnent—unless

there are large pickings to be got from having a finger in govern-

ment. § 3 . The masses covet profits more than they covet honours

;

witness the patience with which they bore the old-time tyrannies,

and still continue to tolerate oligarchies if only they are allowed to

get on with their work and are not robbed of their earnings. Give
them the chance and they soon make their way—either up into

riches, or, at any rate, out of poverty. § 4. Any craving which the

masses may feel for position and power will be satisfied if they are

given the right of electing magistrates and calling them to account.

Indeed there are instances which show that the masses will be
contented with a still smaller measure of power. We may cite the

example of Mantinea, where the people did not enjoy the right of

electing the magistrates (it was vested instead in persons selected

from the body of the people on a system of rotation), butexercised,

at any rate, the power of deliberation. § 5. Such a system [even

if it gives only limited power to the people] must still be considered

as a system of democracy, and it was such at Mantinea.3

On these general grounds we may argue that policy, as well as

' The discussion of justice, and equality, which runs from c. ii, § 8, to the end
of c. Ill, may seem something of a digression. (It has been bracketed as an
interpolation by some editors ; but hardly with good reason, for it logically follows

on c. II and logically prepares the way for c. iv—see the note at the end of c. ii.)

Aristotle now returns to his specific theme—the proper method of constructing

democracy, in the light of the statement of ‘attributes’ in c. ii, §§ 5-8, But he
first proceeds to distinguish again the four varieties of democracy (already

distinguished and graded in Book IV, c. iv, §§ 22-31); and he does so because
‘ different methods of construction are needed for the different varieties.

* The agrarian (we may even say the anti-commercial and anti-industrial) 1

trend of Aristotle’s thought has already been expressed in the first book of the I

Politics, cc. ix-xi.

^ This system of government at Mantinea, which Aristotle refers to the past,

may perhaps be dated about 421 b.c. or nearly a century before his time. It
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general practice, suggests a system of balance in the first [i.e. the

agricultural] variety of democracy. On the one hand all the citizens

will enjoy the three rights of electing the magistrates, calling them

to account, and sitting in the law courts; on the other hand the

most important offices will be filled by election, and confined to

those who can satisfy a property qualification. The greater the

importance of an office, the greater might be the property qualifica-

tion required. Alternatively, no property qualification might be

required for any office, but only men of capacity would actually

be appointed. § 6. A state which is governed in this way will be

sure to be well governed (its offices will always be in the hands of

the best of its members, with the people giving its consent and

bearing no grudge against persons of quality); and the men of

quality and the notables will be sure to be satisfied, under a system

which at once preserves them from being governed by other and
inferior persons and ensures (by giving others the right to call them
to account) that they will themselves govern justly. § 7. To be

kept in such dependence, and to be denied the power of doing just

as he pleases, is an advantage to any man. The power of acting at

will leaves men with no defence 1319 a against the evil impulses

present in all of us. Where there is responsibility, the result must
always be an advantage of the first order in any constitution:

government will be conducted by men of quality, and they will be
saved from misconduct, while the masses will have their just rights.

§ 8. It is evident that this form of democracy [the form based
on a farming populace] is the best; and the reason is also evident

—

that the populace on which it is based possesses a definite quality.

In the creation of such a populace some of the laws which were
generally current in earlier ages may all be of service—laws, for

example, forbidding absolutely the acquisition of property in land
beyond a certain amount, or, at any rate, forbidding it within a
fixed distance from the city centre or the city boundaries. § 9. There
used to be also laws, in a considerable number of states, prohibiting
an owner from selling the allotment of land originally made to his

family; there is also the law [at Elis], attributed to Oxylus, which
prohibits, in effect, the raising of a mortgage on a certain propor-
tion of any landowner’s estate. [If there are no such laws, and the
damage is already done], a law like that of Aphytis [a town near
Salonica] should be adopted as a corrective, and as likely to help
in securing the object we have in view. § 10. The inhabitants of

has sometimes been described as an instance of the idea of representation. That
description is incorrect. There was a primary assembly (not a representative
body) for purposes of deliberation; and representatives, elected on some plan
which Aristotle does not explain, were used only for the purpose of indirect
election of the magistrates.
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Aphytis, although they combine a large population with a small

territory, are all engaged in farming. The reason is that estates

are not assessed as single units. Estates are divided, for purposes
of assessment, into a number of sections; and the sections are

small enough to ensure that even the poorer land-owners will show
^ an assessment exceeding the amount required [as a qualification

-for political rights].^

§ II. Next to a populace of farmers, the best sort [as a basis

for democracvlTsa pastoraLnobulace living bv its herds and flocks .

Many of their characteristics are similar to those of farmers; but
with their,robust-physique. and their capacity for camping out in

The open , thev-are specially trained and fiarden^Thtb a good,

condition for war. § 12. The other kinds of populace, which form
the basis of the other varieties of democracy, are almost without

exception of a much poorer stamp. They lead a poor sort of life:

and none of the occupations followed by a populace which consists

of mechanics, shop-keepers, and day labourers, leaves any room
for excellence. § 13. Revolving round the market-place^ and the

city centre, people of this class generally find it easy to attend

the sessions of the popular assembly—unlike the farmers who,
scattered through the country-side, neither meet so often nor feel

so much the need for society of this sort. § 14. When [in addition

to a populace of farmers or pastoralists] there is also the further

' advantage of a country-side which lies at a considerable distance

from the city, 3 it is easy to construct a good democracy or a good
‘polity’. The mass of the people are then compelled to fix their

abode outside the city, on their lands; and even if there is still a

mob left which lives round the market-place, a rule will have to

be made, where the constitution is democratic, that there shall be

no meetings of the popular assembly which cannot be attended by
all the inhabitants of the country-side.

§ 15. It has now been shown how the first and best variety of

democracy ought to be constructed. It is also clear, from what has

been said, how the other varieties should be constituted. Theyshould
deviate [from the norm of the first variety] in successive stages, and

by the inclusion,-^ at each, of a progressively poorer class.

^ Aphytis required a property-qualification, in terms of the assessed value of

land, as a condition of the exercise of political rights. It pitched, and kept, this

property-qualification low, by means of the system described. The lowness of

the qualification encouraged all its inhabitants to cling to the necessary minimum
of land, and thus made them all farmers.

^ ‘The mechanics and the shop-keepers came to the market-place to sell what
they had to sell, and the day-labourers tobe hired’ (Newman’s note, vol. iv,p. 519).

^ The city might, for instance, be on the coast, while the arable or pastoral

land belonging to it lay at some distance inland.
* In the Greek, Aristotle uses the word ‘exclusion’—^looking at the class
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1319 b The last variety, which includes all classes alike, is

one that cannot be borne by all states, and can hardly itself endure,

unless it is properly constituted in point o£laws and customs. The
causes which lead to the destruction of this as of other forms of

government have already been, in the main, described [in the

previous book]. § 16. In attempting its construction the leaders

of popular parties usually follow the policy of seeking to strengthen

the populace by simply increasing its numbers to the utmost

possible extent. Citizenship is given not only to the lawfully born,

but also to the illegitimate; it is given to those who have only one

citizen parent, whether that parent be father or mother: in fact

there is nothing of this order but will serve, in such a state, as so

much grist for ‘the people’. § 17. But if this is the policy of con-

struction usually followed by demagogues, the policy which ought

to be followed is different. Increase of numbers should stop at

the point at which the masses just exceed the combined strength

of the notables and the middle class. It should never go beyond
this point. Any greater proportion will at once disturb the balance

of the constitution; and it will also incite the notables to chafe still

more against democracy—a state of feeling which led to the revolu-

tion in Cyrene. A small evil may be overlooked
;
but an evil which

grows to large dimensions is always before men’s e5^es. § 18. Other
measures which are also useful in constructing this last and most
extreme type of democracy are measures like those introduced by
Cleisthenes at Athens, when he sought to advance the cause of

democracy, or those which were taken by the founders of popular
government at Cyrene. § 19. This means that a number of new
tribes and clans should be instituted by the side of the old; that

private cults should be reduced in number and conducted at

common centres;^ and that every contrivance should be employed
to make all the citizens mix, as much as they possibly can, and to

break down their old loyalties. § 20. The measures adopted by
tyrants may equally be regarded as all congenial to democracy [in

its extreme form]. ‘We may cite as an instance the license allowed
to slaves (which, up to a point, may be advantageous as well as

congenial), and the license permitted to women and children. We
may also cite the policy of connivance at the practice of ‘living as

you like’. Such a policy ensures a large body of support for the

excluded from the franchise, and regarding this excluded class as becoming
poorer and poorer through the admission of more and more classes to the enjoy-
ment of political rights.

* ‘The private cults’ are those of tribes, clans, and sacrificial unions, some of
which were celebrated in the private houses of the more influential members.
Aristotle suggests the reduction of their number, and the holding of their
celebrations in common centres.
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constitution in which it is followed. Most men find more pleasure

in living without any discipline than they find in a life oftemperance.

Chapter V ^

\ Besides constructing democracies on a smind basis, it is also necessary

/ ~to ensure Bievrpermanencer^The true policy iJndfdne TofncfT^ua^i^
: ~feestiie greatestpossi6Ie~dhT6untof^emQcrucv, but one whicJi guaran^

tees its lofi^est Possible dilation. Moderation is therefore advisdSIe^

On the one hand, the rich should not be alienated Byla'fdluy^f'Wti-

hscating their riches, anddthe system of pd^nenffm^oliiicd^
~shouid he kept within modest hounds; on the othei' liandflneasufer

f}wuldfalW'b^~taTzeirto 'improvefilte'lot of i1ie~cmnmdn'’pe6ple~b'y^

system of social'services,~Eb^ public and primif.
”

i

§ I. Legislators and would-be founders of any constitution of

;

this type [i.e. the type of extreme democracy] will find that the

jj

work of construction is not their only or principal business. The
; maintenance of a constitution is the thing which really matters.

A state may last for two or three days under any kind of constitu-

tion; [the real test is the test of survival]. § 2. Legislators should

therefore direct their attention to the causes which lead to the

preservation and the destruction of constitutions—a theme which
has already been treated—and on that basis they should devote

their effort to the construction of stability.^ They must be on their

guard against all the elements of destruction; they must leave their

state with a body of laws, 1320 a customary as well as enacted,

which will include, above everything else, all the elements of

preservation; they must believe that the true policy, for democracy
and oligarchy alike, is not one which ensures the greatest possible

amount of either, but one which will ensure the longest possible

life for both. § 3. The demagogues of our own day, zealous to

please the peoples of their states, cause a large amount of property

to be confiscated to public use by means of the law courts.^ Those

^ In this chapter Aristotle deserts the general theme of Book VI (which is the
theme of construction), and reverts to the tlieme of preservation already treated

in Book V, The reason would appear to be that in Book V, cc. viii-ix, the
theme of preservation had only been handled in general terms, and without
specific reference to particular constitutions (except for the treatment of
‘monarchies’ in c. xi) ; and thus Aristotle is now led to handle the theme with
particular reference to democracy, and especially to extreme democracy—the
more, as this form of constitution was now the general and current form.

- These words repeat the ke3rvvord of Book VI (the word ‘construction’) ; they
repeat it, however, not in regard to constitution-maldng, which in Aristotle’s

sober thought is the less important matter, but in regard to constitution-keeping.
3 The Greek word for ‘confiscate’ (which literally means ‘to make public’)

comes from the same root as the word for ‘people’. The popular law-courts

could easily be used to transfer property from private hands into the hands of the

people.
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who care for the well-being of their constitution should labour to

correct such practices. They should have a law passed which

prevents the fines imposed in law courts 'from becoming public

property or being paid into the treasury, and makes them, instead

of that, temple-property. Wrong-doers would not, in that case,

be any more heedless than they are now (they would still have to

pay the same fine), and the people, having nothing to gain, would

be less inclined to condemn all defendants. § 4. Public prosecu-

tions should also be made as few as possible; and heavy fines

should be used to deter prosecutors from bringing them at random.

Such prosecutions are usually brought against notables only, and

not against those who belong to the popular party; but the proper

policy, wherever it can be pursued, is to keep all citizens alike

attached to the constitution and the government under it, or at any

rate, failing that, to prevent any citizen from regarding the govern-

ment as his enemy.

§ 5. Extreme democracies are generally to be found in populous

states, where it is difficult to get the citizens to attend the popular

assembly without a system of payment. Such a system bears

hardly on the notables—unless a state has already in hand sufficient

revenues to pay its cost. The necessary funds have to be procured

by a tax on property, by confiscation, and through the agency of

bad law courts; and these are all methods which have led in the

past to the overthrow of many democracies. This suggests that,

unless there are sufficient revenues already in hand, the meetings

of the popular assembly should be infrequent, and the number of

sittings of the popular law courts should be as small as theirmember-
ship is large. § 6. If the sittings of the courts are thus restricted,

two advantages will ensue. In the first place, the wealthier classes

will cease to fear the expenditure involved—the more if it is only
the poor, and not also the well-to-do, who are allowed to receive

any pay; and secondly, the cases before the courts will be much
better decided, as the rich (who do not care to be absent from their

business for days together, but do not mind a short absence) will

now be willing to attend. § 7. When, on the other hand, a state

has sufficient revenues to defray the cost of a system of payment,
[they should be husbanded for that purpose, and] the policy nowa-
days followed by demagogues should be avoided. It is their habit
to distribute any surplus among the people; and the people, in the
act of taking, ask for the same again. To help the poor in this way
is to fill a leaky jar— Yet it is the duty of a genuine democrat to see
to it that the masses are not excessively poor. § 8. Poverty is the
cause of the defects of democracy. That is the reason why measures
should be taken to ensure a permanent level of prosperity. This
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is in the interest of all classes, including the prosperous themselves;

and therefore the proper policy is to accumulate any surplus

revenue in a fund, and then to distribute this fund in block grants

to the poor. The ideal method of distribution, if a sufficient fund
can be accumulated7~is to make such grants sufficient for the
purchase~bf a pld'f~bf~land: failing that, they should”6^lafg^
enough to startIhehTn commerce 1320 b or agriculture. § 9. If

such grants cannot be made to all the poor simultaneously, they

should be distributed successively, by tribes or other divisions : and
meanwhile the rich should contribute a sum sufficient to provide

the poor with payment for their attendance at the obligatory

meetings of the assembly, and should be excused, in return, from
the rendering of useless public services [such as the equipping of

choruses at dramatic festivals].^ It is by a policy of this general

nature that the Carthaginian government has secured the goodwill

of the people. It sends persons drawn from the ranks of the people

regularly to the provincial towns, and thus enables them to become
prosperous .2

§ 10. Notabiles,_whQ,.,are,.mM_of feeling_ and_gopd
sense may also undertake the dutv_ of helpingjthe_ poor to find

'occupations—each mking charge of a group,,, and eacHIgTOng-a.

gram to enable, .the,mem^sj)fiu^gro^ m make a start .3 The
example of the citi2ens of Tarentum may also be commended
for imitation: the well-to-do share with the poor the use of

their property, and thereby conciliate the goodwill of the

masses,-^ §11. The Tarentines have also divided all magistracies

into two classes—one with appointments made by election, and

the other with appointments made by lot—in the idea that the

latter will give the people a share in office, while the former

will help to ensure a better administration. The same result

may also be achieved by dividing the members of each board of

magistrates into two classes—an elected class, and a class appointed

by lot.

^ This scheme of what we should nowadays call ‘public social services’ is

notable. It is a scheme of constructive public assistance, designed less to furnish
relief in cases of destitution than to provide a capital sum which will enable men
to set themselves up in life. It may be noted that Athens had actually something
of a scheme of public assistance, though only for the relief of destitution, as

Aristotle notes in his Constitution of Athens (c. XLix, § 4) : ‘there is a law to the

effect that persons with less than 3 minas, who are so crippled in body as to be
imable to work, should be examined by the council and then given z obols a day
from the public fvmds for their support’. See also Appendix IV, A z (p. 377).

^ Apparently they were given some sort of office, and official emoluments, in

the provincial towns (see Book II, c. xi, § 15).
3 Here Aristotle adds a scheme of ‘voluntary social service’ to his previous

scheme of ‘public social services’ or constructive public assistance.

This passage may remind us of Aristotle’s formula for the proper conception
of property

—
‘Private possession, common use’ (Book II, c. v, §§ S-S).
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF OLIGARCHIES (cc . vi-viii)

Chapter VI

The best sort of„Qlisatc}iy.Mill answer to the best, or agricultural sort

nfienincmcy:JUwill~reqiiir-e^a-moderMe4)ropertv_Qmlifimtion {qt
~
ih£^lding-of^any^ffice;__T]ieJasl^forp±ofoUgar^^^

the last, or ^extremels.form of democracy, needs the greatest vigilance^

~Genefally^ while democracies rely o^q^MUy or nimiSers, oligarchies

ought to rely on the quality~df their orggniz^i^.

§ I. We have now explained how democracies should be con-

structed
;
and in doing so we have virtually shown how oligarchies

ought to be constituted. Each variety of oligarchy should be ?

framed on the principle of opposites—that is to say, the structure

of each should be calculated by that of the corresponding variety

of democracy. The first and best balanced of oligarchies [will thus

answer to the first and best of democracies. Indeed, it] is closely !

akin to the constitution which goes by the name of ‘polity’.^ § 2./

In an oligarchy of this type there should be two separate assess-

ment rolls, a higher and a lower. Entry in the lower roll should

qualify men for appointment to the lowest offices that have to be
filled

;
but entry in the higher should be required for appointment

to the more important. On the other hand any person who acquires

sufficient property to be put on an assessment roll should be given

constitutional rights
;
and by this means a sufficient number of the

people at large will be admitted to make those who enjoy rights in

the state a stronger body than those who do not. § 3. The persons
newly admitted to rights should always be drawn from the better

sections of the people.

The next succeeding variety of oligarchy should be constructed

on lines like the first, but with some little tightening [of the

qualifications required for office]. Eventually we shall reach the

variety of oligarchy which corresponds to extreme democracy, i

This is the type of oligarchy which is most in the nature of a -

ruling clique and most akin to tyranny; and, as it is worst of all,[

it requires all the greater vigilance. § 4. A man with a healthy!

* Aristotle begins by arguing, logically, that each variety of oligarchy should
correspond to, and be the opposite of, the parallel variety of democracy. But the
logical argument would appear to be abandoned, and abandoned instantly, when
he deals with the first and best form of ohgarchy. Actually this variety is not
opposed to the first and, best variety of democracy. We are told that it is near to
polity, which in turn is near to the first and best variety of democracy. There is

thus similarity, rather than opposition, between the first variety of democracy and
the corresponding variety of oligarchy.
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physique can afford to run risks: a ship suited for navigation, with
a good crew on board, can survive a number of mishaps without
being sent to the bottom

;
but a man of feeble and sickly physique,

or a ship badly jointed and poorly manned, cannot face even a

slight misadventure. Just the same is true of constitutions: the./

worst need the greatest 1321 a vigilance, § 5. In democracies the

size of the population is generally the saving factor; and with them
numbers serve in lieu of the opposite factor—a system of distribu-

tive justice on the basis of merit—[which preserves better con-
stitutions].'/ Oligarchies, on the other hand, must obviously seek

security by a method which is the opposite of that of democracies

—

the quality of their organization.*

Chapter VII

Militaryfactors have an important bearing on oligarchies. A cavalry

force is favouralile'io'a strict form of’bligarcliyJ~mftKe^tKer"Eanf,
'ligKt-armed troops and navalforceTdrFfdvaumkh todhnocracy. It

Is afwisepolicirfor''an~olisdrxk'SLf6ZtmihJtSj)W tdTs'erve'ds

lisht-armed troops.^lisarsdiies will also do well to give the masses

so7ne"share in the government, and to require their more important

officials to perform tmpaid public services. In a word, they should

dtr^ctUiemselves by the idea of public service rather than by that of
~private profil ’

§ I. Just as there are four chief divisions of the mass of the

population—^farmers, mechanics, shopkeepers, and day-labourers

—so there are also four kinds of military forces—cavalry, heavy

infantry, light-armed troops, and the navy. Where a territory is

suitable for the use of cavalry, there is a favourable ground for

the construction of a strong form of oligarchy the inhabitants of

such a territory need a cavalry force for security, and it is only

men of large means who can afford to breed and keep horses.

Where a territory is suitable for the use of heavy infantry, the

next [and less exclusive] variety of oligarchy is natural; service in

the heavy infantry is a matter for the well-to-do rather than for the

poor. § 2. Light-armed troops, and the navy, are [drawn from the

i

!

1

1

i

i

* In other words, they must organize the distribution of office and honours on
a system of distributive justice based on the standard of merit.

^ The connexion between military and constitutional development has already

been treated in Book IV, c. iii, §§ 1-3. (In that passage, as here, Aristotle

begins by connecting social with military divisions, and then proceeds to connect
military development with constitutional—his idea being that social, military,

and constitutional factors are all interconnected.) On the historical connexion
between changes of military methods and the constitutional development of

the city states of ancient Greece see the Catnbrtdge Ancient History, vol. iii,

pp. 695-6.
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mass of the people, and are thus] wholly on the side of democracy;

and in our days—with light-armed troops and naval forces as large

as they are—the oligarchical side is generally worsted in any civil

dispute. This situation should be met, and remedied, by following

the practice of some military commanders, who combine an appro-

priate number of light-armed troops with the cavalry and heavy
’

infantry.^ § 3 . The reason why the masses can defeat the wealthier

classes, in any civil dissension, is that a light-armed and mobile

force finds it easy to cope with a force of cavalry and heavy infantry.

An oligarchy which builds up a light-armed force exclusively from

the masses is thus only building up a challenge to itself. [The

system of recruitment should be altered.] A distinction of age-

groups should be made
;
and while they are in the lower age-group,

the sons of oligarchs should also be instructed [along with the sons

of the poor] in light-infantry drill and weapons. They will then

be able, when they are moved up into the higher age-groups, to

perform themselves, in actual practice, the duties of a light infantry.

§ 4. There are various ways in which an oligarchy may give the

masses some place in the civic body.^ One way, which has already

been mentioned (c. vi, § 2), is that the right of holding office

should be given to any man who acquires sufficient property to

put him on the assessment roll. Another way, of which Thebes
affords an example, is that the right should be given to those who
have not followed any mechanical occupation for a number of

years. A third way, which is that followed at Massalia, is to com-
pile a list of all who are worthy of office, whether or no they have at

the time a place in the civic body.

§ 5. [There are some other measures which should also be
taken to construct a good oligarchy.] The most important offices,

which must necessarily be held by full citizens,^ should involve

; the duty of performing unpaid public services. This will have

,
the effect of malting the people willing to acquiesce in their own

J
Aristotle does not mean that the practice should be exactly followed. He is

using an analogy loosely. What he really means, as he proceeds to explain, is

that young men of the upper classes, from which cavalry and heavy infantry are
drawn, should be trained as light-armed infantry, in order that they may act
with their friends in the event of civil dissension. This will prevent the whole of
the light infantry from being composed of the lower classes—though it will not
prevent the whole of the cavalry and heavy infantry from being composed of the
upper.

- The arrangement of this chapter is somewhat composite. It begins as though
it were to be exclusively concerned with the military system proper to oligarchies.
It ends by going back to the constitutional method which should be followed
in constructing a good form of oligarchy—a theme already handled at the
beginning of the previous chapter.

^ In the previous chapter, § 2, Aristotle has suggested that the most important
omces should be confined to the citizens who have a higher property quaiitication.
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exclusion from such offices, and it will make them ready to tolerate

officials who pay so heavy a price for the privilege. § 6. These
higher officials may also be properly expected to offer magnificent
sacrifices on their entry into their office, and to erect some public

building during its course. The people—sharing in these enter-

;> tainments, and seeing their city decorated with votive ornaments
and edifices—will readily tolerate the survival of oligarchy; and
the notables will have their reward in visible memorials of their

own outlay. § 7. But it is not this policy which is pursued by the

oligarchs of our days. Their policy is the very opposite; they

covet profit as well as honour: and from this point of view oligarchy

may well be described as democracy ‘writ small’.

Chapter VIII

A study of ths best modes of or^anizino the executive offices in states

generally. A first list of the six tndist>ensable offices which are required

'T6r~th^performance. of the minimum functions of a statB. A second

^isfof the four more important ofUces. zohich-are concerned zoith.mo£e

importantfunctions and require a higher capacity—military command.
the control offinance ^

the preparation otbusiness for the deliberatwe^
'SoRy. and the direction of Public zoorshih . A final classification of all

oifices under a number of heads, according to the general character of

functions. -

1321b § I. This may suffice as an account of the methods
which ought to be followed in constructing democracies and oli-

garchies. It leads us on naturally to consider the'right distribution
;

of the executive offices, and to examine their number, their nature, :

and the functions proper to each—a subject which has already been
’

treated in a previous passage.* No state can exist at all in the

absence of those offices which are absolutely indispensable; no
properly governed state can exist in the absence of those which
ensure good organization and order. § 2. [This is one general

rule.] It is another that there should be fewer ofiices in small and
a greater number in large states, as indeed we have already noted ;2

and accordingly we must not omit to consider which offices can

be conjoined, and which ought to be kept separate.

§ 3 * Among the_indispensable offices the first is the office

charged with the care of the market-place. This requires a magi-

,

strate" Ptfie^^omnowoyT^f^the supervision of "contracts andme
|

maintenance of good order.. Buying andriellihg ixo, lieedecTm alT

states equally, for the mutual satisfaction of wants; they are also
^

the readiest means for the attainment of self-sufficiency, which is

* See Note ZZ, p. 278. = In Book IV, c. xv, §§ 6-7.

4774 T
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generally regarded as the chief object of men’s coming together

under a common constitution.^

§ 4 . A second function, which follows on this first, and is closely

conne^dWith it, is the superintendence of private and public _

property in the city-centre
,
witlTa view to good order; the main-

'fanance and repair of derelict buildings and roads; the superin- W
tendence of boundaries, with a view to the prevention of disputes;

and other similar matters demanding public attention. § t;. The
..

officer charged with this_functiQn-is-.generallv...calIed the City-

~superintendent. [Astyaomos] ;
but in more populous states ther'e”’

may be a number of departments, each with its own special

province, such as maintenance of the city walls, superintendence

of public fountains, and control of the city’s harbour.

§ 6. The third indispensable office is closely akin to the second.

Its functions are just the same; but they are ^emsed outside the

city, and in ffie country-side,. The holder^of this offic^fe som^
times called rural,,inspectors [Agronomoi], and sometimes forest-

wardens.

Besides these three first offices, with their respective functions,

there is a fourth for receiving and_hplding the public revenues, and
for paying them out in quotas among the "sevHiI~cIepartments.

The holders of this^ffice go by the name of receivers of accounts,

or treasurerj.
^

§ 7* The fifth office deals with _the registration of private con-

Uacts_^d^pi^_A^cisffi indictments have also to be deposited

witElt, and preliminary proceedings begun before it. In a number
of states this office (like that of the city-superintendent) is divided
into departments, though a single officer (or board of officers)

remains in general control of the whole. The holders of the office

go by the name of public...rec,Qrders,_masjEeHZpIain recorders, or
QfheiLSimilaEltitles.

§ 8 . We now come to an office which follows naturally on the
fifth, but which is also, in itself, at once themost indispensable and
the most diffi,cult_ofall offices*. This is the office which dealFwitlT
the execution of sentences on offenders ; 1322 a with the recovery
dFdebtsHue" t^he, state frQm_pereons_pJacai:dM_on lKe~publ1c
lists; and with the custody of prison^. § 9 . It is a difficult office,

because it” involves a good dearof odium; and unless it affords

opportunities for making considerable gains, men either shrink
from it or, if they accept it, are loath to discharge its duties with
the rigour the law demands. But it is, none the less, an indispens-
able office. There is nothing to be got by bringing suits for the
determination of rights, when they reach no effective conclusion;

* See Book I, c. ii, § 8.
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for paying them out in quotas among the several departments.
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on offenders
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rom^ It or, if they accept it, are loath to discharge its duties with
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' See Book I, c. ii, § 8.
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number of other offices, which ar^ also indispensable, but of a
_

'EigHerorder of importance. ~Tbev..ari;offic'£Cwlu%ieQuire a large

Sperience ancf a~high degree of..fidelitjr. § 14. We may count

am^^tEem,“1&ir;andj;^^ the offices charged withj^
defence of the city, and any othersintended''for militafy purposes.

iTTpHce as welfas in war, there must be persons to supeniSS’'-<J

the defence of the city’s gates and walls, and to inspect and drill

its citizens. Some states have a number of different offices to deal

with these various duties, others have only a few, and small states

may even be ‘content with a single office to deal with them all.

§ 15. The hojders ofjhese offices are commonly called generals

or commandant^. ^ 1322 b Where there are separate forces of

cavalry, light-armed troops, archers, and marines, each of them is

sometimes placed under a separate command; and the officer

commanding is then termed admiral, or general of horse, or general

of the light forces. Their subordinate officers, in turn, are termed

naval captains, captains of horse, and company commanders
;
and

corresponding titles are given to the officers commanding smaller

sections. The, whole of this_,organizatipn_fQrms a-single-departi.

ment—that of military commancL.

§ 16. Frora 'theTrganization of military command, as it has just

been described, we may nextjurn to the organization of finance.

Several of the offices, .of a state.-i£-not all, hanffie large amounts of

piffilic money. T^re must accorc^glv be a separate_ofiice fpr

ffiiancel[ij~a^ treasuryjepartmentl which receives and audits the

accounts ofother offices, and is onlyconcernedwith this one function.
The holders of this office go bydffierentnamegjn different places

—

audifdfs,' accountant?, examiners, or^a.dvpcates.of tHelisc.

§17^ Besides“fhe”various offices already mentioned, there_ia
another which controls, more than any other office, the whole
~range^f~publie~affaifsWThe office in question is one which ,Jffia

large number~6f state's, possesses the double power of introducing
jmatters [tq^ the assembly] anJ of"bringing themTEorcdmpletiohr
Short of that, andlvhere the people itself is in controirit presides
over the assembly; for there must be a body to act as convener to

the controlling authority of the constitution. The holders of this,

office^re in some states called Proboiiloi
, or the prelimina.ry_c.auaciJ.

because they initiate deliberation;^ but where there is a popular
"assemblW~^^®y~2tfe'called'the Boule or CojancilT

* On the nature of Probouloi see Book IV, c. xiv, §§ 14-16, and c. xv, §§ ii-ia
(with the note on §11). It would appear to be assumed in this passage that
where there is only a council, and not a popular assembly, a preliminary council
will be needed to initiate matters for the council; where there is both a council
and an assembly, the council will initiate matters for the assembly, and no
preliminary council will be needed.
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§ 18. Such is the general nature of the main political offices.

(

But there is also another province of affairs, which is concerned.
with the cult of the civic deities; and this requires officers such^as
priests and custodians of temples—custodians charged with the

;>’mamtenance and repair" of ' fabrics and the management of aiiv^
“other property assigned to the service of the gods. § 19. Occasion-
'all3r(for example7in small~itates)~tHe~wK6le“6F this province is

assigned to a single office
;
in other states it may be divided among '

a number of offices, and apart from priests there may also be the S

superintendents of sacrifices, the guardians of shrines, and the
1

stewards of religious property. § 20. Closely related to these

various offices there may also be a separate office, charged mtin
the management of all"puBlic~s~acrifices'

w

hiclTHave the distinction i

oTBein^celebrated on the city’s cofmnon hearth, and, as such, are

Tfforlegally assignedliolthe priests.^ The Hdlders_of-this-office-are.

~in~som~e~~states called archon. in others king,^ and in others

^^rygneis^I”

§ 21. The offices required in all states may be summarily classi-

fied on the basis of their various functions.^

functions connected with public worship, military mattersT-and.

revenue and expenditure . Secondly,
there are those" connected

I with the market-place.-the city-centre , the harbours, and the

countryrsLde. Thirdly, there are the functions connected with the

law-courts, the registration orcbntracts, the enforcement of penal-

tiesTthe custody of. prisoners, and the reviewing._s.crutiny. and
audit of the accounts~bf magistrates.. Finally, there are the func-

tions connected with deliberation on public affairs. §^2. In addi- •

tion there are' offi^ peculiar to certain states which have a more
leisured characteraird''a~gFeat^''ldegreerdf prosperity, and concern

themselves with good discipline

—

offices for the supervision >ofi~
*

women ; for, enforcing^obedience., to. lawrYoFthe supeiyision of_

3

1323 a child renj andfortKFcdntfol'bf physical training.^t'We may ,

also include, the office for the superintendence of athletic contests

and dramatic competitions '"and all other similar spectacles., i

* The commoiTKearth of a state was in the prytaneum. This was a building
consecrated to the goddess of the hearth, in which a perpetual fire was kept
burning in her honour; here the magistrates resided and maintained a common
table.

* The title of king was sometimes kept, even after the disappearance of

monarchy, with a religious significance—the early kings having been always
priests as well as secular rulers (Book III, c. xiv, § 14).

3 Aristotle follows in this passage a different order of classification from
jfthat followed in the earlier part of the chapter. Previously he had classified

^offices in an ascending scale of importance. Here he classifies them in four main
categories determined by the subject-matter with which they deal—the general

category of worship, war, and finance; the category of local affairs; the category

of legal business ;
and the category of public deliberation.
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§ 23. Some of these offices—those for the supervision of women
and children, for example—are clearly out of place in a democracy:

the poor man, not having slaves, is compelled to use his wife and

children as followers and attendants.^

§ 24. There are three sorts of offices concerned with the conduct-^

of the elections mad^6^1^ electdfarTd'dyTo the Highest magjA

straci^. The first is the Guardians of theXawniie second, the

Probouloirand^the third, the Boule. The first is appropriate tcL-

aristocracy : the second to

j

pligarchy: the third fo democracy.

We have now given a sketch, in outline, of almost every kind of

office; but.^ . . .

Note ZZ (p. 273)

The previous passage is Book IV, c. xv. It is somewhat puzzling that

there should be two different treatments of the same theme ; nor can there

be said to be any correlation of the two different treatments. Aristotle's

first treatment is somewhat dry and analytical: the treatment in the
present passage is more concrete, more practical, and more realistic.

Here ‘he bases his classification of magistracies on the practice of Greek
states : he follows this in separating military from civil functions, for this

was the general rule, at any rate in democratic states ; he follows it also in
instituting magistrates for the audit of the accounts of outgoing office-

holders, and in reserving the initiative for the Boule (Council) and its

equivalents’ (Newman, vol. iv, p. 54). Generally, it may be said that the
account of the magistracies given here is closely related to the actual k

practice of Greek oligarchies and democracies (especially, perhaps, the
latter); and in this sense it may be said to follow naturally, as Aristotle
remarlis, on the account he has previously given of the proper methods of
constructing these constitutions.

^ Newman notes, very justly, that this passage shows the error of the view
‘that a Greek democracy was virtually an aristocracy, inasmuch as most, if not
all, of the citizens would be the owners of one or more slaves’ (vol. iv, p. 567).
Aristotle here notes that the poor had no slaves ; and the poor, as he states again
and again in the Politics, were the majority in a democracy.

^ The chapter ends in an mifinished state. § 24 seems to be a mere jotting;
and the last sentence finishes in the middle.

(



BOOK VII

POLITICAL IDEALS AND EDUCATIONAL PRINCIPLES

A
POLITICAL IDEALS: THE NATURE OF THE HIGHEST GOOD

AND OF THE BEST AND HAPPIEST LIFE (cc. i-iii)

Chapter I

The three ‘.gootA
’—external goods: goods of the body: and goods of

the soul. The primacy of the ooq^ of the soul is attested hy ext>erie}ice_

and evin^" Eir'pMlosophvj~.the^t>msession of such goods—courape^

wisdom, and the other virtues

—

Ties not in oiir stars, hut in ourselves',;

~and~it is, for states as well as for in(Uvidiials, the condition.and the.^

cause ofTErbest andhappieETTfeT^ thus come to.thejconclusion thgj
Tfie best way of l{fe^Tdi(ifoJLStates..and^for~individuals,~is-the~life-af-

goodness, duly equipped with such a store of repnisites—i.e, external

goods and goods of the body—as makes it possible to share in the

<Tlctivifies offgo^nesfl,
~

1323 a 14 § I. Before we can undertake properly the investiga-

tion of our next theme—the nature of an ideal constitution—it is ^

necessary for us first to determine the nature of the most desirable :

way of life.i As long as that is obscure, the nature of the ideal

constitution must also remain obscure. [The two things are essen-

tially interconnected]
;
and we may thus expect that—unless some-

thing unexpected happens—the best way of life will go together

with the best constitution possible in the circumstances of the case.®

§ 2. We must therefore, first of all, find some agreed conception of

the way of life which is most desirable for all men and in all cases; •

and we must then discover whether or no the same way of life is de- - >

sirable in the case of the community as in that of the individual.
*

The nature of the best life is a theme which has already been
treated by us in works intended for the general public.^ Much of

what has been said there may be considered adequate, and we
* These words, as has already been noted, are a repetition of the concluding

words of Book III. Their argument rriay be illustrated from Book IV, c. Xi,

§ 3 : ‘A constitution is a way of life followed by a citizen-body.’ If this be the
case, an ideal constitution for a citizen-body involves the most desirable way of
life for that body.

® It is not quite clear, as Newman notes, why Aristotle adds these words of
qualification. The ideal constitution, as he has argued before and argues again

in this book, is the absolutely best, and not the best which is ‘possible in the

circumstances of the case’. It presupposes ideal conditions or circumstances

(in other words, an ideal social basis), and it is not adjusted to given conditions

or circumstances, such as an imperfect and heterogeneous society.
3 Literally ‘exoteric discourses’: see Book III, c. vi, § 5 and note. We may

guess that the rest of this chapter is a quotation or summary of these discoiurses.
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must use it here. § There is one classification of the consti-

tuent elements of the best life wEicF it is~CM^tain tKaTno]. one,

'vi^M~challengE"TKiFiFtKe''HassifiHtion ofThese elementsjnto

^external goods; goods of the body; and good?. ,of ,thp_soul_ It

will also be generally agreed that all of thbe different ‘goods’ -

should belong to the happy man.* § 4. No one would call a man
;

happy who had no particle of fortitude, temperance, justice, or

wisdom [i.e. none of the goods of the soul] who feared the flies
'

buzzing about his head
;
who abstained from none of the extremest

forms of extravagance whenever he felt hungry or thirsty; who
would ruin his dearest friends for the sake of a farthing; whose

mind was as senseless, and as much astray, as that of a child or

a madman. § 5. These are all propositions which would be accepted

by nearly everybody as soon as they were stated. But differences

begin to arise when we ask, ‘How much of each good should men
j

have? And what is the relative superiority of one good over

another?’ Any modicum of goodness [i.e. of the ‘goods of the soul’] 't

is regarded as adequate; but wealth and property, power, reputa-

tion, and all such things, are coveted to an excess which knows no
bounds or limits. § 6, There is an answer which can be given to

men who act in this way. ‘The facts themselves make it easy for

you to assure yourselves on these issues. You can see for your-

selves that the goods of the soul are not gained or maintained by
external goods. It is the other way round. You can see for your-

selves 1323 b that felicity—no matter whether men find it in

pleasure, or goodness, or both of the two—belongs more to those

who have cultivated their character and mind to the uttermost,

and kept acquisition of external goods within moderate limits, than
it does to those who have managed to acquire more external goods
than they can possibly use, and are lacking in the goods of the soul.’

[That is the answer given by actual experience of life.] But the

problem can also be easily solved if we consider it theoretically.

§ 7. External goods, like all other instruments, have a necessary .

limit of size.3 Indeed all thmgs_Qf utility [incluHmg the goods of ^

~t:he~body as well as external goods] are of this character :_and
any excessive amounfbf suclilHmgslnust either cause its possessor ^

* The word ‘happy’ fails to give a just idea of the Greek. The word which
Aristotle uses here (makarios) is perhaps even stronger than a similar word
which he uses more frequently (eudahnon) ; but both words signify the supreme
happiness which is of the nature of what we may call ‘felicity’—the happiness
springing from a full excellence {arete) of ‘mind, body, and estate’, without which
it cannot exist (c. ix, § 3, of this book).

^

* These are ‘the four virtues’, in the current Greek classification. The four
extremes’ that follow are the corresponding extremes of cowardice, intemper-
ance, injustice, and folly.

^ This is a doctrine which is stated more fully below, c. iv, § 10.
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some injury, or, at any rate, bring him no benefit, fit is the opposite 1

with the goods of the sourTTfie-greater-the-aimunt of each oflKe" ^

goods of the soul, the greater is its utility^—^if indeed it is proper
to predicate ‘utility’ at all here, andwe ought not simply to predicate

^ ‘value’. § 8! In general terms, we are clearly entitled to lay down
this proposition: ‘The best state of thing A is to the best state

of thing B, as thing A itself is to thing B.’^ If, therefore, the soul

is a thing more precious—intrinsically as well as in relation to us
—than either our property or our body, the best state of the

soul must necessarily bear the same relation to the best state

of either our property or our body. § 9. Let us add that it is

for the sake of the soul that these other tilings Fproperty, and
health ^ the body] are desirable, and should accordmgly be ;

~
desired~bv every man of good sense-^^^t the sounfor tSesSce of '

them.

§ 10. We may therefore join in agreeing that the amount of

felicity which falls to the lot of each individual man is equal to

the amount of his goodness and his wisdom, and of the good and
wise acts that he does. The nature of God Himself bears witness to

this conclusion. He is happy and blessed
;
but He is so in and by

Himself, by reason of the nature of His being, and not by virtue of

any external good. This will explain why there must always be a

A difference between being happy and being fortunate. Accident

and chance are causes of the goods external to the soul [and there-

fore of men’s being fortunate]
;
but no man can be just and tem-

perate [and therefore happy] merely by accident or simply through

chance.

§ n. Next in order, and based on the same general train of
;

reasoning, comes the principle that [what is true of the felicity of i

individu^s is also true of that of communities, and that therefore]

the state which is morally best is the state which is happy and ‘does '

weir .3 To ‘do weir is impossible unless you also ‘do right’; and
there can be no doing right for a state, any more than there can be

for an individual, in the absence ofgoodness and wisdom. § 1 2. The
fortitude of a state, and the justice and wisdom of a state,

have the same energy, and the same character, as the qualities

* Shakespeare says of love -what Aristotle says of the goods of the soul:
^

.My bounty is as boundless as the sea, ^
My love as deep : the more I give to thee.

The more I have, for both are infinite.

> ® This is a paraphrase rather than a translation. Newman translates (vol. iii,

p. 3 15) : ‘the best state of every individual thing, ifwe match one against another,

corresponds, in respect of superiority, to the distance between the things of

which we say that these very states are states.’

* See Note AAA, p. 282.
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which cause individuals who have them to be called brave, just,

and wise.^

§ 13. These observations may serve, at any rate so far as they

go, as a philosophical preface to our argument. They deal with

matters on which it is impossible not to touch; but it is equally

impossible to develop here the whole of the argument which

is involved. That is a matter for another and different branch

of study. Here it may be sufficient to lay down this proposi-

tion;
*Tbft best way of life, for individuals severally as well as

for states collectively, is the life of goodness duly equipped with
"~

such a store of requisites [i.e. orexternal.ggods and of the gO|^
of the body] as I324^.uiakesjtjpqssi^ to share in the activities

of goodnes&.’^ § 14. The proposition may conceivably be chal-

lenged; but we must leave the matter there—so far as our

present inquiry is concerned—and defer to a later occasion any

attempt to answer the arguments of those who refuse to accept

our views.

Note AAA (p. 381); The connexion offelicity and goodness

The phrase in the Greek, translated by the words ‘does well’, is a

phrase used in a double sense—the sense of ‘faring well’ or ‘succeeding’,

and the sense of ‘behaving well’ or ‘doing right’. The two senses are

closely connected; and the connexion implies that ‘faring well’ is the re-

sult of ‘behaving well’, or that happiness comes from goodness. The con-
nexion between happiness and goodness is the theme of Aristotle’s verses

on Plato {Fragmenta, ed. Rose, no. 673): Plato, he writes, was the only
man, or the first, who clearly showed by his own life and the arguments of

his writings that man attains goodness and happiness together. The con-
nexion also forms the theme of his verses on Hermias of Atameus
(ibid., no. 675): goodness brings to the mind a harvest undying, better

than gold, better than ancestors, better than soft-eyed sleep.

* The argument of this section, as Newman notes, is that ‘the happiness of a
state, like that of an individual, cannot exist apart from the moral and intellectual

virtues, and action in accordance with them: its happiness is inseparable from
the very same virtues with which happiness is associated in the individual’.

Aristotle naturally advances from the proposition of § 10, that each individual
has as much happiness as he has goodness, to the proposition here stated, that
each state also has as much happiness as it has goodness. If the two propositions
are put together, they imply (as Aristotle proceeds to state explicitly at the
beginning of the next chapter) that the happiness of the state is the same as that
of the individual.

* It will be noticed that here, as also in § 10, Aristotle lays stress on action.

Goodness means good actions as well as a good disposition. ... It will also be
noticed that active goodness requires, in Aristotle’s view, a choregia or equipment—enough of ‘external goods’ for active liberality, and even for munificence;
enough of ‘the goods of the body’ (health and general fitness) for active fortitude
and temperance. Moral and intellectual virtue, as we are told in the Ethics
(Book X, c. VIII, § 4), both need an external equipment. (And yet, as we are also
told in the Ethics (Book I, c. X, § 12), even in the absence of such equipment
‘nobility shines through, when a man calmly bears a flood of heavy troubles’.)
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Chapter II

Assuming that the best way of life, alike for the state and for the ,

ItilividiiaL is the life of goodness, we may go on to raise the quesfTon
j

whether the life of goodness consists 7nore in external~dCtiaivroT'iribre i

in internal developmenL So far as states are concerned, we are -tir^ i

sented with a choice bet^en (2i\ the {tfe~of~^litics and action, which
issues in the assumption of authority over other states^ and {}^ the lijfe

df ihe self-contained state, en^a^ed in developins its own resources and
^cidt^.^ The former ideal is illustrated by Sparta, and by other
'
limitary and imperialist states; but it raises doubts in the mmfTwfmi
one redects on tffTWucTdf'conatiest 'and the claims ofTiberty. Tfie

conclusion which sussests itsm is that while a state should puilf^f
in a position to maintain its own independence, miUtary activity is

)

only a means to the highest ^ood, which is partnership in a good life j

diid tf^feljZitWofllmtliflfZl
^ '

§ I. It remains to discuss whether the felicity of the state is

the same as that of the individual, or different.^ The answer is
,

clear [if only we look at the verdict of general opinion]: all are ;

agreed that they are the same.^ § 2. The men who believe that the '

well-being of the individual consists in his wealth, will also believe

that the state as a whole is happy when it is wealthy. The men who
rank the life of a tyrant higher than any other, will also rank the

state which possesses the largest empire as being the happiest

state. The man who grades [the felicity of] individuals by their

goodness, will also regard the felicity of states as proportionate

to their goodness.

§ 3 . Two questions arise at this pointwhichboth need considera-

tion. The first is, ‘Which way of life is the more desirable—to join

with other citizens and share in the state’s activity, or to live in it 5

like an alien, absolved from the ties of political society?’ The
second is, ‘Which is the best constitution and the best disposition of /

a state—no matter whether we assume that a share in its activity J

is desirable for all, or regard it as desirable for the majority only ?’3

* This, as we have noted above (note on c. i, § iz), has already been implied by
the course of Aristotle’s argument. Here he makes the point explicitly—arguing

that, as a matter of fact, all schools of opinion are agreed in identifying the

happiness of tlie state with that of the individual. Different schools have different

conceptions of the nature of happiness. Some, like Aristotle himself, make it

consist in goodness: some make it consist in wealth: some make it consist in

power. Whatever the difference between their conceptions, all are agreed in

believing that what is happiness for the individual (be it goodness, or wealth,

or power) is also happiness for the state.

“ In matters of etliics Aristotle appeals to the consensus mundi as the final

court: ‘what all hold, is' (Ethics, Book X, c. ii, § 4). This is in the same vein as

his appeal to facts and experience in the previous chapter of this Book.
^ See Note BBB, p. 287.
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§4. This second question—unlike the first, which raises the

issue of what is good for the individual—is a matter for political

thought and political speculation; and as we are now engaged on a

discussion which belongs to that field, we may regard it as falling

within the scope of our present inquiry^—as the other question can
^

hardly be said to do. § 5. There is one thing clear about the best:

constitution : it must be a political organization which will enable •

all sorts of men [e.g. the ‘contemplative’ as well as the ‘practical’]

to be at their best and live happily. But if that is clear, there is ;

another point on which opinions diverge. Even those who agree

in holding that the good life is most desirable are divided upon the
^

issue, ‘Which way of life is the more desirable ? The way of politics

and action ? Or the way of detachment from all external things— .

the way, let us say, of contemplation, which some regard as the

only way that is worthy of a philosopher ?’ § 6. Here, we may say,

are the two ways of life—the political and the philosophic—that

are evidently chosen by those who have been most eager to win
a reputation for goodness, in our own and in previous ages. It is

a matter of no small moment on which of the two sides truth lies

:

for whether individuals^ or states are in question, it is always the

duty of wisdom to aim at the higher mark. § 7. There are some
who dislike the exercise of authority over neighbouring states.

They regard it as the height of injustice when the authority is des-

potic : they still regard it as a hindrance to one’s own well-being, if

not as an injustice to others, when the authority is constitutional.

[This is a view which inclines to the idea of a self-contained state,

developing its own inner life.] Others again take an opposite view:
^

they hold that the practical and political life is the only life for a
(

man: they believe that a private life gives no more scope for action,

1324 b in any of the fields of goodness [courage, temperance,
justice, and wisdom] than the life of public affairs and political

interests. § 8. Some of the advocates of the practical and
political life are willing to stop at this point : others go further,

and argue that the despotic and tyrannical form of constitution

is the only one which gives felicity; and indeed there are

states where the exercise of despotic authority over neighbouring

* ‘Inquiry’ (in the Greek methodos) denotes the general theme which forms
the subject of a book (or books) of the Politics. Here the methodos is that of
Books yil and VIII.

® Aristotle here appears to glide back into the question of the more desirable
life for the individual—a question which in § 4 he had dismissed as irrelevant.
But he only appears to do so. Actually, he is concerned with the more desirable
life for the state, and with the form of political constitution which such a life

requires
; and it is only incidentally that he mentions the individual. The real

question throughout this chapter is whether a state should devote itself to internal
cultivation or to external aggrandisement.
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states is made the standard to which both constitution and laws
must conform. I

§ 9. It is true that, in most states, most of the laws are only a
promiscuous heap of legislation; but we have to confess that where
they are directed, in any degree, to a single object, that object is

- always conquest. In Sparta, for instance, and in Crete the system
of education and most of the laws are framed with a general view
to war. § 10. Similarly all the uncivilized peoples which are strong

enough to conquer others pay the highest honours to military

prowess; as witness the Scythians, the Persians, the Thracians,

and the Celts. Some of these nations even have laws for the

definite encouragement of military qualities; Carthage, for in-

stance, is said to decorate its soldiers with a new armlet for every

fresh campaign. §11. Macedonia, again, had once a law con-

demning men who had never killed an enemy to wear a halter

instead of a belt. It was a custom among the Scythians that a

manwho had never killed an enemy was not entitled to drink from
the loving-cup passed round at a certain festival. The Iberians,

v/ho are a warlike people, have a similar custom: they place a circle

of pointed stones round the tombs of the dead, one for each enemy
they have killed.

§ 12. There are many institutions of this kind, which vary from
people to people—some of them sanctioned by laws, and some of

them matters of custom. Yet it cannot, perhaps, but appear very
,

strange, to a mind which is ready to reflect, that a statesman should

be expected to be able to. lay his plans for ruling and dominating .

border states, without any regard for their feelings., § 13. How
can a thing which is not even lawful be proper for a statesman or

law-maker? And how can it ever be lawful to rule without regard

to the right or wrong of what you are doing? Conquerors may be

in the wrong. There is no profession in which we can find a ;

parallel for statesmanship of this type. Doctors and pilots are '

never expected to use coercion or cajolery in handling their patients

or crews. § 14. But when it comes to politics most people appear

to believe that mastery is the true statesmanship; and men are not
\

ashamed of behaving to others in ways which they would refuse to ;

' Aristotle here distinguishes a moderate and an extreme variety of the general

school of opinion which favours the practical and political life. The moderate
variety is to the effect that the best form of constitution, which will lead to the
happiest life of tlie community, is one which enHsts the citizens in internal

political activity. The extreme variety is to the effect that the best form,
which will secure most happiness for the community, is one imder which the

H citizens live a life of political activity by ruling despotically over neighbouring
states. The first variety involves a belief in an active internal political life:

the second a belief in an active external political life, devoted to conquest and
empire.
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acknowledge as just, or even expedient, among themselves.^ For

their own affairs, and among themselves, they want an authority

based on justice ;
but when other men are in question, their interest

,

in justice stops. § 15. The world would be a curious place if it , .

did not include some elements meant to be free, as well as some .

that are meant to be subject to control; and if that is its nature any

attempt to establish control should be confined to the elements
,

meant for control, and not extended to all. One does not hunt men
\

to furnish a banquet or a festival: one hunts what is meant to be i

hunted for that purpose
;
and what is meant to be hunted for that

purpose is any wild animal meant to be eaten.^ 1325 ^ § 16. It is ,

possible to imagine a solitary state which is happy in itself and in ;

isolation. Assume such a state, living somewhere or other all by

itself, and living under a good system of law. It will obviously

have a good constitution; but the scheme of its constitution will i

have no regard to war, or to the conquest of enemies, who, upon our •

hypothesis, will not exist. ^

§ 17. It is clear, then, from the course of the argument, that if ;

military pursuits are one and all to be counted good,3 they are good i

in a qualified sense. They are not the chief end of man, transcend- ’>

ing all other ends : they are means to his chief end. The true end
which good law-givers should keep in view, for any state or stock

or society with which they may be concerned, is the enjoyment of

partnership in a good life and the felicity thereby attainable. )

§18. [This end will be invariable; but] some of the laws enacted

will vary according to circumstances.+ If a state has a number of

neighbours, it will be the duty of its legislator to provide the modes
of military training suited to their different characters, and,

generally, to take the proper measures for meeting the challenge , /

offered by each. But the problem here raised—^which is that of ?

’

the end at which an ideal constitution should aim—may well be ;

reserved for consideration at a later stage.s

* In other words a com7numty will practise, in dealing with other communities,
methods which it would repudiate in its own internal life. Aristotle is thinking,
throughout this passage, of communities rather than individuals. It may be
added that in repudiating (as he does by implication) the idea that ‘mastery’ is

‘statesrnanship’, he is returning to an idea enunciated at the very beginning of
the Politics, where he argues that ‘it is a mistake to believe that the statesman io

the same as . . . the master of a number of slaves* (Book I, c. i, § a).
* All this involves a teleological view of creation, according to which each

creature has a telos or end which it is ‘meant’ to serve, and the ends of all other
creatures are subordinate to that of man.

’ Because they elicit the virtue of fortitude in the community at large.
* The circumstances are, in a word, frontier problems. Where these are in ^any way pressing, they will affect internal politics and legislation; and each ^

different problem will produce a different effect.
^ It is considered in c. xiii and c. xiv.
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' Note BBB (p. 383) : The course of the argument in c. ii

The transition made at the beginning of this section needs some slight

explanation. In the first two sections the happiness of the individual has
been identified with that of the state. This might seem, prima facie, to
immerse the individual in the state. Aristotle therefore proceeds to ,

y. inquire whether he will actually be happier if he immerses himself in the
state’s affairs, or if he leads the quiet life of the recluse. But this raises in
turn the question, ‘What is the sort of state in which the individual has
the chance of immersing himself, and what is its constitution and general
disposition?’ Obviously the answer to this latter question will tend to
affect the answer given to the former. A state which has such a constitu-

tion, and has so disposed its life, that it can give its members a chance of
the highest possible activities, will obviously tend to draw them away
from the quiet life into the life of politics.

Chapter III

From discussing the relative clahns^ot-externaLaction and internal
\

~Sevetopment in their bearing on states , we may now turn to discuss
'

TEem in their bearing on the individiiaL Is it better for him to foltozo

iEeway ofpoliti(^l action, with his life wrapped up in that of the state ,

"ofto follow, the more solitary wav of thouphLand contemplation? Tt^

"fn^be argued that the activity of Political management of equals, in

a free society, is something higher and finer than the activity of ,

manasinsjlaves; and it may also be argued that true felicity.,J}yJ,ts

nature, connotes-activity . On the other hand the permanent manage-

ment of others, whatever its basis may be, is not a desirable object; and
even if felicity means activity, thought is an actwiiy as much as

actionAtself, and it may even be more of an activity than action is.

The self-contained'individual—like the^self-contaiaed. state—may be

Emily active: the activity ofJ2od..andJhejimiveue is that of a self-

'cSnf̂ ^df f̂eT'

§ I. We must now consider the views of those who are agreed '

in accepting the general principle that a life of goodness is most
desirable, but divided in their opinion about the right way of

living that life.^ Two different schools of opinion have thus to be

discussed. One is the school which eschews political office, dis- \

tinguishing the life of the individual freeman from that of the
;

politician, and preferring it to all others. The other is the school

which regards the life of the politician as best; they argue that ;\.

men who do nothing cannot be said to ‘do well’ ,2 and they identify
j

felicity with active ‘well-doing’. Both of these schools are right 1

' Aristotle here appears to return to the first of the two questions propounded
in c. II, § 3—the question whether the practical and political, or the contempla-

.

^
tive and private life, is the rhore desirable. He had dismissed that question in

c. II, § 4, as hardly ‘political’. But it does, after all, raise political issues; and it

is accordingly raised again in this chapter.
- See the note on c. i, § ii.
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on some points and wrong on others. § 2. The first school is right
;

in holding that the life of a free individual is better than that of the i

master of any number of slaves. There is nothing very dignified in

managing slaves, when they are acting in that capacity ;
and the giv-

ing of orders about menial duties is an act of no high quality. On
|

>/

the other hand it is wrong to regard every form of authority as so :-<l

much ‘mastery’. Authority over freemen differs as much from
(

authority over slaves as the man who is naturally a freeman does

from the natural slave. But enough has already been said on that

theme in the first book. § 3. It is another error of this first school

'

that it praises inaction in preference to action. Felicity is a state

of activity; and it is the actions of just and temperate men which

are the fulfilment of a great part of goodness.

The conclusion to which we have just come [i.e. that felicity

is a state of activity] may possibly be interpreted to mean that
^

sovereign power is the highest of all goods, because it is also the \

power of practising the greatest number of the highest and best -

activities. § 4. It would follow on this that a man who is able to

.

wield authority should never surrender it to his neighbour: on the

contrary, he should wrest it from him. A father should pay no •

regard to his children, children none to their father, and friends

of any kind none to their friends: no man should think of another

when it comes to this cardinal point: all should act on the principle, ,

‘The best is the most desirable: and to “do well” is the best’. '

There might be truth in such a view if it were really the case that

'

, those who practised plunder and 1325 b violence did attain a

\ supremely desirable object. § 5. But it is perhaps impossible that

they should; and to assume that they do is reaUy to make a false

assumption. Actions cannot be good and outstanding unless the

doer himself has a degree of pre-eminence over others as great as

a husband has over his wife, or a parent over his children, or a

master over his slaves.^ It follows that the transgressor [who sinks

below others by Vv^hat he does, instead of rising above them] can
never achieve any subsequent gainwhich will equal the loss ofgood-

,
ness already involved in his transgression. [We may thus dismiss

(
the idea that the permanent exercise of sovereign power is the

\ highest of all goods.] In a society of peers it is right and just that

office should go on the principle of rotation, which is demanded
by the ideas of equality and parity. § 6. But that equals should be
given unequal shares, and men on a footing of parity treated on a

,

basis of disparity, is a thing which is contrary to nature
;
and nothing

contrary to nature is right,^^e thus come to the conclusion that

* i.e. a degree of pre-eminence as great as the head of a family has over its

three constituent parts.
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the one conjuncture in which it is right to follow, and just to obey,
another is when a person emerges who is superior to others in

goodness and (we may add) in capacity for actually doing the best.

§ 7. Goodness by itself is not enough: there must also be a capacity •

^ for being active in doing good.^
‘

If we are right in our view, and felicity should be held to,

consist in ‘well-i/omg’, it follows that the life of action is best, alike i

for every state as a whole and for each individual in his own con- i

duct. § 8. But the life of action need not be. as is sometimes
thought, a life which involves relations to others. Nor should our"
fhoiigSte

^

be helHTo'be active only when they are directed.to objects

which have to be _^chieyed by action . Thoughts with no object i

beyond themselves, and speculations and trains of reflection
\

followed purely for their own sake, are far more deserving of the \

name of active. ‘Well-doing’ is the end we seek: action of spjme 1

sort orjQther is.therefore-O.ur end and aim: but. eveiTin the sphere
!

of outward acts, action can also be predicated—and that in the

fullest measure and the true sense of the word—of those who, by
their thoughts, are the prime authors of such acts. '§ 9. [As thought

in itself may be activity, so activity may exist without relation to
;

otHers.]^ States situated by themselves, and resolved to live in

isolation, need not be therefore inactive.^ They can achieve activity

,, by sections: the different sections of such a state will have many
mutual connexions

;
[and the whole will thus be active, in its own

internal life]. § 10. This is also, and equally, true of the individual
j

human being. If it were not so, there would be something wrong ;

with God himself and the whole of the universe, who have no i

activities other than those of their own internal life. \

It is therefore clear that the same way of life which is best for the

individual must also be best for the state as a whole and for all its

members. O
"

I' ‘ B
THE POPULATION, THE TERRITORY, THE NATURAL ENDOW-
MENT OF TPIE INHABITANTS, THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE, AND
THE PHYSICALPLANNING OFTHE CENTRAL CITY, IN AN IDEAL

STATE (cc. iv-xii)

Chapter IV

I. The population, in size and quantity, must be neither too large nor

too smallfor the discharge of its civic fimction.The size of the popula-

^ See above, c. i, § 13, and note.
^ Aristotle here reverts to the first of the two propositions stated at the

beginning of § 8.

3 Aristotle has already argued, in c. il, § 16, that such a state may enjoy

happiness. He now adds—logically enough on liis own conception of happiness

—that it may also enjoy activity.

4774 tj
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tion is th^efore determined and limited by the nature of the civic

JunctIonJ~and a great popida^qti^h no^m index of civic greatnes_s .

A very~pd^uldus state wtU find it dtfflcult to enforceJaW- and ordAr,

~hut~~crtBhly populatedMate-wilLfindJLBfficidt to jichie^^^^^

^sufficiency. A state , like a ship . must be neither too large nor too small ^
fo7‘ the business itha.ito_dô In order to do civic business properly, the

"citizens of_a state shotdd know one another personallyjjmd we may
thus define the qptinumjnumber of the population as ‘the gfea^l
surveyable number requiredfor achieving a life of self-sufficiency *.

1

§ I. In the light of this general preface, and bearing in mind our

previous discussion of other ideal states [in Book II], we may now
embark on the rest of our theme. The first question which arises

is, ‘What are the necessary bases for the construction of an ideal

state ?’ § 2. An ideal constitution is bound to require an equip-

ment appropriate to its nature.^ We must therefore assume, as its

basis, a number of ideal conditions, which must be capable of
j

fulfilment as well as being ideal. These conditions include, among
others, a citizen body and a territory

. § 3. All producers—^weavers,

for instance, 1326 a or shipwrights—must have the materials

proper to their particular branch of production; and the better

prepared these materials are, the better will be the products of their

skill. Like other producers, the statesman and the law-maker
^

must have their proper materials, and they must have them in a

condition which is suited to their needs. § 4. The primary factor

necessary, in the equipment of a state, is the human material; and
this involves us in considering the quality, as well as the quantity,

of the population naturally required. The second factor is terrij

tory
; and here too we have to consider quality as well as quantity.

Most men think that the happiness of a state depends on its being
great. They may be right; but even if they are, they do not know
what it is that makes a state great or small. § 5. They judge
greatness in numerical terms, by the size of the population; but ^

it is capacity, rather than size, which should properly be the
^

criterion. States, like other things, have a function to perform;
and the state which shows the highest capacity for performing the \

function of a state is therefore the one which should be counted »

greatest. In the same way Hippocrates would naturally be de-
scribed as ‘greater’ (not as a man, but as a doctor) than somebody
who was superior in point of bodily size. § 6. But even if it were

* Any good way of life (and a fortiori the best way of life, which is the way of
life under an ideal constitution) requires an equipment or choregia, or in other
words a material basis of social conditions (cf, c. I, § 13, and note). This being ^
^e case, an ideal state living under an ideal constitution requires an ideal social
basis. In other words, it must be the best possible tmder the best possible condi-
tions (cf. c. I, § I

, and note).
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right to judge a state by the size of its population, it would still be
wrong to judge in the light of some mere chance total. We have to

remember that states will very likely contain a large number of slaves
.

|

resident aliens, and fordgners. If we judge a state by the standard <

^of its population, we'^ugHttd limit the population to those who are
|

rnembers of the state and essential elements in its composition. An ‘

outstanding numbeFof these may be evidence of a great state; but
a state which sends into the field a large force of mere mechanics,

and can only raise a handful ofheavy-armed infantry, cannotpossibly

be great. A great state is not the same as ajiopulous ^ate.

§ 7. Thefe“is a~furtES^"consideratibn7 Experience shows that it

is difficult, if not indeed impossible, for a very populous state to !

secure a general habit of obedience to law. Observation tells us '

that none of the states which have a reputation for being well

governed are without some limit of population. But the point can
also be established on the strength of philosophical grounds.

]

§ 8. Law is a system of order; and a general habit of obedience to
\

law must therefore invol^a'general system of orderliness. Order,
,

however, is the one thing which is impossible for an excessive
|

number. The creation of order for an infinite number is a task for

x

the divine power which holds together [and reduces to order] the

whole of this universe, where beauty [which goes with order] is

usually found attending on number and magnitude. § 9. We may .

therefore conclude that the state with the greatest beauty will 1

be one which combines magnitude with the standard of order
\

suggested above. ^ But we may also note [apart from this general

rule] that states, like all other things (animals, plants, and inani-

mate instruments), have a definite measure of size. § 10. Any
object will lose its power of performing its function if it is either \

excessively small or of an excessive size. Sometimes it will

'

wholly forfeit its nature; sometimes, short of that, it will merely

be defective. We may take the example of a ship. A ship which

is only 6 inches in length, or is as much as 1,300 feet long, will

not be a ship at all;^ and even a ship of more moderate size

1326 b may still cause difficulties of navigation, either because it

is not large enough or because it is unwieldily large. §11. The

' In simple terms, it is the argument of Aristotle that divine power can order

great numbers and large magnitudes, and that beauty may be found in such
numbers and magnitudes when they are so ordered. But man is man ; he cannot

order such numbers and magnitudes : the best he can do, and the furthest he can

go in following the example of the divine power, is to go as far in number and
magnitude as is compatible with his power of ordering.

^ To-day a ship may be nearly 1,000 ft. in length. The same idea which is

expressed here recurs in the Ethics, Book IX, c. x, § 3 : ‘a state caimot be made
out of ten citizens, and one which is made out of ten times ten thousand is no
longer a state’.
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same is true of states. A state composed of too few members is a

state without self-sufficiency (and the state, by its definition, is a >

self-sufficient society).^ A state composed of too many will indeed

be self-sufficient in the matter of material necessities (as an un-

civilized people may equally be); but it will not be a true state, forjj^

the simple reason that it can hardly have a true constitution.^ Who I

can be the general of a mass so excessively large ? And who can ‘

give it orders, unless he has Stentor’s voice ?

The initial stage of the state may therefore be said to requires

such an initial amount of population as will be self-sufficient fori

the purpose of achieving a good way of life in the shape and form 1

of a political association. § 12. A state which exceeds this initial

amount may be a still greater state; but such increase of size, as

has already been noticed, caimot continue indefinitely. What the

limit of increase should be is a question easily answered if we look

at the actual facts. The activities of a state are partly the activities

of its governors, and partly those of the governed. The function of
'

governors is to issue commands and give decisions
:
[the function

of the governed is to elect the governors]. § 13. Both in order to \

give decisions in matters of disputed rights, and to distribute the \

offices of government according to the merit of candidates, the 1

citizens of a state must know one another’s characters.^ Where
this is not the case, the distribution of offices and the giving of

decisions will suffer. Both are matters in which it is wrong to act

on the spur of the moment; but that is what obviously happens
where the population is overlarge. § 14. Another thing also

happens under these conditions. Foreigners and resident aliens \

readily assume a share in the exercise of political rights : it is easy \

for them to go undetected among the crowd.
These considerations indicate clearly the optimum standard of

population. It is, in a word, ‘the greatest surveyable_,number
required for achieving a life of self-sufficiency’.-^ Here we may end
our discussion of the proper size of the population.

J

* Book I, c. 11, § 8 .

^ It follows that a state must have two attributes in order to be a state—the
attribute of self-sufficiency, and the attribute of a ‘way of life’ expressed in a
constitution.

^ It throws a light on Greek jurisprudence that Aristotle should suggest that
judges must Imow litigants personally in order to judge properly. Greek law-
courts had hardly achieved the stage of impersonaljustice. It also throws a light on
Greek politics that he should suggest that electors should know the candidates
personally. The Greek candidate for office did not stand as the representative
of an impersonal programme, but on his own personal merits.

The formula contains two factors. First, the population must be largtj'^
enough to provide for itself, andfrom its ov/n resources, every material and spiritual
requisite of a complete and rounded good life. Secondly, it must not be so large
but that it can be readily surveyed, in the sense that all its members can ‘know
one another’s characters’.
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Chapter V
3. The territory should also be of a moderate size—710 more, and
no less, than will enable the citizens to live a life ofleisiire wMcK
combines temperance ’^dTliBer^itv. Like the t>opidcdwn7it should
be ‘surveyable\ This will enable the defence of the state to be

properly planned, and will ensure the proper relation of the central

city to the surrounding country for economic as well as for military^

^rposes^

§1. Similar considerations apply also to the matter of territory.

So far as the character o^ the soil is concerned, everybody would
obviously give'lhe~^feference to a territory which ensured the

maximum of self-sufficiency; and as that consists in having every-

thing, andlieeding^othing, such a territory must be one which
|

produces all kinds of crops. In point of extent and size, the territory

should be large enough to enable its inhabitants to live a life of

leisure which combines liberalityjwith_temperance. § 2. Whether
this standard is right or wroiig is a question we shall have to

examine more closely at a later stage of the argument, when we
come to consider the general problem ofproperty and the possession

of means, and to examine the relation which ought to exist between

V possession and use.^ This is a much disputed matter; and men
tend to conduct their lives in a way that runs to one or other of

two extremes—miserliness or extravagance. § 3. As for the general.

lie of the land , it is easy to make the suggestion (though here a

number of questions arise on which the advice of military experts

ought to be taken) that the territory of a state should be difficult of I

access to enemies, and easy of egress for its 1327 a inhabitants. I

What was said above of the population—that it should be suchi

as to be surveyable—is equally true of the territory. A territory
j

which can be easily surveyed is also a territory which can be easily

defended. The ideal position for the central city, should be deter-

mined by considerations of its being easy of access both by land

and by sea. §4. [Two matters are here involved.] The first,

which has already been mentioned, is that the city should be a

common military_,centre for the dispatch of aid to_all,points in the

territory. The second is that it should also be a (ynvenient com-

mercial centre ,
where the transport of food supplies, timber for

builHing, and raw materials for any other similar industrywhich the

territory may possess, can easily be handled.

I

'

* This is a promise which is not fulfilled. But the subject has already been
treated, first in Book I, and then in Book II, where the formula of ‘private

possession, common use’ has been suggested.
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Chapter VI

It is a question much debated whether the territory of a state should

Kave a close connexion wiWTfie sea. S^ie argue that nmritiim

"comiexidns mean~thF'intrdduciion of a crowd of undesirable aliens-

but ont]iel)t}ieriiMd~tKefrdrer^omff^ security and '^

~of economic supply, lBhichrnmhe~such connexions valuable. A state \

'sJioTdd~nbrbe a mart for the Ihofld, hut it oughTTo secure its own
\

~marliet: and aTceriain amounpof naval power is also desirable—
though the oarsmen required as the basis of such posu:£Ljhmld^JiolJie^

citizens, but serfs and Idbouren.

§^i. It is a hotly debated question whether connexion with the

sea is to the advantage, or the detriment, of a well-ordered state.

There are some who maintain that the introduction of strangers,

who have been born and bred under other laws, and the consequent

increase of population, is prejudicial to good order. They argue f'

that such an increase is inevitable when numbers of merchants use 1

the sea for the export and import of commodities; and they regard

it as inimical to good government. § 2. On the other hand, and if.

only this increase can be avoided, there can be no doubt that it is 'j

better, in the interest both of security and of a good supply of

material necessities, for the city and territory of a state to be con-
|

nected with the sea. § 3. In order to enjoy security, and to meet i

enemy attacks more easily, a state should be capable of being
defended by sea as well as by land. It will also be in a better position

for taking the offensive, and inflicting losses on its assailants, if it

is able to use both elements, and to act on one or the other if not

on both simultaneously. § 4. Similarly, in order to procure sup-
plies, it is imperative that a state should be able to import com-
modities which it does not itself produce,, and to export, in return,

the surplus of its own products. It should act as a merchant for
^

itself—but not as a merchant for others. States which malce them- ‘

selves marts for the world only do it for the sake of revenue; and
if a state ought not to indulge in this sort of profit-making, it

follows that it ought not to be an exchange centre of that kind.

§ 5;
We see from the practice of our own times that territories and

cities often have ports and harbours which are conveniently placed
in relation to the main city—distinct and separate, but not too
remote, and thus in a position to be commanded by connecting
walls and other and similar fortifications.^ Any advantage which can

The obvious example is Athens. Here the port—the Peiraeus—lay at a
distance of about 5 miles from the main city, but was connected with it by the
Long Walls’ which enabled the city to command the port. Athens could thus
enjoy the advantages of connexion with the sea, without being greatly affected
by the bustling life of the port and its foreign elements : the port was kept at a
distance, and yet kept under control.
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be deiived from connexion with ports and harbours will obviously!

be secured by these methods; any disadvantage which may)
threaten can easily be met by legislation which states and defines,’

the persons who may, or may not, have dealings with one another.!

§ 6. i^^rtein amount^of naval power, is obviously a. great.advan-

tage. This is more than a matter of self-defence. There will also

)

be neighbouring 1327 b powers which a state must be in a position
|

to intimidate, or to assist, by sea as well as by land. § 7. The actual

size and amount of such power depends upon, and must be deter-

mined by, the way of life which a state prefers to pursue. If that j

way is to be one of leadership, and of active relations with other
|

states, naval power must be commensurate with the activities-^

which are involved. The increase of the population by a mass of i

naval oarsmen is a consequence which need not follow: such men \

should not be an integral part of the citizen body.^ § 8. The
marines [as distinct from the oarsmen] belong to the class of full

freemen: they count as part of the infantry, and are in control and
command on shipboard. But [the oarsmen are a different matter,

and] if there are masses of serfs and farm-labourers ready to hand,

it should always be possible to draw an abundant supply from this

source. We may observe that this policy is actually followed, at

the present day, in a number of states. It is followed, for instance,

at Heraclea [on the Black Sea], which fits out a considerable

number of triremes with a citizen body smaller in size than those

of other states.

This may suffice by way of conclusions about territory, harbours,

towns, the sea, and naval power.

Chapter VII

3. The, natural endowment j>rQj>e£jfQ the citizens of an ideal state is .

siiggested by a comparison of three peoples—the people of the colder
|

'res^ions ofEurope: the people-of-Asia: and the GreelTpeople. Thefirst i

h^EifiJispirit, but less skill andJntelligetice : the second has skill and

intelUsence^ but little spirit: the Greeks combine both sets of qualities. (

The legislator for an ideal state will naturally prefer the mixed en~

* Two observations may be made on this section. First, Aristotle assutnes

—

naturally enough, in the light of previous Greek history—that leadership, or

‘hegemony’, involves a fleet. Secondly, as Greek fleets were composed of

triremes or large galleys propelled by three banks of oars, he assumes^ that a

fleet will involve what he calls ‘a mob of oarsmen’, who, if they are admitted to

citizenship, may swamp the civic body (cf. Book IV, c. iv, § 21 and Book V,

. c. IV, § 8). He would accordingly disfranchise naval oarsmen, and treat them not
* as an integral part of the state, but as a mere condition or sine qua non of its

existence. What he has in mind is the experience of Athens, where ‘the mob of

oarsmen’ had led, in his view, to the growth of extreme democracy. See

Appendix IV. p. 378.
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dowment; and he will not, as Plato doesMtach toogreat an importance

tdlliTfactor ofHigh spvriP^^^vaJd^^ factor is in its sphereT^

§ I. We have already discussed the proper standard for, deter-

mining the quantity of the population of a state [c. iv, § 6]. We
have now to consider its quality, and to inquire what sort of natural --

endowment its members ought to have. We may get some idea

of what this endowment should be if we take a general view, which

not only embraces the Greek states of standing and reputation, but

also includes the non-Greek peoples in their distribution through-

out the whole of the habitable world. § 2. The peoples of cold

countries generally, and particularly those of Europe, are full of

spirit, but deficient in skill and intelligence; and this is why they

continue to remain comparatively free, but attain no political

development and show no capacity for governing others.^ The
peoples of Asia are endowed with skill and intelligence, but ai;;e \

deficient in spirit; and this is why they continue to be peoples of
|

subjects and slaves. § 3. The Greek stock, intermediate in geo-
^

graphical position, unites the qualities of both sets of peoples. It i

possesses both spirit and intelligence: the one quality makes iV.

continue free; the other enables it to attain the highest political

'

development, and to show a capacity for governing every other

people—if only it could once achieve political unity

§

4. The
same sort of diflference as that between Greek and non-Greek
peoples may also be traced among Greek peoples themselves.

Some of them are of a one-sided nature: others show a happy
mixture of spirit and intelligence.

The argument shows that the sort of people which a legislator

can easily guide into the way of goodness is one with a natural

endowment that combines intelligence and spirit. § 5. The atti-"^

.

tude which some^ require iii their guardians—to be friendly dis-
^

posed to all whom they know, and stern to all who are unknown

—

is the attitude of a high-spirited temper. Spirit is, the faculty

* Aristotle’s idea of the ‘spirit* of the peoples of the colder countries of
Europe may be illustrated from what he says of the Celts in the Ethics (III. vii,

§ 7), who ‘fear nothing whatever, neither earthquakes nor the waves of the sea*.
® Newman remarks that political unity may either mean unity under a

hegemony, such as Macedonia had recently assumed, or unity in a free federation
freely entered into by free states. ‘The latter kind of union’, he adds, ‘would be
more truly a union’ of the Greek stock, such as Aristotle has in view (vol. iii,

p. 366), But the reference here would naturally seem to be a reference to the
Macedoman policy, inaugurated by Philip of Macedon at the Congress of
Corinth in 338 B.C., of combining the Greek states in a political and military
alliance. This_ was the policy continued by Alexander and by Antipater.

^ Aristotle is here alluding to Plato’s division of the soul into the three
faculties of reason, ‘spirit’ (thymos), and desire. The ‘spirited’ man is the man
who is highly sensitive to the claims of honour and keenly alive to the obligations
of friendship.
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1328 a of our souls which issues in love and friendship
;
and it is

a proof of this that when we think ourselves slighted our spirit is

stirred more deeply against acquaintances and friends than ever

it is against strangers. § 6. This explains why Archilochus, when
he is complaining of his friends, is naturally led to address his

spirit, and to say to it

Verily thou wert wounded in the house of thine own friends.

This faculty of our souls not only issues in love and friendship : it

is. also the source for us all of any power of commanding and any^^

feeling for freedom. Spirit is a commanding and an unconquer-

;

able thing. § 7. But it is wrong to say [as Plato does] that men)
ought to be harsh to those who .a.re.unknown to them. They ought i

not to be harsh to anybody; and magnanimous men, as a matter of|

fact, are not of a stern disposition—except when they have to deal;

with wrongdoers. Even then they are likely to show still greater *1

sternness, as we have just had reason to notice, if the persons by
j

whom they thinlc themselves wronged are their own acquaintances. ,

§ 8. This is only what might be expected. We feel, in such a case,

that men whom we regard as under an obligation to repay us for

our services are adding insult to injury, and ingratitude to wrong-
doing.

^

Stern is the strife between brethren,

as one of our poets says; and as another also says.

Those who have loved exceedingly can hate

As much as they have loved.^

§ 9. Such, in general terms (for the degree of precision required

in a philosophical argument is not as great as is needed in dealing

with the data of sense-perception) are the conclusions which we
have reached about the bases necessary for an ideal state—i.e. (i)

j

the right size of the citizen-body, and the proper character of its

natural endowment; and (2) the right size of the territory, and the|

proper character of its soil.
‘

Chapter VIII

4. In considering thejoclal structure reqtiiredJ.iLJiiiJ.deal state, we

must hp.Pin hv makinf> a distinctwn^betzQeen-^intesral^parits' and

"'necessary conditions'. The intesral tarts of a state^are the full_

citizens wM^are actively in the full good life of the state: the neces^

4" sary conditions are the ancillary members wnomalirit possible-far the^

* The first of these passages is ascribed by Plutarch to Euripides. The author

of the other is unknown.
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full citizens tQ.^areJnJliaLUfe, Includins together both 'partsfjmd

'conditions', we may enumerate six services wJjicfrhiust'he'sufplied by

IMJdcidfstmcW'e dflHFltafe^tkiriifmcFdf amaMur the service^

ofarts a7idf^afisTike seritce of~defenceTfke^^mce ofland-ownersUn:

the service of public worsftip: and the service of political deliberMicm

dn27wirjMisdiciio7iM.

§ I. In the state, as in other natural compounds, [there is a

distinction to be drawn between ‘conditions’ and ‘parts’:] the

conditions which are necessary for the existence of the whole are \

not organic parts of the whole system which they serve. The
conclusion which clearly follows is that we cannot regard the

elements which are necessary for the existence of the state, or of

any other association forming a single whole, as being ‘parts’ of

the state or of any such association.*

§ 2. [We have spoken of associations forming a single whole.]

This means that there must be some one thing which is. common
to all the members, and identical for them all. Their shares in the

thing may be equal or unequal. TheThing itself may be various

—

food, for instance, or a stretch of territory, or anything else of the ^
kind. [But there must be some one thing which is common and

|

.identical.] §3. Now there is nothing joint or common to the

means which serve an end and the end which is served by those
,

means—except^that the means, produce and the.end t^es .QV.er.jthe

product. Take, for example, the relation in which building tools,

and the workmen who use them, stand to the result produced by
their action. There is nothing in common between the builder

and the dwelling-house he builds: the builder’s skill is simply a
means, and the dwelling-house is the end.^ § 4. On this it follows

that, if states need property, [as a dwelling-house needs building
tools and workmen to use them], property nevertheless is not a
part of the state. It is true that property includes a numbeTof
animate beings [i.e. slaves], as well as inanimate objects. But [two
other things are also true

:]
the state is an association of equals, and

only of equals; and its object is the best and highest life -possible.

* In this passage Aristotle uses a number of technical terms and conceptions.
First, he uses the term ‘whole’ (holon), and ‘compound’ {syntheton), on which see
Book III, c. I, § 2 and note. Secondly, he uses the distinction between the
integral part sharing actively in the life of the whole (the meros or morion), and
the necessary ‘condition’, or rather conditions (the hon ouk aneu), without which
that life is impossible, but which none the less stand outside it and do not them-
selves participate in it (see c. VI above, § 7 and note).

* Aristotle’s argument may well be criticized by a generation far later in time.
,

To-day we should hardly lump together the builder and his tools as ‘means’, y
' j

more apt to consider the house as a means and the builder as an
end m himself, in virtue of being a man. There is logic in Aristotle’s argument;
but Its moral implications may be challenged.
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[in^ludiJ;he_slaye_cannot.share]. § 5. The high^t good is feli-

cit^J consists in_th^energy _an^ perfect practice jof

g^dness. But in actual life ithis is not for all; some may share in l

it fully, but others can only share in it partially or cannot even
[

share at all. The consequence is obvious. These different capaci-i‘

ties will issue in different kinds and varieties of states, and in^

a number of different constitutions. 1328 b Pursuing feli- 1

city in various ways and by various means, different peoples \

create for themselves different ways of life and different con-
|

stitutions.^

§ 6. It remains for us now to enumerate all the elements neces^

s^ fo£ th^xistence of the state. Our list of these elements will

include what we Eave~called the ‘parts’ of the state as well as what
we have termed its ‘conditions’. To'make such a list we must first

determine how many services a state performs
;
and then we shall

easily see how many elements it must contain. § 7. The first thing

to be provided is food. The next is yts and crafts; for life is a

business which needslnany tools. The third is arms : the members
of a state must bear arms in person, partly in order to maintain

authority and repress disobedience, and partly in order to meet
any threat of external aggression. The fourth thing which has to

be provided is a certain supply of proper^,,alike_faLdpmestic use

and for military purposes.^ TKe”frftIT(but, in order of merit, the

first) is an establishment for the,. service,of the gods, or, as it is

called, public worship. The sixth thing, and the most vitally 1

'

necessary, is a method of deciding what is demanded by the public 1

interest and what is just in men’s private dealings [i.e. some system
of deliberatiorLand-j,! 1risdiction]

. § 8. These are the services which

every state may be said to need. A state is not a mere casual group,
'j

It is a group which, as we have said, must be self-sufficient for the

purposes of life; and if any of these services is missing it cannot be/

totally self-sufficient. § 9- A state should accordingly be so

.

constituted as to be competent for all these services. It must there-
\

fore contain a body of farmers to produce the necessaryfood ;
crafts-,'

men ; a militai^Lforce; a propertied_class; priests; and a body for;

deciding necessary issues .andrdetermining„-what -is- the-public

interest.^
i

, ,,

* See Note CCC, p. 300.
* This account of functions, and of corresponding classes, may be compared

with the account given before in Book IV, c. iv. The two accounts are different:

they come in different contexts—the one in connexion with democracy, the other

in connexion with the ideal state; and though they can be compared, they can

hardly be co-ordinated. It adds to our difficulties that Aristotle also gives another

account of the functions and classes of the state in Book IV, c. ill, and that this

account, as already noted (see the note to the first section of that chapter), does

not square with the account which immediately follows in c. IV.
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Note CCC (p. 299) : The argument of c. viii, § 5

This section is puzzling, becaxise the consequence drawn, at the end,

from the premiss stated in the beginning, is not the conclusion we should

expect. The conclusion we should expect, from the premiss that all men
cannot share in happiness, is that all men cannot share in, or be ‘parts’ of,

the best and happiest state. (This would explain the exclusion of slaves

and others who are merely means.) The conclusion actually drawn is

different. Arguing that different men share differently in happiness or

felicity, Aristotle concludes that different peoples must develop different

ways of life, and must therefore (as a constitution is ‘a way of life’) have

different constitutions.

It would seem to follow from this conclusion that there may, after all,

be states in which men who are merely means are none the less ‘parts’ of

the state. But as the whole argument of Book VII is concerned only with

the ideal state, this admission—if it is made or implied—^would hardly

seem to be necessary.

Chapter IX

The question arises ‘whether each of. the necessary services should be

'^charged by a sefiaraie social class^_OY.jJohether some of them may be

if so^ uohich^ We may answer that (i ) the first two

services—agriculture, and thearts and crafts—cannotb^rendered by
'f^fullrcitizeTisfbecame their life needs leisure, and

(2)
three of the

other services—defence; puSlic worship, and the service ofdeliberation

aftdr)urisdictioTf^}wurd, front one point of view, b'eTcomliihedrintJie

hand'fof~theTarne‘body''6f~p^'smsfbut, from another, be discharged^ J

'Wdiffefent~bo'dies~ofpersWsrThifTasrTesidflidhWachte^^ (a) all

fidlTiiTaehT'are'con^hFdlmih alf^ three services at some time or

other of their lives, but (5)~7Ae younger citizens affset to render the

service of defence , the middle-aged to render the service of deliberation

and jurisdiction, andTKfasM'ioTmT^tlieJei^icehf'p^^
The effecfjwilLhe that each citizen zoilfBe concerneTwitJiea^hof tlme
three services, but will be conTefnedljoiih each at a different period of .

Thejremainins service—that of land-ownershib—should be

assigned to the whole body offidl citizens {which is the contrary of
Tlato’Tvtew in the

We ownership ofjmfff^
^ —

§ I, These points determined, a further point is still left for

consideration. Should all the members share in the performance
of all these services? (That is a possibility: the same persons may
all be engaged simultaneously in farming, the practice of arts and
crafts, and the work of deliberation and jurisdiction.) Or shouldwe
assume a separate body of persons for each ofthe different services ?

Or, again, should some of the services be assigned to different sets ^

of persons, and others be shared by all? The same system need
not be followed in every 'constitution. § 2 . Different systems,
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as we have noted, ^ are possible: all may share in all functions, or
different persons may undertalce different functions. The existence

of these alternatives explains why constitutions differ: in demo-
\

cracies all men share in all functions, while the opposite practice
> is followed in oligarchies. § 3. Here we are only concerned with ‘

the best or ideal constitution. Now the best constitution is that

under which the state can attain the greatest felicity (c. ii, § 5^;
and that, as we have already stated (c. i, §§ 11-12), cannot exist

without goodness. Upon these principles it clearly follows^
^

that a state with an ideal constitution—a state which has for its
^

members men who are absolutely just, and not men who are ‘

merely just in relation to some particular standard^—cannot have
its citizens living the life of mechanics or shopkeepers, which is \

ignoble and inimical to goodness. § 4. Nor can it have them
1329 a engaged in farming : leisure is a necessity, both for growth

j

in goodness and for the pursuit of political activities.^

On the other hand a military force, and a body to deliberate on •

matters of public interest and to giyedecisiqns in matters ofjustice,

are both essential, and are evidently ‘parts’ of the state in a particu- '

lar and special sense. Should they be kept separate? or should

both functions be given to one and the same set of persons?

§ 5. The obvious answer is that in one sense, and from one point

;

of view, they should be given to the same set of persons, but in

'

another sense, and from another point of view, they ought to be i

kept separate. On the one hand either function requires a different

prime of life : deliberation needs the wisdom of maturity, and war !

the vigour of youth; and from this point of view they ought to go

to different bodies of persons.^ On the other hand, men who have
^

vigour enough to use force (or to prevent it from being used) ;

^ Aristotle may be referring here, as Newman suggests, to what he has just

said in the previous section of this chapter. But he may be also referring back
to Book IV, c. IV, § 18, where the same point is made.

* i.e. if goodness is necessary to felicity, and felicity is necessary to the best

(or ideal) constitution, then it follows that the persons who can share in such
a constitution must be good—and good with that active goodness (of fortitude,

temperance, justice, and wisdom) which is denied to mechanics and farmers.
3 i.e. the particular standard of an oligarchy, or a democracy, which has its

own—and lower—conception of justice.
* ‘The wisdom of the scribe cometh by opportunity of leisure; and he that

hath little business shall become wise. How then shall he become wise that

holdeth the plough . . . whose discourse is of the stock of bulls ?’ Ecclesiasticus

xxxviii. 24-5. The ‘scribe’ of Ecclesiasticus is the guardian and interpreter

of the law of the Jewish community. The book, written about 200 B.C., ‘eidiibits

unmistakably some of the permanent eflfects of Greek influence’ (G. H. Box,

Judaism in the Greek Period, p. 162).
s There is a passage in the Rhetoric (Book II, cc. xii-xiv) which throws light

on the views expressed by Aristotle here about the three ages of man and their

different characteristics. In that passage Aristotle successively examines the

characteristics of growth (c. xii), those of old age (c. xni), and those of middle
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cannot possibly be expected to remain in permanent subjection;

and from this point of view the two functions should go to the 1

same set of persons [the members of the military force thus joining j

in deliberation]. We have to reflect that control of military power
'

is also control of the future destiny of a constitution. § 6 . The
only course thus left to us is to vest these constitutional powers [i.e.

the military and the deliberative] inone set ofthe persons—^that is, in

age-groups—^but to do so successively, and not simultaneously.

The order of nature gives vigour to youth and wisdom to years ;
and

it is policy to follow that order in distributing powers among the two

age-groups of the state. It is justice as well as policy; for distribu- \ ^
tion on such a basis is the award of rights in proportion to desert.^ I

§ 7. The persons who exercise these powers must also be the f;

owners of property; [and they will thus form the propertied class] ;

. . . The citizens of our state must have a supply of property [in

order to have leisure for goodness and political activities]
;
and it is

these persons who are citizens—^they, and they only. The class of

mechanics has no share in the state; nor has any other class which
is not a ‘producer’ of goodness.3

.

.

. This conclusion clearly follows

from the principle of the ideal state. That principle requires that!

felicity, or happiness, should go hand in hand with goodness.)

Now happiness can only be ascribed to a state if we extend our*

view to embrace the whole body of its citizens, and do not confine

ourselves to a single one of its elements.^ § 8 . A further argument 1

is provided for the view that property ought to belong to citizens,

age (c. xiv). Regarding middle age as the mean, and following his general view
that the mean is the best, he says of the middle-aged (i) that they possess the
merits both of youth and old age, and (3) that they reduce the defects both of
youth and old age (e.g. the temerity of the one and the caution of the other) to
moderate and proper proportions. He places the physical prime at the age of 30
to 35, and the mental at about the age of 49.

* The simple gist is that the same persons who have been soldiers in youth
should be councillors and judges in age (say after the age of 50). This is policy,
because it will give the state a more efficient (because younger) army, and a more
efficient (because older) government; it is also justice—justice of the true order,
which means the proportion of rights to desert—because it gives to each age-
group exactly the rights it deserves.

* Aristotle has dealt with two of the six factors of the state—farming, and the
arts and crafts—at the beginning of the chapter, and has decided that they are
not the concern of the citizens of the ideal state. He has dealt with two others—
arms, and government—in §§ 4-6, and has decided that they are the concern of the
citizens. He now turns to the fifth factor (‘a supply of property’), and decides
that it too is a concern of the citizens—of all of them, but only of them.

^ To imderstand this passage, we must remember that Plato in tihe Republic
had deprived his guardians of property, and had vested property in the farming
class. Aristotle would reverse this: he would vest property in the class which
corresponds to Plato’s guardians (the class concernedwith arms and government)

;

and he would make the farming class consist of landless and propertyless ^

labourers.
* .The argument here used in regard to happiness is also a reference to, and a

criticism of, Plato {Republic, 419-31): see Book II, c. v, § 37 of the Politics,
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\if we consider that the farming population ought by rights to be >

lone of slaves or barbarian serfs. ^

Of the six elements or classes which we enumerated, only the

,

priesthood is left. § 9. The plan on which it ought to be based is

>: clear. Nobody belonging to the farming or the mechanic class

should be made a priest. The cult of the gods should be a matter I

for citizens. Citizens, on the plan just proposed, are^divided into

two groups-^the military’or junior, and the deliberative or senior.

It is the older members of the senior group—mehrwho are already
;

weary with years—who ought to conduct the worship of the gods

and to find rest in their service; and they are therefore the class to

which the priestly offices should be assigned. § 10. This completes

our survey of the ‘conditions’ necessary to constitute a state, and
of its integral ‘parts’. Farmers, craftsmen, and the general body
of day-labourers, belongTd the first of these categories: the second

includes the milit^ jforce and the delib^atiye and judicial body.

Each of these is a separate element—the separation being for life

in some cases, and for a period of life in others, with one element

succeeding to another at the end of that period.^

Chapter X
A system of classes, we may note in passing, appeared at an early date

in Egypf~andrCfete. '1 he system of common tables (hissested'later in

CJidpter XII) may also befound in ancientTlreteJand it appeared

even earlier m soiitliritaly. This leads ns to note iliat insUtuHons

generally have been invented again and asain. in the course of time,

m a mmb'er~l)f~different places. Returning to the subject of land-_

ownershit), we have to considerthe problem of the distribution of such

ownership. T]ieJandjhQuldjiotb£en^e^j^medmjc^^^^^Hmgh^
'lome'df'tt may be, in order to provide for a system of common tables

and for the n^ds~df~^Uic worship. On this basis we may suggest

( I ) tnatsdmeof the land should be puSlicly owned, for the -purpose of sucit

wpvision. 2̂.z)lhat the rest should be privately owned, andeach owner
^fmddhave two plots—one near thecentralcity, andone on the frontier.

The cuUwaiion of all the land sJiould be assigned to slaves or serfs,.

'§ I. It does not appear to be a new or even a recent discovery in

where Aristotle argues that Plato has deprived the governors (i.e. the citizens

proper) ofhappiness in depriving them ofproperty. Generally Plato, in Aristotle’s

view, had gone the wrong way to work in the matter of making his state happy.

He had confined himself to the one element of the farming class, to which alone

he had given property and the happiness it brings (cf. II, c. v, §§ 8-9) ; and he
had not extended his view to embrace the real ‘parts’ of the state (the military and

I governing classes), which he had deprived of property and thereby of happiness.
"

* The elements in the first categoiy are fixed in their position for life. Each
of the elements in the second occupies its position for a period determined by
the age of its members, and is then succeeded by the new age-group which has

grown up to take its place.
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the theory of the state that states ought to be divided into classes, 1

1329 b and the military class and the farming class should be
\

separate. Even to-day this is still the case in Egyp^, as it is also in

Crete: the practice began in Egypt, so it is said, with the legislation

of Sesostris, and it began in Crete with that of Minos. ... § 3. The
institution of common tables also appears to be ancient. It started

in Crete with the reign of Minos; but it goes back farther still

in southern Italy. § 3. The chroniclers of those parts tell of a

legendary King of Oenotria, by the name of Italus, from whom the

Oenotrians (changing their previous name) came to be loiown as

‘Italians’, andwhogavethename of ‘Italy’ totheprojection ofEurope’^

which lies to the south of a line drawn from the bay of Scylacium

to that of Lametus—two bays which are only half a day’s journey

from one another. § 4. According to the chroniclers, this Italus
'

turned the Oenotrians from a pastoral into an agricultural people;

and besides enacting other laws he instituted, for the first time,
•

a system of common tables. That system, and some of his laws,

still survive to-day among some of his descendants. § 5. To the

north-west of the line just mentioned, as far as Campania, there

lived the Opici, who were formerly (and indeed still are) surnamed
Ausonians; to the north-east, and towards lapygia and the Ionian

gulf, in the territory known as Siritis, there lived the Chonians,
^

who were also of Oenotrian origin. § 6. It was thus in southern \ jka

Italy that the system of common tables originated. . . . The ^

other institution mentioned above—the division of the body
politic into classes—originated in Egypt [not in Crete] : the reign

of Sesostris is long anterior to that of Minos. § 7. [Just as these

two institutions were invented independently in different places

and at different times] so, we must also believe, were most other ^

institutions. They have been invented in the course of the years on 1

a number of different occasions—indeed an indefinite number, i

Necessity itself, we may reasonably suppose, will steadily be the
^

mother of indispensable inventions: on that basis, and with these I

once provided, we may fairly expect that inventions which make
;

for the adornment and graces of life will also steadily develop
;
and

|

this general rule must be held to be true in matters of politics as
|

well as in other spheres. § 8. The history of Egypt attests the t

antiquity of all political institutions. The Egyptians are generally

accounted the oldest people on earth; and they have always had 1

a body of law and a system of politics. [This may teach us a lesson.] '

We ought to take over and use what has already been adequately
expressed before us, and confine ourselves to attempting to discover

*

what has hitherto been omitted.^

* i.e. the ‘toe’ of modem Italy. ^ See Note DDD, p. 306.
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§ 9. It has already been stated that the land should be owned,
in our ideal state, by the class which bears arms and the class which 1

shares in the conduct of government. It has also been explained ;

why the farming class should be separate from these two classes; /

^ what the extent of the territory should be; and what kind of soil it

should have. We have now to discuss the distribution of the land;

to decide how it should be farmed; and to determine the character

of the farming class. On our view of the problem of distribution,

two things should be combined. On the one hand, property ought
|

not to be owned in common, as some writers have maintained— /

1330 a though it ought to be used in common and as friends treat /

their belongings.^ On the other hand, none of the citizens should
\

go in need of subsistence. §' 10. The institution of common tables
I

is generally agreed to be for the advantage of all well-ordered ]

states
;
and we shall have reason to explain, at a later point, why

we share this view.^ The right of dining at the common tables

should be equally open to every citizen; but poor men will always
,

find it difficult to contribute their quota of the cost from their own
;

resources, when they have also to provide simultaneously for the ^

rest of the family expenditure. [This is an argument for meeting

the cost of the system of common tables from public funds]
;
and ;

expenditure on public worship should also be a charge on the state 1

^

in general.

§ II. We may accordingly suggest that the territq^ of our state

should, be divided into two .parts, one of wfiicH will be public

property, while the other “viull belong to private owners. Each of

these'parts should again be divided into two^ect.ipns. One section

of the public property should be allocated to the service of^the

gods, and the other to the expenses of the system’ of c^mon
tables. The land which" belongs to private owners should be so

divided that one section lies on the frontiers, and the other is near

the city—each individual receiving a plot in either section, and all

alike thus having an interest in both. This arrangement^ has two
advantages: it satisfies the claims of equali^ and and it

produces more solidarity in § la. In the

* This is a reference back to Book II, c. v, §§ 6-7.
^ Aristotle turns aside for the moment to this matter of common tables, partly

because they are an example of the common use of property, which he has just

been commending, and partly because the mention of them prepares the way
for the general scheme of distribution which he proceeds to suggest in the next

section. The promise to explain why he favours a system of common tables is

not fulfilled ;
but the simple fact that it is of the nature of common use of property

^ is sufficient to explain his approval.
3 It is an arrangement which Plato had already proposed in the Laws,

Aristotle borrows his proposal here (though he had criticized it in Book II, c. vi,

§§ 15-16); and in the course of Books VII and VIII he borrows many other

proposals from the Laws. See the translator’s Greek Political Theory, pp. 380-2.
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absence of such an arrangement, some of the citizens [i.e. those

with estates remote from the frontiers] will think little of provoking

the enmity of a neighbouring state, while others [i.e. those in the

opposite position] will thinlc of it only too much, and more than

honour can justify. This will explain why some states have laws\_^

which prohibit citizens on the frontier from joining in deliberations 1

about hostilities with neighbouring states; the reason is that their
|

personal interest would affect their judgement adversely. !

§ 13. This is the way in which we suggest that the territory of

our state should be distributed, and these are the reasons for our

suggestions. The class which farms it should ideally, and if we
can choose at will, be slaves—but slaves not drawn from a single

stock, or from stocks of 'a spirited tempS:. This will at once secure

the advantage of a good supply of labour and eliminate any danger
|

of revolutionary designs. Failing slaves, the next best class will

be one of serfs who are not of Greek origin and whose character is

like what has just been described. § 14. The farm hands employed
on private estates should belong to the owners of those estates:

those who are employed on public property should belong to the , .../

public. How the slaves who till the soil should be treated, and
why it is wise to offer all slaves the eventual reward of emancipa-

|

tion, is a matter which we shall discuss later.^

Note DDD (p. 304) : The argument of c. x, §§ 1-8 X
The whole of this passage, down to § 8, may be an antiquarian interpo-

lation. If that view be accepted, the recapitulation in § 10 of the previous
chapter, which prepares the way for it, must also be held to be an inter-

polation—the more as its substance is repeated again in § 9 of this chapter.
But though the passage may be an interpolation, the argument of its last

two sections (§§ 7-8) is none the less strildng, and it has certainly an
Aristotelian flavour. (One may compare with it a similar passage in
Book II, c. V, § 16: one may also compare the passage from the Meta-
physics quoted in the last footnote to Appendix V.) The effect of the
argument goes counter to the theory of the ‘diffusion’ of each invention
from a single centre (a theory held by some modern anthropologists), and
in favour of the view that an invention may be repeated independently
in different places and at different times.

Chapter XI

5. The planning of the central city should be determined mainly bv
(a) consideratio7is ofTieaItfr(^ich require a sood exposure nnd n. annd ,

water-supply), aiidlff) considerations of defence (which affect the j

mternai layout of the city andTraise the vexed question of fortificar

tions). Other considerations which affect the planning oftETcifyare
* This promise, again, is not fulfilled. (But it may be noted that Aristotle

provided m his own will for the emancipation of his slaves
; see the Introduction,

pp. xxiii-xxiv.)
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(c) convenience for -political activities 2), and (d) heaiity of appear-
ance (§ 7, end).

~~ “

§ 1. The city of our state, as we have already noticed, should be,

so far as circumstances permit, a common centre, linked to the sea

> as well as the land, and equallyj^ed to the whole of’the territory.

Internally, and in its own layout, w^^e ought to plan the ideal of our
city with an eye to four..considerations. ^ The first, as being the
most indispensable, is health. § 2. Cities which slope towards the
east, and are exposed toTKe'winds which blow from that quarter,

are the healthiest: the next best aspect, which is healthy in the

winter season, is one sheltered from the north wind [and therefore

facing south]. 1330 b Two other considerations to be borne in
‘ mind are matters of the city’s convenience for political and military

activities. § 3. For the purpose of military activities it should be
easy of egress for its inhabitants, but difficult to approach or

blockade for any enemies. It should also have, if possible, a

natural supply of waters and streams; but if there is no such
supply, a substitute has now been found in the construction of

large and bountiful reservoirs of rain-water, which will not fail

even when the inhabitants are cut off by the pressure of war from
the territory round their city. § 4. Due regard for the health of

the inhabitants not only means that their place of abode should

be in a healthy locality and should have a healthy exposure: it also

means that they should have the use of good water. This is a

matter which ought not to be treated lightly. The elements we
use most and oftenest for the support of our bodies contribute

most to tlieir health; and water and air have both an effect of this

nature.2 § 5. It should therefore be laid down, in all prudently

conducted states, that if all the streams are not equally wholesome,
j

and the supply of wholesome streams is inadequate, the drinking-
[

water ought to be separated from the water used for other purposes.^

In the planning of strongholds there is no one policy which is

equally good for all constitutions. A citadel (or acropolis) is suitable

* ‘The four things seem to be health, adaptation to the needs of political life,

adaptation to those of war, and beauty (see the end of § 7), though Aristotle in

his haste omits to mention the last’ (Newman, vol. iii, p. 396).
* In his observations on the ‘siting’ and planning of cities with a view to

health, Aristotle may be remembering his own medical training. The subject

was one which had been handled by writers of the school of Hippocrates, and
especially by the author of the remarkable little treatise On Airs, Waters, and
Places. It will be noticed in the text that the three subjects of its title are all

handled by Aristotle,

I

^ Aristotle’s concern for public health deserves notice. In the Greek cities of

the Hellenistic age elaborate provision was made for water-supply; and on the

site of one city as many as ii metal water-pipes have been discovered by
excavators, crossing a single street, side by side, under the pavement (Breasted,

Ancient Times, c, xxi).
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to oligarchies and monarchies; a level plain suits the character

of democracy; neither suits an aristocracy, for which a number of

different strong places is preferable. § 6. The arrangement of

private houses is generally considered to be more sightly, and more

convenient for peace-time activities, when it is regularly planned ^
[i.e. with straight streets] in the modern style introduced by

Hippodamus.^ For reasons of military security, however, the very

reverse is preferable; and from this point of view there is much to
'

be said for the haphazard arrangement of ancient times, which

made it difficult for a foreign garrison to make its way out and for

any assailants to find their way in. § 7. The two methods of

arrangement should accordingly be combined; and this may be

done by adopting the system which vine-growers follow in planting

their ‘clumps’ of vines.^ Alternatively, regular planning might be

confined to certain sections and districts, and not made to cover

the whole of the city. This would conduce at once to security and
to beauty.

§ 8. The fortification of cities by walls is a. matter, of dispute.

It is sometimes argued that states which lay claim to military

excellence ought to dispense with any such aids. This is a singu-

larly antiquated notion—all the more as it is plain to the eye that

states which prided themselves on this point are being refuted by
the logic of fact.3

§ 9. When the question at issue is one of coping

with an enemy state of a similar character, which is only slightly

superior in numbers, there is little honour to be got from an
attempt to attain security by the erection of a barrier of walls,

^

But it sometimes happens—and it is always possible—that the \

superiority of an assailant may be more than a match for mere
courage, human or superhuman; and then, if a state is to avoid

destruction, and to escape from suffering and humiliation, the
|

securest possible barrier of walls should be deemed the best of
'

military 1331 a methods—especially to-day, when the invention

of catapults and other engines for the siege of cities has attained
* Hippodamus, the town-planner, who also proposed what may be called ‘an

engineer’s system of political planning’, has already been mentioned in Book II,

C. VIII.

“ The vines were grown in the form of a quincunx i.e. the five spots on dice,

X X
X

,
so that the lines ran obliquely, and not straight. This was held to look

X X
better, and to make the vines more productive.

3 Sparta (which had always prided itself on being defended by men, not
walls) had been humiliated by Epaminondas in 369 b.c. and afterwards, and this
is the fact of which Aristotle is thinking. The Greek dispute about ‘walls’ is

much the same as the modem dispute about ‘Maginot lines’. Aristotle may have 7
been moved to discuss the theme in consequence of the repair and strengthening
of the walls of Athens by the contemporary statesman Lycurgus : see the Introduc-
tion, p. xxi.
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such a high degree of precision. § 10. To demand that a city

should be left undefended by walls is much the same as to want
to have the territory of a state left open to invasion, and to lay

every elevation level with the ground. It is like refusing to have

y wails for the exterior of a private house, for fear they will make
^ its inhabitants cowards. §11. We have also to remember that a

people with a city defended by walls has a choice of alternatives

—

to treat its city as walled [and therefore to act on the defensive], or
to treat it as if it were unwalled [and therefore to take the offensive]

—but a people without any walls is a people without any choice.

If this argument be accepted, the conclusion will not only be that
\

a city ought to be surrounded by walls
;
it will also be that the walls ;

should always be kept in good order, and be made to satisfy both •

the claims of beauty and the needs of military utility—especially the
'

needs revealed by recent military inventions. § 12. It is always

the concern of the offensive to discover new methods by which it

may seize an advantage; but it is equally the concern of the defen-

sive, which has already made some inventions, to search and think

out others. An assailant will not even attempt to make an attack

on men who are well prepared.

Chapter XII

\ The common fables maifijm/uul in the city should be placed in the

hinples; cwd the lemhlcy should be^^cedon a commanding site, with
~

^^ree Square* at its foot for the recreations ofthe oUer citizens.

TTiere should be^o-separate 'Market Square', wifWlKecourts of

lawfor business matters adjacent to it. In the countryside tEe common
tables sEould he connected with the siiard-houses of the inUiiia, and

there should he a number of country iempleJ, “

§ I. If~we" assume that the citizens should be distributed at

common tables, and the walls should be dotted with guard-houses

and towers at convenient intervals, the idea will naturally occur

that some of the common tables should be established in these

guard-houses. § 2. This will be one combination. [It will also

be well to make another.] The principal common tables of the

magistrates may be associated with the buildings devoted to public

worship, on some convenient and common site—except for such

temples as are required by law, or by a rule of the Delphic oracle,

to be kept distinct and separate.* § 3. This site should be on an

eminence, conspicuous enough for men to look up and see good-

* The effect would be that the younger citizens, under the age of 50, would
mainly have their common tables in the guard-houses, while the older citizens

who conducted the government, along with the aged priests, would have their

common tables in temple buildings.
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ness enthroned, and strong enough to command the adjacent

quarters of the city. Below this site provision should be made for
\

a public square, of the sort which is called in Thessaly by the
{

name of the Free Square. § 4. This should be clear of all mer-

chandise; and no mechanic, or farmer, or other such person,.^

should be permitted to enter, except on the summons of the

magistrates. The place would be all the more pleasant if recreation

grounds for the older men were included in its plan. § 5. The
arrangements for recreation (like those for the common tables)

should be different for different age-groups; and if this plan be

followed some of the magistrates should stay with the younger

men [near their guard-houses], while the older men should remain

[in the public square] with the other magistrates. To be under the

eyes of the magistrates will serve, above anything else, to create a

true feeling of modesty and the fear of shame which should animate

freemen.' 1331 h § 6. The market-square for buying and selling

should be separate from the public square, and at a distance from
it; it should occupy a site which forms a good depot, alike for

commodities imported by sea and those which come from the

state’s own territory.

The directors of the stated include priests as well as magistrates.

[We have already settled where the magistrates should have their

common tables]
;
and it is fitting that those of the priests should be

| ^
associated, in the same way as theirs, with the temple buildings,

§ 7. The proper place in which to establish the magistrates who '

deal with contracts, indictments in lawsuits, summonses into

court, and other business of that order—and, we may also add,

those concerned with the superintendence of the market square
' and the duties of ‘city-superintendence’^—will be near some square

or general centre of public resort. The place which suits this

requirement best is the site of the market square. The public

square, on its higher ground, is assigned on our plan to leisure:

the market square belongs to the business activities of life. § 8. The
general system we have described should also be applied to the

]

country-side. There, too, the various magistrates—who are some- -

times termed forest-wardens, and sometimes rural inspectors'^

—

* Aristotle has here in mind, as in other passages of the Politics, the tendency
to homosexual passion, which might be encouraged by imregulated games and
recreations,

^ Reading, with Newman, to proestos (the directing element) instead of to

plethos (the general body). ,/
^ On these magistrates see Book VI, c. viii, §§ 3-4. It will be noticed that

Aristotle fixes these ‘business magistrates’ in or near the market-square— ~

leaving the public or ‘free’ square for the higher magistrates.
^ On these magistrates, too, see Book VI, c. viii, § 6. It is an argument in

favour of keeping the existing order of the books of the Politics that Aristotle
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should have guard-houses and common tables in connexion with
;

their duties; and the country should be studded with temples,
(

some of them dedicated to the gods and others to heroes. i

§ 9. But it would be a waste of time to linger here over details

^ and explanations. It is easy enough to theorize about such matters

:

it is far less easy to realize one’s theories. We tallc about them in
terms of our wants; what actually happens depends upon chance.^
We may therefore dismiss, for the present, any further study of
these issues.

. \

C
THE GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF EDUCATION (cc. xin-xv)

Chapter XIII

I. The End and the Means. For the attainment of well-bein^. nr

felicity, it is necessary to know the rjoht end as well as to choose the

ri^ht means, (a) So far as the end is concerned^ fllicitv has-been.....

defined in the Ethics as 'the energy and practice of goodness, to a

Ifegree'offief^cimifand in an absolute mode . The point ojih^ords
'

'Hh an aljsdMftlmde^iFthat goodness must nor^UandicafiHd Ttfr

which case the mode of its~efmgv wilLonh heJ.relaiwe''). but must

'go 'into actionfurnished with the proper advantages of hecilih wealth

andgeneral equtpment, in order, the^fore. to be in a position to attain

tfvTehd of felicity, a state must start with the pro§er_ advantages—^

wfHcfTira matter of sood fortune rather than of man's art: in order

actually to attain it, a state (i.e. its memherj\ must achieve ‘the \

energy and practice of goodness’—and^ihis,.hdm̂ s to the realm ;

"of human knowledge and purpose , where ~i}ie~drf of the legislator can

'ofi^dfeTWe thus turn to consider meeinsT'(hXfTEere df’e three means
’'^'whicinhe mehihers~of a state may achieve goodness—naturaf

endowmenfrhaBtr:"ahS~rational principle. Natural endowment has

~Mredcly'hemconsid.ered in Chapter VII: we have now to discuss'haBif

hndmlionatWifwfile ^ ancThere we enter the domain of education and
legislative art.^^

§ I. We have now to speak of the constitution itself;2 and here

seems to refer back here to Book VI as if it had immediately preceded the

present book. The reference made to guard-houses in the country-side also

suggests that Aristotle may be referring to the system of military training for the

Athenian youth introduced after 338 b.c.: see Appendix IV. B. 5.

* As Newman points but, there is a jingle in both pairs of antitheses in the

original Greek (noesai and poiisai, euchi and tuche). The translator has tried to

' preserve the jingle—perhaps awkwardly—in the English.

® Hitherto Aristotle has been discussing the territory and the population!

required for an ideal state. He now comes to the essential thing—the constitu -

1

tion (or ‘way of life’) which should be built on that basis.
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we have to explain the nature and character of the elements re-

quired if a state is to enjoy a happy life and possess a good constitu-

tion. § 2. There are two things in which well-being always and

everywhere consists. The‘'first is to determine aright the aim and
|

en^.of.y.QUi' actions. The second is to find out the actions which >

,

will best conduce to that end. These two things—

e

nds^gnd'mean's^
“

—may be concordant or discordant. Sometimes the aim is deter-

mined aright, but there is a failure to attain it in action. Sometimes

the means to the end are all successfully attained, but the end

originally fixed is only a poor sort of end. Sometimes there is

failure is both respects: a doctor, for example, may not only mis-

judge the proper nature of physical health, but he may also fail to

discover the means that produce the object which he actually has

in view. The proper course, in all arts and sciences, is to get a

grasp of both equally—alike of the end itself, and of the actions

which conduce to the end. § 3. The good life, or felicity, is

obviously the end at which all men aim. Some men have the power
of attaining that end. Other^ are stopped from attaining it by 1

something in their own endowment, of by some lack of oppor- 1

tumty. (We have to remember that a certain amount of equipment
[which depends upon opportunity] is necessary for the good life,

and while this amount need not be so great for those whose endow-
ment 1332 a is good, more is required for those whose endowment
is poor.) §4. Others, again, start wrong from the outset; and
though they have the power of attaining felicity they seek it

along wrong lines. Here, and for the purposes of our inquiry,

it is obviously necessary to be clear about the nature ..of felicity.

The object we have in view is to discover the best constitution.
|

The best constitution is that under which the state is best consti-
|

tuted. The best constituted state is the state which possesses the ^

greatest possibility of achieving felicity.^

§ 5. It has been argued in the Ethics (if the argument there used
^

is of any value) that felicity is
‘

the energy_andlpractice-o£ good- 1

ness, to a degree of. perfection, and in a mode which is absolute and
|

not relative’.^ § 6. [We must explain the concluding words~oflEis
definition.] By ‘relative’ we mean a mode of action which is neces-

sary and enforced; by ‘absolute’ we mean a mode of action.which

possesses intrinsic value.' Consider," for example, the case of just

1
* There are two equations which must be borne in mind in following Aris-

totle’s thought. First, constitution = way of life; and therefore the best or
. ideal constitution = the best or ideal way of life. Secondly, goodness’= felicity; .

; and therefore the constitution which is the most good or ideal constitution
• (and, as such, is the most good or ideal way of life) = the happiest way of life.

^ The phrase does not occur, totidem verbis, in the Nicomachean Ethics. But
the same thing is implied in more than one passage.
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actions [i.e, actions in which the particular virtue of justice is

practised]. To inflict a just penalty or punishment is indeed an
act of goodness; but it is also an act which is forced on the agent,

and it has value only as being a necessity. (It would be better if

neither individuals nor states ever needed recourse to any such
action.) Acts done with a view to bestowing honours and wealth
on others [i.e. acts of distributive, as distinc^rom prinainal jus^
are in a different category: they are acts of the highest value.

^

§ 7. An act of punishment is a choice of something which, in a

sense, is an evil [i.e. the infliction of pain] : acts of the order first

mentioned have an opposite character—they are foundations and
creations of something good. We may argue, along the same line,

that while a good man would handle well the evils of poverty,

sickness, and the other mishaps of life, the fact remains that 1

felicity consists in the opposites of these evils.^ The truly good and
happy man, as we have stated elsewhere in our arguments on ethics,

^ |

is one whpjjy the nature of his goodness [which is, absolute] has 1

advantages at hand which afe'ii^i^rfe ad^htagej.'t!'§ 8. It is plain
‘

that his use of such advantages must also show an absolute good-

ness, and possess an absolute value. But the fact [that the good '<

and happy man has absolute advantages ready to hand] leads men
,

to think that external advantages are the catises of felicity. One

;

might as well say that a well-executed piece of fine harp-playing
>

was due to the instrument, and not to the skill of the artist.

It follows from what has been said that some elements of the

state should be
*

givenk or ready to hand, and tfiK rest' should” be

provided~6^the art of the legislator. § 9. We may therefore pray

that our stat^sEduId'beTdealIy~eqvupped^at all.ppints^where fortune
^

is sovereign—as~we assurhe her to be in the sphere of the ‘given’. T"'

Tfie~g'oddhess of the state is a"different matter : here we leave the

r^lm of fortune, and we enter the realna^fjhuman knowledge and
j

purp^i^[where the art of the legislator can act]. A state is good '

in virtue of the goodness of the citizens who share in its govern- !

ment. In our state all the citizens have a share in the government 1

[and all must therefore be good]. § 10. We have therefore to con- -

^ When you punish wrongdoing, you may be engaged in ‘the energy and
practice of goodness to a degree of perfection’, but the mode of your action is

j

forced upon you by the existence of wrong-doing, and it is relative to wrong-
|

doing. When you do good to others (by bestowing honours or wealth according i

to their desert), you are acting freely; and from that point of view your mode of
j

action may be called absolute.
* In other words you can only attain absolute goodness, and with it absolute

|

felicity, if you have the requisite wealth, the requisite health, and the general
j

requisite ‘equipment’ of life.

^ The reference here would appear to be not so much to the Ntcomachean

Ethics, as to two other ethical treatises also ascribed to Aristotle.
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sider how„a man can become a.good man. [This is a matter of

each individual.] True,„it is possible for all to be good collectiyely, -

without each being good individually. But the better thing is that

each individual 'cifrzeri~'sHburd be good.
^
The goodness of all is

necessarily involved in the goodness of each.

There are three means by which individuals become good and

virtuous. § II. These three means are the natural endowment we
have at birth; the habits we form; and the ratibharpfihcipre'within

us. In the matter ofefTdowrrient we must start by being men—and

not some other species of animal—and men too who have certain

qualities boyh of body and soul. 1332 b There are, indeed, some
qualities which it is hh KelpTo have had at the start. Habits cause

them to change ; implanted by nature in a neutral form, they can

be modified by the force of habit either for better or worse.

§12. Animate beings other_ than men liye^ mostly by . natural

impulse, tfibugh some are also guided to .a sligh^t extent ,by h^^

Man lives by rational principle too [as well as natural.,impulse and
habit]; and he is unique in having this gift. ItjfqlIows_that .all. the

three powers of man must be tuned to agree. [The power of

rational principle will play a great part in this tuning]: men are

often led by that principle not to follow habit and natural impulse,

once they have been persuaded that some other course is better.

§13. We have already determined, in an earlier chapter (vii), the

character of the natural endowment which is needed for our
citizens, if they are to be easily moulded by the art of the legislator.

When they have that endowment, the rest is entirely a matter of

the education which he provides; and they will partly learn it from
a training in habits, partly from a system of instruction [which
makes an appeal to their reason].

Chapter XIV
2. Education and citizenship : ec^cation for leisure, and education

of cKafacterT Should there he two^ifferent systems of education—cme

for tTie^overnors (arin Phaio^T^esonhlic), andonefaTihe soverne^f
fundamentally^ in the ideal state^ all the citizenf'vnir^fm^ toZa--

smglfsociety ofjreemen andfeers; but, as liaTheejafalTeafTsmsMed

^parate) between the yoims who^ are still under ^overnmenT^fflw
older citizens who~cdnduci the government. The young must learn to

oSey a free government of which they will ^jmtWdliTFe members

:

and
tnaoing so they will arsoTeiearnins tfFovernwKmtlm^
in thus learnins^gemmTl^fE^tKfuflifth^good citizen'. t}wv~mU
also be learning Hhe virtue of the ^ood matid : for the two virtues, as
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hgsJj^MLMSUed before, [in Book III, c. iv), are here fmidamentally
thej.ame^

In plannins the system ofeducation which uoill produce the good mail
andTcittzen, we must makftwo^Unctions. (1) We must distinmish

~tfie different^ pwt^ of the soul—the i>art
_,ydiicJh^has.jMtionalprinciple~

^its turn divided into a practical, and a.stteculative tiart) . and the

part which has simpjy the,^capacity^fox.„obeyins-„m.c^^^^ pnnciUe,
f̂ We must also distinguish the different tarts or aspects, ofjife iwhich
are implied in the previous distinctions—action atid leisure: war and
pecice . ~EUucaiion must regard all the different parts of the soul anS. \

the different parts or aspects of life. States in the past, e. s.. SparIa.

have tended to concentrate on only one part ofthe soul and one aspect

pflije: they liddIFforsolten the part of the sout^icKhas rationalprin=\

ciple, andlhe aspect of life which is concerned zoith peace and leisure^, '

and they have devoted themselves to war and empire. Stat^Howevi^, I

like individuals, shoidd^devote themselv£sJiiJhe-mam-to the aspect of} ^
life which is concerned with peace and leisure.

§ I. As all political associations are composed of governors and

governed, we have to consider whether the two should be dis-
j

tinguished for life, or merged together in a single body. The i

system of education will necessarily vary according to the answer i

we give. § sYWe may imagine one set of circumstances in which
it would be obviously better that"°a"^laS’mg"distinction should

once and fox all be established between governors and governed.

This would be if there were one class in the state surpassing all

others as much as gods and heroes are supposed to surpass man-

.
kind—a class of men so outstanding, physically as well as mentally,

that the superiority of the ruling stock was indisputably clear

to their subjects. § 3. But that is_a difficult assumption to make;

and we have nothing in actiiaT life like the gulf between kings

and subjects which the writer Scylax describes as existing in

India. We may therefore draw the conclusion, which can be

defended on many grounds, that all shou]d_.diare„alikejn a, system

of government under which they rule and .ar.e_ ruled ,by ,
turns.

In’Vsbcietyof peers equality means that all should have the same

rights; and a constitution can hardly survive if it is founded on , .1

injustice [i.e. if it gives dijferent rights to men who are of the same
|

quality]. § 4. The subject citizens will then be joined by all [the I

serfs] of the country-side in a common policy of revolution; and

the civic body wiH be too small to cope successfully with all its

enemies. On the other hand, it cannot be denied that there;

should be a difference between governors and governed. How •

tĥ cairdjfer,.,andyetsharAalike,,is^aYdilemma-wliichiegislators-
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have to solve. § 5. We have already touched on a possible solution

in a previous chapter.^ C'V-> ‘

Nature, we have suggested, has provided us with the distinction

we need. She has divided a body of citizens who are all generically

the same into two different age-groups, a younger and an older, j
one of them meant to be governed and the other to act as the

government. Youth never resents being governed, or thinks itself
|

^better than its governors
;
and it is all the less likely to do so if it 1

" knows that it will take over the government on reaching a proper <

maturity. § 6. In one sense, therefore, it has to be said that

governors and governed are the same sort of persons
;
in another,

that they are different. The same will be true of their education:

1333 a from one point of view it must be the same
;
from another^

it has to be different, and, as the saying goes, Tf you would!.

* learn to govern well, you must first learn how to obey.’ [We may ' -

^first treat of learning how to obey.] Government, as has already

been said in our first part,^ may be conducted in two different

ways. One way is to govern in the interest of the governors : the

h other, to govern in the interest of the governed. The former way
Cis what we call ‘despotic! [i.e. a government of slaves]

;
the latter is

^ what we call ‘the_ goyempGient of freemen’. ^ § 7. [This is the sort

of government which the young must begin by learning to obey;,

^but they must also learn to obey some orders which may seem»

more appropriate to a government of slaves.] Some of the duties!

"/ imposed [on the free] differ [from those of slaves] not in the work'^

I

they involve, but in the object for which they are to be done. This
means that a good deal of the work which is generally accounted f

menial may none the less be the sort of work which young freemen 1

can honourably do. It is not the inherent nature of actions, but
^

the end or object for which they are done, which make one action J

differ from another in the way of honour or dishonour, v;/

§ 8. [We may now treat of learning how to govern.] We have
laid it down that the excellence of the full citizen who shares in

the government is the same as that of the good man.^ We have also

assumed that the man who begins by being a subject must ulti-

mately share in the government [and will therefore require the
N

^

^ c. IX, §§ 4-6.
® The reference is to Book III, c. IV, §§ 10-13 and c. vi, § 6; but cf. also this

book, c. Ill, §§ 1-2.

f
Aristotle, in the course of this section, begins to discuss education as some-

thing different for the governed from what it is for the governor. The governed,
he argues, must be taught to obey, but to obey with the obedience of freemen.
But this proviso, he proceeds to add (§ 7), will not preclude the governed from
being taught to do menial duties which are usually done by slaves—if only they
are taught to do them in the spirit of freemen.

This has been argued in Book III, c. iv.
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same sort of excellence as the good man]. It follows, on this that

'

the legislator must labour to ensure that his citizens become good \

men. He must therefore know what institutions will produce this (

result, and what is the end or aim to which a good life is directed. ? ^
§9. There are twQ_digg]:ent.p‘arts .of-the soul. One of these parts

'

has a rational principle intrinsically and in its own nature. The
other has not; but it has the capacity for obeying such a principle.

When we speak of a man as being ‘good’, we mean that he has the ]

goodnesses of these two parts of the soul. But in which of the [

parts is the end of man’s life more particularly to be found ? The
|

answer is one which admits of no doubt to those who accept the 1

division just made. § 10. In the world of nature as well as of art
’

the lower always exists for the sake of the higher.^ The part of the

soul which has rational principle is the higher part. [It is therefore

the^partjn which th^ end of ihah’s lifelFmofe^ particularly to be
found.] But this part may in turn be divided, on the scheme which
we generally follow, into two parts of its own. Rational principle,

according to that scheme, is partly pjrachral, partly speculative.

§ n. It is obvious, therefore, that the part of the soul whicli has

this principle must fall into two corresponding parts. We may add
that as the parts of the soiil have their hierarchy, so, too, have the

activities of those parts.'-^It follows on this that those who can i

attain all the activities possible [i.e. rational activityof the specula-

1

tive order, rational activity of the practical order, and the activity i

of obedience to rational principle], or two of those activities, will

be bound to prefer the activity of the part which is in its nature 's

the higher. All of us always prefer the highest we can attain.^

§ 12. Life as ajwholeJs_also. divided into its, different parts

—

action and leisure , wapand peace; and in the sphere of action we
may further distinguish acts which arejnerely necessary,_or merely

and simply useful, from acts which are good, in...themselves,

§13. The preferences which we give to the parts of life and their
^

-tr

different activities will inevitably follow the same general line as

those which we give to the parts of the soul and their different

activities. War must therefore be regarded as only a means tOyj^
peace ; action as a means to leisure; and actp which ar^iherely^
necessary^" of merely”ahcl simply useful, as means to act?which arg

goodjn,themselves. The legislation of the true statesman must be

framed witlT a view to all of these factors. In the first place, it / _

must cover the different parts of the soul and their different activi-^J^

ties; and in this field it should be directed more to the higher than^^

* Man, in his art, creates the lower in order to achieve the higher: nature, in

her process of genesis, produces the lower as a stage in a development tending

to the higher. ® See Note EEE, p. 320.
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the lower, and rather to ends than means. § 14. In the second

place it must also cover, and it must place in the same perspective,

the different parts or ways of life and the different categories of

acts. ^ 'It is true that the citizens of our state must be able to lead a

life of action and war; 1333 b but they must be even more able to

lead a life of leisure and peace. It is true, again, that they must be

able to do necessary or useful acts; but they must be even more

able to do good acts.^ These are the general aims which ought to

be followed in the education of childhood and of the stages of

adolescence which still require education.^

§ 15. The Greek states of our day which are counted as having

the best constitutions [and therefore the best ‘ways of life’], and the

legislators who framed their constitutional systems, have fallen short

of this ideal. It is plain that their constitutions have not been made
^

with a view to the higher ends of life, or their laws and systems of !

education directed to all the virtues. On the contrary, there has

been a vulgar decline into the cultivation of qualities supposed to

be useful and of a more profitable character. § 16. A similar spirit

appears in some of our recent writers who have adopted this poinf^

of view. They laud the constitution of Sparta, and they admire the
j

aim of the Spartan legislator in directing the whole of his legislation 1

to the goal of conquest and war. This is a view which can be easily 1

refuted by argument, and it has now been also refuted by the

evidence of fact.^ § 17. Most men are believers' in the cause of

empire, on the ground that empire leads to a large accession of

material prosperity."^ It is evidently in this spirit that Thibron,
like all the other writers on the constitution of Sparta, lauds its

legislator for having trained men to meet danger and so created an
empire. § 18. To-day the Spartans have lost their empire; and we

|

can all see for ourselves that they were not a happy community I

and their legislator was not right. It is indeed a strange result of
‘

‘ See Note FFF, p. 320.

I
® To what age would Aristotle continue the education of the young? Appar-

, ently beyond the first stage of adolescence (and possibly to the age of 21):
.
otherwise he would not speak of different stages—in the plural.

3 Aristotle is here alluding to the collapse of Sparta before Epaminondas.
See above, c. xi, § 8.

It is possible that Aristotle, in this general discussion of the merits of a peace
policy and a war policy, had in mind the politics of Athens, though it is to
Sparta that he actually refers. Down to 336 B.c. there had been a peace party
at Athens, which had been in favour of using the ‘theoric fund’ liberally to give
the citizens the benefits of leisure—a policy which precluded expenditure on
preparation for war; and there had been what may be called a war-party,
represented by Demosthenes, which was in favour of maintaining the old
traditions of Athenian policy and championing the cause of liberty against the
growth of tyranny. The antinomy is modern as well as ancient. It is an antinopiy
between the cause of internal development and social progress, and the cause
of foreign affairs and the assumption of political responsibilities.
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his labours : here is a people which has stuck to his laws and never
been hindered in carrying them out, and yet it has lost all that

makes life worth living. § 19. In any case the partisans of Sparta
are in error about the type of government for which the legislator

y
should show a preference. [It is not, as they think, the ‘despotic’

^

type]: the government of freemen is a finer government, and a';

government more connected with goodness, than any form of:

despotism. . . . We may add a further reflection. There is another
]

reason why a state should not be considered happy, or its legislator
j.

praised, when its citizens are trained for victory in war and thei

subjugation of neighbouring states. Such a policy involves a »Ar

great risk of injury [to the internal life j)f.J:he.- state]. §20.^4:

obviously implies thaf aitty citizen 'whio can do so should make
it his object to capture the government of his own state.^ This
is exactly what the Spartans accuse their King Pausanias of having

attempted to do—and this although he already held an ofiice of

such great dignity.

We may justly conclude that none of these arguments [in favour

of a training directed to the acquisition of empire] and none of !

the policies advocated is statesmanlike, or useful, or right. § 3 i. ‘

.

The Good is one and the same for individuals and communities
;

''

and it is the Good which the legislator ought to instil into the
;

^
minds of his citizens.^ Training for war should not be pur-

sued with a view to enslaving men^who do not deserve such a

fate. Its objects should be these—first, to prevent men from
’ '•

ever becoming enslaved themselves secondly, to put men in a

position to exercise leadership—but 1334 a leadership directed

to the interest of the led, and not to the establishment of a

general system of slavery; and 'thirdly, to enable men to make I

themselves masters of those who naturally deserve to be slaves.^

§ 22. In support of the view that the legislator should make leisure

aBd_peace the-cardinal aims of^ legislation bearing on .war—or

indeed, for that matter, on anything^d'se^^^^^^^may cite me evidence
* This suggestion—that imperium is not only prejudicial to the libertas of;

dependencies, but also to that of the imperial state itself—is, as Newman remarks,,'

both original and shrewd. It was the argument urged by the Whigs of 17701

against the American policy of George III.
* Aristotle thus suggests that the morality of the Athenian state—^i.e. of the ,

40,000 citizens who formed the political association called Athens—is identical

with the morality of each individual Athenian. It was less easy to hold a doctrine i

of raison d’etat when the state was thus a body of citizens, and not a sovereign >

prince. But the Melian dialogue recorded by Thucydides shows that even the

body of Athenian citizens could speak the language and hold the doctrine of
,

Machiavelli.

\ '‘A Greek state, Aristotle implies, should exercise only a leadership (liege-

mania) over other Greek states, and it should exercise it in their interest; but it

may also exercise the despotic control of a master over uncivilized peoples

naturally intended for slavery.
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of actual fact. Most of the states which make war their aim are

safe only while they are fighting. They collapse as soon as they

have established an empire, and lose the edge of their temper, like

an unused sword, in time of peace. The legislator is to blame

for having provided no training for the proper use of leisure.

Note EEE (p. 317): The soul and Its parts

Aristotle begins by dividing the soul into two parts—the part which
has a rational principle intrinsically, and the part which has the capacity

for obeying such a principle. He then subdivides the first part into two
divisions—a practical and a speculative. We may therefore say that there

are, in all, three divisions or parts of the soul. These three divisions have
three correspondihg activities; arid both the~dmsi.ons and their activities

be graded in an order'of value. 'Beginning at the bottom, and pfo-

^(^jfcgedirig upwards, we may say (i) that the part of the soul with a c^aciw
for obeying rational principle issues in the activity of temperance

;

^ tfi^the practical division of the purely rational part oLflie soul issues in

activity, of iriorarprudence (or phronesis) ;
and (3) that the speculative

division of the purely rational part issues iri .the, activity, of. .wisdom . A '

man'who can attain all the three activities will prefer the third to the

other two : a man who can attain the first two only will prefer the second to

the first: the man who can only attain the first will have to be content
with the first.

On the general analysis of the nature of the soul here suggested see also

the Ethics, Book I, c. xni. ‘The genuine statesman (politikosy, it is there
stated, ‘is regarded as one who has spent his labours on goodness above
everything else, for his object is to make his fellow-citizens good and
obedient to the laws (§ 2). . . . The statesman must therefore study the
soul [goodness being a state and activity of the soul]

;
but he must study

it [only] with this object in view, and just so far as this object requires’

(§ 8). The rest of the chapter deals mainly with the ‘desiderative’ part of
the soul which has the capacity for obeying rational principle. Later in the
Ethics, in the course of Book VI, Aristotle proceeds to deal with the part
of the soul which has a rational principle inherently and in its own nature;
and, as in the Politics, he divides this part into two divisions—the specu-
lative or contemplative, and the calculative or practical (c. i, §§ 5-6),

Note FFF (p. 318): The different parts or ways of life

The different ‘parts or ways of life’ are the life of.action as contrasted \

with the lif^pf .leisure, and the life of war as contrasted with the life of
peace. The different ‘categories of acte’ are acts which are merely i^cessa^
or useful, as contrasted with acte which are gopjd.in,.themselyes.
The antithesis of the two ‘ways of life’—action and war )( leisure and

;
peace—appears also in the last book of the Ethics (Book X, c. vii, §§ 6-7).
Here Aristotle, speaking in praise of the contemplative life, puts politics

i generally, as well as the politics of war, on a lower plane. ‘We occupy
/ ourselves with action in order that we may have leisure, and we make
yarin.order.to.enjoy pea’ce. 'The.actiyi^qf the pjractical.yittuesJs_shown
in political or militaDL^airs, but our action in such affairs.must be held
to be unleisured action. Military action is entirely so . . . but the action
of the statesman too is unleisured action.’
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Chapter XV
If leisure ts thus of major importance, we mav go on to notice that its

emoyment demands certain conditions, or, m other words, requires

certain virtues—especially the •virtues of zdsdoni andfAein^
> This will explain why a training stich.as.theJSt)artan. which encour- a

ages only the virtue of courage^ is defective and breaks down in prac- J

'tice. . ...^Remzlms. now to the means of education—tramin^m limits

'and the training ofrationajj^inciple—-wejniistMQuueffwJii^rofJliein
'should first Fe employed'? The answer is that the traininsWrdiidndl <

^mciple should, from the very first, be keptjnjview as the idtinidie'

aim; Imtdlv^aimng wfnc^ to be given first is that of the parf\

'^fllie’soiiTwMchrfidftlm capacity for obeying rational principle^and/

Wgl'mstjtMfefore E f̂Cby^Pzovfding^forJhe training ofITUs parf~i}r~

Tf^ts. But even prior to the training.otihis. 1)art‘6f the, soul, there is

(TpUysical problem to be considered—the problem of ensuring a good^

"pH^ique which willl}^a'go6'd'servant~oflEeldu^ '

§ I . The final end of men is the same whether they are acting

individually or acting collectively; and the standard followed by
the best individual is thus the same as the standard followed by
the best political constitution. It is therefore evident that the 1

qualities required for the use of leisure must belong to the state

as well as the individual
;
for [these are the qualities which particu- i

larly matter, and], as we have repeatedly argued, peace is the finah £

.

end of war, and leisure the final end of occupatl^ § 2. The
qualities requlfgd~fof~th~e use of leisure and the cultivation of the

mind are twofolHT” Sbme"bT“tKem'^re operative in and_. during 1

leisure itself: some are operative in and during the activity, of .

occupation.^ [To understand why qualities of the latter sort are

required, we must note that] a number of necessary conditions

must be present, before the use of leisure is possible. This is why
a state must possess the quality of temperance, and why, again, it

must possess the qualify ofVourage and endurance. ‘There’s no^^

leisure for slaves’, as the proVerb goes, and men who cannot face
]

‘

dangeFcbufageously become the slaves of the first to assail them.
‘ '

§3. The quality of courage, and endurance
.
is required for the

activities of occupation: wisdom is required

j

Eor-tbLOse of leisure: '

temperance andTjustice are qualities required at both times and

under both heads—

t

hough they are partijid^yje^iredjn times

of“pHce ”and~ leisure.2 ^ time of war automatically enforces \

^ See Note GGG, p. 323.
- It is interesting to note the distribution of the four virtues—fortitude,

' temperance, justice, and wisdom—in the thought of this passage. Fortitude is ..

regarded as operative only in and during occupation, though it also provides

a necessary condition for leisure ; the virtues of temperance and justice are ^
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I

temperance and jj^tice: a time of the enjoyment of prosperity, and

j

leisure accompanied by peace, is more apt to make men over-

bearing. § 4)A special degree of
j
ustice and temperance is there-

‘ fore required in those who appear to be faring exceptionally well

and enjoying all that the world accounts to be happiness, like the ^
denizens of ‘the happy isles’ of which poets sing; and the greater

the leisure which these men are able to use, when they are set

) among an abundance of blessings, the greater,,too will be their

I
need of wisdom, as well as of temperance and justice. § 5. We can

’ now understand why a state which seeks to achieve felicity, and

to be good, must partake of all these three yirtuesr If sbnie shame
must always attach to any failure to use aright the goods of life,

a special measure of shame must attach to a failure to use them
aright in times of leisure; and people who show themselves good
in times of occupation and war, but sink to the level of slaves in

times of peace and leisure, will be bound to incur particular censure.

§ 6. Excellence must not be sought by a training such as the >

Spartan. The Spartans are like the rest of the world in their view

of the 1334 b nature of life’s highest goods [wliich they identify,

like everybody else, with the external goods of fortune] : they only

differ from others in thinking tEaTtHo' nght 'way of getting them is

to cultivate a single excellence [i.e. military courage]. Regarding

external goods as higher than any oth^7 arid tHe~enjoyment they
^

give as greater than that derived from the general cultivation of

excellence, [they cultivate only the single excellence which they

consider useful as a means to securing those goods. ButJ.tis.lhe.

whole of exce]leixce-.which.ought to be cultivate
,
^ and_(mlti.yate.d

for its own sake, as our argument has already shown. That still

leaves us, however, with the problem, ‘How,.,and by what means, t

is a general excellence to be achieved ?’ - '

§ 7. Using the distinction already made in a previous chapter,^

we may say that the means required for achieving general excellence
are natinuL endowment, “hato" and rational. prihcipre. So far as

the first of these is concerned, we have already determined [in c. vii]

the character of the endowment with which our citizens should
start. It remains to consider the other two. means, and to deter-

1

mine whether training in habit or training in rationaljninciplej
ought, to.come first. The two modes ofdraining must be adjusted
to one another as harmoniously as possible [which not only means
starting first with the mode that ought to come first, but also

assigned the higher position of being operative in and during both occupation
and leisure; and the virtue of wisdom is given the still higher position of being fi;

purely operative in and during leisure.
* The passage in brackets represents Newman’s conjecture of a passage which

has dropped out in the Greek test as it has come dovm to us. ^ c. xiii, §11.
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directing bothmodes alike to the same sort of high purpose]
;
other-

wise rational principle may fail to attain the highest ideal, and the
training given through habit may show a similar defect, § 8. With 1

a view to this result, we may assume two things as evident.^

§ 8.'/First, in the sphere of man’s life (as in all life generally), birth

has a first beginning [i.e. the union of parents], but the end
attained ffom such a beginnm^is^ only a’sfep fd some further end.
The exercise of rational principle ^djhqught ^s the ultimate end
of man’s nature^ It is therefore with a view to the exercise of these ^
facuIfiesTKatwe should regulate,'from jhe first, the birtji and the \
training in habits of our citizens.^ § p.^'^Secondly, as soul and body
are two, so thefe^e also two parts of the soul, the irrational and
the rational; and there are also two corresponding states of these

parts—the s^e_fl!l-appetite, and the state of~^re~tfiought. In
order of time and in .date .of ,birth, the body is,pridr,to the soul,

and the irrationahpart of.the^s,oul.is.prior.to.the,rational. § 10. This
is proved by the fact that all the signs of appetite—such as anger,

j

self-will, and desire—ar^yisible in^Endf^ffrom .their ye^^ Birth;

while reasoning-and-thaught .are faculties which only appear, as

2 rule, when they grow older. The concjusipn, which follows is

obvious.'<^Children’s boHies should be given attention before their

souls; and their appetites should be the next.part.of..them to be

regulated. But the regulation of their appetites should be intended I

for the benefit of their minds—just as the attention given to their
|

bodies should be intended for the benefit of their souls.

Note GGG (p. 321): Aristotle’s co 7}ception of leisure

Some words should be said about the general conception of leisure

(schole). In the first place we must note that leisure is not contrasted with
activity. It is itself activity, and the highest fonn'ofactivity—the activity

of the part of_the.soul..which possesses rational principle, and e^'eciairy

of t}ie~speculative division of that part. It is therefore contrasted not with
ajrtiyity, but with ‘occupation* {ascholia)—in other words with the sort ofj

activity which is pursued not for its own sake (as the activity of leisure is), I

but for the sake of something else. Secondly, we must note that leisure ^

is not only contrasted with, or distinguished from, ‘occupation’ : it is also

contrasted with, or distinguished from, ‘^reation’ [anapausis) and ‘amuse-
n^nt’~(^a/(/ia—‘the sort of thing childreiTHo’). Amusement and recreation

* Newman’s note (vol. iii, p. 454) will elucidate the argument: ‘Aristotle isi

about to decide that training through habit must precede training through reason, i

but that training through habit must be adjusted to and pursued for the sake of

;

reason, which is the end ; and he proves the second proposition first (in § 8), and ,

then the first (in §§ 9-10).’

^ The argument is that there is a scala naturae. On the first rung of the ladder

parents unite to secure the end of thel>?rth"p£'a.,cbild. But that end is not final:

( it leads to the next rung of the ladder (the training of the child in habitsl ; and
that in turn leads to a further nmg (the trainingof_the.cbild ih.the use.of rational

pryiciple-and thought). It is the final rung of the ladder which controls the

previous and lower rungs: cf. supra, c. xiv, § ii.
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mean rest after occupation, and preparation for new occupation: they are

thus both essentially connectedwith the idea of occupation. Leisure stands

i by itself, in its own independent right. Aristotle thus operates with three

‘ different notions—the notion o^eisure; the notion_.o£jOjccupation ;
and

the notion (inj)ne.,sens_eTntemediate„between the^lyvo, bpLin- another

sen^g.,closer, to .the, latter) of amusement and ^-ecreation.

If it be asked, ‘What is the artiyity,of.leisure’, we may answer in one

word, ‘diagoge’, or the cultivation of the. mind. Schole is spent in

diagoge (Book VIII, c. in, §"'6y,'‘and'c6hversely diagoge is pursued in and
during schole (Book VIII, c. in, § 8). Newman’s words may also be quoted
(vol. iii, p. 44a): schole ‘is employment in work desirable for its own
sake—the hearing of noble music and no doubt of noble poetry; inter-

course with friends chosen for their worth ;
and above all the exercise, in

company or otherwise, of the speculative faculty.’

On Aristotle’s general conception of leisure, and its significance in his

philosophy, see the article on schole by J. L. Stocks in the Classical

Quarterly for 1936, pp. 177-S7.

D
THE EARLY STAGES OF EDUCATION (cc. xvi-xvii)

Chapter XVI

I. regulation of rii3.v.rms:Q.uJM ftLslMcessity , if we are to ensure

a 90ocrthvsiaue.ioz.oiLL. future citizens. The age atwhicfi husband and
~wife marry affects the physique of_ihdr offspring: and on physical ‘

~^ounds it mâ e suggested thattheJiushand^should. he^.alder thfan thef

wife, and the man of 97 should marry the woman,of18^ The husband’s -

physique shouldjwt Tjelpoiled'b'y over-exercise or the reverse; the wife
‘ Imuld take reguldT~e^rcise durms. pregnancy. If~tKe size of the

family has to he limited, li will be necessary to consider^jnficms such as

~tTi^xj^smepffmfan^and^e^wctiringbff^scarriages. The age at
1

wliich procreatioh shouTd
~

cease, and the treathimi of aduliefy^^’"’^' .

§ I. If we assume that the legislator ought, for a start, to see to

the provision of a stock^^pf the healthiest .possible bodies in the
' nurseries of our state, it follows that his first attention must be
devoted to marriage; and here he will have to consider what the
ages of the partners should be, and what qualities they ought to

possess. § 2. The first thing to be taken into account, in legislating

about matrimony, is the'' length of time that husband, and wife
areJikely to Jive together. ''T^ right thing is that they should P
arrive simultaneously at the same epoch of sexual life. There
should be no divergence of physical power, with the husband still

able to beget but the wife unable to conceive, or the wife still able
to conceive and the husband unable to beget. Such a position is

apt to cause discord and difference between married persons. The ^
second thing to be taken into account is the aifference of age

their, parents. § 3. On the one hand, there
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should not be too much of a gap (elderly fathers cannot give their

children the benefit of parental guidance, or receive from them in
return the benefit of filial piety); and yet, on the other hand,
there should not be too little 1335 a of a gap. § 4. That, too, leads

/>. to considerable difficulties : it makes children treat parents with less

respect, feeling that they are almost contemporaries, and it reaclily 1

leads to quarrels about the management of the household,^he '

third thing the legislator has to take into account—and here ,\ye

return to the ppinrfrmn^Hich we have just digressed—is the pro-
visionloLa^stock-ol healthy children answerable to,his purposes.

Now all these objects may be secured at once by a single policy.

§ 5. The period of procreation finally ends, as a rule, at the age of 1

70 for men, and the age^of to for women; and the beginning of

marital intercourse should therefore be fixed for both parties with

a corresponding interval. [The husband will thus be 20 years \
^

older than his wife at the time of marriage.] § 6. The union of

young parents is bad for the procreation of issue. In the whole of

the animal world the descendants of young parents have imper-

fections. They tend to be of the female sex, and they are diminutive

in figure. We afe~bourid to expect the s^e sort of result among
human heings. There is evidence to warrant that expectation. In

all the states^ where it is the custom for men and women to marry
|

young, the inhabitants are imperfectly developed and small of i

stature. § 7. We may add that young mothers have harder labours

and die more often in childbirth. This was the reason, according

to some accounts, for the response once given by the oracle to the

people of Troezen [‘Plough not^the^ypung /allow’]. It had no
relation to the cultivati^tofarops, but referred to the large mor-
tality caused by the marriage of girls at too early an age. § 8. It

also conduces to sexual restraint if the daughters of a family are not

married early: young women are supposed to be more intemperate
'

when once they have had experience of sexual intercourse. The -

physique of men is also supposed to be stunted in its growth, when
\

intercourse is begun before the seed has finished its growth.^

* Aristotle may have in mind here the Cretans of his time, as well as the people

of Troezen.
^ In considering this physical approach to the subject of marriage, we must

^

remember that Aristotle was the son of a doctor, and that he had received a •

medical training. In his reference to seed {sperma, which is the reading of the

better manuscripts, though the word soma is found in sorne), Aristotle seems to '

suggest that the male seed grows ; that its growth is not finished till a given date
; ,

and that if sexual intercourse begins before its growth is finished, the whole '

-I physique of the person indulging in intercourse will be adversely affected. -

it may be added, in regard to the suggestion that men should marry at 37 or .

thereabouts, that he places the period of physical prime at tire age of 30 to 35 in

the RJietoric (Book II, c. xiv, § 4).
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,
(The seed, too, has its own period of growth—a period which it

observes exactly, or with only a slight variation, in the course of

its development.) § 9. Women should therefore marry about the

: age of 18, and men at 37 or thereabouts. If these ages are observed,

union will begin while the bodies of both the partners are still in ^
their prime, and it will end for both simultaneously with the

simultaneous ending of their power of procreation. The succession

of children to parents will also be as it should be. § 10. If repro-

iduction, as we may reasonably expect, begins immediately after

'marriage, children will be ready to take over in the beginning of

Hheir own prime, and just at the time when the period of the

father’s vigour has come to an end with the attainment of the age

,
of 70.

We have now discussed the proper ages for marriage. In regard

to the proper season. oLthe.,year, it is best to follow the sensible

practice, whicETis observed by the majority of people to-day,' of

fixing winter as the time for men and women to set up house

“togetherr §Ti.~MaiTiEd'Tdiiples should also study for themselves

'tliel’essons to be learned from doctors and natural philosophers

about the bringing of children into the world. Doctors can tell

' them all they need to know about 1335 h the times of good physical

condition: natural philosophers can tell them about favourable

winds (for instance, they hold that the north wind is better than

the south).

! § 12. What habit of body in the parents is likely to be of most

j
benefit to the future physique of their children? That is a theme
to which closer attention will have to be paid when we come to

treat of the management of children;^ but some general indication

may be given here. The athlete’s habit of body neither produces a

\
good condition for the general purposes of civic life, nor does it

encourage ordinaiy health and the procreation of children* The
;
habit of valetudinarians and persons unfit for any exertion is

f equally unfavourable. The best h^it is one which comes midway
between, the athletic.and fKe yaletudinafian. § 13. Some amount
of exertion must therefore go to its making. But the exertion must
not be violent or specialized, as is the case with the athlete; it

should rather be a general exertion, directed to all the activities of
' a freeman.

;
Wives, as well as husbands, need the physical qualities of which

' we have just been speaking. § 14.^Pregnant mothers should

\ pay attention to their bodies : they should take regular exercise,

^
- It is not clear why the proper physique of parents should be a matter to be

: treated in connexion with the management of children. In any case, no treatment .

of that subject follows.
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and follow a nourishing diet. The legislator can easily lead them
to a habit of regular exercise if he requires them to make' some
daily pilgrimage for the purpose of worshipping at the shrines of
the goddesses who preside over childbirth.^ Their minds, unlike

,y theirJiodies,._shQuld. be kept fr^ from exertfon; for children
evidently draw on the mother who carries them in her womb, jusf
as plants draw on the soil.^

§ 15. The question arises whether children should always be;
reared or may sometimes be exposed to die.3 There should cer-

'

tainlv be a Jaw-t&-pFe.ventJhe rearing Qf^eformeH~cEilHren. “On"
the other hand, there should also be .ajaw, ini all states where the
system j3f."sp.cial~Kabits is ..opposed- to. unrestricted increase, to.

preventtKe^posure Qf.phirdfen tb heathl/igyg/'^imorder-to.keep
the po^latl-on down. The proper thing to do is to limit the size of
eacnfamily, and if children are then conceived in excess of the

fimiTso fixed, to have m^cmiage. inducedJbefpre„sense..and, life

have begun in the embryo. (Whether it is right or wrong to
j

v

induce a raiscafriage will thus depend on whether sense and life
\

are still to come, or have already begun.)

§ 16. We have now determined the ages at which men and
women should begin their married life. It remains to determine

the length of time for which they should render service to the. state

X
by brmgji^cliiBE^CiS^ The offspring of elderly men,
like that of very young men, tends to be physically and mentally

imperfect; and the children of old age are weakly. We may there-

fore fix the length of time for which procreation lasts by reference

to the mental prime.'^ § 17. This comes for most men—as some
of the poets, who measure life in seven-year periods, have suggested

—about the age of 50. Men may therefore be released from the y ..

service of bringing Huldren into the world when they are four or
;

five years above this age; and from that time forward v/e must
regard them as indulging in intercourse for reasons of health, or !

* Artemis was one of these goddesses; but the Greeks had also a special deity p'

of childbirth (Eileithuia—the Latin Lucina).
_

'

^ Here, as in § 8 above, Aristotle seems to take a purely physical view of 1

woman (the Greek world was a masculine world). It seems curious, if children
]

draw on the mother who carries them, that they should not draw on the whole of i

her—mind as well as body. But Aristotle apparently desires the mother to be \

like the patient unthinking earth in which the seed is germinating.
3 The exposure of children (sometimes in the hills that rose above the city) 1

was not uncommon among the Greeks; and the heroine of a Greek play or \

romance (it was especially daughters who were thus ‘exposed’) is sometimes a i

foundling of this character. The very word ‘foundling’ shows the survival^ of

the practice in modem times ; but modem charity has provided the foundling i

hospital in lieu of the bare hillside.

‘Aristotle is here speaking of the mental prime of the husband, not the wife’
”

(Ne^vInan, vol. iii, p. 476).
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for some similar cause. § 18. For husband or wife to be detected

in the commission of adultery—at whatever time it may happen,

and in whatever shape or form, during all the period of their being

married and being called husband and wife—must be made'

a

matter ‘ of disgrace. But to be detected in adultery 1336 a during ^
, the very period of bringing children into the world is a thing to be

punished by a stigma of infamy proportionate to such an offence.

Chapter XVII

2. The nursery and the infant school. The firstjtam: the diet of the_

infant: the -firoper use of its limbs: the enuring of children to cold.

The second stage^ to the age of games and stories: young children

'slwiifd hTpmtecf^frwn^d 2ompany^ and safeguarded from hearing

indecent'language w 'seem^indecen^pictures: generally, they should

~Be saved from an early familiarity with anything low, since early

'ifn m̂ssiaii^go.deeK~TEej]iildjtagej from the age of ^ to that ofjjj

children of this age shouldrymtcfTotfi^^hildren doing the work they_

will have to dd'later tfiemseJfiefZ

fifter the age~of 7 education will fall into two periods—the first

from the' age of y to tJidt'^of'puberty : the second fromfitfieZdgs'f^

fiui f̂iy ^tlie ape'dffii'i " Should iJief^e a code of^regufdfi^^mfiapd

shoufdjducation he mdnagTdf'ByTJie'kaUofpfwa^ managed?:''

§ I. When children are born, their physical powers will be ^

seriously affected, during their growth, by the nature of the

nourishment which they are given. On any consideration of the

matter, and whether we look to the animal w'orld or to the example
of those uncivilized peoples who make it their aim to produce a

martial habit of body, it is evident that a diet abounding in milk
is best suited to the physical development of children; and the

less wine they are given the better, if they are to escape diseases.

§ 2. It is also good to encourage every sort of physic^ movement—
which their little bodies can make; hut in’order to prevent any
distortion of their soft limbs, some uncivilized peoples still use
mechanical appliances which keep their bodies straight.^ It is

good to habituate children to the endurance of cold from their

earliest infancy; and this is a practice which greatly conduces to

their general health, as well as hardening them in advance for

military service. § 3. This will explain why some uncivilized

peoples^ have the habit of plunging their children at birth into a

^ Aristotle does not explain what these ‘instruments’ were; but we may \

remember the back-boards in which girls used to be pent. ^

^ The various references made here, and in other passages of the Politics, to \

the practices of uncivilized peoples (the ethne, or ‘gentiles’, outside the Greek \

pale), are probably drawn from the collection of the customs of such peoples \
which Aristotle made; see below. Appendix V. in. 2.
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cold river, or (like the Celts) of making them go lightly clad.

Wherever it is possible to implant a habit in children, it is best to.

begin the process of habituation in their earliest years, and then
to increase it gradually. The physical constitution of children, ,

owing to their natural warmth, is well adapted for training in the i

endurance of cold.

§ 4. The earliest years will best be handled in the ways we have
just described, and in other similar ways. The next stage of. the

- child’s life, which lasts to the age of five, is one which cannot be
set any lessons, or put to an^compulsbfy tasks, for fear of hinder-
ing its growth. But it is a stage which needs some practice in

movement, to prevent the body from becoming limp; and tWs
should be prpyid^ by games, as well as in,other.,ways. § 5. The
games should be neither" laborious nor effeminate, but such as

become a freeman. Care sKould also be faken by the officers in

charge (who are generally termed the superintendents ofeducation)

to determine the sort of tales and stot,i.es-.which children of this

age ought to be told. All .these things should prepare the way for

the occupations of later years; and even the games of children

should be for the most part miimicries of wbat will later be earnest.

§ 6. Plato, in his Laws, would like to stop children from straining \

their lungs and sobbing; but thinkers of his sort are wrong in the
..

^

( view they take of the matter. It helps the growth of children: it
|

is, in its way, a sort of physical exercise; and just as holding the
|

breath gives adults strength for exertion, so straining the lungs \

will equally strengthen children.

§ 7. The superintendents of education must exercise a general

control over the way in which children pass their time. In par-

ticular, they must be careful that very little of their time is passed

in the company of slaves. The stage of life tlwough'1336 b which
children pass down to the age of seven is bound to be one of home

;

training; and._young as they”afe they will Be" likely to contract ',

vulgar^bfe from anything vulgar they hear or see. § 8. It should

therefore be a primary duty of the legislator to exorcize the use of

bad language everywhere in our state. To use bad language of any

sort lightly is next door to acting badly. The young, especially,

should be kept free from hearing, or using, any such language.

\ V,

1

, § 9. Those who are guilty, in spite of all prohibitions, of talking or

i acting indecently must be punished accordingly. The younger

ifreemen, who are not yet allowed to recline at the common tables,

should be subjected to corporal punishment and other indignities;

' Reclining was the usual posture of the Greeks and Romans at the dinner-

table: hence 3ie Latin word triclinium for a dining-room. The younger freemen,

however, sat on chairs, instead of reclining on couches.
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\

and men of an older age should pay the penalty for behaving like

j

slaves by undergoing indignities of a degrading character.

^ If the use of indecent language is thus to be proscribed, it is

obvious that we must also prevent,the exhibition ol indecent

pictures,and_the performance of indecent plays. § 10. It should

therefore be the duty of the government to prohibit all statuary
\

and painting which portrays any sort of indecent action.^ An
exception may, however, be made for the festivals of deities where.

_

even the use of scurrility is licensed by the law.^ (But here, we

.

may note, the law^s'6'~aliov^men wHb" have reached a proper
j

maturity to acquit their wives and children from attendance by i

attending in person themselves.) §11. The seeing of mimes ort

comedies should be forbidden to young persons by the legislator,!

until they have reached the age when they are allowed to share!

with the older men in the right of rechning and taking wine at the

common tables. By that time their education will have made them
all immune from the evil effects of such performances.

§ 12. We have now given a cursory account of this question.

We must give it our attention, and settle it in more detail, at a later

stage, when we have gone into the arguments for and against such

legal control, and discussed the form which it ought to take. Here
we have only touched on the issue so far as the occasion immediately

requires. § 13. Perhaps there is point in the remark of Theodorus,
the tragic actor, that he had never yet allowed any other actor,

however poor he might be, to make his entrance before he did,

because (as he put it) ‘spectators get fond of those they hear first’.

This is a fate which is apt to befall us not only in our associations

with persons, but also in our contacts with things: we always prefer

what we come across first.3 § 14. The young must therefore be
|

kept from an early familiarity with anything that is low, and
|

especially anything that may suggest depravity or malice. When
,

the first five years are safely over, children should then spend the

next two years, down to the age of seven, in watching others at
}

work on the lessons which they will afterwards have to learn

themselves.

§ 15. [Thisjarings us to the stage of regular education.] There

' Aristotle, beginning with the idea of protecting children from hearing bad y/y
language, allows himself to digress into the general problem of censorship, for \

old as well as for young. He takes censorship in his stride (as Plato had done 1

before him), with little or no regard to our modem ideas of the artist’s ‘freedom’
]

or to general ‘freedom of thought’. .

^ We may remember that mock ceremonies might be conducted even in ''

medieval churches, with ‘boy-bishops’ and ‘abbots of unreason’. ^
3 Horace said the same tiling later:

Quo semel est imbuta recens servabit odorem
Testa diu.
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should be two different periods of education—the first from the

age of seven to that of puberty; the second from puberty to the

age of_twnty-one. Those who divide man’s Iife"ihto~seven-year

periods are on the,_whoIe rigHtTBut the divisions which we ought

\
to follow Fwhen we are planning the course of education] 1337 a

I
are the divisions made by nature herselL The purpose ofeducation,

\
like that of art generallV. is simply to copy nature .b3Li^dng*fier

^ deficiencies gooB-^ § 16. Three subjects here suggest themselyes

^r our consideration. The fost is whether there ought to be some
code of regulations governing the education of cfiildrgp. The
secohTifwHether the education of children should be a matter for

the_§tate, or should be conducted on a private basis, as it still is,

even to-dty, in . the great majority of cases. The thirds question

which we have to consider is the proper nature of a code of

regulations.

* This is an art

Wliich doth mend Nature—change it rather; but

The art itself is Nature. (The Winter's Tale, Act iv, sc. iv, 95-7 •)



BOOK VIII

A
THE GENERAL SCHEME OF TRAINING (cc. i-iii)

Chapter I

^Legislation is needed to regulate education, both for political and foz.

Imral rmsons. ~Tliem~should he a uniform systemfor all, and it should

TBe~â svsteni of statejeducatign.

1337 a II § I. All would agree that the legislator should make
.the education of the young his chief and foremost concern^

’ [There are two reasons for taking this view.] In the first place,

the constitution of a state will suffer if education is neglected.

§ 2. The citizens of a state should always be educated to suit the

; constitution of their state.^ The type of character appropriate to
' a constitution is the power which continues to sustain it, as it is

also the force which originally creates it. vThe democratic type of

character creates and sustains democracy; the oligarchical type

creates and sustains oligarchy; and as the progression ascends each

higher type of character will always tend to produce a higher form
of constitution. In the second place every capacity, and every

form of art, requires as a condition of its exercise some measure

^

of previous training and some amount of preliminary habituation.

/ Men must therefore be trained and habituated before they can

do acts of goodness, as members of a state should do. [There is

(thus a moral, as well as a political reason, for making education

:the chief concern of the legislator.]

§ 3. The whole of a state [i.e. the whole body of its members]
"has one common End. Evidently, therefore, the system of educa-

V tion in a state must also be one and the same for all, and the

provision of this system must be a matter of public action.^ It

cannot be left, as it is at present, to private enterprise, with each
parent making provision privately for his own children, and having

^

* This is Aristotle’s answer to the first question raised at the end of the previous
• book—‘Should there be a code ofregulations governingthe education of children ?’

He answers, ‘Yes—and that code should be of the foremost importance.’
^ We have to remember, as always, that the constitution, in Aristotle’s view,

is not only ‘an arrangement of offices’, but also ‘a way of life’.

^ This is Aristotle’s answer to the second question raised at the end of the

1
previous book—‘Should education be managed by the state, or conducted on a
private basis ?’ The answer is that there ought to be a state system of education.
Here, as in his answer to the first question, he gives two reasons for the view
which he adopts. The first reason is connected with his doctrine of Ends: the
secondwith his doctrine ofWholes and the relationbetweenthe"S^ole and its parts.
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them privately instructed as he himself thinks fit. Training for an

^

end which is common should also itself be common. § 4. [There
\

is another reason for taking this view.] We must not regard a
citizen as belonging just to himself: we must ratlrer regard every /

y citizen as belonging to the state.* Each is a part of the state; and \

the provision made for each part will naturally be adjusted to the
\

provision made for the Whole. Here, as in some other respects,
'

the Spartans are to be praised. They pay the greatest attention
to the training of the young; and they pay that attention collec-

tively, and not in their private capacity.

Chapter II

The absmce of any clear view about the proper subjects of i?istructious

the conjiictms clainis~ofutiltty, mofal~disci îne, and the advancement

of knowledge. Some siiBfeciTshourdfb'e^taii^litbecaiise of their utilityT

but the teaching of such subjects should never go so far as to prodiwe

a mechanicai bias, anjreven the more liberal 'su^ects slmUHThoffik.
studied too professtomlly .

Two things are now evident. The first is that there ought to

be laws to regulate education. The second is that education ought
|

to be conducted by the state. § i. We have now to consider the
®

natme^pf the education to be given, and the methods by which it

ought to be given.2 At present opinion is divided about the subjects

of education. All do not take the same view about what should be

learned by the young, either with a view to plain goodness or

with a view to the best life possible ;3 nor is opinion clear whether

education should be directed mainly to the understanding,- or

mainly to moral character.-^ § 2. If we look at actual practice, the

* This is almost an echo of a passage in Plato’s Laws (923 a); T, as your
legislator, do not count either your persons or your property as your own: I |

count them as belonging to your family, past and future; and still more do I
j

count the whole of your family and your property as belonging to the state.’
j

From the same point of view, in the Ethics, Book V, c. xi, §§ 2-3, Aristotle regards
]

the suicide as acting unjustly towards the state; ‘and this’, he notes, ‘is the
\

reason why the state punishes him, and some loss of civic rights is inflicted on
j

the man who destroys himself, as a wrongdoer against the state.’

- This is the third of the questions propounded at the end of the previous
,

book—^What should be the nature of the code of regulations governing educa-
;

tion ? The answer to this question—so far as it is actually given—occupies the
•'

rest of this Book.
_ _ _

!

^ The distinction here implied is somewhat obscure. Perhaps ‘pLin goodness’

is a matter of the virtues belonging to the practical division of th^fational part

V of the soul; while ‘the best possible life’ goes further, and includes also (and

more particularly) the viitues of the speculative and higher division of that part

of the soul (see Book VII, c. .XIV, § II, and note). '

This sentence may be interpreted to mean, first, that there is no agreement
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result is sadly confusing; it throws no light on the problem

whether the proper studies to be followed are those which are

useful in life, or those which make for goodness, or those which

advance the bounds of knowledge. Each sort of study receives

some votes in its 1337 b favour; [none of them has a clear case]. ^
If one looks, for example, at the studies which make for goodness,

one finds a total absence of agreement. Goodness itself, to begin

with, has not the same meaning for all the different people who
‘ honour it; and when that is the case, it is hardly surprising that

\ there should also be difference about the right methods of practis-

;
ing goodness.

§ 3. There can be no doubt that such useful subjects as are

really necessary ought to be part of the instruction of children.

But this does not mean the inclusion of every useful subject.^

Occupations are divided into those which are fit for freemen and

thdsel^ich are unfit for them
;
and it follows from tEiT that the

total amount of useful knowledge imparted to children should 1

never be large enough to make them mechanically minded.]

§ 4. The term ‘mechanical’ (banausos) should properly be applied

to any occupation, art, or instruction, which is calculated to make
the body, or soul, or mind, of a freeman unfit for the pursuit and
practice of goodness. § 5. We may accordingly apply the word
‘mechanical’ to any art or craft which adversely affects men’s

|
physical fitness, and to any employment which is pursued for the

'

sake of gain and keeps men’s minds too much, and too meanly,
j

occupied. Much the same may also be said of the liberal branches

oi knowledge. Some of these branches can be studied', up to a

point, without any illiberality; but too much concentration upon
them, with a view to attaining perfection, is liable to cause the

same evil effects that have just been mentioned. § 6. A good deal
^

depends on the purpose for which acts are done or subjects are

studied. Anything done to satisfy a personal need, or to help a I

friend, or to attain goodness, will not be illiberal; but the very 1

same act, when done repeatedly at the instance of other persons,
^

may be counted menial and servile.^

about the subjects which ought to be taught, whichever part of the human spirit

be regarded as the more important; secondly, that there is no clear answer to
the question, ‘which is the more important part of the human spirit?’

The useful subjects which are necessary may include reading, writing, some
;
arithmetic, and some geometry. Domestic science may be an'example of a useful
subject which is not necessaiy, (Newman,' vol. iii, p. 506.)

_

® In something of an English fashion—^at any rate as that fashion went in the ! ,

eighteenth century—Aristotle feels that the freeman or ‘gentleman’ ought to \

preserve an amateur character. Even in the liberal arts—such as music, painting,
[
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Chapter III

There are four subjects of histruction to be comidered—readins and
mttins: drawing : svinnasttcT and wmic. The first two have an
~el^ient ofTitility: tJie third iyromotes the moral virtue ofi.courape ;

the purpose of the fourth is not so clear, but it may be arsiied that

it serves to promote the proper me of leisure. This leads tis to note

the distinction between occiihation, jz) play or relaxation, aiid~

(3) the tise of leisure. The real purpose of music is to be found in
i

iKe ciiUivation of leisure; and firawhio too, while it has its utility
, |

inay serve to give the young aiTobservant eye for beauty ofform !

andfimre. .

j

§ I. The studies now generally established as parts of the curri-

culum may be regarded, as has already been said, from two different

points of view.^ There are some four subjects which are usually

made the basis of education. They include reading and writing,

physical training, and mi^ic; and some would also add drawing.

TheUfst arid^the last of these subjects are generally regarded as

useful for the practicat~purp'crsg5~of~life~ in a number ot chtfefeht~

wa^s. " Physical trainmgl^ commonly"fhougKrfo"foster the virtue

^ courage. The object .of training in music is a matter of ddiibt

and dispute. § 2. At present, indeed; if is'maihly studied' as if its

objeCt^ere pleasure; but the real reason which originally led to

its being made a subject of education is something higher. Our (

very nature has a tendency (on which we have often remarked) to
;

seek of itself for ways and means which will enable us to use
;

leisure rightly, as well as to find some right occupation
;
indeed it

is the power to use leisure rightly, as we would once more repeat,
^

which is the basis of all our life.~ § 3. It is true that both occupa- 1

tion and leisure are necessary; but it is also true that leisure is
,

higher than occupation, and is the end to which occupation is
'

directed. Our problem, therefore, is to find modes of activity

which will fill our leisure. We can hardly fill our leisure with play.

To do so would be to make play the be-all and end-all of life.

and literature—he must be a dilettante, with a fine edge of appreciation, but with
j

an edge of execution which is not too precious or virtuose. Something of the ,

same circle of ideas already inspires Castiglione’s II Cortegiano, at the beginning
|

of the sixteenth century. The courtier must have a sort of magnanimity, or >

sprezzatura, about all the knowledge which he professes, ‘employing in every-
;

thing a certain disdain which conceals art’. On the idea of ‘the mechanical’, or
,

‘banausic’, see the Introduction, p. Ixxiv.
*

‘i.e. they may be used in support of the view that useful subjects should be

studied, or in support of the view that subjects tending to promote virtue should \

be studied’ (Ne^vman, vol. iii, p. 510). ^

* The fact has already been insisted upon, in Book VII c. Xiv, § 22, and

c. XV, §§ 1-2.
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§ 4. That is an impossibility. Play is a thing to be chiefly used in \

connexion with one side of life—the side of occupation. (A simple -

argument shows that this is the case. Occupation is the companion i

of work and exertion: the worker needs relaxation: play is intended

to provide relaxation.) We may therefore conclude that play and

gamjs should only be admitted into our state at the propertimes

and seasons, and should be applied as restoratives. The feelings

which play produces in the mind are feelmgs'oFfelTef from 1338 a
exertion; and the pleasure it gives provides relaxation. Leisure

is a different matter: we think of it as having in itself intrinsic

pleasure, intrinsic happiness, int^sic fdicity,^ § 5. Happiness

of that order dbes'nbt belong to those who are engaged in occupa- '

tion: it belongs to those who have leisure. Those who are engaged

in occupation are so engaged with a view to some end which they

regard as still unattained. But felicity is a present end; and all

men think of it as accompanied by pleasure and not by pain. It is «

true that all are not equally agreed about the nature of the pleasure \

which accompanies felicity. Different persons estimate its nature !

differently, according to their own personality and disposition.

But the highest pleasure, derived from the noblest sources, will V

be that of the man of greatest goodness.
'

§ 6. It is clear, therefore, that there are some branches of learn- \

ing and education which ought to be studied with a view to the
|

1

proper use of leisure in the cultivation of the mind. It is clear,

too, that these studies should be regarded as ends in themselves,,

while studies pursued with a view to an occupation should be
regarded merely as means and matters of necessity. § 7. This will

explain why our forefathers made music a part of education. They
did not do so because it was necessary: it is nothing of the sort.

Nor did they do so because it is useful, as some other subjects are.

Reading and writing, for example, are useful in various ways—for

money-making; for house-keeping; for the acquisition of know-
ledge; and for a number of political activities. Drawing may be
held to be useful in helping men to judge more correctly [and
therefore to purchase more wisely] the works of different artists.

[Music serves none of these uses.] Nor is it, like physical training,

useful in improving health and military prowess : it has no visible

effect upon either. § 8. We are thus left with its value for the|

cultivation of the mind in leisure. This is evidently the reason ofl

its being introduced into education: it ranks as a part of the

.
^ The argument here is that occupation has no intrinsic pleasure, but has to

be supplemented by an extrinsic pleasure derived from subsequent play.
Leisure, on the contrary, has an intrinsic pleasure, which is felt in the very act
and moment of its use.

)
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cultivation which men think proper to freemen. This is the mean-
ing of the lines in Homer, beginning,

Such are they who alone should be called to the boimtiful
banquet,

and continuing (after a mention of various guests) with the words,

§ 9. With them call they a minstrel, to pleasure all men with
his music.

Again, in another passage, Odysseus is made to say that music is

the best of pastimes when men are all merry, and

They who feast in the hall lend their ears to the minstrel

in silence.

Sitting in order due.

§ 10. We may take it as evident, from what has been said, that

there is a kind of education in which parents should have their]

sons trained not because it is necessary, or because it is useful, but
simply because it is liberal and something good in itself. Whether,
this kind of education is confined to a single subject, or includes

a number of subjects; what the subjects are (if they are several),

and how they should be studied—all this must be left for further

discussion. §11. But we have already reached a point at which .

t( we are entitled to say that the evidence of tradition supports our 1

general view. This is shown by the old-established subjects of '

study; and the example of music is sufficient to make it clear. We
are also entitled to say that the reason why some of the useful

subjects ought to be taught to children—for example, reading and

writing—is not only the fact of their being useful: it is also the \

fact that they make it possible to acquire many other branches
\

of Icnowledge. § 12. Similarly the object of instruction in drawing

is not so much to save people from malting mistalces in their

private purchases, or from being deceived in the buying and selling i

1338 b of articles; it is rather to give them an observant eye for
j

beauty of form and figure. To aim at utility everywhere is utterly

unbecoming to high-minded and liberal spirits.

§ 1
3.'/In educating children we must use the instrument of

habits before~we~use that bfTeasonrand we’ musrdeal whh the I

body before we dealTvith 'tHe mind.'' We must therefore begin by ,

puttifig-tKem" mto' the harids’of physical instructors and games-

masters. The former will give them a proper habit of body: the
j

latter will teach them all the necessary accomplishments.
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B

PHYSICAL TRAINING, OR GYMNASTIC (c. iv)

Chapter IV

There are dangers in over-athleticism^ and defects in the Shartan

"syftewTofledticMion: courage is not the only virtue, and a training

mecintTo ~^odiice toii0iness'is onesided and ineffective, even in the

mattefTtjfdsii^mgirue courage. The right policy in regard to hkysical

\
Tmining~is't6~dxoidrcm excessvve~^r^^ which stunt.sJheJ>rotiS]L

)
devddpm£nf~df~ihe hody. Light exercises till the age of Iruherty^

JoUowed by a period of three years spent in study ^ which should he

folld^dTin turn by a period of hard,.exercise and strict diet—this is

'tfie~Best~sy^m. The young should not be made to work hardwith\
body and mind simultaneously.

'

§ I. Among the states which are generally regarded as paying

the greatest attention to the training of youth, there are some which
seek to create an athletic habit of body, but do so at the cost of

serious injury both to the figure and the growth of the body. The
Spartans have not been guilty of this particular error; but they

turn the young into savages by imposing rigorous exercises, in the ?

idea that this is the best way of fostering the virtue of courage.
\

§ 2. It is, however, a mistake, as we have repeatedly said, to direct Jsi

the training of youth exclusively, or mainly, to this one virtue; and
even if courage were the main object, the Spartans are wrong in

their way of encouraging it. Both in the animal world, and among
uncivilized peoples, courage is always found, as observation will \

show us, not in association with the greatest ferocity, but in 1

connexion with a gentler and more lion-like temper. § 3. There .

are, it is true, many uncivilized peoples which are ready enough
to indulge in murder and cannibalism. Among the peoples on the

coast of the Black Sea, the Achaeans and Heniochi are of this

sort, and some of the inland peoples are equally or even more
savage

;
they are peoples of bandits—but they have no real courage.

§ 4. Even the Spartans themselves, as we know from experience,

were superior to others only so long as they were the only people 4

which assiduously practised the rigours of discipline; and nowadays |

they are beaten both in athletic contests and in actual war. Their
|

previous superiority was not due to the particular training which
they gave to their youth: it was simply and solely due to their

having some sort of discipline when their antagonists had none at v

all. § 5. The noble hea^t—not the ferocious temper—should bear
the palm. It is not wolves, or other savage"aniraals, that will fight

a good fight in the presence of a noble danger: it is the man who is
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of a good courage. > § 6. To let youth run wild in savage pursuits,
and to leave them untrained in the disciplines they really need, is

really to degrade them into vulgarity. It is to make them serve the
*

statesman’s purposes in one respect, and one only; and even there,

as our argument shows, ^ it is to make them of less service than
those who have been differently trained. § 7. We must not judge
the Spartans on the grounds of their former achievement, but on
the grounds of their present position. The Spartan training has
now to face rivals. Formerly it had none.

There is now general agreement about the necessity of physical \

training, and about the way in which it ought to be given./Till
'

the age of puberty the exercises used should be light, and there

should be no rigorous dieting or violent exertion, such as may
hinder the proper growth of the body. § 8. The bad effects of

excessive early training 1339 a are strikingly evident. In the lists

of Olympic victors there are only two or tluree cases of the same
person having won in the men’s events who had previously won
in the boys’

;
and the reason is that early training, and the compul-

sory exercises which it involved, had resulted in loss of energy.

§ 9. [Ttere will Aus be hght exercises in the years before puberty.] /;

After that age is reached, the liext three years rnay" be spen^

other studi^ [such as reading and writing, m^^ and drawing];?,

and' then tfie next"pefio'd”df development may properly be given \
to hard exercisTand“stficrdiefpItTsnpt‘_rigfi^^ work with the

|

mind and'the Body a^fie same time. 'The two different sorts ofwork
tehd' nafu'fally to produce different, and indeed opposite, effects.

Physical work clogs the mind; and mental work hampers the body,
i

'

THE AIMS AND METHODS OF EDUCATION IN MUSIC (cc. v-vii)

Chapter V
There are three possible views about the purpose of education in

musk—(i) that it serves 'for amii^ienfand felamtionrf^^iat it_,

~s^ves^ as a imam_ofSmfdkitmnitfgX(^) thaf it serves as a means to !

the cultivation of the mind. Amusement cannot ITthTdiinf ifit wefe^ ,

we sJiduTdmfwm^tjihaikicMldfeTrtdugM'tdrplay music tJie7nselves

;

'

we shoiird'be..content-toJetjthem ^et amusement by listening to"tKe__

^playins^oLoihers... But thisjarsumeiit cutfseveFdrways dfonce. If _

moral trainm^ be regarded as the -purpose of musk, we tnay equally

"^s^wli^her children should be taught to play themselves for that

> -hurpo^Tand evenffthe.cultivation oflJiemmd be regarded as its aim,

'wT’otuv still raise the same question. We may therefore dismiss for

* This argiunent has shown, in § 4, that the Spartans are beaten by others even

on their own chosen field.
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the present the question whether children should hlav themsehes.jmd.

turn back to consider the aim of education in music independently of

that question .

' “

' Jn^'sense education in music has more than one aim. Music _

pro^tl^s pismme, and tJi^pleasure which itĵ oduces may semeJdie-^ -i

purpose of amusement as well as that of cultivation ofJhe mind and the

right use of leisure. (The fact that music and its pleasure can serve

’^]5oih ^t7i)oses 7xplatns hozo easy itls to falfmto the idea that amuse-

ment is the one end of life: we look at the sirnpler and more obvious of

ffietwo purposler^vMfandfdrget the other.
'

)
• But may not music also ,

l^vethe pui^Teofmordriminihg^q^w^^ those of^^msementan^
dultwdtwirdf~f}vrm^ loould appear that it can. Music catr

mpply ‘images’ of the virtues, and by inducing us to. take pleasuxe in

"tRe’^ima^s’it'i^i induce usdo take pleasure in the virtues themselves.

modes and the tiines df music have obvious eihicdreffects. especially

upon the young; and, indeed lxaYMQmt,.in the view of many thinkers .

is the essence—or at any rate an attribute

—

of the soul.

§ I. Some questions concerning music have already been raised

at an earlier stage of our argument; but it will be well to pick up
the thread again here, and to pursue the matter further. We may
thus provide something in the nature of a preface to the considera-

tions which would naturally be advanced in any full view of the

,
subject. § 3. It is difficult to define the exact effects of music; and

‘ it is equally difficult to define the exact purpose for which it ought
'to be studied. Some would hold that the purpose of music, like

that of sleeping or drinking, is simply amusement and relaxation.

Sleep and drink are not in themselves good things; but they are

at any rate pleasurable things, and, as Euripides says, they ‘bid

. dull cares avaunt’. § 3 . It is on this ground that music is sometimes
i ranked with them both, and that sleep and drink and music (to

which dancing may also be added) are all treated in just the same
way.. Another possible view is that music should be regarded as

something of an influence making for goodness, inasmuch as it has
the power of giving a tone to our character (just as physical training
can give a tone to our bodies) by habituating us to feel pleasure in

the right sort of way.* § 4. ’There is still a third possible view—
that music has some contribution to make to the cultivation of our
minds and to the growth of moral wisdom.^'

J^usic, e.g. the Marseillaise, may affect our character, and give it a
habituatingus to take pleasure in the message of couragewhich it conveys.

”, views may be compared with the threefold classification of the
soul m Book VII, c. xiv, §§ n-iz (see the note ad locum). The view that music,
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j

It is clear that amusement is not the object with a view to which

I

the young,should be educated. Learning is not a rriatter of amuse-
ment. It is attended by effort and pain. On the other hand it is

also true that cultivation of the mind is not a thing which is proper
for children o^jho.Yoi^^b^fa'te^grli'geV Thdse"whb are themselves
stiirsRdrt of their own end cannot yet cope with the ultimate end.

§ 5. [A case may indeed be made out for amusement, and] we may \

argue that the serious studies of children [including music] are
ways and means to the amusement which they will be able to
enjoy when they reach their full growth as adults. But if that 1

ground be taken, why (we may ask) should children be taught to \

play music them^efoe^ ? Why should they not follow the example 1

ofthe Persian and Median kings, and get their pleasure and instruc-

tion through listening to others who make a business of music?

§ 6. Those who make it an occupation and a profession are bound
to attain a better result than those who only practise it long
enough just to learn. We may add that if children are to be made
to work away at musical performances, they ought equally to be
made to work at the business of cooking—which is absurd,

§ 7. The problem whether children should learn to play them-
1

‘

selves equally arises if we look at music as a power which canj

improve character. Plere, too, we may ask, ‘Why should children \

learn to perform themselves, and why should not listening to the f

music of others be enough to give them the 1339 b power of
^

enjoying and appreciating music in the right sort of way?* The
Spartans act on that principle: they do not learn to play; but

report says that they are able to appreciate properly the difference

between good and bad tunes. § 8. Much the same may be said

if we take the third view about music, and hold that it ought to

be used to promote our felicity and to give us a libei*al cultiva- j

tion. Why, for this purpose, should we learn ourselves, instead of \

drawing on the seiwices of others? Here we shall do well to '

remember the conception we hold of the gods. The Zeus of our

poets does not sing, or play on the harp; [he simply listens]. We
are apt to regard as vulgar those who do otherwise, and we think

of them as behaving in a way in which a man w'ould not behave

unless he were drunk or jesting.

§ 9. This, however, is perhaps a matter for later consideration.

We must first inquire whether music should, or should not, be
)

included in education; and that leads us to ask, ‘In which of the
|

like sleep and drink, is a form of amusement and relaxation, connertsjt with the

irrational' part'of the soulr'The view'that music makes for gbpdhessi cohhect's^it

witE^e pracficardivision of_thej3ti,onal„parCpf tHe soul. The third..and,.last

view ronn pcts* it with^tHe’ spe'culative division of that part. ,
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? three ways previously distinguished does it act—^the way of educa-

: tion [or the giving of tone to the character], or that of amusement,
"

or that of cultivation of the mind ?’ There are reasons for connect-

] ing it with all three; for it evidently embraces elements common to

j all. § 10. [Let us take, for example, as one of these elements, the

element of pleasure.] Amusement is intended to produce relaxa-

tion; and relaxation, which is in its nature a remedy for the pain

produced by exertion, must necessarily contain the element of

pleasure. Similarly, again, cultivation of the mind is generally

agreed to have an element of pleasure, as well as an element of

nobility; and the spirit of true felicity is a spirit composed of both

of these elements. [Pleasure, therefore, is an element comrnpn
both to amusement and to cultivation.] Now we all agree

that music, whether instrumental or accompanied by the voice, is

one of the greatest of pleasures.* At any rate we can cite the

testimony of the poet Musaeus:

Song is to mortals the sweetest;

and here we may see the reason why men veiy naturally enlist the

aid of music for their social parties and pastimes—it has the power
of gladdening their hearts. vlWe may therefore conclude that the

pleasure it gives them is one of the reasons why children ought to

be educated in music. § 13. All innocent pleasures have a double ^
use: they not only help us to achieve our end [i.e. felicity], but
they also serve us as means of relaxation. It is seldom we enjoy

the fruition of our end. But we can often enjoy relaxation, and
indulge ourselves in amusements (not so much with a view to

something beyond, but just for the pleasure they give us); and it

may therefore be well to let the young rest and relax for a while in

the pleasures which come from music.

. § 13. Men fall, it is true, into a way of making amusements the

i
end of their life. The reason for their doing so is that the end of

' life would seem to involve a kind of pleasure. This kind of pleasure

^

is not the ordinary, but in their search for it men are apt to mistake
i ordinary pleasure for it; and they do so because pleasure generally

has some sort of likeness to the ultimate end of human activity.

This end is desirable just for itself, and not for the sake of ariy

future result; and tlje plejisures of amusement are similar—they
are not desired for the¥ake of some result in the future, but rather

because of something which has happened in the past, that is to

say, the exertion and pain which have already been undergone. ^

.P-

? * The argument is that music is a great pleasure; that pleasure is an element
i common both to amusement and to cultivation; and that music, therefore, is

•, intended both for amusement and cultivation—and not for one object only.
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§ 14. This, it may reasonably be held, is the cause which induces
|men to seek happiness from pleasures of this order. ‘

not the only reason why men have recourse to music.
Another reason is its utUUy in furnishing relaxation. ^ This is how
the case for it seems to stand? But we have to inquire whether
it does not possess, over and above these accidents [of pleasure and
utility], 1340 a an essence which is of higher value than the uses

|

hitherto mentioned. Perhaps there is more in question than our ^

sharing in the common pleasure which all men derive from music

—

a pleasure, indeed, which is natural and instinctive, and which
explains why the use of music appeals to all ages and all types of
character—and perhaps we ought to consider whether music has
hot also some sort of bearing^pn our characters and qur souls.

§16. It will clearly have such a bearing if bur characters are|'

actually affected by music. That they are so affected is evident'

from the influence exercised by a number of different tunes, buti

especially by those of Olympus. His tunes, by general consent,

have an inspiring effect on the soul; and a feeling of inspiration is

an affection of the soul’s character.^ § 17. We may add that, in

listening to mere imitative sounds, where there is no question of

time or tune, all men are moved to feelings of sympathy.

Since music belongs to the category of pleasures, and since good-

ness consists in feeling delight where one should, and [oving and

hating aright, we may clearly draw some conclusions. 3^Tirst, there

is no lesson which we are so much concerned to learn, and no habit

which we are so much concerned to acquire, as that of forming

right judgements on, and feeling delight in, fine characters and ]

good actions. § musical times and tunes provide us with
^

images of states of character—^images of anger, and of calm;

images of fortitude and temperance, and of all the forms of their

opposites; images of the other states—^which come closer to their

* The distinction here drawn is somewhat subtle. Aristotle has previously
j

said that there are three headings under which music may be discussed—amuse- <

ment, moral instruction, and Uie cultivation of the mind. Here he appears to
j

draw a distinction within the first heading—the distinction between amuseinent
j

which is just pure pleasure, and amusement which has utility because it brings
j

recreation and refreshes the mind.
® Newman notes (vol. iii, p. 536), ‘Aristotle has to prove that inusic affects

the character of the soul ;
therefore he has to prove that the inspiration which it

|

admittedly produces is an affection of the character of the soul. Soine may have \

regarded it as a bodily affection, . . . and others as a special condition of the I

mind, . . . but Aristotle regards it as connected with an impulse to action, .
'

and this is perhaps the reason why he here traces it to the character of the soul*

* The general argument is that, since (r) music can give pleasure, and (2) >

goodness consists in feeling pleasure aright (i.e. in connexion with the right sort
^

of acts and the right sort of characters), music of the right character can help >

in producing goodness, because it can help in producing a feeling of pleasure in <

acts and characters of the right sort.
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actual nature than anything else can do. This is a fact which is.

clear from our own experience; to listen to these images is to-

undergo a real change of the soul. § 19. Now to acquire a habit ‘

of feeling pain or taking delight in an image is something closelyj

allied to feeling pain or taking delight in the actual reality. The-

man, for example, who finds delight in looking at the sculptured!

image of some object—^purely on the ground of its intrinsic form

[and not on the ground of its material, or the beauty and cost of

that material]—^will also be bound to find pleasure in looking at

the actual object itself. § 20. It is true that the objects of some of
(

the senses, such as touch and taste, cannot furnish any resemblance
|

to states of character. Objects of sight may do so, but only to a 1

slight extent. There are indeed shapes and figures which bear
^

resemblance to states of character, but the resemblance is not great
^

and we have to remember that all sorts of persons have the sense^

of sight.’^ Moreover, the shapes and colours presented by visual

art are not representations of states of character: they are merely)

indications. §21. And they are indications which can only be
given by depicting the body when under the influence of some\

emotion.2' But in so far as there is any difference between the effects

of looking at different works of art, the young should be dis-

couraged from looking at the works of Pauso, and encouraged

to study the works of Polygnotus and any other painter or

sculptor who depicts moral character.

With musical compositions, however, the case is different. They
are, in their very nature, representations of states of character.

§ 22. This is an evident fact. In the first place, the nature of the

modes varies; and listeners will be differently affected according

as they listen to different modes. The effect of some will be to

produce a sadder and graver temper 1340 h—^this is the case, for

example, with the mode called the Mixolydian. The effect of

others (such as the soft modes)^ is to relax the tone of the mind.
Another mode is specially calculated to produce a moderate and
collected temper; this is held to be the peculiar power of the

Dorian mode, while the Phrygian mode is held to give inspiration

and fire. § 23. We may well approve of the views thus advanced
by those who have studied the subject of musical education; for

‘ The argument would appear to be (i) that objects of sight can only resemble
states of character to a small extent, and (2) that—as all sorts of persons have
the sense of sight—this small resemblance -will tend to pass unregarded among
the mass.

,
^Statuary, therefore, cannot represent courage; it can only indicate it—and

that only by depicting a human body when xmder the influence of the emotions
aroused by the presence of danger. Music, on the other hand, can get to the soul
of courage.

3 The softer varieties, Ne-wman suggests, of the Ionian and Lydian modes.
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the evidence by which they support their theories is derived from
actual facts.

What has just been said about musical modes is equally appli- !
'

cable to the varieties of musical time. Some of these varieties have
-

y a more steady character; others have a lively quality; and these

last may again be divided, according as they move with a more
vulgar rhythm or move in a manner more suited to freemen.

§ 24. .What we have said makes it clear that music possesses the I 'c
power of producing an effect on the character of the soul.^ If it 1

can produce this effect, it must clearly be made a subject of study
and taught to the young. § 35. We may add that the teaching of

;

• music is congenial to the natural endowment of youth. Owing to

their tender years, the young will not willingly tolerate any un-
;

sweetened fare; and music, by its nature, has a quality of sweet- I

ness. Nor is that all. The modes and rhythms of music have an
affinity with the soul, as well as a natural sweetness. This explains .

why many thinkers connect the soul with harmony—some saying
;

that it ty a harmony, and others that it possesses the attribute of
“

harmony.2

Chapter VI

We return to the question, 'Should children he taught to Hay tJiem-

- y To pTdge any performance well, you ought to be able to

perfonn yoursTff: and the answer to the question is therefore ‘ Yes ’

—

provided that the performance of music is not carried to -professional

Lensfhs. Three inquiries thus suggest themselves— what is the

fenffth to which the tierformance of music should be carried: (z) what

sorts of melodies and rhythms should children learn to play; and

(3) what instruments should they use? In regard to the first of these

ouestio?is, we may say that difficult compositions should not be at-

tempted, and the toint to which children shoidd ^o inJeamino to play.
themselves is the point at which they be^in to be abh to appreciate

~^od melodies and rhythms. In re^d~toihe iast~6ft]ie t]iree_jiues-^

* Aristotle never gets to the highest of the topics previously suggested—that %

of the effect of music on the speculative division of the rational part of the soul,
5

or, in other words, on ‘the cultivation of the mind’. But cf. c. v, § 4.

2 From hannony, from heavenly harmony
This universal frame began;
From harmony to harmony
Through all the compass of the notes it ran,

The diapason closing full in man.
(Dryden, Sang for Saint Cecilia's Day.)

' ^ Jaeger, in his Aristoteles (p. 43), remarks that Aristotle’s own doctrine of the soul

in the De Anima ‘stands midway between the materialistic conception that the

soul is a harmony of the body and the Platonic conception . . . that it is itself ’i

a substance’.
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tions, we may deprecate the use of the flute or similar instmmeuts^

Wp.~m^'al^‘"deprecate am attempFat Professional skill and any

'entermd~^fcdmpetitiom, which tends to have a vulsarizins effect.

§ I. It remains to answer the question, which has already been

tentatively raised, whether children ought to learn music by actually

singing and playing. It is clear that it makes a great difference to

the acquisition of an aptitude whether one has, or has not, joined

in an actual performance. It is difficult, if not impossible, for those i

who have never joined in a performance to become good judges ]

of others. § 2. Children, too, should always have something to

keep them occupied; and the rattle of Archytas (which parents

give to children in order to divert their attention and stop them
from breaking things in the house) must be counted an admirable

invention. Young things can never keep quiet: a real rattle suits 1

children in infancy: and a training in music will serve as a rattle I

for children of an older growth.

§ 3. These considerations make it plain that a training in music

;
should include some share in its actual performance. There is no
difficulty in determining what is suitable or unsuitable for the

different ages of growth; and we can easily answer the objection
‘ that a study of music which includes execution is professional and
- mechanical. § 4. We must begin by noting that the purpose for ^
which the young should join in the actual performance of music
is only that they should be able to judge [the performances of

others]. This means that they ought to practise execution in their

: earlier years
;
but it also means that they ought to be released from

. it at a later age, when the education they have received in their youth
should have made them able to judge what is good and to appreci-

ate music properly. § 5. The censure which is sometimes passed

on music—^that it produces a professional or mechanical turn of

mind—^may be easily answered ifwe pause to make a few inquiries.
' What, in the first place, is the point up to which those who are

being trained with a view to civic excellence should continue to

join in actual performances ?''^Secondly, what is the quality 1341 a
pf the melodies and rhythms in which they ought to be instructed ?

-Thirdly, what is the nature of the instruments (for that, too, is

likely to make a difference) in the use of which they ought to be
trained ? § 6. If we answer these questions we shall also be able to

answer the censure. There may well be some kinds of music which
have a mechanical effect; [but we must begin by distinguishing

the different effects of different kinds before we can really judge]. ^

We may take it for granted that the study of music should be
pursued in such a way that it will neither impede the activities of
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later and riper years, nor produce a mechanical habit of body which
.. is ineffective for the purposes of the period of military and civic

training—ineffective, initially, in bodily exercise, and afterwards
in the pursuit of knowledge. § 7. The study of music might
follow these lines if tiyo conditions were observed-^first, that

pupils were not set to worE“’bh''tEe"s6ft of performances which
belong to professional competitions j^secondly, that they were not
made to attempt the extraordinary and extravagant feats of execu-
tion which have recently been introduced into competitions, and
have thence passed on into education. § 8. Even so [i.e. when such
excesses have been excluded], performances should only be carried!

to the point at which students begin to be able to appreciate good ;

melodies and rhythms, and are not content merely to enjoy that com- ^

mon element in music [i.e. the element of mere pleasure] which is

felt by some of the animals and by nearly all slaves and children.

The nature of the instruments which should be used may also

!

be inferred from what has just been said. § 9. Flutes should not \

be used in musical education; and we ought to avoid any other

instrument which requires professional skill, such as the harp and
all other such mstrumentsr'The'Thstrumehts which ought to be

used are those that will make students intelligent, whether in the

field of music itself or in other fields of study. A further argument

.11 against the flute [besides the technique which it requires] is the
[

fact that it does not express a state of character, but rather a mood
j

of religious excitement; and it should therefore be used on those

occasions when the effect to be produced on the audience is the

release of emotion {katharsis), and not instruction. § 10. Another r

reason against the use of the flute in education is the fact that s

flute-playing prevents the player from using his voice. Our "

ancestors were therefore right in debarring the use of the flute ,

to youths and freemen—although they had in earlier days en-
j

couraged it. § ii. In those earlier days wealth had given them -

increased leisure and a higher appetite for general excellence:

their achievements, in the period of the Persian wars and after-

wards, had elated their pride; and anxious only to explore fresh

fields they took all studies indiscriminately for their province. It

was in this spirit that they introduced flute-playing into education.

§ 13. Even in Sparta the leader of a chorus is reported to have

played the flute for his dancers personally [instead of leaving it to

a hired player]
;
but at Athens flute-playing attained such vogue \

that most freemen joined in the fashion—^witness the tablet erected 'j

' by Thrasippus, who had equipped a chorus of dancers, in honour

of Ecphantides [the fluteplayer of the chorus]. At a later date,

when men were better able to judge what really conduced to
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excellence, and what had the opposite effect, a larger experience

of flute-playing led to its final rejection. § 13. Many of the older

instruments were also included in the rejection—zithers, lutes, and
.

similar instruments calculated merely to please the audience; and, ,

along with them, heptagons, triangles, sackbuts, and all other

instruments merely 1341 b requiring manual dexterity. There is

wisdom in the myth of the ancients about the flute. Athene, it

tells us, invented the flute—and then threv; it away. § 14. There

is some point, too, in the rest of the story—that she threw it away
in disgust at the ugly look of her face when she was playing upon
it. But Athene is the goddess to whom we ascribe the gift of

knowledge and skill in the arts; and it seems more likely that she .

threw it away because the study of flute-playing has nothing to I

do with the mind.

§ 15. Both in regard to the instruments used, and the degree^

of proficiency sought, we may accordingly reject any professional
|

system of instruction. By that we mean any system intended to 1

prepare pupils for competitions. On such a system the player,

instead of treating music as a means to his ov/n improvement,
makes it serve the pleasure—and that a vulgar pleasure—of the

audience to which he is playing. That is why we regard his per-

formance as something improper in a freeman, and more befitting

a hireling. § 16. The players themselves may also become vulgar 1

in the process. The standard by which they fix their aim [i.e. the t

pleasure of their audience] is a bad standard: the commonness of 1

the audience tends to debase the quality of the music; and the

artists themselves, with their eyes on the audience, are affected \

by it—affected not only in mind, but also even in body, as they
| .

move and swing to suit the taste of their hearers.
^

Chapter VII

hi regard to the^on^ questim-̂ hat sort of melodies and r]wthms\

Jliould children learn to play?—there is this to be said. Melodies can

intd~(iYtlidsfwfiicli are excessive of character, (2) those
^11 y' '•

y . *
"

"ji **[7 ‘''V*

'

' ''*'**"— '» i*—*^**^***

which stimiMte_to^^^it^and {2\ those. wMch

.

produce inspiration.

The benefits zohich may be derived from music can also he stated under
three heads—(i)_educatio2i, (2) release of emotion, and R) cultivation

rr. T 7
.1.1 I

-

ofthe mind., with which we may also link relaxation and recreation.

The relation of the differ'enfsofijof melodies to the different benefits:

the melodies suitable for producing the beneifTof release of emotion .

to difjWenfsdrWofmidiences—the.educated^
and the uneducated. The~cF^'act'ef~dffhe afferent modes, especially

the Dorian and Phrygian, and the different effects which theyproduce.
The different ages of life best suited by different sorts of music.
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§ 1. It remains to consider the different modes and times to
\

determine whether they should all be used, or a choice should be
|made among them; and to decide whether those who are practising

music with a view to education should observe the same rule [as

/> . all others who practise it] or a special rule of their own. There
is also a further subject to be considered. Music is produced, as
we may easily observe, by the two means of melody and time; and
we ought therefore to know the influence exercised on education
by either of these means, and to ask ourselves whether we ought
to prefer music with good melody to music in good time.2 § 2. But
we believe that there is a good deal of truth in the observations
made on these matters by some of the musicians of our day, and
also by some of our thinkers, on the more philosophic side, who
are versed in the general subject of musical education. We there-

fore propose to refer any student who desires a precise treatment
of each subject to these authorities; and we confine ourselves here

;

to sketching general outlines and laying down, much as a law does, I

the broad rules to be followed.
‘

§3. We accept the classification pf.,melodies, which is made by /•

some of our philosophic thinkers, into those which are expressive

of character, those which stimulate to action, and those which
' produce inspiration; and we note that these thinkers would also

mak'eTHe'hature of the musical modes correlative to that of these

classes, with each different mode corresponding to each different

class of melody. On the other hand we hold, as has already been
stated,3 that music should not be pursued for any single benefit

which it can give, but for the sake of several. There are thr.e,e

benefits which it can give. One is education: a second is releasj^of

emofibh'(the sense of that term will Se explained more clearly in

our"lectures on poetics, but may be left to speak for itself at the

moment) : a third is the benefitj[ffjmltiyation, with which may be
linked.that,of recreation and.relaxation of strain.”^ It is clear from

1343 a the view^we have stated that all the modes should be used,

* Aristotle has treated two of the subjects mentioned in § 5 of the previous x

chapter—the &st and the third: he now discusses, in conclusion, the remaining 1

subject—the second in the original order of enumeration.
^ The translation follows an emendation of the text suggested by Newman,
s See c. V, §§ 9-10.
4 See c. Ill, § 4, of this Book, where Aristotle also mentions together—but

mentions as different—the two ideas of (i) leisiure and cultivation and (2)

recreation and relaxation. It should be added that the three ‘benefits’ of music
|

here mentioned are different from the three effects ascribed to music in the
j

beginning of chapter v. There the three effects of music are explained as (a) !

amusement and relaxation, (6) moral training, and (c) cultivation of the mind, i

Here Aristotle adds release of emotion as a new effect, but combines (a) and (c) 1

together—retaining (6) as it stands, though with the iiew style of ‘education ... \

through the modes which express character best’.
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but not in the same sort of way.’"When education is the object in

view, the modes which ought to be used are those which express

character best: when it is a question of listening to the performance

of others, we may also admit the modes which stimulate men to
j

action or provide them with inspiration. § 4. Any affection which

strongly moves the souls of several persons will move the souls

of all, and will only differ from person to person with a difference

of degree. Pity, fear, and inspiration are such affections.' The
feeling of being possessed by some sort of inspiration is one to

which a number of persons are particularly liable. These persons,

as we can observe for ourselves, are affected by religious melodies; j'

and when they come under the influence of melodies which fill
|

the soul with religious excitement they are calmed and restored!

as if they had undergone a medical treatment and purging.

§ 5. The same sort of effect will also be produced [i.e. by appro-

priate music] on those who are specially subject to feelings of fear

and pity, or to feelings of any kind; indeed it will also be produced

on the rest of us, in proportion as each is liable to some degree of

feeling; and the result will be that all alike will experience some sort

of purging, and some release of emotion accompanied by pleasure.

We may add that melodies which are specially designed to purge the
\

emotions are likewise also a source of innocent delight to us all.
^

§ 6. We may go on to argue that these arethe modes and melodies \

which competitors in musical contests ought to be required to use. f

But there are two different kinds of audiences, One is an audience

composed of the free andjeducated,^ the other is the common
audience composed ’df mechanics,, hired labourers, and the like.

There should therefore be contests and festivals hot only for me '

first kind of audience, but also for the second, to give it the relaxa-

tion of which it stands in need. § 7. [The music for this second,,

kind of audience will correspond to its state of mind]
;
just as the

\

souls of its members are distorted from their natural state, so there i

are musical modes which are correspondingly perverted, and \

melodies which are similarly strained and overcoloured. A man ^

derives pleasure from what suits him best
;
and we must therefore

^

permit musicians who are competing before an audience of the 1

baser sort to use a baser sort of music which corresponds to their 1

audience.

* Aristotle uses the same word (KatJiarsis) for what has before been translated
as ‘release of emotion’ and for what is here translated as ‘purging’. The release
of the bowels by purging is analogous, in his view, to the release of the feelings
by listening to some forms of music—or by listening to tragedy {Poetics, c. vi).
Newman quotes Milton’s lines about music in Paradise Lost, Book I,

Not wanting power to mitigate and suage
With solemn touches troubled thoughts.
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§ 8. For education, as we have already noted, the melodies and
modes which ought to be used are those expressive of character,
The Dorian, as we have already observed, is one of these modes;
but we must also adopt any of the other modes which we find

^ recommended by those who have been concerned in philosophical
studies and musical education. § 9. Plato, in the Republic, makes
the error of selecting the Phrygian mode as the only one to be
kept along with the Dorian; and his error is the more striking, as

he has previously rejected the use of the flute. Actually the
Phrygian mode 1342 b is related to the others, in the effect which
it produces, as the flute is to other instruments : the effect of both
is religious excitement and general emotion. § lo. We can see

from poetry that this is so. Dionysiac frenzy, and all such agita-

tions of the mind, are more naturally expressed [when depicted

in poetry] by an accompaniment on the flute than by one on any
other instrument. Similarly, in the matter of modes, we find \

that melodies which are in the Phrygian mode are the vehicle
;

suitable for such states of mind. The dithyramb,^ which is gener-

ally agreed to be Phrygian in character, will serve as an example.

§ II. Many instances attesting the character of the dithyramb

are cited by experts in the art of music. The case of Philoxenus

is one. He attempted, but failed, to compose a dithyramb, en-

titled ‘The Mysians’, in the Dorian mode; and he was driven by
the very nature of his theme to fall back on the Phrygian mode
as the more appropriate. § 12. The Dorian mode is generally

)

agreed to be the gravest and the most expressive of a temper of

}

fortitude. It has also another merit. On our general view the
^

mean, which lies midway between extremes, is preferable and
ought to be followed. Now the Dorian mode stands to other modes

j

in the position of the mean. It is therefore Dorian melodies which ,

suit the young best as an instrument of education.^

§ 13. There are two aims which men pursue—the possible, and

the proper; and eaclilnah, iiTEis^pufiuit’of these aifi^Tshould
^

concern himself particularly with what is possible and proper m
\

his own case. This is determined for him by his age. Those who
are old and exhausted find it difficult to sing in high-pitched^

modes
;
and nature herself prompts the use of the lower and softer

modes for that age. § 14. There is therefore justice in the censure '

which some musicians pass upon Plato for rejecting the lower and
* A song, with music and dancing, originally concerned with the birth and

fortunes of the god Dionysus, but afterwards taking a wider range; it was in a
• \ lofty but often inflated style, and was always in the Phrygian mode and therefore

accompanied by the flute.

* Here, as in c. v (see the note on § 24 of that chapter), Aristotle omits to

consider the melodies and modes wliich are suited to the cultivation of the mind
during leisure.
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softer modes as instruments of education, on the ground that they

are connected with drinking—^an argument which is not founded

on the immediate effect of drink (which is mainly one of inspiring

a frenzy of intoxication), but on its. after-effect in producing

exhaustion. We must remember [as Plato failed to do] the years

to come and the days of old age; and with a view to their needs

the lower and softer modes and melodies must also be used [i.e. in 1

youth, and as a part of the education of youth]. § 15. We must
also include any mode which is proper to the age of youth by
virtue of combining the attraction of beauty with some instructive 1

power. This is a combination which the Lydian mode would seem
particularly to present. There are thus three standards to which
education in music should conform—^the mean, the possible, and
the proper.^

t>

Note HHH ; The Conclusion of the Politics

The mean is a standard which suggests the Dorian mode. The possible

is a standard which suggests that age should avoid the high-pitched

:
modes, and content itself with the lower (e,g. the Phrygian)—though (as

i is suggested in § 14) the lower modes may also be studied in youth, with
; a view to the needs of age, along with the high-pitched modes which are

possible for the young. The proper is a standard which suggests the
Lydian mode, as being, by its combination of beauty and instruction,

particularly proper for the young.
At this point the sketch of the ideal state ends—apparently in the middle \

ofan unfinished discussion of education, andwiththe later life and activities \

of the citizen (after liis education is finished) still to be described.' There
is more to be said about the subjects of education (‘gymnastic’, for example,
and intellectual studies) : Aristotle has, on the whole, confined himself to
‘music’. There is more to be said about the different stages of education:
Aristotle has dealt, in the main, only with the early years. There are also

a number of promises of ‘future discussions’ which are not fulfilled. All
that one can say is simple, Aristotle’s notes stopped at this point. That
is just what happens to a set of notes or a course of lectures, as many
lecturers can testify; and there is no more to be said. We cannot
apply the standards of a printed book to the manuscript of a set of notes.
. . . Almost every ‘method’ or section of the Politics stops abruptly. It is

not surprising that the last of the ‘methods’ should have a similar ending.
» See Note HHH.
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The subject of politics was treated by Aristotle not only in the treatise

which bears that name, but also in some of his other treatises and some
of his general writings.

^ ^

Foremost in importance among the other treatises is the * In the
;
>• life ofthe Greek city-state, which drew little distinction betweenwhatwas

private andwhatwas public, and included in its scope the area of social life

and moral conduct as well as that of political action, ethics could be re-

garded as a part or branch of politics. This is the view which Aristotle

adopts iif'rhahy jiarfs of theT’b/ftVcj. But his general view of the relation

in which ethics stands to politics can hardly be said to be constant
;
and

the very fact that he wrote a separatework on ethicswould suggest that he
assigned to it a relative independence. In any case, however, the two'

subjects are closely connected; and the student of the who wishes
to grasp the whole of Aristotle’s political theory is bound to consider
the references to politics which are also to be found in the Ethics.

Next in importance to the Ethics, in its bearing on Aristotle’s theory

of politics, is the Rhetoric. Something is said about the general nature

of this treatise in a later-passage (p. 359). Here it is sufficient to say that

rhetoric, or the art of oratory, was the training-ground for a political

career in the practice~o'rancient Greece—and, later, of ancient Rome

—

and that Aristotle’s treatise on rhetoric is therefore concerned, by the

nature of its subject, with questions of politics.

In the first three of the following appendixes a translation is accord-

ingly given of some of the most important passages in the Ethics and the

^ Rhetoric which bear on matters of politics. Themethodwhich is followed

is that of selecting three main themes (Aristotle’s conception of politics;

his conception of justice, law, and equity; and his classification of con-

stitudqns), and of translating”separately the passages of the Ettiics^asidi

the Rhetoric which bear on each of these themes. The reader will, it is

hoped, profit more from the use of this method than if the translator

had arranged all the passages from the Ethics and the Rhetoric according

to the order in which they appear in Aristotle’s text.

The two last appendixes explain themselves. In the first of them a

translation is given of some passages from the Constitution of Athens,

a compilation in which Aristotle describes the constitutional history of

Athens and gives an account of the actual working of the Athenian

constitution of his time. The reader will see for himself, from these

passages, how much Athenian democracy formed the background of

Aristotle’s theory of politics.

The fifth and last appendix contains a brief account (with a few

incidental translations) of the survivmg fragments of lost Aristotelian

writings—dialogues, pamphlets, compilations, and letters—^which

touched on political themes. The reader may perhaps find a particular

interest in the recorded fragments of Aristotle’s letters to his pupil

t
Alexander and his friend Antipater, the Macedonian regent who dealt

with Greek affairs during Alexander’s absence in Asia.

* By the Ethics the reader is asked to understand the Nicomachean Ethics.

The translator has not considered the other treatise (probably also Aristotelian)

which is called the Eudsmian Ethics.

4774 A a
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ARISTOTLE’S CONCEPTION OF POLITICS IN TPIE

ETHICS AND THE RHETORIC

A. The Conception in the Ethics

I. The conception at the beginning of the Ethics

BOOK I. CHAPTER I

1094 a § I. Every art we follow and every inquiry we make—and

similarly each of our actions and pursuits—may be held to aim at some
good or end. ... § 3. Actions, arts, and sciences are manifold

;
and their

ends must therefore be equally manifold. Medicine, for instance, will

have health for its end : shipbuilding will have boats; the art of war will

have victory; and the art of household management wealth. § 4. [Not

»

only is there a plurality of arts and .their ends : there is also a hierarchy.]

There are a number of arts which come under some single controlling

capacity. The art of bridle-making for instance—and, with it, all other

arts concerned with the instruments for riding—comes under the art

of riding. The art of riding in turn—and, with it, all forms of actions

which are connected with war—comes under the art of war. Similarly

[and on a still further progression] each art will come under yet others

;

[and thus the art of war may come under an even higher art—the art

of politics]. Now in all these cases the ends of the master-arts are

preferable to all the subordinate ends [which are served by the lower

arts coming under the master-arts]. It is for the sake of the former
[ends] that the latter ends are pursued. . . . f\Ve have therefore to

inquire, ‘what is the master-art, and what is its master-end?’]

1

CHAPTER II

§ I. If tliere is some end of the things done by us which we desire for
its own sake, and which is the cause of our desiring other ends—if, in other
words, we do not choose everything for the salce of something other

than itself (which would mean an unending series of choices, and would
make desire an empty and idle thing)—it clearly follows that this

master-end^is^ the, (jpod,,.pr..ratheiL.Jthe_Highest -Good. § 2. We may
ask"burselves, therefore, the question, ‘Has not the knowledge of this

end a large influence on our actual life ? Shall we not, if we possess it,

be more likely to hit the mark of duty, like archers who have a mark to

aim at ?’ § 3. If we answer ‘Yes’ to the question, then we must attempt
to comprehend, at any rate in outline, the nature of this master-end, and
to discover which is the science, or capacity, that has it for its object.

§ 4. That science would naturally seem to be the most sovereign of the
sciences—the science which is most of a master-science. § 5. Now >

politics appears to .be of-.this nature. 1094 b § 6. In the first place, it

^Politics’ in the Greek is an adjectival form—as if we should say ‘the
political’. What is the noun which it implies? Strictly, it is the noun ‘science’
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is politics that determines what other sciences should be studied in
states; which of them should be learned by each group of citizens; and
to what extent they should be learned.* In the second place, observation
shows that even the forms of capacity which are most highly esteemed

—

the art of war; the art of household management; the art of oratory

—

come under the control of politics. § 7. If politics thus makes use of the^.

other sciences, and if, in addition to that, it lays down rules determining
what we should do and what we should leave undone, the end of polities

will embrace the ends of the other arts and sciences; and that end will

therefore be the Good of man. § 8. True, the end of the individual is

the same [in kind] as that of the political community, [and from that

. point of view we might also say that the end of the individual is the
Goo^ of man]; but,^eyen so,,the,end of .the.poGti^l community is [in

degree] a greater thing to attain and.maintain, and a thing more ultimate,^

than the end of the individual. In a word, the [human] end is something
weir worth while even for the individual considered by himself

;
but it

is a finer thing, and a thing of diviner quality, for a people and for civic
j

communities. *

These, then, are the aims to which our inquiry into ethics is addressed

—being, as it is, of the nature of z political inquiry.

[It would thus seem, from the beginning of the Ethics, that ethics is

in a sense subordinate to politics—^which does not mean for a moment
that political raison d!€taf.can>.overbear-ethics, but only that ‘community S

ethics’ (the ethics of a political community living under a constitution
;

which enshrines ‘a way of life’) is a higher stage in the march of human

:

development than ‘individual ethics’. We may now turn from the !

beginning of the Ethics to the end, and consider the point of view at

which Aristotle has arrived after conducting his inquiry into ethics

through the ten books of his treatise.]

3. The conception at the end of the Ethics

BOOK X, CHAPTER IX

1179 a 33 § I . If these sub]ects—^the nature of happiness (or felicity],

the various forms of goodness, and, in addition, friendship andpleasure^

{epistemS). But since sciences may be, in Aristotle’s view, practical as well as
^

theoretical, and since the science of politics is largely practical, we may say that
|

‘the political’ implies the novui ‘art’ or ‘capacity’ [techne or dynamis) no less than

it implies the noun ‘science’. In a word, it implies both. ‘Politics’ is the •

scientific study of the polls, and of all things political, with a view to political i

action or the proper exercise of the political ‘art’. 1

' Accordingly, in Book VIII of the Politics, it prescribes that music should be

studied, and studied by the younger age-groups, but not to an extent which
involves professional skill.

* The Greek noun for ‘end’ is telo^.^ The adjective of that noun is teleios', and

that adjective indicates the state of having reached the end. The word'which is

9 here translated as ‘more ultimate’ thus means ‘more in the state of having !

reached the end’. The end of the political community is the furthest reach of the

whole progression of human ends, and in it and by it the whole progression is

‘more in the state having reached the end’.

3 These are the main subjects of the Ethics. The variousform ofgoodness, moral
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have been treated sufficiently in outline, may we conclude that our

programme of inquiry has attained its end? [Hardly: there is some-

thing more to be added.] In the sphere of doing, it is generally said that

the end we seek does not consist in studying or Imowing the different

things to be done; it consists in actually doing them. § 2. Where ^
the issue which confronts us is [not only that of doing things, but

also that of doing them well, and is thus an issue of] goodness, i

knowledge is certainly not enough. We must also endeavour to possess \

and practise goodness, or we must try any other means there may be
|

for becoming actually good.

[In succeeding sections Aristotle argues—much as he argues after-

wards in the last two books of the Politics—that the great and sovereign ,

means for becoming actually good is a right training in habits during the

years of youth. He then raises the question, ‘By'what means, and hi what
institution, should this training be given ?’ The answer he gives to that

question is, ‘Through a system of law, and in the state\ In order that .

it may turn from knowledge to act, ethics thus becomes a matter of 1

legislation, and thereby a concern of politics. The same note which isi

struck at the beginning of the Ethics accordingly recurs again at the end.

But there is now less speech of politics as the ‘master-science’, and
emphasis is now mainly laid on legislative science (or ‘nomothetics’) as

being a propaedeutic—one may almost say, an ancillary—study which
prepares the soul, ‘like earth which is to nourish the seed’, for an eventual

understanding of the lessons of moral philosophy. Ethics and politics 1

are still closely connected
;
but there is a shifting of values which seems I

^

to result in an enthroning of etliics^pr inQraLphilosophy, with,lnomo-\

thetics’ or.political philosophy serying.as its chief minister. This shifting
of values gradually appears in tKe further course of the argument.] cj'

1

1

1180 a 14 § II. We assume that the man who is to become good
must first be trained and habituated properly, and then go on to spend
his time, in the spirit thus engendered, on wprthy occupations—doing
nothing base or mean either willingly or unwillingly.'~We also assume
that this object can be attained if men. live their lives, in obedience to

some sort of wisdom and under some form of right order—provided this

order has sufficient force. § 12. [Where, then, are such wisdom and
order to be found ?] Paternal discipline has not enough force, and cannot
exert sufficient compulsion. The same is generally true of any sort of

discipline exerted by a single person—unless such a person has the

position of king or some other similar position. Law, on the other hand,
possesses compulsive power, while it is at the' same time a rule (or

order) proceeding from a sort of moral prudence and from understand-
ing. [But there is also a further advantage in an impersonal law,] We
hate all persons who oppose our impulses, even when their opposition

and intellectual, have occupied Books II-VI : friendship has been treated in Books
VIII-IX; there has been a discussion oi pleasure (following on a consideration
of continence and incontinence) in Book VII

; and Aristotle has just finished, in
the previous chapters of Book X, a further discussion of pleasure which has led
to a discussion of happylesspiJelicitY {eudavnoiiia).
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is right; we do not feel that law is a burden when it imposes rules of
right conduct. § 13. Sparta is the only state—or at any rate one of the
few states—in which the legislator can be held to have made any provi-
sion by law for the training and the occupations of citizens. In most states

these matters have been neglected : each man lives as he likes, ‘ruling over
V his children and wife’ in the fashion of the Cyclopes. § 14. The con-,

elusion to which we thus come is that the best course is to have a system'
of public and proper provision for these matters

;
though, failing that, 1

and in the event of public neglect, it would seem to be the duty of each 1

private person to help his children and friends towards the attainment
of goodness, and to show some capacity, or at least some desire, for

doing so.

[Aristotle proceeds to argue that whether the attempt is made publicly

or privately—but he is clear that it should be made publicly—those who
make the attempt should have a ‘nomothetic’ equipment : in otherwords,
they should themselves have the knowledge which a good legislator ;

(or nomothetes) needs before he can lay down rules for the training

men should have and the occupations they should pursue. This leads

him to ask how such knowledge can be acquired.]

1x80 b 28 § 18. Ought we not therefore to ask, ‘From what source;^

and inwhat way, can a man learn how to legislate ?’^ Shallwe say, in reply,

'

that here as elsewhere the people to learn from are those who are en-,

gaged in practice—in this case the practice ofpolitics? It is an argument in'

favour of this reply that legislation has already been counted by us®

as part of the art of politics. Or ought we rather to say that there is

obviously a difference between the art of politics and the method of the

other sciences and arts ? There, the persons who actually practise an art

are also the transmitters of the art. Doctors and painters, for example,

are practitioners and teachers in one. Politics, however, is different.

Here the sophists offer to teach, ^ but none of them practises the science -

he teaches. 1181 a That is reserved for politicians; and they would

^

appear to act by dint of some technique, and in the strength ofexperience, ;

rather than by reflection. Af any rate we never find them writing or
'

lecturing on political matters (though that might well have been a better

occupation than the composition of speeches for the law courts and the

assembly) ;
and we do not find that they have ever succeeded in turning

their sons or any of any of their friends into statesmen. § 19. Yet we

^ The conception of the legislator here implied is like that ofJeremy Bentham
—^and yet imlike. Like Bentham, Aristotle wants a legislator who has appre-

hended the ‘grand principle’ of life and will express it in a corresponding

code. Unlike Bentham, he thinks that the legislator should primarily seek to

institute a state system of education which supplies a moral discipline.

= Aristotle is referring back to Book VI, c. viir, of the Ethics—where, however,

‘nomothetics’ is said to be the master-science in matters concerning the state,

and ‘politics’ (though it has the'more general title) to be related to ‘nomothetics’

as particulars are to the universal. Here the relation seems to be reversed.
_

'

< 3 'This is a Platonic passage, which recalls the argument of the Meno. It is

not clear whether Aristotle is here referring to the sophists of the fifth century,

such as Gorgias and Protagoras, who offered to train men in oratory and politics,

or to contemporary teachers of rhetoric such as Isocrates.
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might reasonably expect them to have done so, if only they had had the

power. There is no better legacy which they could have left to their

state, and no greater distinction which they could have desired for them-

selves, or for their dearest friends. ... At the same time we have to con-

fess that experience does seem to contribute largely to success. If it were

not so, men could not have become politicians simply by virtue of being

familiar with politics. There is thus some reason for saying that those
|

who aim at mastering the art of politics need experience as well [as >,

study].

§ 20. [If politicians are of little avail, the sophists are hardly better.]*

Those of the sophists who profess [to impart a knowledge of legislation]
[

seem to be very far from teaching what they profess. In general, they \

do not even know what legislation is, or what are the subjects with \

which it deals. If they did, they would never have classed it as on a level ^

with rhetoric, or even as something inferior; and they would never have
cherished the idea that legislation is an easy matter for anybody who
will take the trouble to collect all reputable laws.^ ‘It is always possible’,

they say, ‘to pick out the best laws’, as though the picking itself did not

require intelligence, and as though good judgement were not here too

—

just as it is in music—the very greatest of all things. Experience is ?

always needed, in every sphere of activity, forjudging .rightly, the results \

attained; for understanding intelligently.- the .means-and methods by
which they are attained; and for seeing which of them harmonizes with
which. (Inexperience must be'^contenf if it gets as far as just ' dis-

tinguishing between work which has been well done and work which
has been done badly—this is the case, for example, in painting.) Laws
are, as_i.t were,,‘res^ults’ pxpduced.,by.,the politics. We areThusT
confronted by the question, ‘How can these “results” [simply in them- I

selves, and without the factor ofexperience] Il8ib enablemen to become 1

legislators or to judge which laws are the best?’ § 21. [Let us take an
analogy.] We do not find that treatises^ are able to make men doctors;

and yet their authors not only attempt to state the [general] treatments

—

they also try to distinguish different types of physical condition, and to

explain how particular sorts of patients may be cured and ought to be
treated.^ [Even so, and in spite of this detail], medical treatises are

regarded as helpful only to experienced doctors and useless for the
inexperienced. [What is the lesson of this analogy.?] It would appear
to be this. Collections of different laws—and of different constitutions

—

^ This is a direct reference to Isocrates. There is a passage in his De Antidosi
in which it is maintained that the task of the legislator is simply to study the
mass of existing laws, and to bring together those which have foimd a general
acceptance, ‘which any man might easily do at w'ill’.

^ The Greek word here used can mean indifferently a ‘treatise’ (and sometimes
a ‘prescription’), or an ‘ordinance’ (and sometimes a ‘clause of a law’). It thus
readily enables Aristotle to compare ‘treatises’ with ‘laws’.

^ This, Aristotle implies, goes beyond the generality of law, which treats all

sorts of persons as equal and like for its purposes, and thus stops at ‘general . S
treatments’. The conclusion thus suggested is that if medical treatises, in spite
of all their detail, cannot make doctors, laws, with their bare generality, cannot
possibly make legislators.
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those who are able to speculate, and to form a judgement

on the questions, ‘Whi^ch of these different results has been properly
attained, and which not ?’, and ‘\^ich of these results is in harmony

those who peruse such collections without that
ability and habit of mind will not be in a position to form a good judge-
ment (except fortuitously)—though they may possibly become in the
process more intelligent in such matters.^

§ 32 . Previous thinkers have left this subject of legislation unexplored

;

and it may therefore be proper that we should examine it—along with
the general subject of ‘polity’^—in order that our philosophy of things
human may be completed to the best of our power. We may therefore
attempt (i) to review any contributions of value made by our pre-
decessors, on any particular point, and (a) to determine, in the light of
the descriptions of polities which we have collected, the factors which
preserve or destroy states generally, the factors which preserve or
destroy each several type of polity, and the reasons why some states are

well governed and others not. When we have studied these subjects,

we may perhaps be in a better position (3) to decide what type of
polity is the best or ideal, how each type must be constructed in order

to attain its best, and what laws and customs it must employ to that end.

With that we may begin [our discourses on Politics].'^

B. The Conception of Politics in the Rhetoric

[The Rhetoric is a treatise generally studied, like the Poetics, in con-

nexion with literature and literary criticism. But it is, by its nature, a

treatise on political and forensic oratory; and it must therefore be also

studied inconnexionwith politics—themore so because, asthe last chapter

^ The Greek original in the last clause (as in the similar clause in § 20) may
mean either ‘Which result suits which other result?’, or ‘Which result suits which
sort of people?’. The former version, in this context, seems the more probable;

but it must be admitted that the latter version is more appropriate to the general

argument of the Politics, where Aristotle discusses the suitability of laws and
constitutions to particular sorts of peoples.

^ The general result of this argument is that the method of the school of

Isocrates is not enough, and that something more is needed. The ‘something
|

more’ is experience; but it is also something more than experience. It is ex-(

perience enriched by a philosophic study of the values behind politics andj

‘nomothetics’—the study which Aristotle seeks to provide in the Politics.

^ Polity (politeia) is the title of the Platonic dialogue generally termed ‘the

Republic'. The word would seem to be used here in the same large sense by
Aristotle.

The programme here stated is generally followed in the Politics. (1) The
review of the contributions of predecessors is attempted in Book II (after a

preliminary Book I which starts from a reference to Aristotle’s greatest pre-

decessor, Plato). (2) The factors which destroy or preserve states and polities,

and the causes of their being well governed or the reverse, are discussed in

Books IV-VI (after a preliminary Book III which classifies states and lays down
the general principles of politics). (3) The best state is discussed in Books VII-

VIII (after a previous discussion in Book VI of the methods of so constructing

other types—especiallydemocracyand oligarchy—that theymay attain their best).

The ‘descriptions of polities which we have collected’ are the 158 ‘polities’

which Aristotle is recorded to have had compiled, of which ‘The Polity of the

Athenians’ alone survives (see p. 386).
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of the Ethics shows, schools of rhetoric professed to train men not only

in oratory, but also in the science of politics and legislation. Hobbes,

who had otherwise a contempt for Aristotle (‘the worst teacher that

ever was’) confessed that ‘his rhetorique . . . was rare’. The Rhetoric

has a large store of psychological insight,^ on which Hobbes drew: it

has also some notable passages on the study of politics, the nature of

law, and the different forms of constitutions. The passage translated

below is that concerned with the study of politics.]

Book I, c. II, part of § 7 (1356 a 25-30). Rhetoric is of the nature of

an offshoot—on the one hand of logic,^ and on the other of the study

of ethics.3 The study of ethics may not improperly be termed a study of

politics.'^ [Being an offshoot of ethics, which is thus connected with

politics], rhetoric is accordingly led to assume the mantle of politics;

and those who profess the subject pose as professors of politics—a claim

partly due to pure ignorance, partly to self-conceit, and partly to other I

human defects. [Actually the claim is unfounded]; for rhetoric is f

essentially a branch or expression of the logic of probabilities [even if
i

it is also connected with ethics, and thereby with politics]. Neither
'

rhetoric nor the logic of probabilities is a scientific study, dealing with

a definite subject and explaining the nature of that subject; both of

them are simply forms of technique for providing arguments.

[In the passage just translated, Aristotle seeks to put in their proper

place the claims of teachers of rhetoric such as Isocrates. In a later

passage (Book I, c. rv) he proceeds to develop his own views of the kind

of equipment which the orator-statesman needs, and which a school of

rhetoric should provide. It is an equipment not unlike the equipment
suggested in the Politics for the statesman proper (the politikoi) : indeed

the orator-statesman and the statesman proper obviously overlap. We
have always to remember that in the system of the Greek city-state,

with its assembly and its popular law-courts, oratory was a great force

—

as it still is in the system of the modern British state, with its parliament

and its body of barristers pleading in the courts.

In order to determine the equipment ofthe orator-statesman, Aristotle

; begins by stating the subjects on which he will have to speak and advise.
' They are five in number—finance, foreign policy, military defence,

trade, and legislation. He must Be' versed in the knowledge required for

s
^ The first part of Book II (cc. i—xvii) is full of suggestions—particularly,

t; perhaps, the study of the psychological characteristics of the different ages of
man (cc. xii-xiv), and that of the characteristics produced by different conditions

,
—birth, wealth, and power (cc. xv-xvii).

* More exactly, ‘the logic of probabilities’, to which Aristotle applies the
- particular designation of ‘dialectic’—as contrasted with the logic of certainties,

or ‘apodeictic’.
^ The connexion of rhetoric with ethics and politics is well illustrated in a

5. later passage on constitutions, translated in Appendix III B, which explains
' why the orator must understand (i) tlie ends, (2) the moral qualities, and (3) the
manners, institutions, and interests, of different forms of constitution.

^ Ethics may be so termed, because politics is the art or science of producing a
good community, and ethics is the art or science of producingagoodman. The two
thus blend. See theEt/iics, I. c. ii, § 8, translated at the beginning ofthisAppendix.
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each of the five—but particularly and especially in the knowledge
required for legislation.]

Book I, c. IV, § 13 (1360 a 18-37). For the security of the state, the
orator ought to be able to take all these matters into his view; but he
must understand more especially the subject of legislation. It is on the
laws of a state that its whole well-being depends. It is therefore neces-
sary, [since laws are based upon, and vary with, the form of constitution],

that an orator should know how many different forms of constitution
there are; what are the measures suited to the maintenance of each;
and what are the causes, whether domestic or hostile [i.e. internal or ex-

ternal], by which each form is liable to be destroyed.* When I speak of
domestic or internal causes of destruction, I mean that (with the one
exception of the best or ideal constitution) all forms are liable to be
destroyed if the principle proper to each is either relaxed or exaggerated,

?
Democracy, for example, will be more and more weakened, until it

finally turns into oligarchy, alike by the relaxation and by the exaggera-

tion of its principle of liberty. [It is with constitutions as it is with
‘ noses]

; a hooked or snub nose may, it is true, be reduced to a happy
mean by some diminution of its excess; but if it becomes excessively

hooked, or excessively snub, it gets into a condition in which it does not

even look like a nose.*

§ 13. It is a useful thing, for the purpose of [oratory on] matters of legis-

lation, not only to seek to understand what constitution is expedient for

a state through a study of its past history [the historical method], but also

to seek to know the constitutions of other countries and to' understand

what kinds of constitution are appropriate to what kinds of people [the

comparative method].^ This explains why books of travel are useful

aids td"regislation, enabling one, as they do, to comprehend the laws

of non-Greek peoples.'^ It also explains why the researches of those who
write accounts of events are useful aids in political debates.^ But all this

is, strictly speaking, the province of politics, and not of rhetoric. . . .

* Compare Politics, Book V, c. vn, § 14, where the same distinction of internal

and external causes of destruction is made.
- The same simile is used in the Politics, Book V, c. ix, § 7. But the reader will

observe that the parallel between noses and constitutions is not drawn so logically

in this passage as it is in the corresponding passage of the Politics.

3 This is a fundamental point which Aristotle also makes in tlie Politics

(e.g. Book IV, c. I, §§ 1-3). Aristotle thoroughly understood a point often made
by modern thinkers—tliat a particular type of democracy (e.g. the Swiss or the

British) works well for a particular type of people, and cannot be applied else-

where with success unless it is applied to a similar type of people.

+ Flence Aristotle, in addition to having descriptions of 158 Greek constitu-

tions compiled in his school, also produced an account of the institutions

(nomima) of the non-Greek peoples.
s Hence Aristotle, in the description of the Athenian constitution (the one

surviving description from his general compilation), devotes the first and larger

half to a description of Athenian history from 600 to 400 B.c.
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ARISTOTLE’S CONCEPTION OF JUSTICE, LAW, AND
EQUITY IN THE ETHICS AND THE RHETORIC

A. The Conception in the Ethics

[In the account here given of the argument of the Ethics, the translator

has mainly given an analysis of Aristotle’s thought ; but he has illustrated

it, from time to time, by passages of translation, which are marked by
inverted commas.]

In treating of justice, in the Ethics, Aristotle makes a number of dis-

tinctions, which may be briefly stated. But we must first note that the

Greek word for justice {dilmiosyne) has a broader sweep than our word
‘justice’; is something mgre,,tEan legal

;
and inclui^s the ethical notions

(or some of the ethical notions) whichbelong to our \TOrd Righteousness’.
In this connexion it should be observed that the Greek title'cLPIato’s'

Republic is politeia e peri dikaiosynes—^‘polity, or concerning righteous-

ness’ (the word ‘justice’ would fail to convey Plato’s meaning); and it

should also be observed that in the Greek of St. Paul the word which is

translated ‘righteousness’ in our English version is dikaiosyne. It may
also be observed that St. Augustine uses the word iustitia in his De
Civitate Dei with the same broad sweep and in the same general sense

as our word ‘righteousness’.^

(i) This will enable us to understand the first distinction which
Aristotle makes. It is a distinction between ‘general’ and ‘particular’

justice. -
^

{a) Genera/ justice is the same as goodness-: it is our' ‘righteousness’

:

it is, in Aristotle’s words, ‘the jusfice.which answers to i^e w/tp/e

of goodness . . . being the exercise of goodness as a whole . . .

towards one’s neighbour’ {Ethics, Book "V, c. ii, § lo).^

{b) Particular justice is one_--part o£_general justice : it is the part

which is concerned with the specific form of goodness which
consists in. behaving ‘fairly’, or, as Arjstdtl^ calls It7 ‘equally’,'"'to

other men : it is, we may say in the phrase of Justinian, constans

et perpetua voluntas suum cuique tribumdi.

Particular justice, as we shall presently notice, has its own divisions

or distinctions. But before we come to these distinctions, we must first

examine the notion of the ‘fair’ or the ‘equal’ (to ison), with which the
whole idea of particular justice is connected. Aristotle always assumes

* See the Introduction, pp. Ixix-lxx.
® See also c. i, §§ 15-30 of the same book: ‘General justice is complete

goodness—not absolutely [for it does not include contemplative goodness],
but so far as regards our neighbours.— It is complete goodness in the fullest
sense, because it is the exercise of complete goodness; it is complete because he
who has it can exercise his goodness not only in himself but also towards his
neighbours.’
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a political association which is composed ofmen who are free and equal.
The essence of all particularjustice, whatever its divisions or distinctions,

consists in the behaviour appropriate ^o an association so composed

—

the. ‘fair ’. behaviour which ensures the Tair’ working. of an, association

of the.,frea and equal.

(2) Particular justice, so conceived, is distinguished into two different

kinds, (a) The first kind is dutri^tivejusUce, which is the justice shown
by the whole state in distributing offices, honours,' and other benefits

among its members.^ In Aristotle’s words, 1130 b 31 ‘one kind of parti-

cularjustice ... is that operative in distributions of honour, or of moneys,
or of other divisible things, among all who share in constitutional rights

;

for in such matters it is possible for one man to have a share which is

either unequal or equal to that of another man [and thus problems of
justice, or “fairness”, arise]’. (Book V, c. li, § i3.) (b) The other kind is

rectificatory justice, or the justice which the state seeks to maintain not
SO' much" between itself and its members, as between one member and
another. In Aristotle’s words, 1131 a i ‘another kind of particularjustice

is that concerned with the rectification of transactions between indi-

viduals; and this has two subdivisions, according as the transactions are

voluntary or involuntary’ (ibidem, § 13). These two subdivisions are

(iytransactions”Based on a contract between the parties, which one or

Hhe other has broken, (2) transactions independent of any consent, in

which one party has wronged the other; and the problem in both cases

is to correct what is amiss by an award which restores to the one party

what he has lost, deprives the other of what he has gamed, and thus

; restores a position of fairness or equality which has been disturbed.

Of the two different kinds of particular justice, the distributive and \

the rectificatory, it is obviously the first, and only the first, which is
j

important for political theory. Here it is important to notice that while

Aristotle may speak, abstractly, of a political association in which the

members are equal integers, each of equal merit, and each therefore

receiving an equal award, he none the less regards any actual association
\

as consisting of unequal integers, which receive unequal awards because l

they are of unequal merit. On this view justice seefiis to lose its con- !

nexion with fairness or equality : indeed it seems to turn into injustice, i

because it turns into inequality. Aristotle, however, insists that this is \

only a matter of seeming. Distributive justice which gives imequal

,

awards to unequal degrees of merit, in exact proportion to the inequality ;

of the degrees, is still connected with equality or fairness, because the
j

proportion of award to merit is kept unswervingly equal. From this

point of view we have to revise the formula that a political association is
^

composed of men who are free and equal. We have to say, as Aristotle >,

says {Ethics, Book V, c. vi, § 4), that it is composed of men who are
'

‘free and either proportionately or arithmetically equal’. Men may be

arithmetically equal, if each has the same merit as others, and accord-

' Greek city-states, such as Athens, distributed among their citizens not only

political offices and honours, but also ‘payment (misthos)^ for attending the

assembly and law-courts, and, occasionally, gifts in kind or in money.
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ingly receives the same award as others; but normally men will be pro-

portionately equal, in the sense that, while they are of unequal merit,

each still gets an award which is proportionate to his merit, and all are

therefore equally treated in virtue of receiving an award proportionate

to their merits.^

(3) In one passage of the Ethics (Book V, c. vi) Aristotle draws a

; distinction between ‘absolute’ and ‘political’ justice, (a) Adsolute justice

is not further defined ;'but we may conjecture that it is absolute in the

sense that it is not relative to any particular community. ' Absolute

justice will thus bejustice as befv/een man and man stch specie humani-

iatis; and it will, as such, be distinguishable from justice as between

citizen and citizen sub specie civitatis. (b) Political justice is justice of the

latter order. It is justice as it exists in a political association
;
and we

\

shall be warranted in holding that, as such, it includes not only both of

the subdivisions of particular justice (the distributive and the rectifica- :

tory), but also general justice (as defined in i n above), or in other words
the general system“dfrighteousness expressed in a state’s constitution, in 1

its laws, and in its scheme of education.^

This political justice is defined by Aristotle (Book V, c. vi, § 4) as

being 1134 a 26 ‘what is found among men v/ho share in a common
\

life, with a view to the attainment of self-sufficiency, as freemen and as i

equals either proportionately or arithmetically [in a word men living

in polls, and under its system of law]. It follows that where men are]

not in this position, there is no political justice to govern their relations:
]

there is only justice of a sort, or something analogous to justice. Justice

exists only as between men whose relations to one another are governed

by a system of law.’

This passage is explained by a later passage in the same chapter

^ (§§ S“9)' ^^34 S ‘Justice between a master and his slaves, or between
"^a parent and his children, is not the same as justice between citizens,

although it is similar. A man cannot act unjustly, in the strict sense

of that term, towards objects which belong to him. § 9. Chattel-slaves,'

and children under a certain age before they are separate persons, are

like parts of the master’s or parent’s self; and nobody intends to

injure himself, or can therefore be guilty of injustice towards himself.

It follows that there is here no question of political justice or injustice

[i.e. of the sort of justice or injustice which exists as between citizen

* In Aristotle’s view men’s sense of equality is not offended by this conception
of proportionate equality. All men will accept the conception that award should
be proportionate to merit; and disagreement only begins when the question
has to be answered, ‘Proportionate to which sort of merit?’ In other words, they
accept the formal principle of proportion: they quarrel about its application.
‘All men agree that just distribution consists in distribution according to merit

;

but all men do not mean the same thing when they speak of merit. Democrats
mean free birth; oligarchs mean wealth, or sometimes good birth: aristocrats
mean goodness.’ {Ethics, Book V, c. iir, § 7.)

,

^ A constitution, we learn from the Politics, is ‘a way of life’ : laws are ‘intended

j
to make the citizens good’

; education is a process of moral habituation, which
;
prepares the ground for conscious goodness. In all these ways every polis is a

• system of general justice, and each particular polis is a variety of such justice.
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and citizen]. Justice of that sort, as we have seen, is based upon',
law : it exists between persons who are naturally connected by law [in

virtue of being members of a state]
; and these, as we have also seen,

[

are persons who share equally in a system of ruling and being ruled by i

turns. We may therefore say that justice exists between husband and
,

wife more than it does between parent and child, or between master
)

and slave. Justice as between husband and wife may be termed “house-
justice”; but even this differs from political justice.’

(4) Political justice, or justice as it exists in the state, is further dis-

tinguished by Aristotle, in another distinction which he makes, into two
different kinds—^the ‘n^ral’ and the ‘legal’. We have seen, under (3)
above, that political justice is a total or comprehensive term, which
includes both general and particular justice, and therefore also includes

both the rectificatory and the distributive branch of the latter. The
distinction which Aristotle now proceeds to make within this compre-
hensive term is not a distinction between different provinces or scopes,

as were the distinctions made under (i) and (2) above: it is a distinction,

between different origins. Whatever the provinces which it covers—

;

whether the general or the particular: whether the distributive aspect:

of the particular, or the rectificatory aspect—political justice draws

some of its rules from a ‘natural’ or universal origin, and others from
a ‘legal’ or local origin. This is the argument of chapter vii, §§ 1-5,

1134 b 18 § I. ‘On^art of politicaljiKtice is natural : another is legal,

f The natural part is that which"has’ ever^here the same force, and which

is not brought into existence by ourthinking in thisway or that. The legal

part is that which originally is a matter of indifference, but which ceases

to be indifferent as soon as it is fixed by enactment. That a prisoner’s

ransom should be a sum of four pounds, or that a sacrifice should consist

of a goat and not of two sheep, are examples of legal justice : so, again,

are all laws which are passed to cover particular cases—a law, for

instance, that sacrifices shall be offered in honour of Brasidas; and so,

too, are orders and regulations. § 2. Some hold that the whole ofjustice

is of this character. What exists by nature (they feel) is immutable, ';

and has everywhere the same force : fire burns both in Greece and in '

Persia
;
but conceptions ofjustice shift and change. § 3. It is not strictly \

true that all
j
ustice is legal, though it may be true in a sense.' Of rather

there is perhaps no sense in which it is true for the gods [with whom all

justice is natural]
;
and among us men there is also some natural justice.

True, all our human justice is mutable; but that does not prevent some

of it from having a natural origin, side by side with some which has not. i

§ 4, [If we are asked to say which is which]—if, [in other words], we
have to divide a generally mutable whole into two sorts of parts, both

alike liable to change, but one of them existing by nature and the other

by law and convention—^the answer is plain enough. [The problem is

not peculiar to the sphere of justice] : the same ^stinction of natural
,

and conventional may be properly applied in other spheres; the right *

_

hand, for example, is stronger by nature, but it is possible for all men
;

to make themselves ambidextrous. § 5. The part of justice which ‘
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depends on convention and convenience may be said to be like weights

and measures.. 1135 a The weights and measures for corn and wine are

not equal in every market: larger weights and measures are used in

wholesale and smaller .in retail markets. In just the same way, the

elements ofjustice which exist by human institution, and not by nature,

are not the same everywhere—^the reason being that constitutions too

[on which laws depend] are not the same everywhere. And yet there
^

is but one constitution which is naturally the best everywhere,’^

(5) There is a final distinction made by Aristotle in the course of the

Ethics—^the distinction between law {nomos) and equity {epieikeia)

—

which has still to be mentioned. This is not a distinction between
different kinds ofjustice', it is something of a different order.^

It may seem indeed, prima facie, that the distinction between law and
equity is the same as that between legal and natural justice. No doubt

|

it is a similar distinction; but it can hardly be said to be the same. Jus- <

tice, in Aristotle’s view, is generally connected with.law. The ‘jusFls

the same as the ‘lawful’; and whether (in point of scope) we look at

‘general’ or ‘particular’ justice, or whether again (in point oijmgin) we 1

look at ‘natural’ or ‘legal’ justice, the identity of the ‘just’ and the]

‘lawful’ still remains. (Natural justice itself has its origin in„natural

law.) But equity is, in its nature, something distinct .from law—some-
thing which ‘corrects’ law; and so far as justice is connected with lawf\
equity must also be separate from justice. We.must beware of import-

'

ing into Aristotle’s conception of. equity any legal or juridical notions

such as go with our English conception of.th.ejiaw of equity’. Equity

is, in his view, something outside the area of law, and something, there-

fore, which lies outside the conterminous area of justice.

Before we translate the passage of the Ethics in which Aristotle states

and defines his conception ofequity, it will be well to give some account of
the passages which show his conception of law. This will at once complete
the account of his conception of justice (so closely connected with that

of law) and prepare the way for an account of his conception of equity.

We may sumnjarize Aristotle’s j:onception of law under, some .three

main heads: (u)'There are some p^sages in the Ethics which connect
the idea of .law with that of ‘convention’, and oppose it .to. the idea of
‘nature’. But this is a turn of language (due to the fact that the same
Greek word serves to designate both ‘law’ and ‘convention’), rather

than the expression of Aristotle’s own view; and indeed, since part of

justice is natural, part of law must also be natural. It cannot,.therefore,

be the essencojDi.law that it is cpnv^tional, or enacted. The essence, of

law consists in. the fact that it i^ an impersonal rule,̂ ‘proceeding from
* In a later passage of the Ethics (Book VIII, c. xm, § 5) Aristotle distinguishes

two species of justice—the unwritten and the legal. This seems different from
the distinction bet\veen the natural and the the unwritten may here be
the cifstoimry (which is something differentTrom the natural), as opposed to
enacted law. Thus ‘the legal’, in the narrower sense of ‘the enacted’, will go
with ‘the unwritten’ or customary to constitute ‘the legal’ in the broader sense,
in which it is contrasted with ‘the natural’. But see also p. 370.

“ The qualification is important. Justice, as we shall see later, is not (after all)

totally and wholly connected with law. See below, p. 368, n. i.
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moral prudence and understanding’, which is accepted, and regarded as

not being 6urdehs6me,~Becau¥e it has this impersonal origin (X, c. ix,

§ 12). The nile pf_law is the rule pfjrational principle (logos), and not
of a person or persons (V, c. vi, § 5). (bj The legislator has indeed the

^ function of discovermg and declaring this impersonal rule; but he;,

declares_it_rather_tharuenacts. it. * He must himself possess the giftS-of ‘

”^gfSLptu4gQco-and understanding in order to declarejhe. impersonal
rule in which they issue; and that is why the Ethics ends by raisingjhe
ques^n, ‘How can the capacity for acting as a legislator, be. acquired ?’

(X, c. IX, § 18.) This high duty of the legislator also explains why
Aristotle, in another passage of the Ethics, sets ‘legislative ’ wisdom
higher than ‘politicalLwisdom. Legislative wisdom, we are told, is con-
cerned with universal rules

:
political wisdom only with particular acts.

1141 b 24 ‘The wisdom which deals with the state is tw6f61d .~it is

partly legislative wisdom, acting as the master-wisdom; it is partly 2
wisdom related to this as particulars are to their universal, and this

latter wisdom bears the general name of “political wisdom’’. This

political wisdom is conc^rjied with doing and deliberation; it.issues in

the ..decree, which is something that has to be done as an individual

act. This is the reason why only those who promote and execute decrees

are said “to take an active part in politics”; it is only they who “do”
things, in the same sense as manual labourers’ (Book VI, c. viil, § 2).

(c) If the lawgiver stands at this height of legislative wisdom, laws must
also stand on a similar height. Their rules, proceeding from moral
prudence and understanding, me^Tomething more for Aristotle than

.

rules of law mean for us. They are the ultimate sovereign of the state:

it is their impersoh^ systern,''and not a ruling person or body of ruling >>

persons, thitTsV7/fzHz5itilV sbver5gh~in .any._spciety. of freemen. The
purpose of their sovereignty is a moral purpose ; the^ are ‘intended to

ihakelneirgbod^d'nghtebus’r They serve and ensure ‘geheral’ justice

—the justice which is. righteousness—as well as the ‘particulaf’justice

of diSributipn and rectification; and they are thus an education as well

as a system of regulation. 1103 b 2 ‘^gislators make the .citizens good.by

fo.miinglheir habi.t§. This is what all legislators wish to do ;
and those

who do not do it effectively miss their mark. Indeed, this is what makes

a good constitution differ from a poor one.’ (Ethics, Book II, c. i, § 5.)

But high as law thus stands, its very height involves a certain..defect,

or,_at an)ir.ate,.iny.plyes the need o^a certain corrective pr supjfiement, 'r-

wiiich is provided by eqmty.*~l^w by its very nature, as a system of
,

rules, is general, or universal ; it cannot ‘condescend upon particulars’.

Equity hai~fHat grace of condescension; and this is explained in a

farnous'chapteTof the Ethics (V, c. x).

1137 a 31 § I. ‘The next subject for consideration is equity and "i

the equitable, and their relation to the conceptions of justice and the

just. These two sets of terms, when we proceed to examine their

^ The element of ‘convention’ thus ti^ns out to be only ‘declaration.

.

2 TheAffstotelian term ‘equity’jas'has'been-noticedrha's a nieaning different

in kind from that of Equity in English law. See also below, p. 371, n. 3.
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meanings, appear to be neither absolutely identical, nor yet generically

different,̂ bn the one hand, we sometimes praise the equitable and the

equitable man; and 1137 b along this line we are led to transfer the

term, as a term of praise, to the sphere of the other virtues, substituting

it for the term “good”, and really meaning that an act is “better” when
we actually speak of it as “more equitable”. [Here we assume that the

two, sets of terms are not generically different.]'"On the other hand, we
sometimes find it strange—^when we reason the matter out [and find that

we cannot assume the identity of the two sets of terms]—that “die

“equitable” should differ from “the just” and yet be a term of praise.

[This seems to involve us in a dilemma.] If the just and the equitable '

are different, they cannot both be good. If they are both good, they

, cannot at the same time be different.

§ 2. These are the conflicting considerations which make the nature

. i of “the equitable” something of a problem. The considerations are all,

' in one sense, justified, and not contradictory of one another. The equit-

able, while it is something better than one sort of the just, is none the

less still just; and if it is better than the just, it is not so in the sense of

being a different class of thing. Thejust and the equitable belong to ,one
j

class; both are good, but the equitable is'the' better™ §37Whht_creates‘
the problem is the fact that the equitable, dipugh it is just, is not le^aUv
just. On the contrary, it is by its nature a corrective of the,Iegallyjust.^

§ 4. The reason [for the existence of such a corrective] is that every law

is a universal rule, but there are somethings about which a universal

proposition cannot be made correctly.'^Where it is at once necessary to

make such a proposition and impossible to make it correctly, the law
takes for its province the general average of cases. The law is aware
that there is a possibility of error [i.e. in the exceptional case]

; but the

law [as a general rule] is none the less correct. The error which is 1

possible is not in the law, nor, again, in the legislator, but in the nature \

of the act to be dealt with. It is the stuff of action itself which has from
the start this variable quality. § 5. When the law states a universalV^
proposition, and the facts in a given case do not square with the proposi- \

tion, the right course to pursue is therefore the following. The legislator

having left a gap, and committed an error, by making an unqualified

proposition, we must correct his omission; we must say for him what
he would have said himself if he had been present, and what he would
have put into his law if only he had known. § 6. So considered, die

corrective action of equity is just, and an improvem^t upon one sort

ofjustice; but,thejustice upon which it is an improvement is nqt^bsb-
lute justice—itjs [legal justice—or rather] the error that arises from the
absolute statements of law. The nature of the equitable may accordingly

, be defined as “a correctiqn_of..law where, lawjs defective o\\d^

r " universality”. This possible defect of law will also explain why not all \

' matters are determined by law: there are matters on which it is impos- •

‘ Here Aristotle divorces justice, to some extent, from law. Identified with
law through most of its range, justice parts company from it on the groimd of

;
equity. Equity is justice, but it is not law

; and so far as equity is concerned, the
equation ‘lav/ = justice’ ceases to be true.
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sible to lay down a law, and for which the use of a decree is thus

j

necessary. § 7. What is itself indeterminate must also have an indeter- ’

minate rule, like the flexible rule of lead used in the Lesbian style of
building, which bends and alters to suit the shape of the stone much as
a decree adapts itself to suit the facts of the case. § S.’^We can nowi ^

y- understand the nature of the equitable; we can see that it is just, and!
an improvement upon one sort of the just. We can also understand,^
from what has been said, the nature of the equitable man. He is a
man who chooses and does acts such as we have described : a man who
is not a martinet for justice in a bad sense, but ready to yield a point
1138 a even when he has the law on his side. This is the state of 1

character which constitutes a spirit of equity; and the spirit of equity
is thus a sort ofjustice [i.e. a sort of righteousness, or “general” justice],

)

and not a separate state of character.’

These are the main lessons of the Ethics in the matter ofjustice, and
in the connected matters of law and equity. We may now turn to see

how these matters are handled in the J^etoric.

B. The Conception of Justice, Law, and Equity in the Rhetorio

BOOK i. CHAPTERS xm andpart of XV

[In this section the text consists only ofpassages of translation, except

for two brief intercalated notes.]

1373 b I XIII. § I. . . . We define acts of justice and injustice partly

by the two sorts of,law with which they may'be'connected, and partly

by the two classes of persons with which they may be concerned.

§ 2. Tlie'two sorts of law in question are the particular and the um-
versal. Particular law is the law defined and declared by each coin- Tvr^
munity for lts"own”memb(S:s : it falls into two parts—^the written [or .>

enacted], and' the 'lihwfitteiiT" Unwersal law is the law of nature." [We j. .'v

are entitled to speak of such a law ofhatufe]Tfbf^here really exists, as

all of us in some measure divine, a natural form of the just and unjust
j

u.'--

which is common to all men, even when there is no community or

covenant to bind them to one another. It is this formwhich the Antigone!

of Sophocles’ play evidently has in her mind, when she says that it was

a just act to bury her brother Polynices in spite of Creon’s decree to the
,

contrary—just, she means, in the sense of being naturally just.

Not of to-day or yesterday its force: \

It springs eternal : no man knows its birth. •

Empedocles has the same idea when he speaks of our not killing any-

thing that has life : he regards this not as a matter which some have a

right to do,and others are wrong in doing.

No, but a rule for all, unbroken spread

Through Heaven’s wide realm and all the range of earth.

Alcidamas, too, had this idea in the passage in his Messenian oration

[‘God has left all men free, and nature has made no man a slave’].*

* See Introduction, p. Ivii. On the general conception of natural law see also

the translator’s introduction to Gierke, Natural Law and the Theory of Society,

pp. xxxiv-1.

4774 B b
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§ 3, The ac^which we ought or ought not to do [i.e. acts, of justice

and injustice] are also divided into two classes in relation to the parsons

who are concerned, and according as they affect either the general

community or some one particular membgr. From this point ofview

we can 'commit acts of injustice, or perform acts of justice, in one or

other of two ways—either in relation to a single determinate person, -

or in relation to the community. The man who commits adultery or an

assault is guilty of an injustice to one of a number of determinate

persons : the man who fails to do military service is guilty of an injustice

to the community.

[Aristotle proceeds to discuss, in §§ 4-10, the character of the offences 1

—whether against individuals or against the community—^which are i

contraventions of the written part of ‘particular law’. He then ex- 1

amines offences which are contraventions of the unwritten part; and
this leads him to consider the nature of unwritten law

—

a term here

used in a broader sense than in the Ethics (supra p. 366, n. i).]

1374 a 18 § II. There are, as we have already noticed, two sorts of

just and unjust acts [corresponding to the two parts of ‘particular’ law] \

—one sort for which provision is made by written enactments, and
'

another for which it is made by unwritten rules. We have already

discussed the sort about which law explicitly speaks. The other sort

(i.e. the acts covered by unwritten rules) falls again into two divisions.

§ 12. First, there are the acts wWch_siprmg,fmm_an exceptional "degree

of goodness or badne^ss, and are accordingly attended by censure or by
. pr'^'e^By tKe infliction of dishonour or by honours and rewards. This -jQ

Category of acts mclud^'tKe showing of gratitude to benefactors, the

repayment of their benefactions, the helping of friends, and other acts

of a similar nature. ^’( Secondly, there are the acts which belong_to.a,gap

that is left uncovered, by law proper or, in other w^^ords, written law.^

§ 13." This gap is covered by ^uity. Equity is regarded by general

opinion as a form of justice; and* in fact it is a,fonii.jof.j,ustic.e -which,

.

goes beyond written law. It comes into existence in two different ways
—sometimes without,any intention on the part of the legislator, and
sometimes by his intention. '"Tt comes into existence without intention,

when the legislator simply fails to notice the gap which he is leaving.'^t

comes into existence by his intention, when he finds himself unable to

make a rule [which fits all the cases] exactly, but is none the less com-
> * ^istotle, though he illustrates this category of acts, does not illustrate or
( explain the nature of the unwritten law by which provision is made for encourag-
I ing or discouraging such acts. We may conjecture that it takes the form of
! ‘social opinion’, and that such ‘social opinion’ is therefore one of the two forms
of iihwritten law—the other being, as Aristotle explains, ‘equity).

* Here Aristotle does the converse of what is mentioned in the previous note:
he does not illustrate (at any rate to begin with) the category of acts which he
has in mind, but turns at once to the form of unwritten law by which provision
is made for dealing with the acts. But the order which he follows in both cases
is natural. When we are thinking of the moral sphere, we thinlr first of moral
(or non-moral) action, and then of the social opinion which is its ‘atmosphere’.
When we are thinking of the sphere of equity^ we think first of the ‘atmosphere’

' of equity, and then of the acts which come under its purview.
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pelled to state a universal rule—which is not, however, universally
applicable, but only applicable in a majority of casesyit may also come
into existence by the legislator’s intention when the infinite number of
possible cases makes it difficult for him to lay down a definite rule. He
can hardly, for instance, make a definite rule for each size, and each
sort, of weapon that may possibly be used for causing a wound: a
lifetime would be too short to enumerate the possible cases. § 14. If,

then, an exact rule is impossible, but legislation is none the less needed,
the legislator will have to express himself in unqualified terms,^ and
the result will be that a man who is simply wearing a ring when he
lifts his hand against another man, or actually strikes him, will present
the judge with a dilemma. According to the letter of the law, he is a
wrongdoer liable to punishment; but really he has done no wrong.
Eqmty is the way of dealing with ij^74 b this dilemma.
'§15. Ifithe"equitableis what we have just described it as being, there j'

is no difficulty in understanding what sort of acts, and what sort of per- >

sons, should be regarded as equitable or the reverse. § 16. Equitable acts
'

are those which fmay be contraiy to the law, but] ought to be condoned;
and equi^ thus means our liof putting errors' of misfcSuhes. on. a. level

with acts of wrongdoing. (‘Misfortunes’ are acts leading to unexpected
consequences, but not proceedingjrom vice

;
‘errqrsl..^e, . act£.leading

to consequences that mightEaveheeh expected, but still not proceeding

from any. vice; ‘acts of wrong-doing’ are acts which not only lead to

consequences that niight have been expected, but..do proceed_from
vice—as ia-bo.und to be the case with all acts done under the impulse

of appetite.) § 17. It is equitable to show sympathy for the weaknesses
'

of.hiuhan nature; to look to the legislator and not the law, and^tQ .th.e

legislator’s meaning rather than his languagej' to consider a man’s

intention and not his act;^ § 18. to.consider thejwhoje of an occurrence,

and not a part; to ^k what a man is now, and not what he has always,

or uiually~been. It is equitable to think of benefits received rather .than

injjurie.s suffered, and, when we think of benefits, to remember those

we have received rather than' those‘'we' have conferred; to ..he.patient

under wrongdoing
;
to agm.e to a settlement by the balance of argument

rathe“£tKan‘by the balance of force; § 19. to be willing to go before an

arbitrator rather than to go to law. The arbitrator has the equitable 1

in view, while the judge has only the law; and the very purpose for i

which arbitration was introduced was to give due weight to equity.^
'

' i.e. he will speak of ‘any instrument’,
j

* A modem lawyer might criticize, with some justice, the suggestion that a

judge should consider the meaning intended by the legislator, rather than the I

expression which he actually used, or that he should consider a man’s subjective •

intention more than his objective act.

3 The position of ‘equity’ (epieikeia) in Greek jurisprudence is discussed in

Vinogradoff’s HistoricalJurisprudence, vol. ii, c. Ill, § 5. Gr.eek lequity’_was based 1

on ail idea of fairness and humanity in some waysjanalogous to the idea under-
|

lymg English'Equity.,dr.tfie^omanJ’«s.NaIufae; but it was.in.no sense' (as they !

were) a formulat.ed.bpdy.'df law. On the whole, Greek equity was an Athenian'

conception; and to understand its nature we must take into account the nature >,

of Athenian law and the Athenian popular courts, (i) Athenian law was largely '
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[There is also another passage in the Rhetoric, where Aristotle is

discussing effective modes of pleading in the courts, which recurs to

the subject of law and equity. It comes in Book I, c. xv, §§ 3-8.]

1375 a 25 § 3. We may first take the topic of law,.and consider how it

should be used by the pleader in persuasion and dissuasion, accusation

and defence. §"4. It is evident that, if the written law tells against

his case, he must take the ground of ‘universal law’ and ‘equity’, and

plead that they are more consonant with justice.’' § 5. He must plead

that the oath taken by the members of the court, ‘to make true deliver-

ance to the best of our judgement’, means that they will not exclusively

apply the written law, [but will actually use their own judgement]. § 6.

He must plead that equity is always constant, and never changes, and

that universal law, in virtue of being the law of nature, is equally

unchanging
;
while written laws often change. (This is the meaning of

the lines in Sophocles’ play, where Antigone pleads that the burial of

her brother offended against Creon’s law, but not against the unwritten:

Not of to-day or yesterday its force

;

It springs eternal . .

.

I would not for the fear of any man. . . .y

§ 7. He must plead that the just is something real and of actual utility,

and not merely a matter of what seems good to the authorities; and that

it cannot, therefore, be simply identified with written law—the more as

written law may fail to fulfil the true purpose of law. He must plead

that the judge is like an assay-master of the mint, with the duty of sepa-

rating what is dross from the sterling ore. § 8. He must plead that, the

better a man is, the more he must use and stand fast by unwritten laws,
' in preference to the written.

;

an archaic law, because Athenian procedure made new legislation difficult: this

archaic law had to be interpreted liberally, or fairly, or ‘equitably’; and the
oath of the members of the popular courts accordingly obliged them, in cases
where the application of the law was dubious, to give ‘the justest decision
possible’ (cf. Book III, c. xvi, § 5, and note). (2), The Athenian popular courts
were large bodies containing hundreds of persons, who might readily feel,

and were encouraged by the pleadings of advocates to feel, a general senti-

ment of what was a fair and humane decision in a given case. It was in them
that the exercise of ‘equity’ was vested : itwastheywho used a ‘discretionarypower’
which ‘constituted an appeal to what is termed residuary justice’ (op. cit., p. 6g)

;

and on the whole their exercise of equity was a ‘guarantee that the legal process
would follow the line of public opinion’, and afforded ‘good reason to trust the
jurors in their general estimates of the rights and wrongs of a case’ (ibid.,

p. 144).
* It should be noticed that ‘natural law* and ‘equity’ are distinct in the

argument of the Rhetoric. Natural law is the universal law: equity is one of the
two subdivisions of the unwritten part of particular law.

* Aristotle finishes the quotation in the middle of a sentence, content with
giving the cue. The sentence continues

Brave Heaven’s vengeance by defying that.
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ARISTOTLE’S CLASSIFICATION OF CONSTITUTIONS
IN THE ETHICS AND THE RHETORIC

A. The Classification in the Ethics

BOOK VIII. CHAPTER X

[The general theme of Book VIII is friendship. In dealing with that
theme, Aristotle is led to treat of associatigns which enjoy a common
life,,and therefore possess a social cohesion, or ‘friendship’, arising from
that common life. The state is such an association, enjoying a common
life and possessing the quality of ‘friendship’ : indeed it is the general
and comprehensive association, of which all others may be regarded as

parts. But there are different kinds of states; and there must therefore!

be different types of common life, and different qualities of ‘friendship’,

!

in these different kinds. Aristotle accordingly proceeds to classify states,

or political associations, from this general point of view-—i.e. according

to the type of their common life and the quality of Aeir sjpcial cohesion

or ‘friendihip’.*]'^
' '

1360 a 31 § I. There are three kinds of constitution, and an equal

number of deviations, or, as it'were, corruptions, of these three kinds.

The three kinds of constitution are kingshjp, aristocracy, and the kind

in which membership of the governing body depends on a property

qualification—a kind which it seems appropriate to call ‘timqcratic’,®

but which is generally called, in actual usage, the ‘polity’. § 2. ’Monarchy
is the best of these three kinds : ‘timocracy’ is_the worst. The deviation,

or corruption, of kingship is tyranny. Both kingship and tyranny are

forms of government by a single person, 1160 b but they differ greatly

from one another^TKe tyrant studies his own advantage, but the king

looks to that of his subjects. A I^g must have two attributes—he must
be sufficient to himself, and he must e^el hw^ubjecty m every, quality.

If he has these attributes, he needs nothing further; and therefore he

will not seek to compass his own advantage, but will only look to that of

his subjects. If he does not possess these attributes, he will only be a

king by mere chance.^ Tyranny is the very opposite of Idngship of the

true sort; the tyrant pursues"onlyTiis’6wn'good.' It is even clearer that

tymnny is the wor^f'of tKqffeviafipns~[tKah it is that ‘timocracy’ is the

worst of the true forms] : the oppositej)f the^est is obviously thej^orst.-

* ‘While the structure of society depends primarily on justice, the . . . internal

creative force of society depends on civic friendship. Friendship brings about the

agreement of wills, required by nature but freely tmdertaken, which lies at the

origin of the social community. . . . This was well known to Aristotle, who
distinguished types of communities according to types of friendship’ (Jacques

^ Maritain, The Rights of Man, pp. 22-3).
^ The Greek word for ‘property qualification’ is timema.
^ The Greek is ‘a sort of king appointed by lot'—i.e., no better, in his office

of king, than a magistrate appointed by the chance of the lot in his office of .

magistrate.
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§3. [Each .QOhe--threeJkinds of constitution is liable to

{a) Kingship may turn into tyr^nj; tyrannyIs the deterioration of the

government' of a single person, and a bad king turns into a tyrant.

(b) Aristocracy may turn into oligarchy when the governing class mis-

behave, and distribute the honours and ofEces of the state on another

standard than that of merit—keeping all, or most, of the good'ffiings

themselves : giving.pjHce,s„peipetually to the same personsVand, gener-

ally, making \yeaith the chief .object of their, endeavour. The result is

the rule of, a few [i.e. an oligarchy], and the substitution ofjbad men
' for the worthiest, (c) Finally, ‘timocracy’ [or ‘'polity’] may turn into

democracy. They are close neighbours of one another
;
for ‘timocracy’,

too, tends to mean the rule of the majorityj and it, too, counts the posses-

sors of the property qualification as all equal to one another. Democracy

is the least bad of all the three' deviations
;
for here the form Jof .the

constitution is only a slight deviation [from ‘timocracy^ or ‘j>olity’]. , . .

These are. the ways in.which the three kinds of constitution mostly

change; for the transformation.which-they. ihYblv&isrtfieJeast andVthe

iiiost easily made.

§ 4. Parallels and, as it were, patterns for the three kinds of constitu-

tion may be found in the life of the fomily. (a) The association between

father and sons has a character like that of monarchy. The father takes

care of his children as a king does of his subjects
;
and this is why Homer

calls Zeus, the king of the gods, by the name of ‘Father’—^kingship

always tending to mean a paternal form of rule. In Persia, however, the

rule of the father has a tyrannical character, and parents treat their

children as if they were so many slaves. The govermnent of slaves by
their jnasters has also a tyraMicai character: the oQecfto ’v^ich'ifTs

directed'ls'^tlTeTnferesrdr'the' maker. To govern slaves in this way
would appear to be right and proper. But to govern children in the

Persian way is wrong: persons who differ [as children and slaves do]

should be governed in different ways. § 5. (6) The association^of^hus-

band and wife appears to be of the nature of an aristocracy. The
husband' niles by'Virtue of merit,'in^matters’ wherela 'Kusband should

;

and he leaves to his wife all other matters which suit her gifts. If the

husband, however, takes control of all matters, he turns the association

into an oligarchy : his action ceases to be based on merit, or to be justified

by his superiority. ii6i sl Sometimes [the deviation takes an opposite

form, and] women rule the family by virtue of being heiresses
;
and here

their position is based, not
,
on"superior excellence, but only on greater

riches and power, as is also the case in oligarchies. § 6. (c) The.asso.cia-

tior^of brothers is parallel to ‘timocracy’. They are equal to one another,

except in so far as they differ in age; and we may accordingly say that

if their difference in age is considerable, the bond which connects them
ceases to be a fraternal bond [and becomes more like the bond between
parents and children]. Th^.p,arallei. tpjiemocracy is,.chiefly,.found-in

households which have no head (here all the members are on a footing

of equality), or in which authority is weak and each member is a law
to himself.

'

"
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[In drawing these parallels between the state and the family Aristotle

is running somewhat counter to the line which he takes at the begin-
\

ning of the first book of the Politics. There he is concerned to show 1

that there is a difference between the political association and all other
j

forms of association, and that there is therefore also a difference be- I

tween the government or constitution of the state and that of all other :

associations. . . . But Aristotle might reply that there may still be some- '•

thing of a parallel, even if there is a difference.]

B. The Classification of Constitutions in the Rhetoric

BOOK I. CHAPTER VIII

1365 h 22 § I. The greatest and the most sovereign of all the
qualifications which an orator can possess for persuading an assembly,
and giving it good advice, is an understanding of all forms of constitu-

tion and an ability to distinguish their different manners,^ institutions,

and interests. [There are two reasons for so saying.] § z.Tn the first

place, all men are persuaded by considerations of interest; and whatever
maintains a form of constitution is the interest of those who live under
that form. Th the second place, sovereignty always resides in the

decision of the sovereign body; and sovereign bodies.varY-AvithTorms.
of constitution—for there are as namy di%rjmt^soyereign..bodies as there

are^tfifferent. forms .of.constitutionT
'

[Ah orator must therefore under-

stand forms of constitution in order to understand (i) the interest to

which he must appeal, and {2) the nature of the sovereign body which 1

he has to persuade.]

§ 3. There are four forms of constitution—

d

emocracy, oligarchy,

aristocracy, and rnpnarchy. It follows that the sovereign and deciding

body, in these four forms, is always either,?^s.ection.of the civic body [as

in-the three last] or the whole of that body [as in the first]. § 4. 'Pjemo-

cracy is a form of cdnsfitufioh in which all the members of the'’civic

body.distri^te the magistracies among theniselves, ancTdb so by lot

;

•^/oligarchy a form in which persons determined by a. property qualifica-
^

tibn distribute the magistraci^"linong ffiemselves; and arist^ocracy

form in which perspns-who satisfy a standard of education distribute

magistracies among themselves. . . . The education of which we are

speaking here is that prescribed by the law [or, in other words, pub-

lic education, as distinct from education which is conducted prfonleZy].

The magistrates of an aristocracy are accordingly those who have

been true to the institutions of their state [i.e. its system of public

education]. Such men must necessarily be looked upon as the best

[aristoi] ;-and this is the origin ofthe name of this form of constitution. . .

.

1366 a'^Monarchy. as its name indicates, is a form of constitution in

which a- single person (monos) is sovereign in all matters. It has two

forms—]dhgshlp, where it conforirhs to some sort of constitutional

system ;
t^anny, where there are nqlimi^pAhe sovereignty it exercises.

* If a constitution is a ‘way of life’, different constitutions will have different
‘

sets of manners, as well as different institutions and interests.
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§ 5. The end' pursued by each form of constitution should also be

remembered by every orator. The end of each form determines the

means which the people choose [who are living under the form]. The
end of d^pcracy is freedom: of oligarchy, wealth: of aristocracy, ^
maintenance of a .system of education and. institutions; that of .tyranny,

the protection of the tyrant. [As the ends pursued are thus different,

and] as men choose their means by reference to their ends, an orator

I must always discriminate the particular manners, institutions, and inter-

I ests which are appropriate to the particular end pursued by each form of

I constitution. § 6. [There is a further thing which he must also do.]

An orator persuades his audience not only by his logical argument, but
also by his moral appeal. Men put their trust in a speaker when he
shows, by what he says, that he has certain moral qualities—qualities

such as goodness, or a good will towards them, or both of these qualities.

An orator should therefore be able'to evince the moral qualities peculiar

to each form of constitution ;'"for the quality which is peculiar to a

particular form must always be the most effective means of persuasion

in addressing those who live under that form. These qualities can be
learned by the same means as those previously mentioned [i.e. by
understanding the end pursued by each form of constitution] : moral

j

qualities are shown by the choice men make, and the choice they make
1 is determined by the end which they have in view.

* Aristotle appears to be using the term ‘end’ in much the same sense in
' which the term ‘interest’ has been previously used. Having explained, in §§ 3-4,

^

the nature of the sovereign body which an orator has to persuade under each

j

form of constitution, he now explains the nature of the interest, or end, to which
i he has to appeal.
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ARISTOTLE ON THE CONSTITUTION OF ATHENS
[Aristotle’s treatise on the Constitution of Athens is the one

surviving example of a number of constitutional hand-books (see below,
Appendix V. iil. i). The first forty chapters give a sketch of the con-
stitutional history of Athens down to the end of the fifth century B.c.

:

the next thirty sketch the constitution of Athens in Aristotle’s own
day (about 330 Some passages are here translated, from both
parts, which bear more particularly on the argument of the Politics.]

A. Constitutional History of Athens

1. The Solonian reforms (594 B.c.): c. viii, § 5; c. ix, § i.

VIII, § 5. Solon—observing* that the state was often plunged in dis-

sensions, while a number of its citizens acquiesced in any turn of events,

because they were too indolent to do otherwise—enacted a law expressly

intended to deal with such persons. This law disfranchised, and deprived >,

of civic rights, all who failed, in a time of civic dissension, to t^e up 1

arms on either of the two sides. . .

.

IX, § I. Of the . . , features in the Solonian constitution which may
be regarded as the mgsp.democratic ... the one which is generally said

to have given most pWer to the masses was the institution of a systenj

of^ppeaLtq^popular-law-courts. When the people at’ large is the

sovereign of the voting-urn,^ it is the sovereign of the constitution.

2. The policy of P&isistrattis (560-527 b.c.): c. xvi, §§ 2-4 (cf. Politics,

Book VI, c. V, §§ 7-1 i)T"

XVI, § 2. The government of Peisistratus was moderate, and more
consonant with the character of a constitutional statesman than with

that of a tyrant. He was generally humane and mild, and ready to

pardon offenders ;
and, more especially, he pursued a policy of advancing '

money to the poor to give them employment and to enable them to make
a living by farming. § 3. There were two reasons for this policy. The
first was to stop the poor from spending their time in the central city,’

and to spread them out over the country-side: the second was to ensure'

(by giving them a moderate competence and some business to engage;

their attention) that they should have neither the desire nor the leisure
1

to concern themselves with public affairs. § 4. It was an additional

advantage of this policy that the revenues of the state were increased

by the more efficient cultivation of the land; for a tax of 10 per cent,

was imposed on all the produce.

3. The growth of Athenian detnoa-acy, and the extension of the system of\

state-pay (480-431 B.c.): ci'xxiv, c. xxvii, c. xli, § 3.

XXIV, § I. After the Persian Wars, with the state growing in confi-

* From, internal references the date of the description may be fixed behveen

329 B.c. and 325 B.c.

* More exactly, ‘of the pebble’, or ballot ball, which each member of a popular

court deposited in the urn to record his vote.
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dence, and with its resources greatly increased, Aristides [as ‘leader of

the people’^] counselled the people to fix their grasp''oh the leadership

of the league [i.e. the Delian league, which united Athens and its allies

i in the islands and round the coasts of the Aegaean sea], and to that end

i
to leave the country and make their home injhe city. They would all

' find'a'living there, some by serving in the army, some by doing garrison

duty, and others by taking part in public affairs
;
and they would then

be able to attain a position of leadership. § 3. The people followed this

advice. Assuming the control of affairs, they acted towards their allies

more in the style of masters. ... § 3. They also provided an ample
subsistence for the bulk of the population by the methods which
Aristides had suggested. In fact, there were at one time more than

20,000 persons who were maintained from the proceeds of the tributes,

the taxes, and the contributions of the allies.^ There were 6,000 mem-
bers of the popular courts; 1,600 archers; 1,200 in the cavalry; 500
members of the Council

;
500 on garrison in the dock-yards [i.e. in the

Peiraeus], and 50 in the City [i.e. on the Acropolis] : with upwards of

700 magistrates at home, and the same number abroad. [This accounted

for over 11,000 persons who were all in receipt of public pay] : in addi-

tion, when Athens was afterwards engaged in the [Peloponnesian] war,

there were 2,500 in the infantry; there were 20 guard-ships [each with

a crew of 200 men]
;
there were the ships which collected the tributes,

with crews amounting to 2,000 men selected by lot for this duty; and
finally there were the persons maintained at the common tables in the

city-hall, the public orphans, and the gaolers, for all of whom provision

was made from public funds.^

[In a later chapter the treatise adds some observations on the policy

of Pericles, in the days when he was leader of the people.]

f xxvii, § 1. When Pericles . . . rose to the position of popular leader . .

.

[
the constitution was carried still further in the direction of democracy.
. . . Above all, he pushed the policy of the state towards the acquisition

of sea-power, which had the effect of giving new confidence to the

masses'^ and making them incline the balance of the constitution in

their own favour. § 2. Then . . . came the PeIopprmesian_War, during
which the populace were shut up in the city"and grew accustomed to

drawing pay for their military services; and the result was that—half

S
* The leader of the people {prostates tou demou) was the leader of the popular

I party who had established a de facto ascendancy in the counsels of the Athenian
3 democracy.

^ Dr. E. M. Walker, in the Cambridge Ancient History, vol. v, p. 105, suggests

;
that it would be uncritical to accept this figure for the fifth century—unless [as in-

1 deed Aristotle seems to do] we make it include soldiers and sailors on active service
and thus relate only to times of war. Generally, he argues, the system ofthe fifth

• century was not ‘a means of maintaining in idleness any class of the citizens,
but . . . the means, and the sole means, of enabling all classes of the citizens

;
alike to take their full share in the work of government*.

;

^ The total citizen population of Athens in the fifth century B.C., including
i women and children, has been reckoned at 150,000-170,000 {Cambridge Ancient
i History, vol. v, p. ii). The total number of male adult citizens would thus be
’ about 40,000.

* Cf. Politics, Book V, c. iv, § 8, on the ‘mantime-masseaLand their effects.
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consciously and half unconsciously—^they determined to take over/
themselves the running of the constitution. § 3. Pericles was also the‘
first to introduce payment_fe)r~service, in. the.popular...cou5ts, as a bid

j

for popular support to match the wealth [and the private generosity]
]

of his rival Cimon. § 4. . . . Inferior in private resources, it was his policy
to use public funds for making gifts to the public; and he accordingly
instituted a system of payment for members of the popular courts.* His
action is sometimes criticized as a cause of the deterioration of these
courts; for the attraction of pay had the steady effect of making the
common people more anxious to get themselves appointed than were
men of a better position. . . .

[The system of pay for judicial service was subsequently extended
[in two directions, to both of which the treatise refers. One was the
institution of the spectators’ fund {thedrika)—a fund intended to enable
all applicants to purchase a seat in the theatre at the time of the

theatrical competitions
;
and this is ascribed in the treatise to Cleophon,i

the 'leader of the people’ who had succeeded Cleon {circa 420 b.c.),1

as Cleon had previously succeeded Pericles (after 429 B.C.). The other’

and more important direction was the institution of pjiyment for a]^n-
dance at the assemWy. This came late in the day, and after the end
of tlieTeloponnesian War—perhaps about the beginning of the fourth]

century.^ It is described as follows in a later passage in the treatise.]
'

XLi, § 3. Payment for attendance at the assembly was, at first, a step;

which they [i.e. the restored democrats, once more in control after the

:

perturbations at the end of the Peloponnesian War] refused to take./

The citizens, however, failed to attend; and the presidents of the

assembly were driven to one device after another in order to induce,

the populace to present themselves for the purpose of ratifying-

measures. In these circumstances Agyrrhius began by providing an

obol a day for attendance: Heraclides . . . increased it to two obols;

and Agyrrhius afterwards advanced it to three.^

4. The perturbations^ during^ the. latter years of the Peloponnesian War
{i^ii-^'f~B.c.): tit^polity' ojf 411 B.C., and the restored democracy

affetP^Z. s-c- : c. xxxin,'"§§ 1-2 and c. xxxiv, § i ; c. xxxiv, § 3 ;

c. xxxvi
;
c. XLi.

[In a constitutional crisis of the year 411, which followed a series of

Athenian reverses, a plan emerged for a new Council of Four Hundred

(in place of the old Council of Five Hundred) acting with a new and

limited assembly of only five thousand members. At first, md for a

brief period of four months, the Four Hundred took power into their

* Dr. E. M. Walker, in the Cartibridge Ancient History, vol. v, pp. 103-4,

'‘suggests that Pericles probably also introduced (i) payment for the members

pf the Council and all the magistrates (other than the military), and (2) payment

for soldiers and sailors on active service, over and above their allowance for

rations. . ^ ^ . j
* For a general statement of the various forms of payment see the second

part of the appendix, B. 3, c. LXXii, § 2.
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own hands, as a de facto oligarchy, and the system ofmo^rated^ \

represented by the Five Thousand existed only on paper. '"A new reverse V

shattered the power of the Four Hundred; and the moderate democracy

of the Five Thousand was called into active play. The treatise describes

this system—^which commended itself to Thucydides, as it commended
itself afterwards to^Aristotle’'—in the following terms.]

XXXIII, § I. . . VThe Four Hundred were deposed, and the manage-

ment of affairs was committed to the Five Thousand, who consisted of

persons possessing a military equipment. It was also voted that pay
should not be given to any of the magistrates. § z. The persons who
were most responsible for the deposition of the Four Hundred were
Aristocrates and Theramenes ; they disagreed with their policy of keep-

ing the management of everything in their own hands and referring

nothing to the Five Thousand. The Athenians may be regarded as

having had agood constitution for these times : theywere engaged in war,

and constitutional rights were vested in those who possessed a military

equipment, xxxiv, § i. The people, however, soon deprived the Five

Thousand of their control of the constitution [probably in the next year, \

410, when the fleet—the peculiar prop of democracy—won a naval
j

victory and returned to Athens].

[Another constitutional crisis ensued, in 404-403 b^., on the final

defeat of AtI^ns_ at,.the-.end,of ,the. Pelpponi^ian 'Warr The following

passages ff6in~the account of this crisis given in the treatise have a

particular bearing on the argument of the Politics.l

xxxiv, § 3. It was a condition of the terms of peace [in 404 b.c.] that

Athens should be governed by ‘the ancestral constitiitipnT' [I)ifferent

interpretations of this term were advocated;]^ The democrats attempted
to preserve [the sovereignty of] the Athenian people. Of the notables*

[there were two parties
:]
one party, composed of the menibers of the

[oligarchical] clubs and of the emigres who had returned after the peace,

desired an oligarchicaLregime; ano^er party, whose members did not
belong to any club but otherwise enjoyed as high a repute as any of

their fellow-citizens, [steered a middle course and] sought to institute
'

* Thucydides praises the ‘good constitution’ of this short period for its spirit

of moderation in the m^ing of.plig^chical and democratic elements (viii, 97).
*{ The short-lived constitutlon'of 41 1-410 may have beeirfhe basis of Aristotle’s

advocacy of the ‘polity’ in the Politics (especially Book IV, cc. vill-ix and c. xi).

It may be noted that he associates the ‘polity’ (in Book IV, c. xiii, §§ ro-ii, and
1
elsewhere) with the limitation of constitutional rights to those who possess

t military equipment—the qualification which had been required for membership
‘ of the Five Thousand. It may also be noticed that commentators have detected a
reference to Theramenes (the politician prominent in 411-410) in the Politics

(Book IV, c. XI, § 19), and have suggested that Aristotle drew on his principles
and policy. (But see the translator’s note on that passage.)

^ It was possible to urge that ‘the ancestral constitution’ was the democratic
constitution which had existed (and developed) since 480. It was also possible
to urge that it was the pre-democratic constitution, as it had stood in the days
,of Solon, just after 600 B.c. It may be noted that Aristotle refers to the ‘ancestral’
jdemocracy in two passages of the Politics—connecting it with Solon in the first

'(Book II, c. XII, § a), and contrasting it with the ‘most modem’ form in the
Second (Book V, c. v, § 10).
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‘the anc^tral constitution’ [i.e. a constitution of the Solonian„type].
The last party had Vr; many members; But its most conspicuous leader
w^ Theramenes. Lysander, the Spartan representative, supported the
oligarchical section; and the people were intimidated by force into
voting for the establishment of oligarchy.

[The oligarchy ofj^e Thirt;y, which was thus established, proceeded
to extreme inea'sures, and was criticized by Theramenes.]
pxvi, § I. Theramenes, chafing at the ruin which the Thirty were

bringing on the state, advised them to stop their violent measures, and
to give the better classes a share in the conduct of affairs. The Thirty
at first resisted his counsels; but when his proposals were bruited
abroad among the masses, and the majority showed themselves inclined
to take his side, they became afraid that he would make himself ‘leader

of the people’ and overthrow the oligarchical clique. They accordingly
made a roll of 3,000 citizens, on whom they made it appear that they
intended to confer constitutional rights. § a.vTheramenes criticized

this action, as he had criticized their former proceedings. He urged, in

the first place, that though they proposed to confer constitutional rights

on every reputable citizen, they were actually conferring them only on
abody of 3,000 persons—as though all merit were confined to that body.

v'He urged, in the second place, that they were doing two things which
were as inconsistent as any two things could be; they were instituting

a government based on force, and yet making it weaker [in numbers and
therefore in strength] than its subjects.*

[Theramenes was defeated, and executed; but the Th[^..were soon
j

afterjvards defeated by the democrats. The democrats instituted the i

regipaeuwhich'still_existed, oyer 70 years later, at the time when Aristotle

was jyriting and lecturingjan politics... The account of the constitutional

history of Athens given in the first part of the treatise ends with the

following passage.]

XLI, § I. ... The people, having gained the control of affairs [403 b.cJ,

established the constitution which is still in force [area 3129. B.c.]. . . .

The people may be regarded as justified in taking over control of the
j

constitution, because it had itself effected, by its own efforts, the restora-
i

tion of its power.* ... § 2. Henceforward, down to our own day, this 1

system has continued, with more and more pow'er accruing to the masses.
|

The people has made itself sovereign in all matters, and determines all/

* They were thus contradicting a principle which Aristotle enunciates more \

than once in the Politics—that those who support a constitution should be a
|

stronger body than its opponents (see p. 80, n. L).

. » In the previous chapter (XL, § 3) the treatise pays a striking tribute to the

Restored democracy. ‘The way in which the Athenians handled, alike in private

and in public life, the difSculties left them by their previous troubles, may be

'(regarded as the finest and most statesmanlike on record. Not only did they cover

(the offences of the past by a policy of indemm'ty: they also repaid to Sparta,

( from the public funds of the state, the war-debt incurred by the Thirty [when

/ they were in control of affairs].’ This policy of acknowledging and honouring

j
the debts incurred by a different authority, under a different constitutional

system, perhaps suggested to Aristotle the question discussed in Book III of the

1 Politics (c. in, §§ 1-3).
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f issues by the decrees of the assembly and the decisions of the courtSi

I in which it has the predominant voice. Even the jurisdiction of the
' Council has now passed into the hands of the people, and this change

may be regarded as proper. A small body is more liable to be cor-

rupted, by bribes and by favours, than a large body. IS'/

B. The Constitution of Athens in the Fourth Century

c. XLI, § I
;
c. XLIII, §§ 2-6; c. XLV, § 4; c. LXII, §§ 1-3 ; c. LXVIII, § I

;

C. XLIX, §3; C. XLII, §§ 3-5

[A few passages are translated which bear on the argument of the

Politics, more especially on that of Book IV, cc. xiv-xvi, and of the first

part of Book VI.]

1. The citizen body.

XLI, § I. Constitutional rights are shared by all who are of citizen

birth by both parents, and the enrolment of citizens in their demes*

takes place at the age of 18.

2. The deliberative.

XLIII, § 2. The Council, of five hundred members, is ^cted„byJot,
fifty from each tribe. The representatives of each-tribe form a presiding
committee [for one tenth of the.year], in an order determined-by.lot. . .

.

§ 3. The members of this presiding committee {a) maintain a common
table in their official residence, for wliich funds are provided by the

state, and (6) summon the meetings both of the Council and the

Assembly. The Council Js summoned..daily (except for^ holidays)

:

the Assembly four times"during th^tenure of each presiding, committee
[i.e^about once a we'ek]r The presiding committee prepares the agenda
for the Council. ... § 4. The committee also prepares the agenda for

the four meetings of the Assembly held during [the period of] its office,

One_pf„ these meetings is called.jthe,.*sovereign* mating: in it the

Assembly must cohfom the magistrates in theiFoffices, . . . handle.prob-

lems pf food supply and defence, . . . and deaLwith. any impeachments
which a citizen may wish to bring forward § 5. The ‘sovereign’ meet-
ing held during the tenure of the sixth presiding committee of the year

further considers and decides (a) the question whether or^nq any citizen

slmuld be ostracized and (b) any complaints against common informers.

. . r'§'67'Besides'a ‘sovereign’ meeting of the Assembly there are also

held, during the tenure of each presiding committee, (a) a meeting.for

petitions, at which any citizen who wishes to do so is at liberty to address
the people, after depositing the olive branch of petition, on any issue

he wishes to raise, whether public or private, and (b) two other meetings
for all other subjects. At these two meetings the laws require
Assembly to handle three subjects connected with religion, three^con-
nected with heralds and embassiesrShd three of a secular character.

\
* Each citizen since about 500 B.c. had been enrolled in a deme or_E.arish

I (in Aristotle’s time there were about 150), and every citizen had to’ be'described
\by the name of the deme to which he belonged. The demes were grouped
i together iii tribes, of which there were 10. Enrolment in a deme corresponded
to inscription in the voting registers in a modern state.
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Sometimes subjects are handled without a preliminary vote of the
Assembly that they should be taken into consideration.

XLV, §4. The Council considers in advance anymatters brought before
the people,,and the people cannot vote on any matter which has not been

:

so considered and then placed on the agenda by the presiding committee.,^
A citizenwho carries a motion intheAssembly [notpreviously considered
by the Council and placed on the agenda by the presiding committee]
is liable to be prosecuted, for an unconstitutional proposal.^

3. The^executive.
[The treatise gives an account ofthe many officers who were appointed

by lot , and of the few—^the generals and other military officers—who
were elected by vote. The account takes the form of a long and detailed
catalogue of each office. At the end of the catalogue, the treatise adds
some general remarks.]

LXll, § I. Of the magistrates appointed by lot, some . . . used formerly
to be appointed from each tribe as a whole, while others . . . were
apportioned among [and_appointed_from] the .different .demes. The
demes, however, were in the habit of selling appointments and accord-

ingly all the magistrates who are appointed by lot are now appointed
from each tribe as a whole—^with the two exceptions of the members
of the Council and the guards of the dockyards, who are still assigned

to [and appointed from] the different demes. § 3. Payment is made
by the state (a) to the members of the Assembly, at the rate of six obols

for each ordinary meeting of the assembly and nine for each ‘sovereign’

meeting
;
(A) to the members of the popular law-courts, at the rate of

three obols for each session; (c) to the members of the Council, at the

rate of five for each session
;
{d) to the members of the presiding com-

mittee drawn from the Council, who receive a further obol a day [in

addition to what they get as members of the Council] for maintenance;

and (e) [to a number of magistrates]. § 3. The military offices may be
;

held repeatedly : none of the others may be held more than once, with
j

the one exception that membership of the Council may be held twice.

4. The judicature.

Lxvfil, § I. Most of the law cou^ contain 500 members. . . . When
public cases have to be brought before a body of 1,000 members, two

courts combine to form that body. [The most important cases] come
|

before a body of 1,500, or three courts combined.

XLIX, § 3. Formerly the Council used to judge the designs for public

buildings and the designs for Athena’s robe [annually carried in proces-

sion at her festival] ;
but this is now done by one of the popular law-

* It may be added, in explanation of the powers of the Council, that it was

(i) partly a ‘second chamber’, which besides preparing businesTfor the Assembly

had also the rigHForSoncurring in decrees (so that the formula ran ‘Resolved by

the Council and the People’), and (2) partly^ administrative body, charged with

the supervision ofadministration (and in that sense acting as part ofthe executive),

but liable in its administrative capacity to encroachment by the Assembly.

* The passage in c. XLi, § 2 (see the end of Part A of this Appendix), on the cor-
j

ruptibility ofsmall bodies, is illustratedby this example; see also C. XLEi, § 3 below.;
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courts, determined by lot, as the Council was thought to show favourit-

ism in its judgements.^

5. The military training of Athenian youth from 18 to 20.

[The system here' described was introduced after the victory of

Philip of Macedon at Chaeronea, in 338 b.c. It would seem to be the

system assumed in Book VII, c. xii, of the Politics. If that is the case,
|

Aristotle had these Athenian arrangements in his mind when hes

sketched his ideal state.]

XLii, § 3. These officers [a marshal, or kosmetes, in chief command
of the whole, and a master of discipline, or sophronistes, at the head of

the youth of each tribe] take the youth in charge
;
and under them they

first make the circuit of the temples in Athens, and then proceed to the

port of the Peiraeus [5 miles away], where some of them garrison

Muijychia [on the north side of the port] and others the southern side.

The Assembly also, appoints two trainers for the youth, with a staff of \

instructprs, who teach them infantry drill, the use of the bow andjavelfn, 1

and the handling of catapults. The Assembly pays a subsistence allow-

ance of six obols [daily] for each master of discipline and four for each

of the youth. Each master of discipline draws the allowance for the youth

of his tribe, buys the proper provisions for the common mess (each tribe

has a common table), and controls the arrangements generally. § 4. This
|

is the way in which the first.year oftrainingjs spent. In the secondyear,

on the occasionwhen the Assembly is held' in the theatre [at the Dionysiac

festival], the young men give a display of their drill before the people;

shields and spears are then issued to them by the state, and they are set

to patrol the country and to live in the guard-houses.^ § 5. They are

thus two years on garrison duty, during which they wear the military

cloak and are exempt from all taxes. During this time they cannot sue or

be sued, in order that there may be no excuse for any leave of absence. . .

.

At the end of this period they pass on to join the general body of citizens.^

[It may T5e added, to complete the picture, that liability to military

service, in the Athenian democracy of Aristotle’s time, lasted from the

age of 18 to that of 60. The citizens were arranged in ‘classes’ or years

(as they are in modern states with a system of universal service)
;
and the

treatise describes, in c. liii, the system by which the ‘classes’ were
called up for service in the event of war.]

* The interest of this passage, which shows the popular law-courts judging
on aesthetic issues, is that itmay be connected with Aristotle’s defence of popular
judgement in matters of art {Politics, Book III, c. xi, § 3).

,

^ The same word, phylahterion, recurs in the Politics, Book VII, c. xil, § 8,
! in the same connexion with the country-side.

^ ‘The garrison and patrol duties had always devolved upon the young men
of Attica, but they were now organized into a new and thorough scheme of
discipline—a mild Attic approach to the stem system of Sparta. It almost

« strikes one as a conscious effort to arrest the decline of the citizen army in the
i face of the encroachments of the mercenary system. The ejgliebi in their
characteristic dress, the dark mantle and the broad-brimmed hat, are a graceful
feature of Athenian life and art from this time forward’ (J. B. Bury, History
of Greece, pp. 827-8). Athenian democracy, we may note, even in Axistotle’s
time, was a democracy of military service.
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POLITICAL MISCELLANIES OF ARISTOTLE

The Aristotelian corpus contains a treatise called the Oeconomica, in
two books. Neither of the two books is the work of Aristotley^fthe
first book (which consists only of six brief chapters) has some affinities

with the first book of the Politics, and may have been written by a pupil
of Aristotle, or by a pupil of one of his pupils. It is concerned with the
art_of household management (or ‘economics’ in the original sense of
that word)

;
and it deals summarily whhi the relations of husband and

wife. . the treatment_of„slaves, the proper building of a house, and the
proper handling of household,property. The second book is a curious

cento belonging to a later date. Neither of the two books of the Oecono-
|

mica can be used to throw light on the argument of the Politics.

But ancient writers have left us some description, and have occasion-

ally quoted fragments, of some genuine Aristotelian writings, now lost,

!

which bear on the theme of politics. It will serve to illustrate the width

'

of Aristotle’s interest in that theme, and the fertility of his pen, if some
account is given of these lost writings. ‘ We may arrange the account

in the following order:

I. Early Political Dialogues (in the Platonic form).

II. Political pamphlets.

III. Political compilations, of the later period after 336 b.c.

IV, Political correspondence.

I. Early Political Dialogues

1. A dialogue (possibly in two books) ‘Concerning the Statesman’

(politikos), in which, according to Cicero, Aristotle set out qualem in

republica principem esse conveniret. The recorded references to its con-

tents show that Aristotle dealt {a) with the sense of honour
,
qrjspirit’,

as a spur to virtue and ‘the sinews of the soul’ (cf. Politics, Book VII,

c. Vll), and {b) with the necessity for that ‘release of emotion * which is

mentioned, in connexion with music, in Book VlII of the Politics,

c. vir, §§ 3-5.

2. A dialogue (according to Cicero in four books) ‘Concerning

Tustice’.^ The recorded references to its contents show little, except that

Aristotle made a slighting reference to Sardanapalus, as he also does in

the Politics, Book V, c. x, § 22.

3. A dialogue ‘Concerning Nobility of Birth’, from which some pas-

sages are quoted, iiTclialogue^ form, in a Florilegiiim, or anthology of

selected pieces, made many centuries later. This may have been used

in passages of the Politics such as Book IV, c. viii, § 9.

* The account is based on V. Rose’s collection, Aristotelis qui ferebanlur

librorum fragmenta (Leipzig 18S6).
. . , , . tm >

^ The same title, as has already been noted, is also used by Plato as an alterna-

tive title for his Republic.

4774 C C
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4. A dialogue ‘Concerning Education’, which may be the source of

Plutarch’s quotation “from" Aristotle, ‘Much.Jearijing^ makes ..rnany

troubles,’. This may have been used in the latter part of Book VII and

in Book VIII of the Politics.

5. A dialogue (or, more probably, an ‘Epistle’) called the Prptreptikas,
addressed to a prince of Cyprus, and exhorting him to the ‘philosophic’

or speculative life. This was the most famous, and perhaps the most

important, of Aristotle’s early writings
;
and its argument may perhaps

be traced in the passages of the Politics (Book VII, cc. ii-iii, cc. xiv-xv)

which deal with the relation of speculative to practical activity.

II. Political Pamphlets

I. An epistle or exhortation to Alexander ‘Concerning Kingship ’.

The late accounts given of this pamphlet suggest (a) that it was written
|

in answer to a request from Alexander; (b) that it so wrought upon
j

Alexander that he was accustomed to say, on days when he had done
nobody a good turn, ‘To-dayil.wasjiot a king: I didnot help, anybody’

;

)

and (c) that it inverted the famous dictum of Plato (that states would
never prosper until kings became philosophers, or philosophers became
kings), by arguing that ‘for kings to be philosophers was so far from \

being a necessity, thatJt .was rather,a,hi.n.d^^ whatAsasjiealLy-neces- \

sary was tHat_they..,shQuld.be--wiiling.J;q hear,- and.ready- -to accept, the j

advice of genuine phhpspphe.ts’.

3. Another epistle, or exhortation, to Alexander ‘Concerning

Colonies’. This is also said, in a late account, to have been written

at Alexander’s request, and to have dealt with the proper methods
of founding colonies, on which Alexander was engaged during his con-

quest of the Persian Empire. The nature of the advice given by
Aristotle may perhaps be guessed from the records of his letters to

Alexander (see below, under IV).

III. Political Compilations, of the Later Period 'i

AFTER 336 B.C. 5

I. The great and main compilation recorded the ‘Polities’, or Con-
stitutiohsjAf ’i58~Greek“''states, of which the Constitiition^f'‘Aifiens

(discovered,' in a papyrus in'Egypt, as recently as i89o).is the one sur-
viving example. Most of these must have been compiled by disciples or \

colleagues: some may have been compiled by Aristotle himself; a later

Greek commentator certainly refers to the clarity of his exposition in

‘his genuine Polities’. In any case it is clear that these ‘Polities’ were
before him, and served as his basis, in several parts of the Politics—
e.g. in the latter half of Book II, and, more especially, in Books IV-VI,
where references are repeatedly made to different constitutions.

The references in ancient authorities give us the names of some 70 or
more of the states described in the compilation of ‘Polities’. They range
from Sinope, on the Black Sea, to Cyrene in north Africa : they extend
from Marseilles (a Greek colony going back to 600 b.c.), in the western
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Mediterranean, to Crete, Rhodes, and Cyprus in the East. Aristotle thus '

included colonial constitutions as well as those of metropolitan states; :

and his descriptions, covering the whole sweep of the Greek ‘Disper-
'

sion’, embraced states on the Aegean,.Ionian,_^d Tyrrhenian_Se3s, and
/

in the three con^entej)fJjjrppe, Asia, and'Africa.
2. A description ofjhe in^itution^(MowM'»ja) ofthe ‘barbarian^ or non-

Greek^states.’ TEe surviving"'ffagments refer to Cafia, Libya, Etruria, ':

ancTRome. The institutions described are social rather than political
‘

(e.g. the hired women-mourners of Caria, who sing the praises of the
/

dead in front of the house, or the dissolute habits of the Etruscans) ;

'

but there is also a story of the founding of Rome by Greeks returning
\

from the siege of Troy, with captive Trojan women in their train, who
;

were driven by a storm to the coast of Latium. If the evidence of Cicero
'

be accepted, the description of nomima included mores, imtituta, disci-

pKnas

;

and under the head of Rome it may thus have contained not only
the reference to the origin of the city which has just been cited, but also

some account of Roman social and constitutional life about 350 b.c.

3. The claims, or pleas (dikaioniata), of_the Greek states. The title

appears to indicate a collection of cases of international law, or, more
exactly, of the rival claims of cities in inter-city disputes about boun-

daries. A late Byzantine writer speaks of Philip of Macedon as having

used the collection in determining boundaries
;
but one of the surviving

fragments relates to an event which may be dated some four or five

years after Philip’s death. If the collection is thus posterior to Philip,

it may have been used by Alexander—or rather by his deputy in Greece

(Antipater, who was certainly active in the Peloponnese* in 331 B.c.).

[Besides these three compilations of a specifically political character,

other compilations, of what may be called an antiquarian kind, are also
^

mentioned in ancient authorities. There was, for instance, a list of the i

victors in the national games of Greece, and a catalogue of the different
i

dramas produced for dramatic compositions, with some account of their /

writers, their dates, and the success they attained. The list of victors

in the games may be the basis of a reference in Book VIII, c. iv, § 8,

of the Politics: the catalogue of dramas appears to be the basis of a

reference in the same book, c. vr, § 12.^]

’ The late Byzantine authority mentioned in the text makes Philip of Macedon
say, in dramatic style (after he had settled inter-city disputes on the basis of

Aristotle’s compilation), T have laid out the land of Pelops’—i.e. determined tire

boundaries in the Peloponnese.
2 The importance of these references to the list of victors in the games, and

to the catalogue of dramas, is that they help to date the last two books_ of the

Politics. They suggest that those books were written when such compilations

had already been made—i.e. in the later period of Aristotle’s life. We may be

sure that Books IV-VI of the Politics, which presuppose the existence of the

compilation of ‘polities’, belong to this period; and Book II of the Politics,

which (with its accounts of Sparta, Crete, and Carthage) seems based not only

on that compilation, but also on the description of the institutions of non-Greek

states, may also be argued to belong to this period. Since so^ much of the

Politics thus depends on the researches contained in the compilations of the

later period, it seems reasonable to ascribe the whole of it to that period.
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IV. Political Correspondence

A number of Platonic Epistles survive, and they are now generally!
‘

accepted as, in the main, genuine. The Epistles of Aristotle have dis-

appeared; and we are dependent on scattered references in ancient

writers for any knowledge we have of their style and their contents. In

style they are reported as having shown the proper epistolary qualities

—

brevity, clarity, and an avoidance of complicated.argunynts"~of phrases

;

and" one writer speaks of. J:hem as...couched. -in,.a Jbetter prose than

Aristotle’s other writings. The two chief correspondents mentioned

in the scattered references are A.lexander and Antipa$er. Some of the

passages quoted or summarized by ancient writers from Aristotle’s

correspondence with them deserve to be recorded.

He advised Alexander, in one of his letters, to distribute his benefits

equally between the larger and smaller cities. ‘The gods’, he wrote, ‘are

‘ equal in both
;
and as gratitude is a goddess, she will come to you

equally from both.’ He advised him also (so we are told by Plutarch)

to distinguish between Greeks and non-Greeks (or ‘barbarians’)—deal-

ing with the former as ‘leader’, and wfEH the latter as
‘

master’.^ A more
personal note occurs in twd"other reports of Aristotle’s correspondence

with Alexander. One report tells us that he sought to dissuade Alexander

j

from his fits of temper, saying, ‘High spirit and anger should be shown

I

not to inferiors but only to superiors
;
and you have not even an equal’.

Another report (which comes from Aulus Gellius) tells us that Alexander

wrote to him once to complain of the publication of the esoteric dis-

courses, or lectures, which he had himself attended, and that Aristotle -.<j|

replied to Alexander, ‘They have been published—and yet not pub-
lished : they can be understood only by those who have actually heard
us lecture.’

The correspondence.with Antipater—^with whom Aristotle had an old

and close connexion, and whom he appointed his executor—^has a

peculiar interest; and whatever we may think of the passages quoted

{
from his letters to Alexander, those which are quoted from his letters

\
to Antipater seem to ring true. He explains to him (as an old friend, and
'in answer to current criticisms) the reasons for his marriage to the
adopted daughter of the ex-slave, Hermias, who had risen to be the
tyrant of Atarneus. He tells him (in a passage which is three times
mentioned by Plutarch) that ‘though Alexander may well be proud of
being a ruler over many peoples, those who hold true views of the gods
have no less reason for being proud’. When, towards the end of his

life, during the popular commotions which followed on the death of
Alexander, he had to leave Athens and take refuge in Euboea (saying,

as he went, ‘I will not let the Athenians offend twice against philo-

*_Here Aristotle draws'a''disfrnrtion,''ah3 makes a gulf, which w^being
I

obliterated by the conquests and policy ofAlexander, who was uniting the peoples
I

of the eastern Mediterranean and western Asia in a Hellenistic amalgam. ,

I
Eratosthenes (as reported by Strabo) was more true to the spirit of the age, when,

j
‘refusing to agree with those who divided all mankind into Greeks and bar-

! barians, he declared that it was better to divide men simply into the good and
the bad’. See Introduction, Section III, p. lix.
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wrote to explain his action to Antipater; *To continue to

stay in Athens would only have been to court trouble

:

Pears upon pears grow old and figs on figs.’^

One of the most remarkable passages, however, is a personal confession,
which sets thought busy.^ ‘The

.
more I am by^ myself, and alone, the_

fonder I have become of myths.’ Perhap^the man who had always set so
much store ’By received opinion in his thought about ethics and politics

'

was beginning in his old age to look more and more to the opinion

'

crystallized in myths as a way to those ‘true views of the gods’ which i

were a just reason for being proudA

' A reference to the.condemnation-and death of Socrates in 399 b.c.
^ The quotation is from the Odyssey (vii. 120^1), "where Homer is’d'escribing^

the garden of Alcinous. The sting—and a pun—comes in the words ‘figs on]
figs’. The Attic word for what we call ‘a common informer’ was a word con-i
nected with figs; and by ‘figs on figs’ Aristotle indicates the mass of ‘common!
informers’ at Athens. '

^ There is a striking comment on the passage in Jaeger’s Aristoteles, p. 342.
* There are a number of references to myths in the Metaphysics, which are

sometimes joined with references to those who have ‘spoken’ about the Gods,
i.e. the theologoi or writers of theogonies (e.g. Plesiod) and of cosmogonies
(e.g. Empedocles). One of these references may be quoted (Book A. c. 8).

1074 b x^lTraditions have been handed down to posterity, from old times and
the remotest ages, in the form of myth, to the effect that the heavenly.bodies.are
g^s_and_diyinity encompasses the whole of nature. [This is the core] : the rest

has”been added'at'a later date, ih 'mythicars’tyle, in order to persuade the masses
and to serve the practical purposes of legislation and policy, [In these additions]

it is said that gods are in the image of men, or in the likeness of other animate -

beings ; and other ideas are added which are consequent or similar in character, j

But if we abstract the original element from these accretions, and consider that

element by itself—the element, that is to say, which consisted in a belief that the

‘first substances’..were,gods—we may well consider that this belief was divinely

inspifeS';'md we may go on_to reflect that—while it is probably true'that there

has'"be'en a series of"cycles, in the course of which each art and science has

been repeatedly invented and carried to its height, and then has perished again

—

it may also be true that these opinions have survived [throughout] to our own
day, like relics of the prime. So far, and only so far, can we see into the nature

of the opinion which was held by our forefathers and ultimately derived

from the originals of our kind.’ (In an earlier passage of the Metaphysics, A, c. 2, /

Aristotle remarks that philosophy begins in wonder, and proceeds to say, 982/

b 17 ‘A man who is puzzled and wonders thinks himself ignorant [and triesi

to escape from his ignorance into wisdom], and therefore the man who is aj

lover of myth is also in a sense a philosopher or lover of wisdom—for myth is

composed of wonders.’)
With this passage we may end. It will be noticed by the reader that the idea ;

of things having been repeatedly invented in the course of tlie ages recurs in the ;

Politics (Book VII, c. x, § 7, and, in a slightly different form, Book II, c. V, § 16).

But what he will notice even more will be Aristotle’s respect for ‘opinion^(ifoA-a)

;

and he may guess that this respect may explain why AristotleTwEen he retired ' y
into himself, and away from the arguments of the Schools, became still fonder of

|

myths and the old ‘opinion’ which they enshrined.
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sopjiy’)>^ he wrote to explain his action to Antipater: ‘To continue to
stay in Athens would only have been to court trouble:

Pears upon pears grow old . . . and figs on figs.’^

One of the most remarkable passages, however, is a personal confession
which sets thought busy.^ ‘The,.mpre^I am by myself, and alone, the
fonder I have become of myths.’ Perhaps the man who ha‘d always set so

'

much store ’by received opinion in his thought about ethics and politics ;

was beginning in his old age to look more and more to the opinion '

crystallized in myths as a way to those ‘true views of the gods’ which ;

were a just reason for being proud."*

* A reference to the.condemnation and death of Socrates in ^oo b.c.
The quotation is from the Odyssey (vii. 120—1), where Homer is describing

the^garden of Alcinous. The sting—and a pun—comes in the words ‘figs on'
figs’. The Attic word for what we call ‘a common informer’ was a word con-i
nected with figs; and by 'figs on figs’ Aristotle indicates the mass of ‘common!
informers’ at Athens. i

3 There is a striking comment on the passage in Jaeger’s Aristoteles, p. 342.
* There are a number of references to myths in the Metaphysics, which are

sometimes joined with references to those who have ‘spoken’ about the Gods,
i.e. the theologoi or writers of theogonies (e.g. Hesiod) and of cosmogonies
(e.g. Empedocles). One of these references may be quoted (Book A. c. 8).

1074 b i^JTraditions have been handed down to posterity, from old times and
the remotest ages, in the form of myth, to the effect that the heavenly^bodies.are
gods_and.,diyinity^encompasses the whole ofjnature, [This is the core]; the rest
has been added aFa later date, irilh^hicars'tjde, in order to persuade the masses
and to serve the practical purposes of legislation and policy. [In these additions]
it is said that gods are in the image of men, or in the likeness of other animate •

beings ; and other ideas are added which are consequent or similar in character. ,

But if we abstract the original element from these accretions, and consider that
element by itself—the element, that is to say, which consisted in a belief that the
‘first substances’.,were, gods—we may well consider that this belief was divinely

inspifeHTmd we may^go qnjo -reflect that—while it is prohaBly tfue''thaflliFre

ha's "been a series"of"cycles, in the course of which each art and science has
been repeatedly invented and carried to its height, and then has perished again

—

it may also be true that these opinions have survived [throughout] to our own
day, like relics of the prime. So far, and only so far, can we see into the nature
of the opinion which was held by our forefathers and ultimately derived

from the originals of our kind.’ (In an earlier passage of the Metaphysics, A, c. 2, /

Aristotle remarks that philosophy begins in wonder, and proceeds to say, 982
j

b 17 ‘A man who is puzzled and wonders thinks himself ignorant [and tries;

to escape from his ignorance into wisdom], and therefore the man who is a'

lover of myth is also in a sense a philosopher or lover of wisdom—for myth is

composed of wonders.’)
With this passage we may end. It will be noticed by the reader that the idea :

of things having been repeatedly invented in the course of the ages recurs in the
,

Politics (Book VII, c. X, § 7, and, in a slightly different form. Book II, c. V, § 16).

But what he will notice even more will be Aristotle’s respect for ‘opinion’ (doxa) ;

and he may guess that this respect may explain why AristotIerwhen‘'hc retired < y
into himself, and away from the arguments of the Schools, became still fonder of !

myths and the old ‘opinion’ which they enshrined. .
•.
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The index is not exhaustive. It does not, for instance, contain all the names
of persons and places mentioned in the text, but only those which seemed to

r tte translator to be of some more particular importance. In a word, it is simply
intended as a general working guide to readers and students of the type
described by the translator in his preface, p. iv. (For a fuller index the reader
is referred to the Oxford translation of the works of Aristotle, volume X.
For a full and most useful index of the Greek text the classical scholar is
referred to Eichard Congreve's edition (2nd), 1874, pp. 409-91 ; but Congreve’s
references suppose a different order of the Books of the Politics—in which
Books VII-VIII come after Book III, and Book VI is intercalated between
Book IV and Book V—and this makes the use of his index difficult.) The

- main references are indicated in a heavier type.

Academy, of Plato, xiii-xiv, xv, xix.

Account. caUing magistrates to, 89,
125-6, 189, 264.

Acquisition, art of ('chrematistic'), 9;
acquisition of slaves, 18 ; of property
generally, 18-32 ; natural form, 18-
22 ; form contrary to nature, 22-9

;

practical consideration of the art,

29, 32. (On the different senses in

which the term ‘chrematistic’ is

used, see 22 n. E, 27 n. F, 32 n. G.)

Acropolis, 307, bcv.

Action {praxis), distinguished from
production, 10 and n. 2 ; necessary
(as well as a good disposition) for

achieving goodness, 282, 288, 356;
life of action and life of contempla-
tion, 283-g ; thoughtmaybehighest
action, 289; the claims of action

and the claims of leisure, 317-20,
Adultery, 328.
Aesthetics, and politics, 127 n. Y.
Age, mind subject to old age, 78 ; the

different ages of life, 301-3, 316;
the proper age of marriage, 324-8

;

different sorts of music appropriate

to different ages, 345, 346, 351-2.

Aggregate, the Polis an, 40, 5 1 ; see also

Compound.
Agora, see Market-place ajid Square.

Agriculture, see Farming.
Airs, Waters, and Places, Hippocra-

tean treatise on, 307 n. 2, xi n. i.

Aisumnetai, see Dictators.

Alcidamas, on slavery, 369, Ivii.

Alexander, 144 n, CC, 386, 388, xi,

xvii-xix, xxii, lix.

Aliens, resident, 93, 108, 109.

Alliance, the polis more than an, 118,

iig.

Alternation in office, see Rule and

Rotation.

Amateur, idea of the, 334 and n. 2;
the amateur in music, 341, 346;
see also Mechanical and Profes-
sionalism.

Amusement, claims of, see Play.
Analysis, the method of, 2, 3 n, 1, 8,

18, 93 n. I.

Ancestral democracy, 88 and n. i, 216
and n. 2, 380 and n. 2, 381, xxiv
and n. 2.

Anger, cause of revolutions, 237, 240

;

Alexander and, 388.
Animals, man and the, 6, 7, 13, 21,

286 and n. 2.

Antipater, 184 n. MM, 353. 388-g,
xix-xx, xxii-xxiv.

Appetite, element of, in the soul, 13,

146. 323-
Appointment of magistrates, methods

of, 194. 197-9-
Appreciation, of music and poetry by

masses, 123, 127 n. Y; musical
appreciation, 341, 346, 347.

Arbitrator, in law, 71, 371 ; law itself

an arbitrator, 147 ; the middle class

an arbitrator, 186 ; appointment of

arbitrators in times of faction, 219

;

kingship as a social arbitrator, 236.

Arcadia, 41.

Arche, Ixvii and n. i ; see also Execu-
tive and Office.

Areopagus, council of, 88, 213.

Arete, Ixxv; and see Goodness.
Aristocracy, elements of, at Carthage,

84, 85; Aristotle’s use of term, 87
n. M, 133 n. 3 ; based on merit, 109,

1 14: when preferable, 143: what
society suited for. 150 ; varieties of,

173-4 ; shades into ‘polity’, 87 n. M,
176, 180, 186, 222 : aristocracy and
kingship, 236 ; causes of revolution

in, 221-4; methods of ensuring
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stability of, 224—34 passim ; defined

in the Ethics, 374, and the Rhetovic,

375.
Aristophanes, Ivi, Iviii.

Arms, basis of constitutional rights in

‘polity’, 114, 151 n. GG, 187, 380.

Art, relation of, to nature, 7 n. i, 317
n. I, 331 and n. i, 1.

Artisan, a skilled craftsman, 30

;

nature of goodness of, 36-7 ;
general

status of, 68, 69, 70, 104, 165 ; can
artisans be citizens? 107-10; their

position in democracies, 256, 265

;

in the ideal state, 301-2.
Arts, hierarchy of, 354-5 :

politics and
the arts, 354 n. i

;
politics and the

analogy of the arts, see Medicine,
Flute-playing, Sailor.

Asia, nature of the peoples of, 138. 296.
Assembly (ecclesia), in Crete, 81 ; in

Carthage, 84-5; general view of,

94-5; in the ‘polity’, 177, 186; in

democracies, 187, 189-90, 192, 197,

259, 268 ; at Athens, 379, 382-3, Ixv.

Assessments, in connexion with
property qualifications for office,

220, 226-7, 262 n. YY, 265, 270.
Association, general nature of, 1, 2 n.

A, 3-7 ; extent to which it can be
carried, 39-40 ; depends on the
members being different, 41 (cf.

102) ; in what the identity of an
association consists, 99 ; the 'parts'

and ‘conditions’ of an association,

298; associations and friendship,

373, The Political Association; see

Polis. The three associations of the
Household (q.v.)

:
(a) that of hus-

band and wife, see Marriage; (6)

that of parents and children, see

Parent and Family; (c) that of

master and slave, see Manager,
Master, and Slaves.

Assus, town of, 67 n. i, xiv-xvi, xlii.

A sty, or ‘city’ as place of residence,

Ixv ; astynomos (city-superinten-
dent), 274.

Atarneus, town of, 67, 388, xv.
Athenian Confederacy, the first, 378

;

the second, xii.

Athens, commerce of, 29 n. 2 ; Solon’s
laws at, 64 ; constitutional develop-
ment of, 88-9, 213, 377-82 ; honour-
ing of public debts at, 100 n. Q, 381
n. 2

;
people of, as judges of art, 127

n. Y ; legislation and decrees at, 128
n. Z, 149 n. FF, 371 n. 3; Athens
and empire, 88, 135, 183, 213, 295
n. I ; naval crews at Athens, 167,
213 and n. 2, 295 n. i, 378 ; dema-
gogues at, 169 n. LL ; use of lot at.

193 00 ; notables depleted by
Peloponnesian War, 209; city of

Athens and port of Peiraeus, 21 1,

294 n. I ; revolution of Four Hun-
dred at, 214, 379-80; Peisistratus

tyrant at, 216, 377; system of

assessment at, 262 n. YY ; reforms
of Cleisthenes at, 266

;
public assis-

tance at, 269 n. I, 377, 378 ;
gaolers

(the Eleven) at, 275 and n. i ; war-
party and peace-party at, 318 n. 4

;

policy in inter-state relations, 319
n. 2 ; effect of Persian wars on, in

music, 347, and generally, 88, 213,

378 ; democracy of, background of

Aristotle's theory, 353 ;
population

of, 378 n. 3 ; Aristotle's description

of constitution of, civc. 330 b.c.,

382-4; position of, after 367 B.c.,

xii; politics of, 335-306 b.c., xix-
xxvi passim.

Athletes, defects of training of, 326,

338-9-

Babylon, 57, 98.
Barbarians (i.e. non-Greeks, or 'un-

civilized peoples’, or ethne), 3; and
slavery, 16; kingship among, 138;
contrasted with Greeks, 3, 296;'

training of children among, 328-9

;

savagery of, 338 ; meant for rule by
‘master’, but Greeks for rule by
'leader', 388, xvii, lix.

Barter, see Exchange.
Bequest, right of, at Sparta, 76

;

should be restricted, 229.
Better sort, claim of, to sovereignty,

122, and to share of oflfice, 132 {see

also Notables).
Biology, interest of Aristotle in, xi,

xvi, XXX, cf. also 164-5, and see

Medicine.
Birth: free birth and its claims, 132,

163-4, 1 71 Freeman)

;

noble birth and its claims, 132,

133 (and see also Nobility and
Notables).

Birth-rate, encouragement of, at
Sparta, 76-7; regulation of, 58-9,
63, 90 n. I, 327 ; see also Population.

Body, and soul, 12, 13, 323 ; body of
slave and that of freeman, 13-14;
habit of body in relation to mar-
riage, 326-7 ; the care of the body of
the child, 328-9 ; bodyandmind not
to be worked simultaneously, 339.

Body-guards, in monarchies (i.e. both
kingships and t3T:annies), 138, 236,
and in kingships (as distinct from
tyrannies), 144.

Bribery, at Sparta, 77, 78.
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Callisthenes, nephew of Aristotle, xvi,

xix, xxii.

Candidature, for o&ce, how to be
pursued, 78.

Capacity, for ofSce, versus claims of
character, 231.

^ Carthage, description of constitution,
83-7 courts at, 95 ; commercial
treaty with Etruscans, 118; consti-
tution may be called aristocratic,

173 :
policy towards poor, 87, 269;

military decorations at, 285.
Cataclysm (deluge), Aristotle’s refer-

ences to, 73, 389 n. 4.
Cavalry, connected with oligarchy,

160, 188, 271.
Celts, references to, 75, 285, 296 n. i.

Censorship, of art, 329-30, 330 n. i.

Chalcis, in Euboea, 89, 160, xxiii and
n. 2.

Change, political, arguments for and
against, 72-3; causes of constitu-

tional changes, or revolutions, 203—

54 ;
Plato’s view of, 250-3.

Character, and climate, 296 ;
effects of

music on, 343-4 ; see also Goodness.
Charondas, legislator. 89, 90, 183, 186.

Children, 324-31 ; see also Education.
Choregia, the equipment for a life of

goodness, 15 and n. 2, 180 n. 2, 282
n. 2, 290 and n. i, 312, 313 n. 2.

'• Ixxv.
Chrematistic, see Acquisition.

Chronology, of the composition of the

books of the Politics, xli-xlvi.

Citizen, definition of the, 93, 94, 95,

qfif 97; tie relation of the good
citizen to the good man, 101-6, 107
n. T, no, 173, 316; the citizen as

belonging to the Polls, 333, li-

Citizenship, general theory of, 92-
iio ;

descent and citizenship, 96-7

;

how affected by revolutions, 97;
extension of, in democracies, 266;

definition of good citizenship, 105,

134 -

City, the central, in the ideal state,

293, 307-11; see also Asiy and
Polls.

Civic body, see Politeuma.

Class system, in Plato’s Republic, 52,

54, 56; in the theory of Hippo-
damus, 69, 70.

Classes, in the Polis, 160, 165-6, 180—

3, 271 ; in the ideal state, 299-306;
origin of classes in Egypt, 304;
Greek nomenclature for, bcxiii-

Ixxiv ;
see also jMiddle class aud

Part.
Classification, of constitutions, iio-

16, 158, 161-2, liii; in the Ethics,

393
373-5

)
in the Rhetoric, 375-6; clas-

sification of animals (as analogy for
classification of constitutions), 164;
Aristotle’s habit of classification,

xi, xxix.
Cleisthenes, of Athens, 97, 266, bcv.
Climate, effects of, 296; see also.i4 t>s.

Waters, and Places.
Collections, of data by Aristotle, 386-

7, xxxii-xxxiv, xxxvi.
Collective, capacity and claim of

people or masses, 123, 125, 127,

134, 142.
Colonies, Aristotle on, 386, xviii, Ibc.

Combinations, of modes of organizing
the three powers, 255-6; see also.

Mixed Constitution.
Commerce, divisions of, 30; how far

practised in ideal state, 293, 294-5

1

see also Exchange and Trade.
Common good, criterion of action of

state. III, 134.
Common meals or tables, 52, 57, 60,

79, 81. 82. 84, 178, 304, 305, 309,
382.

Common property, in the scheme of

Plato’s Republic, 48-56, Ivi ; in the
scheme of Hippodamus, 70; how
far to be practised in Aristotle’s

ideal state, 305.
Community of wives, in Plato’s

Republic, 40-8.
Compact, see Contract and Conven-

tion.

Compound (syntheton), 2, 12 and n. 2,

92, 95 n. O, 99, 298 ; see also Whole.
Conditions, as contrasted with 'parts’,

108 and n. i, 29S.

Confederation, practice of, in Crete,
,

82
;
polis different from confederacy,

41 ; different from economic con-
federation, 118.

Confiscation, of property of rich, 267
and n. 3, 268.

Conquest, how far a proper activity

of state, 318-19; see also Empire.
Consanguinity, how far basis of Polis,

99, 120, 210-11.
Consent, a basis of the state, 77, 80

n. L, 185. 232, 234 n. TT, 268,

381 n. I.

Constitution {politeia), nature of, 92.

Ixvi; definition of, no, 156, 161,

180 and n. i, 279 n. i, 332 n. 2

;

difference of constitutions, 94 ; con-

stitution basis of state's identity.

99-100 ;
goodness of citizen relative

to constitution, loi ff. ; classifica-

tion of constitutions, 110-16, 158.

161-2, 373-5. 375-6. liii: Wstorical

succession of Greek constitutions.
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143, 188, 252-3; more than two
forms of constitution, 161 ; which
constitution best for majority of

states, 180-4; which constitution

suited to which civic body, 185-8;

the establishment of constitutions,

188-202; the causes of constitu-

tional change, 203-54; citizens to

be educated in spirit of constitu-

tion, 233, 332 ; construction of

democratic and oligarchical con-
stitutions, 255-78 ; nature of ideal

constitution, see Ideal constitution.

Constitution of Athens, 89 n. i, 128
n. Y, 269 n. I, 353, 361 n. 5, 386,
xxxiv; passages translated from,

377-84 -

Constitutionalism, of Aristotle s poli-

tical theory, bd-bdi.
Construction, and growth, in sphere

of politics, 2 n. A, 7, xlix-1 ; con-
struction of democratic and oligar-

chical constitutions, 255-78.
Contemplation, life of, as compared
with life of action, 283-9, 386,
xxvii ; contemplationmay be height
of action, 289; contemplative part
of rational principle of soul, 317,
320 n. EEE.

Contempt, cause of sedition, 209

;

cause of revolution in monarchies,

238, 240.
Contiguity, how far basis of Polis,

iig, 120, 211.

Contract, or compact, 2 n. A ; law not
a contract or covenant, 119 (cf.

Ixxii) ; idea of social contract, xlviii

;

see also Convention.
Contracts, public, when to be kept,

98-100 and n. Q, 381 n. 2.

Convention, and slavery, g, 14-16;
and currency, 24 n. i, 25 ; and law,

365, 366, 367 and n. i.

Correspondence, of Aristotle, 388-9.
Corruption, small bodies liable to,

142, 382, 383 and n. 2, 384.
Cosmoi, in Crete, 81, 82, 8^.
Cosmopolis, Stoic idea of the, xlvii,

lix-lx.

Council, of Elders (Gerousia) at
Sparta, 77, 78, 81, 95 ; in Crete, 81,
82 ; at Carthage, 84, 85 ; council or
Boiile at Athens (see also Areo-
pagus), 127 n. I, 382, 383 and n. i

;

position of a council in democracies,
259 ; the relation of Boule and Pro-
bouloi, 197, 276, 278.

Country-side, as distinct from city,

265, 30s, 377. 378, bcv.
Courage, how fostered at Sparta, 75,

322, 338 ; courage of men and that

of women different, 105 ; courage
and fortifications, 308 ; when needed
particularly, 321.

Courtiers, in t^annies, 245.
Courts, of law, as proposed by Hippo-
damus, 6g, 71-2 ; at Sparta, 78, 95 ;

at Carthage, 85, 95 ; at Athens, 88
(and see Dikasteria).

Covenant, see Contract and Conven-
tion.

Craftsmen, see Artisan.

Crete, 52, 53, 74, 79, 80-3, 8g, 304.
Crime, causes of, 65, 66.

Cultivation, of the mind {diagoge),

336. 341 : music and, 340, 342, 349.
Culture (paidcia), 131 and n. 2, 132,
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Currency {nomisma), 24, 25, 26, 29,
bC3C-l^.

Customary law, 147, 366 n. i.

Cycle, Plato's idea of cycle of

change, 251.
Cyclopes, 4, 357.
Cyme, custom of compurgation at, 72.

Decrees (psephismata)

,

relation to

laws, 128 n. Z, 367, 369 ; sovereign

in extreme democracies, 168 and
n. I.

Defence, military, of the state, 57-8,
66-7, 69-70, 276 ; in the ideal state,

293, 294; a defence force as ‘part'

of the state, 165. •

Deliberation, as a function of the
people, 125, 142.

Deliberative power, and organ, 166,

189-93 and n. NN, bcviii; in the
ideal state, 301-2; at Athens,

382-3 -

Demagogues, in democracies, 88, 168,

169 n. LL, 215-16, 226, 233, 235,

245, 266, 267-8.
Demes (local units), at Athens, 382

n. I, Ixv.

Demetrius, of Phalerum, xxv.
Demiourgoi (magistrates), 96 n. i.

Democracy, mixed with monarchy in

Plato's Laws, 60-1 ; elements of, at
Sparta, 77, 82, and at Carthage,
84-5 ; distribution of offices in, 86

;

Solon and, 88-g, 377; citizenship

in, 95 and notes 1 and 3; public
obligations of, after a change of

constitution, 98 (cf. 381 n. 2) ; the
demos sovereign in, no; a perver-’

sion of ‘polity’, 115; based on the
poorer classes, 115, and not merely
on numbers, 115-16, 163-4
Poor) ; conception of justice in,,

117-18, 132, 204, 205; inevitable in

states with large population, 143;
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conception of liberty in, 167, 234,
253. 258, 260: five varieties of,

167-9 ; alternative account of four
varieties, 171 ; further accounts of
varieties,^ 256-7, 263-7; the ‘far-
mers’ or ‘peasant’ democracy, 171,
185, 256, 259 n. 5, 263-s; ‘extreme
democracy’, 88 n. 3, 104, 168-9,
171-2, 182, 185, 190, 192, 197, 216.
233-4, 239. 241, 245, 266, 268, liv;
democracycombined with oligarchy
in the ‘polity’, 177-8; why demo-
cracies secure, 182, 206; what sort
of population democracy suits, 185,

225; politicEil devices in, 187; con-
nexion ivith military development,
188, 272, 308; deliberative power
and organ in, 189 ff., 192 ; appoint-
ment of executive magistrates in,

198-9; organization of law-courts
in, 202 {see also Dikasteria)

;

equality in, 204, 205, 258-60 ;
naval

power and, 213 and n. 2, 271-2,

295 n. i; causes of revolution in,

215-16; methodsof ensuring stabil-

ity in, 224-34 (esp. 229) and 267-9

;

fond of flatterers, 245 ; modes of con-
structing, with a view to stability,

255-69 ; idea of, 258, and attributes,

258-9 ;
view of, in Ethics, 374, and

in Rheioyic, 375; description of

Athenian democracy by Aristotle,

378-84; his general attitude to,

liii-iv; vocabulary of terms con-
nected with, bcv-lxvi, Ixxiv ; see also

Ancestral democracy. Equality,
Liberty, Lot, Majority, Masses,
Number, and People.

Demos, no, 122; divisions of, 160,

167 ; see also Ixv-lxvi, Ixxiv and n, i.

Demosthenes, the orator, 318 n. 4,

xxi, Ixxi.

Descent, how far basis of citizenship,

96-7, 109; good descent, see

NobUity
;
property and its descent,

see Property.
Desire, and crime, 65, 67.

Devices, political, 186-7, 225.

Dialogues, of Aristotle, 385-6, xxxvi.

Dictators [Aisumnetai), 138-g, 179.

Diet, of children, 328.

Diffusion, of wealth, at Carthage, 87

;

of inventions, 30^, 306 n. DDD.
Dikaidmata (pleas in inter-state dis-

putes about frontiers), collection of,

387.
' Dikaiosyne, 362, Ixix-Lxxi; see also

Justice.

Dikasteria (popular law-courts), 71

n. I, 88, 94, 128 n. Y, 146 n. 4, 149

n. FF, 371 n. 3, 377. 378. 379.

payment for attendance at, 88, 177,
187, 259, 268; organization of,

200-2, 383.
Dike, Ixix-lxxi; see also Justice.
Dion, of Syracuse, 238, 239, 240, xiii.

Dionysius, of S3Tacuse, the elder, 31,

144, 216, 245; the younger, 23S,

239, 240, xiii.

Discord, see Faction.
Discretion, as contrasted wth pro-

cedure by rules of law, 78, 82, 141-
2, 144 n. CC, 145-6.

Discussion, in sphere of politics, 126
n. I.

Disproportionate increase of parts of
state, cause of faction, 209-10.

Dissection, Aristotle and, xi, xxxii;
see also Biology atid Medicine.

Distributive justice, see Justice.
Dithyramb, 351 and n. i.

Dorian mode, 161-2, 344, 351.
Do\vries, used to equalize property,

63 ; at Sparta, 76.
Draco, legislator, 90.

Drama, analogy of, 99; people as
judges of, 127 n. Y ; censorship of,

330.
Drawng, study of, 335, 336, 337.
Drinking, and crime, go; and music,

352*
Dynasteia (arbitrary oligarchical

clique), 83 n. i, 170, 172, 270-1.

Early man, 72-3, 389 n. 4.

Ecclesia, see Assembly.
Economics, significance of term in

Aristotle's use, 21 n. i, 22 n. E, Ivi

;

economics and politics, iiS, 119;
in the ideal state, 293-5; see also

Household and Management.
Education, the proper way of pro-

ducing unity, 51 ; in relation to

equality, 64; education of citizens

in the spirit of the constitution,

233, 332; to be directed by the

state, 332-3, and a duty of the

legislator, 357; the state as an
educational institution, li-Ui, Ivui-

lix. Education in the ideal state:

general principles, 311-24; its aim,

312-13 ; its early stages, 324-31 ; its

different periods, 331 ; the period

of the training of youth, 332-52.

Education in aristocracies, 375.

See also Music and Training.

Egypt, 141, 245, 304.

Election, methods of, in Plato s Laws,

61, 62 n. K ; election of magistrates

in democracies, 89 ; who should be

electors, 125-6; election versus the

use of the lot {see also Lot), 177,
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193 19^ ' electors and eligible

to be identical, 218, 220 n. QQ;
various systems of election of

magistrates, 197-9; property or

personality the basis of voting

power ? 260—2 and n. YY.
Emancipation, of slaves, 306 and n. i,

xxiii.

Empedocles, quoted, 369.
Empire, object of Spartan system, 79

;

Athenian (maritime) empire, 88,

135, 213, 295 n. I, 378; policy of

Athenian and Spartan empires to

dependent cities, 224; the Persian
empire, 135 ; should a state seek to

have an empire? 284-6, 318-20.
End {telos), relation to nature (or

physis), 5 ; the end as a limit, 25

;

the true end of the state, in, 118-

20, 121 n. X, 322; the ends of

different constitutions, 376. Ends
and means, 298 ; the end of educa-
tion, 3 12-1 3 . Ends Tunning through
creation, 286 n. 2, and through
man’s development, 323 n. 2; the
hierarchy of ends, 354. See also

Function.
Endowment, natural, required in

citizens of ideal state, 296 ; natural
endowment as the first stage of

goodness, 314, 322.
Enthusiasm, see Inspiration.

Ephialtes, Athenian statesman, 88.

Ephors, at Sparta, 60, 77-8, 81, 82,

84, 95, 244.
Equality, of members of polis, 32, 42,

145, 1 81 ; how it should be secured,

64 ; in regard to the distribution of

office, 117-18, 145; proportionate
and numerical, 65 n. i, 204, 205,
223 and n. i, 258, 259-60, 363-4.
liii; relation of equality to justice,

120 n. W, 129-30, and to liberty,

258; equality and the position of
the one bestman, 135, 145 ; equality
in relation to democracy, 167, 204,
206, 225, 234, 258, 259-60, 260-2;
passion for, a cause of faction,

206, 207; see also Proportionate
equality.

Equalization, of property, 63-8, 232.
Equipment, see Choregia.
Equity {epieiheia), 146 n. 4 ; concep-

tion of, in Ethics, 367-9, and in
Rhetoric, 370-2; Ixx; relation to
justice, 368-9, 370, and to law,
368-9, 370-1.

Establishment, of constitutions,
methods of, 188-202.

Ethics, relation of to politics, 333,
360 and n. 4, xxxv, li.

Ethics, references to, 117, 129 n. 3,

180, 312, 353; quotations or
translations from:

Book I, c. i, 354.
c. ii, 354-5-
c. vii, § 6, 5 n. 4.

c. X, § 12, 282 n. 2.

c. xiii, § 2, § 8, 320 n. EEE.
Book II, c. i, § 5, 367.
Book III, c. vii, § 7, 296 n. i.

Book V, c. i, § 15, 362 n. i.

c. ii, § 10, 362.

c. ii, §§ 12-13, 363.
c. iii, § 7, 364 n. I.

c. iii, § 41, 121 n. W.
c. V, §§ lo-ii, § 14. 24 n. I.

c. vi. § 4, § 5, 363. 364, 367-
c. vi, §§ 8-9, 364-5.
c. vii, §§ 1-5, 365-6.
c. X, §§ 1-8, 367-9.
c. xi, §§ 2-3, 333 n. I.

Book VI, c. i, §§ 5-6, 320 n. EEE.
c. V, § 5, 10 n. 2.

c. viii, § 2, 367.
Book VIII, c. ix, § 4, 2 n. A.

c. X, §§ 1-6, 373-4-
c. xi, §§ 6-7, 17 n. I.

c. xii, § I, 2 n. A.
c. xii, § 7, 5 n. 4.

Book IX, c. vi, §§ 1-2, 234 n. TT.
c. viii, § 6, 96 n. O.
c. ix, § 3, 5 n. 4.

c. X, § 3, 291 n. 2.

Book X, c. ii, § 4, 129 n. 4.

c. vii, §§ 6-7, 320 n. FFF.
c. viii, § 4, 282 n. 2.

c. ix, §§ 1-2, §§ 11-14. §§ 18-22,

355-9-
c. ix, § 12, 366-7,

Etruscans, 118, 387.
Eubulus, of Atarneus, 67 and n. i.

Euripides, references to, 242, 243,
Iviii; quotations from, 3, 103,

234. 297. 340-
Europe, character of its peoples, 138,

296.
Evolution, idea of, and Aristotle's

conception of ‘nature’, xlix n. i.

Exchange, 20, 23-6 (exchange by
barter, 23), 27 n. F, 28, 29, 30, 32
n. G, 41 and n. 1 ; the Pohs not
intended merely to. ease exchange,
ii8-ig; see also Commerce and
Trade.

Executive power, and organ, 193
n. NN, 194-200, 273-8; at Ath-
ens, 383 ; see also Arche and
Office.

Experience, claims of, 52, 72-3 and
72 n. I, 280, 283 n. 2, 304; how
handed on, 357-8 ; Aristotle's
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respect for, xxviii

; see also History
and Opinion.

Expert, claims of, in politics, 125-6.
Exposure, of cities, to airs and winds,

307 ; of children, 327 and n. 3.

Faction, or sedition {stasis), distribu-
tion of property and desire of profit
a cause of, 63, 65, 208 ; in Crete, 83

;

general references to, 142-3, 182,

204 and n. i, 205, 377; see also
Revolution.

Fair {to ison), notion of the, 362-3.
Fame, desire of, cause of revolution

in monarchies, 239.
Family, 3, 4, 7 n. B, 32-8; Plato’s

attitude to, 40-8; Aristotle’s de-
fence of, 44-7 ; other references to
his view of, 374, 1, Iviii; see also

Association and Parent.
Farming, occupation of, 20, 29-30;

the class of farmers in Plato’s
Republic, 52-4, 56, 165, in the state

planned by Hippodamus, 69-70,
and in the ideal state, 305-6 ; farm-
ing class as a part of the state, 165

;

the ‘farmers’ or ‘peasant’ variety
of democracy, 171, 185. 256, 259
n. 5, 263-5 ;

agrarian trend in Aris-

totie’s thought, 263 n. 2,

Fathers, and children, see Parents and
Paternal authority.

Fear, cause of faction, 208-9, and of
revolution in monarchies, 238.

Felicity {eudaimonia)

,

the end of the
state, 1 18; felicity and goodness,

180, 282 n. AAA; nature of fehcity,

280 and n. i, 281-2, 283-9, 299,

312-13 ;
felicity of leisure, 336 ; the

word ‘fehcity’, Ixxv-lxxvi.

Female, in relation to male, 3, 13, 32,

33, 35, 36, 54, 105 ; see also Women.
Feminine influence, in tyrannies and

democracies, 245.
Few, the, see Oligarchy and also Not-

ables.

Finance, public, 31, 228, 276; at

Sparta, 80 ; at Athens, 377 {and see

Payment) ; in tyrannies, 247.
Flatterers, in democracies, 88, 168,

245 {and see Demagogues) ; in

tyrannies, 245.
Flute, in musical education, 347-S,

351 ;
analogy of flute-playing and

politics, 86, 106, 130 {cf. also anal-

ogy of harp-plajdng, 313).

Foreign relations, importance of pay-

ing regard to, 57-8, 66 and n. 2,

286, xvi.

Fortifications, how far needed, 308-9,

cf. xxi.
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Fortune {lyche), sphere of, 311, 313;

the ‘goods’ of fortune, 2S1.
Four Hundred, at Athens (411 b.c.),

214, 218, 379-80.
Franchise, active and passive, in the
system of Hippodamus, 69-70 ; see
also Election.

Fraternity, in Plato’s Republic, 46-
7, 50 ; Stoic idea of, lix-bc ; see also

Friendship and Unanimity.
Freebooting, as a method of UveU-

hood, 20 and n. i.

Freedom, see Birth and Liberty.
Freeman, and slave, 13, 14.
Friends, use things in common, 49,

305 -

Friendship, 2 n. A; of master and
slave, 17 and n. i

;
place of friend-

ship in the Pohs, 120, 181, 373 and
n. I.

Frontiers, problems of, 286, 305-6;
see also Dikaiomata.

Function {ergon), determines nature
of things, 6, 96 n. i ; requires instru-

ments, 9 ; better when elements
which go to its discharge are better,

12; determines amount and size,

21, 290-1 ; one function one instru-

ment, 3, 86; citizen defined by
function, 96 n. i ; see also End.

Genetic method, applied by Aristotle,

3, 93 n. I : apphed to Aristotle,

xlii-xlvi.

Geography: geographical basis of

Polis, 8 n. B ; Aristotle’s regard to

Geography, p. 296, and see Territory

and Airs, Waters, and Places.

God: the nature of, 281, 289, 291 and
n. I, 388-9 and n. 4.

Gods, in likeness 'of men, 4; men’s
conception of, 341 ; early ideas of,

389 n. 4.

Good, the, aim of associations, i

;

preserves them in being, 42; the
master-end, 354-5.

Good life {to eii zen), object for which
the Polis exists, 5, 7 n. B, in, 118-

20; the nature of the best life,

279-89 (defined 282), 312-13.
Good man, and good citizen. 101-6,

107 n. T, no, 173, 316.

Goodness {arete), its relation to power,

15 ; equipment needed by, 15 and n.

2 (and see Choregia)

;

the forms of

goodness (the four virtues), 105 n.

2, 280 and n. 2, 321 n. 2 ; is goodness

one or more than one ? 101-6 and
io6n. R. no. Goodness and slavery

—superior goodness the title of the

master to Ws position, 15, 16; the
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nature of the slave’s goodness, 34,

36. Goodness and the state—the

goodness of the ruler and that of

the ruled, 34, 103-4 Rule), and
goodness in relation to station or

function, 36; the goodness of the

citizen and that of the good man,
101-6, 107 n. T, no, 173, 316: the

goodness of its citizens the object

of the state, see Good Life and Law

;

goodness a title to office in the state,

132, 133. 134. 136: the claims of

capacity versus the claims of good-
ness, 231. The goodness (and there-

by the fehcity) of the Polis the
same as that of the individual, 281,

283. Goodness achieved by three

means, 314 ; it involves good action

as well as a good disposition, 282,

288, 356. Music and its effects on
goodness and character, 340, 341,

343. The word avete, Ixxiv-lxxv.
Goods, ofhuman life, Spartan view of,

79-80, 322 ; classification of, 280-1.
Gorgias, the sophist, 36, 96.

Government, Plato’s scheme of, in the
Republic, 54, and in the Laws, 60-1

;

two ways of, 316 ; Greekvocabulary
of, Ixvii-lxviii ; see, for forms of
government, Constitution; and see

also Executive, Office, and Rule.
Graphe Paranomon (indictment of

illegality), 14 n. 2, 128 n. Z.

Greatness, of states, hoAV measured,
290-2.

Greeks, meant to rule, 3 ; naturally
free and not intended for slavery,

16; character of, as a people, 138,
296.

Growth, sphere of, in politics, as dis-

tinct from creation or construction,

5 n. 2, 7 n. I, xlix.

Guardians, in Plato's Republic, 47, 52,

296, 302 n. 3 and n. 4; guardians
of the laws, 146 and n. 2, 278, xxv
and n. 3.

Gymnastic, see Training.

Habit, importance of, in connexion
with law, 73, 175, 233 ; training in
habits (habituation) as a means
to goodness, 314, 322-3, 332, 340,
356.

Happiness, denied by Plato to his

guardians, 54, 302 and n. 4; Aris-
totle’s general view of, see Felicity.

Harbours, 294-5.
Harmodius, at Athens, 238.
Harmony, musical, 12, 51, 99 {see also

Music) ; connexion of the soul with
harmony, 345 and n. 2.

Harp, use of, 348 ; analogy of harp-
pla3dng and politics, 313.

Hate, cause of revolution in monar-
chies, 240.

Health, consideration of public, in

planning of city, 307.
Hegemonia, see Leadership.
Heiresses, at Sparta, 76 ; disputes

about, a cause of revolutions, 212-

13 ;
power of, in the family, 374.

Helots, at Sparta, 52 n. 2, 53, 74,
81, 83; led by Qnadon in con-
spiracy, 221 ;

liberation of, by
Thebans, Ivii; see also Serfs.

Heraclea, on the Black Sea, ruin of

democracy at, 215 ; faction at, due
to marriage disputes, 220; naval
strength of, 295.

Herachtus, quoted, 249.
Heredity, monarchy and, 144 ; in the

animal world, 45.
Hermias, of Atarneus, 67 n. i, 282 n.

AAA, 388, xii n. i, xv-xvi, xvii,

XX, xxiii.

Heroic Age, 138, 139.
Hesiod, quoted, 4, 239.
Hippocrates, of Cos, physician, 290,

307 n, 2, xi n. I, XXX.
Hippodamus, of Miletus, planner, 68-

73. 398 and n. 1.

‘Histories’, compilation of, in the
Lyceum, xxxii-xxxiv.

History, value of, 361 ; Aristotle's

respect for, xxviii, xxix, Iv ; see also

Experience and Opinion.
Homer, quoted, 4, 5, 10, 33, 65, 109,

138, 147, 168, 337, 357, 374, 389;
references to, xviii, xxxiii.

Homicide, law at Cyme about, 72;
courts for trial of, 201.

Homo-sexuahty, 46, 75, 82, 310 n. i

;

cause of revolutions, 23S, 242-3.
Honour [time), 109 n. i ; distribution

of, 130 : to be given or withdrawn
gradually, 227; cause of faction,

208 ; men of honour and tyranny,
249 -

Horses, see Cavalry.
Household, the general association

of the, I, 4, 8-38, 1 12; see also

Association and Manager.
Hundred and Four, at Carthage, 84,

85 -

Hunting, and slavery, 18, 21 ; as a
mode of life, 20, 21 ; the aim of, 286.

Husband, see Marriage and Wife.

Ideal constitution, goodness of citizens

under, 102 ; in relation to the one
best man, 136 ; in relation to aristo-

cracy and ffingship, 152, 157, 158;
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the best constitution for the
majority of states, 180-4
‘Polity' and Aristocracy) ; the con-
stitution of Aristotle’s ideal state,
279-31 1 (esp. 298-303).

Ideal states, review of, 39-91 ; Plato
on the corruption of the ideal state,
250-1 ; Aristotle on the ideal state,

279-352, lii-liii.

Identity, of Polis, problem of, 92,
97-100 and 100 n. P.

Ideologies, conflict of (tyranny versus
other constitutions), 239-40.

Imitation, see Representation.
Indictment, of illegality, see Graphe
Paranomon.

Individual, and community, 333, 355

;

see also Part and Whole.
Individualism, the challenge of, xlviii.

Induction, method of, in the Lyceum,
xxvii-xxviii, xxxii.

Infantry, 188, 271-2; light- and
heavy-armed, 272.

Infants, education of, 329-30.
Inheritance, and bequest, at Sparta,

76 ;
preferable to bequest, 229 ; dis-

putes about, cause of faction, 212.

Insolence, cause of faction, 208,

212.
Inspiration (possession by a god, or

‘enthusiasm’), 343, 344, 349, 350-
Instincts, of animals, 13, 314.
Instruments (organs or tools), one for

one function, 3 (cf. ig6 n. i) ; slaves

as instruments, 9-10, ii n. C; num-
ber and size limited by function, 21,

291. Instruments of music, which
to be used, 347-8.

Insult, cause of revolution in monar-
chies, 237-8, 242-3.

Interest (on loans, or tokos), 29 and
nn. I and 2, 30, xii and n. i.

Interest, common, the criterion of the

state and its action, in, 134; right

constitutions based on the common
interest, 112.

Inter-marriage, of citizens of two
cities, 119-20; see also Consan-
guinity.

Inter-state relations, 285-6, 319 n. 2,

3dvii, and see Foreign relations.

Inventions, Hippodamus on, 69, 72-3

;

origin of, at different centres and
times, 304, 306 n. DDD, 3S9 n. 4.

lonians, character of, xi, xxix,

Isocrates, the orator, and his school,

358 n. I, 359 n. 2, 360, xlvii
;
quoted,

xii and n. 2.

Isolation, the state and, 57, 286, 289;

Crete and, 83.

Italy (south of), 304.
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Jason, of Pherae, 103.
Journey, association in, 2 n. A; its

difliculties, 49.
Judges, see Courts and Dikasteria.
Jurisdiction, as a function of the

people, 125, 142; organs of, 166;
organization of, 200-2.

Justice, and language, 6 ; in relation
to the Polis, 7, 8, 117-21, 129.
Justice as a form of goodness or a
virtue, 132, 137 n. AA, 231, 321-2,
box. Justice in the distribution of
office and honour—pleaded as a
basis in all constitutions, 15 1 ;

democratic and oligarchical con-
ceptions compared, 1 17-1 8, 204 ; the
democratic conception examined,
258, 259, 260

;
general view of dis-

tributive justice, 117, 120 n. W,
121 n. X, 121-37 (esp. 129-31), 313.
liii. The general view of justice in

the Ethics, 362-9; particular con-
ceptions, in the Ethics, of (1) general

justice, 362, as compared with par-
ticular justice, 362-4 (cf. 369), (2)

particular justice as being partly

distributive, 363-4, £ind partly recti-

jicatory, 363 (cf. 313), (3) absolute

justice, 364, as compared with
political, 364, 365-6, (4) justice,

365, 366 n. I, as compared with
natural, 365-6 (mention of ««-

written justice, 366 n. i). The
general view of justice in the Rhe-
toric, 369-72. The Greek vocabu-
lary of justice, bdx-lxxii (see also

Dihaiosyne, Dikasteria, and Dike).

On the relation of equity and j
ustice

see Equity, and on that of law and
justice see Law.

Katharsis (release ofemotion) ,
through

music, 347, 349, 350 and n. i.

Kingship, the king and the statesman
(politikos), I

;
patriarchal origin, 4,

33; the two kings at Sparta, 77,

78-9. 137. kiiigs (suffetes) at

Carthage, 84 and n. 2 ; kingship as

one of the ‘ right ’ constitutions, 1 14,

158 ; forms or varieties of kingship,

137-51, 179; absolute kingship,

144 n. CC, 145, 150-1 (and see

pambasileia and One best) ; what
type of society appropriate to king-

ship, 150; kingship as guardian of

society above play of classes, 236
and n. 2; causes of faction and
revolution in kingships, 235-43;
methods of preserving, 243-50;
treatment of, in the Ethics, 373,

374 ; see also Monarchy.
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Kingship, Aristotle’s treatise on, 386,

xviii.

Kyrion, to ('sovereign' authority,

generally conceived as the delibera-

tive body), 56 n. i, 95 n. 3, 114,

128 n. Y, Ixvii-lxviii, Ixx; see also

Politeuma and Sovereignty.

Labourers, unskilled (as distinct from
artisans), 30, 108-9, 165, 256, 265
and n. 2, 271, 303, 350.

Land, see Property and Territory, and
also Farming.

Language, faculty of, peculiar to man,
6 (cf. also 314).

Large, states, characteristics of, 182,

195-6 (see also Greatness) ; large

bodies less corrupt, 142 (see also

383) ; how large the population of

the ideal state should be, 290-2.
Larissa, 96.

Latin, terms of politics, Ixui, Ixiv,

Ixviii, Ixxiii, Ixxv.

Law, classification of, by Hippo-
damus, 69 ; should law be changed ?

72-3 (cf. 233). Generality of law,
and its inability to deal with all

the particulars involved, 73, 127,

141, 142, 148, 358 n. 3, 367, 368,

371 ; law and equity, 368-9, 370-1.
Law not a covenant, 119, but it has
an element of convention, 365, 366,

367 and n. i, and it involves the
art of the Legislator (q.v.). Law
has no element of passion, 141, and
may be defined as reason free from
all passion, 146, or as proceeding
from rational principle, 356, 357,
or again as a system of order, 291.
Law as a neutral authority or
arbitrator, 147; the rule of law
versus the rule of the free discretion
of the one best, 135, 141-2, 148.
Idea of the sovereignty of law, 122,

127, 128 n. Z, 141-2, 146, 148,
149n.EE, 169, 171, 172, 175,367,1V.
Law and the law-abiding habit, 73,
175. 233 : the enforcement of law,
275. Law adjusted to the constitu-
tion, 127, 156. The relation between
law and justice, 366 and n. 2, 367,

• 368 and n. I. Forms of law—custo-
mary, or unwritten, 147, 370, 372

;

natural or universal, 369, 372 ;
par-

ticular, as contrasted with univer-
sal, 369 (cf. 365) . Aristotle’s general
view of law, liv-lv

; Greek vocabu-
lary of law, Ixx-lxxii. Law and
law-maldng at Athens, 128 n. Z,

149 n. FF
; study of law in Academy,

xiv. Definition of law by Demos-

thenes, Ixxi-bcxii. See also Courts,

Justice, Legislation, Legislators.

Lawgiver, see Legislators.

Law-guardians, 146 and n. 2, 278,
XXV and n. 3.

Laws, of Plato, 56-62, 63, 66 n. 2,

79, 305 n. 3, 329, 333 n. I, xiv, xv,
xxi n. 3, XXV n. 3, liv-lv.

Leader, of the people, position of, 169
n. LL, 378 n. i, 381;.

Leadership {hegemonia), 296 n. 2, 319,

378.
Legislation, art of, 51 n. 4, 356-9, 361,

367, 368, Ixxi.

Legislators, 87-90 ;
drawnfrommiddle

class, 182: training of, 357-9: see

also Lycurgus and Solon.

Leisure \schde), serfdom as a means
of securing, 74 ; neglected at Sparta,

79; a condition for the holding of

office, 86; payment for political

work a method of providing, 171-2

;

needed both for goodness and for

political activity, 301 and n. 4.

The claims of leisure versus those
of action, 317-20; the conditions
required for the enjoyment of

leisure, 321-2, 323 n. GGG; the uses
of leisure, and its relation to occu-
pation and play, 335-6 ;

music as a
use of leisure, 335. The word
schole, xxxi n. 5.

Lesbos, island of, the flexible rule

used in its style of building, 369,
Ixxi ; Aristotle’s residence in, xvi.

Levelling, policy of, pursued in tyran-
nies and other constitutions, 135-6,
and see Ostracism.

Liberal, arts, 334.
Liberality, in the use of property,

destroyed by communism, 50

;

should be joined with temperance,
58 and n. 2, 293.

Liberty, idea of, in democracy, 167,

234, 253, 258, 260. Two forms of

liberty, 258. Liberty and licence,

234, 253, 266. See also Birth.
Libya, community of wives in. 45.
Licence, see Liberty.
Life {to zen), the object of the growth

of the Pohs, 5, 7 n. B, in and n. 2

;

but not the object of its existence,

5, 7 n. B, 118. See also Good life {to

eu zen), and Social life {to suzen)

;

see also Ways of life.

Limit, of wealth, 21, 25 ; of external
goods, 280-1 ; of the population of

the Polls, 291-2, xlvii-xlviii.

Liturgies (i.e. public services rendered
by rich)

,
such as fitting out triremes,

215, equipping choruses and the
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like, 229 : regarded as useless, 269,
but also as a compensating factor in
oligarchies, 272-3 ; see also Services.

Local government, how far practised
in Greece, 196 n. 2 ; see also Demes.

Lot, use of, for appointment to offices,

in Plato’s Laws, 61, 62 n. K; use of
in democracies, 85, 88 and n. 2,

177. 193 n. 00
, 198, 258, 383.

Lyceum, School of Aristotle in, xix,
XX, xxii, xxxi-xxxiv.

Lycophron, the sophist, his concep-
tion of law, 1 19.

Lycurgus, the legislator of Sparta, 75.
80, 88, 89, 182 ; the Athenian states-
man, 16 n. I, 30S n. 3, XX, xxi.

Lysander, the Spartan admiral, 205,
221, 381.

Macedonia, 238, 242-3, 285, 296 n. 2,

xi, xvii-xix.

Machiavelli, 247 n. i, 248 n. i, 319
n. 2.

Macrocosm, and microcosm, con-
cordance of, 251 n. 2, 254 Excursus.

Magistracies, definition of number
and duties of, 194-7, 273-8

;

methods of appointing to, 197-9
{see also Election and Lot); at

Athens, 383 ; see also Arche, Execu-
tive, and Office.

Majority, claims and rights of, 122,

134, 175-6, 234, 258, 260-1 ;
see also

Consent, Unanimity, and Will.

Male, and female, purpose of union of,

3, 323 and n. 2 ;
relation of, that of

superior and inferior, 13, 32, 33;
diference of goodness in, 36.

Man, intended by nature for life in

Polis, 5 and n. 4, 6-7 ; how related

to and distinguished from animals,

6, 7, 13, 20, 286 and n. 2, 314.

Manager, and management, of house-

hold, I, 9-10, 19, 21, 25, 26, 27-8;

a moral art, aiming at the goodness

of the household, 33-7«

Mantinea, government of, 263 and n. 3.

Many, the {hoi polloi), see Masses and

People.
Marines, as distinct from oarsmen,

295, and see Navy.
Market-place (Agora), 265, 273, 310;

and see Square.

Marriage, 3, 8, 32, 112, 374: marriage

in the ideal state, 323 and n. 2,

324-8; marriage disputes a cause

of faction, 212-13, 220; see also

Association and Community of

Wives.
Mai-t, of the world, states acting as,

29 n. 2, 294.

4774 D d
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Martial races, characteristics of. vs.

285.
Masses, rights of, 89 and n. 2, 122,

123-7. 132, 142, 263; idea of the
sovereignty of, 258 ; attitude of the
masses to politics, 228, 263; their
appreciation of music and poetry,
123, 127 n. Y : the masses in war,
272. On the Greek word {to plethos),
see Ixvi n. i. See also People.

Master, of slaves {despotes), i, 3. 8.

9-18, 37; the nature of rule by a
‘master’, as contrasted -with rule
by the statesman or politikos, 104,
111-12, 285, 316.

Mathematics, Plato and, 250-1, xiii.

Mean, the, 178, 180 and n. 3, 181,
183, 232, XXX, xxxi; the Dorian
mode as the mean, 351; see also
Middle Class and Mixed Constitu-
tion.

Means, as a test for office, 85, 86;
means and ends, see End.

Mechanical (or ‘banausic’), idea of
the, 334, Lxxiv.

Mechanics, see Artisan.

Medicine, analogy of art of, and the
political art, 25, 27, 28, 72, 112,

125, 141. 147. 2S5, 312, 358; Aris-

totle’s knowledge of and interest in

medicine, 241 n. UU, 307 n. 2, 325
n. 2, xi, XXX ; and see Biology.

Melodies, which should be used in

musical education, 349750.
Merit {axia), as a qualification for

office, 85, 86; the basis of distribu-

tive justice {see also under Justice),

117; the standard in aristocracies,

173. 175. 222-3, 236, and in king-

ships, 236. See also Proportionate

equality.

Metals, 24, 30.

Metaphysics, references to, 24S n. i,

389 n. 4, xocv.
‘Methods’, or sections, of the Politics,

xxxvii-xxxix.

Middle class, 181-3, 185-6.

Miletus, city of. 68 and n. 2 ; Thales

and his buying of the oilpresses at,

31.

Military, factor in the Polis, 8 ; mili-

tary aJliance different from a Polis,

41, 118, 119: the proper allocation

of military offices, 86. 276, and

how officers should rise from grade

to grade, 105 ;
military e-xcellence

the basis of the ‘polity’, irq, 151

n. GG, 380 n. r, xxiv; kingship and

military command, 13S, 145; rnili-

tary organization and constitu-

tional development, 1S8, 271-2,
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308 ; how far states should concen-

trate on mihtary activity, 284-6;

military considerations in the ideal

State, 293, 301-2, 307, 308 ; mihtary
training at Athens circiter 330 B.c.,

384, xxi ; see also War,
Mining, 30, xv and n. 2, xvi.

Minos, 81, 304.
Mixed constitution, in Plato's Laws,

60; at Carthage, 83 n. 3, 84-5; at

Sparta, see Sparta
;
general view of,

87 n, M, 174-8, 181-3, 185, 187,

liii; see also ‘Pohty’ and Aristo-

cracy.

Modes, in music, 99, 161, 344, 349,

350, 351 ;
the Dorian mode, 161-2,

344 , 351; the Lydian, 352; the
Phrygian, 161-2, 344, 351.

Monarchy (one-man government, of

which kingship and tyranny the
two forms), causes of revolution in,

235-43 ; methods of preserving,

243-50 ; see also Kingship and
Tyranny.

Money, see Currency.
Money-making, see Acquisition.
Monopoly, practice of, 31.

Music, analogy of musical art and the
art of politics, 51, 99, 161-2 (see

also under Flute) ; the masses
as judges of, 123, 127 n. Y, but
music also degraded to suit mass-
audiences, 350; why studied in

education, 335, 336-7, 340-52;
effects of music, 340 ; benefits, 349

;

see also Amateur, Melodies, Modes,
and Time.

Myths, wisdom of, 75; evidence of,

135. 389 and n. 4.

Natural, character of the Pohs, 5, 7
n. B, xlviii-1; natural impulse of
man to reproduction, 3, and to
political association, 7, iii; natural
impulse in animals, 13, 314 ; natural
justice, 365-6; natural law, 369,
372; natural form of acquisition,
see Acquisition.

Nature (physis), not a person, xxix
n. 5, but 'the essence (and the
process) of things which have a
source of movement in them-
selves ', xlix n. 1, Ixxiii. Nature has
no spirit of stint, 3; aims at the
best, 5 ; ruling and being ruled part
of the constitution of nature, 12, 13,
14 (hence slavery natural) ; nature
furnishes subsistence for all, 2-8.

Nothing contrary to nature right,

288; nature everywhere the same,
365. The relation of nature and

art (techne), 7 n. i, 317 n. i, 331
and n. i. The relation of nature to

end, 5, and to the kingdom or
hierarchy of ends, 323 n. 2, and see

End. Other references to nature
or physis, xi, xxix, xlviii, xlix, Ixxi,

Ixxii-lxxiii.

Naval and Navy; naval crews at

Athens, 167, 213 and n. 2, 295 n. i,

,

378; naval power, the advantages
of, 294, 295 ; the navy in relation

to politics, 213 and n. 2, 271-2,

295.
Nobility, defined as the goodness of a

whole stock, 132, or as an inherited

mixture of wealth and merit, 176,

204 (cf. 385 I 3) ;
conventional and

natural, 16.

Nomima, Aristotle’s collection of, 72
n. I, 328 n. 2, 361 n. 4, 387, xxxiii.

Nomos, Ixx-lxxii ; and see Law.
Notables (gnorimoi), 160, 167, 175,

228, 237, 264, 268, 269, Ixxiv.

Number, of governing body, not the
only basis of the classification of

constitutions, 115, and, in particu-
lar, not the only basis of democracy,
163-4 Oligarchy). The
claims of numbers to a share of

political power, 134 [see also Masses
and People) ; to what extent num-
bers should count, 185, 266. The
number of the population in the
ideal state, 290-2 (cf. 57).

Nursery, education at the stage of

the, 328-9.

Oarsmen, see Naval.
Oath, of members of Dikasteria, 146

n. 4, 371 n. 3; oaths taken b5''

members of ohgarchical clubs, 233.
Occupation, classes of, 20, 160, 165-

6; the relation of occupation, or
work, to leisure, 321, 323 n. GGG,
335-6 .

Office, allocation of, a cause of faction,

65 ; treated as a source of profit, 86,

1 12, 143, 147, 228, 230 n. SS, 252.
Offices may be divided into two
lands, 94; the indeterminate kind
(i.e. office held for an indeterminate
period) the essence of citizenship,

94-5. The problem of the distribu-

tion of office, '130, 145, 161, 363, liii

(see also Justice, distributive). The
Greek term (A yc/2e),lxvii-lxviii. See
also Executive and Magistracies.

Oligarchy, in Plato's Laws, 60-1 ;

criticized in his Republic, 252; in

Crete, '82, 83; at Carthage, 85,

87; at Athens (the Thirty), 381;
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position of artisans in, 109 ; the Few
sovereign in, no, but oligarchy-
based on property rather than
number. 115-16, 163-4. Oligarchy
a perverted constitution, 115; the

i oligarchical conception of justice,
I 117-18, 132, 204. Cause of rise of.

143 ; connexion of oligarchies with
cavalty, 160, 188, 271. Varieties
of oligarchy, 169-70; alternative
account, 172. Oaths taken by
members of. 233. Combined -with
democracy in the 'polity', 177-8.
What sort of population it suits,

185, The deliberative element in,

191, 192-3, 197; the appointment
of magistrates in, 199 ; organiaation
of courts in, 202. Causes of revolu-
tion in, 217-20: methods of ensur-
ing stability in existing oligarchies,

224-34 (6sp. 228-9); bow to con-
struct new oligarchies with a view
to stability, 270-3. View of oli-

garchy in the Ethics, 374; in the
Rhetoric, 375 ; vocabulary of terms
connected rvith, Ixxiii-b^v.

Olympias, mother of Alexander, xviii.

One best man, claims of, 122, 133-4,

135. 136 and n. i, 140 and n. i,

141-2, 144 n. CC, 145-8, 150, 151,

y 179, 289, 315 ; see also Pambasileia.
^ Onomacritus, the first legislator ? 89.

Opinion, right, the virtue of the sub-
ject, 106. General or common
opinion, 129 n. 4, 283 n. 2, 389 n. 4,

xxviii n. 3 ; see also Experience and
History.

Oratory, and politics, 216, 353, 359,

360, 375, 376; see also Rhetoric.

Order, law a system of, 291 ; order and
numbers, 291. Order of the books
of the Politics, 90 n. 3, 310 n. 4,

xxxix-xli.

Ostracism, practice of, 135. 136, 151,

208, 227.
Ownership, of land, problem of, 48

;

in the ideal state, 305-6; see also

Property.

Pambasileia, absolute kingship of one
i

best man, 14 1, 145, 179.

Parent, association of parents and
children. 9. 32, 33, 112; see also

Association and Family.

Part {morion or meros), relation to

^ whole, 10 (see also Whole); the

parts in a compound, 12 (see also

Compound) ;
parts and whole have

identical interest, 17. The parts of

the state, 3, 93 and n. i. 160-1,

164-6, 180-1, 209.271. 333 (notethat

403
sometimes families are regarded as
the parts, 3, sometimes the in-
dividual citizens, 93, 333, and some-
times the difierent social classes,
160-1, 164-6, i8o-r, 209). 'Parts’
of the state distinguished from
‘conditions’, 108 and n. i. 298.
Parts of the soul, see Soul.

Passion, law and, 141, 146: masses
more free from than the individual,
142 ; drives men to attack tyrannies

I

regardless of danger, 240, 249.
Pastoral, t3rpe of people, 20; type of
democracy, 265.

Paternal authority, 4, 33, 140 and n.
I. 356, 374-

Pausamas, one of Spartan kings (or
so called), 205, 222, 319.

Payment, for attending Assembly and
Dikasteria, 88, 171, 177, 187, How
the system may be applied in the
'polity', 177; how it should be
applied in democracies, 187, 192,
268-9 > how it is actually applied in
democracies, especially of the ex-
treme form, 197, 259. The system
of payment at Rhodes, 215; at
Athens, 378 and n. 2, 379 and n. i,

383-
Peace and war, as objects of the state,

317-20; see also Empire and War.
Peasant, see Fanning and Democracy.
Peiraeus, the port of Athens, 68, 211,

294 n. I, 384.
Peisistratus, tyrant at Athens, 216,

245. 253-4, 377-
Peloponnesian War, notables at

Athens depleted by, 209 ; effects of,

at Syracuse, 213 ; revolution of the

Four Hundred during, 214, 21S,

379-80; of the Thirty during, 218,

381; general course of Athenian
Mstory during, 379-82.

People, the collective, see Masses and
also Demos. The difierent sorts of

people in different states, 256, 263-

5. Peoples in the sense of ethne, or

‘tribes', are contrasted with the

Polis, 41, gS; see also Barbarians.

Performance, or e.xecution, in music,

how far to be desired, 341,

Periander, tyrant of Corinth, and his

advice to the tyrant of lililctus, 135,

-237; supposed founder of charac-

teristics of tyranny, 244.

Pericles, of Athens, his policy, 88,

378-9. ^ ,
Perioeci, see Serfs.

Persia, kings of. 236, 23S ; method of

their government, 244 ;
paternal

rule over family in, 374 : the Persian
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empire, 135; ‘fire burns both in.

Greece and in Persia', 365.

Persian Wars, efiects of, at Athens,

8S, 213, 347> 378.
Personality, in relation to the family,

44, 47: in relation to property,

49-50; should personaUty or pro-

perty be the basis of voting power ?

260-2.
‘Perverted' constitutions, 94, 112,

113 n. V, 114, 157, 158 (grading of

‘perversions’), 162, 373.
Phaleas, of Chalcedon. who proposed

the equalization of property, 62-8,

90.

Pheidon, of Corinth, who proposed
the regulation of population, 59.

Philip, of Macedon, 242, xvii.

Philosophers, their way of life and
that of statesmen, 284

:
philosophers

and kings, 386
;
philosophy and the

philosopher can achieve success in

economics, 31; philosophy as a
source of unmixed pleasure, 66.

Phrygian mode, 161-2, 344, 351.
Physician, see Medicine.
Physics, XXXV.
Physis, see Nature.
Pictures, censorship of, 330.
Pilot, analogy of pilot and master of

household, g; of choice of magis-
trates and that of pilots, 126; of

pilots (and physicians) and states-

men, 285 ; see also Sailor and Ship,

also used as analogies.

Piracy, see Freebooting.
Pittacus, of Mytilene (in Lesbos),
laws against drunkenness, go

;

elected dictator, 138-g.
Planning, of towns, 68 (see also Hippo-
damus) ; of the central city in the
ideal state, 306-9.

Plantations, Carthage and policy of,

87, 269 and n. 2,

Plato, wrong in thinking that the
statesman is the same as the
monarch or the manager of a house-
hold, I and n. 2 ; in thinking that
the virtues of men and women are
the same, 36 and n. r. Criticism of
the Republic, 39-56 (and see Repub-
lic)

; of the Laws, 56-62 (and see
Laws). Peculiar features of Plato's
proposed legislation, 90. Plato
connects ‘theatrocracy’ and de-
mocracy, 127 n. y ; champions free
philosophic intelligence against rule
of law, 144 n. CC. Plato's grading
of constitutions in the Politicus,
158 ; his views on the use of political
office to get economic advantage.

230 n. SS (see also Office) . Critique

of his account of political change,
250-3, Praise of Plato as having
first shown, both by his life and his

writings, that goodness and felicity

go together, 282 n. AAA. The.j..,

attitude Plato requires in his soldier 'p'

guardians, 296 and n. 3, 297; the
guardians generally deprived of

happiness, 302 and nn. 3 and 4 (cf.

also 50, 54). Aristotle follows Plato
(in the Laws) in giving each citizen

two plots of land, 305 and n. 3
(though he had criticized the pro-

posal before, 59). Criticism of

Plato's views on the Phrygian
mode, 351, and of his rejection of the
softer modes, 351-2, Aristotle, in

the Ethics, follows the argument of

Plato’s Meno, 357 and n. 3. Plato's

conception of justice, 362, Aristotle

as Plato’s pupil, xiii-xiv ; Plato on
inter-state relations, xlvii; rigour

'

of his conception of the Polis, 1 , li

;

more critical of democracy, and
more averse from the rule of law,
than Aristotle, liv; his attitude to
slavery, Ivii ; his treatment of

marriage, and his views on the
position of women, Iviii,

Play, or amusement (paidia), 335-6, /

342 ;
music in relation to, 341, 342.

*

Plays, see Drama,
Pleasure, connected with property,

50; considered in connexion with
crime, 65-6 ; its relation to felicity,

336; pleasure and music, 340, 342,

343 . 345 -

Poetics, of Aristotle, 350 n. i.

Poetry, the masses as judges of, 123,
127 n. Y ; Aristotle’s work and
collections in the field of, xxxiii,

Polis, the, its relation to the house-
hold, i; development and natural
character of, 4-8 ; definition of, 4-5,

95, 120; man intended to live in,

5 and n. 4, in. The Polis an
aggregate, involving numbers, 40,
and an association of different

types, 41 and nn. i and 3. The size

of its territory, 57 n. i, cf. also 293.
The essence and end of the PoHs,
in, 118-20, 121 n. X. The prob-
lem of the identity of the Polis, 93,
97-1Qo and n. P. The fehcity of the
Polis dependent on its goodness,

281, and the same as that of the
individual, 283 ; should its life be
directed to action or contemplation—^to empire or its own self-develop-

ment ? 284-6. The idea of the Pohs,
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xlvii-xiviii ; its natural character,
xlviii-1; its dominance over the life

of its members, 1-lii; the ideal
Polis, lii-liv; connotation and asso-
ciations of the Greek word, Ixiii-

Ixvii.

Points, see Citizenship.
Politeuma, the civic body, acting as

the deliberative, and in that
capacity sovereign, io6 n. S, no,
114..375. Ixvi and n. 2; see also
Kyrion and Sovereignty.

Politicians, failure of, in handing on
their knowledge, 357-8 ; their con-
nexion with promoting and execut-
ing decrees (but not laws), 367.

Politics, Aristotle’s conception of the
scope of, 1-7 and 7 n. 2, 354-61

;

relation of, to ethics, 353, 354 and
n. I, 360 and n. 4, xxxv. li, Ixvi;

study of, in the Academy, xiii-

xiv, and in the Lyceum, xxxiii-
xxxiv.

'Polities', Aristotle’s collection of,

359 n. 4, 386-7, xx.xiii-xxxiv.

Politikos, or ‘statesman’ (q.v,), Aris-

totle’s dialogue on, 385 I i; Plato’s

dialogue, -158; sense of the Greek
word, bcvi.

‘Polity’, the mixed or middle class

constitution, regarded as a practi-

cal or secondary ideal ; elements of,

in Plato’s Laws, 60 and n. i, 61 n. i

;

principle of, at Carthage, 84-5:
Aristotle’s use of the term, 87 n. M,
151 n. GG; 'polity 'as

a
'right’ con-

stitution, 1 14; to what sort of

society it is appropriate, 150: of

rare occurrence, 173, 183 and n.

MM
;
general view of (as a political

mixture of oligarchy wth demo-
cracy), and of its relation to aristo-

cracy, 174-8 ;
another general view,

of, based on its social composition
(cf. 180 n. 4), and on its connexion
with the middle class, 181-3, 185-6

;

connected with the possession of a
military equipment (and thus with
property), 187,0!. i5in. GGand227.
Ways of organizing the delibera-

tive element which tend towards
'polity’, 191, 192, cf. also 193;
ways of appointing magistrates

which suit a ‘polity’, 19S, 199, 202.

‘Polity’ the most stable of forms,

206 ,* further discussion of the rela-

tion of 'polities’ and aristocracies

(cf. also 87 n. M, 133, 176, 180), 222

;

property-qualifications and assess-

ments in ‘polities', 227. Treatment
of ‘polity’ in the Ethics, 373, 374

403
!

{see Timocracy). The ‘polity’ of

I

411 B.c, at Athens, 380 and n. i.

j

See also xx, xxiv, xxxi.
Poor, class of, the basis of democracy

(and not numbers only), 115-16,
122, 258; the poor ready to keep
quiet if not mishandled, and to fight
if properly maintained, 187; dis-
proportionate increase ofpoor, cause
of revolutions, 209; proper treat-
ment of poor in oligarchies, 229;
wrong policy of helping the poor
by doles, 268; the true method of
public and voluntary social services,

269 ; see also Ixxiv.
Population, decline of, at Sparta, 76;

regulation of, in relation to property
and its distribution, 58-9, 63, 76-7,
90 n. I ; control of, by exposure of
children, 327. Increase of popula-
tion helps to produce extreme de-
mocracy, 143, 171, 268 (cf. 294),
but a large population is also a
saving factor, 271. The population
of a Pohs in relation to its identity,

98. The size of the population in
the ideal state, 290-2. Population
of Athens, 378 n. 3,

Poverty, a cause of dissension and
crime, 59, but not, as Plato suggests,

the only cause of dissension, 253,
nor the only cause of crime, 65.

The basis of democracy, 116, and
cause of its defects, 268.

Power, or might, and goodness or

right, %vith reference to the prob-
lem of slavery, 14-15; generally,

262, 285-6
;
power in tyrannies, 247.

Powers, the three powers of govern-
ment (deliberative, executive, and
judicial), 189-202, and esp. 189 and
193 n. NN.

Practical life, see Action; practical

part of rational principle (as con-
trasted rvithcontemplative orspecu-
lative part), 317, 320 n. EEE.

Preservation, of constitutions,

methods of, in democracies, oli-

garchies, and aristocracies, 224-34

;

in monarchies (i.e. kingships and
t}rrannies), 243-50; further treat-

ment of methods of preserving

democracies, 267-9.
Prime, the physical, 301 n. 5, 325 n. 2

;

the mental, 327.
Priority, of Polis to family and in-

dividual, 6 (cf. 333 and 1-li); of

body to mind, and the irrational

element of mind to the rational, in

order of time, 323, but the opposite

in the order of nature, 323.
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Prisons, 274-5 ;

prisoners of war and
slavery, 14-16,

Frobouloi, or members of preliminary

council, 192, 197, 276, 278.

Production (poiesis), distinguished

from action, lo and n. 2 ; 290.

Professionalism, in music, 348; see

also Amateur and Mechanical.
Profit, desire of, cause of faction, 208 ;

office as a source of, 86, 112, 143,

147, 228, 230 n. SS, 252.
Profit-maldng, in economics, 22-9

(esp. 24-5) ; and see Acquisition and
Retail trade.

Property, as part of the household, 9

;

articles of property (including

slaves), 10; property and the art of

acquisition, 18-32. Plato’s scheme
of community of property, 48-56;
Aristotle’s argument for private
property and common use, 49-50
(for common use cf. 269, 305). The
amount of property required in a
state, 58, 66; property in relation

to population, 58-9, 63, 76-7, 90
n. I ; the equalization of property,

63-8, 232. Disputes about property
a cause of faction, 63, 65, 208.

Property in relation to the defence
of the state, 66-7. Property at
Sparta, 76-7 (cf. 49). Property
qualifications for office, see Qualifi-

cations. Property the basis of oli-

garchy (rather than number), 115-
16, 163-4 ;

not the end of the Polis,

1 1 8, cf. 298 (where it is said not to
be a ‘part’ of the state). Value of
the class possessing a moderate or
middling amount of property, 182
{and see ‘Polity’). Property should
go by descent and not by bequest,
229. Should property or personality
be the basis of votingpower ? 260-h,
262 n. YY. Restriction of the
acquisition and sale of property,
264-5. Regulation of property in
the ideal state, 302-3, 305-6. See
also 1, Ivii. ,

Proportion, observed in the arts and
needed in states, 136; proportion
in the body and similarly in states,

209, 232 (cf. 361), 291,
Proportionate equality, 65 n. i, 204,

205, 223 and n. 1, 259-60, 363-4,
liii.

Proskynesis, or ‘ kotow ’, 244 n. 4, xxii.

Prudence, phronesis or moral wisdom,
103 and n. 2, 106, 320 n. EEE.

Psychology, study of the soul or
psyche, 320 n. EEE, 360 and n. i,

xxxiv and n. 3, xxxv and n, i.

Public, services, see Liturgy and
Services ; works, erected by tyrants,

245, and to be erected by notables
in oligarchies, 273.

Punishment, nature of, 313.
Purchase, of offices at Carthage, 86.

Purgation, of emotions, see Katharsis. -j

Pyramids, of Egypt, 245.

Qualifications, property, for office, 64
and n. i ; required in some forms of

democracy, 167, 171, but democracy
generally dispenses with them or

makes them low, 258 ; required in

oligarchies, 169-70, 172, and how
arranged in the best form, 270;
proper system of, in ‘polities’, 177,

187. Qualifications for membersffip
of the dehberative body in general,

,

191. Changes in the value of quah-
fications produce constitutional
change, 220, 226 ; how this may be
met, 226-7. A peculiar system of,

265 and n. i.

Quality, and quantity, in the state,

185.

Rational principle, peculiar to man,
314 (cf. 6) ;

partly practical, partly
contemplative or speculative, 317,
320 n. EEE; relation of, to the
irrational element, in order of time
and of nature, 322-3 and nn. i and
2. The slave’s share in reason, 13;
it is a master-artificer, which the
function of ruling demands, 35;
law regarded as reason free from
all passion, 146, and as proceeding
from rational principle, 356, 357.

Reading, in education, 335, 336.
Recreation grounds, in the ideal

state, 310.
Relaxation {anapausis), 323 n. GGG,

336, 342 -

Religion, the tyrant and, 248 and n.

I ; organization of religious worship
(considered as part of the system
of magistracies), 277; priests and
religious worship in the ideal state,

303. 309, 310 -

Representation, artistic (including
musical), 124, 344; the representa-
tion of virtue by the ‘images’ of

music, 343-4. The idea of political

representation, 192 n. 2, 260 and
n. 2, 263 n. 3. .

Reproduction, of the species, 3, 58, ^
59 , 251, 323, 324-8 ; see also Birth-

rate and Population.
Republic, of Plato: Aristotle's criti-

cism of its scheme of community of
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wives, 40-8, and of property, 48-
56 ; criticism of its account of the

,
parts of the state, 165-6, of its

omission of the ‘polity’ as a form
of government, 173, and of its

theory of political change, 250-3.
Criticism of its view of the temper
required in the soldier guardians,
296 and n. 3, 297 ; of the sacrifice of
the happiness of the guardians
generally, 301-2 ; of Plato's views
on music in the Republic, 351.

Residence, how far basis of Polis and
citizenship, see Contiguity.

Responsibility, political, 169 n. LL,
264, and see Account.

Retail, see Trade.
Revolutions, general account of,

203-54. General account of their
motives, 204-7; of the objects
sought, 207 ; of their occasions,

207-11, 212-14; general criticism

of Plato’s account of the causes
of revolutions, 250-3. Particular
account of revolutions in (a) demo-
cracies, 215-17; (b) oligarchies,

217-20; (c) aristocracies (including

‘polities’), 221-4; W monarchies
(i.e, kingships and t^annies), 235-
41. Methods of preventing revolu-

tion and ensuring stability, (a) in

democracies, oligarchies, and aris-

tocracies—ten methods suggested
in detail, 224-9, and further general
rules proposed, 231-4 ; (6) inmonar-
chies (i.e. kingships and tyrannies),

243-50, esp. 246-9 on the reform of

t^annies. Problems raised by revo-

lutions—the problem of citizenship

after a revolution, 97, and that of

fulfilling contracts after one, 98-
100 (and see Contracts). Constitu-

tions not necessarily changed much
by revolution, 170, 204-5.

Rhetoric, art of, and demagogues,
216; teachers of rhetoric (Isocrates),

358. 359 and n. 2, 360; see also

Oratory.
Rhetoric, of Aristotle, references to,

66 n. 2, 301 n. 5, 325 n. 2, 353,
359-60; translations from:
I, c. viii, §§ 1-6, 375-6.

c, xiii, §§ 1-3. 369-70*
c. xiii, §§ 11-19. 370-1.

c. XV, §§ 3-8, 372.

Rhodes, city of, 209, 215.

Rhythm, see Time.
Riches, see Property and Wealth.

Right, constitutions, distinguished

from ‘perverted ’, 112 ; and see Con-

stitutions a7td Perverted.
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Rotation, of office, 145, 151, 2S8; see

also Rule.
Rule, varieties of—^rule of statesman

(or politikos) distinct from other
varieties, i, 9; esp. ‘political’ rule
distinct from rule of a master of
slaves, 104-S, cf. 111-12; the true
nature of ‘political’ rule, 105, 106
n. S, 112. The general system of
ruling and ruled elements a part of
the constitution of nature, 12, and
characteristic of all ‘compounds'
and ‘wholes’, 95 n, O. Ruling and
being ruled in turn a principle of the
political association (as being com-
posed of equals), 2, 3 n. 3, 32, 41-2,
Z12, 258, 315. Goodness of the
ruler and goodness of the person
ruled, 34, 103-4; the ruler must
possess the full goodness of ‘moral
prudence’, 35, 106; the ruled need
the goodness of ‘ right opinion ', 106

;

but the ruler must leam to rule by
being ruled first, 105, cf. 302, 316.
Rule of law, see Law.

Sailor, analogy of, loi, 112, 126; see

also Pilot a7id Ship.

St. Augustine. De Civitaie Dei, 362,
lx.

St. Thomas Aquinas, Ix-bd.

Sardanapalus, 238, 385.
Science, of politics, 354 n. i, a/id see

Politics ; natural science, Aristotle's

work in, xxvii-xxx ; and see Biology
and Medicine.

Schole, see Leisure.

School, in infancy, 329-30; cf. also

xxxi n. 5 ; and see Education.
Scrutiny, of magistrates, 78, 193 n.

GO ; see also Account.
Sea, the ideal state and its connexion

rvith the sea, 294-5 ; see also Naval
and Navy.

Sedition (stasis), see Faction.

Self-sufficiency (autarkeia), mark of

the Polis, 4-S, 6. 7 n. B, 42, 95. 120

;

in the ideal state, 292, 293, 299:
cf. also xlviii.

Senate, see Council.

Serfs (Perioeci or, in Thessaly, Penes-

tae), agricultural labourers tied to

the soil, 53, 74, 81, 165 ; in the ideal

state, 306. See also Helots (the

lower grade of Spartan serfs, and,

as such, distinguished at Sparta

from Perioeci, who were a hjgher

grade).

Servants, problems of dealing with,

44, 49 ; children and servants, 329

;

see also Slaves.
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Services, rendered by the rich, see

Liturgies: Aristotle's scheme for

social services, both public and
voluntary, 269, cf. 377; com-
pulsory military service, at Athens,

384 ;
and see Training.

Ship, analogy of, 271, 291.

Sicily, monopoly of iron in, 31;
Sicilian oligarchies turned into

tyrannies, 252; see also Dion,
Dionysius, and Syracuse.

Size, of state, 98-9; of ideal state,

290-2 ; see also Large.
Slaves, management of, different from
management of state, 1, cf. 104,

111-12; necessary to household in

process of growth of social hfe, 3,

4; connexion of master and slave

one of the three elements of the
household, 8. General account of

slavery and of slaves as ‘animate
instruments ‘ needing a master’s
guidance, 9-18; they are instru-

ments of action and not of

production (i.e. they are house
and not factory slaves), 10 and
n. 2; the ‘goodness' of the slave

as determined by his mental en-
dowment, and the master’s duty
of promoting it, 34, 35, 36-7.
Public slaves, 68 and n. i. Rule of
master over slaves distinguished
from rule of ‘ statesman ’ over fellow-
citizens, 104, 111-12. Slaves not a
‘part’ of the state, but only a
‘ condition ’, 108 ; relation of slaves
and artisans, 108, cf. 36-7. Position
of slaves in tyrannies, 245, and in
democracies, 266. The poor man
has no slaves, 278 and n. i. Slaves
as labourers in the ideal state, 306

;

young freemen in the ideal state
may undertake some of the duties
of slaves, 316; children and slaves,

329. Government of slaves like

tyranny, 374. Other references, xxi,
xxiii-xxiv, 1, Ivii-lviii. See also
Emancipation, and cf. Helots and
Serfs (who as predial slaves working
on the land differ from the slaves in
the house).

Social life {to suzen), as an aim of the
state. III, 120; see also Good life

and Life.

Soldiers, see Military.

Solitary, the man without a city, 5,6;
the solitary state, living in isolation,

57, 286, 289; Crete as example, 83.
Solon, quoted, 21 ; references to, 64,

88-9, 91 n. iv, 125, 182, 377, 380
n. 2.

Sophists, 357-8, xlviii (‘popular
teachers ’)

; see also Gorgias and
Lycophron,

Sophocles, quoted, 36, 369, 372.
Soul, and body, 12, 13, 323 ; the soul

of the woman, the child, and the
slave, 35; the goods of the soul,

280-1 ; the parts of the soul, 35
and n. 2, 317, 320 n. EEE, 323.
The statesman must study the
soul, 320 n. EEE. The soul and
harmony, 345 and n. 2.

Sovereignty, note on. [Generally,

Aristotle (i) regards law as the final

or ultimate sovereign, see 127, 146,

169, 175, 367, and the other
references under Law; but (2)'

conceives the deliberative body, or
Poliieuma (q.v.), as the proximate
or immediate sovereign. On the
deliberative (q.v.) as sovereign, see

56 and n. i, 94, 189, and on the
Politeuma as sovereign, see 1 10,

1 14 (in all these cases the word
Kyrion is used, q.v.). In discussing
what body of persons should be
sovereign, 121-8, Aristotle is thus
discussing what persons should
form the deliberative or Politeuma.
He speaks of a majority of numbers
in that body as sovereign, 234 {see

Majority), but he suggests that the
maj ority should be amixed maj ority
both of numbers and of property,
261. In democracy he speaks of
the masses as sovereign, and of this

as meaning that the poor, being a
majority, are sovereign over the
rest, 258.]

Sparta, common use of property at,

49; Spartan peers not farmers of
their lands, 52; Helots at {see

Helots) ; estates at, in hands of a
few, 76, 223. Constitution of,

regarded as mixed, 60, 60 n. i, 77,

174, 178 ; regarded as approaching
ideal, 60, 156, 318. General descrip-
tion and criticism of the Spartan
constitution, 74-80. Parallels of
Sparta and Crete, 80, 81, 82; of
Sparta and Carthage, 84, but also

differences, 84, 85. Jurisdiction at
Sparta, 95 ; kingship at, 137. Policy
of Sparta in days of her empire,

183, 239. Attempts at revolution in

Sparta, 205, 221-2. Causes of sur-

vival of kingship at Sparta, 243-4.
Plato’s view of the Spartan type of

state and how it changes, 251.

Spartan education and laws framed
for war, 285, 318-20, 322, 338-9;
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Sparta and fortifications, 308 n. 3.
Sparta and music, 341, 347 ; Sparta
almost alone in having a system of
training conducted by the state.

357. See also Ephors and King-
ship.

Speculation, see Contemplation.
Spies, use of, by tyrants, 244-5.
Spirit {thymos), may pervert the

action of holders of office, 146 and
.

n. 6; among Greeks as compared
with Asiatics, 296 ; Plato’s views on
the spirit of the soldier guardians of
the Republic, 296 n. 3, 297.

Square, of freemen, 310; see also
Market-place.

Stability, of existing constitution,
how ensured in democracies, oli-

I
garchies, and aristocracies, 224-34;
further account of how stabiUty
can be ensured in an existing

democracy. 267-9 . Hownew demo-
cracies can best be organized wth
a view to stability, 255-69, and
similarly new oligarchies, 270-3.

State, see Polis, and on the etymology
of the word ‘state’, see Ixiii.

Statesman {polilikos), difference of,

from king or master of household,

1, 17, 32; definition of, 106 n. S,

152 n. 2; needs knowledge of

finance, 31 ; what qualities he needs
most, 231 ; the life of, and the life

of the philosopher, 284.
Stentor, needed to address large state,

292.
Stock, connexion of unity of wth the

unity of the state, 99, 120, 210-11.

Stoicism, xlvii, lix-lx.

Strongholds, planning of, 307-8; see

also Fortifications.

Subsistence, different kinds of, see

Ways of life.

Suffrage, to be based on property

or personality, 260-2 and n. YY

;

and see Election.

Superiority, or pre-eminency, claim

of outstanding, 133, 134-5. 150-1.

204, 289 (see also One best man);
some form of superiority often a
cause of faction. 208.

Syracuse, 144, 209, 212, 213, 216,

240 and n. i, 245, xiii ; see also Dion
and Dionysius.

Tarentum, ’polity’ turned into demo-
cracy at, 209; social policy of,

269.
Taxation, see Finance, public.

Temperance, virtue of, 50. 58 and n.

2, 321-2; see also liberality.

409
Tenure of magistrates, length of, 194,

225-6, 258 ; at Athens, 383.
Territory, of state, as planned by
Hippodamus, 69; in relation to
identity of state, 98; size and
character of, in ideal state, 293-5.

Thales, of Miletus, the philosopher,
and his monopoly, 31.

‘Theatrocracy’, Plato's views on, 128
n. Y.

Thebes, and Sparta, 75; legislation
at, 89-90; traders excluded from
office at, 109 ; faction at, 209.

Theophrastus, Aristotle’s successor as
head of the Lyceum, xvi, xix.

Theoric fund, at Athens, 67 n. 2, 318
n. 4 - 379.

Theramenes, Athenian statesman, 184
n. MM, 380 and n. i, 3S1.

Thessaly, 53, 74, 310.
Thirty, at Athens, 218, 381.
Thrasybulus, of Miletus, the tyrant,

135, 216, 237.
Threes, Hippodamus’ system of

arranging everything in, 69 ff.

Thurii, colony of Athens, 210, 223-4.
Time, in Plato’s view causes all things

to change, 251 and n. 3 ; attitude
of Plato and that of Aristotle to
‘ the benefit of time ’ in politics, Iv.

Time, or rhjdhm, in music, 343,
345 . 349.

Timocracy, term used m the Ethics
ior ’polity’, 373-4. and cf. 373 n. 2.

Trade, retail, not naturally a form of

the art of acquisition. 23: con-
nected with currency, 24, 25; sets

no limit to acquisition, 26.

Tradition, see Experience and Myth.
Training, gymnastic, the analogy of,

147, 154; the physical training of

the young, 336, 338-9 (as part of a
general view of the general train-

ing of youth, 332-52) ; military

training at Athens circ. 330 B.c.,

384. xxi.

Travellers, associations of, 2 n. A;
their quarrels, 49.

Trifles, causes of revolutions, 210,

212, 223, but the issues great, 212.

Twos—^Plato’s ‘trvo states in one’,

53: his system of two estates and
households for each family, in the

Laws, 59 and n. 3 ; the similar

system of Hippodamus, 70; Aris-

totle assigns two separate estates

to each citizen, 305.
Tyrannicide. 66 and n. i, 239, 240,

249, xxii.

Tyranny, compared with c.xtreme

democracy, 88 n. 3, r68, 182, 266;
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a perversion of kingship, 115 1 some
forms of kingship in the nature of

tyrannies, 138, 139. 179 i policy of

tyranny, 135; definition of pure
tyranny, 179, cf. 122. Tyrants and
demagogues, 216, Causes of revolu-

tion in tyrannies, 234-43 ; methods
of preserving tyrannies, 243-50
(the method of the 'bad' tyrant,

244-6, and of the 'good', 246-9).

Short duration of tyrannies, 250,

253-4. Criticism of Plato's view of

change in regard to t3rrannies, 252.
References to tyranny in the Ethics,

373» 374- ‘XXX, and
Dionysius, Peisistratus, Periander.

Unanimity, Aristotle’s account ofv

234 n. TT.
Unification, Plato's excessive, 40-1,

46-7, 50.

Unity. Plato's conception of, 40-2,

43-5. 46-7, 51 • Unity best pro-

moted by education, 51-2; under
what conditions a state possesses

unity and identity, 98-g.
Unwritten, justice, 366 n, i ;

law, 370,

372 -

Use, of property, should be common,
48, 49-50» 269, 305.

Usury, 28-9.
Utility, practical, the key-note of

Books IV-VI, 155 n. 3 ; should we
speak of utility or value in dealing
with the ‘goods’ of the soul ? 281

;

distinction of acts of utility and
acts of goodness, 317 ; the claims of
utility in education. 334, 335, 336,

337. 343 i Uie utility of music,

343 -

Varieties, of democracy, oligarchy,

and ‘polity’, 160-78; varieties of
democracy, further account, 256-7,
263-7; varieties of kingship, 137-
51, 179; of tyranny, 138, 139,

179 -

Verdicts, methods of giving judicial,

69, 71-2.
Village, 4, 7 n. B, 23, 38 n. H.
Virtue, see Goodness. The four virtues

as conceived by the Greeks, 105 n.

2, 280 and n. 2, 321 n. 2,

Vocabulary, of Politics, bdii-lxxvi.
Vote, see Sufirage.

War, the solitary and, 5 ; and slavery,

14-16, 18 ; as a method of the art
of acquisition {see also Freebooting),
21. The tyrant a war-monger, 245,

War the object of the Spartan state,

79, 285. How far states should plan
for war, 285 ; the claims of war as

against those ofpeace (and of action
as against leisure), 317-20, 322 {see

Empire), See also Military.

Water, supply of, its importance, 307
and n. 3,

Way of life, constitution considered
as, 180 and n. i, 279 n. i, 332 and
n. 2. Different ways of life accord-
ing to different methods of gaining
subsistence, rg-20. Claims of dif-

ferent ways of life (peace and war,
leisure and action),' 318, 320 n.

FFF.
Wealth, nature of true, 21 ; limited

in amount by the purpose it serves,

21. 25 n. 1, 26 and n. i ; identified

by some with money or currency,

25; consists not only in land, but
also in other things, 67-8. Diffusion

of wealth encouraged at Carthage,

87; the wealthy claim political

power, 122, 132, 133; wealth the
basis of oligarchy (rather than
number), 115-16, 163-4; associated

with birth and breeding (hence the
wealthy called 'Notables', q.v.),

175, 176, 204. See also Ixxiv, and
Property.

Whole {holon) conception of, 6 and
n. I, 92 and 95 n. O

;
prior to parts,

6 ; whole and parts have identical

interest, 17, but the parts belong
to the whole, 10, and the citizen as

a part belongs to the Polis as a
whole, 333 ; see also Compound and
Part.

Wife, position of, 32; in the ideal

state, 324-8 and 327 n. 2 ; associa-

tion of husband and wife, see

Marriage; community of wives in
Plato's Republic, 40-8.

Will, the basis of the Pohs and its

constitution, 77. 80 n. L, 124-5,
185, 232 and 234 n. TT, 381 n. i

{see also Consent). But mere will

inferior to la'vv, see under Discre-
tion

;
and liberty of the will of the

people may become licence, see

tinder Liberty.
Wisdom, moral {jphronesis), see Pru-

dence.
Women, their power of deliberation.

35 ; virtues of, how different from
those of men, 36; at Sparta, 75,

76 ; in Crete, 82 ; in tyrannies, 245,

248 ; in democracies, 245, 266.

Position of women debated in

fourth century b.c., Iviii.
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